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NATURAL HISTORY OF ARTHROPODS.

Branch YIL— ARTHROPODA.

Cuvier, in his great divisions or branches of the animal kingdom, recognized a

group Articulata characterized by having a bilaterally symmetrical body, composed of

a series of rings or segments serially arranged. An excellent example of the arrange-

ment of these rings can be seen in the common earth or angleworm. These rings

make a hardened external skeleton, which at once forms a framewoi'k for the attach-

ment of muscles, and also a protection for the internal organs. Typically, there is

found in each segment a portion of each of the more important organs of the body.

Just under the dorsal surface is found an elongated dorsal vessel, which represents the

heart
;
the intestine lies in the median line of the body, which it usually traverses from

end to end, while the nervous system, consisting of a series of enlargements, called

ganglia, connected by nervous cords, extends along the floor of the body. This

group of Articulata was still further divided into three classes: Worms, Crustacea, and

Insects.

This classification was long prevalent, and even at the present time it is found in

use in a few text-books, though when naturalists came to study more thoroughly the

principles upon which animals should be grouped, and especially upon applying the rev-

elations of embryology, it was seen that the class of Worms contained the most hetero-

geneous elements, and that while certain members of it were possibly closely related to

Crustacea and Insects, the great majority had no such affinity, and that the features

uniting them were of not so much importance as many others. Hence, as we have seen

in the preceding volume, the group of Articulata has been dismembered and dropped

from use, and even the class of worms is far from being a natural one.

According to the majority of the naturalists of the present day, the Crustacea and

the Insects are together considered as forming a sub-kingdom, Arthropoda (u^&qov, a

joint, and novg, noSog, a foot), but the tendency of scientific thought at the present time

is toward the discarding of this gi’oup, and toward the belief that the Crustacea and the

Insects are generically no more closely related to each other than they are to the

worms, and that each should be raised to the dignity of branches. The reasons for

such a course are many, but for convenience, in the 2)resent work, the prevailing classi-

fication will be retained.

The Arthropoda have the following features in common, some also being common
to many worms : The body is (except in a few forms, the result of adaptation), bilater-

ally symmetrical, one side being a repetition of the other
;
and is made up of a varying

number of rings (called segments, somites, or arthromeres) arranged one after another,

and each ring theoretically bearing a pair of appendages, which in turn are jointed to
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2 NATURAL HISTORY OF ARTHROPODS.

admit of a freedom of motion. In many cases, as in most insects, it is found that all

traces of these appendages have disappeared from some of the body segments, though

wliere we examine tlie larvae or immature stages, we find that the generalization is fully

justified, and that in the most generalised types each of these segments also bears a pair

of limbs. This segmentation of the body and appendages is almost entirely confined

to the external 2)ortions, the nervous system alone exhibiting a similar character, and,

though constant throughout the group, it seems to be a secondary feature, and the re-

sult of a provision for movement rather than a fact of great morphological importance.

This external envelope of the body is of cutaneous origin, and is rendered firm and

liard by a peculiar organic substance known as chitine. This chitine, first made known
by Odier, resembles the cellulose of plants in not being dissolved in caustic potash, but

it differs essentially from it in containing nitrogen. In addition to this chitine there

are frequently present in the exo-skeleton salts of lime, calcic-phosphate and carbonate,

which render it much harder, and consequently more of a protection to the animal.

The rings of the body and the appendages which they bear, are variously modified

according to the parts they have to protect and the functions they have to perform.

Some of the appendages are adapted for walking, some for swimming, some for the

seizure and mastication of food, while others play a part in the respiration, and still

others give support to organs of sense. Of these appendages and their structure we
shall sjieak more in detail in the succeeding pages.

In their internal structure the Arthropoda agree in many important particulars, but

it is to be noted that in many respects these characters are common to other groups of

Invertebrata, a fact which renders them of less weight in defining the Branch Arthro-

})oda. The heart is usually an elongate tube on the dorsal surface of the body, is usu-

ally ])rovided with valves, and serves for the propulsion of the blood, generally in a

direction from behind forward. The arteries have proper walls, but the venous system

consists merely of spaces or laciinm between the various organs. The blood is usually

colorless, but occasionally is yellow or red, or even purjjle, but the color belongs to the

fluid itself, not to tlie contained globules.

The j)rinci])al nervous system consists of a series of ganglia, or nervous centres,

normally one to each segment, connected by a double longitudinal cord. This corre-

spondence of ganglia and segments is the most evident instance of a segmentation of

the internal organs. The first ganglion or “brain” lies in front of the mouth, and

from it arise the nerves going to the eyes and antenme. The two nervous cords con-

necting it with the rest of the nervous system pass one on either side of the oesophagus

and enter the first of the series of infra-ceso])hageal ganglia. Thus we see that the ali-

mentary canal passes through the nervous system, a feature which has its analogies, if

not homologies, in other groujjs of the animal kingdom, and notably among most of the

worms and molluscs. The posterior ]jortion of the cliain lies on the floor of the body-

cavity, and, as has been said, normally consists of a series of ganglia, one to each seg-

ment, but frequently some of the ganglia are fused together, and where, theoretically,

there sliould be several ganglia but one compound one is found. Each ganglion gives

off nerves to the adjacent organs, and where we find two or more ganglia united, the

nerves usually remain separate, thus clearly showing just what has taken place. A sec-

ondary nervous system is frequently well developed, analogous to the symijathetic

system of the Vertebrata, and with a somewhat similar distribution.

The alimentary canal is usually nearly straight, traversing nearly the entire length

of the body, and for the greater part of its course lying between the nervous and cir-
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dilatory centres. The mouth is on the lower anterior surface of the body, and is sur-

rounded by the “ mouth-parts ” (the appendages of the adjacent segments, variously

modified for the purposes of eating). These are sometimes adapted for crushing and

biting, at others for piercing and sucking. Usually these mouth-parts are capable of

motion, but they move in a horizontal plane, from side to side, and not vertically, as do

the jaws of vertebrates. From the mouth the oesophagus passes upward and backward

through the nervous system, as has been described, and terminates in the Crustacea at

the stomach, in the insects at the crop or ingluvies. The rest of the course of the

alimentary canal presents so many variations that it is best to resume the subject

in connection with the different groups, and to close our account of it here with

the statement that in many forms the canal is a simple tube with no well-defined

divisions.

In the Arthropods two types of eyes are found, simple and compound, both some-

times occurring together in the same animal.

These eyes have recently been made the sub-

ject of very exhaustive studies by Grenadier

and others, but their accounts are too long for

detailed insertion here. The simple eyes consist

of a thickening of the outer integument, forming

at once a refractive lens and an organ of defense.

Beneath this lens the cells of the hypodermis be-

come elongated. In the outer cells pigment is

deposited, but the inner are transparent, and the

lower ones, which are in connection with filaments

of the optic nerve, form a retina. Various modi-

fications of this structure are found, all, however,

being reduceable to this type. In most cases the

anterior portion of the retinal cells become elon-

gated into a “ rod,” while the anterior transjiarent cells frequently break up into a cor-

responding number of highly refractive bodies, known as crystalline cones. Each of

these cones has its base placed against the corneal lens, while its tip is connected with

a rod, and thus with the optic-nerve.

The compound eyes differ from the simple ones by having a large number of cor-

neal lenses, each conveying the light to a single rod and cone. In some (Fig. 3) the

crystalline cones are well developed, in others (Fig. 2) they are represented by cells

but little modified. Concerning the physiological action of the eyes of Arthropods,

there have been several theories, but the one which at present is most in vogue is the

“ mosaic theory,” which supposes that each retinal cell perceives but a
2
iortion of the

picture, and that by the action of the brain the various parts are put together so that

the whole is seen, as a veritable ojitical mosaic. There are certain difficulties connected

with this theory, but our space forbids their discussion.

As a rule the eyes are confined to a well-defined region, that of the head, there

being, however, one conspicuous exception, the crustacean Euphaiisia, where on the

thorax and abdomen occur organs which are interpreted as having visual functions.

In many of the Crustacea simple eyes are found in the young, but all traces of them

disappear in the adult.

The auditory organs are far less constant in their position, as can be seen from a few

examples. In the Decapod Crustacea they occur on the basal-joint of the inner an-
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tenn«; in the closely allied Alysis, on the posterior pair of appendages. In the Acri-
didas (grasshoppers) the ears are found on the base of the abdomen, while in the Locus-
tidae (locusts) the auditory organs are on the first pair of legs. In the Crustacea the

ear, when found, consists of a sac, more or less completely closed by a membrane, and
containing small sand-like particles (otoliths) suspended in a mucous fluid. The inner

wall of the sac bears a row of numerous fine hairs, each connected with the extremity
of a nerve fibrile. A sound causes the membrane of the sac to vibrate, this in turn sets

the granular contents in motion, and these, touching the hairs, convey the impression

to the nerves and thence to the brain. In the common grasshopper the ear is of a
different type. On either side of the first segment of the abdomen is found a large

Fig. 2.— Section of part of eye of tipula. c. Crystalline
cells, ct. Cuticula. 1. Corneal lenses, n. Nerves.
p. Pigment cells, r. Kods. rl. Ketinula.

A D
Fig. 3. — ^. Section of eye of cray-flsh. B. A single

corneal lens, with corresponding cone, rod, and retin-
ula, greatly enlarged.

membrane, roughly corresponding to the tymjianic membrane of the Vertebrates. At-

tached to the inner surface of this are two horny processes. A large tracheal A’essel is

distributed over the inner side of the membrane, and between its walls and the latter a

nerve passes to the region occupied by the processes above referred to, and there

enlarges into a ganglion, the outer face of which, beset with numerous glassy rods,

arranged side by side, is in contact with the tympanic membrane. In the crickets and

locusts the ears have an essentially similar structure. In other insects great uncer-

tainty as yet exists regarding the auditory organs. Professor Mayer thinks that the

fine hairs on the antennae of the mosquito have acoustic functions, but this is far from

proved.

Regarding the other organs of sense in the Arthropoda, our knowledge is very

slight, and all statements are largely a matter of speculation. The hairs which are

found distributed over the surface of the body, are frequently concerned in the sense

of touch, and possibly sometimes in smell, taste, and hearing as well. The difficulty

which attends any attem2Dt at experiment in this direction is the chief cause of this

uncertainty.

All Arthropods further agree in the fact that in the ripening of the egg (excejit in

a very few forms) no polar globules are known to be formed. They have also a com-

mon mode of egg segmentation
;
but neither of these jjoints are to be regarded as of
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great importance when viewed from a systematic standpoint. Beyond the matui’ation

and segmentation of the egg the Arthropod have but very few embryological features

in common
;
on the other hand, the evidence presented by the development of the

insects and Crustacea is such as to be almost conclusive of the distinctness. We have,

however, one feature to note in connection with their growth. As we have seen, the

Arthi’Oj)oda are enclosed in a chitinized integument, which forms a firm investment for

the body, without provision for any increase in size, to correspond with the natural

growth of the animal, and hence, at intervals more or less frequent, according to the

size and rapidity of growth, the integument, or rather its outer hardened 2Jortion, is

shed, and then the imdei-lying skin produces a new and largei- external skeleton, to be

shed in turn when further increase in size renders it necessary. In connection with

this growth in size and consequent shed-

ding of the skin or exuviation most of the

Arthropods undergo marked metamorphoses,

the result being to produce forms widely

differing from the younger stages. Some-

times the changes are effected gradually,

slight differences being noticeable at each

moult, at other times the differences be-

tween two moults being enormous, as shown

in Plate I, which represents the changes

produced by a single moult in the edible

crab {JSFeptunus hastatus) of the Atlantic

coast. The only other example which need

here be instanced is that presented by the

Butterflies, familiar to all, in which a worm-
like larva hatches from the egg, eats and

grows, occasionally casting its skin to accom-

odate its increase in size, but without much
changing its general appearance, until at

last, by a single moult, it passes suddenly into

a chrysalis, which jjresents but a very slight resemblance to the previous larval condi-

tion. A period of apjjarent inaction now intervenes, in our climate frequently lasting

through the winter, but beneath the skin of the chrysalis great changes are in progress,

and in due season the skin is shed again and for the last time, and the perfect form, the

buttei’tiy, is the result. In the pages of this volume many examples of these metamor-
phoses will be found.

The Arthropoda are usually divided into two classes, Crustacea and Insects, but in

nature we do not find such exact classifications as are to be found in books, and there

exist many groups of Animals which do not readily fit in any of the accepted classifi-

cations. Among the Arthropoda we find such forms, whose position is by no means cer-

tain, and which have alternately been regarded as belonging to the Crustacea and to

the Insects. Owing to this unsettled condition of our knowledge and opinions, in the

present work the Horse-Shoe Crabs and Trilobites, the Water-bears, Sea^sjiiders, and
Ling-uatulina are placed between the Insects and Crustacea, where it is possible they
really belong.

Fig. 4. — Ear of grasshopper, from within, a. Thick-
ened rim of (6) tympanum, c. Muscles, d. Spir-
acle. e. Conical process, k. Triangular chamber.
1. Auditory nerve, m. Auditory ganglion.

J. S. Kingsley.
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Class L— CRUSTACEA.

The Crustacea as a group are essentially aquatic, and although some of the members

live on the land, all require the presence of moisture for the purposes of respiration.

Nine-tenths of the known species live in the sea, while the majority of the remaining

forms inhabit fresh water, only a very few being adajjted for life on the land. In size

they vary from forms only to be seen with the microscope to the giant 3Iacrocheira of

the Japanese Seas, whose legs will occasionally embrace a distance of twenty feet and

even more, and the lobster of our own coast, siiecimens of which have been taken

weighing forty pounds. No very reliable or accurate estimates have been made as to

the number of existing species, but jirobably ten thousand is within the limits. This

number is much larger than the one usually assigned, but when we recollect that there

are about eight hundred sjiecies of Decajioda alone described from North America and

the West Indies, it will readily be seen that our estimate for the class is certainly within

bounds.

The body of the Crustacea is almost universally enveloped in a more or less

hardened chitinous integument, in which, in the Barnacles and the higher groui^s,

carbonate and phosphate of lime are deposited, giving this external skeleton much
greater firmness. This, though a character of but slight morjhological importance, has

nevertheless given the name to the class in allusion to the crustaceous character of the

body walls. Were this external skeleton solid and firm all motion would be imjjossible,

but this is provided for by joints in which no lime is deposited, and which are there-

fore softer and more flexible. As in all Arthrojjoda, we can reduce the body to a series

of rings or somites, arranged one after another, and each typically bearing a pair of

jointed ajipendages. So far this corresponds with the structure of the insects, but it is

to be noticed that in the Crustacea each apjjendage consists of a basal joint {basiop-

odite) attached to the body, and from this arise two jointed branches, the inner being

called the endopodite, the outer the exopodite., the inner and outer feet. In the adult

forms of many of the Crustacea but one of these branches persists in some of the limbs

of the adult, though in the young the bifurcate character is almost always plainly to be

seen. By following through the development we find that it is the outer branch which

has disappeared in the adult. In the anterior portion of the body the rings are fre-

quently so completely coalesced that it would be difficult to ascertain their number

were it not for the morphological law first propounded by the eminent French natural-

ist, J. C. Savigny, that each segment of the arthropod body bears but one pair of

appendages
;
a law to which, however, there are several exceptions. The number of

segments in the Crustacea varies widely, from the three indicated segments of the larva*

of some forms to twenty segments in the Decapoda, and forty-seven in Apus, one of

the Phyllopods, which, by the way, affords one of the exceptions to Savigny’s law, it

having twenty-seven thoracic segments bearing sixty pairs of limbs.

As has been said, it is frequently difficult in certain portions of the crustacean

body to make out the limits of some of the segments, and especially of those in the

anterior part. This is due to two causes : the segments are frequently coalesced so

that the sutures are almost obliterated, and partly to the fact that certain segments are

so hypertrophied that atrophy of parts of the adjacent somites of a necessity follows.
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EXTEENAL ANATOMY OF A LOBSTEK,
C, Carapax; I-VII, Abdominal segments; e, eye; g, gill; m, metastoma; n, endopodite; p, epipodite; exopodite;

1, antennula; 2, antenna; 3, mandibles; 4, 5, raaxill®; 6, 7, 8, maxillipeds; 9, bigpincer; 10-13, walking feet.
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A striking case of this occurs in the lobster, which viewed from above shows the an-

terior portion of the body covered by a large shield, the carapax, with a transverse

line. On careful study it is found that this anterior portion, to anticipate a little our

account, represents the dorsal portions of the mandibular and second antennal segments,

and the impressed line represents the nearly obliterated suture between the two

somites. This carapax covers more than the two segments mentioned, and if the seg-

ments covered are examined it will be found that the rings are not complete, the

upper portion being absent, its place being supplied by the carapax. It is frequently

attempted to divide the anterior portion of the body of the Crustacea into head and

thorax, corresponding to the same portions of insects, but without any great success, as

in nature no such division exists, and the attempts to homologize the appendages of the

insects with those of the Crustacea are never productive of any very satisfactory

results. Still, the divisions are very convenient, and in this

work will be used with functional limits, the head containing

those segments connected with the senses and with eating, the

thorax, those whose appendages are principally locomotive, while

the abdomen embraces the segments behind the thorax. Thus,

in the Decapoda the line between head and thorax will come

between the eighth and ninth segments; m the Tetradecapoda

between the sixth and seventh, etc.

Returning now to the limbs or appendages which "we left

for the moment, we find other things for consideration. Besides

the two branches, exopodites and endopodites, which we have

mentioned, the limbs frequently bear a third, the epip>odite or

flahellura., and the gills or respiratory organs, of which more

anon. The foimi of the limbs is subject to great variation

according to the functions they have to perform, some being

the supporters of organs of sense, those around the mouth taking

part in the capture and preparation of food, the next group in

walking or swimming, while still others 2:)lay a subordinate part

in the perpetuation of the species, either as intromittent organs

or as supporters of the eggs. The two anterior pairs of apiien-

dages, the antennuloe and antennce are ahvays in advance of the

mouth, and seem to be chiefly sensory, the ear in many forms

occurring on the basal joint of the antennula. The mandibles.,

the first pair of appendages behind the mouth, come next, and

are succeeded by two pairs of maxillce, and then the maxillipeds.,

of which in the Tetradecapoda there is but a single pair, in the

Decapoda three pairs. Beyond this point in any account of the

limbs of the Crustacea as a whole it is difficult to go, and the

reader is refen-ed to the portions upon the special groups for in-
. ^

‘ 1 o 1 Fig. 8.— Internal structure
formation upon this point. of lobster, balf natural

c ... size. b. Brain, e. Eye. y.
otrange as it may at first sight seem, a true heart is not in- Giiis. n. Heart, ha. He-

patic artery, i. Intestine. 1.

variably present in all Crustacea; in certain forms the blood is Liver, m. Muscles. o.Oph-
nj 7 .^1 -.1 thalmic artery, s. Stom-

jiropelled merely by the motions and consequent changes in the ach. pa. Posterior artery.

shape of the body, and no central propelling organ exists. When
jiresent, the heart consists either of an elongate tube or a short sac directly beneath

the integument of the back. . From the heart the blood is carried in arteries to
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all parts of the body, and is then collected in venous smuses (spaces between the

various organs and muscles, there being no true veins), goes to the gills, and then back

to the heart. The blood is either colorless or of a pale yellowish or reddish hue, which

is due to the fluid portion and not to the few colorless corpuscles.

With the Crustacea the appendages near the mouth, as has been already indicated,

are usually modified for the capture and the comminution of food. After being torn

into sufliciently small bits to obtain a ready entrance to the mouth, the substances

eaten pass through a short cesophagus into that portion of the digestive tract called the

stomacli, which in the higher groups is divided into two portions. In the anterior are

found three hardened, bony teeth which, moved by appropriate muscles, meet together

and thoroughly grind the food. When in a sufliciently fine condition it passes into the

posterior and smaller chamber, the passage of the larger particles being prevented by

a strainer of stiff bristles. From the stomach the partially digested food passes into a

long and straight intestine terminating at the posterior end of the body. A liver,

which is always very large with the Crustacea, pours its secretions into the intestine.

This slight description of the digestive tract applies to the higher forms, and between

them and the degraded Rhizocephala, in which the digestive tract entirely disappears,

almost every gradation can be traced. A few of the Crustacea live upon vegetable

food, some are parasitic, and draw their sustenance directly from the fluids of the body

of their host, while the great majority of the class are scavengers, living on decaying

animal matter. The immense amounts of animal tissues which these Crustacea will

devour almost surpasses belief. The flesh of a large fish when placed in the sea will

wholly disappear in a few hours, all being eaten by these useful forms.

In their manner of respiration the Crustacea present a marked difference from the

insects, in that moisture is always necessary. In the lower groups the aeration of the

blood occurs at the surface of the body, no specialized organs being developed, while in

the higher forms gills are present, and there the principal i)ortion of the oxygenation

of the blood takes place. These gills, wliich are always expansions of the integument,

are either borne u])on the limbs or the walls of the body immediately adjacent to them,

or are limbs themselves, modified so as to expose a large surface to the water. In

some cases the gills hang freely in the water, but more generally they are enclosed in

special respiratory chambers, which in the Isopoda are formed beneath the hinder seg-

ments of the body, and are enclosed by a pair of modified legs which shut together

like folding-doors. In the Decapoda the gill-chambers are two in number, there being

one on either side of the anterior half of the body. If we exajnine a lobster, crayfish,

or crab, we find that the portion of the carapax immediately above the walking legs

is not the wall of the body, but that between it and the true envelo])e there exists a

cavity into Avhich the gills project. This cavity is nearly closed, and in it the gills

would have but little chance for exercising their functions were it not for an in-

teresting contrivance for constantly renewing the water in the chamber. At the

anterior end of the chamber there is a thin, leaf-like organ which in life is in constant

motion, thus forcing the water forward, while fresh water enters from behind. This

organ is really the exopodite of the second maxilla, and has received the name scaph-

offnathite, or the bailing jaw. In a land crab from the East Indies {Birgus latro),

Dr. Semper found that by a long life upon the land the gills had become much
reduced in size through disuse, and to afford a means of respiration there had devel-

oped in the upper portion of the br.anchial cavity numerous ramified tufts well supplied

with afferent and efferent blood vessels, and Avhich can be interpreted only as func-
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tional lungs. In other land crabs no such pulmonary organs are developed, and yet it

is possible to drown them by a prolonged submergence in the water. We shall recur

again to this subject in treating of the Decapods.

The nervous system of the Crustacea, like that of all Arthropoda,

usually consists of a large anterior ganglion, or “ brain ” (suprarcesophageal

ganglion), from which two nervous cords or commissures arise, and which,

passing back, one on either side of the oesophagus, connect the brain with

a series of similar but smaller ganglia lying on the floor of the body, there

being typically a single ganglion for each segment of the body
;
but occar

sionally we find two or more of these secondary brains united, and the

cords which should connect them obliterated. From the supra-oesophageal

ganglion nerves go to the eyes and the antennae, in which the organs of

sense are most specialized, and hence, as it is through this portion of the

nervous system that the animal receives the larger portion of its knowledge

of the external world, the supra-oesophageal ganglion may be dignified

with the name of the brain. From the other ganglia nerves arise which jjass

to the muscles, organs, and limbs of the corresponding portions of the body.

The foregoing account applies to the majority of the Crustacea, but various

modifications are foimd, and in the adults of some of the jjarasitic forms

no trace of a nervous system has as yet been found.

One of the most interesting subjects connected with the Crustacea is

their rej^roduction, a field which has already furnished many valuable re-

sults, but which, nevertheless, has scarcely begun to be woi'ked. A few

general features only will be mentioned here, the variations in the differ-

ent groups being described in their jjroper place in the succeeding pages.

The eggs of the Crustacea are almost invariably carried by the mother,

either attached to some portion of the body (usually the abdominal legs)

or covered in a brood-pouch usually attached to some portion of the thorax.

The eggs after fertilization segment moi’e or less completely,

there usually being a central portion of the yolk which does

not divide. A portion of the resulting cells soon inA^aginate,

and are destined to form the lining cells of that portion of

the alimentary tract known as the mesenteron. The phrce

where this invagination took place soon closes up, and on

either side the appendages are seen to bud out. These

appear at first as simple buds, the pair which are to form the

antennae first being seen, and very soon after the antennulae

and mandibles arise simultaneously,

and then after them, in varying order, the other appendages.

These appendages increase in length and become divided

into a series of joints, and each, except the first, acquires a

two-branched condition. The mesenteron, formed as we have

seen, for a time exists without any connection with the ex-

terior, but soon there is a pushing in at each end of the body,

and the tubes thus foi-med unite with that already existing,

forming the completed alimentary canal.

The stage of growth at which the embryo hatches from Pig. ii.— Gastruia of crayfish.

. 1 T . G. Abdomen, m. Mesenteron.
tne egg varies even among closely allied forms, there being p. Proctodeum. «. stomodeum.

Fig. 9. —Ner-
vous system
of lobster.
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several distinct types of development, which, omitting several exceptions, may be

here briefly described. The barnacles, Entomostraca, and a few exami^les of other

groups, hatch when but three j^airs

of legs are developed. This stage

of the young is known as the Wau-
plhis (Fig. 12), this term having

been applied to one of these larval

forms by Otto Fabricius Muller, a

Danish naturalist, under the im-

pression that it was an adult.

From this the use has extended,

until now a larval crustacean with

three jiairs of limbs, the two pos-

terior two-branched, a single median

eye, a large upper lip, and gener-

ally an unsegmented body is im-

plied by this term. In another type

the young crustacean hatches in

the form known as a Zoea (Fig.

13), named by Bose, with the same

impression as that to which we owe

the term nauplius. The zoea is

characterized by the presence of a

„ ,

'

_ „ , ^ A . , * lai-Q-e carapax, sometimes armed
Fig. 12. — Nauplius of Ca?i<7ioeaK?p<)(s. .4. Anteiinulse. a. Anus. o i ’

An. Antennae, en. Endopodite. ex. Exopodite. L. Labrum. ^ydth loim SpilieS. The abdominal
M. Mandible, o. Ocellus, s. Stomach. ° i

segments are well developed, but

Figs, is and 14. —Front and side view of zoea of Neptunus. a. Abdomen. A. Antennul®. An. Antennae, c.

Carapax. d. Dorsal spine. E. Eye. L. Labrum. 1. Lateral spine, mp'. First maxilliped. mp-. Second
maxilliped. r. Rostrum, t. Telson.
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without appendages, while the seven anterior pair of -cephalic appendages are present,

most of them biramous in character. In the higher Decapoda the zoea ii-equently

gives rise to a Megalops (PI. I., Fig. 5), with very large, stalked eyes, and the com-

plete number of api^endages, from which, by a series of moults, the adult form is pro-

duced.

In the third type which Ave have to consider, the young undergo all of these

changes within the egg, and when hatched more or less closely resemble the adult, the

full number of appendages being formed.

On hatching from the egg the young crustacean usually begins to eat, and with the

assimilation of food an increase in size occurs. Now the larva is enclosed in a hard-

ened integument, and so to accommodate this growth, the skin is periodically shed.

This exuviation is accomplished in different ways
;
the skin or shell either splits across

between the segments or down the back, and the animal Avithdraws himself through

the opening thus presented. At first the new skin is very soft, but it gi-adually

becomes harder, at last acquiring its proper condition. In the young these ecdyses

are very frequeiit, and are often accompanied by the great changes in the shape and

appearance of the larva just described, but as the animal apjwoaches the adult condition

the exuviations are less frequent, and the changes less marked.

The classification of the Crustacea has not yet reached a satisfactory condition,

but for our purposes the folloAving grouping of the sub-classes may prove convenient

:

Sub-class I., Cirripedia
;

II., Entomostraca
;
III., Podophthalmia; IV., Edriophthalrnia.

The Phyllopod diA'ision of the Entomostraca seems to represent the central stem

around Avhich the other groups are arranged, and Avith which they are phylogenetically

related, though as yet our knowledge is not sufiicient to clearly show the fines of descent

and tfie degrees of relationship of the various forms.
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Sub-Class I.— Cirripedia.

The Barnacles derive their scientific name, Cirnj)edia, from the appearance of their

feet, which, as tlirust from the living shell, present a marked resemblance to a lock or

curl of hair. Regarding their common name, barnacles, some doubt exists, though it

probably was derived from the Latin perna, a ham
;
diminutive j)^'>'nacula, from whence

the transition is easy to the now current form. Closely connected with the barnacles,

in a now extinct folk-lore, are the barnacle geese, and Professor Max Muller has traced

out the myth in its various phases,

clearly showing that it arose from a

similarity of vernacular names of the

bird and of the crustacean. The bird

derived its nanie from its occurrence

in Ireland (Hibernia), whence the old

form Anas hiberniculce. Then the

“ hi ” was dropped, as is frequently the

case among Latin words which find their

way into the Romanic tongues, and we
have bernicula. So, as the names were

identical, it most conclusively follows

that the animals are one and the same,

and so arose the myth, which was cur-

rent for five centui-ies, that the barna-

cles when ripe opened their valves and

out came the young barnacle goose.

Some of the old accounts may prove of

interest.

Bellenden, Archdeacon of Murray,

quoting from a Latin history of Scot-

land (1527), gives this description of

“geis genesit of the see, namit clakis”:

“ All treis that are cassin in the seis be

proces of tyme first worme etin, and in

the small boris and hollis thairof growls

small wormis. First they schaw their

held and feit, and last of all they schaw

their plumis and wyngis.”

Gerarde, in the Appendix to his

- Gerarde’s figure of Barnakles producing geise. “ Herball or generall Historie of

Plantes ” (1633), not only describes,

but gives a picture of the whole process, which we reproduce. His description, with

a few omissions, is as follows: “We are arrived to the end of our Historie, think-

ing it not impertinent to the conclusion of the same to end with one of the marvels

of this land (we may say of the world). There are founde in the north parts of

Pig. 15.
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Scotland, and the islands adjacent, called Orchades, certain trees whereon doe growe

certaine shell fishes, of a white colour, tending to russet, wherein are conteined

little living creatures
;
which shells, in time of maturitie do open, and out of them

grow those little living foules, whom we call Barnakles, in the north of England Brant

Geise, and in Lancasliire tree geise
;
but the other that do fall upon the land do perish

and come to nothing.” He then goes on to describe in detail the various transforma-

tions which he witnessed, saying, “ But what our eies have seene and hands have

touched we shall declare.” He tells us that when the bird is formed in the shell, the

latter gapes, the legs hang out, the bird grows larger, until at length it only hangs by

the bill, and finally drojjs into the water, “ where it gathereth feathers and groweth to

a foule bigger than a mallard and lesser than a goose.” In Walton’s “ Complete

Angler ” we find the same idea in poetical form, and, finally, in the “ Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal Society” (1677) Sir Robert Moray has published “ a relation

concerning barnacles,” embodying the same curious idea. These extracts show that

the myth had a strong life, for, although contradicted by Albertus Magnus and

Roger Bacon, still, so the story runs, the barnacle goose was allowed to be eaten during

Lent and on fast days, since coming from the baimacle, a fish, the goose could not be

flesh, and hence was not jDrohibited by the laws of the church.

It was not till 1828-29 that J. V. Thompson showed by their embryology that

the barnacles should be classed with the Crustacea. Previous to that time they had

been universally considered as belonging to the mollusks, from the fact that they

possessed a shell. Even Cuvier, who dissected them, failed to be struck with their

articulate characters. Thompson’s discoveries were soon published, and at first met

much opposition, though their accuracy was soon established.

We may take for our type of the gi'oup Lepas fas-

cictclaris Ellis and Solander, which is AV'ell represented

in Fig. 16. In this form we have a short, stout, fleshy

stalk or peduncle by which the animal attaches itself, and

a larger “ head ” or capitulum, in which we find the prin-

cipal organs of the drilled. Occasionally, instead of

being attached to some marine object, this species of bar-

nacle secretes a float from the cement glands of the pe-

duncle, and thus, free from every other object, is drifted

about by the waves. The caiiitulum is flattened and en-

closed by five calcareous valves connected by a tough

membrane. On one edge there is an opening through

which the feet and the mouth can be 2)rotruded at will,

but when the animal is disturbed, in go the feet, and

by the aid of a muscle connecting the valves of the shell, all is made close and

tight. Removing the valves from one side (Fig. 17) we can see the body, irregularly

oval in form, Avith six pairs of long, feathery feet, each pair being divided in twain

nearly to the base. In life these twenty-four feet are in constant motion, creating

currents in the Avaters, by Avhich food is brought to the mouth, Avhich is situated

on a sort of prominence nearer the peduncle. On either side of the body are

several “ filamentary appendages,” Avhose function is not known, though they are

supposed to be respiratory, or jjartially so. On opening the animal we find that the

alimentary canal is but little more than a simple tube, the limits between cesojAhagus

stomach, and intestine being very indistinct. The mouth is furnished Avith three pairs

Fig. 16. — Lepas fascicularis.
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of delicate mouth-parts, and over the outside of the stomach occur numbers of simple

glands, which are supposed to represent the liver. The nervous system (Fig. 17, C) is

upon the regular arthropodal type and needs no special description. Its principal

features can be made out from the figure, and its general relations are the same as in

other Crustacea. One thing, however, is of interest. For a long time the barnacles

were supposed to be without organs of vision, but in 1848 the eminent anatomist. Dr.

Joseph Leidy of Philadelphia, found the eyes in the Acorn Barnacle, Halanus, and since

that time they have been found in many other sijecies. In the form now under

discussion there is but a single eye present, and this is found as a small, dark spot in

front of the mouth, and

completely covered by the

integument of the body.

Although to a superficial

glance this eye seems

single, it is in reality com-

posed of two, as is seen

from the fact that it re-

ceives a nerve on either

side (Fig. 17, C e). Of

course an eye of this simple

character and so enclosed

by the skin cannot be of

use in distinguishing ob-

jects, but since the tissues

of the body ai’e very trans-

lucent, this eye can recog-

nize the differences be-

tween light and shade.

Of this ability, a ready

proof is attainable
;
go to

some tidal pool wliere the

little white acorn barnacles

abound, and there watcli

the delicate and feathery

movements of the cirri, and

then suddenly pass the

hand between them and the source of light, and instantly every foot Avill be withdrawn,

only to be put out- again after some considerable time has elapsed.

The barnacles are peculiar, in that they have no heart, and even distinct blood-

vessels are wanting. The blood flows around between the different organs and

muscles, and is kejAt in motion by the movement of the various parts of the body.

There exists a large cavity in the dorsal region, which may be supposed to represent

the heart, but no distinct walls are found and no traces of valves exist. In their

respiration the barnacles are equally degraded, the whole surface of the body aiding in

the aeration of the blood.

The reproductive organs of the barnacles are, in comparison to the rest of the body,

very large. In each individual are to be found both male and female parts. The

foi-mer form finely lobular masses on either side or the body, communicating by fine

Fig. 17. — Anatomy of Lepas fascicularis, A. General anatomy: a. anus;
c. cirri

;
d, dorsal sinus

;
e. adductor muscle ; filamentary ap-

pendages
;

/i. hepatic openings
;

i. intestine
;

1. fiver
;
m. mouth ;

0 . ovary
; p. penis

;
s. stomacli

;
<. testis : v. vas deferens ;

v.c.

Carina
;

v.s. scutum
;

v.t. tergum. Ji. Mouth-parts. C. Nervous
anatomy : a. antennal nerve

; c. neives to cirri
; e. eye ;

o. optic
ganglia; a’. Oisophageal commissure; s. supra-oesophageal ganglion.
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branching tubes with a long intromittent organ arising below the vent, at the base of

the sixth pair of feet. The ovaries are situated in the peduncle, and superficially

resemble the spermogenous organs. The eggs when ripe pass out into the capitulum

and there are impregnated. Leaving the egg for the present we will consider a highly

interesting subject connected Avith the reproduction of these animals.

As has been said, the greater portion of the barnacles are hermaphroditic, that is,

in each individual are combined the organs of both sexes. Now, one would think that

these animals were peculiarly adapted for self-fertilization, but this, so far as our

knoAvledge goes, is not the case. Large numbers of plants have both stamens and

pistil (male and female organs) existing in the same floAver, and in the older botanical

works, especially those Avith a teleological ten-

dency, attention was called to the adaptations

which these floAvers exhibited for fertilizing

themselves. But subsequent observations

shoAV that another interpretation can be placed

upon the structure of these organs, and to-day

it is clearly proved that in many plants self-

feitilization is impossible, and that pollen of

another floAver is absolutely necessary for the

Fig. 18.— Scalpellum regmm, with, complemental Fig. 19.— Complemental male of Scalpellum regium,
males attached at a. greatly enlarged.

fertilization of the oA'ule and the development of the seed. So Avith the barnacles. When
Ave study more closely their habits, their anatomy, and the relations of the individuals to

each other, we see that there exists a striking adajitation for cross-fertilization. In Lepas

fascicularis, as in the majority of the barnacles, the individuals occur in colonies placed

in close juxtaposition to each other, and so the moderate-sized intromittent organ can

be inserted into the shell of the adjoining specimen. In Acasta., a form which is found on

certain corals, the different individuals are usually a little distant from each other, and

here Ave find the intromittent organ extremely elongated, several times the length of

the body, so that it can extend from one specimen to its neighbor. Certain barnacles

are ahvays found semi-parasitic on larger animals. One species, Ayielasma squalicola,

makes a sort of burroAV in the skin of sharks, and has a seeming jirovision for cross-

fertilization—the animals occur in pairs. There is still a more peculiar condition. The
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two genera, Ibla and Scalpellum are generally solitary
;
but in these genera we have

a queer assortment of sexes. First, we have the normal hermaplirodites
;
secondly,

forms similar in appearance but which are only females, the testicular tissue and the

intromittent organ being absent
;
third, males which are attached to the females, and

others (complemental males) wliich are found only in the hermaphrodites. These

males show a great imperfection of develoj)ment, and always are found living like

parasites. In some the mouth and alimentary canal is entirely lacking, some have a

peduncle, others none. The male generative

organs are always developed, but the intro-

mittent organ when present is very short.

These forms are found just within the valves,

there being sometimes ten complemental males

found within the capitulum of a single her-

ma])hrodite. Ui^on the theoiy that cross-fer-

tilization is a necessity, the existence of these

different forms is readily understood; upon

every other it seems to be inexplicable. Nor

is our knowledge of cross-fertilization Avholly

theoretical. Both Dr. Fritz Muller and Mr. R.

Bishop have published accounts of witnessing

the very act, and the Avriter would also add

his testimony, having seen the operation in the

common white acorn barnacle, llalanus bala-

noides.

We have noticed the curious life-histories

which the older writers connected with the

Barnacles, but scarcely less marvellous is

the true embryology of the group. The fer-

tilized eggs, which we left inside the capitulum, there undergo an Auiequal segmenta-

tion, some of the cells growing ai’ound others which are destined to form the

alimentary canal. Soon three pairs of legs bud out, the Dvo })osterior becoming

biramous, and the young barnacle hatches in the form known as a JVctujjlius. This

nauplius is characterized by the presence of Dvo frontal horns, a single eye on the

under surface of the head, and a long upper lip. All cirriped naujdii have these points

in common, but otherwise they present many prominent points of diffeixmce in the

different groups. In some there is a great develop-

ment of spines. With its growth the nauplius moults

several times, and finally it ])asses by a single moult

into the Cyj)ris stage (so called from its resemblance

to the adult condition of one of the Ostnacoda). The

dorsal shield is then replaced by a bivalve shell.

Fig. 21. — Cyprisstageof hino-ed above and kept closed by a transverse muscle
enlarged. ® *

n

just below the mouth; a compound eye appears on

either side of the primitive single ocellus. A fourth jiair of appendages arise behind the

mandibles, and behind these are found the rudiments of six pairs of feet. The second pair

of antenme disapjiear, while on the first pair is develojied a sucking disc, in the centre

of which is the opening of the cement gland. With succeeding moults the posterior feet

increase in size, and are used in swimming. The free-swunming cypris stage is not of
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long duration
;
the animal attaches itself by the sucking disc on the antennae, while the

cement gland pours out a secretion which more firmly fixes the larva. The succeeding

moults are each accompanied with changes in structure, which, slight when considered

singly, in the aggi'egate produce important modifications in the form of the body,

resulting at last in the adult condition.

Having now a general idea of the sti-ucture and growth of one cirriped we may
pass to a consideration of the various forms, noting their differences from the type

chosen. We may divide the cirripeds into four orders, Apoda, Abdominalia, Rhizo-

CEPHALA, and Thoeacica, all of which, with the exception of the Rhizocephala, are

treated in Mr. Darwin’s masterly monograph.

Order I. — CIRRIPEDIA APODA.
This group is represented by the singular genus, Proteolepas of Darwin, which

leads a parasitic life iipon one of the higher barnacles, Alepas comuta. Externally

it strongly reminds one of an insect larva fastened by two threads (the antennae) to

the host. All traces of the cirri are absent. The body is composed of eleven

segments, while the mouth is suctorial and so projects from the rest of the body as to

give one the impression that it constitutes a distinct segment. Inside of this proboscid-

iform mouth are the mandibles, which serve not only as a means of cutting the skin of

the host, but as hooks to anchor the parasite firmly in position. From the mouth can

be traced a short oesophagus, but all other portions of the alimentary tract are absent,

there being no stomach, no intestine, no anus. The nervous system is also apparently

absent, and the whole cavity of the body is occupied with the reproductive organs. The
antennae, however, possesses the same structure as in the other barnacles. Of the

development of the single known species, Proteolepas bivincta, nothing is known.

Order II. — CIRRIPEDIA ABDOMINALIA.
This order is scarcely richer in S

2
)ecies than the preceding, but three forms belong-

ing to distinct genera being known, Cryptophialus of Darwin, Alcippe of Hancock,

and Kochlorine of Noll. The body has eleven segments, and three pairs of cirri are

present, but unlike all other cirri
2
)eds these are borne upon the

abdominal segments. The labrum or u2)25er lip is very long and

ca
2Jable of independent movement. The lower end of the oesophagus

is armed with internal teeth, reminding one of the gizzard of the

cricket; the stomach is well developed, Avhile the anus is at the

end of the last thoracic segment, just in front of the cirri. The whole

is enveloped in a flask-shaped sac. It was the study of Cryp-

tophialus minutus (Fig. 22), which bores into the shells of Conch-

olepas peruviana^ which first led Mr. Darwin to the study of the

cirripeds. This form, as its name indicates, is very small, the largest

being not a tenth of an inch in length. fig. 22.— cryptophi-

While in many groups of animals the females of widely different

families closely resemble each other, and we have to resort to the males for classificatory

characters, in the Cirripedia the reverse is the case, for when males exist they are always

of an extremely rudimentary character and always live as parasites upon the females.

Such is the case with the Abdominalia, where several males are attached to the mouth ,
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of the female, those of Cryptophialus minutus closely resembling those of Alcippe, which

was formerly placed among the Thoracica, and showing far more resemblance to those

of Ibla and Scalpellum than do the females.

But little is Icnown of the embryology of this group. Alcippe hatches as a true

nauplius and subsequently passes into the pupa state, closely resembling that of the

Thoracica, while in the other forms a free nauplius stage is absent. The embryo is at

first oval, but soon two anterior processes, the rudimentary antennae, appear. The larva

next passes into the free cypris stage, creeping about freely within the mantle of

the mother. The subsequent stages are not known.

The known species of Abdominalia have the following distribution : CryptophaliuH

comes from the Chonos Islands, Southern Chili
;
Alcippe from the English coast, and

Kochlorine from the Mediterranean.

Okder III.— cirripedia rhizocephala.
These degraded Cirripeds, in their adult condition, live as external parasites upon

the abdomen of the higher Crustacea, and by degeneration have so completely lost

every trace of an articulate structure that were we ignorant of their development, their

affinities with the Crustacea would not be suspected. In shape they are sack-like, more

or less modified in form by pressure between the thorax and abdomen of the host.

From one side arises a tubular process which penetrates the host and frequently divides

x;p into numerous root-like branches. This tube is in reality the mouth, and through it

the juices of the crab pass into the body of the parasite. Nearly opposite the mouth

is an opening through which the eggs pass out. The whole body is enclosed in a

thick muscular mantle, which is never calcified. The internal organs are principally

reproductive, the animals being hermaphroditic, while the digestive organs are fre-

quently entirely absent. No traces of a nervous system have as yet been found.

When we study the embryology of the group we recognize

at once its affinities. From the egg there hatches a nauplius

resembling that of the true barnacle in having frontal horns,

while the hinder end of the body ends in two points and the

mouth and alimentary canal are wanting. After several moults

the cypris stage is reached and the larva after swimming freely

for a while attaches itself to the abdomen of some crab, and

there undergoes the retrograde metamorphosis which results in

the degraded adult. The Rhizocephala are usually regarded

as the lowest of the Crustacea, but Kossmann, whose account we
are following, places them as they are here classified.

Six genera and about forty species of Rhizocephala have

been described, but the distinctions between the various forms frequently seem unim-

portant, and the characteristic which is most emphasized in the diagnoses

is the host, it being assumed that the parasites of different species of

ci-abs must of necessity be distinct. Several forms occur in North
American waters, but they have not been studied. We figure two
species : Peltogaster paguri (Fig. 23), which, as its name indicates,

is parasitic upon the hermit crabs, and Lernceocliscus porcellanoe (Fig.

24), as attached to the abdomen of a porcelain crab. The roots, Avhich fig. — Lemseo-

are well shown in the former figure, are said to have the power of groxvth nauiraf size.

**

Fig. 23.—Peltogaster pag-
uri, showing root-like
mouth -parts. En-
larged.
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when separated from the rest of the body, and Fritz Muller says that a parasitic isopod

frequently eats the body of the root barnacle and then settles down and draws his

nourishment through the roots, which under this stimulus continue their grow^th. The

effect of the root barnacles upon their host is to entirely prevent the normal action of

the reproductive organs.

ter
iS.V Mi’®

(i

Order IV. — CIRKIPEDIA THORACICA.

Tliese forms agi'ee, in having six thoracic segments, usually bearing six pairs of

appendages, the abdomen being absent or rudimentary, the

body enveloped in a carapax, which is frequently stiffened by

a deposit of salts of lime, and are either sessile or mounted on a

fleshy stalk or peduncle. This order embraces the great majority

of forms and is readily divided into three families: the Lepadidae,

Verrucidfe, and Balanidae.

Family Lepadidje.— These Barnacles are characterized by

the possession of a fleshy stalk or peduncle which in some is

very short, in others sometimes over a foot in length. The

capitulum is always flattened and the two sides are drawn to-

gether by a single transverse muscle. The general characters

of the family have already been mentioned in connection with

the account of Lepas fascicularis, and need not be repeated

here. Most of the Lepadidae are attached only by the tip of the

peduncle, the rest of the body hanging freely in the water, but

in the genus Lithotrya a different habit is noticed. The

species of this genus, which are mostly tropical, bore holes in

shells, corals, or calcareous rocks, in which they live. These

holes are excavated by horny sjiines and calcified beads upon

the extremity of the peduncle, and so far as the evidence goes

the boring is simply a mechanical action. One species, L.

dorsalis, inhabits the Carribean region, the rest living in the

eastern seas.

Pollicipes seems to be the most generalized type of Barnar

cles, a fact which is in full accord with its geological history, it

being the oldest genus. The calcareous valves are very numer-

ous, varying in number from eighteen to over one hundred.

Two species occur on the western coast of our continent,

P. polymeries being the common California form. Of Ibla

and Scalpellum we have already had occasion to speak in

connection with the reproduction of the Barnacles. A single

species of Scalpellum, S. Strbmei, has been found in the deep

wmters off the New England coast. There are several genera

of Lepadidae in which the calcareous valves of the capitulum

are very small or wanting, of which we can only mention Con-

choderma aurita, Avhich has two tubular earlike appendages

on the capitulum, which possibly are of use in respiration,

while the more common C. virgata is without such append-

ages. The specimen figured (Fig. 25) is attached to a Penella,

Pig. 25. — A Barnacle, Con-
choderma virgata, attached
to a sea pen, Penella filosa,
which in turn was parasitic
on a sun-iish.
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one of the siplionostomous Crustacea (to be referred to further on), wliich in turn was
parasitic upon the large sunfish, llola rotundata. Lepas., the typical genus of this

family, is almost invariably attached to floating objects, and, hanging down in the
water, sometimes reaches a length (in Z. miatifera, Fig. 26) of sixteen inches. These
are the most common forms in collections, and the species have a world-wide distri-

bution.

Fig. 26. — Lepas anatifera, attached to floating pumice-stone.

Family Veerucid^.— This family, containing but the single genus Verruca.,

closely resembles the next in being sessile, but differs in having a very symmetrical

shell, and the valves closely resemble those of the Lejiadidte.

Family Balanid^.

—

The acorn barnacles are the most numerous in species and

sjiecimens, and we may take the common form of the Northern Seas, Balanus balan-

oides, as our type. This species, which is found encrusting rocks and piles bettveen

tide-marks, in form is a wliite calcareous pyi'amid, made of six immovably-united

])ieces, forming an irregular oval ring with the centre filled with four movable valves,

between which the animal protrudes the cirri. Inside of the shell we find the animal

closely resembling that part of a Lepas which is embraced within the capitulum, but

with an additional muscle for pulling down the occludent valves and thus more com-

pletely jirotecting it. Balanus psittacus, is the largest species, sometimes reaching a
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Of the Cirripeds the Thoracica

alone have been found fossil. The
Lepadidse appeared first, Pollicipes^ Fig. 27.— Coronula diademia, oue-tUird natnial size,

the oldest genus, appearing in the

Lias, while the family attained its culmination in the Cretaceous Period. Verruca

appears in the Cretaceous, while the Balanidae belong to the Tertiary and Recent times,

Palumis occuiTing in the Eocene of Europe and America. Many species have been

described by Lea, Conrad, Morton, Holmes, and others from American strata, but from

the fact that the opercular valves are usually wanting, it becomes very difficult to rec-

ognize the affinities of the species mentioned. The geological history, the structure,

and the development as far as known all jjoint to the idea that Pollicipes is the ances-

tral form of the Thoracica, and from it have developed on one side the rest of the

Lepadidae, and on the other the sessile Balanidae and Verrucidae.

length of nine inches, and in one case three and one-half inches in diameter. It is con-

sidered, both by the natives of the west coast of South America and the travellers

who have eaten it, a delicious article of food.

Chelonobia is a flattened form which is usually found attached to turtles or

Crustacea in tropical seas, the tortoise-shell turtle almost invariably having several

attached to his carapax. Coronula,

Avith its three species, diademia (Fig.

27), regina, and balcenaris, always

occurs imbedded in the skin of whales,

a habitat which is shared by Tubicin-

ella, while Xenobalanus affects the

shell of Tortoises and skin of Black-

fish.

.J. S. Kingsley.
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Sub-Class II.— Entomostraca.

Between the Cirripedia, oi' barnacles, which we have just left, and the Podoph-

thalmia, or stalk-eyed crustaceans, there are 2)laced, in all systematic treatises, a large

number of Crustacea, mostly of minute size, the large majority of them being so small

as to require the compound microscojje in their study. Beyond the fact that they

occupy the intermediate position just mentioned, authorities do not completely agree

in their classification. But this difference of opinion arises chiefly from the fact that

some consider the divisions Cladocera, Copepoda, etc., as sub-classes equivalent in rank

to the Cirripedia and Podophthalmia, while others regard these groups as only of

ordinal value,— a view which we are inclined to adopt.

In the Entomostraca the abdomen is almost always devoid of appendages, and,

further, is frequently itself reduced to a mere rudiment. But three pairs of morpho-

logical limbs function as mouth-parts, while the true limbs show an almost endlessly

varied series of form, and the variations in number are nearly as great, all being lacking

in the adults of some parasitic forms, while in some of the Phyllopoda the number

of appendages exceeds sixty. Some of the Entomostraca have specialized respiratory

organs, in others all traces of organs of circulation and respiration are wanting. The
Entomostraca almost always hatch from the egg as nauplii. Beyond these few points

it is difficult to go
;
for there is so much variation in the different orders and indi-

viduals that but few statements will ajDply to the sub-class as a whole.

From an economic standpoint the Entomostraca ai-e important only as they

indirectly affect human interests by furnishing food for fishes, or, by the parasitic

habits of some forms, tending to injure the quality and growth, or even destroy the

life of this valuable source of food. The larger foi'ms are somewhat- rare, compara-

tively sjjeaking
;
but the smaller forms, especially in the ocean, exist in unnumbered

millions. No one who has never drawn a surface net in some sheltered bay has any

idea of the myriads of Entomostraca in the sea
;
and should this “ surface skimming ”

be performed on a still night, the phosphorescence adds not a little to the interest of

the occasion. While in tropical seas large numbers of animals produce this light,

on the New-England coast the greater part is the result of the Entomostraca, though

jelly-fishes and Infusoria furnish their share.

In the succeeding account each order of Entomostraca is mentioned, but only the

most important families are enumerated.

Order I.— COPEPODA.

This order embraces many of our commonest fresh-water Entomostraca, as well as

very numerous salt-water forms. In number of species, and in economic importance

as well, it stands first. In range of habitat, and in reproductive power, the group

surpasses all others among the Crustacea. The animals are mostly small, but are

very active; better fitted for locomotion and for a jwedatory life than are the

Cladocera, and so find all waters and all localities suited to one or more of their many
species.
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Turning to the technical characters, we have to note that the anterior segments

of the body are covered with a carapax
;

the feet are few in number, not exceeding

five pairs
;
a single eye is jjresent, and the segments

of the body are well marked. Like most of the En-

tomostraca, the Copepoda hatch from the egg in the

nauplius stage, from which the growth to the adult is

gradual, no startling metamorphoses being introduced

with the moults.

Of all the Copepoda none is more widely dis-

tributed or better known than Cyclops, the type

of the family Cyclopid^e. It is found in ponds

and slow streams all over the world, and is the

most common crustacean inhabitant of our drink-

ing-water.

It has a body of a long-oval or pear shape, with

a large anterior shield, to which succeed four large seg-

ments, followed in turn by four smaller joints, forming

a tail, which is terminated by two projections armed

with bristles.

In front of the animal appears the small com-

pound eye, the primitive crustacean eye, which is

found in a rudimentary form in so many of the higher

members of the Crustacea, where it has been func-

tionally replaced by a larger and more j^erfect com-

pound eye. The reten-

tion of this relatively

imperfect sense-organ as the only organ of sight is one

among several features which mai’k this as one of the

most primitive groups of Crustacea.

The large, straight intestine, usually filled with food

and kept in constant motion, occupies most of the body

cavity. By its churning action it keeps the blood in

motion, and thus fills the place of a heart,— an organ

wanting in this genus, though present in other Copepoda.

At the proper season the large ovary may also be seen,

and often numerous fat globules, sometimes aggregated

into large masses.

Of the appendages the antennules are functionally

the most important. They are long, stout, many-jointed,

and serve as most vigorous organs of locomotion. The
antennae are much smaller, and the mouth jjarts, man-

dibles, and pairs of maxillae are fitted for biting. There

are four pairs of large, two-branched legs, which are used

in swimming.

These Copepoda have various methods of locomo-

tion. Most frequently they ply their antennules like a

Fig. 29. — Cyclops canthocarpoides. pair of oars, and assist their progress by strokes of the

d. carapa]^'*i.*6Ssac. tail, using it as a sort of sculling oar. The exact style of

Fig. 28. — Cyclops fluviatilis.
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motion depends upon the size of the antennules. In Cyclops they are of moderate size,

and are actively used in swimming, though the tail is employed for sudden leaps, and
often aids ordinary progress. In the Calanid^ the antennute are very long— often

Fig. 30. — Calanus pavo.

longer than the animals— and moved by muscles of corresponding strength. Single

strokes propel the animal to a considerable distance. This power, and the relatively

large size of these members of the Copepoda, give a sort of dignity to their movements.

They remain quietly at rest for some minutes, flapping the wing of the maxilla in order

to keep up a current of water for respiration, and perhaps to

bring small bits of food to the mouth
;
then suddenly dart a

little way, probably to seize some victim, and then return once

more to rest. Their vigor is well seen on trying to catch

one with the dipping-tube. As soon as the animal feels the

rush of ascending water it darts off with a single powerful

stroke of the antennules, and so escapes repeated attempts at

capture.

At the other end of the series from Calanus, so far as re-

gards locomotion, stands Canthocamptus, a member of the

family Harpactid^ (Fig. 31), whose antennules are very

short, and their action aided by a constant wiggling of the

body in locomotion making their motion almost worm-like.

Cyclops, both in structure and habits, stands between these

extremes. It is usually found, like Calanus, in the free water,

though, like Canthocamptus, it may burrow in among weeds

and vegetable debris. Often it lies suspended in the water,

at rest save for the fluttering of the maxilla, or it may rest by

clinging to some support. It may move slowly and steadily

by rapid strokes of its thoracic feet, or dart an inch or more

by sudden strokes of its antennules. These movements seem to catch the prey,

which consists of rotifers, Infusoria, other Crustacea, in short, any animal not too large

Fig, 31. — Canthocamptus
cavemarum.
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or too active to escape its attack. The intestine is often filled with vegetable matter,

bnt this apjsears to be eaten mainly if not wholly for the sake of the animals it contains.

The cellulose seems to be unchanged by the intestinal juices of the animal. It not

only eats these minute creatures in the mass, but can single out and hunt down its

prey. An interesting study may be made of a Cyclops placed in a glass containing, say,

Paramoecia. The Copepod may hurry about, darting from spot to spot, surprising

its prey, or it may stealthily swim about by means of its thoracic feet, and so creep up
within reach of its food. For minutes together it will remain at rest, until the smaller

animals are collected about it, then pounces ui^on one and quietly devours it, and looks

for new prey. But it does not depend solely on hunting. It will, especially in confine-

ment, burrow in decaying vegetable matter, and there seek its food
;
and a decaying

animal is always haunted by these Crustacea, though probably more for the Protozoa

collected about it than for the decaying flesh itself, although that may be eaten.

The development of Cyclops and its allies shows their primitive nature, indicated

also by their eye, carapax, segmentation, and appendages. They liatch from the egg,

as a nauplius, a tiny creature with oval, unsegmented body, a straight intestine, a

median eye, like that of the adult Cyclops^ and three jjairs of locomotor appendages

representing respectively the antennuhe, antennae, and mandibles of the adult. This

larval form is of great interest because of its constant recim-ence among the Crustacea.

No equal group in the animal kingdom combines so great diversity of form with unity

of fundamental structure and develojiment as does the class of Crustacea. The
naujilius larva is one of the great bonds of union in the class. Barnacles, Cladocera,

Copepoda, prawns, and many other diverse forms have the egg at this stage, and in

other groups it is clearly indicated as a stage in the development of the egg.

The changes in passing from nauplius to adult in the Cyclops are of the simplest

character. New segments and appendages are added to the rear of the nauplius, and

their front appendages are modified to serve their permanent uses. These changes are

effected by very numerous moultings.

Small as the Copepoda are individually, they are of no little economic importance.

This importance they reach through their enormous reproductive powers. An old

Cyclops may produce forty or fifty eggs at once, and may give birth to eight or ten

broods of children, living five to six months. As the young begin to reproduce at an

early age, the rate of multqilication is astonishing. The descendants of one Cyclops

may number, in one year, nearly 4,500,000,000, or more than three times the total

population of the earth
;
provided that all the young reached maturity, and produced

the full number of offspring.

These animals thus appear in immense numbers, and their multitude compensating

for their small size, they are of great value as a fish-food. They form the main food

of most of our fresh-water fishes while young
;
and some adult forms, like the Coregoni,

feed mainly on them. The shiners, too, which serve as food for so many larger fish,

derive much of their nourishment from these Crustacea. Insect larvfe, too, find them
an important item in the bill of fare.

In the sea the Copepoda are of still greater importance. Hundreds of square miles

of water in the Atlantic Ocean have been seen colored red by these innumerable

swarms. At such times the fish gather in great numbers to feed on the Crustacea

;

and even whales find abvindant nutriment from these tiny creatures, whose numbers
more than make up for their minuteness. Whalers are sometimes warned of the prob-

able presence of their game by the appearance of these swarms of Crustacea.
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A connection still more important exists between these Crustacea and the herring

and mackerel fishery of the coasts of Scotland and Norway. The appearance of these

fish on the coasts has been found to accompany the presence of innumerable multitudes

of the Calanus and other genera of these Copepoda. No other order of Crustacea can

therefore compare in economic importance with this. Tlie smallest pools and ditches

swarm with them. Wlierever life may find a lodging in the water there they are

found, ready to become the prey of all liigher animals
;
ready, too, by their surprising

rapidity of reproduction to kee}) their number full. Without them the life of the

fresh-water fishes would be almost impossible
;
and, lacking tlieir innumerable swarms,

the schools of herrings and other sea-fish Avould hardly be able to exist.

A few forms of this group 'demand special notice in addition to those already

named.

One of the marine genera, Sapphirina, belonging to the Coryc^id^, is among the

most beautiful of animals. It is large,— nearly a quarter of an inch

long,— and is broad and flat in shape. Below the transparent cuticle

it possesses a layer of cells from which it gives off flashes of light.

This power it shares with numerous other animals, surpassing them

in the brilliancy of the liglit, and in the variety of the colors. While

most such animals shine by night, Sapphirina shines by day. As
one looks into tlie calm sea he may catch sight of brilliant flashes

of color in the water beneath him, — purple, sapphire blue, gold, or

green, or other hues. The brilliancy may also vary from the softest

to the intensest and most vivid tint. Imagine a diamond shining

with its own light, and flashing all colors at will, and one may get

a faint conception of this jewel of the sea. Like so much of the

beauty of the living Avorld, this power of light-emission is connected

fig. 32. — 5a;j/i/iinna. with the mutual attraction of tlie sexes, and is possessed by the

males alone.

The families of Copepoda are some twelve in number, and embrace a total of about

four hundred species, as at present known. But the field is far from exhausted.

Almost nothing is known of any except the European species. The American forms

have scarcely been touched, while of the rest of the world the Copepoda are an

unknown quantity. No field to-day will afford the investigator more novelties than

this group of Copepoda.

Order II.— SIPHONOSTOMATA.
By far the greater majority of parasitic animals belong to the Arthropoda. Land

animals are infected with parasitic insects, and the aquatic vertebrates are abundantly

supplied with guests and parasites from the class of Crustacea.

The parasitic Crustacea, like the injects, mainly belong to one order. A few

parasites are known among the barnacles, and a few scattered forms from other

groups
;
but the Siphonostomata are all parasites, in the broad sense of the word, and

the group contains very numerous forms of these unbidden guests.

The grades of parasitism in the order are very various. Some species are commensals,

living in digestive tract or gill-sac, but feeding only on the food of the host, not on his

tissues. Others, though true parasites, are locomotive, attaching themselves to their

prey and sucking his blood, but not permanently residing upon him. Others still are
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more permanent ictoparasites
;

still others are endoparasites, living imbedded in the

body-cavity or tissues of the host, and living on his blood and lymph. Such forms

are often distorted in growth far from the ordinary crustacean type.

Nothing can remind one less of a crab, or the nearest allies of the

Siphonostomata, the Copepoda, than the misshapen forms of the

Lernmocera or Hcemobaphes. Other forms are less widely sepa-

rated from the usual tyi^e of Crustacea, and remind one of dis-

torted and ill-shaped monstrosities
;
while the temporary parasites

are possessed of well-developed appendages, and in all respects

conform to the usual type. We have, then, all grades of struc-

ture, all the modifications which can be induced by a parasitism here

displayed on a scale, and with a completeness which no other

group m the animal kingdom affords. The parasitic insects are

too little altered in structure, the parasitic worms are all too pro-

foundly modified to give the range of this order. Again, develop-

ment here shows the connection of the various forms. However

unlike the crustacean form the adult may be, the larva always

belongs to the nauplius type, and thus indicates the real affinities

of its parents.

The hosts of these parasites are as various as their forms.

Fishes of all kinds, whales, mollusks, worms, and ascidians are all

provided with these guests. As on land almost every species of

bird or mammal has its own parasitic insects, so in the water

almost every species of fish or larger invertebrate has its para-

sitic Siphonostomata. Numerous varieties of parasites often infest

a single host. The haddock, for instance, has more than a dozen

kinds of parasites, some attached to the skin, others to the fins,

others still to the gills, or to the skin of the mouth, or imbedded

in the muscles. Other fishes have nearly as many forms
;
and

careful study would, no doubt, vastly extend the number for all

sorts of fishes. They attach themselves to the skin of worms or Crustacea,— to the

gills of the latter group,— burrow in the flesh of sea-snails, and suck the blood of the

cuttle-fishes. Some forms live in the gill-sac of ascidians, either as commensals or as

true parasites
;
and, finally, star-fishes, jelly-fishes, and corals are not exempt from these

omnipresent pests.

From these parasitic habits these forms have acquired the vulgar name of “ fish-

lice,” and the order itself is called, by some authors, Epizoa, for obvious reasons.

Though closely allied to the preceding order, and, in fact, by some authors united with

it, the Siphonostomata seem to be sufficiently distinct to be entitled to a distinct order.

Forms like Caligns closely resemble the Copepods
;
but the more typical species of

these parasites have undergone a most marvellous retrograde metamorphosis, losing

almost everything which could be used as proof of their proper position in any scheme

of classification were the adults, and especially the females, studied, the larval stages

and the males being ignored.

We will begin the series of parasites with Arguhcs, — a temporary parasite, living

on the blood-plasma of fishes di’awn from the blood-vessels of the gills, but capable of

leaving one host for another, and of maintaining an independent life for a considerable

time, living apart from the host as long as a week or ten days after it has filled itself

ferox.
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Pig. 35. — Nofiasus
latreillei.

Fig. 34. — Panda-
rus.

with blood. Indeed, if one may judge from specimens kej^t in aquaria, it seems to

prefer the free life except when hungry. Argulus (the type of the Family Aegulid^
through which the Sijjhonostomata are connected with the Phyllopoda and Ostracoda)

has a flat body, oval in outline, with a bilobed abdomen, four j^airs of two-branched

swimming legs, besides the antennae and mouth-jjarts. On each side of the mouth is a

large round sucker, by whose aid they attach themselves to the skin and gills of the

fishes on which they prey. They possess pointed mandibles, through

which they obtain the blood, and have, besides, a median needle-shaped

organ, probably connected with poison-glands, by which they may
pierce tlie skin of the host, and by the poison stimu-

late the flow of blood. There are two large eyes, and

tlie antennas are j^i’esent. So highly organized an

animal— one so well fitted for an independent life

is hardly a true parasite. It is parasitic at times,

and when its sacculated intestine is filled with blood

may or may not return to a free life.

A second group of the Siphonostomata contains

the Caligid,®. Here belong very numerous species of

fish-lice. Tliese have still well-developed appendages,

but they are fitted for clinging to the host rather than

for swimming, and the forms of Caligus and allied

genera are sessile though capable of locomotion.

They have a sucking proboscis, which encloses the

mandibles. They live, mainly attached to the gills of various fishes,

on whose blood they live. They may often be found by sejiarating the lamellge of

the gills. Here also belong the gQnevvi Pandarus and “A^o^asi^s,” which we illus-

trate. The latter genus is very doubtful, the individuals being in all probability the

males of forms assigned to other genera. Both forms are parasitic on

fishes, the individuals figured being attached to Atwood’s shark
( Car-

charodon atwoodi).

In Dichelesthium and its allies, which form the family Diciieles-

THiiD^, degi’adation is carried a step further. The limbs are often

aborted so that locomotion is possible only by bending the body. Their

habits are much the same as those of the preceding group.

In the family LernyEidje (Xemea, Lernceonema, Penella, Ilmmoh-

aphes, and related forms) the effects of parasitism are carried much fur-

ther. The segmentation of the body is scarcely marked,

the limbs are stumpy projections, and the head is armed

with projections which aid in fixing the animal to its host.

They are rather worm-like than crustacean in appearance.

They live attached to the skin or gills of fishes of all kinds,

or in some of their species buried in the muscles of their

victim. The males are not parasitic, and are of the usual

crustacean form, and the young are Cyclop>s-\\\LQ. The
distorted form of the adult female is reached after the

parasitic life is begun.

„„ „ In the Lerx^opodidje, the last family we have to
b IG. 36.—JI(emo- ’ FiG 37 — Lernee-

baphes. mention, embracing Pernceopoda, Piocus, and Anchorella, onema radiata.
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the degradation of form is still further carried. These misshapen, distorted creatures

resemble nothing but the uncanny figui'es of a nightmare. Small as they ai’e, they

arouse in the spectator an involuntary feeling of disgust that

such abortions should be found in the group of animals. By
what law of nature it follows that parasites should pay for their

habits by their loss of beauty and symmetry of form, it is per-

haps hard to say, but the fact is undoubted. Wholly apart

from a knowledge of their habits, these and most other para-

sitic forms of animals awaken feelings of disgust. Very few

are even neutral aesthetically
;
fewer still are even moderately

beautiful, and those are of the less truly parasitic forms.

In many of these parasitic Crustacea the males are much

smaller than the females,— so-called pigmy-males,— and are far

less numerous. The females, as is the case in most parasites,

produces enonnous numbers of eggs.

The development for a time is essentially similar to that

of the preceding order. The eggs are carried in egg-jjouches

(shown in the figures of Dinematoura, Pandams, Hmmohaphes,

and Lernceonemd), and from them hatch true nauplii. After

hatching, the young pursues a type of development peculiar to

the family to which it belongs
;
but in all cases it is the female

which undergoes the most extensive metamorphosis, the males

d.ivergiug but little from the normal crustacean type.

Order. III.— OSTRACODA.

As in many another group of minute animals, we have to

turn to Europe and Euro23ean forms for a knowledge of the

one now before us, for the reason that these forms have been

almost entirely neglected by our own observers, who have had

larger, but no more interesting, animals to study and describe.

The Ostracoda are generally very small, and have hard (and

frequently calcified) bivalve shells, which often are so opaque

that only the most indistinct views can be had of the internal

structure without the aid of the somewhat delicate operation

of dissection. This bivalve shell is usually ornamented, and

by the j)eculiarity of this ornamentation, as Avell as the structure

of the internal portions, are the species recognized. In the

fossil forms the former grouj} of characteristics alone can be

used. Some of these markings are produced by the attachments

of strong adductor muscles, which pass from one valve to the other, and which by

their contraction close the shell.

The shells of the Ostracoda are usually lenticular or reniform, and frequently one

end is a little larger than the other. On removing one of the valves the intei’nal

structure can be made out with little difficulty. Only seven pairs of appendages are

present
;
the two pairs of antennae are large, extending beyond the valves, and with

their long fringes of hairs are well adapted for purposes of locomotion, in which they

are the principal organs. The mandibles are strong, and the mandibular jjalps are well

Fig. 3S.—Penellafilosa,hea,r-
ing a bai'nacle, Crmchorler-
ma virgata (see also p. 19).
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Fig. SS.— Ci/pris /usra, enlarged, a'. Antennula.
Antenna, c. Xelson. d. Waxillie. e. Eggs.

/I. First pair of feet. Second pair of feet.

g. Gill. 711 , Mandible.

developed. The four remaining appendages are one or two maxilla?, and three or four

ambulatory limbs. These variations in number are due to the fact that one of the

members functions as a second maxilla in

some forms (e. <7. Cj/pris), while in others, as

Ct/there, the same member appears as one of

the locomotive series.

The various divisions of the alimentary

tract are not well marked. In the anterior

])ortion there is a gastric mill slightly resem-

bling that of the lobster and other decapods,

but more strongly recalling the somewhat

similar structure in the Isopoda. Behind

this mill arise a jiair of tubes to which has

been ascribed a hepatic function. Some
forms are without a heart, while in others

that organ is short, and has three apertures.

The nervous system, so far as it has been

studied, consists of sujira and infra-oesophageal

ganglia, and a chain of four thoracic ganglia,

from which the ambulatory limbs and genitalia are innervated.

The food may be either animal or vegetable, the latter being taken as well for the

animals entangled in it as for the protoplasm of the plant, for the cellulose is here, as

elsewhere, unaffected by the digestive juices.

Tlie complete protection afforded by the shell confers peculiar habits upon the

Ostracoda. They scramble about clumsily but rapidly, when undisturbed. Their heavy

shells are somewhat of an im23ediment to graceful locomotion, while the small antennae

are not strong enough to prevent a kind of wobbling in tlie gait, which sometimes has

a ludicrous effect. When disturbed they make no attempts at resistance or escape, but

the feet and antennae are quickly drawn in, the valves close, and the animal, relying on

the protection afforded by its hardened shell, sinks to the bottom.

The Ostracoda have about the same value, in an economic way, as any other group

of Entomostraca, but their comparatively small size and numbers make them less

important than the Copepoda. They seem able to maintain themselves when other

Crustacea fail to do so. At least it frequently happens that they are the sole crustacean

inhabitantf. of a small pool, and a great number of Ostracoda usually means a paucity

of other forms, while other similarly situated puddles may siq^port a more varied

entomostracan fauna.

The living forms are mostly small, averaging about a twentieth of an inch in length,

though a few members of the group are larger, reaching a length of a quarter of an

inch. The fossil forms sometimes acquire greater dimensions, many being as large as

a good-sized bean, and some even measuring three inches in their greatest dimensions.

As will be seen from the foregoing, there is no group among the Entomostraca, with

the exce23tion of the Siphonostomata, which departs more widely from the regular

crustacean type than does this order of Ostracoda. The bivalve shell gives the animal

a very molluscan appearance, and the animals, especially the fossil forms, were long

referred to that group.

There are six well-marked families in the order, the first two of which have the

antennae simple, the remaining four families having them two-branched.
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The first family which we will mention is the Cypridid^, so called from its most

prominent genus Cypris. The family is readily distinguished from the next by having

two pairs of ambulatory feet and two pairs of maxillae
;
the heart is absent, the eyes

simple (in Bairdia they are absent). The species are found in both salt and fresh

water, and are distributed in all parts of the globe. Cypris is a small form scarcely

exceeding a twentieth of an inch in length
;
but, notwithstanding its minuteness, it has a

highly creditable ancestry, for forms usually referred to that genus are found in the

Silurian rocks. The animal swims by means of its antennm, which are protruded from

the shell for that purpose, but as frequently the same organs are used in a mode of

locomotion best described by the term scrambling. The antennae are aided in the

latter method by the hind legs and by the abdomen, which is forked at the extremity,

and is used as a lever to push the animal forward. The smaller antennae have chiefly

sensory functions, while a membranous portion of the maxillae by a constant motion

keeps up a continual current of water through the valves, thus aiding in respiration.

Bairdia^ another genus of this family, extends back to Silurian times.

The family Cytheridje likewise lacks a heart
;
the shell is thicker and stouter than

is the case with the Cyprididae, while there is but one pair of maxillae and three pairs

of ambulatory feet. About twenty genera, with numerous species, are known.

The four remaining families are less important, and may be dismissed with the mere

mention of their names : Halocyprid^, with three genera, Cypridixid^, with nine

and PoLYCOPiD^ and Cytherellid^, with a single genus in each.

The young Ostracoda hatch from the egg as a modified nauplius with three pairs

of appendages, but possessing the bivalve shell of the adult.

Okder IV.— CLADOCERA.

This group includes mostly small fresh-wmter Crustacea, which are enveloped in

a bivalve shell, and wdiich have the antennae fitted for locomotion. Few salt-water

forms are known, but almost every body of fresh water supports its myriads. Open
lakes, ponds, the weedy margins of ponds and streams, marshes, muddy bottoms of

waters, and temporary pools, all have their population largely made up of members
of the Cladocera, whose structure is frequently modified to correspond with the habitat.

We can best arrive at a knowledge of the structure of this group by a study of the

anatomy of Daphnia, one of the most common forms in fresh water.

Anatomically Daphnia is divided into a head and a body, the latter being enclosed

in a large bivalve shell. In the head lie the brain, liver-tubules, and eye, the latter organ

with its large body of pigment being the

most conspicuous structure. The eye is

freely movable by means of three pairs

of muscles, and is connected with the

optic ganglion by numerous nerves. To
the sides of the head are attached the

large two-branched antennae, from which

the order gets it scientific name, the an-

tennae being compared to the branches

of a tree (xAtiJoc, a branch, and xiqug, a

horn). The surface Avhich these antennae

present to the water is greatly increased

Fig. 40. — Auawiiiy ol Daphnia pulex. a. Antenna, e.

Eggs. ft. Heart, i. Intestine, t. Telson. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Five pairs of legs.
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by the long j^lumose hairs with which they are covered. The style of motion of the

various species of the Cladocera largely depends upon the size and mode of handling

these organs. In the Daphnidae, Avhere they are large, the animal usually moves in a

somewhat dignified manner by the slow strokes of the antennae; in the Lynceidae,

where they are small and moved by powerful muscles, the motion is either a hun-ied,

toddling scramble, curiously suggestive of indecision, or, in the smaller and more

active forms, it becomes a rapid and decisive darting about. Each genus is charac-

terized by its own style of locomotion, and the motion is often varied with the species,

so that the experienced observer can frequently identify the forms in an aquarium with

the naked eye, even when but a fiftieth or even a hundredth of an inch in length.

Resuming our anatomical account, the head also bears the antennulae, fringed with

sense-hairs. These organs are brought down to the edges of the valves, so that they

may take cognizance of whatever passes into the shell cavity. The large shell is but

an enormous development of the integument of the back of the head, and consists of

two layers, between which there is provision for an extensive circulation of the blood.

The ujjper portion of the shell cavity serves as a brood cavity, while the adjacent

portion of the valves develops the ephippium, to be described further on. The shell

is marked with lines and dots, the pattern varying with the species.

The slender body terminates in an abdomen which is bent forward and ends in two

claws, and is further provided with a row of spines on each side. This terminal joint

is very useful to the animal
;

it keeps the valves free from extraneous matter, kicking

out any unwelcome particle which may have obtained entrance, and serves as a

powerful lever in case the animal be caught. To the under side of the body are

attached five pairs of legs, all completely covered by the shell. These are broad, flat,

and leaf-like, composed of several lobes and furnished with numerous hairs. The
largest lobe of the first four pairs is scoop-shaped, with the convexity forward, and

with the outer edge thickly set with long hairs, which reach to the inner surface of the

valves. These legs move together, backward and forward, and so keep up a constant

current of water through the valves, which serves for respiration, and also brings the

food. The fifth pair of legs is of a different shape, and is attached to each other

along the middle line, and flap like a pair of wings, but in reverse direction to the other

legs. The use of this arrangement will apjjear when the mouth-2)arts have been

described.

The mouth lies just within the edge of the valves. It is guarded below by the

long, tongue-shaped lower lip, which is normally pressed up against the lower side of

the body. Here are the two mandibles, whose grinding surfaces are rubbed together

to triturate the food. Just behind them are a j)air of maxillae, short, hand-shaped

organs, Avhich serve to thrust the food between the mandibles.

The mode of obtaining the food is as follows : The first foiy pairs of legs flap

vigorously, and propel a current of water through the shell cavity from front to rear.

Just at the edge of the valves lie the small antennae, which take notice of any large or

unAvelcome jAarticle. When such an intruder is perceived, the valves close and the

motion of the legs stops. The fifth j^air of legs, Avorking in a direction opposite to that

of the others, creates a sort of Avhirl in the Avater, and directs a current upward, which

passes betAveen the legs forward to the mouth. The particles of food are thus stored

up in this space until the mouth is ready for them, when the loAver lip is depressed, the

mouth opens, and the maxillae push a quantity of food between the mandibles. In a good

locality a large amount of food will be seen as a dark mass between the legs awaiting
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its turn to be eaten. These creatures are omnivorous. Infusoria, rotifers, eggs, and

embryos of small animals, diatoms and other algse, vegetable debris of all kinds are

acceptable. The sole

condition is that the

food shall not be too

large to enter into the

cavity of the shell. The

animals are not without

taste, as may be seen by

feeding them with car-

mine. At first your

Daphnid seems to re-

joice in the abundant

food-supply, flaps its legs

vigoi’ously, and accumu-

lates a mighty supply

between them
;

but as

soon as it has tasted

the unaccustomed viand

its mood changes. It

works its oesophagus

backward, reverses the

action of its jaws, spits

out the food, and with

the terminal claAvs on

the tail carefully scrapes

out and kicks from the

shell cavity the carmine,

and even cleans out its

mouth with the same implements; then sulks and refuses to draAV in a current of

water laden with such particles.

The Cladocera have an extraordinarily gi-eat poAver of reproduction. All through

the summer they produce brood after brood of “ summer-eggs,” Avhich are simply buds

detached AA’hile still in the condition of a single cell, and resembling eggs in all

external particulars. They develop, howeA^er, without fertilization, while the true

egg Avill not do so. These buds or summer-eggs are carried in a brood chamber

formed by the dorsal part of the valves. This A^aries greatly in size and shape in

different genera. In the Lynceidoe it is small and imperfectly closed, and rarely con-

tains more than tAvo large eggs. In the Daphnias there are often a dozen or more

eggs,— sometimes as many as forty or fifty,— which are enclosed in a much more

perfectly closed brood chamber, and nourished by fluids excreted by the mother into

this cavity. The young develop directly, Avithout metamor
2
)hosis, and hatch in the

form of the parent. They remain for a day or tAvo in the cavity after hatching, Avhile

the shell hardens and the muscles gain strength. They are at this time quite active,

and cause much trouble to the parent in keeping the numerous brood in the cavity.

Some lively young one must always be kicked back— being too hasty in his attempts

to see the world for himself. These broods of summer eggs are produced in rapid

succession, and as the young begin to reproduce when only a feAV days old, the rate of

multiplication is very great.

VOL. II. — 3
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I have seen pools of water red with Daphnias, giving the ajipearance of bloody

water. Such phenomena used to be terrible portents to European peasants, foretelling

any sort of coming disaster. The water becomes

fairly thick with the animals, and all these thousands

and millions of beings come into life in a very few

weeks.

When the the pools begin to dry u]), or, in perman-

ent bodies of water, when winter ajiproaches, a new
mode of reproduction comes in. Instead of what may
be called neu-

ter-females, true

males and fe-
Fig. 42. — Epliippium of Acanthocercus.

males are produced from the summer-eggs, and

from the female are produced two true eggs.

These are enclosed in a hardened part of the

shell, called the eph^ypium or saddle. This con-

sists of the dorsal and lateral parts of both

valves, which become hardened and opaque,

and when the moult takes place these separate

from the rest of the shell and unite their free
Pig.43.—£uad»Oi>sis, enlarged, g. Brain, h. Heart.

Fig. 44 . — Leptoftora hyalina. a'. Antennulse. a". An-
tennae. e. Eggs. h. Heart, s. Shell, st. Stomach.
1, 2, 3, 4, 6. Legs (sixth pair not shotvn).

edges to enclose the eggs. In this case

the eggs lie until spring or wet weather

causes them to develop. The parent does

not necessarily die on producing these

eggs, but may return to the formation of

summer-eggs. The deep or open water

forms of Cladocera live, as a rule, through

the winter, while the shallow water forms,

and those inhabiting temporary pools, de-

pend on the winter-eggs for the preserva-

tion of the species from year to year.

This order is divided into two sub-

orders, Gymnomera and Calyptomera.

The first is characterized by a small shell,

not enclosing the limbs, the legs small,

the respiratory apjiendages rudimentary.

It embraces the families Podontid^, with

two genera, in which the abdomen is short

and enclosed in the shell, while the an-

tennuhe lie close to the head
;
Polyphem-

ID.E, which has the abdomen elongate and

free, and the antennulse exsert and free

;

and the Leptodorid^, which has six pairs

of ambulatory feet (the other families

having but four pairs), the abdomen

greatly elongate and segmented, while the

respiratory organs are absent. LepAodora

is one of the most outrl of the Cladocera.
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A rudimentary shell is present only in the female. It grows to be more than an

inch in length, and is found in the oj^en water of our great lakes as well as in Europe.

In the second sub-order, Calyptomera, the shell is well-developed, enveloping the

limbs, and the ambulatory feet are broad, lamellar, and indistinctly segmented. The
lowest family is the Lynceid^, which has a short oval heart, a long, slender, convoluted

intestine, very large antenme, both branches of which are three-jointed; and the legs,

of which there are four or five pairs, are dissimilar, the hinder pair being the broadest.

There are about nine or ten genera, the species of which are very small, few attaining

a length of a twenty-fifth of an inch. They are

mostly inhabitants of weedy shores and bottoms of

the shallower parts of lakes and ponds. They are

far less abundant than the Daphnics in temporary

pools— a fact, probably, due to their less perfect

ephippium. But favorable localities SAvarm Avith

them, SAvimming from weed to Aveed, burroAving

about in vegetable debris^ or rapidly whirling

about on the calm surface.

In the Daphnidje the heart is the same as in

the last family, the intestine is short and straight,

one branch of the antennae is three-jointed, the

other four, Avhile the pairs of ambulatory feet A’ary

in the different genera, of which there are nearly twenty, from three to six. Of

Daphnia^ the typical genus, we have already spoken at considerable length. £os-

mina is a form closely allied to

Daplmia. It is a beautiful genus,

havung the antennulie A'ery large

and firmly attached to the head,

curving doAVUAvard and backward

like the tusks of a Avalrus. The

species are A'ery small and un-

usually transparent, so that the

microscojAe reveals at once their

whole anatomy. Hyaleodaphnia

is characterized by having the

front of the head greatly pro-

duced.

The last family is the Sidid^,

which has an elongate heart, a

short, straight intestine, and six

pairs of similar, lamellar legs. It

contains eight genera, of which Penilia, Sida, and Latona are the most prominent.

The economic A'alue of the Cladocera rests upon their astonishing fertility. Their

numbers make up for their minute size, and they form no unimportant element in the

food of our fresh-Avater fishes— the smaller feeding greedily upon them, and as these

in turn furnish food for the larger forms, the importance of the Cladocera and the

Copepoda can readily be seen.

E. A. Biege.
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Order V.—PHYLLOPODA.

It is seldom that an ordinal name is more approj^riate and more descrii^tive than

that aijplied to the group now to be discussed, for the term Phyllopoda, leaf-footed, is

at a glance seen to be applicable in the highest degree to these beautiful and interesting

forms. Frequently they are considered as a sub-order of an order Branchiopoda, the

other divisions of which are the Ostracoda and Cladocera.

In all the Phyllopoda excejrt the Branchipodidie the body bears a large carapax,

which in the Apodidse covers the anterior portion of the body in a manner strongly

suggestive of that found in the lobster and higher Crustacea, while in the Limnadi-

adae this armature takes the form of a bivalve shell, the two

halves being united by a hinge and closed by an adductor mus-

cle, as in the Ostracoda. This bivalve shell, into which all the

members can be drawn, closely resembles that of certain fresh-

water molluscs belonging to the genera Sphcerium and Pisidium.

,
Morphologically this carapax is but the greatly expanded dorsal

Fig. 47 —Shell of £s<7ima 7 ? ^ o J 1

enlarged three portion of the mandibular Or a post-mandibular segment, and

forms a good illustration of the hypertrophy of jiarts to which

we have alluded on page 7. The two pairs of antennae are present, but in some of

the Apodidse the first pair is small and the second is occasionally absent. The mouth-

parts are a pair of mandibles, two pairs of maxillfe, and in and its allies a pair

of maxillipeds. The locomotive feet are foliaceous and membraneous, giving the name

to the order, and as portions of them (the exopodites) have respiratory functions, the

name Branchioiioda (gill-footed) is also approjiriate. The feet vary largely in number,

there being fourteen in Limnetis and sixty in some species of Apus. There is no

distinction to be drawn between the thorax and abdomen, while the number of seg-

ments in these portions shows nearly the same variability as is exhibited by the loco-

motive members, there being twelve in Limnetis and twenty-seven in Estheria and

forty-two in Aims. The abdomen terminates in a telson, which bears a pair of

appendages in all the genera except Thamnocephalus.

The internal anatomy, as a whole, follows the usual crustacean type, and only the

modifications peculiar to the order need be mentioned. The heart, which occupies

the usual position, is a more or less elongated tube, partially divided into a series of

chambers by annular constrictions. The alimentary canal is a simple tube, sometimes

lined with glandular bodies of uncertain function. The liver is large, and, contrary

to the usual rule in Crustacea, is placed in the anterior portion of the body, in front

of the oesophagus and beginning of the stomach. The brain or supra-cesophageal

ganglion is very small, and is connected with the ventral chain in the usual manner.

Of this ventral nervous cord nothing need be said, but the brain possesses a peculiar

interest. In the higher Crustacea, so far as our knowledge goes, the brain is composed

of two or more ganglia fused together, and from it arise the nerves sujiplying the eyes,

and both pairs of antenme, but in the Phyllopoda the brain consists of but a single

ganglion, and the nerves which arise from it supply only the oi^tic organs.

Attractive as they are in form, habit, and structure, the Phyllopoda possess a

higher interest when we study their development and the many curious features con-

nected therewith. The young Phyllopoda leave the egg in the nauplius stage, which,

however, presents several differences from the larvae of other Crustacea to which the
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same name is applied. In some the first pair of appendages are absent, in others they

are well developed. Some have the segments of the body behind the mandibles well

indicated, while in others no indication of segmentation

is visible. From this point the development is more or

less direct, no startling metamorphosis being introduced.

With succeeding moults new segments are introduced, and

new limbs appear, until the adult condition is reached.

In the Limniadiadaj at an early age the carajjax of the

nauplius becomes folded so as to form the bivalve shell

of the adult. It is uncertain whether all of this shell is

moulted, but the evidence adduced seems to us to indicate

that at least in Estheria it is not wholly cast, and that

the concentric lines upon the outside are in reality lines

of growth, like those so familiar among the Mollusca.

An interesting feature of the eggs of the Phylloj^ods

is their ability to withstand dessication
;
in fact, the only

species so far as known whose ova have not this power is

Lepidurus productus of Europe. This j^ower is not, how-

ever, confined to this group, but is possessed by Cypris^ Cypjridinia, Daplmia, and

many Co2
)e

2
)oda. It is a

2
)
2
iarently a necessary

2
Ji’ovision for the

2
^er

2
)etuation of these

forms, for the 23uddles in which they dwell

usually become dry in the summer, and

were it not for this peculiarity of the

eggs the S2)ecies w'ould soon disappear.

When the mud is wet again by the S
2
)ring

thaw the eggs hatch, but it is not neces-

sarily the ova deposited by last year’s

brood which 25eo2)le the
2
iuddle, for Dr.

Sem
2
)er found that mud which was taken

from a
2
)ond in which he had found Apus

gave no young the first year, and but few

the second
;
but in succeeding years he was

able to hatch out nauplii in great numbers.

In 1872 Professor Zittel collected mud in

the oasis of Dahel, which Avas sent to Pro-

fessor A'on Siebold, and produced nauplii

of Artemia in 1877, but none in 25i’eAdous

years. A still further
2
)eculiarity is the fact

that, at least in several species, it is neces-

sary that the mud containing the ova should

become dry in order that the eggs may

Vi. -Lepidurus productus. ^^‘'itch. So far as known a single S23ecies of

Chirocephalus is the only form in Avhich

this dessication is not an absolute essential
;
and further, the researches of Professor

Brauer show that the eggs of several Phyllopoda develo2) most rapidly, and, 2
)erha

2)s,

only, when they have
2
)i’eAUOusly been exposed to a tem23erature near the freezing

point. The length of time required for hatching and development varies here, as in

other groups, with the tem
2
)erature. Branch ipus and Apus eggs require seA^eral Aveeks at
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a temperature of 60° to 65°, but at 85° the nauj^lii apj^ear in less than twenty-four hours.

Tins power of withstanding the

Fig 50— Xauplius of Apus lucasanus. o',
nulte. a". Anteiinse. m. JIandible.

Anten-

effects of dessication has enabled naturalists to

study the habits and development of these

interesting Crustacea in places far from their

original habitat. Thus Professor Claus, in

Vienna, found it easy to investigate the an-

atomy of Daphnia atkinsoni, from Jerusa-

lem
;

Professor Siebold, at Munich, was en-

abled to study the habits of Artemia gracilis,

hatched from mud brought from Great Salt

Lake
;
and Dr, Gissler, in Brooklyn, studied

the embryology of Apus lucusanus, from eggs

obtained in the same manner from Kansas.

The figure we give of the nauplius of Mpws
Avas drawn by Dr. Gissler from one of these

specimens.

There are three Avell-marked families of

Phyllopoda, all of Avhich are represented

in North America. The first family, Limni-

ADIAD.E, has the body enclosed in a bivalve shell, the antennulce small, the antennae

large and well developed
;
from ten to twenty-seven pairs of swimming feet. In the

male one or tAvo of the first pairs of feet are provided Avith a pincer, Avhile in the

females they are simple. The telson is large, and bears a j^air of appendages. The
genera are four in number, limnetis, Estheria, and

Limnadia being the most prominent. Compared
with the other families the Limniadiadae jjossess but

few points of popular interest.

The family Apodid^ contains but tAvo genera,

Apus and Lepidurus. In these the anterior portion

of the body is flattened, and covered with a broad

and somewhat ovate carapax, from beneath Avhich

the abdominal segments jareject behind, giA'ing the

animal, at the first glance, a someAvhat striking re-

semblance to the horse-shoe or king-crab, Limxdus,

with AA’hich, indeed, they Avere originally classed by

Otto F. Miiller. As in the preceding family, the

comiAound eyes are sessile. The anteniue are small,

the second
2
^air sometimes being absent

;
the jiost-

oral appendages usually number sixty-three 23airs,

some of the segments bearing as many as six
2
)aii’S

apiece. The eleA^enth 25air are modified to form the

egg-sacs in the female. The terminal segment of

the body bears tAvo long-jointed a23pendages, and ter-

minates either abru23tly (Apus) or in a long
2
»addle-

like outgroAvth (Lepidurus). The family has its best

representation on our Avestern plains and in the Kocky Mountains, AAdiere six species

occur, while from all the rest of the Avorld less than tAventy species are knoAvn. In

America, outside these limits, but three forms are known,— one in Greenland, one in

Fig. 51.— Apus aqualis, uaturai size.
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the West Indies, and the third in Lower California. None are known in the United

States east of the Mississippi River. The Apodidse frequent shallow pools, where

they sometimes occur in countless myriads, swimming, like

the members of the next family, upon their backs, with a

graceful motion, or burrowing in the soft ooze of the bot-

toms of the puddles, somewhat like a Lhnulus^ in search of

food, which, so far as is known, is of an animal nature.

The most interesting feature in connection with Apiis is

its parthenogenetic reproduction, which also occurs in Eepi-

(lurus, Ziimnadia, and Artemia among the Phyllopoda, as

well as elsewhere in the Arthropoda. In plain English, par-

thenogenesis means a reproduction by means of unfertilized

eggs, the influence of the male element being unnecessary.

The investigations of this interesting subject are mainly the

Avork of Professor Siebold, of Munich. He was led to study

by the fact that at that time (1856) no males of Apus cancri-

formis^vere known. In 1858 males were discovered, “and

Siebold received specimens from various localities. He thus

learned to distinguish Avith perfect facility the tAvo sexes, and

Avas able to convince himself that Avith Aptcs broods occur Avhich are entirely desti-

tute of males, and go on reproducing parthenogenetically, Avhile other broods occur

in Avhich both sexes are present.” “On one occasion, he had the Avhole contents

of a little pond removed with the greatest care, so as to feel sure that he had

obtained every Apus present. He obtained on this occasion 5,796 specimens of

Aptcs, eA’ery one of Avhich, being carefully examined, proved to be a.female.” After-

Avard he experimented Avith Artemia, using every care to exclude males and sperma-

tozoa, and demonstrated beyond a question that Aurgin females Avill deposit eggs

from Avhich, imfertilized by any male sperm, a brood can develop. How far either

Apus or Artemia can continue reproducing parthenogenetically has not yet been

determined.

The Branchipodid^, the highest family of the order, lacks the carapax, so char-

acteristic of the other tAvo, though the homologues of the shell glands persist in a rudi-

Fig. 52.— Dorsal and side
views of LepUlurus cauesii,
natural size.

Fig. 5Z. — Branchinecta coioradensis. a. Male. b. Female, c. Front of head of male, showing claspers.

mentary condition in the adults of at least some species. The head is small, and the

compound eyes are placed upon a stalk similar to that in the Podophthalmia (to be

discussed further on), Avhile the median ocellus (the eye of the nauplius) persists in
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the adult. Both pairs of antennae occur, the second being modified in tlie males to

produce clasping organs. The locomotive feet are eleven in numbei', the only excep-

tion being nineteen in the Siberian genus, Pohjartemia. The distinction between the

cephalo-thorax and abdomen is better marked than in the other families, and the abdo-

men bears two simple unjointed appendages. In many forms the front of the head is

prolonged into a peculiar ap2)endage, which varies much in shape in the different

species.

The genus Pranchijms is, in the eastern parts of the United States, the most com-

mon of the Phyllopods, and the species known as P. vernalis is one of the most familiar

fresh-water forms. Like others of the Phyllopoda, it inhabits temporary pools, those

formed by the melting snow in the early spring being favorite localitiei. Here they

may be found swimming on their backs in the most graceful manner imaginable, their

beautiful shades of red, flesh color, white, and greenish adding not a little to their

beauty. It is just these features which render it impossible for one to make any draw-

ing or illustration which will in any way compare Avith the originals.

Artemia is a salt-water, or rather brine inhabiting, form, illustrated in North America,

according to the latest authority, by but a single species, Artemia gracilis. This is

found in immense numbers in Great Salt Lake and Mono Lake, and in brine pools

elsewhere in the country. They are frequently found in the salt Avater Avhich is kept

in tubs on the railroad bridges across the heads of bays and similar places along the

sea-coast. The food is apparently vegetable.

In technical characters this and tlie next genus differ as

folloAvs : Artemia has eight abdominal segments AA’ithout ap-

pendages
;
the second antennal claspers of the male have their

second joint flat and triangular, AA'hile the ovisac is short. In

Pranchinecta Xhc^ abdomen has nine segments, the male claspers

are simple and cylindrical, and the ovisac is long and slender.

Under ordinary circumstances these Avould be considered as

of generic value, but Avhat shall Ave say Avhen Ave knoAV the

results of the observations and experiments of the Russian

naturalist, Vladimir SchmankeAA'itsch ? Condensed from his

account these Avere as folloAvs: In 1871 the spring flood broke

doA\m the barriers separating the tAvo different lakes of the

salt-Avorks near Odessa, diluting tlie Avater in the loAver jiortion

to 8° Beaume, and also introducing into it a large number of

the brine shrimp, Artemia salina. After the restoration of

the embankment the Avater rapidly increased in density, until

in September, 1874, it reached 25° of Beaume’s scale, and be-

gan to deposit salt. With this increase in density a gradual

change was noticed in the characters of the Artemice, until,

late in the summer of 1874, forms Avere jiroduced Avhich liad

all the characters of a supposed distinct species, A. muehlhaus-

enii. The reverse experiment Avas then tried. A small quantity

of the Avater Avas gradually diluted, and, though conducted for

only a feAV Aveeks, a change in the direction of A. salina Avas

very apparent. Led by these experiments he tried still others

:

Taking Artemia salina, Avliich lives in brine of moderate

strength, he gradually diluted the water, and obtained as a result a form Avhich is knoAvn

Fig. &4. — a. Branchinecla
yruhei, male. b. Female, nat-
ural size. c. Artemia salina,
enlarged.
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as JBranchinecta schcefferi, the last segment of the abdomen liaving become divided

into two. Nor is this change produced by artificial means alone. The salt pools near

Odessa, after a number of years of continued Avashing, became converted into fresh-

water ])Ools, and with the gradual change in character Artemia salina produces first a

species known as Branchinecta spinosus^ and at a still loAver density Bixinchinecta ferox,

and another species described as B. meclms. We have already referred to partheno-

genesis in this genus.

There are only two other genera of this family Avhich need to be mentioned,

Chirocephalus and Thamnocephalus. In these genera the frontal i)rocess, Avhich is

small in Branchipus, acquii'es a great development, branching in the latter genus,

Avhich is peculiar to America, in a manner recalling the limbs of a ti'ee, Avhence the

scientific name of the genus,—bushy head. Thamnocephalus also differs from all the

other genera of Phyllopoda in the absence of a23pendages to the telson.

Several species of Phyllojioda are knoAvn in a fossil condition, four being found in

American strata, Estheria occurs in the Devonian of Europe, Avhile Leaia^ a more or

less lii’oblematical form, occurs in the lower carboniferous of both Great Britain and

Pennsylvania. Apus first appears in the Triassic, while Branchipus dates back to the

Eocene,
J. S. Kingsley.
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Sub-Class III.— Poddphthalmia.

This division receives its name from the fact that the eyes are situated upon mov-

able peduncles
;
and while this feature of itself is of slight importance, and, moreover,

is not found in all members of the gi’oup, and, on the other hand, exists among the

Tanaidae, which have a doubtful position among the Isopoda, and the Phyllopods, still the

character is so nearly universal that we may be permitted to employ the name for the

group. The name Decapoda, which we have employed to designate a single order, is

frequently used as synonymical with Podophthalmia, but it is even more inappropriate

than that term for the whole groujD.

The general characters of the order are a body of twenty segments, as in the Edrioph-

thalmia, a carapax which extends over some, if not all, of the thoracic somites
;
the

two pairs of antennae are always present, the eyes (except in Cumacea and one or two

aberrant forms) are well developed, and placed on jointed peduncles. Respiration is

effected by well-developed gills, and in their development the Podophthalmia usually

pass through a more or less complicated metamorphosis, in which, in contradistinction

to the lower sub-classes, a nauplius stage is rare.

Though this sub-class has been the subject of more study than any other group of

Crustacea, its classification is as yet in a very unsatisfactory condition. For our pi’esent

purposes the following grouping, which fairly represents our knowledge of the subject,

may answer: Order I., Phyllocarida
;
Order II., Schizopoda; Order III., Decapoda;

Order IV., Stomatopoda
;
Order V., Cumacea.

Okder I. — PHYLLOCARIDA.
This group, which is represented on the eastern coast of North America by two

species of lYebalia, a northern N. bipes and an as yet undescribed species from

Florida, is of very uncertain position, some classing it with the Phyllopoda, others with

the Podophthalmia, while Dr. Packard prefers to con-

sider it as distinct from both. With this uncertainty

it may be well to allow it for the present to remain

near 3Iysis, to which it is evidently closely allied.

jVebalia has a compressed body. The rostrum is

articulated to the carapax. The second pair of an-

tennae are nearly as long as the body. Three pairs of

mouth-parts are present, and following them are eight

pairs of short leaf-like feet with respiratoiy functions. Next come four large and

two small pairs of abdominal feet (the latter inadvertently omitted in the cut). The
last abdominal segment terminates in two large spines.

As has been said, the development closely resembles that of Mysis, and the animal

hatches with all of its apj^endages outlined, although there exists a time, while the

embryo is within the egg, when the features of the nauplius are hinted at, followed

by another which recalls the zoea of the Decapoda. Doubtless Dr. Packard is correct

in following Salter and Huxley in regarding the fossil forms which occur in the strata

Fig. 55. — Nebalia bipes, enlarged
;

one-half of the carapax removed.
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from the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous, as representing on a grand scale {Dithyro-

caris being over a foot in length) the JVebalia, half an inch in length, of the present

day.

Order IL— SCHIZOPODA.

Fig. 56. — Mysis stenolepis, opossum shrimp, enlarged.

The name of this order means cleft feet, and was given in allusion to the biramous

or two-branched character of the thoracic appendages of the adult, both exopodite and
endopodite being present and well develo

2
)ed. This schizopodal character of the

appendages, which remains as a jiermanent feature in this groujj, is found only as a

transitory feature among the larvae of most of the Decapoda, thus clearly showing the

higher position of the latter order. The number of pairs of these functionally thoracic

feet varies from six in Jlysis

to eight in Thysanopoda,

the increase in number over

that to be noticed in the

Decapoda being produced

by the transfer of mouth-

parts to the locomotive

series. The abdomen is

relatively very large, being

frequently mere than twice

the length of the cephalo-

thorax. Gills, when pres-

ent, are attached to the

thoracic feet, but instead of being enclosed in a gill-chamber hang freely in the water.

In a few forms it has been observed that the posterior extremity of the digestive tract

plays a part in respiration, it being richly supplied with blood-vessels, while water is

dra'ftTi into and then forced out from the anus. It may be interesting in this connec-

tion to note that a somewhat similar feature exists in some fishes. Cohitis fossilis and

several Brazilian forms swallow small bubbles of air, which, in j^assing through the

intestine, aerate the blood, while similar habits among the Invertebrata, — insects,

worms, and holothurians, are numerous. Several species of Mysis and allied genera

are common on our eastern coasts, forming a prominent j^tortion of the food of many of

our shore fishes. We figure 3Iysis stenolepis.

In their development two tyj)es are exhibited by the Schizopoda, that furnished by
3Iysis and that observed in Eupliausia. Euphausia leaves the egg as a true nauplius

with its three
2
)airs of appendages, a

mouth being present, though the ali-

mentary tract is not open at the pos-

terior end. With the succeeding

moults new appendages are formed

and the cai'apax outlined, while the

abdomen does not make its appear-

ance, except in a very rudimentary

condition, until six appendages are
~

outlined. A modified zoeal condition

now ensues, from which the adult condition is gradually 25i'oduced by a series of

successive moults. In 31ysis the eggs and young are carried in an incubatory
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pouch beneath the thorax, from wliich the common name of these forms, “ opossum

shrimps,” is derived. The floor of the pouch is formed from plates arising from the

bases of the legs in a manner similar to that found in the Edriophthahnia. When the

nauplius stage of the young is reached, the egg of Alysis hatches, but as a free life does

not begin until much later, the nauplius skin is not at once thrown off, and the subse-

quent changes are effected within it.

Order III. — DECAPODA.
This group embraces the largest, most interesting, and most useful forms of Crustacea,

and although the general structure is the same, the variation of the different parts in

size and j^roportion is such as to produce a great diversity in appearance. At first

sight the contrast between the shrimps, whose length is frequently ten times their

breadth, and Ixa, three times as broad as long, renders it diflicult to realize that the

two are in any way related, though in reality every homology can be traced between

the two. Almost every part is essentially the same in each, the difference being only

in the “mode of expression,” to use a term wliich belongs to the science of forty

years ago.

The Decapoda, like all of the Podophthalmia, have twenty segments of the body,

each, with the exception of the hinder one, bearing at some period of life a pair of

ap2)endages. Of these, the two anterior (antennuhe and antenna3) are especially devoted

to the senses
;
next come six jJairs which play a j^art in eating, followed by five pairs

of feet (ten in all), which are of use in locomotion. On the abdomen are six pairs of

small feet in the lower forms, while in the higher groups, in the males, these are mostly

aborted, and in the females are used only as supports for the eggs. As was stated on

a previous page, the terms head, thorax, and abdomen, when used in reference to the

Crustacea, imply functional and not morphological regions of the body
;
and so, in treat-

ing of the Decapoda, the cephalic appendages extend from the antennulaj to the e.x-

ternal maxilliped
;
the thoracic members are the five large pairs used in locomotion,

while the abdominal legs embrace those on the seven last segments of the bod)".

Going more into details, we will now discuss the various modifications of these

appendages and their functions. The anterior pair, the antennuloe, are always small,

and bear the ear on the basal joint. In some cases these antennulje terminate in a

single flagellum, while in others they are two, or even three-branched. The antennie

usually are much larger, and in the higher forms are unbranched, the exo2')odite dis-

a2)pearing with development. In the lower forms it, however, remains as a scale or

inconspicuous S2)ine. On the basal joint is the external 02)ening of the “ green gland,”

an organ su2)2^osed to be renal or de2)uratory in function. Both the antenn® and

antennula3 are fringed with hairs, and are the S2iecial seat of feeling, and 2iossibly of

smell as well. Of the mouth-2jarts the most anterior are the mandibles, a 2>«'iii‘ of

2)owerful organs which play a part in the comminution of food, 23i’eparing it for

entrance into the mouth, which lies between them. The mandibles usually bear a

jointed continuation, tlie 2)alpus, which in life assists in cleaning the cutting surfaces,

—

a crustacean tooth-brush, it might be called. Tm'o 2iairs of delicate, leaf-hke maxillne

come next, the first being without exopodite, while the second lias this branch greatly

developed, forming the sca2fliognathite or gill bailer, to which reference was made on

a preceding page. In life this a2ipendage is ke2)t in constant motion, pumping water

over the gills. The next three 25airs, maxillipeds by name, have the exo2)odite well

developed.
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The thoracic feet in some of the lower grou23s retain, even when adult, the exopo-

dite, though in a very rudimentary condition. In the higher forms it always entirely

disappears. One or more of these thoracic feet iisually terminate in a pincer or chela,

which can be used in grasping or crushing. In the lobster these pincers acquire a

great development, and no mention is necessary of the strength with which they can

l>inch. At first sight it would appear as if, in order to form the pincer, the end of the

leg was split, but a little examination shows that in reality the chela is produced by
the last joint of the leg meeting a prolonged portion of the preceding joint, and in

some forms (e. g. Crangon) intermediate stages can be seen where this inner angle is

not produced so far, and the terminal joint has to bend at right angles in order to

meet the palm.

Among the abdominal feet the amount of variation is but slight, and when present,

all, excejjt the first paii-, which are modified for reproductive purposes, are biramous
;

the last pair in the Macrura uniting with the last segment of the body, the telson, to

form the powerful caudal fin which the animal uses in swimming backward through

the water. As will be seen when we come to the subdivisions of the Decapoda, the

abdomen shows a good deal of variation in size and development, which need not here

be discussed.

We have already referred to the position of the mouth, which is situated between

the mandibles. In front we have a fleshy upper-lip, and below an under-lip, which in

every way, both in structure and development, apjDears to be an a2325endage homologous

with the others, but which, until the 23resent decade, has never been so considered.

Respiration is effected (with a very few exceptions) by gills, which are always present,

and are attached to the basal joints of the thoracic limbs and a few of the mouth-

parts, and extend up into the gill-chamber already described. The heart is a strong,

small, and compact organ, situated in the middle of the upper 23art of the thorax.

Froni it arise five arteries
;
one su

2
D
2
?lying the eyes, one the upper surface of the

abdomen, one goes down to the lower surface of the body, and there dividing, supplies

the appendages, while the two remaining arteries, one on each side, convey the blood

from the heart to the viscera.

The eggs of the Decapods, after exclusion from the genital organs, pass back, and

are attached to the abdominal feet of the mother, where they undergo a portion of

their develo23ment. The eggs of the Decapods have a regular segmentation, but, owing

to the fact that the protoplasm has a per23heral distribution, the planes of cleavage do

not 25ass completely through the egg. When the segmentation is com
2
)leted, a small

patch of the blastoderm invaginates to form the 23rimitive stomach, and the 02)ening or

blastopore soon closes. By similar invaginations the anterior and posterior 25ortions of

the digestive tract are formed, each pushing in until it meets the first inv'agination.

Anticipating for a moment our account, we will say that here, as in all Crustacea, the

primitive stomach, or mesenteron of embryologists, forms but a very small portion of

the alimentary tract, and that from the anterior invagination, the stomodeum, as it is

called, the stomach with its complicated mill is develo23ed. Hence it is that when the

animal casts its skin, the lining of the stomach is also shed. Returning now to our

egg, the next featiare seen is a small
2
)rominence, the future abdomen, and then the

first three pairs of appendages appear nearly simultaneously, giving rise to the

nauplius stage. Lucifer (whi^h
2
)resents an exception to the other Crustacea, in hav-

ing a total segmentation and in the formation of a true segmentation cavity) and Peneus

leave the egg at this point, and we will follow their further development at another
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place. All other Decapods remain awhile longer in the egg, and usually a free life

begins with a zoeal condition, which, however, is subject to various modifications,

which will be mentioned in their projjer j^lace.

So far as the writer is aware, all Decapods follow two modes of casting the shell. In

the Macrura the carapax splits longitudinally down the back, and the body is withdrawn

through the opening thus j^roduced. In the Brachyura, on the other hand, the splitting

of the shell, though still dorsal, is transverse, and takes place between the last segment

of the thorax and the first of the abdominal series. As a 2:>reparation for casting the

shell Dr. Braun describes in the crajdish a series of hairs, developed at about the time of

moulting, on the surface of the hypodermis, which ser^'e to lift up the old and hardened

integument. Before the time of moulting there is develojjed on either side of the

stomach an oval mass of carbonate of lime, which is usually regarded as a supply stored

up for the calcification of the new integument. From the fact that in the crayfish

these “ crab-stones ” weigh but about two grains. Professor Huxley is disjjosed to ques-

tion this ex2ilanation, that small amount being but slight in j^roportion to the animal.

In the lobster, and in other forms, these stones are much larger, and there the objec-

tion of insufficiency would hardly apifiy.

Connected with the moulting is the reijaration of injuries. When a ci’ustacean

loses a leg, or suffers an injury in any jiart, with the succeeding moults the damages

are rejjaired, but not always j)erfectly. Some interesting observations on this point

have recently been made by Dr. Faxon, especially on the claws of the lobster. Fre-

quently when the claw' is injured, instead of acquiring its former shaj^e, there is a ten-

dency toward the formation of another jjincer
;
the tw'o jaw'S are formed, their inner

margins become armed with teeth, but the apparatus cannot answ'er for a pincer, for

the joint allowing it to be closed is never formed, and the two parts are never able to

come together. This tendency of nature to rcqu'oduce parts forms a very interesting

subject for investigation, for w'hich, aside from a meaningless jingle of words, no ex-

jfianation has yet been given.

Many Crustacea have the power of i)roducing a noise, but w'hether these sounds are

employed as calls, the evidence as yet presented, does not enable us to decide. In

many forms, as Gelaswiiis, Ocypoda., and Palinurus., these sounds are 2)roduced by

rubbing together tw'o parts of the hardened integument, and frequently stridulating

organs for this
2
Jur230se are well developed. A descri2)tion of that in Ocypoda will

suffice. In all the species of this genus there occurs in the inside of one of the large

23incers a row' of closely set granules, w'hich can be rubbed across a corres2)onding ridge

on the carapax, 2)roducing a noise closely resembling that w'hich results from rubbing

some hard substance over a coarse file. In many S25ecies of tlie genus Aljdmis, the

movable finger of the large claw is armed w'ith a strong tooth, w'hich fits into a corre-

sponding socket in the immovable thumb. By opening the claw' and draw'ing the tooth

from the socket these small Crustacea are able to produce a noise similar to that 2)ro-

duced by sna2)2iing the finger-nails together.

It has been stated several times in the proceding 2)ages that the Crustacea are

essentially an aquatic groiq), but there are some w'hich ahvays live on land, only re-

2iairing to the w'ater for the purposes of reproduction. So far have these forms become

accustomed to a terrestrial life and an atmospheric respiration, that Fritz Muller has

2)roved by actual ex2)eriment that it is 2>ossible to drow'n a sand crab
(
Ocypoda) by a

2)rolonged immersion in water, and w'e can do no better than to re2)roduce here some

of his remarks upon the respiration of other terrestrial Decapoda, quoting from the
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excellent translation by Mr. Dallas of “Ftir Darwin,” and using to a large extent the

exact words, though that fact is not indicated by quotation marks.

Among the numerous facts in the natural history of Crustacea, there is one which

appears of particular importance, namely, the character of the branchial cavity in the

air-breathing crabs. In the frog-crab {Hanina) of the Indian Ocean, which, accord-

ing to Ilumjjhius, loves to climb U2> on the roofs of the houses, the anterior entrant

orifice to the branchial cavity is entirely wanting, according to Milne Edwards, and

the entrance of a canal, opening into the hindmost parts of the branchial cavity, is

situated beneath the commencement of the abdomen. The case is most simple in some

of the Grajisoidea, as in Aratus p)isonii, a charming, lively crab, which ascends the

mangrove bushes and gnaws their leaves. By means of its short but remarkably acute

claws, which prick like pins when it runs over the hand, this crab climbs with the

greatest agility upon the thinnest twigs. Once, when one of these animals was sitting

on my hand, I noticed that it elevated the hinder portion of its carapax, and that, by
this means, a wide fissure was opened upon each side, above the last pair of feet,

through which I could look far into the branchial cavity. I have frequently repeated

the same observation upon another animal of the same family (ajjparently a true

Grcqjsus), Avhich lives abundantly upon the rocks of our coast [Southern Brazil].

Whilst the hinder 2)art of the carapax rises, and the above-mentioned fissure is formed,

the anterior part seems to sink, and to narrow or entirely close the anterior entrant

orifice. Under water the elevation of the cara2)ax never takes 2)lace. The animal,

therefore, 02)ens its branchial cavity in front or behind, accordingly as it has to breathe

water or air.

I liave also observed the same elevation of the carapax in some species of the allied

genera, Sesarma and Cyclograpsus, which dig dee2) holes in marshy ground, and often

run about in the wet mud, or sit, as if keeping watch, before their burrows. One
must, however, wait for a long time with these animals, when taken out of the water,

before they open their branchial cavity to the air, for they possess a wonderful arrange-

ment, by means of which they can continue to breathe water for some time when taken

from that element. The orifices for the egress of the water which has served for res-

2iiration are situated in these, as in most crabs, in the anterior angle of the buccal

frame, while the entrant fissures of the branchial cavity extend from its hinder angles

above the first 2)air of feet. Now, that 25ortion of the carapax which extends at the

sides of the mouth between the two orifices a2)pears in our animals to be divided into

small, square compartments. This ap2>earance is caused partly by small Avart-Iike

elevations, and 2)artly and es2iecially by curious geniculated hairs, which, to a certain

extent, constitute a fine net or hair-sieve extended immediately over the surface of the

cara2)ax. Thus, when a wave of water escapes from the branchial cavity, it imme-

diately becomes diffused in this network, and then is again conveyed back to the

branchial cavity by vigorous movements of the appendage of the outer maxilli25ed,

which works in the entrant fissure. While the water glides in this way over the cara-

pax, in the form of a thin film, it will again saturate itself with oxygen, and may then

serve*afresh for the 25urposes of res23iration. In very moist air the store of water con-

tained in the branchial cavity may hold out for hours, and it is only when this is used

U2) that the animal elevates its carapax in order to allow the air to have access to its

branchiae from behind.

In the Sand Crabs ( Ocypoda) a peculiar ari’angement on the third and fourth 2^airs

of feet has long been known, although its connection with the branchial cavity has not
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been suspected. These two pairs of feet are closer together than the rest, and the

adjoining surfaces of their basal joints are smooth and polished, and their margins bear

a dense border of long, silky, and peculiarly formed hairs. Milne Edwards, who com-

pares these surfaces as to appearance with articular surfaces, thinks that they serve to

diminish the friction between the two feet. In considering this interpretation the

question could not but arise, why such an arrangement for the diminution of friction

should be necessary in these particular crabs, and between these two feet, leaving out

of consideration the fact that the remarkable brushes of hair, which, on the other hand,

must increase friction also remain unexplained. But, upon bending the feet of a large

sand crab to and fro in various directions, in order to see in what movements of the

animal friction occurred, at the place indicated it was noticed, when the feet were

stretched widely apart, there was in the hollow between them a round orifice of con-

siderable size, through which air could be blown into the branchial cavity, and a small

rod might even be introduced. While in Grapsus the water reaches the branchiae

only in front, in Ocypoda it flows in through this orifice. A somewhat similar struc-

ture is found in two species of fiddler crabs, and our author is disposed to regard the

hairs mentioned as possibly organs of smell.

It may not be amiss to state in this connection the reasons why most gill-bearing

animals die when taken from the water. Although the amount of oxygen present in

the air greatly exceeds that in water, the gills, usually soft in character, so mat to-

gether when the suj^i^orting influence of the water is withdrawn, that the extent of

surface available for res2)iration is not sufficient for the needs of the animal, and hence

suffocation ensues.

The Decapoda are usually divided into Macrura or long-tailed crabs, Brachyura or

short-tailed crabs, and a third group, Anoniura, standing between the two first men-

tioned, and to a certain extent combining the characters of each. When, however,

we come to study the embryology it is seen that the members of the Anomura should

be divided among the two groups first mentioned
;
and further, that the usually

adopted arrangement of the divisions of the Brachyura does not represent their true

relationships. So, following the hints afforded us by the development, which, when

23ro2
)erly inter2)reted, are in full accord with those furnished by com2iarative anatomy,

we will divide the Decapoda into two sub-orders, Macrura and Brachyura, each in turn

containing several distinct sub-divisions.

Sub-Order I.— Macrura.

The Macrura, embracing the shrimps, 23i’awns, lobsters, crayfish, and hermit crabs,

are characterized by the possession of an elongate body, the abdomen being very large

and not habitually folded under the thorax. The cara2iax is frequently long and

cylindrical. Both 2)Bh’s of antennae are long and filiform
;
the inner 23air are never

folded away in little pits, as in the Brachyura
;
the outer pair frequently bear a lamellar

appendage at the base, the modified exopodite. The buccal ai’ea is not margined in

front, while the external maxillipeds ai’e strongly pediform. Attached to the abdomen

are usually six 2)airs of appendages, the sixth 2^air uniting Avith the last segment of the

body to form the 2)Owerful caudal fin, so useful to these animals in locomotion. With
the exceptions of the Pen^idea and Astacidea, whose develo2)ment will be men-

tioned further on, the Macrura hatch from the eggs as zoeas, in Avhich the first eight

appendages (ending with the external maxillipeds) are present, while all of the thoracic
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and abdominal feet are usually absent. These zoeas differ from those of the Brachyura

in that the enormous defensive spines, so characteristic of the larvae of that sub-order,

are here but very slightly developed, thus enabling one at the first glance to say to

which group any larva belongs. From the zoea a J^sfs-like stage is produced, in

which the thoracic and finally the abdominal feet appear, the thoracic feet exhibiting

as a temporary character the schizopodal form, which is retained in the adult opossum-

shrimp. From this the change to the adult condition is gradual. To this one ex-

ception may be noted
;
in the hermit crabs (Paguridea) and Thalassinidea, so far as

known, the llysis stage has disappeared.

For our purposes we may divide the Macrura into the groups Penaeidea, Caridea,

Astacidea, Thalassinidae, Galathaeidea, and Paguridea, the two latter embracing a por-

tion of the old group Anomura, each in turn being divisible into several families.

The PEN.^IDEA, with its two families Pen^id^ and Sergestidae, though a

well-marked group, is not easily defined in words, if we rely upon characters derived

wholly from the adult, but the three genera, whose development has been studied,

Lucifer, Sergestes, and Penceus, all leave the egg in the nauplius condition, and are thus

in strong contrast to all the other Decapods. Aside from their development,— a slight

account of which will be given,— the whole group possesses but few points of interest.

Of Lucifer, a small transparent form, one species of which is found on our southern

coast, we have, thanks to that able naturalist. Dr. Brooks, one of the most complete

life-histories yet published. The eggs, contrary to

those of most Crustacea, are almost entirely com-

posed of protoplasm, and undergo a total segmenta-

tion, followed by the formation of a true segmentation

cavity. From the egg there hatches a true nauplius,

which, by two moults, produces a protozoea with

an elongate but unsegmented abdomen, and a well-

developed carapax. Seven pairs of appendages are

now present, while the segments of the body cor-

responding to the third maxilliped and the three

first thoracic limbs are outlined. The heart is formed, and Dr. Brooks thinks that

water was drawn in and expelled from the posterior portion of the intestine, a feature

which would remind us of the intestinal respiration already mentioned in connection

with Mysis on a preceding page. With three moults, during which nearly all of the

thoracic and abdominal segments appear, while the compound eyes are developed (in

a manner which, if we rightly interpret the text and drawings of Dr. Brooks, lends not

the slightest countenance to the idea that they are homologically jointed appendages),

the zoea is reached. From this point the development is much more gradual, the

larva passing through a Mysis stage, and reaching essentially the adult form when
about half an inch long.

The development of Penceus, so far as known, corresponds in a general way with

that of Lucifer, while in Sergestes some of the larval stages are characterized by very

peculiar branching spines.

The species of Penccus, all of which have the three anterior pairs of feet chelate,

are very numerous in the warmer seas of the globe, and form an important article

of food. In the Southern States large numbers of Penceus braziliensis are sold under

the name of shrimp.

The only other form of Penaeoid which needs mention is the curious Spongicola
VOL. n.—

4
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which is frequently found in that beauti-

ful sponge from the Philippines {Evplec-

tella), which has received the name of

“Venus’ flower-basket.” It was formerly

supposed that these small shrimps were in-

serted in the sponge, and the oj^ening then

skilfully closed by those ingenious people

of the East to whom we owe so many
“ curios,” from mermaids to cuiious carved

balls of ivory, one within the other. Such,

however, is not the case. Not only has no
one yet been able to discover the openings

which would be necessary for such an

operation, but every specimen thus im-

prisoned belongs to the same species,

—

a fact which would hardly be probable

were we indebted to man for the arrange-

ment.

The next group in order is the

CARIDEA, which is represented in all

seas by many species, some also occurring

in fresh water. In Noi-th America alone,

including the West Indies, about one hun-

dred distinct forms occur. In these forms

the antennae have a large basal scale, the

carapax is not joined at its inferior margin

to the mandibular and antennal segments,

while at the most only the two anterior

pairs of thoracic feet terminate in a pincer,

while frequently but a single pair (either

the first or second) has such a termination.

In Nika an interesting modification takes

place,— only one foot of the anterior pair

is chelate, the other being monodactylous.

Another feature, which is common to many
genera, is the breaking up of the carpal

(antipenultimate) joint of one pair of legs

into a long series of annuli, affording great

freedom of motion, though the pincers

borne on these feet are always so small

as to render it diflicult to see what can

be the gain to the animal by this struc-

ture.

In the eastern United States the
FIG. 59. -iuci/er (natural size, I of an inch in length).

economic im-

portance, but in other parts of the world, under the names of shrimps and prawns

(German Garneelen, French crevette), they are largely used as an article of food.

The shrimp of England is the Crangon vulgaris of science, while the term prawn
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Fig. 60. — Crangon vulgaris, natural
size.

Fig. 61. — Pandalus montagui,
slightly reduced.

is applied indiscriminately to species of I^alcemoii, Pandalus, and Hippolyte. Cran-

gon vulgaris is common to the shores of Europe
and both coasts of North America. In color it is

a dirty white, finely speckled with black, presenting

a close resemblance to the sandy shores on which

it dwells, and thus afford-

ing a certain jirotection,

for almost every shore

fish is fond of the delicate

crustacean. In England

and on the adjacent shores

of the continent a common
way of catching shrimps is

by “horse-power,”— ahorse

dragging behind him a large

net is made to walk up and

down through the shallow

water, and the Crustacea

are held in the meshes.

Shrimps are prepared for

the table by boiling. In

California the shrimp fish-

eries are almost entirely in

the hands of the Chinese,

and the following account taken from the Bulletin of

the Fish Commission teUs their method of preparation :
—

“ That part of each day’s catch which is not sold is carried to the Chinese quarter,

and there put at once into boiling brine. The shrimps are then spread out to dry upon

level plats of smooth, bare ground. After four or five days they are crushed under

large wooden pestles, or trod upon by the Chinese in wooden shoes, for the purpose of

loosening the meats from the outer chitinous covering
;
after which the entire mixture

is put through a fanning mill, for the actual separation of the meats from the shells.

About 200,000 pounds of shrimps are sold annually in San Francisco, and the annual

exports of shrimp-meats to China and the Sandwich Islands are valued at about

$100,000. The meats are eaten by aU classes in China, but they are cheaper and less

esteemed than the native shrimps, which are said to be comparatively scarce.”

Of the habits and details of structure of the Caridea but little of general interest

can be said. The families are founded upon the character of the mandibles, while the

maxillipeds and thoracic feet afford a means of division into genera. The genus

PaloBmon contains a large number of species, and occurs both in salt and in fresh

Avater, one form {Paloemon ohionis), as its name indicates, being found in the Ohio

and Mississippi Rivers. Some of the East Indian species acquire a great size,— Palcemon

carcinus, from the tip of the chelipeds to the end of the telson, sometimes measuring

nearly two feet, while our own Palcemon jamaieensis is nearly as large. The genus

Alpheus, with about sixty species distributed over the warmer seas of the world,

usually leads a burroAving life, some of the Floridan species living in sponges. In

these forms the carapax has groAvn forward so as to completely cover the eyes, while

the anterior pair of feet present an interesting peculiarity. These feet are both ter-
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Fig. 62. — Alpheus heterocheles, twice natural size.

minated with pincers, one being small while the other is enormously developed, being

as large as the cephalothorax.

This genus is almost exclus-

ively marine, but some species

are occasionally found in fresh

water as well. In one of

these from Florida {Alpheus

minus) the marine forms are

very small, while specimens

obtained from fresh water,

belonging to the same species,

were nearly three times as

large.

None of the Caridea ai’e

true jiarasites, though a few

are commensals, that is, they

are closely associated with

other animals. Thus some species of Alpheus and Pontonia live within the shells

of certain molluscs.

Tlie ASTACOIDEA is a much more important group than the one that we have

just left, embracing as it does many large species possessing an alimentary interest.

Without entering into the characters limiting this group, we may proceed to divide it

into three families,— Astacidae, Loricata, and Thalassinida3.

The Astacid^, in their shaj^e show a close ajjproximation to the Caridea, but are

distinguished from them by having the epistome united to the carapax, as it is in all

the higlier forms, while on the dorsal surface of the carapax is a transverse suture

(wanting in the Caridea), which, as we have seen, is the remains of the joint between

the antennal and mandibular somites. All three (and in the Eryoninse four or five)

of the anterior pairs of thoracic feet are terminated by a pincer, the first j^air being very

large, and forming the well-known “ claw ” of the lobster.

The Astacidae, so far as is known, differ from the rest of the Decapods in leaving

the egg in nearly the adult condition, the zoeal stage being suppressed, the youngest

larva being in the Mysis stage in the case of the lobster, while in the fresh-water cray-

fish the young differs in only unimportant details from the adult. The genera, of

which about fifteen have been described, are distributed about equally between marine

and fresh-water foi’ins, and may be divided into two sub-families, the Eryoninse and

Astacinae. The former, as has been stated, being characterized by four or five pairs of

chelate feet, the latter by three. The Eryoninse were long considered as an entirely

extinct group, but recent deep-sea dredgings liave brought to light several forms which

have been described under the generic names of Polycheles, Pentacheles, and Wille-

moesia. The genus Eryon occurs fossil in the Solenhofen lithographic stone (Upper

Oolite). The sub-family is exclusively marine.

The Astacinae contains the crayfish and lobsters, or fresh and salt-water forms.

Though several genera have been described, only Cambarus, Astacus, and Homarus,

need here be mentioned. Cambarus and Astacus, our tyj^es of crayfish, differ from

each other in only unimportant details
;
but the distribution of our American species

presents an interesting feature. The genus Astacus occurs on the Pacific slope

(and in Europe as well), while the waters which flow into the Atlantic contain only
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individuals of the genus Cambarus. Many of our species, which have been described

by Dr. Hagen, have burrowing habits, and are thus productive of considerable damage
in mill-dams, and especially in the levees of the Mississippi. In Europe the crayfish

are extensively used for food, as they are to a certain extent in our Southwestern

States. In France there are several large farms for their propagation and cultivation,

and when desired for the market they are captured by sinking in the water bundles of

brushwood, in which the individuals become entangled and are brought to the sur-

face. An interesting form is Cambarus
pellucidics, the blind crawfish of Mammoth
Cave and the neighboring caverns of Ken-
tucky and Indiana. In these forms the eye-

stalks remain, but the optical i^ortions have

almost entirely disappeared,— a good ex-

ample of the effects of disuse, for in the total

darkness of the subterranean streams the

use of an organ of vision would be ex-

tremely slight. Dr. Packard has recently

described a fossil crawfish from the Tertiary

of our Western States.

To the New Englander the lobster is

by far the most important member of the

whole class of Crustacea. The genus Homo-
rus, to which it belongs, contains three spe-

cies, vulgaris of Europe, capensis from the

Cape of Good Hope, and the americanus

ranging from Labrador to New Jersey, and

possibly even further south. Dr. Coues hav-

ing found a single specimen near Beaufort,

N.C. It frequents rocky 'bottoms, hiding

among the stones, or occasionally varying

its habitat for sandy or gravelly regions.

Lobsters 'are very fond of decaying animal

matter, and the nets and traps employed

in capturing them are usually baited with

fish offal. Two methods of lobster fish-

ing are in vogue. In one a large net, with the bait fastened in the centre, is

lowered to the bottom, and after a sufficient time is hauled to the surface so

rapidly that the lobsters have no chance to escape. The more usual means of

catching these animals is by “lobster-pots.” These are wooden frames usually

constructed of laths with netting ends. In one or both ends is a small circular

opening, through which the lobster passes to reach the bait on the inside of the

pot. These pots are sunk in promising spots, their position being marked by a wooden
float. Weather permitting, the pots are visited every day and hauled to the surface by
means of the rope connecting the float to the j^ot. Frequently, when the character of

the bottom permits, the jJots are attached together in trawls, each end of the trawl line

being marked by a float. The number of pots set by each fisherman varies, few using

as many as one hundred. Possibly the average may be forty or fifty.

The lobster industry is very large, and we gather from the pages of Mr. Rath-

Fig. 63. — Cambarus pellucidus, blind crawfish of
Mammoth Cave, natural size.
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bun the following statistics : In 1880 the total catch on the Maine coast amounted to

14.234.000 pounds, valued at 1268,000, fishermen’s prices
;
in Massachusetts 4,315,000

pounds, valued at $158,000. Of the Maine catch the larger proportion was canned,

the twenty-three canning establishments in that State taking about 9,500,000 pounds

;

while the Provincial factories put up an even larger amount. The quantity of lobsters

handled by the several large fresh markets during 1880 was as follows: Boston,

3.637.000 pounds; New York, 2,500,000 pounds, and Portland, 2,000,000 jmunds.

All of the interested States, with the exception of New Jersey, have passed more or

less stringent laws regulating the time of catching and the size of the lobsters caught,

those of Maine being the most lax. For several years past the average size of the

lobsters caught has been decreasing, a specimen weighing four pounds being comparar

tively rare. Lobsters, howevei’, are occasionally found much larger in size, there being

one in the Museum of the Peabody Academy of Science at Salem, Mass., which

weighed thirty-nine pounds.

The lobster, when about to moult, seeks some secluded spot under the shelter of a

large stone, and there sheds his old shell. As a i^reparation for this act the lime salts

in certain parts of the integument are absorbed, and then the carapax splits down the

back, and through this opening the animal withdraws itself. As it would be impos-

sible for the enormously developed claws to pass through the rigid joints of the arm,

there is an absorption of the lime salts in these joints, and thus the claw is readily

withdrawn. Together with the old shell, the lobster, like all Crustacea, sheds the lin-

ing of the stomach and of the posterior portion of the intestine. After moulting the

lobster’s skin is very soft, and the flesh soon becomes poor, watery, and flabby
;
but in

a short time, by a de2)Osition of calcic carbonates and phosphates, the new integument,

which is larger than the old one, regains its former firmness, and in a few days the

flesh acquires its former solidity and indigestibility.

The breeding season varies according to

the locality. In Long Island Sound the eggs

are laid sometimes as early as the last of

April or the first of May. In Massachusetts

Bay the season extends from about the first

of June to the first of August, while Pro-

fessor S. I. Smith found at Halifax females

with newly-laid eggs in September. For a

knowledge of the development of our lobster

we are indebted to Professor Sydney I. Smith,

Mr. G. O. Sars having performed a similar

work for the Eurojican species. The eggs,

which for Crustacea are very large, are of a

dark green color, and at the time of hatching,

the embryo strongly resembles a Jiysfs, all

of the thoracic feet being two-branched, while

the external maxillipeds play a part in loco-

motion. At the next stage the abdominal feet appear, and at each succeeding

moult the young approaches more nearly the adult, retaining, however, their free-

swimming habits until about half an inch in length.

The LORICATA differ anatomically from the group we have just left, by the

absence of a scale on the basal joint of the antennae, and in having the anterior pair of

o

Fig. 64. — Embryo lobster some time before hatch-
ing, natural size above, a. Yolk. b. Margin
of carapax. c. Eye. d. Antennula, e. An-
tenna. g to i. Thoracic feet. k. Intestine. L
Heart, m, Telson.
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Fio. 65. — Phyllosoma, glass crab, the larva of Palinurus, natural size.

feet monodactyle, that is, not ending with a pincer, but in their development they pre-

sent marked differences, the young forming the “ glass crabs,” which formerly, under

the name Phyllosoma, were

regarded as adults. These

larvae are flattened, hardly

thicker than a sheet of

paper, and in life are per-

fectly transparent, present-

ing not the slightest resem-

blance to the parents. The

two families, Sctllarid^

and Palinxtrid^, are found

in tropical seas, and are

among the largest Crustacea.

All of the feet, except the

posterior pair in the female

Scyllaridae, are monodactyle,

while the antennal scale is

always lacking. The Palin-

uridae are nearly cylindrical,

while the Scyllaridag are

greatly flattened, the sides of the body being very thin. Both families are repre-

sented in our warmer waters by the genera Palinurus and Panulirus, Scyllarus,

Ibacus, Evibacus, and Arctus.

The THALASSINIDEA, represented in our waters by several genera, are a bur-

rowing gi’oup, the individuals of which, except from a scientific standpoint, are of but

slight importance. While in the majority of forms the resi^iratory apparatus is of the

normal character, it is said that in Callianidea (of which one species occurs in the

West Indies, the other extending from our west coast through all the eastern seas)

and in Callianisea the abdominal feet also bear gills, thus presenting a resemblance to

the Stomatopoda, to be described further on.

The GALATHEIDEA present us with a feature which we shall notice in connec-

tion with the Schizosomi, that the hinder pair of thoracic feet are carried bent up

under the carapax, and in both groups, as in the Paguridea, the last thoracic segment

is not immovably united to the rest, a feature which also occurs in the genus Astacus.

Grimothea is a pelagic form which occurs swimming at the surface in the Pacific

Ocean, sometimes appearing on the Californian shores, ^glea is a fresh-water genus

(the only one of the Anomura), and the single species occurs in the streams of Chili

and Peru.

The last division of the Macrura which we have to consider is the PAGURIDEA,
or hermit crabs. In these forms, with the exception of Birgus, the abdomen is

always soft, the usual salts of lime not being deposited, and hence the animal inserts

this defenceless portion of his body in the empty shell of some univalve mollusc.

With this external protection there is usually an obsolescence of some of the abdominal

feet, while the spiral character of the shell has caused the abdomen to become coiled

in a similar manner. The posterior pair of abdominal feet are modified so as to form

a hook, by means of which the crab holds himself into his house.

Many amusing accounts have been given of the habits of the hermit crabs, and we
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can do no better than to quote the account which Dr. Lockwood gives of tlie little

hermit crab, the Eupagurus longicarpus^ so common on om’ eastern shores :
—

“ Though a recluse,— for he lives in a vacated

shell all alone,— yet of hermit gravity he has

none. In fact, he is constitutionally a funny

fellow. This crab has his two hands, or claws,

greatly larger than the other feet, and of these

the right one is much stouter than the left.

The next three pairs of claws are tipped with

simjjle hooks, which, having considerable lever-

age powei’, are really efficient gi’apnels with

which to pull himself along when he travels,

carrying his house on his back, while the claws

of the fifth or last pair are very diminutive.

“Thei’e is a queer monkey-like drollery in

the looks of our little hermit. We had one in

our aquarium of rather large size, and which

occupied a shell of the z’equired capacity. Of

this specimen we were very proud; the shell

on its upper part was ashen white with a fine

colony of Ilydractinia, like tiny seardaisies. We had also a little hermit in a small

llyanassa obsoleta shell. And what about this young scapegrace, whom we so soon

almost wished obsolete ? On he came and climbed right up into this pretty parterre,

and having secured himself with his grapnels on top of his neighbor’s house, most de-

liberately, now with the right claw and now with the left, he pulled off my weesome

pets, stowing them into his ugly mug with a movement so regular that it seemed almost

rythmical, and yet so cruelly comical that it made me most laughably mad.
“ But the hermit gi-ows, while the shell which he occupies does not. Hence, like

many bipeds, he has his “ first of May,” so he goes house-hunting. This must be

understood literally. He finds a shell. Will it do ? First, then, is it really to let ?

He will inquire within. This he does, if not most courteously, very feelingly.

Satisfied on this point, the next question is, will the house suit. He turns it over, then

turns it round. You see the weight of one’s house is quite an item in the reckoning

to him who has to caiTy it on his back. One inspection more. How is it inside ? Is

it entirely empty and of the right size ? Up goes one of the slender limbs of the

second pair, and the interior is thoroughly explored. All right ! Just the house he is

after. His mind is made up to move. Look at him ! Quick ! or you ’ll miss it ! Out

comes the body from the old house and pop it goes into the new one. The resolution

to move was taken, the surrender of the old house was made, and the occupancy of the

new was effected, and all within a fraction of a second of time.

“ Sometimes this matter goes on less pleasantly. Two house-hunters may find the

same tenement. Should both desire it, then comes the tug of war. Live together they

neither can nor will. The affair is settled by a battle, in which the stronger proves

his claim right by the Carlyleian logic and morals, viz. might. Quite often from

these encounters a terrible mutilation results. To us it is a sad sight to see the little

hermit when his time has come, and he knows it
;
that is, when Eupagurus must die.

However droll his career may have been, the little hermit is grave then. And what a

strange fact it is. Who can explain it ? The poor little fellow comes out of his house
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Fig. 67. — Eupagurus with its asso-
ciated polyp.

to die. Yes, in order to die. To us humans home is the only right place to die in.

But for Eupagurus home has no attractions at this solemn time. Poor fellow, with a

sad look and melancholy movement, he of his own will quits the house for which he
fought so well. Those antennae, or feelers, that often stood out so provokingly, and
were so often poked into everybody’s business, now lie prone and harmless. The eyes

have lost their pertness. There lies the houseless hermit on that mossy rock, stone

dead.”

In the above account Dr. Lockwood incidentally mentions the fact that the shell

occupied by the hermit bears upon it a colony of Hydroids. Such associations are

very common, and sometimes specimens are found even

more interesting. In the deep waters off the New Eng-

land coast a polyp {Oemmaria americana), allied to

the sea anemones, attaches itself to the shells occupied

by another species of Eupagurus, and by budding grad-

ually covers the entire shell
;
and not only this, but it

possesses the power of dissolving the shell so that no

trace of it can be found. As this polyp increases in

size with the growth of the crab, there is no need of

a change of house on his part,— his home grows as he does.

Even more remarkable is the case of a Chinese hermit, Diogenes

edwardsii, which always bears upon the outside of the large

claw a small anemone, which, when the hermit retreats into

his shell, closes the aperture. It occasionally occurs that the

hermits fail to find a shell suitable to their needs, and then

any object, such as an old bottle, is occupied. In looking over

some Floridan Crustacea the wi’iter once found a specimen of

Coenobita diogenes which had thus occupied a “ T. D.” pipe.

The Paguridea are divided into two families,— Pagxjkidje

with fourteen genera, in which the antennulae are very short,

the species aquatic in habit
;
and the Cenobitid^ with long antennulae and terres-

trial habits, and represented by only two genera. One of these, Birgus latro,

which is distributed throughout nearly the whole Indo-Pacific region, has received

the popular name of Palm Crab. This form, which is an exception to all of the

hermits in having the abdomen hardened, is said to feed on cocoanuts. Stripping

off the husk, it inserts the tips of the claws into the three holes found in the end,

and pounds the nut upon a stone until it is broken. Another method which they

are said to employ for this purpose is as follows : The husk is stripped off, leaving

but one or two fibres attached to the nut, then clasping these fibres the crab climbs

a tree and then drops the nut on a stone. The coarse, fibrous husk is used to line the

burrows which Birgus makes in the moist sand. When nuts are not to be had, the

crab is not greatly averse to eating its own kind. The natives adopt a curious method
of capturing these tree-climbing crabs. Watching until they see a Birgus ascend, they

tie a lot of grass around the trunk of the tree at a considerable distance from the

ground. By-and-by the crab descends, and feeling the grass thinks he has reached

terrafirma, and, therefore, looses his hold, and falling to the gi-ound so maims him-

self as to become an easy prey to the savage. On a preceding page we have alluded

to the lungs of this crab, but as the subject possesses much interest we may return to

it again. The gill-chamber is divided into two parts, the gills being in the lower.

Fig. 68. — Coenohita diog-
enes, natural size.
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while the uj^per never contains anything but air. On the walls of the ujjper chamber

are found numbers of ramified tufts, containing in their interior an extraordinarily

developed network of vascular spaces, thus furnishing a large respiratory surface,

while the arrangement of the blood-vessels conclusively jJi’oves that blood poor in

oxygen enters it from the body, and the vessels leading from it open directly into the

auricule.

In their development the Paguridea hatch as zoese, but from this ijoint they closely

resemble the Brachyura in the omission of a Mysis stage.

Sub-Order II.— Brachyura.

This group, which contains the crabs, the highest of the Decapods, possesses much
more interest than any other division of the Crustacea. The body is generally broad

and flattened, the carapax very seldom exhibiting the cylindrical form so characteristic

of the Macrura. The abdomen is relatively small, and is almost always carried flexed

under the thorax, which is frequently excavated for its reception. The antennae are

small (except in a few forms), and the inner pair frequently can be folded in small

grooves or pits in the anterior part of the carapax. The external maxillipeds are oj^er-

cular in character (that is, they form a sort of lid, covering the other mouth-parts) and

rarely have but a distant resemblance to the ambulatory feet. The abdomen, as has

been said, is small
;
the abdominal appendages are very rudimentary, and some of them

are frequently aborted. In many cases, especially in the males,

two or more of the abdominal segments become coalesced,

all traces of the sutures being occasionally obliterated. All

“ of the Brachyura, except a few of the land crabs, leave the

egg as zoeas,— the carapax being armed with three or, in the

higher groups, four long spines. Of these one springs from

the front of the carapax and points forwards, one arises on

either side and is directed downwards and backwards, while

the fourth, when j^resent, is dorsal in position, a portion of the

heart extending into it. The appendages at first present are

but seven in number, the series ending with the second maxil-

lij^ed, while the thoracic members are absent or very rudi-

mentary. During the zoea stage the larva increases rajiidly

in size, the growth being accompanied by frequent castings of

Fig. 69. — Zoea of Carcinus, the shell, and the development of all of the series of append-
o. Natural size. n-n i . t i i i t

ages. I hen by a single moult the megalops stage is acquired,

a schizopodal stage not intervening, a feature which, as we have seen, is shared by

the hermit crabs among the Macrura. The Brachyura may be divided into the

following groups : Schizosomi, Teleosomi, Maioidea, Corystoidea, Leucosoidea, Can-

croidea, and Grapsoidea.

The SCHIZOSOMI embraces the brachyuran forms which have the outlets of the

ovaries in the bases of the third pair of legs instead of in the adjacent parts of the

sternum, as in most Brachyura, and also the last thoracic segment free from the

others. In some the abdominal apjiendages are well developed, in others they are

rudimentary. So far as is known the zoeas do not develop a dorsal spine, but the

other spines frequently are greatly elongated, and in the porcelain crabs these spines

reach a length of several times that of the body.



Enpat/urus bcrnhardiis, licrniit crab.
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The Lithodid^, which in their form of body closely resemble the Maioid crabs,

to be mentioned further on, are represented on our East coast by two species, the

family acquiring its greatest develojiment on the West coast of both North and South

America. The abdomen is without caudal appendages, and at first sight it would

appear that the name Decapods was a misnomer, as only four pairs of thoracic feet are

externally visible, but a little investigation shows that the fifth jjair are present, though

folded up under the carajiax. Of the habits scarcely anything is known.

The PoRCELLANiDJE are small, brightly-colored crabs,

with a shell always kept clean, and from its general re-

semblance to jjorcelain giving the name to the jjrincipal

genus. In these, as in the family just mentioned, the fifth

pair of legs are not used in locomotion, being carried

folded upon the back. The species, which are numerous

in the warmer seas of the world, live under rocks or among
the coral reefs. These forms are worthy of notice from a

morphological standpoint, for it would seem that here the

appendages of the seventh abdominal segment were jjar-

tially developed, showing the validity of its recognition as

one of the body segments.

The Hippid^ have an elongate body, and feet fitted

for swimming, while the way in which the abdomen is

bent also fits it for burrowing. The following account

of the habits of the American Hippa emerita is con-

densed from that furnished by Professor Smith : “ This

species prefers a narrow zone of sandy beaches, near

low-water mark, where it lives gregariously, burrowing

beneath the surface. They burrow with the greatest

rapidity, and always backward, pushing themselves in

by means of their thoracic feet. In an aquarium they

at once plunged entirely beneath the sand, and then

in an upright position showed just the tijDS of the an-

tennulae and the eyes at the surface. Of the food but

little can be said. In all the specimens examined the

alimentary canal was filled with fine sand, neaidy free

from organic matter, though under the microscope a

small amount of vegetable matter is seen, rendering it

probable that the sand is swallowed for the

nutritive matter it may contain.”

The TELEOSOMI differ from the group

just mentioned in having the last thoracic

segment anchylosed to the others, as in most

Decapoda, while the outlets of the female

genital organs occupy the same position as

in the group just mentioned. The first

form we will notice is Uypoconcha, the

“ false hennit ” of the older writers, of which

three species are known in tropical Ameri-

can waters. In these forms the dorsal surface of the carapax is soft, resembling in

Fig. 72. — Dromia.
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consistence the abdomen of the true hermit crabs, and, for j^rotection, Hypoconcha
takes a half of a bivalve shell, and inserting the angle of its abdomen in the depression

beneath the hinge, holds the shell in position by the fourth and fifth pairs of thoracic

feet. A similar habit has been noticed in the Chinese genus, Conchcecetes. In some
of the sub-genera of Droniia the crab carries in a similar manner a sponge, polyp, or

compound ascidian.

Fig. 73. — Drimtia covered with a sponge.

The remaining groups of Brachyura all have the female genital openings on the

ventral surface of the body, between the bases of the feet, while in the zoeas a dorsal

spine is almost universally present.

The MAIOIDEA or Oxyrhyncha, which in the older works were regarded

as forming the highest of the Decajioda, and, indeed, of the whole Crustacea, are in

reality the next in order
;
for although in some respects tliey have a high grade of

structure, they, nevertheless, retain many embryonic features even in the adult stage,

the young Cancer., for instance, .at a certain portion of its development being strongly

maioidean in appe<arance. Tlie .antennulaj are folded in longitudinal pits in the front of

the carapax. The extern.al maxillipeds are broad, the fourth joint being borne on the

inner angle, or the summit of the third, while the carapax is usually elongate and tri-

angular, being narrowed in front. The Maioidea are divided into several f.amilies and

over a hundred genera, the distinctions, however, being of too technical a character to

suit a work like the present,— the system.atic student being referred to the jjaper by

Mr. E. J. Miers in the Journal of the Linnean Society for 1879.
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Among the Maioids, inter-

esting from their appearance,

are the gi-ouj) of spider crabs,

whose long and slender legs

are greatly disproportionate

to the body they have to sup-

port. These forms frequent

the bottom, walking slowly

and deliberately as though

they had scarcely strength to

move their attenuated mem-
bers. Some of these forms

keep their shell perfectly

clean, seeming to rely upon

their general resemblance to

the Sertularians and other

Hydrozoa, among which they

dwell, for protection. Othei-s,

however, permit all sorts of

foreign bodies, both animals and jd^nts, to become attached to their bodies, so

that they are effectually concealed, and even when moving it seems as if a small

forest of sea-weed were being transjdanted to another locality. To these spider

crabs the Macrocheira of Japan, the largest of all crustaceans, belongs. The

Fig. 74. —Maia sqiUnado, natural size.

Fig. 75. — Leptopodia sagittaria, spider crab, half natural size.

relative proportions of legs to body in this species can be seen from the following meas-

urements of a specimen captured at Yokohama in 1878, in which the legs extended to

a distance of twelve feet, while the carapax was sixteen inches long by twelve in

breadth. The largest specimen in any collection is said to be that in the British

Museum, which measures between the tips of the first pair of legs eighteen feet, though

larger specimens are occasionally taken, an old and trustworthy sea-cajitain telling the

writer of one taken in 1871 which spread twenty-two feet.
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The CORYSTOIDEA are entirely absent from the eastern coast of our continent,

though present in all other seas. They have the antennulag and maxillipeds much as

in the Maioids, but differ in the longer antennae and the very short epistome or region

in front of the mouth.

The LEUCOSOIDEA or Oxystomata are extremely narrowed in front, the ex-

ternal maxillipeds, when placed together, forming a triangle. The carapax is more or

less circular in outline, while the antennae are very small, and the epistome wanting.

In Dorippe we have a similar commensalism to those already noticed, one species of

this genus never being found without a sea^anemone
( Cancrisocia expansa) upon its

back, nor has this anemone ever been found except in this position. In Calappa the

sides of the body are expanded, while the two large claws, anned with strong spines

above, are carried closely applied to the front of the body.

The CANCROIDEA or Cyclometopa agree with the Maioids in their mouth-parts,

while the body is broader and the antennulse are transverse. They are well divided

into two families, according to their habits,—
the Cancrid^ having the feet constituted for

walking, while in the Poetunid^ the pos-

terior feet are flattened and thus converted

into eflicient swimming organs.

The genus Cancer., which is represented on

our eastern coasts by two species and by four

on the Californian shore, may be taken as the

type of the group. Our eastern species range

from Labrador to the Bermudas, and by a

curious mistake in nomenclature, the form to

which the name borealis is applied extends

further to the south and not so far to the north

as does the more common Cancer irroratus.

Cancer irroratus delights in secluded places

under rocks, where it is safe from enemies and

the pounding waves, while the stouter, heavier

borealis disdains such protection, and occurs

in places where it is exposed to the force of

the waves. BymanyEuropean naturalists these

two forms are confounded, though in reality

they are very

distinct, the teeth of the margin of the carapax being

smooth in C. irroratus and crenulated in the other species.

The European Cancer pagurus is used as an article of

food both in England and upon jiortions of the continent,

while none of our forms have much economic use. The

genera and species of the Cancrid® are very numer-

ous, especially in the wanner seas of the world, many

being conspicuous by reason of their bright colors,

though in habits no particular interest attaches to

them. The mud-lo^dng Panopeus of the warmer

waters of both coasts of America is the only other

species to which our space will allow us to refer.

Fig. 76. — Megalops of common crab, Cancer
irroratus.

Fig. 77.— Panopeus depressus, mud crab,
natural size.
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As examples of the swimming crabs we may mention the “ Green Crab,” Cardnus

mcenas, which has a peculiar distribution, occurring on our coasts only from Cape Cod
to Maryland, and on the European from Finmark down through the Mediterranean

into the Black Sea. Besides these, its regular habitat, it has been reported from

Brazil, Panama, the Sandwich

Islands, and India. With
its restricted distribution on

our own coast, this wide dis-

tribution over the globe is of

peculiar interest. Another

of the swimming crabs, the

Neptunus hastatus, furnishes

the soft-shelled crab so well

kno^vn to epicures. This

crab, which extends along

our Atlantic coast from Mas-

sachusetts to Florida, buries

itself in the sand, exposing

only its eyes and antennae.

Like all of the Crustacea, it

sheds its shell, and just after

the moult it forms the delicacy

of the table, the integument

not then being hardened. At
the time of moulting the flesh is hard, but in a few hours it becomes soft and watery,

and then is of inferior quality. Only a few days are required to bring the new skin

to its former consistency. Our figure of the lady crab, a beautiful species covered

with rings of red and purple, will sufficiently illustrate the characters of the Portunidae,

while the development is shown in figures 5, 6, 13, and 14, which represent the various

stages of young of the soft-shelled crab mentioned above.

Fig. 78.— Platyonichus ocellatus, lady crab, natural size.

The remaining divi-

sion of the Decapoda,

the OCYPODOIDEA
or Catometopa, are the

highest, both as shown

by structure and by em-

bryology. The anten-

nulae are transverse, the

fourth joint of the ex-

ternal maxillipeds artic-

ulates with the apex or

outer angle of the third
;

the body is broad, and,

in the higher groups,

quadrate in outline
;
the

epistome is very short

and the male genital organs show a complication not found in other groups. In divid-

ing the group into families authors show a considerable diversity of opinion, as the

Fig. 79. — Geryon tridens, from deep water, North Atlantic Ocean.
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number varies in different works from six to sixteen. It is not necessary here to

discuss all of the families of the group, but merely to mention some of the more im-

portant forms. It is to the Ocypodoidea that the larger number of the terrestrial

Decapods belong. An account of their respiratoiy ai^jjaratus has been given on a

preceding jjage.

The PinnotheridjE are familiar to all in the little “ Oyster Crab,” Pinnotheres

ostreum, so common in the oysters of our coast. Many tales are told of the way in

which these forms act as guardians of the molluscs inside whose shell they dwell, and

which have been perpetuated in the generic name, but which

an iconoclastic science has shown to be false, these animals

seeking this home merely for protection and for convenience

of obtaining choice morsels of food in the currents of water

created by the cilia on the gills and mantle of the mollusc.

With our common oyster crab it is the female alone who thus
Fig. 80.--.p;nno<fejesos«reMm, Peeps house, the male living a life of freedom, being very

rarely seen. Other forms belonging to this or allied genera

have similar commensal habits, some living in the shells of mussels or other bivalves,

while one form from the Philippines is said by Dr. Semjjer to enter in the young state

the water-lungs of the Holothurians and there spend its life, the carajDax growing for-

ward over the eyes, causing blindness or partial blindness, while the eyes themselves seem

to undergo a more or less extensive retrogressive metamorphosis. A somewhat similar

case is found in the Chilian Pinnaxodes chilensis., which enters the anal opening of a sea-

urchin, and sometimes occupies a third of the body-cavity of the host. It is one of the

peculiarities of geographical distribution that the common Pinnotherespisum of the Eng-

lish shores also occurs in antipodal New Zealand, occupying in both jilaces what appears

to be the same species of mussel. Pinnixa is an aberrant form, some species of which live

in the tubes of certain marine worms. In these the body is very short and broad, the

breadth being occasionally three times the length. The two genera, Ilarpalocarcinus

and Cryptochirus, belonging near the Pinnotheridas, agree in having a sort of pouch

for holding the eggs and young, formed by the lateral extension of the abdominal

plates, and in living in coral where they produce structures recalling the galls produced

upon plants by certain insects. Harpalocarcinus affects the branching forms, and,

settling down between two twigs, stays there until by the growth of the coral he is

rendered a prisoner for life, two small holes only remaining, through one of which he

draws the water necessary for his existence, the other serving as an exit for the water

which has served his pui’i^ose. The currents of water serve to keep the cavity open

as long as the crab lives. Cryptochirus prefers to make his home in the more solid

corals, where the young, settling down in the centre of a young polyp, kills it, while the

surrounding polyps continuing to grow soon build a tubular dwelling for the crab.

Passing by the Grapsidae, with its several hundred species, we come to a more in-

teresting family, the Ocypodid^. Here belongs the genus Gelasimus. In the males

of this genus one of the claws is greatly larger than the other. When these crabs are

disturbed their claws are brandished in an amusing manner, strikingly suggestive of

the motions of a violinist, whence these forms have received the common name of
“ Fiddler Crabs.” These crabs live in burrows in the ground near high-water mark,

salt marshes being a favorite resort. One of these forms constructs an oven-like arch

over the top of its hole, and there spends a large portion of his time, ready to descend

to his underground home at the api^roach of an enemy. Ocypoda has a somewhat
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similar habit of burrowing, but is much quicker in its motions. Our common Ocypoda

arenaria is fond of “ beach fleas ” (Amphipoda), which it catches by lying in wait

and springing upon them, very much as a cat catches mice.

Fig. — Gelcmmus pugillator, fiddler crab, natural size.

In the tropical regions of the globe are found the true Land Crabs, Gecarcinid..e,

which spend almost their entire life away from the water, only going to the sea at the

breeding season. At all other times they frequent the mountains, running with gi’eat

rapidity at the approach of an enemy.

Order IV.— STOMATOPODA.

The most important characters which separate this from the other orders of

Podophthalmia may be briefly stated as follows : The carapax is smaller than in the

Decapods, the first antennal and the last or last three or five of the thoracic rings

being perfect and uncovered by the carapax. The ambulatory and raptorial feet are

seven in number, the two external maxillipeds of the Decapoda here being enlarged

and losing their functions as mouth-parts, thus showing an approach to the Edrioph-

thalmia. The five anterior jjairs of these feet are furnished with an imperfect pincer,

the last joint closing upon the preceding one. These three posterior feet are all

bifurcated or schizopodal in character. In the gills also we notice important features,

for these organs instead of being carried upon the bases of the thoracic feet, and pro-

jecting into a respiratory chamber, are borne upon the first five pairs of abdominal

feet, and hang freely in the water. The heart, instead of being a small and compact

thoracic organ, as in the Decapods, here is a long, slender tube, extending the length of

the abdomen. The principal venous sinus, as would be inferred from the location of

the gills, is also abdominal. The nervous system is formed iipon the usual arthropodal

type, and the abdominal ganglia are united by double commissures, which have not

been united as in the Decapods.

The early phases of the development of the Stomatopoda have not been studied.

The eggs are laid in burrows in the bottom of the sea, and from this to the Alima
stage nothing is known. Fritz Miiller, Claus, and Professor W. K. Brooks have

studied the development of this order from this point on, the results of which are here
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greatly condensed. There are two

types of develoi^ment, one j^assing

through the forms which were for-

merly considered as adult, and de-

scribed as Erichthus and Squiller-

ichthus, the others through an

Alima stage, with the probabilities

that the former repi-esents the larva

of Gonodactylus, the latter certainly

that of Squilla. In the youngest

known Erichthus type we have

both stalked eyes and a single

median ocellus, while the first ten

pairs of appendages are developed,

the sixth to tenth being biflagellate.

Behind these are three segments of

the body without ap^^endages. A
large carapax covers the anterior

portion of the body, and is pro-

longed into a spine in front. After-

ward the last three inaxillipeds be-

come aborted, and then grow out

again in their permanent form.

The abdominal feet develop in suc-

cession from before backward, and

all are fully formed before the ap-

pendages of the three posterior tho-

In the Alima type of devel-

Fig. 82.— Squilla empusa, mantis shrimp, reduced.

racic segments appear

opment, which has been followed through by Profes-

sor Brooks, it seems 2>i’obable that the young leaves

the egg in nearly the Alima form, and in the youngest

stage known the six appendages, eight to thirteen, are

absent, although three of the corresponding segments

of the body are developed, while the abdominal seg-

ments and their apj^endages are well developed. None
of the thoracic members are biramous. From this,

which corresponds to the Erichthus after the atrophy

of the appendages, a regular development produces

the adult form.

There are two well-marked genera of Stomatopoda,

Squilla and Gonodactylus, the former being divided

into several sub-genera. Thirteen species of the

Squillidae are found in American waters, Squilla em-

pusa extending as far north as Newj'iort, R.I., where

it burrows in the mud, forming large irregular holes.

The colors are very bright,— green, red, yellow, and

black predominating. The large pincer in both genera

is formed by the last joint of the leg folding upon the
Fig. 83.— Advanced larva of Squilla etru-

pusa, enlarged.
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preceding joint, and in Squilla this claw is armed with strong teeth or spines, which

are wanting in Gonodactylus, which is represented by a single species, G. chiragra,

in the warmer waters of the Southern States, as well as other parts of the world.

Oeder V.— CUMACEA.

But little popular interest attaches itself to this order, which is represented by only

a few small species. Their exact position is a matter of doubt, though their embry-

ology shows them, as pointed out by Dohrn, to be intermediate between the Podoph-

thalmia and Edriojjhthalmia. The carapax covers only the first six cephalothoracic

rings, and is followed by twelve segments, mostly without appendages. The telson is

pointed, but does not extend as far as the appendages of the preceding segment. The
anterior cephalothoracic appen-

dages (excepting the mandi-

bles, which are without palps)

are two-branched, but in the

three posterior pairs the exop-

odites are wanting. The ab-
_ . - _ , Fig. 84. — enlarged,
clominal appendages are better

developed in the males than in the females, and in the early days of science this differ-

ence between the sexes led to the establishment of genera which had no real founda-

tion. The organ of vision consists of a single (or two closely approximated) sessile

eye in the median line on the front of the body. The respiratory organs consist of

branchial plates attached to the first thoracic appendage.

Besides the differences already alluded to, the sexes may be further distinguished

by the antenna
;
these in the females are smaller than the antennulse, while in the males

they are very long. In the females plates arising from three of the thoracic segments

form a brood-pouch similar to that which has already been described in the opossum

shrimps. In this pouch the eggs undergo their develojjment, hatching in nearly the

adult condition. In the flexure of the body, and in the jJossession of a “ dorsal organ ”

(a structure of unknown functions), the early embryos show a decided approach to the

Edriophthalmia, but later in life they more nearly resemble the Decapods.

Several species are common on the Eastern shores of the United States, frequent-

ing muddy bottoms. They creep about, using the end of the tail to push themselves

forward
;

or, folding the tail over the back, they swim with great facility. Their colors

are usually dull, though they are occasionally ornamented with more marked tints.

J. S. IVIXGSLEY.

Fig. 85. — Side view of Alima stage of Squilla empusa, enlarged.
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Sub-Class TV.— Edkiophthalmia.

This groiij) of Crustacea, which derives its name from its sessile eyes, in contradis-

tinction to the Podojjhthalmia, with the organs of vision seated upon movable stalks, is

also known as Tetradecapoda, or fourteen-footed Crustacea. These forms, which are

mostly small, possess but very slight popular interest, for but few of them are either

raai-kedly injurious or beneficial, and their habits are not such as to attract much
attention. From a scientific standpoint they also possess but few attractions, for their

structure and their mode of develo2:)ment present but slight variations except in

minute details.

The groixj) is characterized by a body never consisting of more than twenty seg-

ments, though frequently, by abortion or coalescence, even less than this number are

seemingly present. The segments which enter into the composition of the head are

always united, but those which correspond to the thorax of the decajjods are never

entirely covered by a carajxax
;
from four to seven segments of this region being always

free and uncovered. The abdominal segments are frequently reduced in number. The
normal appendages of the body are two pairs of antennae, a pair of mandibles, two

pairs of maxillae, and but one jxair of maxilliixeds. Next in order are the seven pairs

of walking feet, while the abdomen bears six pairs, which are frequently adapted for

swimming. We here notice a difference from the Podophthalmia in the number of

walking feet, which is occasioned, as is readily seen, by the transfer of the last two

pairs of maxillipeds from the mouth parts to the ambulatory series. The eyes ai'e

irsually sessile, though in forms like Munna they are seated on movable stalks, or, as in

some other forms, they may be entirely absent.

The respiration is usually effected by means of gills, but in some few degraded

forms these organs are entirely wanting. The gills, when j^resent, are borne either

beneath the thorax (amphipods) or the abdomen (isopods). Among the former the

gills take the shape of membranous sacs, attached to the bases of some of the walking

feet, while in the latter the inner branch of the abdominal feet becomes modified for

resjxiratory purposes. Frequently, in the Isopods, five jxairs of these gills are developed,

the anterior pair of abdominal feet forming a door, or operculum, which closes in the

others, the rest of the wall of the gill cavity being formed by the lower surface of the

body. In the terrestrial Isopoda, however, but three pairs of

gills are thus developed.

The heart is an elongated, many-chambered organ. The
alimentary canal is short and straight, and in some forms vessels

empty into the intestine near its termination. In the stomach

is found a triturating organ, and a straining apjxaratus similar

to that of the Podophthalmia. The liver is usually large, and

empties into the alimentary tract by several mouths.

The eggs, after impregnation, undergo their development in

brood-pouches beneath the thorax, similar to those which we
described while treating of the opossum shrimps. In the embryology we miss the

startling changes which we have seen in the other groups of the Crustacea, for the

Fig. 86. —Embryo of Gam-
marus. m. Micropyle.
y. Yolk. 6. Brain. 1.

Labrum.
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Eclriophthalmia have a direct development without metamorjihoses, hatching from

the egg in the perfect form. There is usually a jiai-tial segmentation of the egg, fol-

lowed by the formation of an embryonic disc, and the subsequent out-budding of

the limbs. In connection with the embryonic state there is developed on the dorsal

2
)ortion of the body a jjeculiar structure, the so-called microj^yle, or dorsal organ, the

functions or signification of which are entirely unknown.

The Edi’iophthalmia are divided into two well-marked orders : Isopoda and Am-
phi2:)oda.

Fig. 87.— Transverse section of Porcellio,
showing brood-pouch, a. Plates en-
closing c, brood cavity. 1. Legs.

Order I.— ISOPODA.

The name of this order signifies equal feet, and was given from the a2q7arent simi-

larity of the locomotive members. Strictly S
2
ieaking, it does not fully ap2fiy to all of the

individuals of the group, for in several forms (for exam
2
)le, Astacilla, from our own

shores) the walking-feet are not so uniform as the name would indicate. The Isopoda

are usually flattened (de23ressed) forms, occurring either in the sea, in fresh water, or

on the land.

The antennulte lack the secondary flagellum so common among the Decapods
;
the

mouth parts, four in number, are strong and well developed. The legs are, for the

most part, small, and more or less uniform in sha25e,

terminating in hook-shaped claws, a chelate condition

being comparatively rare. From this uniform struc-

ture of the ambulatory members variations may be

noticed in many directions, to which Ave shall recur

in treating of the various families. In the female

Isopoda the legs bear at the base a series of mem-
branous 2iiJi'tes, each extending horizontally toward

the leg of the other side, thus forming, with the

under surface of the body, a brood-pouch, in which the eggs undergo their incuba-

tion.

The abdomen is well developed, but the segments of which it is composed are fre-

quently fused together to a gi-eater or less extent, all being distinct,— for instance, in

Lygia^ while in Asellus the sutures have almost entirely disa
2
)peared. The first five

2
)airs of abdominal limbs pDy no

2
>art in locomotion, but are developed into broad

foliaceous membranous plates, specialized for res23iratory 25urposes. The last pair

always differ from the others, and either form a cover to 23rotect the respiratory
2
)lates

closing over them like folding-doors, or, as is rather more usual, retain more or less of

the functions and structure of the other locomotive limbs.

In internal anatomy Ave have nearly the ty25ical structure of the Crustacea, the A'ari-

ations being comparatively few, and unimportant. The develo
2
)ment is direct, the

young hatching in nearly the form of the adult, or occasionally

Avith a smaller number of segments and a2525endages.

The Isopoda are, to a large extent, carnivoi’ous, living almost

wholly upon animal substances. Among them we find a number

of parasitic forms, Avhich live on the skin, among the gills, or in

the mouth of fishes, while others affect other Crustacea. The

greatest number are found in the sea, where the service they do

in consuming decaying animal matter is inestimable. The fresh- Vro. — Sphm-oma

water lorms are less numerous, while the whole lamily Oniscicloe, or larged.
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Fig. 89. — Leptochelia atgicola, enlarged twenty times.

“sow-bugs,” live on the land. The Isopoda are usually divided into two groups,

named, respectively, Ambulatoria and Natatoria, according to their walking or swim-

ming habits, with which are correlated many anatomical features. We will here, how-

ever, omit these two larger divisions, and proceed at once to the discussion of the

families.

The first of these families, the Tanaid^, is of doubtful position, but, according to

Fritz Muller (whose opinions are seconded by other authorities) they probably rejjre-

sent an ancestral tyjDe of Isopoda.

They differ from all other Isopoda

in having the res2)iratory organs be-

neath the head and first thoracic seg-

ment, the eyes, when present, upon

jointed stalks, while the abdominal

appendages have no respiratory func-

tion, and the first pair of ambulatory feet are chelate. In their embryology the

Tanaidae are said to 23resent points of resemblance to Asellus, lygia, and Cuma.

But two genera, Tanais and Leptochelia., are rei^resented,

so far as is known, upon our shores.

In the Gnathiid^ we find a type more allied to the

normal isopod. The thorax apjiarently consists of five

segments, and only five pairs of limbs iDOSsess the normal

form. In the typical genus Gnathia {Praniza and Anceus

of authors) there is a great difference between the males

and females, so great, in fact, that different sub-families

have been erected for the two sexes of the same species.

The larvas are more nearly like the normal isojiod than are

the adult. A single S2:)ecies, G. cerina, is found on the

New England coast.

Passing the Anthuridae, a small group of slender

forms, the next families to be noticed are the Cymoth-

ERiD^, .Mgidje, and Cirolanid^, Avhich embrace most

of the parasitic forms of this order. Yet the 2Darasitic

habits have not produced such a profound effect u23on the struc-

ture as among the root-barnacles and the Si25honantia, already de-

scribed. From their habits the term “ fish lice ” is

eminently ap2)ro2)riate for them, as they live at-

tached to the integument or within the mouth of

fishes. Usually these three families are considered

as one, under the name ^Egidae. They all agree in

A N'}

r'''\
...

Fig. 90.— Gnathia, male.

having all of the segments behind the head dis-

tinct, and in the lack of an 02)erculum closing in

the respiratory cavity.

Among the more interesting forms belonging

to this family may be mentioned AEga psora, the

“ salve-bug ” of the fishermen, which is frequently

found attached by its sharp claws to the cod and halibut, and Cymothoa

prcegustator, which occurs attached to the roof of the mouth of the

menhaden. Mr. J. F. Bullar has shown that in certain genera ( Cymo-

Fig. 91. — Gnathia,
female.

Fig. ^.—Mga
psora, salve-bug.
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thoa^ N^erocila, and Anilocra) a peculiar type of hermaphroditism occurs. The young,

at a certain stage of development, have well-developed male organs, and also ovaries,

but the oviduct has no external opening. Later in life the male organs are lost, while

the oviduct communicates with the exterior and the brood pouch

is developed. It has further been shown that these forms are in-

capable of self-impregnation.

The little wood-boring Limnoria has a family (Limnorid^) all

to itself. Small as it is this little form does a great amount of

damage to wharves and shipping. Whenever wood is submerged

beneath the salt-water these Limnoria lignorum are apt to be

found. The mandibles have sharp cutting-edges, and with them

the Limnoria eats its way into the wood, their immense numbers

making them very destructive. Many plans have been proposed

for preventing the ravages of the gribble, as it is commonly called,

but none of them have proved very successful, and at the same

time cheap. Possibly the best is the impregnation of the wood YiG.^z. — UmnmiaUg-
. , , . . ^ ,

norum, gribble.
With creasote, or “kyanizmg. Limnoria occurs m the waters

of Eurojse and America, and on our Pacific coast is said to do a great deal of damage,

especially in San Francisco Bay.

The Idoteid^ is the largest of the isopodan families, as well as the best known.

The body is usually long and slender, Avhile several of the abdominal segments are

united into a large caudal plate. In this family the operculum of the resjiiratory cavity

acquires its most perfect condition.

The genus Idotea is the most prominent in the family,

and our common L. irrorata has a very extended distribu-

tion in the northern hemisphere. It varies greatly in

color, closely resembling in this respect the rocks and

weeds among which it dwells. It is very abundant in

tidal jiools along our northern Atlantic coast. Less com-

mon is Ldotea phosphorea,, which has the same habits, but

which is especially noticeable from its phosphorescent

powers. Our two species of Chiridotea {coeca and tnftsii)

are much broader than the tjqiical forms of the family.

They live burrowing in the sand from near high-water

mark to about twenty-five fathoms. The name of the

first species is not very appropriate, for it is not blind.

Passing by the Munnopsid^, a small family of blind

marine Isopoda, we come to the Asellid^, the mem-
bers of which are found in both salt and fresh water. The
abdominal segments are united, the legs are fitted for

walking, while the eyes may be present or absent. Asellus is the typical genus, and its

members are common in the fresh waters of Europe and America. A blind form,

described under the g-eneric name Ccecidotea,, occurs in the waters of the caverns ofO }
^

Kentucky and Indiana.

The BopyETD.E embraces forms which are parasitic on other Crustacea. By
their parasitic habits the females have become greatly altered in shape, frequently

losing many of their appendages. They usually inhabit the branchial chamber of

decapod Crustacea, attaching themselves to the gills and sucking the juices of their
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host. The males are much smaller than the females, and have not been so ex-

tensively altered by jiarasitism. They usually are found attached to the modified

abdominal feet of the females. These forms have not been exhaustively studied,

and comparatively little is known of our American forms. The principal char-

acters separating the genera are the number and shajie of the abdominal branchial

feet.

The last family of Iso2)oda which we have to notice is the Oniscid.!:. The forms

belonging here are almost entirely terrestrial, for although some of them may be found

on the seashore they are not aquatic in their habits. The antennulai are minute, but

the antennae have from six to nine joints, the differences in number affording im-

portant systematic characters. The legs are all fitted for walking, while

the abdomen is comj^osed of six distinct segments. In common parlance

these forms are known as “sow-bugs,” “pill-bugs,” and “wood-lice.”

They live in damj) situations, — in cellars, under decaying wood, etc.

In Armadillo and its allies the body can be rolled up in a comjiact ball,

recalling the similar caj)acities of the mammalian genera Tatusia, Dasy~

2nts, and Tohjpeutes. The more common forms, belonging to the genera

Oniscus., Porcellio, etc., usually do not have this capacity. These forms

are largely if not entirely vegetable feeders, devouring much which
Ym.m.—PorceUio, would become offensive or iniurious to man. In olden times, when the
sow-bug, enlarged. ... . .... . .

more disgusting a thing was the more emcacious it was considered as

a remedial agent, some of these “ sow-bugs ” jilayed an imjiortant jiart in the Pharma-

copoeia, but doubtless they had very little therapeutic value.

Order II.— AMPHIPODA.

As a rule the members of this order present a very strong contrast to those of the

Isopoda. These have the body flattened vertically, the legs, as the name indicates,

divided into two dissimilar series, while some frequently terminate in a more or less

perfectly formed jiincer. They are not so largely modified by parasitic habits, while

their mouthparts are less variable than in the group which we have just left. Tlie gills

are in the form of sacs attached to the bases of the tlioracic limbs. The sessile eyes

are compound, but the investing integument is not faceted. The antennulai are

sometimes two-branched, and the mandible usually boars a paljms. The two anterior

pairs of walking feet are usually fitted for grasping, sometimes bearing a pincer as per-

fect as those found in the Decapoda. Moulting is effected by a transverse fissure just

behind the head, and a longitudinal one extending from this down the back. The
individuals have not that power of amputation of members which has been noticed in

connection with certain Decapoda.

Sub-Order I.— L^modipoda.

In the older works the forms included under the name Lsemodipoda were regarded

as belonging to the Isopoda, the next view jdaced them as an order intermediate

between the Isopoda and the Amphijioda, while more recently the weight of authority

is in favor of the position here accorded them. In these aberrant forms the most

striking characteristic is the rudimentary condition of the abdomen, which is repre-

sented by an inconspicuous tubercle without a])2)endages. The number of thoracic
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feet varies from five to seven, and the branchial sacs are attached to the first four

segments, or to only one or two of them.

The Capeellid^ are long and slender forms, with well-devel-

oped antennae and antennulae. They live in salt-water, walking

around on submarine plants in a very deliberate manner, and

progress by a doubling-up of the body in about the same way
that the measuring worm does, and the most common species

on the Atlantic coast, received its name (Cajyrella geometrica)

from this habit.

The other family of this sub-order has re-

ceived the name Cyamid^, from its leading

genus, Cyamus. These are the whale-lice

which live attached to the skin of whales.

Each species of these marine mammals jn’ob-

ably has its own species of parasite. They
are small forms, a quarter or a half an inch

in length, with rudimentary antennje, five

pairs of feet, and two pairs of branchial sacs

a^branch attached to the third and fourth segments
of Poiyzoa.

body. The size of these sacs exhibits niffch A'ariation
;

in

C. ceti they equal the longest of the limbs in length
;
in other forms they are pro-

portionately much shorter.

Sub-Order II.— Amphipoda Genuina.

This group contains the numerous forms in which the head is clearly distinct from

the first thoracic segment, and which have the abdomen well develojjed, and composed

of from five to seven segments, most of which bear appendages.

Our first family, Oxycephalid.®, embraces a few long and slender forms found on

the high seas. The head is greatly elongate, and the feet do not have the basal joint

expanded. The peculiar features acquire their greatest develoj^ment in Hhabdosoma,

of Avhich we figure a species from the middle of the Pacific ocean. None have been

recorded from either coast of the United States. These forms swim by doubling the

body, and then suddenly extending it.

In the family Phronimid.e the antennae are absent, at least in one sex
;
while the

antennulae are well developed, the maxillae are more or less rudimentary. Phronima,

the typical genus, is a sort of hermit among the Amphipoda
;
for it lives in the dead

tubes of Peroe, Pyrosoma, and other similar pelagic forms. A species occurs in our

waters. Near Phronima and Hyperia is to be placed the large Amphqjod, Thau-

mops pellucida, which was taken by the “ Challenger ” expedition off Gibraltar, at a

dejJth of nearly twelve hundred fathoms. It is perfectly transparent, and receives its
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generic name from its remarkable optical organs, the facets of which cover the whole

of the upper surface of the head. Cystosoma is a closely related form, which was

Fig. 99. — Thaumops pellucida, a little reduced, a. Upper surface of head, showing
the large eyes.

found off the Cape Verdes, at a depth of fifteen hundred fathoms. For these two

forms a family, Cystosomid^, has been erected.

Tlie Hyperid^e are represented on our coast by two or more species, which possess

commensal habits. One of these inhabits the

genital folds of Aurelia., Cyanea, and other

jelly-fishes, but it is not comjielled to stay there,

for it is a good stvimmer, and leaves its host

whenever it wishes. All of the forms belong-

ing to this family have a very thin integument,

which is free from hairs
;

the antennulae are

„ . , , present in both sexes
;
the eyes are very large.

Fig. 100. — Hypena, enlarged. i
. t

They are found in all parts of the world, and

many have the same habits as the species mentioned above, some affecting jelly-

fishes, others living with Salpce, etc. Some of the European species find a home in
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the dead tests of Doliolum (one of the ascidians), in which they dwell much after

the fashion of hermit crabs, while Heroe, one of the jelly-fishes, furnishes a habi-

tation for others.

The family Chelukid^ contains but a single species, Chdura terebrans, which

has several of the abdominal segments united, while the last three abdominal feet are

Fig. 101. — Cystosoma nepiuni, sligttly reduced.

greatly modified from the usual type. This species is, next to Limnoria, the most

destructive of all Crustacea. The animal only reaches a length of about a third of an

inch, but its immense numbers make up for the diminutive size. Like Limnoria they

excavate burrows in the hulls of ships, the piles of wharves and bridges, and any other

submerged timber. It is in Europe that this species has caused the greatest damage

;

it is almost unknown in this country, as it

has only been seen in our waters in a few

isolated cases.

The CoROPHiDJE is a much larger fam-

ily, represented in our waters by many
species. The forms are largely dwellers in

tubes, which they either form for them-

selves or find in the deserted homes of

marine worms, etc. Many of the species
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have peculiar glands in their legs, Avhich secrete a substance which binds together the

sand and mud in which they dwell into a tube. The mem-
bers of the genus Amphithoe construct such tubes, which

they attach to the under surface of stones, while the species

of Gerapus carry their dwellings about with them much after

the fashion of caddis-fly larvae. TJnciola does not build a

tube, but takes any that it may find vacant. All of these

forms have the power of leaving their tube
;
but, for the

most jDart, they are content to stay at home, their heads

j^rojecting from the 02)ening, and all of their sense organs

on the alert for any passing morsel of food.

The Gammaeidje is the largest in number of species

of any of the Amphipoda. Like the last its members are

aquatic, and when removed from the water they endeavor

to travel lying upon their sides, but the attempt is not very

successful. When jjlaced beneath the water they are at

once in their element, and swim with ease, or buoyed up

by that medium they walk in an upright position. Their

S’vvimming is mostly done ui:)on the back or side, and is a

raj^id but somewhat corkscrew-like motion. They have

the antennulse large, and frequently bearing a secondary

branch. The species are mostly marine, only a few being

found in fresh water.

The most j^rominent genus is Gammarus, numbers of which abound among the

Fucus or rock-weed on our shores, and in most of our inland lakes and rivers as

well. They do not venture out into the open water, but remain mostly among the

vegetation along the shores. Others dwell in or on the mud at the bottom. Of their

habits scarcely anything of jiojmlar interest can be said
;
but though uninteresting they

are far from unimportant, for their vast numbers render them very j^rominent in

the food supply of fishes.

The members of the family

Oechestid^ ai-e the most ter-

restrial of the Amphipoda, and,

although never found but a short

distance from the water, there are

several species which will die if

kept too long in that element.

These forms are familiar to those

who have spent much time at the

seashore, as the “ beach-fleas ” so

common on the sandy beaches.

The ordinary observer, however, has but a very slight idea of their real abundance.

If he will turn over some of the sea-wrack (the dried seaweed, etc.) which forms long

windrows along the sand above high-water mark, he will have some concejrtion of the

incalculable number of individuals. When the weather becomes so warm that the

windrows no longer retain their moisture, the Orchestidre burrow into the sand. From
their habitat these forms are of slight importance as a fish food, but they j^lay their

part in the economy of nature by devouring all decaying animal and vegetable matter

Fig. 104.— Gammarus omatus, enlarged.
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Fig. 105.— Orchestia agilis, beach-flea, enlarged.

which comes in their way. While they furnish many a meal for the shore birds,

the tiger beetles consume an immense amount of them.

In speaking of the amphipods,

Professor Verrill says :
“ These

small Crustacea are of great im-

portance in connection with our

fisheries, for we have found that

they, together with the shrimps,

constitute a very large part of the

food of our more valuable edible

fishes, both of fresh and salt waters.

The amphipods, though mostly of

small size, occur in such immense numbers in their favorite localities that they can

always be easily obtained by the fishes that eat them, and no doubt they furnish ex-

cellent and nutritious food, for even the smallest of them are by no means overlooked

even by large and powerful fishes, that could easily capture larger game. Even the

voracious blue-fish will feed upon these small Crustacea where they can be easily ob-

tained, even when menhaden and other fishes are plenty in the same localities. They

are also the favorite food of trout, lake whitefish, shad, floimders, scup,” etc.

The Edriophthalmia make theii’ appearance in the coal measures of Europe and

America. These early forms are amphipodal in their general appearance, but in many
details they resemble some of the true shrimps. The coal-measures of Illinois are

especially rich in these forms.

J. S. Kingsley.

Fig. 106. — Amphithoe maculata, enlarged twice.

\
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ARTHROPODA OF DOUBTFUL POSITIOi^.

As was mentioned on a preceding page, there are several groups of jointed-footed

animals the position of which, in the branch of Arthropoda, is very uncertain. No
one has yet conclusively proved that any of these forms belong to either the crustaceans

or to the insects, and it may jjossibly be ascertained that some at least are to be con-

sidered as equivalents to the groups just mentioned. With this great uncertainty we
have considered it advisable to jdace these forms in an intermediate position between

the Insects and Crustacea, and in their treatment to omit the terms class, sub-class,

and order, except in one group where it seems that their use is warranted. With the

exception of Limuhis, the living forms are generally small and not of frequent occur-

rence,— facts which in jjart explain the uncertainty which exists regarding their

systematic position.

Pycnogoxida.

The “ Sea Si^iders ” form a problematical group which agrees with the true

Arachnida in the possession of eight pairs of legs, but they present so many points of

difference from them, and indeed from all Tra-

cheata, as to justify Dr. Hoek, their latest student,

in regarding them as a class. The body is always

small, and is divided into four segments, the an-

terior of which has received the name of cephalo-

thorax. To this is attached a jjroboscis, which

has recently been showm to be not the united

chelicerJB and pedipalps, as was supposed by Pro-

fessor Huxley. Behind the proboscis are three

jjairs of appendages,— the mandibles, palpi, and

ovigerous legs. Sometimes the first two pairs

are lacking in the adults, but the ovigerous legs

are always present, and only one excejJtion is

YiQ.m.—Phoxichilidiummaxiiiare.s&arapiCieT, known to the rule that the male bears the eafffs
twice natural size. _ ,

attached to these limbs. On the dorsal surface

of the cephalothorax is a small prominence known as the oculiferous tubercle, which

bears the four simple eyes. These eyes, however, are occasionally rudimentary or

absent, especially in the deep-sea forms.

The thoracic portion of the cephalothorax, and the three thoracic segments, bear

four 2)airs of walking feet, each supported on an outgrowth from the body. Tlie legs

are long, frequently many times the length of the body, and are eight-jointed. The last

thoracic segment also bears the rudimentary abdomen, which is occasionally articulated.

The nervous system consists of a brain and five (rarely four) infra-cesophageal

ganglia, connected by commissures. From the brain nerves go to the eyes, mandibles,

and ui)per portion of the proboscis
;
from tlie first ganglion behind the oesophagus, the

lower portion of the proboscis, the jJalpi, and ovigerous legs are innervated. The other

ganglia supply the legs. The digestive system presents some interesting j^eculiarities.
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A short oesophagus opens into a muscular enlargement, the walls of whicli are lined

with chitinous projections, the whole presenting a strong resemblance to the anterior

portion of the stomach of the lobster. From
this stomach a tube of varying length goes

to the anus. From this tube arise elongated

pockets or cceca, varying in number from four

to six pairs, which entei', to a greater or less

extent, the proboscis, mandibles, and legs.

The heart is a short tube, which has usually

three incurrent apertures, while the blood

by its action is forced forward through an

anterior excurrent orifice into the spaces be-

tween the muscles and the viscera, there

being no arteries or aorta present. Respira-

tion is effected through the general surface

of the body, there being no specialized organs

for the purpose.

The sexes are always separate. The gen-

ital organs are lodged in the ambulatory legs,

and have their openings in the basal joints.

The eggs are impregnated after emission, and

are transferred to the ovigerous legs of the

male, where they are enveloped in small sacs,

and usually hatch with the proboscis, paljji, mandibles, and three pairs of legs devel-

oped, though some species have only one pair fully developed, and others have four

at the time of leaving the egg. The young of the genus Phoxichilidium live a semi-

parasitic life within the digestive cavities of certain tubularian hydroids, where they

fonn what may be called galls.

Pycnogonids are not rare on our coasts, and may be sought for on Campanularioe

The eggs undergo a total segmentation.
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and other hydroids, as well as sponges. The dredge frequently brings up specimens.

About thirty species are known from American waters.

About a hundred and fifty species of pycnogonids have been described, divided

into about thirty genera and four families. In the first of these families, Phoxichilid.®,

the mandibles and palpi are rudimentary or absent, and the ovigerous legs are usually

present only in the male. The Pallenid^ have the mandibles well develojjed, the

palpi rudimentary or absent, while the ovigerous legs are occasionally absent in the

female. The Colossendeid^ reverse the features of the last family, as they have the

mandibles rudimentary or absent, while the palpi are present. This is the largest

family both in genera and species, and in the size of some of its species as well, the

form Avhich we figure occasionally spreading twenty-one and one half inches, while

Willemoes-Suhm mentions one “measuring nearly two feet across the legs.” The
remaining family, Nymphonid^, has the mandibles and palpi well developed.

On the systematic position of the Pycnogonida, anatomy and embryology throw

but little light. Dr. Hoek says, “ The Pycnogonida form a distinct and very natural

group (class) of arthropodous animals. Their common progenitor (their typical

form) must be considered as a hypothetical pycnogonid with three-jointed mandibles,

multi-jointed palpi, and ovigerous legs with numerous rows of denticulate spines on

the last joints.” Of their relationships to the Crustacea or the Arachnida we know
nothing.

Taedigkada.

The Water Bears derive their common name from a more or less fanciful resem-

blance to the true bears, most evident in side views,

while the scientific name of the group has reference to

their slow progi’ession. The Tardigrada are microscopic

forms which are occasionally found in moist sand and

moss, and but rarely free in the water. The body is

elongated, and indistinctly shows signs of segmentation.

Like the sea-spiders which we have just passed, they

have four pairs of limbs, each terminated by two or

more claws. The mouth is at the anterior end of the

body, and is armed with organs which closely resemble

those of some of the true mites to be described farther

on. A little distance behind the mouth occurs the mus-

cular pharynx, and from this the alimentary tract, widen-

ing out in the middle to a considerable extent and then

contracting, pursues a straight course to the anus at the

posterior end of the body. No respiratory or circula-

tory apparatus exists. The nervous system is of the

usual arthropodal character, and consists of a supra-

cesophageal ganglion or brain, and a ventral chain of

four large paired ganglia corres23onding to the limbs.

Occasionally a couj^le of simple eyes are connected

with the brain. The water-bears are hermaphroditic,

both the male and female organs being present in

6. Gullet. cT Salivary glands, rf. Phar- the same individual and opening together into a
ynx. e. Ovary. /. Vesicula semin- i o o
alls. g. Testes. 1

, 2, 3, 4. Legs. cloaca.
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Tlie little that is known about the embryology of the group does not throw any

light on their systematic position, but the facts that are known of their anatomy would

seem to indicate that the position of these forms may be near the lower mites

(Acarina). The eggs are very large, and when they are laid the parent casts its

integument, which covers them in a manner somewhat like that of the ephippia of the

Entomostraca described on a preceding page. The egg undergoes total segmentation,

and the young hatch with four, or occasionally three, ])airs of aj)pendages.

The water-bears are not very common, but should be looked for in water squeezed

from the damp moss of swamps. Like the rotifers which occur with them they are

said to withstand desiccation, the addition of water to their dried bodies reviving

them. There are several genera, Mac7'obiotus, Alilnesium, and Echiniscus being the

most prominent. No fossil forms are known.

Sub-Class. — Gi&antostraca.

Only one living genus remains to illustrate this group which once formed a very

prominent feature in the fauna of the world. Naturalists are now pretty well agreed in

the union of the trilobites, horseshoe crabs, etc., in a group to which Professors Haeckel

and Dohrn have applied the name Gigantostraca, and Dr. Packard the name Paleocarida.

To the latter student belongs the credit of first clearly showing the close relationships

existing between the Trilobita and Merostomata. Of the extinct forms of course but

little can be known. Geologists can learn bnt little of the anatomy or embryology of

the fossil forms, and hence we must depend largely upon analogies drawn from the

study of Lvnulus for our knowledge of the trilobites.

Order I.— TRILOBITA.

There are but few groups of fossil animals which possess more popular interest than

those peculiar forms known as trilobites. This arises not only from the beauty of their

form, but from the questions which have arisen in regard to the position which they

should occupy in the systems of classification. Linnaeus described the few which were

known to him as Entomolithus j)(t'i'adoxus, thus clearly indicating his belief ,that they

were fossil articulates. Latreille, struck by their superficial resemblance to the chitons,

thought to range them near those forms among the Mollusca. Usually, however, they

have been regarded as Crustacea, and have been assigned varying positions within that

group, some considering them as allied to the Phyllopoda, while others placed them

near the isopodan genus, Serolis. Mpre recently they have been considered as near

relatives of the horseshoe-crab, and together with that problematical form they have

been shifted about, at one time being regarded as Crustacea, at another as Arachnida,

or as occupying a place between these two groups.

This uncertainty has arisen partly from the fact that we know almost nothing of

the structure of the trilobites, and until recently but little of the anatomy of Limulus,

and less of its development.

The name Trilobite, Avhich means three-lobed, is applied to certain articulated

animals, in which the body is usually divided into three well-marked regions : first, a

head, i-ounded in front and usually bearing large compound eyes
;
second, a thorax made

VOL. ir. — 6
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Fig. 111. — Trinrtlirus becki,

trilobite, natural size.

up of a varying number of nearly similar segments, and lastly an abdomen, or as it is

called in technical woi'ks, a pygidium, composed of a number of segments united to-

gether. Until very recently nothing has been known of the

nature of the under-surface, or the character of the limbs

of the trilobites. The first specimen, showing the under-

surface of a trilobite, was described by Mr. Billings, but, as

the appendages were rather indistinct, the evidence was not

accejited by all. Mr. Walcott then investigated the subject

by means of sections of the fossils, arriving at many satis-

factory results, but leaving many other problems still un-

settled. Lastly, Professor Mickelborougb described another

specimen, showing the limbs, but without throwing any new
light on the subject.

The head is rounded in front, and freipiently its posterior

angles are produced into spines, which sometimes exceed the

body in length. The central jiortion of the head is raised

above the rest and constitutes the glabellum. On either side

of the gl.abellum are the eyes, when these organs are present.

These eyes are either coni])Osed of isolated ocelli, or groups

of ocelli, or lastly, compound eyes similar to those of other arthrojiods, and which,

if we may accept the sections of IMr. Walcott, as interpreted by Professor Packard,

are essentially similar to those of Lirnulus as far as the hard parts are concerned.

On the under-surface of the head is a shield-shaped ujiper lip, liehind which is the

mouth. Of the other organs of manducation nothing certain is known. The
thorax is divided into three longitudinal jiortions by two furrows. The medium
ridge is known as the axis, the lateral portions as the pleurie. The joints of

the thorax, in many forms, w’ere freely movable on each other, and some of these

animals possessed the jiower of rolling themselves into a ball just as does the familiar

pill-bug of to-day, and fossils in this condition are frequently found. On the under-

surface of the thorax occur the several jointed limbs, one pair to each segment. Attached

to the basal joint of each leg is a peculiar organ, curled in a spiral, which Mr. W^alcott

interprets as a gill.

The abdomen is divided in the same manner as the thorax, the axis being continued

to the end of the body. Beneath the abdomen. Professor Mickelborougb thinks that

he has found lamellar appendages like the gills of Lirnulus ; but

Mr. Walcott, in his restoration, continues the ambulatory legs

into this region.

The develoj)ment of the trilobites has been studied by Bar-

rande in Europe, and by Walcott in our own country. In the

earliest known stages the body is a small, oval disc' without any

distinct segmentation, but with growth, seg-

ments appear, their number increasing with

age. There is no metamorjihosis, the devel-

opment being direct. The head of the adult can be resolved into

six segments
;
the thorax contained from tAvo to tAventy-six, while

the abdomen Avas composed of, at the most, tAventy-eight segments.
Fio. 113. — Larva of ti’ilobites made their appearance in the loAvest Silurian, and

Sao Jnrsutus, natural
^

^
^ ^

’

size and enlarged. yyt at the closc of thc carboiiiferous. Both in number of

Fig. 112. — Larva of tri-

lobite, Trinucleus ornatus,
natural size and enlarged.
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individuals, and in variety of forms, the order attained its highest point in the upper

Silurian. About four hundred species distributed among fifty genera have been de-

scribed.

Of their habits nothing definite is known. Dr. Burmeister thought that they lived

in large schools in the shallow water along the shores, swimming back downwards like

so many Phyllopoda to-day. Dr. Packard, on the other hand, thinks that, like the

living horseshoe crab, they burrowed just beneath the surface of the mud and sand at

the bottom of shallow waters, — a view which we are inclined to consider most

probable.

Order IL— MEROSTOMATA.
The genus l^imtdus, which embraces the forms familiarly known as horseshoe

crabs, king-crabs, and Molucca-crabs, is the only living re])resentative of the group

Gigantostraca. The living species have

a peculiar distribution. On our own
coast Limiilus polyphenms extends

from Maine to Florida and the West
Indies, while L. moluccanics and ro-

tunclicauclus and two other doubtful

species are found on the eastern shores

of Asia. No examples are found on

the western shores of either continent,

and none have been reported from

South America.

The horseshoe is composed of three

portions movably articulated to each

other. The anterior, the cephalothorax,

closely resembles in outline the foot of

a horse, and gives the common name
to these animals. Behind this comes a

wedge-shaped abdomen, and then a long,

bayonet-shaped caudal spine. On the

upper surface of the cephalothorax are

the eyes. Of these two are compound,

one on either side of the body, while

near the front margin in the median

line a couple of simple eyes occur. The
lower surface of the cephalothorax

closely follows the upper, so that in-

stead of the thick body which would be

expected from seeing the vaulted back,

the body is really very thin. Near the

centre of the lower surface arise six

pairs of legs, and between the second

pair is the mouth. The first pair are

small, and differ considerably in the two sexes
;

in the female they end in a regular

pincer, but in the male the finger is bent and folds over the thumb. The next four

pairs of feet may either terminate in a pincer, or one or more may end in a simple

Fig. 114. — Under-surface of horseshoe crab, Limuhis poly-
phemus. a. Abdomen, c. Cephalothorax. <7. The first

gill-bearing abdominal appendage, m. Mouth, o. Oper-
culum. s. Metastoma. 1 to 6. Cephalothoracic limbs.
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claw, there being a difference in the different species and sexes. The sixth pair, how-

ever, terminates in two flat s])ine.s, and just above these on either foot is a whorl of

similar plates. These are of great use to the animal in walking, as they give a firm

foothold in the soft mud and sand. Between the bases of the sixth 2>airs of feet is the

metastoma, a
2
>ah’ of single-jointed a2)2iendages.

The abdomen above shows indistinct traces of its original segments, while its

lateral margins are armed with movable S2)ines. Beneath ai’e found the gills. These

are com2>osed of numbers of thin 2>lates, arranged like the leaves of a book, and su2)-

ported on five pairs of greatly modified limbs, the whole being covered by the anterior

23air of abdominal a2‘>2^endages which form the o2:)erculum.

Fig. 115.— Longitudinal section of iimitZws. a. Anus. h. Br.ain. c. Cone. cp. Cartilaginous plate, h. Heart,
i. Intestine. 1. Liver, m. Mouth, n. Nervous cord. o. (Esophageal ring. p. Proventriculus. s. Stomach.

From the mouth the alimentary canal first goes forward, widening out into a crop

or proventriculus, the Avails of Avhich are lined Avith chitinons folds. This crop bends

on itself and communicates by a small tube Avith the intestine, Avliich 2iiii’sues a straight

course to the end of the abdomen. The liA^er and genital organs occn
2
iy the greater

2
iart of the body. The heart is an elongate organ, and the nervous system consists of

a ring around the ceso2)hagus, from Avhich arise the neiwes suiA2Alying the ee2‘»halo-

thoracic members, and a long cord Avhich gives off nerves to the gills, etc. One
remarkable peculiarity should be mentioned here : The (eso-

jihageal ring and the neiwoiis cord are ensheathed in the ven-

tral arteries so that they are bathed Avith the blood.

It is extremely 2>robable that the same individu.als de2iosit

their eggs more than once each year, the favorite time being

at the time of the full moon, Avhen the tides run unusnally high.

The eggs and milt are placed in holloAvs near high-water mark,

and are covered Avith sand by the retreating tide. The time

of spaAAming is in the months of IMay, June, July, August, and

probably in the Southern States, March and April. The eggs

are small, i-esembling in aj)2Aearance seed-jiearls, and are not

easily distinguished from the sand in Avhich they are de2Aosited.

Of the early stages of develo2mient notliing certain is yet known. By some }Aroeess

the eggs become enveloped at an early day with a cellular membrane, and subsequently

the six 2Aairs of ce2Ahalothoracic limbs a2)2iear simultaneously. Next, the body segments
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Fig. WI . — Llmulus embryo, nearly
ready to batch.

and the first two pair of abdominal limbs appear as flattened plates, resembling in

appearance the same appendages in the adult. Soon the cephalothorax and abdomen
become separated from each other, the limbs acquire

more of the adult character, and the abdomen becomes

segmented, while the jointing of the anterior part of

the body disappears. At about this time the egg ab-

sorbs a quantity of water, and by the pressure the egg-

shell is rujJtured, but the embryo still remains within

the cellular membrane. It now shows* the first move-

ments but in a very slight degree. The body is still

enclosed in the first larval skin, but within this the

spines of the sides of the abdomen and the hairs of the

gills are seen to develop gradually, pushing off the old

integument, although it does not really cast the skin

until it hatches or leaves the cellular membrane in

which it is enveloped. On leaving the egg the young

Limulus bears a very close resemblance to the young trilobite, as can be seen by a

comparison of figures 112 and 118. At this time the caudal spine has not been

developed, existing only as an incons
2
)icuous lobe at the

extremity of the abdomen. The sutures of the abdomen

have nearly disapj^eared. The young horseshoe swims

freely, and with the first moult the caudal spine begins

to assume the adult form.

The question as to whether the horseshoe crab is a

crustacean or an arachnidan is too abstruse for consid-

eration here. The chief advocate of the latter view is

Professor E. Ray Lankester, and the arguments upon

which he places the most dependence are the nature

and homologies of the walking legs, and the origin of

the nerves which sujjply them
;
the structure of the eye,

and a more or less j^erfect homology existing between
the gills of the horseshoe and the pulmonary lamellae of the scorpions, to which

we shall refer in a subsequent portion of this volume. Additional evidence for this

view is also found in the little which is known of the embryology. In the opinion

of the writer enough has been discovered to show that Lhnulus is not a crustacean,

but it has yet to be proved that it should be idaced near the scoiqjions. The most

important objection to such a course are the gills, which are fitted for aquatic respii’a-

tion, and the absence of any trachea.

The horseshoe crab frequents sandy and muddy shores, and especially sheltered

bays and estuaries where it is not exposed to the full force of the waves. It burrows

just beneath the surface, a life for which its structure is eminently adapted. The sharp

anterior edge of the thorax is peculiarly fitted for being forced through the sand, while

the caudal spine, and especially the si.xth pair of feet with their whorls of flat spines,

afford a firm foothold for forcing the body forward. The crab first arches its body by
bending it at the joint between the ce

2
dialothorax and abdomen, draws the sixth 25air

of legs forward, and then extends the body, 2>nshing with all its might with the legs

and tail. Occasionally it leaves its underground buiTows and moves over the bottom,

where its 2)i’ogression is a true walk, in which the last five pairs of legs are em
2
)loyed.

Fig. 118. — Limulus, just hatched,
natural size and enlarged.
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Limulus lives upon the many small animals which it finds in the mud, worms forming

the bulk of its diet. It grasps the food by one or more of its numerous pincers, and

places it between the spiny basal joints of the legs, which are kept in constant motion

rasping the food into minute particles and forcing them into the mouth.

The horseshoe crab, like other Arthropoda, allows for increase in size by moulting.

The hardened integument of the ce^jhalothorax s^ilits along the shar]) margin, and

through the opening thus afforded the animal extracts himself, leaving even the lining

of the anterior and posterior ])ortions of the digestive canal behind.

Like many other types of animals which have existed on the earth through many geo-

logical periods, the horseshoe crab has great vitality. Not only can it bear immersion in

fresh water for several days, or even a complete removal from any aqueous element for

the same length of time, but its eggs are laid in the sand, where they are twice a day left

uncovered by the retreating tide, and are exposed to the fresh water of the frequent

rains of si)ring.

SuB-OkDER I. PCECILOPODA.

Limulus and its nearest fossil allies are united into a sub-order under the above

name. Of the living species of IJmulus we have already spoken above. The genus

makes its appearance in the lithographic slates of Solenhofen, Bavaria, which are of

Jurassic age. Prestwichia and Euproops are found in the carboniferous rocks of Illi-

nois. In their general apj)earance they differ but little from the Limulus of to-day.

Sub-Order II.— Eurypterida.

The animals which are associated together under the sub-ordinal name Eurypterida

ap|)ear in the upper Silurian,

and become extinct in the

carboniferous. In general ap-

pearance they are intermedi-

ate between the king-crab

and the scoi-pions. To the

anterior portion of the body,

which we may call the cephal-

othorax, are attached at the

most but five pairs of limbs

which, like those of LAmulus,

have spines on the basal joints.

One or more of the anterior

pairs may terminate in a ])in-

cer, while the posterior pair

are usually expanded so as to

form a broad paddle. A met-

astoma is present, occupying

the same place as that of Lim-
nlus. On the upper surface

are the two eyes. The ab-

domen is large and long.

Fig. 119. — Ettrypienis remipes, redviceii. A, dorsal, and B, ventral view. and is Composed of twelve

or more free segments, and
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terminated by a bayonet-shaped or spoon-shaped caudal spine. No abdominal limbs

ai-e present. Eurypterus remipes, the typical species, is common to the Silurian rocks

of Europe and America. E^lsarcus scoipionis occurs in the water-lime group of

Buffalo, N. Y. Pterygotas is another prominent genus. It is supposed that the

Eurypterida swam near tlie surface, and were more jn-edatory animals than the king-

crabs.

In the lower carboniferous rocks of Great Britain and the con-

tinent a number of small fossils have been found, the systematic posi-

tion of Avhich is extremely doubtful. From their approximately

circular outline they have received the generic n-aine Cyclus. In

length they average between a quarter and a third of an inch. Dr. de

Koninck would consider them as most nearly related to the trilobites,

while Dr. Woodward, tlie able paleontologist of the British Museum,
thinks that they may be “ the larval stages of Prestwichia, Delinurus,

etc., the ante-types in carboniferous times of the modern king-crab.”

Fig. 120. — Cyclus
Jnnesianus, en-
larged.

Pentastomida.

Fig. 121. — Linguatula diesinyii, enlarged four times.

In the Pentastomida, for which no common name exists, we have a type so modi-

fied by a parasitic life that it is difficult to trace at first sight even arthropodan char-

acters, much less features by whicli it

can be assigned to any of the well-

defined groups, although it seems

jirobable that, like the Tardigrada, it

belongs near the mites. The body is

long and worm-like, and is constricted

by numerous thickenings of the body-wall, so that it appears as if made up of many
short segments. The mouth occurs near the anterior end of the body, and on either

side of it are two very minute curved hooks, and in front of them a jiair of rudi-

mentary palpiform organs. These hooks can be drawn into small openings, and as

these with the mouth are five in number, the applicability of the name (five mouths)

is evident. Each of these hooks is solid, and is moved by apjiropriate muscles inside

of the body. Another name, Linguatulina (little tongue), has been given to these

forms.

From the mouth the alimentary tract pursues a nearly straight course the whole

length of the body, being held in place by a membrane similar to the mesentery of the

vertebrates. The nervous system consists of a ring around the oesophagus, with a pos-

terior enlargement, from which nerves are given off to the different portions of the

body. The sexes are distinct, the males being usually much smaller than the females.

The eggs undergo their development in the ovary, and the larvie resemble, in general

appearance, both the young of the mites and of some of the parasitic Crustacea.

The habits of these forms are more interesting than is their structure, and in this

respect they show a great resemblance to the cestoid worms, of which an account is

given in the first volume of this series. In their sexless condition they are found in

the lungs and liver of various rodents and herbivorous mammals, and also of some

of the re))tiles. Leuckart has traced out the life-history of some of the forms with

great care. When the flesh of the hare or rabbit containing these forms is consumed
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by a dog, wolf, or other carnivore, these sexless forms pass to the nasal region, and

there gradually acquire the sexual condition, develop their young, which pass out with

the nasal mucus, and fall upon the grass, or other food of the rodents. These young

may then be eaten by the rabbit, and in his body they develop by a series of changes,

pass through the walls of the intestine to the lungs or liver, where they become

encysted, ready to go through the same cycle of changes as did their parents. Thus,

like the tape-worms, two distinct hosts are necessary to complete the circle of life.

Other forms occur in serpents, apes, etc., and even in man, but their life-history has

not been traced with the com2jleteness of that of Pentastomum tcenioides detailed

above.

J. S. Kingsley.

Pigs. 122 and 123. — Agnostus nudus, trilobite, larva and adult.
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Class II. — IKSECTA.

The term Insecta is used with varying significations by different authors, some

restricting it to the six-footed forms, wliile others enlarge it so as to include the spiders,

mites, and millepeds as well, reserving the term Ilexajjoda for the Insecta of the

former.

In the present work the term is used in its most comprehensive form, and includes

all arthropods in which the body is more or less clearly divided into three regions,—
head, thorax, and abdomen

;
which respire by trachea instead of gills

;
undergo a more

or less complete metamorphosis in passing from the embryonic to the adult condition

;

and which have, at no stage of development, the two-branched appendages which we
have found so common among the Crustacea.

The variety of forms contained in the Insecta is so great that only the most general

statements can be made regarding the class as a whole, and the more special characters

are hence reserved for mention under the different divisions.

The body of insects, like that of all arthroj^ods, is made up of a series of segments

ranged one after another, forming a body of varying length. The number of these

segments Amries greatly, there

being, for instance, ten in some

Myriapoda, and two hundred in

others of the same group. Each

of these segments (and the same

is also true of Crustacea) is re-

garded as made up of eight por-

tions, the relations of which may
be seen in the accompanying

diagram. Of these segmental

elements the two upjDer are

the terga (singular tergum), the

uiiper lateral ones are called

epimera, the loAver lateral epi-

sterna, Avhile those on the ventral

surface are known as the sterna,

ferent forms. BetAveen the sterna and the ejsisterna arise the legs and their various

modifications, Avhich, as has just been said, are composed of but a single series of joints,

and never present a two-branched condition in either embryo, larva, or adult. Be-

tween the ejiisterna and the epimera are the openings to the respiratory system, a

feature AAdiich is entirely confined to the group now under discussion. In the six-

footed forms there are additional locomotive organs, the Avings, never more than two

pairs, and these Avhen present are inserted betAveen the epimera and the terga.

The body of insects is usually divisible into regions or groups of segments. In the

typical six-footed forms Ave have three of these divisions known as head, thorax, and

abdomen. In the spiders the head and thorax are more or less completely united into

a cephalothorax, Avhile the abdomen remains distinct. In the myriapods the head is

Avell distinguished, but the remaining segments are so similar that no differentiation

Pig. 124.— Section through the thorax of an insect, a. Alimentary
canal, b. Tergum. c. Episternura. h. Heart, t. Leg. m. Epimerum.
n. Nervous cord. s. Spiuacle. t. Trachea, v. Sternum, w. AVing.

These elements are variously developed in the dif-
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X b 'n.

Fig. 125. — Head of grass-
hopper. a. Antenna, b. La-
bium. c. Clypeus. e. Eye.
1. Labrum. m. Mandible.
n. Labial palpus.

.
o. Ocelli.

p. Maxillary palpus, x. Max-
illa.

into thorax and abdomen exists. Lastly, in the mites all of the regions are more or

less confused and merged into each other.

The number of segments which enter into the composition

of the head is variously stated, some authors admitting only

two, while others strive to recognize seven. It would, how-

ever, seem that there are in reality four cephalic segments,— a

view which receives confirmation, according to Savigny’s law,

in the number of appendages in this region, which are also four.

These appendages are a pair of antemue and three pairs (man-

dibles, maxilliE, and labium) concerned in the preparation of

food for the mouth. In the simpler types of insects (as the

grasshopper) these mouth-parts acquire their typical develop-

ment
;
in others (as the fly and butterfly) they become greatly

modified, so that the study of their relations becomes a matter

of some difficulty. In the siiiders, if we regard all four of the

walking feet as thoracic, there are but two pairs of appendages

which can be regarded as belonging to the head,— the

cheliceriB, or mandibles, and the palpi, or pedipalpi.

The head also bears the eyes. In the spiders and

most myriapods only simple eyes or ocelli are found

;

but in most hexapods we have a pair of compound

eyes, and usually, except in most beetles, two or three

ocelli in addition are present. The antennae may

with great probability be also regarded as sense

organs,— authors interpreting the minute structures

found upon them as either olfactory, auditory, or

tactile organs.

The thorax, which exists as a distinct region only

in the Hexajioda, is there comjiosed of three segments,

each of which bears a jiair of limbs fitted for locomo-

tion (making six legs in all), and in addition each of

the two hinder segments usually sujiports a pair of

Mungs. These thoracic rings have their distinctive

names
;
the first being the prothorax, the middle one the mesothorax, and the hinder

one the metathorax.

Each thoracic leg is made up of a series of joints, and as each of these has a tech-

nical name of frequent use in all descriptive works, and, from necessity, in the following

pages as well, we insert them here. The first joint, the

one which articulates with the body, is called the coxa

;

next comes another small joint, the trochanter; the thigh

or femur, a long and stout portion, is third
;
the shank or

tibia, also long but more slender, comes next
;
and, lastly,

we have the tarsus or foot, which is made up of a number

of small joints arranged one after the other like the joints

of the human finger. The number of these tarsal joints

varies considerably, but the typical number in most hexapods is five.

In the adult insects the apjiendages of the abdomen are used in locomotion only in

the myriapods. In the other groups, when present, they are much altered in form, and

Fig. 126. -Mouth-parts of grasshopper.
1. Labium. Ij). Labial palpus. Ir. La-
brum. in. Mandible, mp. Slaxillary pal-
pus. mx. Maxilla.

Fig. 127. — Typical insect leg. c.

Coxa. f. Femur, o. Trochauter.
r. Tarsus, t. Tibia.
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adapted for varying purposes. Thus in the spiders, the spinnerets, and in the true

insects, the ovipositor or sting lias been shown to be in reality composed of modified

appendages homologous with those on the other segments of the body. These greatly-

modified abdominal legs do not occur on all the segments of the adult, but in the larval

stages most insects have these appendages developed to a greater or less extent, and

frequently of use in locomotion. Even here frequently some of the segments are with-

out well-marked limbs. The discussion of these changes produced by metamoiqihosis

will be resumed when treating of the sub-classes and orders.

The nervous system of insects is constructed upon the same plan which, in the

preceding pages, Ave have found to be common to all Arthropoda. There is an enlarge-

ment in front of the oesophagus, the so-called brain, which is connected with a longer

or shorter chain of ventral ganglia, or nervous centres, behind that tube. In Peripatus

this ventral chain consists of two widely-separated nervous cords connected by numer-

ous fine filaments, and as the main cords are without well-marked enlargements or

ganglia the ventral chain closely resembles a ladder. In the myriapods the nervous

system most closely approaches Avhat is considered as the typical condition, there being

Fig. 128.— Anatomy of a butterfly, a. Anus. «o. Aorta, b. Brain, c. Colon, cp. Copulatory pouch, d. Ovi-
duct. /. Food reservoir. )i. Heart, m. Malpighian vessels, n. Nervous cord. o. Ovary, oe (Esophagus,
s. Stomach, sg. Salivary gland, ss. Sucking stomach.

a compound ganglion in each of the segments of the body. In the six-footed insects

the ventral chain is usually abbreviated to a certain extent by a fusion of some of the

ganglia
;
and in the Arachnida this reduction is frequently carried out to the greatest

degree, there being in some forms but a single compound ganglion behind the oesoph-

agus, Avhile in others the brain almost entirely disap
2
)ears.

Besides the nervous system thus briefly described, there are Uvo other portions well

developed. One of these siqqjlies the alimentary tract, and is called the sympathetic

from its analogy with a system in the human body with a similar distribution and the

same name. The other is distributed to the respiratory organs, giving off branches to

the spiracles and trachea.

The digestive canal of insects, like that of all animals above the Ccelenterata, is

divided into three regions; the middle jjortion being formed from the primitive

embryonic stomach, while the anterior and posterior portions are jjroduced by the

subsequent jjushing in or invagination of jAortions of the outer embryonic layer until

they meet and join the middle portion (see fig. 11). A distinction is however to be

noticed here between the insects and the crustaceans, as in the latter the primitive

stomach is jjroduced by a true invagination, a regular gastrula being produced, while
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in the insects tliere is no true gastrula, the primitive stomach always being formed in

the yolk. The anterior and posterior divisions are lined with a hardened chitinous

layer, while the median portion has no such lining. The anterior portion, the function

of which is the preparation of the food and its introduction into the stomach, is usually

a simple tube or msophagus, but frequently it is divided into several portions, with
other functions. In some forms, as the moths and butterflies, there is a “ sucking

stomach ” in the head which acts as a pump, drawing the fluids into the mouth and
forcing them back to the true stomach. Others, as the crickets, have an enlargement

farther back (the crop) lined with chitinous teeth, the object of which is to still further

comminute tlie solid food upon which these forms live. The proventriculus or gizzard

is another enlargement of the anterior portion found in most insects.

The stomach proper is either a simple tube or it may have pocket-like prolongations

which greatly increase its digestive surface. These pockets are especially noticeable

in some of the flies, the grasshoppers, and especially in the spiders. Digestion is

accomplished by the passage of the nutritive portions through the walls of the stomach,

when they enter into the general circulation without the intervention of a system of

lacteals like those found in the human body. It is a peculiar feature that in the young
of some of the bees and wasps and flies the stomach ends blindly, there being no

connection between that organ and the intestine, though in later life the connection

is made.

The hinder portion of the alimentary canal, the intestine, is usually short. Into it

open numerous tubes, the so-called Malpighian vessels, the function of which is the same

as the kidneys of the higher forms. These urinary tubules are found only in insects.

A still further feature or accessory of the digestive canal are the salivary glands, which

pour their secretion into the mouth. These organs are present in almost every member
of the group, and, on the contrary, are entirely absent in the Crustacea. Usually there

is but a single pair of salivary glands, but this number may be increased, there being

not unfrequently two, and even three pairs of these organs.

The heart of insects may be said to resemble in a general way that of most

Crustacea. As in that group, it is a long, many-chambered organ lying above the

intestine. It forces the blood forward through an aorta of varying length, which runs

from the anterior end of the heart to the vicinity of the brain. In returning to the

heart the blood collects in two venous trunks, by which it is brought to the posterior

portion of the central oi’gan. Finer subdivisions of the arterial and venous systems

are absent, and during a portion of its course the blood flows in 02)en sjsaces between

the muscles and viscera.

In the phenomena of respiration, and the organs concerned therein, insects present

one of the greatest differences from the Crustacea. In the latter group, as we have

seen, organs of respiration, when jn’esent, take the form of gills, borne on some of the

feet, and the blood in passing through them is brought in contact with the oxygen

dissolved in the water. Insects, on the other hand, are fitted for breathing air by

means of tubes or trachea which j)enetrate to all parts of the body, and which give the

name, synonymous with Insecta as here used, of Tracheata to the group. In the

thoracic and abdominal regions of the body there occur small openings on the sides,

never more than one on a side in each segment, which are known as sjuracles or

stigmata. It is through these, and not through the mouth, that an insect breathes.

In some larva3 there are eleven pairs of these spiracles, while in the adults the number

is frequently much less. In most hexapods there are but nine pairs.
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Each spiracle consists of a horny ring placed, as we have seen, between the epimera

and episterna of a segment. The opening is provided with a pair of valves by which

it may be closed, and besides there is frequently a strainer of fine hairs and interlacing

meshes, the object of which is to
2̂
i'event foi'eign particles from entering the air tubes.

The air tubes, or trachea;, are minute branching canals, arising from the inside of

the spiracles, by which the air necessary for respiration is conveyed to all parts of the

body. They are composed of three layers, the middle

of which only possesses any })opular interest. This is
' ~

composed of a filament wound in a spiral between the

other two, giving the trachea the spiral character so

often seen in microscropic prej^arations. In many
cases branches of the tracheae unite to form a con-

tinuous air tube along each side of the body, and

oftentimes large cavities or air sacs are formed in

various portions of the body. These, when filled

with air, tend to reduce the sj^ecific gravity of the

insect, and hence may play an important j^tart in

flight. In Peripatus the tracheal tubes are irregu-

larly distributed over the inner surface of the body

cavity, the anterior and posterior portions of the ali-

mentary canal and the oviduct
;
in most other forms

the branches are regularly arranged, and have a more

extensive distribution.

In the aquatic larvae of many insects there are

no stigmata, and to replace these openings, gills are

introduced, usually on the abdomen. These gills.

the jiurpose of which is to extract oxygen from the

water, differ materially from those of crustaceans,

for they are penetrated by tracheae instead of blood-vessels, and these air tubes convey

the oxygen to other portions of the tracheal system. With the development these

gills are almost invariably lost, the stigmata ap23ear, and a connection is established be-

tween them and the system of air tubes.

In the spiders an additional feature a23pears, the existence of so-called lungs.

These are formed by a trachea which arises from a spiracle in the ordinary manner.

It then breaks up into a number of small flattened branches or 23lates, which are

arranged like the leaves of a book. These ai’e the organs to which Professor Lankester,

as mentioned on a preceding 25‘‘iS'®) would compare the gills of a horseshoe crab.

There may be one, two, or four 25airs of these lungs or
2
>ulmonary organs, which are

only found in the abdomen.

In some of the insects, as the lower mites, and the “ S23ring tails ” (Collembola) the

tracheal system has entirely disap25eared, and respiration is carried on through the

general integument of the body.

The act of breathing can be easily witnessed in the larger insects, especially in

those which, like the grasshopper or hornet, have the abdomen naked and not covered

with the wings or hairs. Holding one of these insects with the fingers or with a pair of

force23s, the abdomen will be seen to elongate and contract with great regularity.

Each time it elongates air is drawn in through the S
2
>iracles, while the contraction, by

lessening the capacity of the body, forces out the air which has been used in aerating
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the blood. Here, as in the higher vertebrates, resjiiration raises the temperature of

the body, and for the same reason. We have the authority of both Huber and New-
port for the fact that humble-bees when incubating pupae raise the temperature by
increasing the number of respirations.

We can best discuss the question of the development of insects, and especially the

metamor])hoses, in connection with the various gTou})S, there being such differences

that a general account which attempted to take cognizance of all would be very con-

fusing. There are, however, several features which are common to all which may be

mentioned here, especially since they serve to make more evident the great differences

existing between the Crustacea and the Insecta.

The segmentation of the egg is usually superficial, the central portion not dividing

at first. From this central yolk arises the primitive stomach of the embryo,— a

marked difference from the way in which the same portion is formed in the crustaceans,

where, as we have seen, there is a true invagination. At an early stage the eggs of

most insects become envelo2)ed in a cellular membrane, which, from being formed in

a strikingly similai- method to that in which one of the foetal membranes of the higher

vertebrates ai'ises, has been called tlie amnion. The appendages grow in much the

same way as in the group just jiassed, but it is to be noticed that in no stage of the

development of the insects do we find a two-branched a})pendage, a feature so common
among the crustaceans. The middle germinal layer (mesoblast) also arises in very

distinct ways in the two grou]«.

There is no group of animals ui)on which more has been written than upon the

insects. Ever since naturalists began the study of nature these forms have attracted

especial attention. From every point of view they possess interest. Their shapes and

colors make them attractive to lovers of the beautiful and the grotesque
;
their habits

are interesting, and their metamorphoses are marvellous. There is a far more practical

side to their study. A large number are of economic importance. Some few are of

direct value to man : from the silk-worm we obtain one of the most valuable textile

materials, from the cochineal insect one of our most brilliant dyes. In another very

inqiortant manner insects play a part in matters which affect Imman interests. It is

now, thanks to the labors of Darwin and Hermann Muller, a well-known fact that a

large 2'>roportion of the flowering-2)lants are inca2)able of self-fertilization, and were not

pollen brought to the stigma from another flower of the same species no seeds would

be 2')roduced. This fertilization is effected to a certain extent by the winds and other

agencies of like character, but it is to the insects that we must turn for the most effec-

tive work in this line. These in their search for honey visit 2^1ant after plant, and

from one they carry the pollen which becomes entangled upon their legs or bodies,

and in such a position that in the next flower visited it will be brought in contact with

the stigma, and fertilization will thus be effected. It has been cleaily shown that for

this purpose there exist many mutual ada2)tations,— there being many insects which

can fertilize only one species of 2‘»lant, and, conversely, many flowers which require

the pi’esence of a peculiar insect to carry the 2)ollen from the stamens to the pistil.

The subject is a large one, and we can but touch it in this brief manner
;
but those

who wish to study it further will find am2fle material in the writings of Darwin,

Mtillei-, and Trelease, and better, in the relations of the animals and plants around

them.

Still other insects are of value to man from their carnivorous habits. Some of these

dispose of large amounts of refuse matter which would otherwise decay, producing
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disagreeable or unhealthy products. Others by feeding on insects reduce the number
of tlie forms which injure the crop.

In their injurious aspects the insects have possibly atti’acted the most attention,

and long statistical tables are frequently published showing the value, in dollars and

cents, of the human possessions destroyed by these apparently insignificant forms. In

the following pages especial attention will be paid to these noxious insects, and we
have here only to instance the grasshopper-j)lague of Kansas and Nebraska, the damage

jtroduced by the Hessian-tly, the onion-dy, and the chinch-bug, and the ravages of

the clothes-moth and the carpet-beetle, to call to mind this important aspect of the

group.

In number of species, as well as of individuals, the group Insecta is by far the largest

of the divisions of the animal kingdom. It is estimated that from a quarter to half a

million distinct forms exist on the face of the globe. These are divided as follows

:

Myriapoda, 1,000 ;
Arachnida, 5,000 ;

Neuroptera, 7,000 ;
Orthoptera, 7,000 ;

Hemip-

tera, 10,000; Coleoptera, 125,000; Diptera, 30,000; Lepidoptera, 25,000; Hymneoptera,

25,000. Of course these numbers are merely guesses
;
but when we consider that nearly

100,000 speeies of beetles are eatalogued as being in the various collections of the world,

we see that these estimates are probably Avithin limits. The number of individuals is,

of course, beyond any possibility of estimation.

For our purposes Ave may diAude the class of Insecta into four sub-classes:—
Protracheata, embracing the single genus Peripatus

;

Arachnida, Myriapoda, and

Hexapoda, or insects proper’.

J. S. Kingsley.

Fig. 130. — Larva showing abdominal legs.
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Sub-Class I.— Malacopoda.

To this division of insects (for which the name Protracheata has also been proposed)

belongs the single genus Peripatus. In the early part of the present century the Rev.

Lanstlown Guilding described the first species, from the West Indies, under the name

Peripatus iulifo7'niis, the specific name alluding to its general resemblance to the galley

worms. Other forms have since been described from South America, New Zealand,

and the Cape of Good Hoj)e. Mr. Guilding was under the inijiression that this form

belonged to the molluscs
;
but subsequent students assigned it a place among the

worms, through its affinities to the insects, and especially to the myriapods, were hinted

at. In 1874 Mi’. Moseley, one of the naturalists of the “Challenger” expedition,

described the anatomy of the species occurring at the Cajie of Good Hope, and set at

rest all questions regarding the systematic position of Peripatus.

Perip>atus is sti’ikingly like a myriapod in general appearance. It has a long body,

which is supported on numerous legs, varying in number from seventeen and nineteen

to thirty and- thirty-three in the different species. The head bears a pair of ringed

antennas, and at their bases are a pair of simple eyes. On the lower surface of the head

is the mouth, armed with two pairs of laterally moving jaws, and at each side of the

mouth is a small papilla, at the summit of wliich a slime gland opens.

Fig. \Z\.— Peripatus, enlarged three times.

The alimentary canal is nearly straight, and is composed of a narrow (ES025hagus

and intestine, and a broader stomach. A pair of salivary glands are also present.

The heart is a simple tube, and is but little specialized. The nervous system has

already been referred to.

The most interesting anatomical feature is the resjnratory apparatus. Scattered

over the surface of the body are the spiracles, but in certain regions, as between the

bases of the legs, they are most numerous. Each sj)iracle opens into a short tube,

from which arises a bunch of fine tracheae. These tracheae but rarely branch, and have

the spii’al filament very imperfectly develoj'ted. The sexes are separate, and the young
undergo a large part of their development within the mother. But little is as yet

known concerning the embryology of this form, although the subject has been studied

by such masters as Balfour, Moseley, and Sedgwick.
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Peripatus is especially interesting from the fact that its structure, and especially

that of its tracheae, and the little that is known of its development all point to it as

the living representative of the ancestor of all insects, and as a connecting link be-

tween that group and the worms.

But little is known of the species of this genus, although four have been described.

The best known form is P. capensis, and next comes P. novorzelandice, the habitats of

each being indicated by the specific name. Peripatus capensis lives in damp situations,

under decaying wood, etc., and when at rest coils itself in a spiral, like a milliped, with

its head in the centre. When in motion it extends its body to about twice its length

when at rest. It has a gait like that of a caterpillar, its short, stout legs holding the

body free from the ground. When annoyed it ejects a quantity of slime from peculiar

glands within the body, the openings of which, as we have said, are on either side of

the mouth. This slime is a very sticky and tenacious fluid, adhering very strongly to

everything with which it comes in contact, and resembling bird-lime.in its general char-

acters. It, however, dries very rapidly.

The little that is now known concerning these very interesting forms will doubtless

soon be greatly increased, for an English naturalist has just gone to the Cape to study

their development, while two others are now at work at a monograph of the species.

J. S. Kingsley.

Fig. 132. — Embryo of Peripatus.

VOL. II. — 7
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Sub-Class II.— Aeachnida.

In this division are included the mites, scorpions, harvest-men, and spiders. These

animals usually have the body divided into two regions, an anterior, cephalothorax, and

a posterior, abdomen. In the mites, however, these distinctions become obliterated, and

the boundaries between the regions are very indistinct. The ceidialothorax bears four

pairs of legs adapted for locomotion, and in front of these are two pairs of mouth-

parts, the anterior pair being called cheliceras, or mandibles, the other the palpi, or

maxillas. These pairs are both post-oral, and hence we see that the antennae are lacking

in this group. The walking-legs are composed of a series of joints, usually seven in

number; but in some, as in the harvest-men, the last, or tarsal joint, is broken U2) into a

large series of articles, while in some mites the distinctions between the joints of the

limbs are greatly obscured, if not wholly obliterated.

The organs of vision, when present, are always simple eyes, placed upon the dorsal

surface or the sides of the cephalothorax, and varying in number from two to twelve

;

their number and arrangement affoi’ding characters which are largely used in separating

the different forms. Compound eyes, like those found among hexapods and many
Crustacea, are entirely lacking.

The abdomen is without appendages except in the spiders, where the spinnerets,

which are frequently jointed, are homologous with the other limbs.

The alimentary canal is nearly straight. Rarely it is a simjjle tube, but in most

forms there are a number of j^ockets arising from the stomach, thus increasing the

digestive surface. In some of the mites these pockets, or cceca, are so numerous and

so greatly developed as to remind one of the extensively ramified digestive tract of a

planarian worm. In the true sj^iders these appendages of the stomach are seen in their

simplest form, and will be referred to again in treating of the common garden-spider.

In Galeodes the pockets are very long, extending for some distance into the legs,

reminding one of a similar extension of the alimentary tract which is found in the

Pycnogonids. A sucking stomach is also frequently found. Salivary glands are almost

invariably present, while in the higher foi’ins a well-develojjed liver pours its secretions

into the intestine.

The circulatory organs in the higher groups consist of a chambered heart and sev-

eral arteries, distributed to the various portions of the body. In the scorpions we find

in addition a venous system, while in the lowest mites not only blood-vessels but even

a heart is wanting
;
the blood, propelled by the movements of the body, flowing between

the various muscles and viscera in the same way that ifi does in many of the lower

Crustacea.

In many of the lower mites, most of which are extensively degraded by their 2)ara-

sitic habits, no traces of resj^iratory organs have yet been found, respiration being

effected by the whole surface of the body. In all other forms organs for the aeration

of the blood, in the shape of tracheae or modified tracheae, are always present. These

tracheae may be of the normal type or they may be modified so as to form the lungs

which have ah’eady been mentioned, or both lungs and tracheae may be pi-esent

together. The number of pulmonary sacs varies from two in most spiders and the

whip-scorpions, and four in the Mygalidae, to eight in the scoiqjions.
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The sexes are separate in the Arachnicla, and may usually be distinguished by the

modifications of the palpi, pincers, or some of the legs. Some, as the scorpions, are

viviparous, but the majority do not hatch from the egg until after oviposition. The
eggs may either be deserted by the parent or carried around with her. We shall refer

to the development when treating of the different groups.

The Arachnid® are usually divided into three orders: Acarina, Araneina, and

Arthrogastra.

Order I.— ACARINA.

This, the lowest order of the Arachnida, embraces the forms familiarly knowm as

mites and ticks. In these the hinder segments of the body are usually distinctly se
2
)a-

rated from each other, but there is no constriction marking the division of the body
into cephalothorax and abdomen, such as is so evident in the true sjfiders. The mouth
parts (uj^per lip, chelicer®, and palpi) are usually united to a greater or less extent,

forming a sucking tube, which in some forms acquires a considerable development.

Res
2
)iration is usually effected by trache®, which commonly arise from two stigmata,

but, as we have just said, sometimes all res
2
)iratory organs are entirely absent. With

the exce
2
)tion of the Oribatid®, Avhich bring forth living young, all are vivi

2
Aarous, and

the young, when they leave the egg, almost invariably have three pairs of feet, resem-

bling, in this res
2
Aect, the hexapod insects. The fourth

2
)air are added with groAvth.

The different forms 2)i'esent many differences in habits
;
many are parasites

;
some

live in the water, both salt and fresh, some in the earth, while others pass the greater

2)ortion of their life 2)arasitic u23on animals or 2ilants. Directly they enter but slightly

into the affairs of man, but indirectly many of them 2olay an im23ortant 2)art in human
interests, some destroying injurioiis insects, while others, on the other hand, attack

many objects Avhich are of use or value to mankind.

The Acarina are dhdded into seven families, but it m\;st be borne in mind that at

least the minor divisions cannot all be regarded as firmly established
;
for there exists

among many members of the order a marked polymorphism, the same species, at differ-

ent ages or under A^arying enA'ironment, assuming characters so different as to lead

naturalists to assign the different forms to distinct genera, or in some cases even to

different families, and the errors thus introduced have only been discovered after long

and careful study of the life-history of the form in question. So far as is knoAvn, the

mites first a
2
A
2
‘)ear in the 23liocene division of the tertiary age, specimens of Ilydrachna

and Trombicliiim being found in the amber of Pomerania.

The first family to be considered is the Acakid^. These have a soft skin, the body

oval or elongate, ocelli absent, and the feet frequently terminated Avith an adhesive

A'esicle. The chelicer® are chelate or needle-shaped. Though minute, these forms are

by no means to be despised, as they all come under the head of noxious insects, and

besides injuring and destroying many human
2
a’oducts they even 25i'oduce disease in

mankind. Space AAnll allow us to mention but a feAV prominent representatives of the

family.

In 1841 Henle described a peculiar 25arasite found in the hair-follicles of the human
body, and a little later Simon

2
)ublished a careful account of the same form. From

this time to the 23resent this form has attracted considerable attention, and has been

described under five generic names, that of Demodex having priority. The number of

species is uncertain, it not being knoAvn AA'hether the forms found in different animals
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Fig. 133. — De-
modex folliculo-
TTim,follicle-mite,
greatly enlarged.

are really distinct. Demodex follimlorum., which sometimes occurs in the hair-follicles

and sebaceous glands of man, especially those around the nose, is a minute worm-like

form, with four pairs of legs near the anterior end of the body. In the

human subject it is comparatively harmless, but either this form or a

closely allied species is sometimes very injurious to hides. Dr. Faxon

records a case where numerous cowhides, from Illinois and Wisconsin,

were seriously damaged by this parasite
;
in some of the samjiles as many

as eight or ten pits, some of which penetrated nearly through the skin,

were found within the area of one square inch. Each of these pits was

filled with a fatty substance containing multitudes of individuals.

Similar injury to the skins of hogs has also been rej^orted. But little

is known concerning the development of these forms, some authors

thinking them ovq^arous, while others think that the young are born

alive. The larvae, like those of most mites, have but three pairs of

limbs.

Tlie members of the genus Sarcoptes are very minute. They have

a round or oval body, very short three-jointed legs, the two first pairs

terminating in a sucking disc, while in the male the posterior pairs

terminate in the same manner, but in the female these end in a long

bristle. Several species have been described inhabiting various animals

but the most prominent is the S. scabei, the Itch-mite, which produces this disgusting

disease in unclean people. The connection between the mite and disease was first

pointed out by Avenzoar, an Arabian physician, in the twelfth

century. These forms burrow just beneath the skin, especially

in such protected parts as those between the fingers, the inside

of the wrist, etc. The female is much the larger, attaining a

length of about a sixtieth of an inch. The usual remedy is

sulphur ointment rubbed into the skin. S. cams produces the

mange in dogs, while other species are found in horses, cattle,

sheep, etc. These latter are sometimes referred to a genus

Dermatodectes.

Among the more typical foms are the genera Tyroglyphus

and Typhlodromus. In these the feet are long, four-jointed,

and teiTuinate with a sucking

disc, and the mandibles are scissor-like. The cheese

mite, Tyroglyphus siro, is a familiar example, and

scarcely less so is the flour mite, T. farmce. Another

species, T. sacchari., is frequently abundant in soft

unrefined sugar, but it is rarely, if ever, found in re-

fined sugar, which is apparently too hard for its exist-

ence. This form is supposed to cause the grocers’

itch. One species is of benefit to man
;
T. phylloxere,

as its name indicates, feeds on the Phylloxera, so in-

jurious to the grapevines. Under certain conditions

some of the species of Tyroglyphus assume a differ-

ent form. A hard, brown chitiuous covering develops

within the skin, and then the latter cracks and the

new form (originally described as Hypoptus') emerges.

Fig. 134. — Sarcoptes
scahei, itch-mite, greatly
enlarged.

Fig. 135.

—

Ixodes albipictus, white-spotted
' a. 5l

•

tick of moose, a. 3louth-parts. b. Six-
footed young, d. Foot with sucking
disc. e. Adult, natural size, gorged
with blood.
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By this metamori)hosis the forms are enabled to withstand desiccation, while a slight

exiDosure to dryness kills the normal forms. The species of Typhlodromus usually

occur on plants, where they eat the epidermis of the leaves.

The IxoDiD^i:, or family of ticks, embraces the largest individuals of the Acarina.

The body is enclosed in a leathery skin, the palpi are four-jointed, enclosing the

denticulated beak, which is formed of

the chelicerae and labrum. Eyes are

sometimes lacking, and the legs are

slender, terminating with two claws.

Ixodes is the typical and largest genus,

embracing the forms commonly known
as ticks. These live in the woods, and

attach themselves to cattle, dogs, and

man whenever they have a chance.

Here they suck the blood until the body

swells up so that it resembles a pea.

Several American sijecies have been

described, mostly by Dr. Packard, the

White-spotted Tick, Ixodes albi2nctus,

being possibly the best known. The
European Ixodes ricimis attaches its

eggs to its body by a clear fluid which

flows from the mouth, and this, to-

gether with the position of the open-

ing of the oviduct, which is very far

forward, gave rise to the idea that the ricinus, female, a, b, c, d, e. Jiouth-parta.
’ p ^

g. Stigma, h. Genital opening, t. Anal valves.

female laid its eggs through the mouth.

The genus Argas, which is blind, contains two well-known species, the A. reflexus

of Europe, which is parasitic on birds, especially on doves, and A. jyersicus, of Persia

and adjacent countries, which

lives in houses, and by its

punctures produces convul-

sions in man, and it is said

that even death has resulted

from its sting. Another less

known fonn, Argas nigxca,

the Pique, produces distress-

ing, and sometimes even dan-

gerous, sores on men and

cattle.

But little is known of

the American S2)ecies of the

next family, the Oeibatid^,

though the Euro2)ean S2)ecies

have been more extensively studied. These forms have the body hard and horny,

the ocelli almost obsolete, the mandibles 'chelate, and the 25filpi four-jointed and

short. The legs are fitted for walking, and terminate in from one to three claws.

The sides of the cephalothorax are frequently ex2)anded, and bear on their edges two

Fig. 137.— Upper and under surface of Argas reflexus, dove-tick, enlarged.
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Fig. 138.— Oribates ovi-

vorus, enlarged.

Fig. 139. — Hnplophora arc-
lata, enlarged, showing
two positions assumed.

or three pedicellate stigmata. The forms are all terrestrial, occurring under moss,

the bark of trees, and stones. The American Oribates concentrica and glabi'ata,

are blackish species, while 0. ovivorus is a reddish brown. The

latter s^iecies has been observed by Dr. Packard to eat the eggs

of the canker-worm. Iloplophora arctata

in its shape strongly remmds one of a

fresh-water mussel. The cephalothorax is

much smaller than the abdomen, and so

flexibly articulated that it folds over the

latter, as Dr. Riley expresses it, like “the

lid of a box, whenever the animal with-

draws its head and limbs, which it does

on the slightest disturbance.” Some of

the species are said to be hatched with eight legs, but one is known to have only six

on emerging from the egg.

The members of the family Gawasid^ are parasitic upon other animals, attaching

themselves to the outside of the body. They have the mandibles chelate, the legs

equal and hairy, -with two terminal claws and no ocelli. Frequently specimens of

carrion beetles (Silphidse) are found covered with minute bright-orange parasites.

These usually belong to the genus Gamasus, and are nearly allied to if not identical

with G. coleoptratorum of Europe. Species of XIropoda also have similar habits.

They attach themselves to the host by means of an anal filament of excrementitious

matter
;
and Dr. Riley has described in addition, in XIropoda americana, a long and

flexible organ composed of the maxillte, each of which terminates in a pincer, which

serves to attach the j^arasite to its host after the fracture of the somewhat brittle anal

cord, or after that means of connection is broken by moulting. Bats are frequently

infested with parasites of this family belonging to the genera Pteroptiis and Dermanys-

sus. A species of the latter genus is also occasionally foimd on bu'ds and poultry.

The Hydrachnid.®, or water mites, have an unsegmented body, until two ocelli on

the anterior portion. The legs are haired, and terminate in

two claws, which in some genera are retractile into a socket

in the end of the last joint. The palpi are five-jointed,

and are either hooked or needle-shaped. These forms, as

both their common and scientific names denote, live in the

water, both salt and fresh, but most of the species are found

in rivers and lakes. Many are parasitic on fresh-water beetles

and bugs, at least in their early stages. Some pass their

lives as parasites on the gills of fresh-water

mussels, and others may be found running over fresh-water plants.

The principal genera are JTydrachna, Hmnochares, Atax, and Pont-

arachna, the latter being marine. Atax ypsilop>hori(s, a black

species with a sulphur-yellow median line, forked in front, is com-

mon to Europe and America, living in the former country in the

gills of Anodonta cygnea., in the latter in those of A. fluviatilis.

Atax humerosa is white, with dark-brown markings. It is found

in XJnio cylindricus. The eggs of the Hydrachnidie are laid in the

spring, in the stems of water plants. Dr. Packard has described a marine form,

Thalassarachna verrillii, from Easti^ort, Me.

Fig. 140.— Claw of Hydraclinid
a. Retracted. 6. Extended.

Fig. \i\.—Atax hume-
rosa, enlarged.
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In the Bdellid^ the palpi are five-jointed, the ocelli are sometimes absent, at

others they vary from two to six
;
the legs are long and stout. The mandibles are

chelate. Jldella, the principal genus, is represented in America by JI. maritima, a

species occurring under stones between tidemarks, and JI. oblonga, which has been

found in Georgia under stones and the bark of trees, in rather moist situations. The
latter is a bright-red species.

One frequently finds in the earth of gardens and conservatories small, slender-legged,

stout-bodied red mites, their surface gi-eatly wrinkled, and presenting the appearance

of the softest velvet. Others are found upon plants. These are members of the

family Teombidiid^. Under the microscope it is seen that they have claw-shaped or

needle-formed mandibles and short palpi.

The genus Tromhidium is represented in the United States by three known species,

scabmrny sericeurriy and holosericum. All three of these forms are red, and live in the

ground, where they feed on the eggs of insects. Their labors in this line are so

important that T. sericeum is mentioned as a very efficient agent in checking the

ravages of the grasshopper. Another species, T. tinctoria, found in Guiana and

Surinam, furnishes a dye. The larval forms of some species of this

genus were formerly described under a distinct generic name, Astoma;
these six-legged young are found living parasitically on other insects,

clinging around the base of the wings and sucking the blood of their

hosts. Larvae of other species have been described under the generic

name Leptus. Trombidiian is easily recognized by its claw-shaped

mandibles, and by having the first pair of legs the longest. Tetra-

nychus has needle-shaped mandibles, the two anterior pairs of feet fig.m
widely separated from the posterior, and two ocelli. Tetranychus

telarius, a yellowish species with two red spots on the sides, is not uncommon on plants

in greenhouses and conservatories.

The last family, Poecilophysid^, is of rather doubtful character. It was estab-

lished by the Rev. O. P. Cambridge for a minute form, one-third of a line in length,

from Kerguelen Island. Pcecilophysis kergnelenensis has filiform palpi, which termin-

ate in a single claw, Avhile the other legs are didactylous. Its describer thinks that it

combines characters of si^iders, Solpugidoe, chelifers, and Acari, and has erected for its

reception a possible new order, but other students of the Arachnida are inclined to

place it among the mites.

Oeder II.— ARANEINA.

This, the second division of the Arachnida, contains the true spiders, and in its

treatment we use, by permission, the excellent work “ The Structure and Habits of

Spiders,” by Mr. J. H. Emerton, with such alterations and condensations as are

necessary to render it conformable to the space at disposal and the plan of the present

work.

The common round-web spider, Epeira vidgaris, will serve to show the anatomy

of spiders in general. The body is divided into two parts, connected only by a narrow

joint just behind the last pair of legs. The front part of the body, called the cephalo-

thorax, contains the stomach, the central part of the nervous system, and the large

muscles which work the legs and jaws. The hinder half, the abdomen, contains the

intestine, the breathing-organs, the principal circulating-vessels, the organs of repro-
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duction, and the spinning-organs. Connected with the thorax are six pairs of limbs—
four pairs of legs, a pair of palpi, and a 2)air of mandibles.

The legs are used chiefly for running, jum2)ing, and climbing
;
but the front pair

serve often as feelers, being held up before the body while the spider walks on the

other six. One or both of the hinder legs are used

to guide the thread in S2)inning
;
the S2)ider at the

same time walking or climbing about with the other

six or seven. The legs are seven-jointed, and on

the terminal joint are three claws and various hairs

and S2)ines. In many spiders a brush of hairs takes

the 2>lace of the middle claw, as in the jumping

spiders. S2)iders with these brushes on their feet

can walk U2) a stee2) surface, or under a horizontal

one, better than those who have three claws.

In front of the legs are the 25al2)i
— a smaller

25air of limbs, with six joints and only one claw or

none. They are used as feelers and for handling

^ ^ . , .i
food, and, in the males, carry the curious palpal

organs, which will be described farther on. The
basal joints of the 2ial2Ji are flattened out and serve as chewing-organs, called maxillae.

The first pair of limbs, the mandibles or chelicerae, are two-jointed. The basal

joint is usually short and stout, and furnished on the inner side with teeth and hairs.

The terminal joint is a small and sharp claw, which

can be closed against the basal joint when not in

use.

On the under side of the abdomen, just behind

the last pair of legs, are two hard, smooth 2)atches

which cover the front 25air of breathing-organs, the

openings to which are two little slits, or stigmata.

Between these is the 02)ening of the reproductive

organs, and, in female spiders, the e2)igynum,— an

ap2)aratus for holding the reproductive cells of the

male.

At the end of the body are the spinnerets. There

are three 2)airs of them
;
but many spiders close them

together when not in use, so as to cover up the middle

pair. The third 25air of S2)innerets are often several-

jointed, and extend out behind the body like two tails.

In front of the spinnerets is a S2)iracle which leads to air-tubes which give off branches

to different parts of the abdomen.

Turning now to the dorsal surface, on the front of the head are eight eyes which

are differently arranged in different spiders. At the back part of the thorax is a

groove, beneath which is attached a muscle for moving the sucking-stomach. On the

abdomen are several pairs of dark, smooth spots, which mark the ends of muscles

extending downward through the abdomen.

The mouth is just under and behind the mandibles, and between the maxillae. It

has an upper and an under Iq^, each lined with a horny 2flate, in the middle of which

runs a groove. When the lips are closed the two grooves form a tube which leads to
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the oesophagus, and so into the stomach. At the end of the oesophagus is the sucking-

stomach. This consists of a flattened tube, to the top of wliich is attached a muscle

connected with the back; and to the bottom, other muscles attached to a tough

diaphragm spreading across the ceiflialothorax, and fastened between the legs on each

side. When these muscles contract the top and bottom of the sucking-stomach are

drawn apart, and whatever is in the oesophagus is sucked in. By this j^umj^ing motion

the spider takes liquid food from the mouth and drives it backward into the abdomen.

Just behind the sucking-stomach the intestine gives off two branches, which extend

forward around the stomach muscle and meet over the mouth. Each of these branches

gives off on the outer side four smaller branches which extend downward,— one in

front of each leg,— uniting on the under side of the thorax. The intestine con-

tinues backward through the abdomen to the little knob behind the spinnerets. The
brown mass which surrounds the intestine, and Alls the abdomen above it, is the liver,

which discharges into the intestine at several points.

Fig. 145. — Section of wt/garis, garden spider, a.b. Upper and lower lips. c. CEsophagus. d,/. Upper
and under muscles of tlie sucking-stomach, e. Stomach. J. Post-oral ganglion, k. Brain. I. Serves to the legs
and palpi, m. Branches of the stomach, n. Poison-gland, o. Intestine, p. Heart. Ji. Pulmonary sac. S. Ovary.
t. Air-tube. it. Spinning-glands.

Over the intestine and iiarallel with it is the heart,— a muscular tube with ojien-

ings along the sides to receive the blood, and branches through which it flows to

different parts of the body. The greater part of the blood enters near the front of the

heart, and passes backward into the abdomen or forward into the thorax. In the front

of the abdomen are the 2irinci2ial breathing-organs, or lungs,— a pair of sacs contain-

ing a number of thin plates, through which the blood passes on its way to the heart.

Besides these there is a pair of trachea opening near the spinnerets.

The spinning-glands lie above the spinnerets, along the lower portion of the abdo-

men. They will be more fully described when we come to discuss the webs. The
reproductive organs lie along the under side of the abdomen, and open between the two

lungs.

Persons unfamiliar with spiders find it hard to tell young from old, and male from

female. This is caused by the great differences between different ages and sexes of the

same spider. The adult males and females are, however, easily distinguished from

each other, and from the young, by the complete development of organs peculiar to

each sex, which will be described further on. The males are usually smaller than the

females, and have, in proportion to their size, smaller abdomens and longer legs. They
are usually darker colored, especially on the head and front parts of the body

;
and

markings which are distinct in the female run together and become darker in the male.
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Fig. 146.—Head of
Erigone.

In most species these differences are not great
;
but in some no one would ever suppose,

Avitbout otlier evidence, that the males and females had any relationshiji to each other.

Tlie most extreme cases of this kind are Argiope and Nephila, where the male is about

a tentli as long as the female.

In the genus Erigone, Avhich includes the smallest known spiders,

the males often have curious humps and horns on their heads. The
most extreme exam

2
ile is shoivn in Fig. 146, where the eyes are car-

ried up on the end of the horn. The females of all these species have

plain round heads
;
and ivhat use the humjis are to the males nobody

knows.

The peculiar organs by which the adult males and females can always be dis-

tinguished are, in the males, the jialjial organs, on the ends of the palpi
;
and, in the

females, the eiiigynum.

As the male spider gets nearly full grown the terminal joints of the palpi be-

come swollen, and, after the last moult, the j^alpal organs are

uncovered. The simjilest form of paljjal organ is found in

the large Mygalidae. It consists of a hard bulb, draAvn out

to a point, in which is a small liole leading to a sac within.

In most spiders the terminal joint is flattened, and has a hollow

on the under side, in Avhich the palpal organ is jiartly concealed.

The bulb is flattened to fit this holloAv, and the point of it is pro-

longed into a distinct tube of various shapes furnished Avith num-

erous sjflnes and ajAiAendages. In Theridion the outer tube is so

long that it is coiled up over the basal pai’t of the bulb, and the

end rests on a strong spine at one side of the jialpus. The shape

of these organs is very constant in the same species of spider, and

thus they afford good characters in distinguisliing species.

When the female sjAider is nearly full groAvn there appears a

hard, swollen jflace just in front of tlie opening of the ovai-ies,

and after the last moult the epigynum is uncovered

at this place. The ejugynum consists of tAvo sacs

or spermathecse, which connect by two little tubes

Avith the oviduct near its mouth, and by tAvo larger

tubes with the outside of the spider. The mouths

of these larger tubes are often surrounded by vari-

ous hard ajApendages. These parts, like the palpal

organs, furnish convenient marks for distinguishing

sjjecies. The spermathecae vary but little in shape

in different spiders, but the tubes are often length-

ened and tAvisted into shapes nearly as comiAlicated

as those of the paljAal organs. Thus in the epigy-

num of some species of Theridion the larger tubes are Amry much elongated and

tAvisted up, corresponding to the long discharge-tube of tlie palpal organ of the male

of the same spider.

AVhen the reproductive oi’gans of the male spider are mature he discharges the liquid

contained in them on a little Aveb spun for the jmrpose
;
dips his palpal organs into it,

and in a feAv moments takes up the Avhole into the little sacs inside the bulb
;
then he

seeks the female, and inserts the jjalpal organs into her epigyniim. The soft part at

Fig. 147. — Palpal organ
of Theridion,

Fig. 148. — Epigynum of Theridion.
matheca. II. Tubes leading to oviduct.
D. Tubes opening outward.
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Fig. 149.— Drassus laying eggs. A. Web.
E. Eggs.

the base of the organ swells up, and presses in the discharge tube, forcing out the

contents of the bulb into the spermathecse, from which it escapes, in course of time, by

the small tubes into the oviduct, and fertilizes the

eggs about the time they are laid.

When the eggs are mature the female proceeds

to make a little web and lays the eggs on it.

Then she covers them over with silk, forming a

cocoon in which the young remain till some time

after they are hatched. The laying of the eggs

is seldom seen; for the spider does it in the

night, or in retired places
;
and often in confine-

ment refuses to lay at all.

Many spiders make their cocoons against a flat surface, where they remain attached

by one side. Attics mystaceus spins, before laying, a thick nest of white silk on the

under side of a stone. In this she thickens a circular patch on the upper side, next

the stone, and discharges her eggs upward against it. They adhere, and are then

covered with white silk. Epeira

strix sjiins, before laying, a bunch

of loose silk. She touches her spin-

nerets, draws them away a short

distance, at the same time pressing

ujjward with the hind feet, then

moves the abdomen a little sidewise,

and attaches the band of threads so

as to form a looj). She keeps making

these loops, turning round at the same time so as to form a rounded bunch of them,

into the middle of which she afterwards lays the eggs. The eggs, which are like

drops of jelly, are held up by the loose threads till the sjiider has time to spin

under them a covering of stronger silk. Ei^ieira vulgaris makes a similar cocoon

uijwai'd, downward, or sidewise, as may be most convenient. Drassus sjuns a little

web across her nest and drops the eggs on it. They are soft and mixed with liquid,

and are discharged in one or two drops like jelly. They quickly soak ui3 the liquid

and become dry on the surface, sometimes adhering slightly together. After the

eggs are laid this spider covers them with silk, drawing the threads over them from

one side to the other, and fastening them to the edges of the web below. When
the covering is complete she bites off the threads that hold the cocoon to the nest, and

finishes off the edges with her jaws.

The Lycosidae make their cocoons in the same way, but rounder, and showing only

slightly the seam Avhere the upper part was attached to the lower. The Lycosas carry

their cocoons about attached to the spinnerets,

bumping them over the stones without injury

to the young inside. The large species of

Argiope makes a big pear-shaped cocoon

hanging in gi’ass or bushes. These are made
late in the summei’, and the young stay in

them till the next season. Out of six hun-

dred cocoons collected by Wilder in the spring less than a quarter were entire, the

rest being pierced or torn in some way by birds or insects, so that the spiders were

Fig. 150. — Attus mystaceus laying eggs.

Fig. 151. - -Lycosa, with cocoon attached to
spinnerets.
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saved the trouble of gnawing their way out. The young of Micaria cut a smooth,

round hole in their paper-like cocoon just large enough for them to come out one

by one.

The fertilization of the eggs takes place when they have reached their full size and

are about to be laid. After the eggs are laid it is very easy to watch their develop-

ment. They grow just as well anywhere else as in the cocoon, and, in order to see

through the shell, it is only necessary to cover the egg to be examined with oil, alcohol,

or any liquid that will wet it. The rate of growth varies according to circumstances.

a b c d

Fig. 152. — Segmentation of spider’s eggs. a. Before segmentation. 6, c, d. Three stages of division.

Some eggs laid in autumn develop slowly all winter, while others laid in summer are

ready to hatch in a fortnight. The segmentation is regular, but from the relations of

the protoplasm and yolk we do not find the regular segmentation spheres so common
in most forms, but in their stead beautifully-irregular cleavage cells, which are shown

in the adjacent figui’es.

In about four or five days the young of the long-legged cellar spider becomes

lengthened out into a sort of barrel shape, and six whitish rings run half way round it,

on each of which aiipears soon after a pair of little knobs, one each side. These are

the six segments of the thorax, and the six pairs of limbs, and their gradual growth is

shown in Fig. 153, a to cl. At first there is no sign of a head or abdomen
;
but shortly

Fig. 153.— Later stages of spider’s eggs. a. Division into segnients. 6. Appearance of legs. c. Formation
of abdomen and abdominal legs. d. Nearly ready to batch.

after there appears an opaque knob at one end, under which is a pair of little knobs,

such as appeared at first on the thoracic segments
;
then appear two pairs, then three,

and so on, till there are six pairs, which mark the six segments of the abdomen. Up
to this time the embryo has been rolled up with the under-side outward, but now it

begins to turn, and in a day or two has its back outward. The constriction between

tlie thorax and abdomen begins about this time, and in a few days more the spider is

ready to hatch. Fig. 153, cl.

Tlie hatching occupies a day or two. The shell, or rather skin, cracks along the

lines between the legs and comes off in rags, and the sjiider slowly stretches itself and

creeps about. It is now pale and soft, and without any hairs or spines, and only small

claws on its feet
;
but in a few days it gets rid of another skin, and now begins to look
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like a spider. The eyes become darker-colored, marks on the thorax become more

distinct, and a dark stripe appears across the edge of each segment of the abdomen.

The hairs are long and few in number, and arranged in rows across the abdomen and

along the middle of the thorax. Before the next moult they usually leave the cocoon

and for a time live together in a web spun in common. Where large broods of young

S
2
)iders live together they soon begin to eat one another, and if kejjt in confinement

one or two out of a cocoon-full may be raised without any other food. The young of

the running spiders, Lycosidse, when they come out of the cocoon, get on their mother’s

back, and are carried round by her for some time.

As spiders grow larger they have to moult from time to time. The spider then

hangs itself by a thread from the spinnerets to the centre of the web. The skin cracks

around the thorax just over the first joints of the legs, and the top part falls forward,

being held only at the fi’ont edge. The skin of the abdomen breaks irregularly along

the sides and back, and shrinks together in a bunch. The spider now hangs by a

short thread from the spinnerets, and works to free her legs from the old skin.

That which more than anything else distinguishes spiders from other animals is the

habit of spinning webs. Some of the mites sjjin irregular threads on plants, or cocoons

for their eggs, and many insects spin cocoons in which to pass through the change from

larva to adult. In the spiders the spinning-organs are much more complicated, and

used for a greater variety of purposes,— for making egg-cocoons, silk linings to their

nest, and nets for catching insects. The _
spider’s thread differs from that of insects

in being made up of a gi'eat number of

finer threads laid together while soft

enough to unite into one.

The external spinning-organs are little

two-jointed tubes on the ends of the spin-

nerets. There is a large number of these

little tubes on each spinneret, and in cer-

tain places a few larger ones, each tube

being the outlet of a sejjarate gland.

When the spider begins a thread it

presses the spinnerets against some ob-

ject, and forces out enough of the secre-

tion from each tube

to adhere to it. Then
it moves the spinnerets away, and the viscid liquid is drawn out

and hardens at once into threads,— one from each tube. If

the spinnerets are kej^t apart a band of threads is formed, but

if they are closed together the fine threads unite into one or more

larger ones. If a spider is allowed to attach its thread to glass

the end can be seen spread out over a surface as large as the

ends of the spinnerets, covered with very fine threads pointing

towards the middle, where they unite. Fig, 155.

The sjiinning is commonly helloed by the hinder feet, which

guide the thread and keej) it clear of surrounding objects, and

even pvall it from the spinnerets. This is well seen when an insect has been caught in

a web, and a spider is trying to tie it up. She goes as near as she safely can, and

Fig. 151. — Spinnerets of Epeira.

Fig. 155.— End of
spider’s thread.
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draws out a band of fine threads, which she reaches out toward the insect with one of

her hind feet, so that it may strike the threads as it kicks, and become entangled with

them. As soon as the insect is tied tightly enough to be handled the spider holds and

turns it over and over with her third pair of feet, while with the fourth pair she draws

out, hand over hand, the band of fine threads which adhere to the insect as it turns,

and soon cover it entirely.

It is a common habit with spiders to draw out a thread behind as they walk along,

and in this way they make the great quantities of threads that sometimes cover a field

of grass or the sides of a house.

In confinement spiders begin at once to spin, and never seem comfortable till they

can go all over their box without stepping off their web.

The uses to which the silk is put are very various, the princijial being in the forma-

tion of nest, webs, and egg-cocoons. Among the simplest nests are the very interesting

tubes of the Trap-door spiders, principally belonging to the Mygalidae. Cteniza cali-

fo7'7iica, common in New Mexico, Arizona, and California, digs its hole in a fine soil,

which, when dry, is nearly as hard as a brick. The holes are sometimes nearly an inch

in diameter, and vary in depth from two or three inches to a foot. The mouth is a

little enlarged, and closed by a thick cover that fits tightly into it, like a cork into a

bottle. The cover is made of dirt fastened together Avith threads, and is lined, like

the tube, with silk, and fastened by a thick hinge of silk at one side. When the cover

is closed, it looks exactly like the ground around it. The spider holds on the inside

of the door with the mandibles and the first tAVO pairs of feet
;
while the third and

fourth pairs are pressed out against the walls of the tube, and hold the spider so firmly

that it is impossible to raise the cover without tearing it.

Among the trap-door spiders of Southern Europe are species Avhich make different

kinds of nests. The cover, mstead of being thick, and wedged into the top of the

tube like a stopper, is thin, resting on the t02A of the hole, and is covered Avith leaves,

moss, or whatever hajApens to be lying about
;
so that it is not easily seen. Two or

three inches doAvn the tube is another door, hanging to one side of the tube when not

in use
;
but, when one tries to dig the spider out from above, she pushes up the lower

door, so that it looks as if it were the bottom of an empty tube.

Another species digs a branch obliquely upward from the middle of the tube, closed

at the junction by a hanging-door, Avhich, Avhen jJushed upAvard, can also be used to
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close the main tube. In these nests the spiders live most of the time, coming out at

night, and some species in the daytime, to catch insects, which they carry into the
tube, and eat.

Moggridge once took a Cteniza californica out of her nest and put her on a pot of
earth, and the next morning had the good luck to see her at work digging. She loos-

ened the earth with her mandibles, and took it in little lumps with the mandibles and
maxillae, and carried it away piece by piece. It took her an hour to dig a hollow as

large as half a walnut. He saw the making of the door twice by other species. Once
he dug a hole for a spider in some earth, and the next day found her in it and the top
covered by a little web, on which were scattered bits of earth and leaves, which had
evidently been put there by the spider. The second night enough dirt and silk were
added to make the door of the usual thickness, but the spider never finished it so that

it would open properly on its hinge. Another time Moggridge saw at the mouth of a

very small hole a spider at work making a door. She spun a few threads across the

hole, then gathered up with her front-legs and palpi an armful of dirt, and laid it on
top of the threads. She then got under the pile, into the tube

;
but the motions of the

dirt showed that she was still at work on it, and next morning the under-side had been
thickly covered with web, and the whole separated from the mouth of the tube except

at one side, where the usual hinge was left. The new door was at first soft, but in two
or three days hardened, and apjjeared exactly like an old door.

These spiders are accustomed to put on the door moss like that which grows around
it, and so conceal the door from sight

;
but when Mr. Moggridge took awav the moss,

and dug up the ground around a hole,

and then destroyed the cover, the

spider made a new one, and brought

moss from a distance to put on it,

thereby making it the most conspicu-

ous thing in the neighborhood.

There is one spider, Argyroneta

aquatica, that makes a bag of silk on

water-plants, and lives in it under

water, as in a diving-bell, the opening

being below, so that the air cannot

escape. Mr. Bell describes the filling

of these nests with air by the spider.

After the nest had been made as

large as half an acorn, she went to

the suii’ace and returned fourteen

times successively, and each time

brought down a bubble of air, which
she let escape into the nest. The
bubble Avas held by the spinnerets

and two hind-feet, Avhich were crossed

over them
;
and the method of catch-

ing it was the following : The spider

climbed up on threads or plants nearly to the surface, and put the end of the abdomen
out of water for an instant, and then jerked it under, at the same time crossing the

hind-legs quickly over it. She then Avalked down the plants to her nest, opened her

Fig. 157.

—

Argyonetaaquatica, water-spider, natural size.
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hind-feet, and let the bubble go. The water-spiders run about on water-plants, and

catch the insects which live among them.

The simple nests and tubes that have been described are made by spiders, most of

which spin no other webs. The larger and better known cobwebs for catching insects

are made by comparatively few species. On damp mornings in summer the grass-fields

are seen to be half covered with flat webs, from an inch or two to a foot in diameter,

which are considered by the weatherwise as signs of a fair day. These webs remain

on the grass all the time, but only become visible from a distance when the dew settles

on them. Fig. 158 is a diagram of one of these nests, supposed, for convenience, to be

spun between pegs instead of grass. The

flat part consists of strong threads from

peg to peg, crossed by finer ones, which

the spider spins with the long hind-spin-

nerets, swinging them from side to side,

and laying down a band of threads at

each stroke. At one side of the web is

a tube leading down among the grass-

stems. At the top the spider usually

stands, just out of sight, and waits for

something to light on the web, when

she runs out and snatches it, and carries

it into the tube to eat. If anything too

large walks through the web, she turns

around, and retreats out of the lower

end of the tube. In favorable places

these webs remain through the whole

season, and are enlarged, as the spider

grows, by additions to the outer edges.

Similar webs are made by several house-

spiders, and are enlarged, if let alone.
Fig. 159.— eh of Linyphia marmorala, ...i i., . i

till they are a foot or two feet wide, and

remain till they collect dirt enough to tear them down by its weight.

Nearly all spiders that make cobwebs live under them, back downward
;
and many
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are so formed that they can hardly walk right side up. Linyphia marmorata makes a

dome-shaped web, supported by threads that extend up into the bushes two or three

feet. The spider stands under the middle of the dome, where it draws in a small cir-

cle of web with its feet. The upper threads of the web interfere with the wings of

small insects flying between them, and they fall down to the dome below, where they

are seized, and pulled through the nearest hole. Linyphia communis makes a double

web. The spider stands under the upper sheet, which curves a little downward. What
the use of the lower Aveb is is not easily seen.

The webs of Theridion usually have at some part a tent, or at least a thicker portion,

under which the spider stands
;
and from this run irregularly simple threads, crossing

each other in all directions, and held in place by threads above and below. Such irreg-

ular webs are often made in houses by Theridion vidgare, in corners of rooms, under

furniture, and in cellar-stairways. The same spider spins occasionally out of doors on

fences, but never on plants. When it has caught an insect, and tied it up, it fastens

to it threads from above, which, as they dry, contract, and pull it up a little. It brings

down more and more threads, until the insect is at last hoisted to the top of the web,

where the spider can suck it with-

out exposure. Lholcus, the long-

legged cellar-spider, makes an

irregular Aveb of this kind, and has

a curious habit when alarmed. It

hangs down by its long legs and

swings its body around in a circle,

so fast that it can hardly be seen.

Round cobwebs are made by

the family Epeiridae, and the pro-

cess of making them by the com-

mon spider, from Avhich our figures

are draAvn, can be easily observed

in any garden. Tliey generally

choose for their Aveb a Avindow-

frame or fence, or some such open

wooden structure, Avhere there is a

hole or crack in Avhich they can

hide in the daytime. The spider

begins by spinning a line across

where the web is to be, and attaches

another to it near the middle. She fig.IGO.—Web of Epeiramlgaris. a. Spiral thread. 6. Radial

carries the last line alono" holdino" threads, c. Threads to nest. The spider is seen spinning the
‘ ‘ o’ o adhesive threads.

it Avith one of the hind-feet, and

makes it fast an inch or two from one end of the first; then she goes back to

the centre, attaches another line, which she carries off in another direction and

fastens
;
and so on until all the rays of the web (Fig. 160) are finished. She stops

occasionally at the centre, turns around, and pulls at the threads one after another,

and spins here and there short cross-lines to hold them more firmly. She seems,

by thus fueling the rays, to decide where to put in the next one, and does it

always in such a Avay as to keep tight what has been done before. When the rays are

finished to her satisfaction, the spider begins at the centre to spin a spiral line across

VOL. n. — 8
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them, the turns of the spiral being as far apart as the spider can conveniently reach.

She climbs across from one ray to the next, holding her thread carefully with one of

the hind-feet, till she gets to the right point, and then turns up her abdomen, and touches

the ray with her spinnerets, thus fastening the cross-thread to it. The figure shows her
in this position. When this spiral has been carried to the outside of the web, the

spider begins there another and closer one, of thread of a different kind. While the

first thread was smooth, the latter

is covered with a sticky liquid,

which soon collects on it in drops,

and makes it adhere to anything

that touches it. After going

round a few times, this spiral

would cross the one that was
spun first if the spider would
allow it to

;
but, as she comes

to the old spiral, she bites it

away. By beginning thus at the

outside, the spider is able to cover

the whole web with adhesive

threads, and, without stepping

on them, take her usual place in

the centre. She usually is care-

ful enough to spin beforehand a

thread from the centre to her nest,

and sometimes stays there, with

on foot on the thread, so as to feel if anything is caught in the web. When she feels a

shake, she runs down to the centre, feels the rays to see where the insect is, and runs

out and seizes it. We have described the web as consisting of one regular spiral; but

this is seldom the case. It is usually wider on one side than the other, or below than

above, where outside the spirals are several loops going partly round the web. The
web of Zilla consists entirely of such loops going three-quarters round the web, and

returning, leaving a segment without any cross-threads, in which is the line from the

centre to the spider’s nest. The web of Nephila plumipes also consists of looj)s run-

ning round about quarter of a circle
;
and in this web the smooth cross-lines which are

first spun are not removed, but remain after it is finished.

The round-web spiders repair their webs by tearing out a dirty, tangled piece, and

putting a new one in its place. Wilder says that Nephila plumipes tears off and

replaces half the web at one time. Epeira vulgaris often takes away an old web, and

puts a new one in the same place, tearing down the old in 23ieces, and putting in the

rays of the new as it goes along. The spider walks on the nearest sound thread, and

gathers in with her front-feet as much old web as she can tear off, and rolls it up with

her palpi and mandibles into a ball. As she walks along, gathering up the old web in

front, she at the same time spins a new thread behind, and, when she gets to a suitable

place, makes it fast as one of the rays of the new web. The common story has it, that

the spider eats the old web. She certainly gathers it up in her mouth, and some-

times throws it away at once, but at other times sits and chews it a long time, with

apparent pleasure.

Various attempts have been made to use the silk of spiders, and chiefly that of the
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Fig. 162. — Spinnerets of Amaurobius.
a. Cribellum.

large round-web spiders, for practical jiurposes, either by carding the cocoons or by
drawing the thread directly from the spider. The latest experiments and plans for

this purjiose are those of Professor Wilder. He shows how Nephila plumipes might

be raised in large numbers, each spider kept by herself in a wire ring surrounded by
water, fed with flies bred for the purpose from old meat, and milked every day of their

thread. Every day or two each spider should be

taken down, put into a pair of stocks, and the thread

pulled out till it stops coming. In this way he thinks

an ounce of thread could be got from each spider

during the summer. The thread is from a seven-

thousandth to a four-thousandth of an inch thick,

and much smoother and more brightly colored, as

W'ell as finer, than that of the silk-worm. Several

threads Avould have to be twisted together to get

one of manageable size. The principal difiiculties

are the space needed for keeping each spider by

herself, and the amount of labor needed to pro-

vide them with living insects for food and to draw

out the silk, which would make it too expensive

to use.

The Ciniflonidae, in addition to the usual plain thread, make a peculiar kind of

their own. They have in front of the spinnerets an additional spinning-organ, called

the cribellum. It is covered with fine

tubes, much finer than those of the spin-

nerets, set close together. They also

have on the last joint but one of the

hind-legs a comb of stiff hairs, the cala^

mistrum.

When they spin their peculiar web
they turn one of the hind-legs across under the spinnerets, so that the calamistrum is

just under the cribellum, and the foot rests on the opposite leg (Eig. 164). The hind-

legs are then moved rapidly back

and forth, so that the calamistrum

combs out from the spinning-tubes,

and at the same time tangles a

band of fine threads. This band

is laid along, and attached here

and there to a plain thread, so as

to make it adhere more readily to

an insect that happens to touch

it. As one leg gets tired, they

change and work with the other,

can be seen with the naked eye.

Among those spiders that use the calamistrum is one which makes a web unlike any

other. It has been described by Professor Wilder under the name of the triangle

spider. It lives usually among the dead branches around the lower part of pine and

spruce trees, and is colored so like the bark that when it stands, as it usually does, on

the end of a branch it is easily mistaken for a part of it. The web seems to be made

Fig. 163.— Calamistrum of Amaurobius.

Fig. 164. — Dictyna, spinning curled web. a, b. Smooth thread,
c. Curled thread.

In the webs of these spiders this adhesive band
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in the night. A single thread five or six inches long runs fi-om the spider’s roost, and

from its extremity radiate four branches attached to various twigs in the neighborhood.

Between the rays the spider spins the peculiar curled web, and then going back toward

its usual resting-place gathers up the slack of the single thread. The net is now set

for use, and she stands holding it till something touches it
;
then she lets go with her

hind legs, and the net springs forward, bringing more threads into contact with the

insect. If she thinks it worth while she draws up another loop and snajjs the web
again. When she is satisfied that the insect is caught she gathers up part of the web
till she comes to him, covers him with silk, and carries him up to her roost.

Often in summer the bushes are covered with threads attached by one end, blowing

out in the wind, and bits of cobweb are blowing about with occasionally a spider

attached. To accorint for such threads curious theories have been thought of, among
others that spiders are able to force the thread from their

spinnerets, like water from a syringe, in any direction they

choose. If a spider be put on a stick surrounded by water

she manages, in course of time, to get a thread to some

object beyond, and to escape by it. To find out how this

is done Mr. Blackwall tried some experiments. He put

spiders on sticks in vessels of water, and they ran up and

down unable to escape as long as the air in the room was

still. But if a draught of air passed the spider she turned

her head toward it, and opened her spinnerets in the op-

posite direction. If the draught continued a thread was

drawn out by it, which at length caught upon something,

when the spider drew it tight, and escaped on it.

There is a still more curious use of this method of spin-

ning threads, that is in flying. Small spiders, especially

on fine days in the autumn, get up on the tops of bushes
Fig. 165.— Yo^uu^^£!/cosa, about fences, each apparently

anxious to get as high as pos-

sible, and there raise themselves uji on tiptoe, and turn

their bodies up with their heads toward the wind and spin-

nerets open. A thread soon blows out from the spinnerets,

and if the current of air continues sfiins out to a length of

two or three yards, and then offers enough resistance to the

wind to carry the spider away with it uf) into the air. As
soon as she is clear the spider turns round and grasps the

thread with her feet, and seems to be very comfortable and

contented. Sometimes they rise rapidly and are soon out

of sight, at other times blow along just above the ground.

This habit is not confined to any particular kind of

spiders, but is practised by many small spiders of the genus

Erigone., and by the young of many spiders of all families

that when adult would be too large for it. The best places

to Avatch them are garden fences, u^here they often swarm,

and can be more distinctly seen than on bushes.

It is still unexplained how the thread starts from the spinnerets. It has been often

asserted that the spider fastens the thread by the end and allows a loop to blow out

Fig. 166. — about to fly by
means of a brush of threads.
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in the wind, but in most cases this is certainly not done, only one thread being visible.

Sometimes while a thread is blown from the hinder spinnerets, another from the front

spinnerets is kept fast to the ground, so that when the spider blows away it draws out

a thread behind it entirely independent of the one from which it hangs. Some-
times instead of a single thread several are blown out at once, like a long brush.

When undisturbed spiders never bite anything except insects useful for food
;
but

when attacked and cornered all species open their jaws and bite if they can,— their

ability to do so depending on their size and the strength of their jaws. Notwith-

standing the number of stings and pimples that are laid to spiders, undoubted cases

of their biting the human skin are very rare
;
and the stories of death,

insanity, and lameness from spider-bites are probably all untrue. The
biting apparatus is shown in Fig. 167, which represents the head and

mandibles of Epeira vulgaris, seen from in front. AVhen not in use

the claw is closed up against the mandible between the rows of teeth

;

but when the jaws are opened to bite tlie claws are turned outwai'd,

so that their points can be stuck into anything between the jaws.

Fig. 168 is the claw still more enlarged, shoAving a little hole near

the point at a, out of which is discharged the secretion of the jAoison

gland. The ordinary use of the mandibles is for killing and crush-

ing insects so that the soft parts can be eaten by the sj^ider, and in this they

are aided by the maxillae. They will sometimes chew an insect for hours, until it

becomes a round lump of skin Avith all the blood sucked

out of it
;
this is then throAvn aAvay, the spider SAvalloAving

only such bits as may happen to be sucked in with the

liquid portion.

Many experiments have been tried to test the effect of

the bites of spiders' on animals. Doleschall shut up small

birds Avith Mygale javanica and Mygale sumatrensis, both

large and strong spiders, and the birds died in a few

seconds after being bitten. The same author was bitten

in the finger by a jumjiing spider. The pain was severe

for a few minutes, and Avas followed by lameness of the

finder, and sradually of the hand and arm, which soon
Fig. 168. — Tip of mandible, s i & J >

greatly enlarged, a. Outlet of went away entirely.

Bertkau alloAved spiders to bite his hand. On the ends

of the fingers the skin was too thick, but betAveen the fingers they easily pricked it.

The bite swelled and smarted for a quarter of an hour, and then itched for some

time, and for a day after itched whenever rubbed, as mosquito bites will. Mr.

Blackwall made several large ones bite his hand and arm, and at the same time

pricked himself Avith a needle. Although the spiders bit deep enough to draAV blood

the effect of their bite was exactly like that of the prick of the needle. No inflam-

mation or pain folloAved, and both healed immediately.

In the classification of the spiders the relative position of the eyes and the length

of the legs are very important, affording both family and generic characters. The
shape of the web is also distinctive.

Fig. 167.— Head
and mandibles of
Epeira.
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Sub-Ordee I.— Dipneumonia.

These forms have but two pulmonary sacs, and two or four stigmata. When the

latter number are present, two of them open into a regular tracheal system. The man-

dibles work laterally. There are six pairs of spinnerets, and usually

eight ocelli. This sub-order contains the great majority of the

spiders, and we need here to mention but a few of the most im-

jiortant families, and some of the prominent forms.

The jumping spiders form the family Attid.®. These have the

body short and the cephalothorax large and square. The eyes are

usually arranged in three transverse rows. They spin no web,

but cajAure their prey by leaping upon it. Some of the species

are very common. Before leaping some of the forms always fix

a thread on the point from which they jump. By this they are

suspended in the air if they miss their aim, and are thus secured

from falling far from their hunting-grounds.

Closely allied to the Attidse is the family Lycosidje. Like the

last they make no webs, but capture their prey by running. Their long legs (the hind

pair the longest) enable them to run very rapidly. The arrangement of the ocelli is

shown in the cut. The cephalothorax is narrowed in front. Possibly the best-known,

certainly the most celebrated

species, is the Tarantula, Taran-

tula apulice, which lives in Italy

and Spain. It is fabled that the

bite of this spider produces epi-

lepsy, or dancing madness, in its

victims, which could only be re-

lieved by a jiarticular kind of

music. The species of Lycosa

and Dolo7nedes, another genus

of the family, are very numerous.

Tliey live on the ground, under

stones, etc.

The TnosnsiD^ have re-

ceived their common name.

Crab-spiders, from the fact that

some species like the crabs walk

better sidewise that in the nor-

mal direction. They have the

abdomen broad, the ocelli of nearly equal size, and arranged in two parallel urcuate

rows. They make no regular webs, but sjiin single threads by which they fasten

leaves together to make their homes.

The family Epeirid^ contains some of the most showy examples of the Arachnida.

The two first pairs of legs are longer than the others, and the eyes are widely separated.

They make circular webs, consisting of radiating threads crossed by a spiral. Epeira,

with its numerous species, is the typical genus, and one species has served for our anar

tomical account of the Araneina. In this genus the abdomen is nearly globular. In

Fig. 169. — Attus,
jumping spider.
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Acrosoma, a tropical genus rich in species, the abdomen is prolonged into a long

horn on either side. Nephila has a long cylindrical abdomen. N. plumipes is found

in the Southern States. The sexes differ greatly in size.

Van Hasselt has made some interesting comparisons of

the relative proportions of the two sexes, and says that

the same dimensions applied to the human species would

result in a man six feet in height and weighing 150

pounds, married to a woman from seventy-five to ninety

feet in height, and weighing 200,000 pounds

!

Most of the Epeiridse are brightly colored, and make
no attempt at concealment when in the web. Others

have odd shapes and colors, and hang in the web in such

positions that they look like anything but animals. Some
species draw up their legs against their triangular abdo-

mens, and look like bits of bark fallen into the web.

Some are long and slender, and when at rest, either in spfd^r^^^abovffthe fr^an^en^of

the web or out, lay their legs close together before and

behind their bodies, so as to look like straws. Others have oddly shaped abdomens,
under which the rest of the body is partly concealed.

The Theridud^ is the largest family of Spiders. Its members have the first pair

of legs the longest. The webs are more or less irregular in shape, and the species

always live upside down, hanging by their feet from the under side of the webs. They

o o
o o

Fig. 172.— Acrosoma arcuata.

are almost invariably found in shady places. Theridion vulgare, a species which varies

greatly in color, from a cream white to a livid brown or plumbeous, is very common in

houses, and with Tegenaria domestica shares the common name, house-spider. In Phol-
cus the legs are very long and slender. Erigone embraces some of the smallest

spiders known. To this family belongs also the blind genus Anthrobia, a species of

which is not uncommon in Mammoth Cave.
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The Drassid^ is a large family, which has the eight eyes arranged in two rows.

There is considerable variation in the relative length of the limbs, but the two middle

pairs are shorter than the first and last. The species are mostly dull-colored, and live

under stones, or in silk tubes on plants, but all do not spin a web for the capture of

their pi’ey. We have already referred to the habits of the water spider of Europe,

Argyroneta aquatica.

In the species of Drassus the feet terminate with two claws and a bundle of flat-

tened hairs. Tegenaria domestica is the common house-spider, which has followed

man from the old to the new world. The species of Clubione are nocturnal in their

habits. A favorite place for their silken tubes is under the loose bark of trees or

between the boulders of a stone wall. Many species are known. The family Cini-

FLONiD^ has been separated from the last on account of its peculiar spinnerets.

The family Dysderid^ is an exception to the rule, as its members have but six eyes,

and a closely allied Cuban form {JVbps guanabacoce) has but two. The first jjair of legs

are the longest. The species are few in number, and the American forms are far from

common. They are usually found under stones, but can move very quickly when so in-

clined.

Sub-Order II.— Tetrapneumonia.

This group, which, as its name indicates, possesses four pulmonary sacs, embraces

the largest spiders known. It is composed of a single family, Mygalid^. The man-

dibles are very large, and work up

and down instead of laterally.

The eyes are always eight in

number, and are placed close

together. Ilygale is the best

known genus. It is a native of

tropical and semi-tropical Amer-

ica. The large Bird spider of

Surinam reaches a length of two

inches. The body is a pitchy

black, and is covered with long

reddish-brown hairs. It is said

that it catches small birds, kills

them with its poisonous bite, and

then sucks their blood. Mygale

hentzii is a not uncommon species

in the Southwestern States. The

genus Cteniza contains the Trap-

door spiders, of Avhose wonderful

architecture an account has been

given in the preceding pages.

The two best known species are

Cteniza ceementaria, of Southern

Europe, and C. californica, of

California. Atypus is another

genus of the family which lives further north. According to Mr. J. Wood-Mason

some of the large Indian Mygalidae are possessed of organs for producing a noise.

Fig. 173 . — Mygale hentzii.
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These consist of a comb and rasp, on the outside of the chelicerae and the inner sur-

face of the maxillae, which by being rubbed together produce a loud noise.

The spiders of North America have been studied by Hentz, Emerton, Keyserling,

and Thorell. It is estimated that there are about eight hundred species in the United

States.

Order III. — ARTHROGASTRA.

This order is characterized by an unsegmented cephalothorax (except in the Solifugae)

and a usually elongate abdomen in which the segments are more distinct, and which

is joined directly to the cephalothorax without the intervention of a slender petiole as

in the spiders. The chelicerae and palpi are frequently chelate. Respiration is effected

by means of pulmonary sacs in the scorpions and whip-scorpions, and by tracheae in the

other forms.

Sub-Order I.— Opilionea.

Here come those slow-walking, long-legged forms familiarly known as harvestmen

and daddy-long-legs. They have two ocelli, small chelate chelicerae, and moderate

palpi. The legs are very long, and

the last or tarsal joint is broken up

into a long series of articulations,

sometimes as many as fifty in num-

ber. Not only in this many-jointed

structure but in function as well,

these elongate limbs seem to re-

semble antennae, for they are ap-

parently used as organs of sense,

and especially of touch, by those

animals. The daddy-long-legs are

perfectly harmless to man. They
live on small insects, and strive to

avoid the full glare of the sun

though they are not nocturnal in

habits.

Members of this sub-order are

found in all parts of the world, and

in tropical countries, especially in

South America, they assume the

most bizarre forms. Three fami-

lies are described.

The Gontlepti-

have the body

broad and de-

pressed, and the palpi and hinder femora spined. The species are

largely South American, Gonyleptes curvipes occurring in Chile.

Phryxus longipes is found in Mammoth Cave, Ky. The family

Phalangid^ embraces our more common forms. Fifteen species

of Phalangium are known from North America
;

in the northern

Fig. 174.— Phalangium dorsatum, daddy-long-legs.
b. Male. Natural size.

a. Female.

Fig. 1Y5. — Cosmetus
omatus, male, nat-
ural size.
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states Phalangium dorsatum, a grayish species with a darker dorsal band, is very
common. Cosmetus ornatus occurs in the southern states, while Acanthocheir

armatum is a blind form found in Mammoth Cave.

These forms have an inflated, oval body, and the

hinder femora unarmed. The family Trogulid^,
Avith a flat, elongate abdomen and the cephalothorax

produced forwards, covering the mouth-parts like a

roof, has not been reported from America.

Sub-Oedee II.— Pedipalpi.

These forms, which are commonly known as

whip-scorpions, are all inhabitants of tropical and
semitropical countries. They have eight ocelli, two
in the median line and three on either side. The
chelicerse are short and two-jointed, while the palpi

are long and large, terminating in a more or less

perfectly formed pincer. The first pair of legs is the longest, and the tarsal joint is

broken up into a long series of articles, well shown in our figure of Phrynus. The
abdomen is slightly constricted at the base, and is composed of eleven or twelve joints.

There are two pairs of stigmata.

Two well-marked types exist, forming the genera Phrynus and Thelyphonus^ each

of which may be regarded as forming a family to which the names Phrynid^ and
Thelyphonid^ are re-

spectively applicable.

In Phrynus the palpi

are very long, the carpal

joint strongly spined.

The first pair of legs

are long, and both the

tibial and tarsal joints

are broken u]) into a

series of rings. The
abdomen is oval. The
young are born alive.

The species are all trop-

ical, none occurring

Avithin the limits of the

United States, though

Phrynus asperatipes

occurs in Lower California; a second species is found in the West Indies, and two

more are known from Southern Mexico and Central America. Other forms are found

in the tropics of both hemispheres.

Thelyphonus is much more scorpion-like in appearance, and to the species of this

genus the name whip-scorpion is most applicable. The palpi are short and stout, and

the joints are coA’ered with stout, sharp spines
;
the first pair of legs is very long, but

only the tarsus is broken up into small joints. The abdomen is long and somewhat

slender and twelve-jointed, the last three joints being much smaller than the rest.
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SuB-OkDER III.— SOLIFUGiE.

These forms are readily separated from all other arachnids by the segmented

cephalothorax. The body is long; the chelicerae are chelate, and the palpi resembles

From the last joint arises a long, jointed, caudal appendage, much like a whip-lash

in appearance. The species are found

in both hemispheres, but in the eastern

hemisphere it is said by Stoliczka that

none are found west of India and Cey-

lon, not even in East Africa. But one

form, T. giganteus, has been found in

the United States.

The species of both of these genera

are very difficult to identify, and much

difference of opinion exists concerning

them. Like many of the arachnids

they are furnished with a poison ap-

paratus which here, as in the true

spiders, is placed in the chelicerae.

Of the development of the Pedipalpi m^.m.-Phrynusiunatus.
nothing is known.

Fig. 179.— Thelyphonus caudatus, whip-scorpion.

the true legs. Specimens are far from common in the United States, but thanks to

the late J. Duncan Putnam our native forms are very well known.

There are fifteen genera, two of which (Datames and Cleobis) are represented in

the United States by nine species. These forms, which are found in the warmer parts
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of the world, are nocturnal in their habits, hiding during the day under stones, etc.

They are very active and pugnacious, and are reputed to be very venomous, but the
effects of their bite are probably considerably exaggerated, Solpuga araneoides, a
very hairy species, is found in the region of the Volga.

SuB-OkDER IV.— PSEUDOSCOEPII.

As their name indicates, these small forms closely resemble the true scorpions in

appearance, but one important distinction is at once noticeable
;
the long and slender

termination of the abdomen with its poisonous sting is absent. The chelicer® are

rudimentary and fitted for sucking, while the palpi are large and stout, each terminating

Fig. 180.— Solpuga araneoides.

in a pincer as in the true scorpions. Two or four or no ocelli are present, and the

abdomen is eleven jointed. They breathe by means of tracheae.

Nine genera, represented by forty living and eleven fossil species, are known, but

in the United States only the genera Cheli/er, Chernes, Chthonius, and Obishim, with

nine species, have been found. The fossil forms occur in amber and copal, and one

species has been found in the coal formations. These forms are all small, none exceed-

ing a few lines in length. They occur under moss and bark of trees, and one species

at least
( Chelifer cancroides) is not uncommon in houses and books. They are fre-

quently found attached to insects, especially to flies, but whether this is from a parasitic

habit or from a desire for a more rapid locomotion is uncertain. The probabilities are

in favor of the latter. The food is supposed to be the juices of other insects, for which

their sucking mouth-parts especially adapt them.
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After laying, the eggs are carried by tlie female attached to the first segment of the

abdomen, and, according to Metchnikoff, the develojjment is much different from that

of the scorpions.

SuB-OkDER V.— ScOKPIODEA.

Fig. 181.— Under surface
of scorpion, c. Combs,
s. Spiracle.

With the exception of the sjiiders the scor2iions are possibly the most familiar, at

least by reputation, of any of the Arachnida. They have an elongate body, the last

six segments of the abdomen being of nearly equal size, forming a

flexible tail armed on the tip with the well-known and much-

dreaded sting. The cheliceraj are short and end in a pincer,

while the palpi are long and also terminate in a forceps. The

ocelli vary from six to twelve, and their numbers were formerly

employed to distinguish the different families. On the under

surface is a peculiar pair of comb-like appendages, just behind

the last pair of feet. The respiration is effected by two pairs of

pulmonary sacks, which communicate with the exterior through

four stigmata.

Tlie young are developed within the mother. After birth the

mother apparently shows great regard for tlie young, which she

carries for some time about with her, attached by their

pincers to all portions of her body.

Mr. J. Wood-Mason, the able naturalist of Calcutta,

says that in Scorpio ofer, and some other forms, there

are well-develojied organs for producing sounds. These

stridulating organs are comjiosed of a scraper on the out-

side of the terminal

joints of the palpi, and

a rasp occupying a cor-

responding position on

the first pair of legs.

When these are rubbed

against each other a

noise is produced.

Scorpions are espe-

cially noted as venom-

ous insects. The sting

is the sharj) point of

the last segment of the

abdomen. In this segment are the two jioison glands

which empty through two minute orifices near the

]ioint of the sting. When irritated tlie scorjiions,

ajijiarently fully aware of their jiower, show great

fierceness, waving their abdomen about in a most

threatening manner, and when the opportunity occurs

a sudden straightening of the hinder portion of the

body forces the sting into the offending object. The
sting of the scorpion rarely if ever proves fatal to

, , ,, , . . , Fig. 183. — Centruras pliaiodactylus,
man, but the larger species, esjiecially m the warmer scorpiou, natural size.

Fig. 182.— Butlms carohnus, scor-
pion, natural size.
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climates, produce very severe wounds which are attended with serious constitutional

derangement. Jousset, who has studied this subject, concludes that the poison of

the scorpion acts directly on the red corpuscles of the blood and on them alone. The
poison causes them to unite together in masses too large for entrance to the capillary

system, and thus the circulation is obstructed. The best remedy is ammonia applied

externally, and also administered in small doses internally.

In the older schemes of classification the number of ocelli was used to divide the

group into families, but in the system now in vogue the shape of the sternum is em-

ployed, together with other characters. The family Androctonid^ has this region

sub-triangular, in the Telegonidje it is very short, while in the Vejovidje and Pan-

DEsriD^ it is sub-pentangular. These four families contain thirty-one genera, repre-

sented by numerous species in the warmer parts of the globe. Nearly twenty species

are known from North America. While most of the species are comparatively small

the Scorpio afer of the East Indies reaches a length of nearly six inches. The species

figured are all American.

The scorpions are among the most ancient of the arthropods, forms closely allied to

those living at the present time being found in the rocks of the carboniferous age of

both Europe and America.

J. S. Kingsley.

Fig. 184. — Nest of spider
(^
Dolomedes ).
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Sub-Class III.—Mykiapoda.

The group of centipedes, millipeds, and thousand-legged worms, receives both its

scientific and popular names from the large number of locomotive organs possessed by
the various individuals. In scientific terms myriapods may
be defined as terrestrial arthropods, with distinct head and

numerous similar post-cephalic segments; there is a single

pair of antennae, and two pairs of jaws
;
the legs are num-

erous, and the respiration is by trachea.

In external form, as weU as internal sti'ucture, the myria-

pods present many similarities to the larvae of the hexapods.

The nervous system is composed of a long series of similar

ganglia, one to each segment. The digestive canal, with rare

exceptions, pursues a straight course through the body. The
long heart extends through all the body segments and forces

the blood forward. In some forms the mouth-parts are adapted

for sucking. Ocelli are usually present. The young hatch

from the egg with a varying number of appendages, many
having but three pairs, thus showing a marked resemblance

to the larvse of many of the hexapods. Three well-marked groups are found.

Fig. 185.—Young myriapod
(Strongylosoma), just
hatched.

Order I.—CHILOGNATHA OR DIPLOPODA.

These are the millipeds proper. The body is round or flattened, the feet are

inserted close together, and all the segments behind the third bear two pairs of limbs.

They frequent dark places, and feed largely on decaying vegetation. Many have the

power of curling themselves in a spiral when disturbed.

The PoLYZONiD^ have a very small head; the mouth-parts are united so as to

form a sucking tube, and the eyes are few or wanting. The Iulid^ have a large head,

free mouth-parts, and a cylindrical body. The various species of Jttlus are known as

galley worms, and are not uncommon in decaying timber and similar locations. When
disturbed they coil themselves into a spiral like a watch-spring, and also emit a strong

odor. This is produced by glands inside the body which open on the sides of the seg-

ments, the small openings superficially resembling spiracles. The odor is evidently a

provision for defence. In I. canadensis., a

chestnut-colored species with a black dorsal

band, these openings are ringed with black,

thus making them more j^rominent. The
Lysiopetalid^ are closely related to the

lulidae. They have numerous ocelli, except

in the blind forms, and seven-jointed an-

tennae, and the body is constricted behind the head. The forms are mostly small.

We figure Scoterpes copei, a blind form found in Mammoth Cave.

The PoLYDESMiD^ have the sides of the segments expanded in broad plates, and
the segments themselves are comparatively few. The Polyxenid^ embraces forms

Fig. 186. — Scoterpes copei.
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with even fewer segments (nine to eleven), and but thirteen pairs of feet. The species

are all minute. The remaining family, Glomekid^, which has twelve or thirteen

segments, and from sev-

enteen to twenty-one

paii-s of legs, is not rep-

resented in the United
States.

Mr. Scudder has pro-

posed the name Aechi-

POLYPODA for a group of

fossil myriapods, which,

while closely related to

the Chilognatha, show
several important points

Fig. 187.

—

Polydesmus, enlarged. of difference. The dor-

sal part of each segment

(tergum) is much smaller than in that group, and is armed Avith huge spines. The
sterna are proportionately very large and bear between the bases of the feet peculiar

crater-like cups, su23posed by Mr. Scudder to be the possible supports for gills, but

more probably they are comparable to the similar openings on the ventral surface of

Scolopendrella. While Mr. Scudder considers the group as a sub-order. Dr. Packard

thinks that the characters are of not more than family rank. Almost all the knoAvn

forms come from the carboniferous, of Mazon Creek, 111., a few haA'ing been found in

Great Britain.

Order II.— PAUROPODA.
This group, which was first recognized by Sir John Lubbock, the banker-naturalist

of London, forms, to a certain extent, a connecting link between the chilognaths and

chilojiods, while in many respects it is distinct from both. There are but six segments

in the body behind the head, Avhile the antennae are greatly different from anything

found in the A\Uole class of insects, the basal joints bearing three flagella. IVo Avell-

marked types, represented by four sjAecies, are found in America,— Pauropus, with a

rounded body, and Eurypauropus, in which the lateral edges of the body are so

expanded as to comifietely hide the feet. These forms, which live in damp places, are

very minute, about one twentieth of an inch in length. The young are hatched Avith

three pairs of feet.

Order III.— CHILOPODA.
This order contains those flattened forms to which the name CentijAedes is most

ajiplicable. They have long, many-jointed antennae, and but a single pair of limbs to

each segment of the body. They are predacious in their habits, moving rapidly, and

living largely upon animal food. Many of the forms are poisonous. They have

poison glands in the base of the first jAair of legs, Avhich are so modified as to lead

to their being formerly regarded as mouth-parts,— these jAoison glands emptying by

ducts AV'iiich terminate in the same Avay as the similar organs in the spiders.

In the Geophilidas the segments are similar and very numerous, A^arying from

thirty to two hundred
;
the eyes are lacking; the antennae are fourteen-jointed, and

the legs are short, terminating in single-jointed tarsi. As indicated by the name,
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these forms are teirestrial in their habits, living under stones and decaying wood, and

preying upon the smaller insects which are found there. The genera are largely

founded updn the shape of the anterior segment of the head, and upon
the structure and form of the moiith-])arts. Geophilus, the typical genus,

has the anterior segment of the head square. The European G. electri-

cus (which belongs to the section Arthronomalu^ is phosphorescent,

shining in the dark like a glow-worm. Strigamia elliptica, of Oregon,

which reaches a length of five and a half inches, is the largest member
of the family known.

The ScoLOPENDEiDJE are characterized by usually possessing four

ocelli on either side, seventeen to twenty-jointed antemue, and usually

unequal body-segments. To some of these characters an exception

occurs in Cryptops, which is blind, and which has equal segments

;

further characters of this genus are seventeen-jointed antenna, and

twenty-one body-segments and pairs of limbs, each of which terminates

in a single-jointed tarsus. Scolopendru., the typical genus, has eighteen

or twenty joints in the antennae, twenty-one segments and a])j)endages

and two-jointed tarsi. The species of Scolopendra are inhabitants of

the warmer climates, and are the famous centipedes of fact and fiction.

The largest known species is S. gigantea of the East Indies which reaches

nine inches or even a foot in length. Scol-

opendra morsitans, of South America, is

nearly equal in size.

The larger forms of centipedes are cele-

brated for their 'poisonous bite, which is fig. iss.-Geop/ii-

fatal to insects and other small animals, enlarged?^”**’

and very painful and even dangerous to

man. To us the centipedes are far from pleasant objects,

esi^ecially when regarded as articles of food
;
but Hum-

boldt says that the children of some of the South Amer-

ican Indians extract large specimens from their holes,

and having torn off the head with its poisonous fangs,

eat the remainder with evident gusto.

Several species have been found within the limits of

the United States. Our largest form is S. castaniceps,

which reaches a length of five and a half inches. It is

found throughout the Southern States. Our other forms

are smaller, and their bite is far less venomous than that

of the large tropical species.

The Lithobiid^ have a body with unequal segments,

there being nine large and six smaller dorsal scutes.

There are numerous ocelli on either side of the head,

and the antennae are many-jointed. There are fifteen

pairs of feet. Lithohius^ with forty jointed antennae,

flattened head, and two-jointed tarsi, is represented by

X. americanus, a widely distributed American form.

The species of this genus prey largely upon earth-worms and insects, to which their

bite is poisonous.

VOL. ir. — 9

Fig. 189. — Cermatiaforceps,
natural size.
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The Cekmatiid^ have the autennae bristle-like and longer than the body
;
the legs

are also very long, and facetted eyes instead of ocelli, are present— an exceptional

feature among the myriapods. Our only species, Cermatia forceps., which is rarely

found in Kew England, but which is more common in Philadelphia and the South, is

a beautiful form
;

its general color is a greenish brown, sometimes inclining towards
pur])le, the body and legs being striped and banded Avith green. It is commonly
re]>uted to be poisonous, but authentic cases of its bite are at least rare.

As a rule the Myriapoda are beneficial to the agriculturist. The carnivorous forms

destroy immense numbers of injurious insects, while most of the A’egetable feeders

live on decaying Avood and plants, thus converting them into the Amry best form of

plant food. All, hoAvever, are not so innocuous, for some forms, especially the galley

Avorms, are known to eat the roots of plants or even to attack the fruit of the straAv-

berry, cucumber, etc. These forms ai-e often erroneously included under the term

wire-worms by gardeners and farmers.

J. S. Kingsley.

Fig. 190.— Lithobius americanus.
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Sub-Class IV.— Hexapoda.

The Hexajjoda, or insects proper, derive their systematic name, which means six-

footed, from the fact that the adults (with a few inconspicuous exceptions) have three

pairs of feet fitted for locomotion. Besides this there ai'e many other correlated and

distinctive characters, and the group is as well defined and as closely circumscribed as

any in the animal kingdom. The body of all hexapods is divided into three well-

marked regions,— head, thorax, and abdomen,— each composed of a number of

segments. In the laiwal stages these distinctions are frequently not so easily traced

as in the adult, but still they can be readily recognized. In our discussion of the

morphology of the hexapods we will first give the characters of the adult and after-

wards those of the larval and pupal stages.

The head, which, as has been stated on a preceding page, consists of four segments,

bears a pair of compound eyes and usually two or three simple eyes in addition. There

is but one pair of feelers or antennae, and three pairs of mouth-parts. The most

anterior of the appendages connected with the mouth are the mandibles, which are

always without the palpi so common in the Crustacea; next come the maxillae, and

then the labium, both of which bear articulated prolongations known respectively as

maxillary and labial palpi. Besides these, there are other parts concerned in eating,

Avhich, though not appendages, deserve mention here. These are the labrum or upper

lip, and the metastoma, lingula or tongue. These mouth-parts are variously modified in

different insects, thus affording most important systematic characters. In the Lepi-

doptera they form a long sucking-tube which, when not in use, may be coiled in a spiral,

while in the Hemiptera and many Diptei'a, in addition to being adapted for suction,

they form a piercing organ. In all the other orders the mouth-parts retain more
nearly their primitive character, and are fitted for biting.

The second region of the body, the thorax, is composed of three segments, each of

which bears a pan- of legs, and in addition the two last usually bear a pair of wings.

To each of these rings of the thorax a distinctive name is aj^plied, and since these

portions are very important and often referred to the names may here be given. The
first is the prothorax, the second mesothorax, and the third and last metathorax.

Sometimes all of these rings are distinct and equal, but more frequently one is en-

larged at the expense of the other two. Thus in the Hemiptera, Coleoptera, and

many Orthoptera, the prothorax is very large, while in the othei's it is relatively

much smaller.

Of the legs we need here say nothing, referring the reader to page 90 of this

volume. The wings, however, deserve a passing notice. According to the older

views of morphology these organs were regarded as modified limbs, homologous with

the legs, but the present view regards them as but extensively-developed folds of the

skin, comparable to the respiratory organs. The wings never exceed two pairs in

number, and in the Diptera only one pair is well developed, the posterior being

represented by little st.alked balls, the halteres. Usually the wings are strengthened

by veins, each of which has its proper name. Though the patterns of venation in

many forms seem very complex, they aro readily referable to a common plan, the

outlines of which may be obtained in any handbook of entomology.
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The abdomen, wliich encloses most of the vegetative and all of the reproductive

organs, is composed of ten segments which are but rarely provided with ajipendages

in the adult condition. An exception to this may be noted in the fact that the stings

and ovipositors of many forms are in reality composed of the modified appendages of

the last three segments of the abdomen.

Among the most striking features of the Hexapoda are the wonderful meta-

morphoses undergone by many members of the grou]) in passing from the larval

to the adult condition. A few forms are ovoviviparous,— that is bring forth living

young,— but the great majority lay eggs which in the course of time hatch out the

young. The eggs of many forms are very interesting from the 2)eculiar and beautiful

ways in which their surface is ornamented. The eggs undergo a partial segmenta-

tion, the central portion not dividing, and soon from the cells thus produced an

envelope arises which from being formed in the same way as one of the foetal envelopes

in the mammalian embryo has received the name amnion. This finally envelops the

whole of the egg; soon a portion of the egg proper becomes differentiated, forming an

embryonic disc which soon becomes divided into the future segments of the body.

On each of these primitive segments there frequently appears a pair of small swellings,

the rudiments of the future limbs. ’ Frequently, however, some of the segments show
at no time any trace of appendages. With the jJi'ogress of growth the embryo acquires

what is known as a larval condition, and then the egg hatches and the young begins a

free life.

The term larva is applied to very varying stages of development as far as organs

and perfection of jiarts are concerned, but the word may be defined in general terms

as applying to the young insect just after hatching. In the grassho2)2)ers, for instance,

the larva closely resembles the adult, the most 2)i‘ominent difference being that the

wings are extremely rudimentary. In the Di2)tera, on the other hand, the body is

long and slender and without limbs, and, in some forms, even a distinct head is lack-

ing. Between these two extremes almost all gradations can be found. The larvae of

Di2)tera (flies) are known as maggots, of the Le2)ido2)tera (butterflies and moths) as

caterpillars, and those of the Coleoptera (beetles) as grubs. The early stages of the

other orders have received no 2'>opular names.

Between the larval and adult conditions the features of growth are as different as

the characters of the larvae, but the 2>henomena exhibited may be roughly divided into

three groups. In the first (arnetabolic) the insects undergo no metamoiphosis, and

the adult, which never has wings, differs from the larva in little else except size. The

second (hemimetabolic) ty2)e passes through what is knoAvn as an incom 25lete metamor-

2fiiosis. The larva increases in size by numerous moults and passes into a pupal con-

dition, in which the wings are rudimentary and the general adnlt form is a2)parent.

Tliis papa, however, is markedly different from that of the next groiq), in that they are

active instead of quiescent. This type of development is exenqdified in the grass-

ho2)2)ers, dragon-flies, bugs, etc.

The last, the holometabolic or complete metamorphosis, occurs among the bees,

butterflies, flies, beetles, etc. We may take for an exam2de of this type one of our

American silk-worms. The larva upon hatching eats voraciously, the consequent

growth being permitted by numerous moults, until at last the young insect is ready to

enter the pupal stage. The larva has mouth-parts adapted for biting, three pairs of

thoracic legs, while five of the abdominal segments bear locomotive a2‘)pendages known

as 2>ro-legs. During the later stages the wings of the 23erfect insect begin their devel-
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opment as scale-like pads within the larval skin, no trace of them being visible from

the exterior. In the larvae of other insects which undergo a complete metamorphosis,

the abdominal append-

ages may be reduced in

number, and may be en-

tirely wanting, and even

tlie thoracic legs may
disappear.

Wlien about to pass

into the pu])al stage, the

silk-worm sjiins a fine

thread, which it coils into

an oval case known as the

cocoon. Frequently in

si)inning this cocoon „ ^^ ^ Fig. 191,— Larva of Polyphemus moth (Te/eapo/yj9/imws).

leaves are included, so

that the envelope is a compound of silk and leaves. Other forms do not spin a cocoon,

but, with this exception, the process of metamorphosis is essentially the same. Now
by a moult the puj^al condition is attained. The

body is enveloped in a chitinous integument,

and on the anterior and ventral portions may
be seen the sheaths which cover the wings,

legs, antennfe, and mouth-parts. In the form

under discussion these sheaths are all closely

united to the body, but in others (e. g. beetles)

these parts are all distinct and separate. The

length of puj^al life varies from a few days or

weeks to several months, and in the case of some beetles evidence is not lacking to

support the opinion that the pupal stage may last for many years.

At last the insect is ready to enter its perfect state. It moults for the last time

and emerges from its pujjal envelopes. In the case of the Lepidoptera, the wings are

moist flabby sacs, but soon they are distended by fluids which are forced into them,

and then, drying rapidly, they acquire the firmness necessary for their use as organs of

flight. By taking a moth when it has just emerged from the cocoon, one can easily

produce deformed wings by pinching or puncturing these members, thus preventing

their distension.

In the moth which we have taken as the type of complete metamorphosis, the

mouth-parts have lost their capacity for biting, and some

of them have been converted into a long tube adapted

for sucking the nectar of flowers, the antennae are trans-

formed from short and inconspicuous organs into long

feathery feelers, the compound eyes appear, the thoracic

legs become longer and more slender, and the full com-

jflement of joints is produced, while the j^ro-legs of the

abdomen have entirely disappeared.

Correlated Avith these external changes so superficially reviewed are as great and

important modifications of the internal organs. The rejjroductive organs acquire

their adult functions, the digestive organs become adapted to the changed food, the

Fig. 192. — Cocoon of Teka.

Fig. 193.— Pupa of Telea.
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tracheal system has a different distribution, and equally important changes occur in

the circulatory system. Our space is not sufficient to detail these changes, but their

extent can be seen by a comparison of the adjacent figures, which represent the

nervous system in the larva of a bee, and also in the adult insect. These changes
are not sudden, but are accomplished by constant modifications of the organs con-

cerned.

Besides the common sexual reproduction, some insects can produce young without
the intervention of males. In some of these cases of agamogenesis or parthenogenesis

Fig. 195. — Nervous system of adult bee.

the eggs are laid and undergo the regular development of fertilized eggs, but in

others the eggs are developed inside of the parent, and the young are born in an active

condition.

The systems of classification of the Hexapoda are very numerous and very differ-

ent, though now it is pretty universally conceded, both in this country and in Europe,

that the Thysanura are the lowest and the Hymenoptera the highest orders. But

within these extremes the sequence of orders varies greatly. We shall here follow

Dr. Packard’s latest scheme, without, however, adopting all the features of his arrange-

ment. Dr. Packard groups the hexapods under five super-orders and ten orders, but

for our purposes the former may be omitted.
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Order I.— THYSANURA.

This order comprises the lowest, simplest six-footed insects. They are called Thy-

sanura (from the Greek thusaneros, hairy or bristly, and oura, tail), in allusion to the

hairy or bristly abdominal appendages of some of the tyj)ical forms. They are all

wingless, and undergo no metamorphosis. There is a great variation in their form

and structure, especially in the ])arts of the mouth, and it is difficult to put into few

words a general account of them. They are divided into three groups of sub-ordinal

rank.

Sub-Order I.— Collembola.

These forms, for which the common name spring-tails may be adopted, are small,

often of microscopic size; their mouth-parts are partially abortive, while they are

enabled to leap by means of a curious spring be-

neath the abdomen. A distinctive feature of the

Collembola, and one which gives the name to the

group, is the remarkable organ situated on the lower

surface of the basal segment of the abdomen. It

is a small tubercle, consisting of two valves, from

between which is thrust a fleshy sucker, or in

Smy^ithurics a pair of long tubes, which are capable

of being darted out on each side of the body, en-

abling the insect to attach itself to small objects,

and even to stand upside down. There are two families. These forms are often col-

lectively known as podurans, and furnish the “ podura scales ” used by microscopists

as test objects.

The curious little creatures, forming the family Podurida:, occur everyAvheia*

except in diy places. Besides a tracheal respiration they undoubtedly breathe directly

through the skin, and therefore inhabit moist places. They take up their abode under

stones in damj}, grassy, shaded spots, live in damp cellars, or hide under mushrooms
and logs

;
we have seen them in greatest abundance in hot-beds, leaping in the air,

and appearing like a shower of sand. One species {Anurida maritima) is often found

under stones at tide-marks. A species of Achoreutes is sometimes found floating in

large masses on the surface of roadside ])uddles, or under the bark of old trees
;
and

one species sometimes abounds on the surface of the snow. On
the glaciers of the Ali^s there is a species peculiar to that unusual

habitat.

The podurids, as well as the sminthurids, leap by means of a

curious two-forked ‘spring,’ which bends under the body, and when
at rest is retained in place by a sort of catch

;
when the muscles of

this catch are relaxed it lets the spring fly back, and this sends the

little creature into the air, out -of harm’s way. The facility with

which they leap is a constant source of vexation to the zealous col-

lector, but this trait may be turned to advantage by cautiously

placing over them a vial, into which they may be made to leap. The
podurids are thick-bodied

;
the segments, though in the Thysanura

generally of equal size, are in this family inclined to become unequal.

Fig. 196. — Papirius. a. spring, b. sucker.
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tliat next to the head, especially, is often small and collar-like. In the lowest forms,

however, such as Anura, the segments are of nearly equal size. The niouth-23arts

are very rudimentary, they are situated mostly within the head,

the jaws not being strong and adajited for biting, as in other

insects; hence they only nibble decayed vegetable matter.

Our commonest poduran is Tomocents plumheus., a leaden gray

insect with long feelers. Tlie species of Orchesella are gaily

ornamented
;
those of Lepiclocyrtus are white. The scales on

different j^arts of the body are of different shapes, sometimes

becoming hair-like.

In the Smynthiirid^ the body is globular or oval, while

the legs are long and slender, and most of them are very
Fig.

198^ — jirettily colored
;
they often occur on flowers. One sjiecies is

often found in the si)ring on the flowers of the dandelion. The
family name is derived from Smynthurus., which embraces our commonest species.

The species of Papirius are even more minute.

SUB-OliDER II. SyMPHYLA.

This most remarkable grouj) contains but a single family, Scoloperdrelltd^, and

a single genus, Scolopendrella

;

and because the species have a

series of abdominal legs they are frequently regarded as myria-

pods. By IMr. Ryder, who first called attention to its remarkable

peculiarities, it is considered as the type of an order connecting

the winged insects and the myriajjods. These singular forms in-

habit the same situations as other Thysanurans, and might be mis-

taken for the young of our common northern centipede {Lithobius).

The Scolopendrella immacidata is found in Europe and the eastern

and central United States. The head and mouth ])arts, as Avell as

the antennae, are like those of Campodea, but tliere is a series of

nine pairs of five-jointed abdominal legs, which give it a niyriajiod-

like a])])earance. We tlius see that in Scolop>endrella we are deal-

ing witli a remarkably composite or synthetic animal, which with

fundamental thysanurus characters combines features which ally

them with tlie myriapods. As we have already stated, the pos-

session of functional abdominal legs by Scolopendrella does not

imply that it is necessarily a myriapod
;
the feet differ in important

resjiects from those of centii^edes, and the presence or absence of

abdominal feet is not an ordinal or very iin])ortant character. We
shall see further on that the Cinura {Ca^npodea, Lejyisma., etc.)

have a series of one- or two-jointed abdominal appendages, which

are homologous with the legs of Scolop)endrella. At the end of

the body is a 2iair of short, 2)ointed stylets, which are S2:»innerets.

Tliis genus may be regarded as an ancestral type, i. e., it is possible

that the winged insects have descended from a ScolopendrellaOdkc,

form. Tins view is strengthened by the fact that the embryos of

many-winged insects have at first a series of abdominal feet, Avhich

disa
2
)
2
)ear later on in embryonic life.
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SuB-OkDER III. — CiNTJRA.

Fig. 200.— Abdominal
legs of Campodea.

Like those of the last, the forms in this group are frequently much larger than the

poflurifls. The mouth-parts in many respects resemble those of the Orthoptera, and

the abdomen is i:)rovided with imperfect or abortive legs. From
tlie long abdominal appendages these forms receive their scientific

name, which may well be translated into a more popular form,

bristle-tails.

The family Campodeag comprises two genera, which are quite

dissimilar in form. The group is distinguished by the long, slender

body, and by the mouth-joarts, jaws, etc., being still withdrawn

mostly within the head. The common form is Campodea^ and C.

fragilis is found everywhere under stones in shaded, damp places.

It is yellowish-white, its antennae long and slender, and its body

ends in two long caudal jointed threads, about a sixth of an inch

long. It looks at first sight like a young centipede {Lithobius), and

is very agile in its movements. A much larger sjaecies ( C. Cookei),

and also differing in having longer antennae, inhabits Mammoth
Cave.

lapyx is the other genus of this family. It is rather more highly

developed than Campodea, and differs in the body ending in a jjair

of stout forcejis. While Campodea has a series of

little one-jointed movable a2)pendages along the under

side of the body lapyx has none. Our North Ameri-

can sjjecies is lapxjx subterraneus, which is found

under stones at the mouth of a small grotto near Mam-
moth Cave. Another species occurs in Mexico.

We now come to the bristle-tails proper (Lepis-

watida:). These agile creatures are seen gliding

swiftly over the floor or walls of damp rooms or over

outhouses, or running away rajjidly from under ujj-

lifted stones. The body is long and slendei-, either

flattened or cylindrical, and covered with metallic

scales. Their antemiie are long and thread-like
;
their

jaws and feelers (palj)!) are well-develojjed, and in

general like those of cocki-oaches. The caudal stylets

or filaments are \ ery long, and usually finely bristled.

These insects run with great swiftness, and in their

structure, especially of their body-segments and legs,

as well as their motions, they remind us of immature

cockroaches.

In the genus Lepisma there are seven caudal

bristles, of which three are longer than the others.

The peculiar motions of these animals are due to

the nature of the legs, the tarsal joints being much as in cockroaches, broad, flat, and
almost triangular. A common species in damp, shut-up ajjartments is Lepiisma sac-

charina. It has somewhat the habits of the cockroach, eating clothing, tapestry, the

Fig. 201. — Campodea.
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silken trimmings of furnitui’e
;
and at times will injure books by devouring the paste

of the binding, as well as by eating holes in the leaves and the binding. I have

mon eastern species is Machilis varu

states.

seen old envelo
2
)es which had been riddled

with holes gnawed by these insects.

Another species locally very common is

lejnsnia domestica, which I discovered liv-

ing in great abundance in a house, especi-

ally the kitchen, about the range. This is

a heat-loving S23ecies, and it may prove iden-

tical with Lepisma therni02)hila of houses

in Brest, France. Our most common out-

of-door species is Lejnsma quadriseriata,

which may be seen running over the walls

of outhouses.

The genus Machilis stands at the head

of the Thysanura
;

its advanced standing

is seen in the rather large, full compound

eyes, and its well-develo23ed mouth-
2
)arts.

The body ends in three bristles, but the

chief characteristics are the two-jointed

stylets, arranged in nine
2
^<‘ih’s along each

side of the abdomen, and which remind us

of the abdominal legs of myriapods. They

affect dam
2
i, though not wet 23faces, living

in partial darkness under stones. Our com-

js, but other species occur in the western

A. S. Packard, Jr.
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Order II. — DERMATOPTERA.
This order comprises the earwigs, as they are called in Europe, and is a small group,

usually placed among the Orthoptera. There are, however, certain characters which

forbid our i)lacing it with that order. The fore wings are small, short, like the

elytra of certain beetles, notably the rove beetles (Staphylinidae)
;
while the large

broad hind wings are very peculiar, and quite unlike those of the Orthoptera;

they are folded under the fore wings, or elytra, much in the manner of beetles, and

the process of folding the wings is aided by the singular forceps at the end of the

body, which is also another peculiarity of these insects. The body is usually long,

narrow, and much flattened. It will thus be seen that these insects are com])osite

forms, and anticipate in a degree the beetles. On the other hand the larva resembles

lapyx., with its anal forceps, and U230n the whole the Dermatoptera stand below the

Orthoptera, and indeed all the other winged insects.

But a single family (Foeficularid^) represents this order, and there are two

principal genera, Forjicula, and a short-bodied genus called Lahia. In Forficula the

antennae are compound, of fifteen joints, while those of Lahia have less than twelve.

The earwigs are nocturnal in their habits, hiding in the daytime among leaves and

in flowers, and flying about at dusk. In Europe, where they are common and annoying

garden j^ests, they feed on the corollas of flowers and on fruit, and will eat bread and

meat. With Us the earwigs are among the rarest of insects, but are more common in

the Gulf States than northward.

A. S. Packard, ,Ir.

Fig. 204. — Forficula croceipennis.
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Order III.— PSEUDONEUIIOPTERA.

It is difficult to satisfactorily characterize by a sharp-cut definition this very elastic

order. The definition in Dr. Hagen’s “Neuroptera” is as follows:— “Mandihulate

insects with an incomplete metamorphosis (active jjupa)
;
lower lip mostly cleft

;
four

membranaceous, reticulate wings (rarely with rudimentary wings or ajiterous)
;

antenna either subulate, and then the tarsi three- to five-articulate, or setiform, or

filiform, in which case the tarsi are two- to four-articnlate.” This is not very satis-

factory, as the characters given are for the most jrart of a sujDerficial nature. It is

easier to separate the present order from the Neuroptera than from the Orthoptera,

Fig. 205. — Diplax ierenice, female. Fig. 206. — Diplax berenice, male.

or grasshoppers, etc. For example, the cleft labium is to be found in Orthoptera, and

though, as a rule, the Orthojotera have five-jointed tarsi, the family of Mantidm have

four tarsal joints. The Pseudoneuroptei’a are closely connected with the Ortho2otera>

especially the cockroaches (Blattariae), by the white ants (Termitidie) which in some

imjoortant resjiects very closely resemble the former. Except in the characters above

given we have been unable to discover in the trunk or body itself any fundamental

characters peculiar to the Pseudoneurojotera, and which will afiply to all taken together.

Tlie parts of the head, the thorax, and the abdomen, show a great lack of uniformity

in the different groups, as does also the structure of the wings.

Sub-Order I.— Platyptera.

These forms may readily be separated from those of the next group of equivalent

rank by the flattened body and by the usually broad and quadrate prothorax. The

sub-order contains four families, all of which are repre-

sented in our American fauna.

The species of the family Perlid^ are called stone-

flies from the fact, we suppose, that they are so abundant,

in the pupa state, under stones in streams, while the

winged insects themselves, especially Perla, are to be

found by anglers in such situations. In England Perla

bicaiidata is called the stone-fly
;
a small, greenish species,

belonging to the genus Chloroperla, is called the yel-

low-sally
;
while a species of Nemoura is called the

willow-fly
;

all these jierlids are considered in England

excellent bait for trout
;
in this country they are not used for bait, and have received

Fig. 207. — Perla pallida.
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no common names. They all have flattened bodies, and the abdomen ends in two long-

appendages. The larvae are aquatic.

These insects frequent damp, wooded, shaded places, especially along the banks of

brooks and rivers, where they are found throughout the summer, usually resting ujjon

the leaves
;
the smaller kinds occur the farthest from the water, being less sluggish

in their motions than the larger species, i. e., those of Perla and Pteronarcys. The
species of the latter genus are remarkable for uniformly being provided with persistent

gills, which are little tufts of short, slender filaments, a pair being situated on the

under side of each thoracic, and the first and second abdominal segments. Similar

external gills have recently been found to occur in a few other species of the family.

The males of Perla differ a good deal from the females, having very short wings. The
Perlidae in general have narrow flat bodies, with a large, square prothorax

;
the antennae

are long and thread-like, and from the end of the body arise a pair of similar-jointed

appendages. A peculiarity of many of the species of this family are the soft, mem-
branous, toothless mandibles, the flies apparently taking no solid food. The wings are

peculiar, the front pair being long and narrow, while the hinder pair are twice or

three times as broad. Both pairs are net-veined, there being a good many small trans-

verse veins
;
when folded they lie flat on the back, extending beyond the end of the

body. The tarsal joints are three in number.

In their transformations the chansres of form from larva to imago are rather slight.o o o
The larvae are of much the same shape as the imagoes but with strong horny jaws.

They do not live in cases, but free under stones and sticks
;
the pupae simply differ

in having wing-pads or rudimentary wings; and they are active, like the larv’ae. The

larvae and pupae breathe by tufts of gills on the imder side of the thorax. The females

are said to carry their little, black, shining eggs in a sac or bag attached to the end of

the body.

There is no common English name for the sjiecies of the family Psocid^ collec-

tively, but the most familiar member of it is the little book-louse, “ death-tick ” or

death-watch, which is often seen running over books. The winged forms bear a strik-

ing resemblance to plant-lice or ajihides, as they are of the same size, of much the

same shape, their heads, antennae

and legs being of nearly the same

proportions, while the wings also

strikingly resemble those of the

aphides in being small, folded roof-

like over the body, the hinder pair

being smaller than the fore pair

with very few veins, and even these

disposed somewhat as in those of

the plant-lice. These insects are

common on shaded fences, and the leaves of trees. One species (Psoctcs novoe-scotice)

is as large as any we have met, and abounds in New England among the leaves and

twigs of evergreen trees, especially the spruce and fir. The nature of their food is

not with certainty known, but they probably feed on lichens and dry vegetable matter

rather than small living insects. Their movements are active, and when disturbed

they will run out of sight around the tree or leaf upon which they are situated. They

appear in the winged state late in summer. The species of Coecilia are small and pale
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yellowish-green. They occur everywhere in gardens, and a common species has been

observed by us to lay its eggs, from late in August until the last of October, on the

leaves of the lilac, pear, and horse-chestnut. The eggs are oblong-oval, not numerous,

and are covered by a flat, round web, like the ‘ cocoon ’ of a spider, but only about

a line in diameter. The development of the embryo requires but

a few days, and the j^rocess of develojiment aj^pears to be substan-

tially like that of other Pseudoneuroptei’a (^Diplax and Termes).

The larvae resemble the pu
2
:)8e, and the latter only differ from the

adults in having wing-pads, i. e., undevelo23ed wings. In certain

genera the wings are almost undeveloped, as in Glothilla and

Atropos. The little book-louse or “ death-watch,” the name it is

known by in England, is a little dirty-white insect which is to be

seen ra23idly running over dusty books, and in boxes or drawers

of insects, where it does considerable injury to specimens or books,

feeding u23on the 23a23er. In England it is said to make the ticking sound, like that

made by the death-tick beetle {Anobmni)., heard in walls of rooms, and certain popular

superstitions are connected with this insect.

Fig. 209. — Glothilla
pulsatoria.

The family Embid^ embraces but a few species of insects, and those very rare,,

inhabiting tro23ical countries, none of tliem occurring in the United States. They are

small insects, forming a connecting link between the white ants and Psocus

;

they

are characterized by the lineai’, depressed body, with the head free from the “thorax,

the wings equal in size, with few veins, and with three-jointed tarsi. The larvse are found

under stones, and are 23rotected by a cocoon which they renew at each moulting of the

skin. One of the best known species is Emhia savignyi of Westwood, which inhabits

Egypt. A S23ecies of embid ( Olyntha, referred to Emhia by McLachlan), is stated by

Dr. Hagen to occur in Cuba. Mr. J. Wood-Mason, who has recently studied these

forms in India, is of the 023inion that they are true Ortho23tera.

The family Termitid^ is 2)erha23s the most interesting gi'oup of the oi-der, whether

we take into account the structure, or the wonderful difference in the form and

habits of the various sets of individuals forming a colony. They are called white ants

from the general resemblance of the wingless forms to ants, and from their color, as well

as owing to the fact that they exist like ants in large numbers in mounds or “ hills.”

These insects had established themselves in the world long before the true ants

a2)23eared, as their remains are found in the coal measures of Euro23e, while the true

ants did not appear in geological history until the tertiary period. Hence the white

ant is an old-fashioned form which has
2
)ersistently held its own from the early geo-

logical ages until tlie present time, and this fact alone invests their history with a

peculiar interest. As it is, at the 23resent day, white ants, though mainly tropical, are

wide-s23read throughout the temperate regions of North and South America, and

are sometimes extremely annoying from their great numbers and destructive habit

of eating out the interior of articles of furniture, such as chairs and tables, or the sills

of houses. For exam
2
fle, our common white ant ( Termes flavipes), while usually

running hidden galleries or mines in stumps or trunks of trees, often in a similar way
mines the roots of grape-vines, or enters the interior of timbers forming the sills of

houses, leaving but a shell. In the same way these insects in India enter houses by

subterranean passages, effect an entrance into the legs of tables and chairs, mine the
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interior completely, until but an empty shell is left, although the exterior appears

unluirt, until some unusual shock or service causes them to fall to pieces. The annoy-

ance from these insects in warm countries is increasing, and it is almost impossible to

prevent their attacks.

Regarding the mischief done in houses by an x\frican species ( Termes arborum)

Smeathman has given full particulars. This species builds in trees, and often estab-

lishes its nests in the roofs and other parts of houses. The entry of these white ants

is difficult to guard against, since they make their ajjproaches chiefly underground,

descending below the foundations of houses and stores at several feet below the surface,

and extending their mines into the floors, or entering at the bottoms of the posts of

which the sides of the buildings are built, following the course of the fibres to the

top. “ While some are employed in gutting the posts, others ascend from them, enter-

ing a rafter or some other part of the roof.” Again writes Smeathman :
“ They

sometimes, in carrying on this business, find, I will not pretend to say how, that the

post has some weight to support, and then if it is a convenient track to the I'oof, or

is itself a kind of wood agreeable to them, they bring their mortar and fill all or most

of the cavities, leaving the necessary roads through it, and as fast as they take away

the wood replace the vacancy with that material
;
which being worked together by

them closer and more compactly than human strength or art could ram it, when the

house is pulled to jiieces, in order to examine if any of the posts are fit to be used

again, those of the softer kinds are often found reduced almost to a shell, and all, or

a greater jiart', transformed from wood to clay, as solid and as hard as many kinds of

freestone used for building in England. It is much the same when the Termites helli-

cosi get into a chest or trunk containing cloaths and other things
;

if the weight above

is great, or they are afraid of ants or other enemies, ajid have time, they carry their

pipes through, and replace a great jiart with clay, running their galleries in various

directions. . . . These insects are not less expeditious in destroying the shelves, wain-

scoting, and other fixtures of a house, than the house itself. They are forever

piercing and boring, in all directions, and sometimes go out of the broad side of one

post into that of another joining to it
;
but they prefer, and always destroy the softer

substances the first, and are jjarticulaidy fond of pine and fir boards, which they exca-

vate and carry away with wonderful disjjatch and astonishing cunning : for, except a

shelf has something standing upon it, as a book, or anything else which may tempt

them, they Avill not perforate the surface, but artfully preserve it quite Avhole, and eat

away all the inside, except a few fibres which barely keep the tw'o sides connected

together, so that a piece of an inch-board which appears solid to the eye will not

weigh much more than two sheets of pasteboard of equal dimensions, after these

animals have been a little while in possession.”

In St. Helena they have been knoAvn to seriously injure a collection of books. It

has also been stated that a Spanish man-of-war, recently returned from the Philippines,

was com2)letely destroyed by a S2)ecies of Termes^ in the port of Ferrol.

The body of the wingless individuals are not only ant-like, but there is a general

resemblance in the winged males and females to ants, though the body is much larger

and flatter. They differ decidedly, however, from ants in the shape and structure of

the wings
;
these are very lai'ge and long, straight and rather narrow, and finely veined,

Avhile the hinder wings are not, as in ants, much smaller than the front ones, but both

pairs are of the same size, with the veins and veinlets arranged in the same manner in

both. The head is of moderate size except in the workers, where it is often of enor-
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mous size, and is extended horizontally, not held vertically as in ants. The eyes are

rather small, rounded, and between them are two simple eyes or ocelli, a third nearly

obsolete one being situated in front. The antenna3 are slender, not very long, and

with about twenty joints, and they are not elbowed as in ants. The jaws (mandibles)

are not so long and sharp as in ants, but are shorter and stouter, more adapted for

gnawing, with line teeth on the cutting or inner edge.

The most striking features of the white ants, and in which they differ from any

other of their order, is the fact that there are besides males and females certain wing-

less forms, called workers and soldiers. For exam25le, if one will open a stum23, or

turn over a log under which our common wliite ant has established a colony, he will

find besides the winged males and females that by far the larger number of wingless

individuals are not the active larvae but fully grown individuals, with heads of mod-

erate size and small jaws. These are called workers, because like the wingless worker

ants they ^Jerform all the various duties of the colony. Besides these a few wingless

individuals will be seen which have very large square heads and large, long jaws.

These are called soldiers, as they guard the nest from attack, and are bolder and more

jjugnacious in disposition than the smaller workers.

All the wingless individuals are sexless, the organs of reproduction being undevel-

oped. They may be compared, therefore, to the wingless workers among ants, or to

the winged workers of bees, and should be regarded as individuals sjjecialized or set

a
2
:)art for the performance of certain duties, involving the preservation of the entire

colony. Indeed the winged males and females have little to do beyond providing for

the continuance of the species and the preservation of the colony, the po
2
)ulation of

which is exceedingly large, the females being very prolific. The soldiers, as Smeath-

man long ago observed, act as “ sentinels and soldiers, making their a])pearance when

the nest is invaded, attacking the intruders and inciting the laborers to wmrk. The

more peaceful and laborious W'orkers are estimated to be one hundred times more

numerous than the soldiers.” They collect food, work as miners in tunnelling their

covered ways, guard the males and females, and take care of the eggs and young.

After impregnation the females, as in the case of the ants, lose their wings. They

are then conducted into the interior of the nest by the workers. Here, in the African

species (the gravid females of our North American species have never been discovered),

the body of the female becomes enormously distended with eggs, being over twm

inches in length, and it is knoAvn to lay eighty thousand eggs in the course of a day.

As has been stated, there are several kinds of individuals among the white ants, and

in this resiiect they resemble the true ants, Avasps, and bees. In our common Termes

flavipes., besides males and females there are Avorkers and soldiers
;
so also Avith the

Avest African species studied by Smeathman, Avho divides the colony or community

into a king, a queen, Avith many laborers and a number of soldiers. Smeathman

describes fiA^e sjiecies of Avhite ants which he studied, and Avhose habits he records in

his famous tract, jniblished in 1781 in the “Transactions of the Royal Society of

London,” entitled “ Some Account of the Termites Avdiich are found in Africa and

other hot countries.” In our author’s oaaui Avords : “Of every sjiecies there are three

orders
;

first, the Avorking insects, Avhich for brevity I shall generally call laborers, next

the fighting ones, or soldiers, Avhich do no kind of labor
;
and last of all, the Avinged

ones, or perfect insects, Avhich are male and female, and capable of ])ropagation. These

might very ajApositely be called the nobility or gentry, for they neither labor, nor toil,

nor fight, being quite incapable of either, and almost of self-defence. These only are
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capable of being elected kings or queens
;
and nature has so ordered it, that they emi-

grate Avithin a few weeks after they are elevated to this state, and either establish ncAV

kingdoms or perish within a day or two.”

Latreille also enumerates four sorts of individuals in Termes lucifugiis, a tropical

form which has been introduced into Fi-ance
;

i. e., besides males and females, soldiers

and Avorkers. In the South American Avhite ants, hoAvever, tliis number is much

exceeded, and the differentiation of the individual is carried on, perhaps, to a much
greater extent than in any other known insects. We are indebted to Fritz Muller,

Avho had more than a dozen living species at his disposition, for some curious details,

Avhich he first published in a letter to Darwin. Muller found that the species he

observed diffei-ed much more in their habits and in their anatomy than is generally

assumed. “ In most species there are two sets of neuters, viz., laborers and soldiers

;

but in some species (
Calotermes) the laborers, and in others (^Anoplotermes) the sol-

diers, are wanting. With respect to these neutei's I have come to the same conclusion

as that arrived at by Mr. Bates, viz., that, differently from Avhat Ave see in social

Ilymenoptera, they are not modified imagoes (sterile females) but modified laiwaj, Avhicli

undergo no further metamorphosis. Tliis accounts for the fact first observed by Les-

pes, that both the sexes are represented among the sterile (or so-called neuter) Termi-

tes. In some species of Calotermes the male soldiers may even externally be distin-

guished from the female ones. I have been able to confirm, in almost all our siiecies,

the fact already observed by Mr. Smeathman a century ago, but doubted by most

subsequent Avriters, that in the company of the queen there liAms ahvays a king.

“ The most interesting fact in the natural history of these curious insects is the

existence of tAvo forms of sexual individuals, in some (if not in all) of the species.

Besides the Avinged males and females, AAdiich are produced in vast numbers, and which,

leaving the termitary in large SAvarms, may intercross Avith those produced in other

communities, there are Avingless males and females which never leave the termitary

Avhere they are born, and which replace the Avinged males or females Avhenever a

community does not find in due time a true king or queen. Once I found a king (of

a species of Eutermes) living in company Avith as many as thirty-one such comjde-

mental females, as they may be called, instead of Avith a single legitimate queen.”

Fritz Muller then goes on to make the folloAving reflection: “Termites Avould, no

doubt, save an extraordinary amount of labor if instead of i-aising annually myriads

of Avinged males and females, almost all of Avhich (helpless creatures as they are) per-

ish in the time of SAvarming, Avithout being able to find a new home, they raised solely

a few Avingless males and females, which, free from danger, might remain in their native

termitary
;

and he aa'Iio does not admit the jAaramoimt importance of intercrossing

must, of course, Avonder why this latter manner of reproduction (by Avingless individ-

uals) has not long since taken the place, through natural selection, of the production

of Avinged males and females. But the wingless individuals would of course have to

pair always Avith their near relatives, Avhilst by the swarming of the winged Termites

a chance is given to them for the intercrossing of individuals not nearly related.”

We will noAv turn to the matter of the internal economy of the termite commu-
nity. And here it may be said, that we actually know more of the habits of African

and Bi’azilian species than of our own, though the latter is so common in the United

States. So far as our own observation goes, the males and females of Termes Jlavipes

acquire their Avings and ‘ SAvarm ’ in Kentucky during the first week in May, occurring

in great numbers under the bark of stumps. They SAvarm about three or four weeks
VOL. n. — 10
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later in Massachusetts. I have never seen the flight of such a swarm in the open

air, but Dr. Hagen notes an immense swarm of this species at Cambridge, Mass., on

the morning of May 19, 1878, forming a dark cloud. He adds that they were accom-

panied by fifteen different species of birds, some of which so gorged themselves with

these insects that they could not close their beaks. This swarm appeared early, as

Hagen observes tliat the white ant usually takes its flight in the middle of June. At
the same time or shortly before they begin to fly, many pupae may be found with the

wings in different stages of develoj)nient.

The most remarkable structures formed by white ants are the famous nests or

termitaries of Termes bellicosv.s of the west coast of Africa. These, from their

Fig. 210. — Wliite ants, a, b, Teiines rfiiits, male; c, head; d, e, -worker; /, f/, soldier, h, T. bellicosus,
worker; i, pupa. Ic, T. regiiui, female, the abdomen distended with eggs.

number and great size, appear like the villages of the natives. These white-ant hills

are said by Srneathman to be in the form of sugar-loaves, about ten or twelve feet high,

and are so solid that an ox can stand upon them. The exterior is one large, dome-like

shell, which is much stronger than the inside or habitable part; the latter is divided

into a great number of apartments surrounding the royal chamlier for the king and

queen
;
these apartments serve as abodes for the young, as well as magazines, which

Srneathman “ always found well fllled with stores and provisions.”

In the accompanying figure, a and b represent the male, c the head, d and e the

worker, _/ and
ff

the soldier of Termes dims ; A the worker, i the pujia of T. bellicosus ;

and Ic the female of T. regina Avith her abdomen distended with eggs. Winged
females of T. bellicosus are found flying about at the beginning of the rainy season.

After being on the wing for a few hours they descend to the ground, certain of them
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being elected by the workers kings and queens of new colonies
;
those not thus selected

soon jierish. The workers immediately enclose the king and queen in a small chamber

of clay suitable to their size, into which at first they leave but one small entrance,

large enough for themselves and the soldiers to go in and out, but too small for the

exit of the royal pair.

It is not imtil this time that the marriage of the royal pair takes place. The queen

then lays her eggs, at the rate of sixty a minute, which would amount to eighty

thousand in a day. The eggs are taken up by the workers as soon as they are laid

and placed by them in a small nursery which they in the meantime have constructed

at places four or five feet in a straight line from the royal chamber. Here the young

are carefully attended and fed until they are able to shift for themselves, and take then-

turn in working for the interests of the community.

Of the faithful services rendered by the workers to the queen, Smeathman bears

witness, saying, “These faithful subjects never abandon their charge even in the last

distress
;
for whenever I took out the royal chamber, and, as I often did, preserved it

for some time in a large glass bowl, all the attendants continued running in one direc-

tion around the king and queen with the utmost solicitude, some of them stopping in

every circuit at the head of the latter as if to give her something. When they came

to the extremity of the abdomen they took the eggs from her and carried them away,

and i)iled them carefully together in some part of the chamber, or in the bowl under

or behind any pieces of broken clay which lay most convenient for the purpose.”

It appears, from the observations of Mr. H. J. Hubbard on the white ants of

Jamaica, that the young are fed upon prejiared food which is stored up in the form

of very hard and tough rounded masses, evidently comjmsed of comminuted wood,

some nests containing many pounds weight of them. Besides these lumps, adds Dr.

Hagen, there is prepared for the young white ants another kind of food, probably

])artaken of by the youngest larva3. Among the eggs occurred a large number of very

small, hard, round bodies, which were recognized by Professor Farlow as the sclerotium

of a fungus.

Sub-Order II.— Odonata.

The sub-order Odonata and the family Libellulid.-e are co-extensive. The groxip

comprises the dragon-flies, of which the larger kinds are called devil’s darning needles,

and sometimes mosquito hawks.

Looking at the dragon-flies in the

winged or imago state we observe

some notable differences which we
have not met with in our ascent

from the Perlidas. In the first

place the large, spherical thorax has

some remarkable features. The pro-

thorax is very small and collar-like,

while the pieces which in the Platyp-

tera form broad, flat areas, are in the

dragon-flies minute, and the upper

part of the thorax is in reality formed „„ ^ i, ;; 7 . • 1 , ^ a
^

^ ^
Fig. 211.— i/toeauia dragon-fly.

of the side pieces which are enor-

mously developed. The dragon-flies literally live on the wing
;
they never walk, and
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thus the muscles of flight, which are attached to the side-jjieccs, have a great develop-

ment
;
so much so as to give a unique appearance to these creatures.

Moreover the head of dragon-flies is remarkable for the enormous size of the eyes,

which in many of them not only com})letely encircle, but form a large pro]iortion

of the head, so that the head aj)poars “all eyes.” The mouth-parts, jaws, etc., are

constructed much like those of grasshoppers, but tlie under lip differs in its strangely

'modifled palpi or feelers, which are broad and saucer-like so as to cover the lower jiart

of the face. Add to these characteristics the long slender abdomen, which balances

the body during its rapid, headlong flight, and we have an insect with a decided outre

aj)pearance. None of its contours can be said to be lines of beauty, and the dragon-fly

is upon the whole one of tlie most repulsive of insects, though gaily colored, and

decorated with the brightest of tra])pings and spots. In the popular estimation dragon-

214.

Figs. 212-215. — Development of a dragon-fly; I, antenna;. II, inandibles. Ill, maxilla;. IV, labium.

V-VII, legs, o, abdomen, c, clypeus. e, eye. i, intestine, n, nerve, f, trachea.

Cllllllivra a

III V VII
215 .

flies hold an unenviable position
;
but worse qualities are ascribed to them than they

really possess. They do a great deal of good in devouring mosquitoes, and other

noxious flies and insects, as they are continually hawking about after gnats, etc.

The transformations of the dragon-flies have always attracted interest. They are

‘ incomjflete,’ f. e., the larva and pupai are active, creejiing about over the bottom of

pools among aquatic plants, and feeding upon other aquatic larvaj.

We will now consider the singular mode of egg-laying jn’actised by these insects,

and we will first quote Mr. Uhler’s account. In laying her eggs the Libcllula “alights

ui)on water-plants and, pushing the end of her ovipositor beloiv the surface of the

water, glues a bunch of eggs to the submerged stem or leaf. Lihellula cmripennis

I have often seen laying eggs, and I think I was not deceived in my observation that

she dropped a bunch of eggs into the open ditch while balancing herself just a little

way above the surface of the water. I have also seen her settled upon the reeds in
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brackish water, with her abdomen submerged in 2'>art, and tliere attaching a cluster of

eggs. I feel pretty sure that L. aurijiennis does not always dejjosit the whole of her

eggs at one time, as I have seen her attach a cluster of not more than a dozen small

yellow eggs. Tliere must be more than one hundred eggs in one of the large bunches.

I have observed females of Perithemis domitia on a sunny day late in July hovering

over the surface of a pond, dipping the abdomen (the body being in a perpendicular

attitude with the wings in rapid motion) lightly into the water, which just covered a

jiiece of floating cow-dung, and then fly off to return again and repeat the operation.

Several dragon-flies were coursing over the small iiond, and we are inclined to think

that two or more dragon-flies jmshcd their eggs into this same mass of ordure. The

dipping motion was the work of an instant
;
whether one alone or a packet of eggs

were dejiosited at a single diji of the hind-body I could not say, but from the arrange-

ment of the eggs they were jirobably deposited singly.” The eggs of a smaller and

more common dragon-fly {Piplax) were found

by I’rofessor Hyatt early in July (the 2d) at-

tached to the leaves of a submerged sedge.

They were disjiersed through a long ropy gela-

tinous mass, about a quarter of an inch thick,

which twined about the leaves of the grass.

These eggs must have been laid for a week

or more, as on the 16th of July large numbers

had already hatched. They continued to hatch

while in glass jars till the first week of Sejitem-

ber, those eggs situated in the middle of the

gelatinous mass seeming to hatch last
;
in this

way a succession of young dragon-flies were

disclosed through the summer. The eggs are

oval-cylindrical. The egg-laying habits of the ^

small Agrions and their allies are most singular. ^
These creatures of the air and sunlight, when
impelled to deposit their eggs, deliberately t

enter the Avater, walk doAvn some submerged

stem, and Avith their ovipositor cut gashes in

the stalk into which they push their eggs.

The larvte of most dragon-flies are rather

stout-bodied, sometimes broad and flat, espe-

cially the hind-body, and are very active in

their habits, constantly foraging after food,

eroeiAino’ jiboiit over rbo bottom ot* mnkmo* Fig. 216. Larv3. of dragon-tly, just liatcliod.crCLJung dOOUt ovei xne noiiom, OI making
rf, heart. Jt, nervous cord. <, trachea.

their Avay through thickets of submerged

aquatic plants. They can also jiropel themselv'es forwards for a distance of several

inches by a curious method. The end of the intestine ojiens for the passage in-

wards of the Avater, Avhich fills up the dilated rectum
;
the Avails of the rectum are

jirovided Avith many small air-tubes, by Avhich the air is extracted from the Avater

and distributed throughout the body. After all the air is extracted from the water

the walls of the passage Auolently contract and force the Avater out in a powerful

stream as if from a syringe, and thus the insect is sent headlong through the Avater.

In the larval of the smaller genera of the family, such as Agrion, etc., respiration
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is external, the larvae breathing by three leaf-like gills containing finely-branching air-

tubes.

The most striking peculiarity of the larval dragon-fiy is the nature of the labium or

under li]). This is greatly enlarged and bent, so that at rest it forms a broad, smooth

mask covering the jaws. When any small insect approaches, the array of jaws and

accessory jaws is unmasked, the iinder lip being darted out after the })rey. The under

Fig. 217. — Metamorphoses of dragoii-llies. 1, larva, and 2, larval skin of JEsclina; '3, larva, 4, moulting, and
5, adult of LibMula depn-ssa.

lip thus serves as a mask, and also as a grappling-iron to seize the victim, as it is armed

at the extremity with a pair of hooks, by which the struggling insect is firmly held

and irresistibly drawn to the mouth, where it is torn to fragments by the sharp

jaws. This structure is well shown in the adjacent figure.

The pupal dragon-fly differs from the larva only in possessing the rudiments of

wings, which are like long, slender pads on the back. “ When
the insect is about to assume the pupa state, the body, having

outgrown the larva skin, by a strong muscular effort opens a

rent along the back of the thorax, and the insect, having fas-

tened its claws into some object at the bottom of the pool, the

pujia gradually works its way out of the larva skin. It is now
considerably larger than before. Immediately after this tedious

operation its body is soft, but the crust soon hardens. This

change, with most species, probably occurs early in summer.”

“ When about to change into the adult fly the pupa climbs

up some ])lant near the surface of the water. Again its back

yawns wide open, and from the rent our dragon-fly slowly

emerges. For one hour or more it remains torpid and list-

less, with its flabby, soft wings remaining motionless. The

fluids leave the surface, the crust hardens and dries, rich and

varied tints appear, and the dragon-fly rises into its new world

of light and sunshine.” (Guide to the Study of Insects.)

The Odonata are divided into three groups
;
the lowest, called Ac/rionma, and

re})resented by the genus Affrion, comprises small, slender-bodied, delicate forms,
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beautifully marked with metallic green, or blue, while their larvae have external, leaf-

like gills. In ^schna and its allies the two pairs of wings are unequal, the abdomen
is cylindrical, and the species of large size, while in the Libellulina the abdomen is

often flattened
;
most of the dragon-flies belong to this latter group.

219. 221.

Pig. 219. — Libellula quadrimaculata. Fig. 220. — Nannophysa bella. Fig. 221.— Agrion saucium, dragon-flies.

The sexes often, as in Agrion and Libellula^ differ greatly in color, the males being

bright-colored, while the females are dusky and of one color. Moreover dimorphic

forms occur among dragon-flies, there being two sets of females, differing in the venar

tion of the wings, one set resembling the males.

Sub-Okder III. — Ephembrina.

The May-flies, forming the family Ephemekid^, differ so much from other Pseudo-

neuroptera that they may properly be referred to a distinct sub-order (Ephemerina).

These insects are called may-flies because many of them appear upon the wing in the

month of May, or early in summer. The name Ephemera is given in allusion to their

shortness of life, many of them living in the adult stage only a few hours, or no more

than a day, hence they are sometimes called

day-flies. They are among the most deli-

cate and fragile of insects, and their motions

during flight are exceedingly graceful.

Westwood speaks of their elegant flight in

swanns (composed, as in the gnats, almost

entirely of male insects), in fine afternoons,

over or near water, alternately rising and

falling, and he states that in this opera-

tion the upward flight is 2)roduced by the

re])eated action of the wings
;
but that in

descending, the wings are widely extended,

as well as the tails, or caudal filaments. Fig. 222 . — ZacA/ania aSnormw, enlarged.

Tlie head is small and rounded, the thorax

is spherical, the prothorax being small and collar-like, while the abdomen is long and

slender, ending in two or three long, slender filaments. The wings are densely net-
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veined, and the hinder pair are much smaller than the fore
;
and in certain forms, as

the species of Cloeon and Ccenis, the hinder pair are entirely wanting. Returning to

the structure of the head : while the eyes are very large in the males, meeting, as in

the dragon-flies, on tojD of the head, the antennje are also minute, slender, and awl-

shaped. The singular condition of development of the mouth-parts indicates that

these insects take no food during their ei^hemeral existence out of the water. The
mouth-2)arts are in an unusually rudimentary condition. We have been unable, in

a common Ephemera, to find any traces of mandibles, while the maxilljB are very rudi-

mentary, the 2)alpi being entirely wanting.

The Ephemera, weak as it is individually, maintains itself in the world by means

of its ])rolificacy. Brooks and 2)onds are richly 2iopulated with their young, and through

the summer, when they come to maturity and take their flight, these delicate beings

ajipear in immense numbers. They rise from the waters of our great inland lakes,

fall a rajjid prey to the waves, and are washed ashore, in enormous quantities, their

dead bodies forming windrows, comparable in extent with the sea^wrack of oceanic

shores. They settle down in dusky dun-colored clouds in the streets of the lake cities,

obscuring the street-lam2)s, and astonishing the passer-by. We may feel some aston-

ishment at the hosts of these winged E2fiiemeras when we bear in mind their useful-

ness in the larva state as food for other insects, Crustacea, and fish. Westwood states

that the swarms of one species, with white wings, has been com2iared to a fall of snow,
“ whilst in some 2)arts of Euro2)e, where they abound, it is the custom to collect their

dead bodies into heaps, and use them for manure. The fishes, at such time, eagerly

wait for them
;
and so great are the numbers which fall into the water, that the fisher-

men call them manna.” They are well known to the angler as excellent bait for trout,

and they are a favorite food of the smaller dragon-flies.

The may-flies pair while flying over the surface of the water, and the female drops

in the water her minute eggs, which are de2)osited in two long, cylindrical, yellow

masses. The species of JIaetis creep down into the Avater and deposit their eggs in

rounded 2>atches on the underside of stones. The larvae may be known by their long,

flat, slender bodies, 2)rovided with gills, arranged in 2'>airs along the

sides, or u2)on the back, of the body. These so-called gills are some-

times leaf-like, either sim2)le or with the edges often fringed Avith fila-

ments, or they are long, narroAV 23ads or lobes, also fringed. In some

remarkable cases, as in the singular genus JBcetisca, the gills are

covered by broad plate-like expansions of the thorax. In its larval

and 23a2
)al condition the entire thorax above forms one 2>iece, like

the cara2Aace of a shrimp, instead of being divided into three seg-

ments. This shield-like 2flate extends over one half of the abdomen,

in the form of a large shield, giving the insect, as Walsh says, “a

very crustacean a2')2Aearance.” While in most E2)hemera laiwae the

^Fcctisc’a^^
am2)le gills are used in SAvimming, as Avell as for breathing, in Hcetisca

they are covered over by the shield, and are of no use in locomotion.

A similar larva is that of Prosopistoma, Avhich has long been known, but whose life-

history has only recently been discovered. Here, as in Pcetisca, the entire thorax and

the basal half of the abdomen is covered Avith a large shield, Avhich conceals the broad

gill-sheets.

The E
2
fiiemeroe, both in their larval and pupal states, are sometimes carnivorous,

preying u2ion other insects, and their jaws are Avell developed, sometimes remarkably
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so, as in Ephemera^ Palingenia, and Leptophlehia, one of the teeth extending in a

long, sharp point beyond the head
;
most of them, however, feed on mud or minute

aquatic plants. The habits of the larval Ephemerae vary somewhat. Some prefer

running streams, others inhabit quiet basins or sluggish streams; in these situ-

ations they reside in burrows in the mud, under stones, or among grass and weeds,

where they may be taken with the water-net in great abundance, and are beautiful

objects for the aquarium. It is generally agreed by authors, that in their preparatory

state they live for two or three years,—though we doubt if most species live longer than

nine or ten months, hatching in summer and acquiring their wings the following

spring,— before acquiring wings, so that the whole life of some Ephemeras may be

much longer than that of most insects.

The number of moults, or changes of skin, is unusually great in these insects. The
larva of Ileptagenia has been found by Vayssiere to shed its skin eight times before

leaving the water, i. e. there are nine stages of immaturity. The extreme in the num-

ber of stages is seen in Gloeon^ which has been found by Lubbock to moult its skin

twenty-one times before assuming the imago state, or twenty times before it leaves the

water.

Shortly after the winged insect casts its pupa-skin, it throws off a thin skin, or pel-

licle
;
the insect, in this stage, is called the sulMinago, or pseudimago. The best

description of the process has been given by Westwood. When in the pupal stage

they crawl to the surface, where they cast off their pupa skin, appearing, at first sight,

to be fully developed, with the wings extended to their full size.' “ They then make
their way, flying with difficulty, to the shore, where they affix themselves to the trunks

of trees, stems of rushes, walls, or even persons standing upon the bank, when they

again cast off a very delicate
2
>ellicle, in which they had been entirely encased, and

which remains, unchanged in form, attached to the objects on which they had stationed

themselves. The skin, however, in which the wings had been enclosed, shrivels and

curls up into a mass, hanging down at the sides of the thorax. After this process, the

wings, disengaged from the outer covering, assume a brighter appearance, and the tails

grow to twice their previous length.”

Westwood invariably found that the casting off of this pellicle takes place during

the night. In some European species the operation of shedding the thin skin takes

place immediately after flight, and is so quickly j^erformed that the whole operation is

over in three minutes, and the insect takes wing immediately after. Westwood adds,

that he has observed, in one instance at least, that the insect remained in the sub-imago

state upwards of twenty-four hours.

We will now glance at the principal generic forms of these

interesting insects. In Ephemera there are three long caudal

filaments, of equal length. One of our commonest species, in

the northeastern States, is Ephemera (^Leptop^hlehia') cnpida.

The largest species of the family belong to the genus Palin-

genia, in which the middle caudal filament is shorter than the

others, or sometimes absent. It is common in our northern

lakes and streams late in the summer.

The genus Pa'etis has but two caudal threads: near this fig. — Potamanthua

comes the curious Paetisca, already referred to
;

then comes

Potamanthus, which again has three caudal filaments. Fig. 224 re])resents P. mar-

gmatus, which we have often cajDtured in Labrador in July. It is also found in
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northern Europe, especially Lapland. In Cloe there are sometimes but two wings,

the hinder pair wanting
;

while the species of Coenis never liave any hind wings.

The most abnormal ephemerid is Oligoneiiria, in which the wing-veins are very few,

and far ajjart, and the legs are imperfectly developed, and there are three caudal

threads. Allied to this is a Cuban form, Lachlania ahnormis, in which there are

but two caudal threads.

A. S. Packard, Jr.

Pig. 225. — Psocus.
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Order IV.— NEUROPTERA.

The genuine Neuroptera are those net-veined insects which have a complete meta-

morphosis. The larvae are entirely unlike the adults, as they are long and slender,

witli more or less cylindrical bodies, some, as the caddis worms and larval forceps flies

(Panorpa), being much like caterpillars. The pu2:)ae are never active, and are in many
cases protected by a cocoon. A neuropterous j^upa is a good deal like the chrysalis

of a moth, differing, however, besides other characteristics, in tlie wings and limbs

being free and movable, not soldered to the body.

The adult Neuroptera are only net-veined in the Sialids and gauze-winged flies

(Hemerobidae), and the cross veins are much less numerous than in the false Neuroptera.

There is one feature in which the Neuroptera almost invariably differ from the Pseudo-

neurojjtera, and this is in tlie nature of the extremity of the under lip (ligula), which

is not cleft at the tip, but is broad and flat. Moreover, the prothorax is often small

and collar-like, though large and square in the two lower families. In the higher

groups of caddis flies and forceps flies the thorax is more or less rounded, spherical,

like that of moths, and the fore wings are in the caddis flies I'ather smaller than the

hinder pair.

The family Sialid^e (the members of which are thick and stout, with a large, square

prothorax and net-veined wings, and usually aquatic larvae) is represented by one of

the largest and most singular insects in this country
;
nothing of the sort existing in

the Old World. It is the Corydalus cornutus of Linnaeus. Though exceedingly for-

midable and alarming in appearance, it is in reality entirely harmless. Moreover, it

flies mostly by night, though we have known one case of its flying in the day-time and

alighting on a person’s clothes. It is fully two inches in length, while the wings expand

a little over six inches, the two pairs being of nearly the same size. An interesting

peculiarity of this insect is the remarkable size of the jaws in the male; in the female

the jaws are very large, flat, and toothed at the extremity, but in the male they are

remarkably long and slender, cylindrical, not toothed, the sharp tips crossing each

other. Their only use is evidently for seizing the soft, somewhat yielding body of the
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female during the act of pairing; hence, during its short life, the male, at least, proba-

bly takes no food.

After 2)amng, which occurs in the middle of summer, the female dejiosits her eggs,

to the number of about three thousand, in flat, rounded masses, on trees overhanging

water, etc. On breaking forth from the egg the young larva readily finds its way into

the water, and descends to the bottom. It undergoes six moults before pupal life.

The fully grown larva is as large an insect as is to be found in our streams, and it

is a very singular creature. It crawls actively about, seeking smaller aquatic worms

and larval insects, which it snaps up and tears to ])ieces with its large toothed jaws.

It can breathe both out of and in the watei’, since besides a series of si)iracles on each

side of the body it possesses eight pairs of bushy breathing appendages, or gills, with

a long supplementary filament, wliich it ordinarily uses while in the water. The spi-

racles come in play late in larval life, as it lives several weeks out of water before

seeking its cell, within which to transform into a pupa.

The following account of its metamorphosis is copied from the “ American Ento-

mologist.”

After it first leaves the water, the larva crawls rapidly about, in the night-time, to

find a suitable jdace for its pupal transformation, usually selecting for this purpose the

under surface of a flat board or log, or burrowing under some large

stone. In pursuit of this object they sometimes wander almost a

hundred feet from the water’s edge, and we have known them to

crawl up the walls, and on to the roof of a low, one-story frame

building, and then tumble accidentally down the chimney, to the

great dismay of the good woman of the house. At tliis period of

their existence they are much sought after as fish-bait, having a

very tough integument, so that one larva suffices to catch several

fish
;
and they are called by fishermen “ crawlers,” “ dobsons,” and

sometimes, we hope rarely, “ hellgrammites.” They can pinch pretty

sharply with their strong jaws, though not sufficiently hard to draw

blood
;
and they also use the 2)rocesses at their tails as jjrehensile

organs to aid them in climbing.

“After it has selected a suitable hiding place, the larva forms

a rude ceil in the earth, within which it transforms into an inactive

pupa, with no mouth to receive food, and no anus to discharge feces.

It usually leaves the water about the beginning of June, and by the end of that month,

or the fore jiart of July, the winged fly bursts from the shell of the pupa.”

A smaller form, though still a large insect and an interesting one, is the Chauliodes

;

it chiefly differs from the foregoing genus in its beautifully pectinated, or feathered

feelers, and its more delicate wings. Such is Chaidiodis pectinicor7iis, our commonest

species. The larva of another species ( C. nastrico^mis) is like the hellgrammite, but

considerably smaller, and with no caudal filaments
;
while the last pair of spiracles

is on the tips of a pair of contractile filaments.

The genus Sialis, which gives its name to the family, comprises a few small spe-

cies, which inliabit the Old and New Worlds, while the singular genus llapMdia., so

far from being aquatic, lives under the bark of trees, where it pursues small insects

;

the species in this country are confined to the Pacific States.

The lace-winged flies, which form the family Hemekobid^, are characterized by a

slender body, a small, square prothorax, and net-veined wings, while the larviE, which

Fig. 227. — Larva of
a sialid.
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are terrestrial, feed on plant lice. Very useful and entertaining in their habits are the

lace-winged flies, whose larvae are called “ aphis-lions,” and “ ant-lions.” The common-

est example is the delicate green, golden-eyed, lace-winged fly, so common everywhere,

and so offensive in its odor when handled. These delicate, graceful, gauzy-winged

gems have as their sole protection an abominable odor, wliich they leave upon the fin-

gers when rudely handled, and it is doubtless their bad taste which prevents their being

snapped up by birds
;
for one may notice how extremely exposed to the attacks of

birds are these insects. The lace-winged flies, when young, do the greatest service to

gardeners, from their exemplary habit of devouring plant-lice, or Aphides. The larvae

of different species of Ilernerohiits, which are common among evergreen and other

trees, after piercing with their long, sickle-like jaws the bodies of the Aphides, make
a thick, loose mantle of the dried skins of their victi’.ns.

It is well known that the Aphides congregate in gi-eat numbers on the stems or

leaves of plants
;
among them the common golden-eyed, lace-winged fly ( Chrysoim

oculata) lays its eggs. We have observed that the female Chrysopa lays between

forty and fifty eggs, which are placed upon long,

slender stalks, so as to be out of the reach of wander-

ing, predaceous mites, and other egg-eating insects.

One Chrysopa, which was observed in confinement,
.

y' f Fig. 228. — C/ir)/so;ja ami eggs.

laid lorty-six eggs
;

another, whose rejiroductive

powers were evidently imjiaired, laid eighteen stalks, upon only nine of which were

well-developed eggs, the remaining nine being barren stalks, some only half the usual

height, while others were provided with the knob, formed of cement, at the end, on

which the egg is ordinarily fastened. It is evident that the fly, in depositing an egg,

first attaches the stalk to the surface of the leaf, and afterwards forces the egg from

her oviduct and attaches it by the mass of cement to the end of the stalk, as in one

case an egg was glued to the end of the stalk very much out of centre, the insect’s

ovipositor not having aimed straight, so to speak, at the mass of cement. The eggs

are at first of a pale, delicate green, turning grayish just before the embryo hatches.

The eggs are laid throughout the summer, so that tliere is a constant supply of

aphis-lions, and the time of embryonic growth is limited, as the young appear in six

or seven days from the time the eggs are laid. When the larva is ready to turn to a

chrysalis it spins a round cocoon of silk, and two weeks later the winged fly apjjears.

The species of Ilemerobius have essentially the same habits as those of Chrysopa,,

but they are smaller, obscurely colored, and less frequently met with, occurring in

forests.

Another notable form is Mantispa, so-called from its mimicry of the praying

insect, or Mantis. The neck or prothorax is remarkably long, but most remarkable are

its fore-legs, wdiich are very large, and bent, like those of Mantis, in the attitude of

prayer
;
but in reality they are admirably adapted for seizing, and retaining in their

grasp, other insects.

The metamorphosis of Mantispa is of unusual interest, inasmuch as the larva passes

through two stages, with quite different habits in each, before spinning its cocoon and

assuming the pupa state. Thus far we are acquainted only with the life-history of an

European species, Mantispa styriaca, which has been worked out by Brauer, an

Austrian entomologist of distinction. The rose-red eggs are laid in great numbers, in

July, and, like those of Chrysopa, are laid on long, slender stalks. The larva hatches

in twenty-one days, and S25ends the winter without taking food. In the succeeding
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April the minute larva of the first stage finds its way into the egg-sacs of spiders be-

longing to the genera Lycosa and Dolomedes, biting a curved slit, through which it

enters into the sack. By the middle of May the larva is still in the first stage, but

surrounded by dead spiders, showing that it is carnivorous,

and diets on young sj^iders. Before the first moult it some-

what resembles a Campodea, but after casting its skin it

is maggot-like in appearance, with rudimentary limbs, its

motions being like those of a larval bee
;
the short, stumpy

legs not capable of use. The head is remarkably small, and

retracted under a fold of the thick second segment, and is

transvei’sely oval with an eye-speck on each side, each com-

2)osed of six simple eyes. The jaws (mandibles and maxillae

united) extend straight out, ending in a fine point. On the

side are the pointed antennae, which extend beyond the

jaws; the legs are short, thick, obscurely 3-jointed, and situated far apart on the sides.

As in the first stage, the larva lies coiled up among the egg-shells and carcasses of the

spiders, winding and turning helplessly along. It reaches a length of 7-10 mm.
The insect pupates as in Chrysopa and Myrmeleon., the larva first spinning a

roundish or oval cocoon within the egg-sack of the spider, where it remains about

fourteen days before moulting, the pupa maturing under the larval skin. Pupation

occurs in the middle of June, and four weeks after the winged insect appears.

In the metamorphosis of Alantispa there is thus a hypermetaniorphosis, i. e., two

larval stages. The first stage is Cam2}odear-iormed, and the second is caterpillar-shaped.

The transformations of Mantispa appear to give us the key to the mode in which a

metamorphosis in the insects was brought about. The larva, born a CampodeaASk.^

form, active, with large, long, four-jointed feet, living a sedentary life in the egg-sac

of a spider, before the first moult loses the use of

its feet, while the antennae are partly aborted. The
fully grown larva is round-bodied, with small, cater-

pillar-like feet, and a small, round head. Its external

appendages retrograding and retarded, acceleration

of growth goes on within, and thus the pupal form

is perfected while the larva is full-fed and quiescent

;

hence, as a result the jjujjal stage became a quiescent

one, and by inheritance it gradually became a per-

manent habit characteristic of Neuroptera, all of

which have a complete metamorphosis. This com-

jilete metamorphosis has j^robably been inherited by all the orders of metabolic insects,

which possibly originated from Neui’optera-like forms, and the imago represents a

highly accelerated stage.

The Ant-lion has always attracted much general interest, from its singular form and

peculiar habits. It is the larva of Myrmeleon, and our best known species is 3Iyr-

nieleon immacidatus. Its habits have been described, as follows, by Mr. Emerton.

The larva digs a pit-fall, about two inches in diameter and one in depth. In digging

its lair the creature begins by making a complete circle, and afterwards throws out the

sand from the centre. “ In digging it uses its flat head and jaws, which are pushed

under several grains of sand and then jerked upAvards, throwing their load sometimes

as far as six inches, and always far enough to avoid leaving a ridge around the pitfall.

Fig. 230. — Second larva of Mantispa.

Fio. 229 .—Mantispa interrupta;
the wings not shown in the
lower, side view.
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AVhen the pit is finished, it lies entirely concealed excejrt the jaws, which are s]»read

apart horizontally at the bottom. The sloping surface of the pit being as steep as the

sand can be })iled uj), is very easily disturbed, and when an insect ventures over the

Figs. 231 and 232 . — Myrmeleon immaculatus, aud M. obsoletus, adult of ant-lions.

edge the ant-lion is apprized of it by the falling sand. It immediately begins to throw

np sand from the bottom, deepening the jiit, and so causing the sand to slip down from

the sides, and the insect with it. The ant-lion then seizes it with its long jaws, and

holds it above its head until the blood is all sucked out, when the bloodless carcass of

its victim is cast out of its hole. It then repairs the break in the wall of its pit.”

Regarding its habits in confinement, Mr. Emei-

ton gives us the following account :
—

“ After eating he became more timid, and some-

times would not take a second insect. If, however,

several Avere put into the pit at once, he would bite

one after the other until all were killed, before de-

ciding on which to begin. I fed him two or three

times a week, usually with house-flies, cutting their

wings off and letting him take them in his oAvn

way. In October, having occasion to travel some

distance, I put him in an ounce bottle half filled with sand, corked him up, and carried

him with me in my bag. In about a Aveek I gave him a large house-fly, Avhich he did not

catch, not having room enough to make a pitfall. I gave him no more food till the next

March. . . . About the first of March, Avhen flies began to be plenty, I commenced to feed

him again. He found it rather awkward to catch insects in the bottle, as there was

not room enough to make a pitfall, and his inability to move forward made it hard for

him to seize an insect, unless he met it directly between his jaws. He soon, however,

made pitfalls half an inch in diameter, Avhich ansAvered the purpose. Sometimes he

lay on the surface of the sand, Avith a fcAv grains scattered over his back to conceal

him from notice, and his jaws extended on the surface. If a fly was put into the bot-

tle it Avould circle around it, close to the glass, and usually run over the ant-lion’s back.

He Avould jerk up his head, and attempt to seize it, Avhich he seldom succeeded in

doing the first time. If he caught a leg or wing he Avas unable to move nearer, and

shorten his hold, and the fly escaped. He would often throw up the sand and try to

undermine the fly. He Avould sometimes work an hour in these ways before the fly

would get into a favorable position. I fed him CA-ery day or two until May 15th, Avhen

he spun a spherical cocoon around him, and remained enclosed until June 25th, a very

hot day, when he came partly out, and leaving his pupa skin half in the cocoon

appeared as a perfect fly, but did not spread his wings completely.”

Fig. 233.— Section of pit of ant-lion.
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While the ant-lion’s pit found by Mr. Emerton was a solitary one, no others being

found, Mr. Birge records his discovery of a large colony of ant-lions in a sheltered,

sandy ]»lace, under a cliff, in Albany County, New York. In August, 1871, the colony

numbered rather more than six hundred individuals, but on July 0, 18711, there were

scarcely half that number. Another colony, at a different locality, but in the same

county, observed in 1871, consisted of some three hundred members. Mr. Birge

remarked that the ant-lion did not, so far as his observation went, “ throw up sand to

bring down its prey, but throws it up in every direction in order to keep its jaws free

Fig. 234. — Nemoptera coa and Ascalaphus longicornis.

to seize the insect Avhen it reaches the bottom of the den.” Further on he says, in the

most crowded jiortions of the colony “ the chief employment of the insects was to throw

out the dirt which their active neighbors were depositing on their own premises.”

In Nemoptera coa, a species from the Mediterranean region of Europe, the fore-

wings are very broad, Avhile the hinder ones are greatly elongate, so that they suggest

a pair of oars.

The last type of this family is Ascakq^Jiiis, which superficially bears a resemblance

to a Initterfly, since the long, slender antenna3 end in a conspicuous knob. The head

is large and hairy, with large, round eyes, the large wings are often highly tinted with

yellow and black spots and bands, while the abdomen is short and thick, like that of
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butterflies. In repose the wings are held down on each side, while the abdomen is

erect, or nearly so.

Nothing is known of the habits of our American species, which are of very rare

occurrence, and of rather dull tints, compared with those of southern Europe, about

the shores of the Mediterranean. Even in Europe little is known of the habits, but

from what is recorded it appears probable that its transformations are like those of the

ant-lion, to which it bears a strong resemblance, though the hind body, or abdomen, is

flattened, and much wider, and it is a much larger insect. Westwood tells us that the

eggs, when laid, are hedged around by little pales, like a fence, and are so placed that

nothing can approach the brood; nor can the young ramble abroad till they have

acquired strength to resist the ants and other insect enemies. On the other hand,

Koller observed the eggs of Ascalaphus macaronius deposited on a stem of grass.

Our third family of true Neuroptera is the Panorpid^. These forms have a

slender body, the head with a long beak, the prothorax small, and like a collar
;
the

wings are but slightly net-veined, and the abdomen of the male ends in a forceps.

The larvfE are terrestrial, and resemble caterpillars in general appearance. The type

of this family is a four-winged fly, not uncommonly seen in damp jilaces in summer,

which has a slender body, while the head is remarkably prolonged into a beak, at the

end of which are the mouth-parts. The antennae are filiform, and shorter than the

wings, the latter being weak, long, and narrow, with a few cross veins, and more or

less spotted. The j^rothorax is collar-like, and the thoi’ax is rather deep, and somewhat

rounded. The species of Panorpa are called scorpion-flies, from the large forceps-like

apparatus at the end of the abdomen of the males, which resembles the tail, or sting

of a scorpion.

These weak, defenceless flies are probably saved from extinction by birds, and

other enemies, by emitting a disagi-eeable odor. For example
;
when disturbed, the

European sjiecies {Panorpa germanica, or P. communis)

dart out a long, slender tube towards the disturbing object.

Through this tube a little drop of malodorous, whitish fluid

is forced, which is undoubtedly repugnant to its enemies.

Our common species are Panorp)a rufescens and P. dehilis.

Nothing is known of the habits of our species, and we
are obliged to recur to the admirable account of Dr. Brauer,

of Vienna, concerning the European Panorpa communis.

Four days after pairing the female lays a few eggs in a mass, situated in a shallow

hole, which she bores with her long abdomen in damp earth. In a few days afterwards

both males and females die.

The male is polygamous. The eggs are rather large for so small an insect, and are

about half a line in length
;
at first white, and afterwards dark brown. The larva

hatches in eight days from the time the eggs are deposited. They are at first one and

a half lines long, and grow very ra23idly, becoming fully grown in thirty days, then

being seven lines in length. The body is thick, fleshy, cylindrical, much like a cater-

pillar
;
the segments are full and convex, and beset with browm, horny warts, bearing

short bristles. On the last three segments are cylindrical tubercles, bearing long bris-

tles. But the point of most interest, and that which causes them to resemble cater-

pillars, is that besides the three jiairs of jointed, horny feet there are eight pairs of

fleshy, ventral, or abdominal feet, which coi'respond to the abdominal, or prop-legs of

lepidopterous larvae, though no caterpillar is known to possess more than five pairs of

VOL. II. — 11
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such legs. It should be observed, however, that the abdominal legs in the larval

Panorpa are quite small and rudimentary.

Moreover, as in caterpillars, there is a large pair of spiracles on the prothoracic

segment, but none on the second or third segments
;
while the fourth to eleventh, be-

hind the head, each have a pair of spiracles. This arrangement of the spiracles, or

breathing pores, is identical with that of caterpillars. The head is rounded, and not

very large. On the whole, as Brauer observes, “ the form of the larva is caterpillar-

like.” In confinement the larva digs a horseshoe-shaped passage, an inch deep, in damp
earth, and lives on jjutrid meat and bread. Brauer also found one larva in a deep

mouse’s nest, situated between decaying roots
;
another under a stone, in a dam]),

though nearly dry, forest brook
;
and a third time, one was found under a moss-grown,

mouldering stump, with ants, not feeding on them, but rather sharing with tliem their

food, dead animals. In order to pupate, the larva makes an oval cavity in a lump
of earth, and buries itself deep in the ground. As a rule the larvae are sluggish, but

can, if pursued, creep rapidly. The larvae remain in their holes from ten days to three

weeks before casting the larval skin, and after remaining in the pupa state fourteen

days transform into the final, or imago state.

Tlie life-history of Bittacus possesses similar interest. This insect is like Panorpa,

but the male has no forceps, and in form, with its slender body and long legs, strik-

ingly resembles a Tipula, or daddy-long-legs fly, except that it has four instead of two

wings. The imagines, or adult flies, live in a sort of chamber, covered in by leaves,

grasses, nettles, etc., forming an airy abode, or vivarium. Here they feed on such flies

as enter their habitation. The flies die after laying their eggs in the soil and the earth

at the bottom of the chamber dries up, but in the following April, when the soil is

again w'et by the spring rains, the larvce hatch out. And now a remarkable fact has

been noticed by Brauer. He has observed that if the marshy or wet ground, where

the female Bittaci customarily lay their eggs, does not dry up, no females appear until

the second year following
;
so that the eggs lie over unhatched two years. The first

condition of their hatching is a complete drying of the earth in whicli the eggs lie

;

the second condition is a succeeding thorough wetting of the ground in spring. If the

ground remains dry from want of snow in the winter, or of rain in the spring, and there

folloAvs in the next summer a very thorough wetting of the soil, then the time of appear-

ance of the adult will be retarded three or four months. This is quite analogous to

the case of the eggs of Phyllopod Crustacea, which will remain unhatched for several

years if deposited in mud which becomes dry.

The larva of Bittacus, unlike those of Panorpa and Boreas, does not bore into the

earth, but lives on top of the ground under leaves, or remains secreted under a clod

;

in confinement it will live for several weeks if fed with raw meat.

The larvae have, like those of Panorpa, a remarkable resemblance to caterpillars,

especially certain silk-worms, or caterpillars of butterflies, as well as to saw-fly larvae,

such as certain species of Selanclria. Unlike the young of Panorpa, the larva of

Bittacus is protected by two rows of dorsal spiny tubercles which end in long stiff

filaments, and which extend from behind the head to the tail. They also have, besides

the six thoracic legs, a pair of small two-jointed prop-legs on each abdominal segment,

or eight pairs in all, and are thus like the larvae of certain saw-flies {TjOjihyrus). From
their reddish-gray color, and the resemblance of the hairs on their back to particles of

earth and bits of plants, they are hard to detect, and are thus easily overlooked by

birds and other enemies. Moreover, at the least disturbance they assume an erect
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Fig. 236. — Pupa of Boreas, snow insect, enlarged.

position, throwing the body into the shape of an S, or they roll up spirally like

a saw-fly larva, and fall into the cracks in the ground. In this position they are

like a ball bristling with spines, and are on all sides inaccessible to the attacks of

smaller enemies, while reminding one of a hedgehog or porcujsine among the higher

animals.

On approaching the time of entering the chrysalis state they bury themselves in the

earth one or two inches, and, hollowing it out by the spiival motions of the body, form
an oval hole. In this little cell the larva changes, its body becoming shorter, thicker,

paler, indeed almost white, while the spine-like appendages become flabby, and lie on
the side of the body instead of standing erect

;
meanwhile the larva, like most cater-

pillars, keeps turning on its longitudinal axis. After a period of ten days it casts

the larva skin and appears as a slender white pupa, and fourteen days later the imago
appears.

A still more remarkable insect is the Snow Insect or Boreus. It is a smaller insect

than the foregoing. In the males the wings are very rudimentary, being about half as

long as the abdomen, and narrow and stiff

like a style, being entirely useless for flight.

The female is entirely wingless, and is pro-

vided with a large sabre-like ovipositor.

The skin is dark, with bronze tints, and

altogether it is a remarkable insect. More-

over its habits are singular. It occurs in

moss, and though a rare insect in general

is found in considerable abundance when it does occur, leaping about on the snow. W

e

have in the northern States two species, both described from New York by Dr. Fitch.

Boreus nivoriundus is about one-seventh of an inch long, and is reddish, with a bronze

tinge, while B. hrumalis is entirely brassy black, and is smaller than the other species.

Boreus californicus was found near Fort Bidwell in northern California about the

middle of December, when they were observed walking on the snow in the morning,

disappearing when the sun shone brightly at noon.

In the Phryganeid.® or caddis flies the body is slender, the thorax rounded.

There are no jaws in the adults, which closely resemble some of the moths. The
larvae are aquatic, and live in cases or tubes formed from the surrounding materials.

The members of this family are quite unlike any other Neuroptera, and form a sub-

order (Trichoptera) by themselves, though the Panorpidce approach them in some

important respects, and serve as connecting links between the present and the other

families of Neuroptera. The larvae of the Phryganeidae are called Case Worms or

Caddis Worms, and the imagines are called Caddis Flies.

The bodies of the caddis flies are cylindrical and have much the same shape as that

of a moth, the head being small and rounded, the thorax spherical (owing chiefly to

the small collar-like prothorax). Moreover the jaws are either rudimentary or wanting,

not being used in adult life, while the wings are shaped like those of a small moth,

being folded roof-like on their back, and the venation or veins of the wings resemble

those of the Lepidoptera, the short ti'ansverse veins being few in number. A number

of species of the smaller caddis flies would be easily mistaken for moths, and owing to

the close resemblance in nearly all the parts of the body to the Lepidoptera it has been

suggested that Lepidoptera have either descended from the caddis flies or that the two

groups have had a common origin.
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The caddis flies are very common, flying about damp places and brooks, sometimes

in swarms
;
they are usually dull-colored, but a few species are beautifully colored

;

the species of Setodes, for example, are usually snow-white.

Fig. 237.— Limnophilus rhombicus, caddis fly; a, case; b, larva; c, pupa; d and e, adult.

The transformations of the caddis flies are interesting. The eggs are deposited in

a double gelatinous green mass, wdiich is attached to the surface of some aquatic plant.

Westwood says that the female of Pliryganea grandis has been observed to creep down
the stems of aquatic plants under the w’ater, very nearly a foot deep, for the purpose

of laying its eggs. On the other hand, according to McLachlan, the egg-masses, prob-

ably of Halesus, are sometimes deposited on leaves of trees far from water.

With one known exception, •which lives in moss on land, the larvaa

of all the caddis flies live at the bottom of ponds and streams. They
are all jirotected by some sort of a case

;
hence their name, case-

worms. There is no end to the variety of form in these cases, and

the material of which they are constructed. The accompanying illus-

trations will serve to represent a few characteristic forms.

Certain caddis worms roll up leaves, cutting them properly so as to

roll iqi wdth ease, or they sew them together by spinning silken threads

from their mouth, attaching to their case large irregular bits of leaves

;

others attach deserted or “ dead ” snail shells, or bits of gravel, coarse

or very fine, or sand
;
and others, living in mill streams, cover their

Fig. 238 —Lai^ and cases w'ith coarse sawdust. The cases are usually

'ht^subpmSuiatm
straight. Sometimes curved like a horn, -while that of

Helicopsyche is wound in a spiral like a snail shell.

More is actually known about the case-Avorms of southern Brazil than

those of North America, oAving to the obserAmtions of Fritz Muller, AAdio

resides in that country, but as there are undoubtedly many similar species

in North America Ave Avill refer at some length to the different Brazilian

forms. Of a genus {Tetraceiitron) allied to Leptocerus., and AA’hose

imago is remarkable for having gills, one species uses holloAV sticks for

its case. Of certain forms allied to Ilhyacophilus one lives, almost ^of

Avithout any case, betAveen the tangled stems of water-plants
;
the an-

terior legs of the larva are armed with curious, poAverful forceps
;
the cocoon of the

pupa is not protected by a regular case. Smaller species of an allied genus build
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portable cases, agreeing with those of most of the “ Hyclroptilidse ” in not showing any

difference between the two extremities; in one of them the water gains access by
a small, upright, cylindrical chimney in the middle of the case, in another by small

opening's along the dorsal side. The group of Hydroptilidae are divided roughly into

six genera, with cases of the following form :
—

1. Cases resembling those of the European (and probably North American) species,

either naked or covered with fine sand, diatoms, etc, more or less compressed, and

with a slit at each end. 2. Very minute, nearly cylindrical, coriaceous, brown tubes

covered with fine sand, fixed by either end to the underside of stones, and generally

showing two adhesive disks at the anterior, and one on the posterior end. 3. Diaulus.

Strongly compressed oval cases, elegantly covered by diatoms, with a narrow slit at

each end, and with two (or sometimes three) cylindrical chimneys for access of water.

Fig. 240. — Different forms of caddis worm cases.

4. In Lagenopsyche the cases resemble a bottle with the bottom cut away and the

lower part compressed until only a slit is visible, the neck representing the mouth-end

by which it is held in an upright position. Before transformation to a pupa the case

is fastened by disks of silk, and the larva then turns itself in the case so as to keep the

head of the pupa uppermost. 5. Cases of younger larvte of Rhyacopsyche are brown,

coriaceous, nearly cylindrical, widening in the middle. From one end
2
)roceeds a

silken thread, sometimes more than twice the length of the case, by which it is fastened

to stones so as to prevent its being swept away by the rivulets in ivliich it lives.

Before transformation to the pupa the thread is much shortened, so as to sustain the

case in an upright position.

The case of Selicopsyche merits attention from its resemblance to certain fresh

water shells, such as Valvata., for which it has been mistaken even by conchologists of

experience. The larvae of Sdicopsyche glabra may be found in lakes in the north-
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eastern States. The case is like a Helix or Valeata shell, usually very regular in form,

though the umbilicus varies in size. It is composed of fine grains of sand so arranged

that the outer surface is smooth. It is closed during the pupal stage by a dense, silken,

concave, suborbicular operculum, with concentric lines, rounded on one

side, and but slightly convex on the other, with a slightly curved slit

for the passage of water situated on the less convex side, each side

Fig. 241. — Case being provided with slender straight teeth which nearly

touch each other, thus forming an imperfect grate. The larva does not

spin a cocoon, but after spinning its operculum lies in its case with its

head just behind it. Though the body of the larva is curved it is not spirally so, as

would be inferred from the shape of its case. It is a quarter of an inch long. The
adult or imago of the species of this genus is not very dissimilar to other small caddis

flies.

The larvae of the Phryganeidie are, in general, cylindrical, and bear a general

resemblance to caterpillars, except that they possess only six pairs of feet— the

thoracic ones. Living constantly in the water and never leaving it, they breathe by

so-ealled gills, by which they are enabled to extract the

air from the water. Tlie gills are long, slender filaments

containing an air-tube or trachea, which branches off

from the main tube. The larvae are mostly carnivorous,

living on Entomostraca, so far as we have observed,

though they may at times eat decaying vegetable matter.

When about to pupate they close up the mouth of the
.

^ *
. c Tr 7

Fig. 242.— Neuroma seniifasciata.

case With a grating, or, as in the cases of lIelico2ysycJie,

by a dense, silken lid with a single slit, and in some instances spin a slight, thin, silken

cocoon, within which the pupa state is passed. Our large Neuronia semifasciata

transforms to a pujia in the spring, the larva passing the winter in its case. Most of

the smaller caddis flies a2i25ear in July.

A. S. Packaed, Jk.
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Okder V.— ORTHOPTERA.

The insects comprising this order were first recognized as different from all the

other Hexapoda by De Geer in 1773, who gave to the group the name Dermaptera,

from their semi-membraneous anterior wings or elytra. Linne placed them with the

Hemiptera, and Geoffroy united them with the Coleoptera. Olivier, however, was the

first to propose for them the name Orthopteres in 1789, but the Latin form did not

ajjpear until 1806, when Latreille used the term in Sonnini’s Buffon. The name

Orthoptera {orthos, straight; pteron, wing) was given to the order from the char-

acter of the front wings, which are straight, usually narrow, pergameneous or parch-

ment-like, thickly veined, and overlapping at the tips when closed. The hind-wings

are membraneous, with the veins quite straight. They fold up like a fan.

As an order the Orthoptera have never been as satisfactorily restricted as have

been some of the other groups. From time to time it has been made the provisional

resting-place for various small but comprehensive families that apjjeared to belong to

none of the other orders.

One of the latest systems of classification is that by Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., who, in

an article on the arrangement of hexajjodous insects into orders and sub-orders, projioses

for a certain group the name of Phyloptera, under which he j^laces as of equal rank

the Dermaptera, Orthoptera, Pseudoneuroptera, and Neuroptera as sub-orders. In

this article he shows the

necessity for such a

change, and bases his

views iipon the most

recent researches in the

embryology and devel-

opment of insects.

The order Orthop-

tera, as restricted and

generally accepted by

entomologists, and as we
shall treat of it here,

contains but the follow-

ing families, all of which

are terrestrial, with, perhaps, a single exception among the Phasmidae : the Blattidae,

or cockroaches; the Mantidoe, or rear-horses; the Phasmidae, or walking-sticks; the

Gryllidae, or crickets
;
the Locustidae, or grasshoppers and katydids, and the Acrididae,

or locusts.

The transformations of orthopterous insects are incomplete, i. e., the young when
first hatched differ but very little from the mature insect except in size and in the

absence of wings or rudiments of these appendages. There is no state of quiescence

as among those insects which undergo complete metamorphosis, the nymph or pupa

being quite as active as the imago, and differing from it chiefly in possessing the wings

and genitalia in a rudimentary state. The genitalia are, however, sufficiently developed

in some instances to permit of coition. The number of moults varies in different gi’oups

as well as in the individuals of a species, some undergoing as many as six, while others

pass through only three or four. It is generally the case that those species in which
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the wings are entirely wanting or in which they are only in a rudimentary condition

pass through fewer moults than those possessing full wings. Among many of those

forms that have the wings rudimentary it is sometimes quite difficult to distinguish the

pupa from the imago. In such cases a safe criterion will be found in the presence or

absence of articulation in these appendages. Another and unerring criterion by which
the 2)upa and imago of such sjjecies may be distinguished will be found in the position

of the wings. The elytra of the pupa are thrown back and twisted around so that the

surfaces and margins are precisely reversed when closed as comjjared with the imago
or perfect state. That which is to be the inner surface in the imago is the outer

surface in the pupa
;
the costal margin which is inferior in the imago is the upper or

anterior margin in the jjupa
;
the apical veins which curve upward in the former curve

downward in the latter. This peculiar arrangement, in connection with the othei’s

mentioned, will enable anyone to determine whether a short-winged specimen is a pupa

or a mature insect.

The chief characters used in the classification of orthopterous insects are the

genitalia, the mouth-parts and the antennce
;
though other characters are largely

used, as position and form of the eyes, form and comparative length of wings and

legs, shape of the head, thorax, and general contour of the whole insect. The cerci

Figs. 244 and 245.—End of abdomen of male and female locust (Acrydium); d, cerci; g h, ovipositor;
i, egg guide.

and ovipositor have, however, become recognized within the jiast few years as the

most reliable characters by which species and even genera can be recognized. Especi-

ally is this true among the Acrididas or locusts, where neither size, color, nor the

presence or absence of well-developed wings signify specific differences. The sexual

organs are most characteristic in the male in some of the families
;
those of the female

most so in others
;
while in still others these organs in both sexes are of equal import-

ance for classificatory purposes.

The mouth-parts of the Orthoptera, although varying somewhat among the

different families, are essentially the same. All the representatives of the order have

these parts admirably fitted for biting and gnawing the substances iq)on which they

feed. There are three jiairs of these appendages. The true jaws or mandibles are

single-jointed, broad, short, and solid, with a toothed cutting and grinding edge. Be-

hind the mandibles are the maxillae, which are accessory jaws, and serve to hold and

arrange the food to be ground by the true jaws. The floor of the mouth is formed by

the labium which in reality is comjiosed of a second jiair of maxillae, soldered together

in the middle. Both the maxillae and the labium are furnished with a pair of jointed

feelers which also aid in the process of feeding. In front of all these hangs the labrum

or lip, a loose flap that covers the jaws like a curtain when they are closed.
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The head in this order, with but a single exception, is perpendicular
;

it is quite

large and full between and above the eyes, and is generally partly sunken into the

prothorax. The antennae are generally quite long and thread-like, and are composed

of an indefinite number of joints. There are, however, some exceptions to this rule.

The legs are well developed in all, and by their form the order has been separated into

five sections
;

viz. : Ambulatoria or walkers, Cursoria or runners, Kaptatoria or

graspers, Saltatoria or jumpers, and Fossoria or burrowers. In each of these sections

the legs are modified to the uses indicated by the names, and furnish a character by

which any individual can be assigned to its proper place at a glance. The legs also

vary very much in their comparative length and robustness, and thereby greatly aid

in the definition of the smaller divisions. The species of Orthoptei'a are spread over

the entire surface of the earth, but are most numerous in the countries lying within

and adjoining the tropics. Here the herbivorous species are found during both day

and night amongst the trees and other vegetation
;
while the carnivorous sjiecies find

abundant lurking-places in Avhich they aAvait the coming of their prey. The Orthop-

tera comprise some of the largest of the class of insects, and in the tropics assume

remarkable forms. The Saltatorial Orthoptera are among insects what the Passeres

are among birds. They are the chief insect choristers, and during late summer and

autumn cause wood and meadow to ring Avith their merry and chirping stridulations.

The Orthoptera are among tlie first forms of insect life that ap
2
>eared upon our

globe. In upper Devonian times a few low and synthetic forms lived amid the vegeta-

tion characteristic of that period. In the carboniferous era, Avhen large tracts ujAon

the earth’s surface Avere clothed Avith dense jungles of tropical vegetation, the reiAre-

sentatives of this order became common. In the tertiary jJeriod Avhen insect life had

become exceedingly abundant, the remains of OrthojAtera are found in the greatest

numbei’s. In Europe, Avhere considerable attention has been paid to the study of fossil

insects, the number of Orthoptera found is comparatively large. In this country,

hoAvever, AAdiere beds of fossil insects are equally common, comparatively few sjiecies

have yet been described. The fossil insects found in the tertiary beds of the Rocky
Mountain region indicate a tropical relationship to a remarkable degree

;
and there can

be little doubt that the faunal elements of tropical America of to-day entei-ed into the

insect life of the central United States in tertiary times. Of these ancient Orthoptera

A'arious species of cockroaches and earwigs figure most consjAicuously, and represent by
far the greatest number of species. Mr. S. H. Scudder, to Avhom Ave are indebted for

his studies of fossil insects in Uorth America, describes a cricket very similar to our

common striped field cricket {Nemohius vittatus) under the name Nemobius terti-

arius, from the Green River shales. He also refers to several species belonging to

the Locustidae that Avere taken from the tertiary shale at different localities in the

Rocky Mountain region. Some of the leading localities for fossil insects in this

country are as folloAvs : Morris, 111. ;
the coal measures of NeAV BrunsAvick and Nova

Scotia; Florisant and White River in Colorado; Green RiA'^er in Wyoming; Hodge’s

Pass and Bear Lake in Idaho, and the Tertiary beds of the Nicola and Similkameen

rivers in British Columbia. Those of Europe are distributed pretty evenly over the

continent, though the most perfect remains have thus far been found in Prussia.

Some of the species comprised in the family of the Cockroaches (Blattid^) are

among the commonest and at the same time the most disgusting of the insect tribe.

They are unpleasant to look upon, and offensive to our sense of smell on account of

their fetid odor, while they excite our antijAathy because of the waste and destruction
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they cause. The Blattidfe have received all sorts of poi^ular names, but they are best

known as “ black-beetles ” and cockroaches. Then- colors, as a rule, ai'e various shades

of dull brown and black, which agree well with their nocturnal habits and the dark

haunts they frequent. The body of most sjjecies is comparatively large, broad, and

flat, and is covered by a very flexible, leathery integument. In some genera the head

is almost, while in others it is entirely, concealed beneath the prothorax. The antenna3

are very long and thread-like
;
the feet and limbs are strong and spined, and admirably

adapted for running as well as for crawling into narrow cracks and crevices— a habit

belonging in a greater or less degree to all the species of the family. During the day-

time we see very little of these insects, and become surprised by their sudden appear-

ance at nightfall. This, however, is owing to their nocturnal habits and their trait of

hiding themselves away, in which they are materially aided by their compressible

skins and the flatness of their bodies, which allow them to squeeze into very nar-

row jflaces.

The species of Blattidae, on account of their mode of life, are the most widely

distributed of all Orthoptera, and are exceedingly common in some localities. This is

especially the case in seaport towns, and on board of ocean steamers, where, favored

by the warmth from the engines and the iwevailing dampness, they thrive and multiply

amazingly. It is thei'efore an absolute necessity that all goods to be transj^orted from

one country to another be well packed in order to be secure against injury from these

insects. They have become generally distributed over the entire face of the globe

wherever navigation has extended, and have, in fact, very generally followed man.

We may rejoice that these cosmojiolitan species ai‘e so few when we reflect upon the

great amount of injury caused by each. Besides these wide-spread and generally-known

species, there are numerous other representatives of the family that we find in the

woods under bark of trees, in old and rotten logs, and under stones and all sorts of

debris. Tliis family is most numerous within the troi)ics, wdiere many of the species

are of great size, but do not differ greatly in habit from tliose living in our woods.

Fig. 246.— Egg cases of a cockroach, Periplaneta orientalis

:

natural size above.

The principal characters used in the classification of the Blattidte are tlie form of

the prothorax, the limbs, the terminal plate of the abdomen, and the cerci. The rela^

tive position of the head also aids materially, while the presence or abbreviation of

the wings is likewise significant. The eggs of cockroaches are all laid at once, and

encased in a purse-like pod, the form of which varies among the different genera.

The operation of egg-laying witli these insects, it is claimed, requires many days. The

ootheca, as these egg-cases are called, contains a double row of eggs that are placed

upon either side of a slit or opening which extends the entire length of the pod. The

color of this ootheca when first protruded from the body is almost Avhite, but with

time it generally assumes the color of the species to which it belongs. The female
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cockroach carries the egg-case about with her until the young are ready to emerge,

when it is dropped. Some writers claim that the mother assists the young to escape.

These egg-pods are comjjosed of the same elastic mateidal that forms the outside cover-

ing of the insects themselves, and when the young escape they close again, leaving the

emjity shells lying about on the ground. When first born the young cockroaches are

perfectly white, and are brooded over by their mother in a similar manner to the brood-

ing of the earwig already alluded to. The accompanying figure re
2
)resents the ootheca

of Periplaneta orientalis, natural size, and magnified. The number of moults suffered

during growth varies from four to six
;
and immediately after each moult the insect is

quite white, to which fact the numerous re
2
)orts of albino cockroaches must for the

most part be attributed.

The Blattidse as a rule are omnivorous, and consume everything which can 230ssibly

be eaten that comes in their way. Nothing comes amiss to them, and they infiict

great losses upon merchants as well as upon liouseholders. Imagine the disgust of a

cook on board a vessel when, iqjon opening a box that should contain victuals, he finds

Fig. 247 . — Ectobia germanica^ and E. lapponica^ cockroaches.

in their stead a living mass of these creatures ! On long voyages such is very apt to

be tlie case.

The smallest of these cosmo23olitan species is the German Cockroach, Ectobia

gemianica, which is here figured in conjunction with Ectobia la]oponica^ a small

species from La
2
fiand. This little roach is of a rather light color, and has two longi-

tudinal dark stripes upon its 25i’othorax. It is chiefiy found in houses, and especially

about the kitchen, where it lurks in some dark corner till the coming of night when it

sallies forth seeking what it may devour. This species is very common in houses in

and about all the large cities of New England, where it is called the “ Croton bug.”

Although an almost univei’sal feeder it 23refers wheat-bread to all other articles of diet.

It is therefore a very common and troublesome 23est about bake-shops, where it lurks

about the ovens and the dough-trough, and, notwithstanding the utmost care on the

part of the baker, sometimes becomes incoiqiorated with the dough and baked in the

loaf. It also causes serious damage to libraries, having a special fondness for cloth-

bound books, the covers of which it gnaws and renders unsightly. Leather-bound

books it does not touch. The use of good 23yi’ethrum
2
^owder on the book-shelves is

the best remedy for this difficulty.
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A second and much larger species is the Oriental Cockroach or “black beetle,”

Periplaneta orientalis, which sometimes ajjpears about meal bags, after dark, in badly-

infested houses. This insect is very dark brown, or almost black,

and has the wings shorter than the body in the male, and only

rudimental in the female. It frequents chimney-corners and sinks,

and only comes forth after nightfall. The species is said to moult

six times before maturing.

The remedies recommended for the preceding species are applic-

able to this one
;
for while the pyrethrum does not invariably kill,

it renders them stupid and helpless, so that they may be swept uj)

and destroyed. Powdered borax well sj^rinkled about their haunts

will drive them away, and is said to kill them if mixed with jJow-

dered white sugar. A simj^le and effective roach tra]?, commonly
used in England, is a dish or souj) plate half filled with stale beer.

This is set upon the fioor with thin sticks of kindling wood placed

round it like scaling ladders, up which the roaches climb into the
X lu. .^10. ./ e/

^

^ ^

orte?i<a«is, “black allurino: beverage,
beetle.”

,

° °
.

The two roaches just mentioned seldom swarm simultaneously

in the same house, and this fact is generally believed to be due to their feeding on one

another. Indeed, the omnivorous habits of the Periplaneta orientalis are some com-

pensation for its annoyances. It is not only a great scavenger, keejiing pantry and

kitchen corners clean and wholesome, but it has the very commendable habit of feed-

ing on that far more obnoxious household pest, the bed-bug, so that the encouragement

of the “ black beetles ” may sometimes be desirable.

Our American Cockroach, Periplaneta americana, is somewhat larger than the

oriental species, is lighter brown, and has the Avings well developed in both sexes. It

also frequents houses as do those already described, but prefers to linger about water-

pipes and sewers, and is the sijecies most frequently seen among the cargoes of vessels.

It is also very numerous in greenhouses where it breeds in great numbers, and' does

considerable injury to the various plants upon which it feeds. We have observed that

it is unusually fond of the foliage of the cinchona plant.

Platamodes pennsylvanicus is a common species in the woods, Avhere it is found

under stones and old logs. It also frequently enters houses after dark in midsummer.

In California a species of cockroach (apparently an undescribed species of the genus

Ileterogamia) is sometimes found in which the female is Avingless, and burroAvs in the

sand, Avhile the male is furnished Avith long wings and flies about after nightfall, Avhen

it is sometimes attracted by lights and enters houses. Similar species are fountl in

southern Europe and northern Africa. Among the large species' inhabiting tropical

countries there are many wingless forms which bear a strong resemblance to some of

the crustaceans, and Avdiich also frequent similar localities.

There are numerous other forms of Blattidre that Ave might mention as being

of interest, but as they are all local in their distribution, and are chiefly confined

to countries lying Avithin the troijics, Ave Avill pass them over. Mr. Scudder has

described several species of these insects from the coal-measures of North America,

and one from the tertiary beds of Colorado, while there are quite a number of sj^ecies

described from the coal-measures of Europe. It is difiicult to give an accurate

estimate of the number of species belonging to this family on account of the extremely

local distribution of many of the forms, and also on account of the Blattidae having
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been sorely neglected by entomologists. The latest synojjsis, published by the British

museum, enumerates about nine hundred species.

The Mantid.e is the only family of the Orthojitera in which all the members are car-

nivorous. It is also sejjarated from all the other families by the peculiar structure of

the front pair of legs, which are constructed for grasping. The sjiecies, as a rule,

are large, and, like the Phasmidae, often bear a striking resemblance to various

leaves and twigs upon Avhich they sit while waiting for their prey. The Mantidae

have become popularly known under a variety of names, such as Rear-horses, Race-

horses, Praying-insects and Soothsayers, all of which have originated from the

peculiar positions assumed by them at different times, esi^ecially when waiting for

their prey.

The movements of the Mantidae are sluggish
;

their colors are variable
;
they

have long and linear bodies
;
and in some species the wings are broad and leaf-like.

The head is triangular in form, perpendicular, and furnished with

sharp but small jaws. The eyes are very large and j^rominent, and

between them are situated the rather short and bristle-like antennae

and three ocelli. The front legs, which are the chief characteristic

of the family, are large, strong, and furnished with numerous sharj)

spines
;
they are mostly carried in a folded jjosition, and but little

used in walking, their true use being that of seizing and holding the

insects upon which they feed. The males are more slender and more

active than the females, their narrower and longer wings permitting

more ready flight. In watching and seizing their ju-ey their motions

are wary and stealthy until the final stroke of capture, and there are

few more amusing sights than that of one of these creatures silently

swaying from side to side, or stealthily moving one limb after another,

the head with its prominent eyes turning and watching every motion

of the coveted animal meanwhile. The eggs are laid in clusters upon

twigs and encased in a flattened ovate case or ootheca. This ootheca

is composed of hai’dened silk, in which characteristic it differs from

that of the female cockroach. This peculiar habit of encasing the

eggs within a single recej^tacle would seem to indicate a common
origin and the close relationshij) of the two families.

The young mantis is long and linear, and has the habit of curving

up the end of the body and throwing back the head and neck. It

comes into the world encased in a thin and delicate pellicle (amnion)

which is soon cast off and eaten. The young mantes at once dis-

play their voracity by attacking one anothei’. They are the counter-

])art of the fully matured insect in respect to their mode of life, and what is true of

one species is also true of all the others.

The Mantidse are nocturnal to a certain degree, especially in their movements and
flights, which are mostly performed after sunset. The female, although possessing

pretty well developed wings, does not fly. The wings are used, however, in easing

herself from a higher to a lower elevation, also when in battle with one of her own
kind, or when pouncing upon her prey, at which time she hoists them very much as

does a swan when irritated. These insects in some localities have gained the poinilar

reputation of being very meek and reverential, and on this account have received the

name of Praying Mantes.

Fig. 249.— Egg cap-
sules of Phasmo-
mantis Carolina.
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They are bloodthirsty creatures, and are forever quarrelling and at enmity among
themselves, as well as with all other insects. Many a fierce battle is fought by the

males in which neither eye nor limb is si^ared, and in which the winner ends by making

a repast off the body of the vanquished. They are so void of feeling that the male (the

female being the strongest and most voracious) risks his life in courting, and usually

succeeds only by slyly and suddenly surprising his mate, who, after accepting his

embrace, often coolly seizes and devours him. So tenaciously do these insects fight

that they will continue without cessation or inconvenience for some minutes after the

loss of their heads. We have seen a female, decapitated and with her body partly

eaten, slip away from another that was devouring her, and for over an hour after-

wards fight as tenaciously and with as much nonchalance as though nothing had

hajjpened.

The most common representative of the family in the United States is Phasmo-

mantis Carolina. The eggs of this species are laid in a packet about an inch in length.

and attached to twigs and leaf-stalks. The species is quite common through various

portions of the South and Southwest. Its food consists mainly of flies, though it is a most

voracious cannibal and will devour its own kind as well as any other insect that comes

within its grasp. It has been known to attack butterflies, grasshoppers, and caterpil-

lars of various kinds, and in one instance a single female devoured eleven Colorado

potato-beetles during one night, leaving only the wing cases and jjarts of the legs. It

disdains all dead food, and never makes chase for the living, but warily, patiently, and

motionless it watches till its victim is within reach of its fore-arms, and then clutches

it with a sudden and rapid motion. The newly-hatched larva is light yellowish-brown,

but after the second moult, many of them become green. This last color is retained by

most of the females, while the males, at maturity, are more often gray.

We know with what fear the hawk is regarded by the great majority of small birds,

but that at the same time the common bee-martin defies, and even tantalizes and drives

it off. In like manner the mantis, which mvist be the dread of most flies, is defied by

certain parasitic species belonging to the genera Tachina and Sarcophaga, and we

have found no less than nine maggots in the body of a female mantis, which must have
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hatched from eggs that had been deposited on her body by one of these flies. The

eggs of the mantis are at times infested and destroyed by the singular-looking hymen-

opterous parasite, I*rionieruspachi/merus, with large and serrate hind femora. A second

species found in the United States, is Mantis missouriensis, a slender species in which

the wings are gray and as long or longer than the body. It is found in the Missouri

valley, where it lives among grasses and low vegetation. This insect bears a slight

Fig. 251.—Empusa pauperata, rear-horses.

resemblance to Empusa pauperata, a slender species found in the maritime Alps of

Europe, and having somewhat similar habits. This latter insect, however, is very

handsomely colored. Its body is decorated with a mixture of most delicate gray,

green, white, and violet tints, and the wings of the adult are of a clear sea-green

color, the borders and nervures being lilac.

The Empusce have a long leaf-like projection on their heads, short antennae, a very

thin thorax, and their legs are ornamented with curious leaf-like expansions. There is

also a third and undescribed species of mantis found on the sandy plains along the
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eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. This is a still smaller insect than the preced-

ing, is wingless and rather stout-bodied. It lives entirely on the ground, which it

resembles very closely in color, and is very active, running with as great rapidity as do
the various species of tiger-beetles that are to be met with in similar localities.

The commonest species in Europe is the Mantis religiosa. In Buenos Ajwes
3Iantis argentina is said to seize and eat small birds.

The Phasmid^, popularly known as spectres, walking-leaves and walking-sticks, are

the most bizarre of the Orthoptera. They are sluggish in their movements, and are

found upon the twigs and leaves of plants, to wliich they bear a striking resemblance.

In fact, the species of this family are all imitative in a greater or less degree, and fur-

nish the strongest examples of that mimicry which is so frequent among insects, and
which brings them into harmony with their surroundings and enhances their protec-

tion. The body in most of the Phasmidae is remarkably long and slender, and the

wings are either aborted, very

small, or strikingly leaf-like.

The head is long and horizontal,

while in most of the species the

antennae are rather short. The
legs are of the ordinary type,

being made neither for jum
2
)ing

nor seizing, and, as a rule, quite

long and stick-like. When the

insect is at rest the front pair are

stretched out in front so as to

increase the resemblance to a

twig. The characters by which

the insects of' this family are
Fig. 252. — Leaf insect.

classified are similar to those used in other families in the Orthoptera. The antenna3,

howevei', acquire more or less importance in different genera. Although there are a

few representatives of this family in the United States, they find their most congenial

home in the tropics, Avhere some of the species attain to over a foot in length, ex-

clusive of the legs.

The walking-sticks are strictly herbivorous, and in color closely imitate the plants

upon which they feed. Their eggs are oval or ellijitical, and have a lid on the front

end which is pushed open by the young larva when it is ready to escape. They are

dro
2
:)ped singly on the ground. The larvte differ but little from the imago except in

size and in their greenish color. Their mode of life varies somewhat from that of their

parents. During the first few weeks they generally live upon grass and low bushes,

where they readily drop to the ground when disturbed, thereby escaping notice. The

transformations of but few of the Phasmidse have been studied. We cannot, there-

fore, be jiositive as to the number of moults suffered by the representatives of the

various genera. The history of Diapheromera femorata has been carefully studied

by Riley. The eggs are oval, slightly comjiressed at the sides, j^olished black in

color, Avith a ventral Avhitish stripe, and look something like small leguminous seeds.

Tliey are tough and are simjily dropped upon the groundi from whatever height the

female happens to be, so that during the latter part of autumn where the insects are

common they produce upon the dry leaves a constant pattering not unlike that of rain.

The number of eggs laid by a single female is near a hundred. They remain upon the
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ground nil through tlie winter and hatch for the most part during the montli of May.

Some of them, however, continue hatching much later, so tliat all through the summer

and even into the fall, young individuals may be found. The embryo, just about to

hatch, lies within the egg with the head pressed against the oval lid and the body

curled round so that the end of the

abdomen, which is thickened and

contracted, reaches near the mouth.

The long antennae project in front of

the head and follow the curve of the

body, while the long legs are folded

up in the central space. When
hatched, the young of this species

measures 4.5 mm., and with tlieir

feelers and legs outstretched, nearly

double that length. The insect

changes very little in appearance

frojii birth to maturity except so far

as color is concerned. Growth is

rapid, averaging, under favorable cir-

cumstances, about six weeks from

birth to maturity. With age the

green color gives way to various

shades of gray and brown, though

exceptional individuals remain
green. In other words, these in-

sects put on their autumn tints just

as does most of the deciduous vege-

tation. In this way we find great

correspondence with its surround-

ings. While the vegetation is green

the Diapheromera is green
;
when

the foliage turns in autumn it changes

color accordingly. The species has

become very numerous in pai’ts of

the Middle States, where it does

great injury to various trees, espe-

cially to the oaks. The eggs of

this species often lie on the ground
through two winters before hatch-

ing.

The species of the genus Phijl-

Hum, found only in the East Indies,

bears a most remarkable resemblance to various leaves. The wings are often very

large and broad, and, as if to aid in carrying out the analogy, the legs have broad,

leaf-like expansions. One species has its front wings so veined and colored as to

resemble a dried and withered leaf, while Phyllium siccifolium, which we figure, is

green. Priso2)us Jlahellicornis, a Brazilian species, according to A. Murray, spends

the whole of the day under water, adhering to stones in cool mountain streams till

VOL. II. — 12

Pig. "253. — Diajilieromerafemorata, walking stick; a b, eggs.
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toward dusk, when it flies about. This is the only true aquatic orthopterous insect

known.

In contenijflating these singular creatures and their wonderful resemblances to the

vegetation upon which they occur, one cannot helji noticing still further resemblances.

They are born with the bursting of the buds in the spring
;
they drop their eggs as the

trees drop their seeds, and they commence to fall and ])erish with the leaves, the later

ones jjersisting, like the last leaves, till frost cuts them off. We have not more than a

half dozen representatives of the Phasmidas within the limits of the United States.

We now come to that extensive division of the Orthoptera known as the Saltatorial

Ortho23tera. This division contains by far the greatest number of species, each of

which possesses rather exceptional powers of jumping or leaping, and hence has the

Fig. 254.— Phyllium siccifolium, walking-leaf.

hind femora greatly developed for this purpose. While this character is common to

all the Saltatoria the division is readily sejiarable into three very distinct families.

These families are the Gryllidae, or crickets, the Locustidas, or grasshoppers and katy-

dids, and the Acrididae, or locusts. While the families comprising the crickets and

katydids differ from each other in many respects, they are nevertheless very closely

connected in some of their wingless genera. They possess common characters, and

have similar habits
;
many of the sjiecies in both families being wingless, anil having

somewhat similar shajies. The antennas are long and threadlike in both. The Acri-

didae, on the contrary, are widely separated from the rest of the Orthoptera in most

of their characters, and are the most highly organized rejiresentatives of the order.

We will mention these families one by one, and characterize each, in its turn, by

describing a few of the commoner species as well as those that are odd, and deviate

somewhat from the typical form.
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The Gryllid^, or Crickets, are characterized by having a somewhat cylindrical

body, and a large, vertical head, with elliptical eyes; the antennas are long and thread-

like, and arise between and in front of the eyes
;
the wings, when present, are of mod-

erate size and net-veined, and lie flat on the back
;
the anterior pair are ovate, and

have the costal edge bent abruptly down at the sides of the body, while the hind jjair

are triangular, net-veined, and folded like a fan. The genital armature is largely devel-

oped, forming long and slender exarticulate stylets, which are often nearly as long as

the body. The ovipositor is of variable length, cylindrical, more or less curved

upw'ards, with the end slightly enlarged and ’wedge-shaped. The prothorax is generally

small, and shield-like
;
the legs are rather short, but well suited to the habits of these

insects. The legs are also often armed with long, sharp spines, especially among the

ground-dwelling species, and in their various modifications form an excellent character

for classification. The characters most used in classification ai-e primarily the form,

but also the antennae, ovipositor, posterior tibiae, and the labial palpi.

The colors of the field crickets, as a rule, are various shades of dull black, or

brownish-gray, agreeing well with their nocturnal and ground-dwelling habits. They
are hermit-like, and very retiring, especially during the daytime, almost always living

singly, in little burrows, which they dig for themselves, and from which they seldom

stray far. They are timid, and generally peaceful among themselves, as well as towards

other insects with which they come in contact.

In treating of the foregoing families of the Orthoptera we mentioned a great variety

of features belonging to each and all, some of which were interesting as well as unique

;

but in none did we find the power of song. The saltatorial Orthoi^tera, oi- at least all

such of them as possess v/ings, are capable of producing sounds by stridulation, which,

among the Gryllidae and Locustidm are not unpleasant to the ear, and may be likened

to the songs of birds. It is from this feature that they have become more popularly

known than ai’e most of the other Orthojitera.

While the preceding families are chiefly confined to the tropics, and to the warmer
parts of the temperate countries, the Gryllidaj are more equally distributed over the

earth’s surface where the climate is sufficiently warm to permit

of their maturing. They are herbivorous, but not strictly so,

since they are known to devour dead animal matter, and to .

prey upon other soft insects.

The lowest type of this family, as it is at present limited, is

composed of what may be called the Fossorial Orthoptera.

These are among the “ rarities ” of insect life, on account of

their secluded habits. They are odd looking creatures, and

bear a striking resemblance to the mole, with its greatly devel-

oped front legs modified for burrowing. These Mole-crickets,

as they are called, are of rather large size, and have their mem-
bers admirably adapted to burrowing. They live underground,

and very seldom leave their burrows to come to the surface,

and then always after dark. Their bodies are almost cylindrical,

quite long, and densely covered Avith very short, fine hairs
;
their

feet are short and thick
;
their front, or burrowing legs, are short, and greatly enlarged,

and, as it were, fingered, so as to greatly resemble in appearance those of the common
mole. They do not jump, like the rest of the Gryllidae, nor is there any necessity for

this accomplishment in the subterranean life they lead. They are the true moles of the
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insect world, and make tortuous galleries, destroying everything that comes in their

way, cutting through roots and eating the hue underground twigs, as well as the worms
and grubs, which they meet with during their burrowings. Some authors have claimed

that these crickets are truly carnivorous, but this is a mistake. They do eat such

worms and insects as come in their way, but their nourishment consists principally of

vegetable food. Their excavations consist of vertical shafts, of various dejiths, and

of horizontal galleries, which lead from them in different directions. These are to

be found in the soft, moist earth on the margins of streams and about ponds, where

they can be readily detected by the small upraised ridges, like those made by the

mole.

The female Gryllotalpa lays her eggs, to the number of three hundred to four

hundred, in the remotest part of the gallery. They are laid in the spring of the year,

and are contained in tough sacs.

The males sing during the warm, still nights of spring and early summer. The
song is a low, continued, rather pleasant trill, quite similar to that of the common toad,

but more shrill. It is produced by rubbing together the anterior wings, which are

furnished with heavy veins, roughened on their contiguous surfaces, and so arranged

as to magnify the sounds.

The species are all of a dirty, brownish-gray color, and resemble one another very

closely. They are quite generally distributed over the iidiabited world, though they

become more numerous towards and w'ithin the tropics. Gryllotalpa borealis is found

throughout the northern i^art of the United States and portions of British America,

while further south it is replaced by Gryllotalpa lonyipennis. In Europe Gryllotalpa

vulgaris is the most widely disseminated species. It is figured in the .accompanying

plate, w'here a female is illustrated in the .act of coming out of the shaft, in the bottom

of which are eggs. A male is shown in the act of flying, and the young are seen

crawling about on the surface of the soil. One species of mole-cricket is very numerous

in the West Indies, where it does great injury to sugar-cane. There are .about two

dozen species described, from various parts of the world.

A second genus of this family is that known as Trklactytus, the members of which

are all small and insignificant in appearance, the largest being but about one-third of

an inch in length. They bear a slight resemblance to the GryllotalpcB., and are found

in similar localities, where they sometimes burrow in tlie soft, moist earth, or sit on

the low herbage. They are very active, and possess the power of jumping in the

highest degree. They derive their name from the peculiar structure of the anterior

tibiae and tarsi, which in the male have the appearance of being three-jiarted, or fin-

gered. The different species are variously colored with black and white, the black

portions being very highly polished. Tridactylus epicalis is found in the south, while

Tridactylus variegatus is the most common species in Europe. There are but about

a dozen described species of these small crickets. They are supposed to be entirely

herbivorous, and they hay their eggs in the ground, near streams and ponds. These

erickets are found in .all stages the ye.ar round, but their princij)al period of multij)li-

cation is in the spring.

We now come to that large tribe of this family which contains the common house

cidcket, and the field species of this country and of Euroj^e. They are among the best

known of all insects, and from their habit of hiding about the hearthstone have been

made the theme of many a pleasant ditty. Each one digs for itself a hole, which it

seldom leaves except at night. During the day they often sit with their heads out of
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the holes and merrily chirp their little love-songs, but at the first faint disturbance the

songs cease and the crickets disappear.

The House Cricket, Gryllus cloinesticus, which is of a yellowish-gray color more or

less marked with brown tints, is smaller than the common field species, and hides itself

in holes and cracks in old walls and chimneys. It is sensitive to cold, and delights in

warm ])laces. In towns it prefers bakeries and the neighborhood of ovens, and in the

country the most humble kitchen is favored with itg merry chirp. It is common

throughout Europe, and has become quite common also in some of the eastern cities

of the United States, where it has been introduced from the Orient. Blending with

the ever-welcome croaking of the frog— that surest harbinger of spring— the first

insect note we hear is the shrill chirrup of an occasional field-cricket
;
for a few of these

little black burrowers in the ground manage to live through the winter in the winged

state. Our two largest species of field-crickets are Gryllus luctuosus and Gryllus

ahbreviatus. The former has vei-y long elytra or fore-wings that project beyond the

end of the abdomen, while in the latter they are somewhat abbreviated. In New
England, as well as the middle northern States, Gryllus neylectus is the most common
species, from which Gryllus nigra differs in having a much shorter ovipositor. In

addition to these species there is a much smaller one, N'emobius vittatus, that is exceed-

ingly common in our fields and ])astures during the latter part of summer and fall.

All of these crickets are herbivorous, and are especially fond of congregating under

piles of straw and other decaying vegetation where heat is generated. They also fre-

quent granaries and barns, where they find plenty to sustain life, and get protection

from their dread enemies, the birds.

The eggs of these crickets are laid loose in the soil to the number of from two

hundred to four hundred for each female, and chiefly during the autumn. There are

a great many allied genera of Gryllidae found in A^arious parts of the world, all of them

having similar habits to those which we have described.

In this family Ave find the smallest and most delicate of the Orthoptera. There is

a genus of crickets (3Tyr7necophila) the members of Avhich live in the nests of various

species of ants. These diminutive species are very active, and at first glance resemble

very closely the quite young larva? of certain roaches that are also frequently met Avith

in similar localities. This resemblance is so close that the commonest European species,

Alyrinecopliila acervorimi, Avas first described as lilatta acei’vorum. This species is most

frequently met with in central and southern Europe, Avhere it lives Avith such species

of ants as make their nests under stones. It is of a somewhat globular form, Avithout

wings, and has the posterior femora enormously develo])ed. It is of a ]iale, dingy-broAvn

color, opaque, and measures 3 to 3.5 mm. in length. A second and smaller species,

3Iyi'mecophila oclu-acea^ is found in south Germany and Switzerland. In the United

States, 3Iyrmecophila perga^idii is frequently met Avith in ants’ nests in the Aucinity of

Washington, while a single siAecimen has been taken in Washington Territory.

Before leaving the crickets Avhich dwell in the ground Ave must mention several

representatives of a group Avhich is essentially trojiical, and in Avhich the front of the

head is produced into a leaf-like projection. One of these, Platybletnmus lusitaiiicus,

is found in Spain and Portugal, Avhere it lives under stones and fallen leaves. Stepho-

blemmus humbertiellus is found in the island of Ceylon. It has the front of the head

produced into a sort of croAvn.

In addition to those crickets Avhich dwell on the ground there are many Avhich are

arboreal. They are knoAvn as tree-crickets, and jAreA-ail most in the tropics, though
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Fig. 256. — (Ecanthus
niveus, tree-cricket.

several occur in Europe and in the United States. Tlie tree-crickets are brightly colored,

and resemble at first glance some of the smaller Locustidte which live among trees.

They all lay their eggs above ground, either upon the plants on which they most fre-

quently occur, or upon some other plant in close proximity. The mode of egg-laying

differs greatly in the various genera, and sometimes among the species of a single genus.

The Snowy Tree-Cricket {CEcanthus niveus) is of a delicate greenish, semi-trans-

parent white, though some specimens have a blackish shade. This cricket, although

known to devour plant-lice, and likewise the eggs of some moths,

is injurious to vegetation, gnawing the stems of graj^es so as to

cause them to fall, and puncturing, for puiq^oses of ovijiosition, the

twigs of various j^lants. Among plants chosen are the vine, rasp-

berry, blackberry, peach, Avhite willow, and soft maple. In deposit-

ing she makes a straight, longitudinal, contiguous row of punctures,

each puncture about the size of that which would be made by an

ordinary pin. From each of these holes a yellowish elongate egg

runs slantingly across the pith, as shown in the accompanying

illustration. The twigs or canes thus ininctured almost invari-

ably die above the punctured part. The chirp of this species is intermittent, re-

sembling a shrill “ te-reat, te-reat, te-reat,” Avith a slight jiause between each.

The Broad-winged Tree-Cricket (^(Ecanthus lat^nnnis) is

much like the preceding, but larger, and the female lays her eggs

chiefly in grape-canes, drilling a single hole at intervals of about

one-third of an inch. The jaAVS are first used to slightly tear

the outer bark. With the antennae stretched straight forward,

and the abdomen bent up so as to bring the ovipositor at right

angles Avith the cane, she then commences drilling, Avorking the

abdomen convulsively up and doAvn about twice each second.

The eggs are laid lengthwdse in the pith, but always in tAAm sets,

one each side of the hole. The number A^aries according to the

size of the cane, and the distance betAveen the holes is also

variable. The hole is usually filled up Avith a Avhite mucous secre-

tion, though there is very little of it about the eggs. Tliis secre-

tion also doubtless serves to facilitate the drilling. The same

female Avill lay over tAvo hundred eggs, and Avill sometimes

puncture the same cane at intervals of one-third inch for one

and a half feet or more.

The shrill cry of latipennis is continuous and recalls the

trilling of a high-pitched dog-whistle in the distance. The key

varies, hoAvever, and is sometimes much less high and more

musical than at others. The commingled shrills of tliis species

recall also the distant croaking of frogs in spring. The broad

.Avings are thoroughly elevated during the act, or e\mn bent for-

ward, and the vibration is so rapid that there appears to be no

motion.

OrocJmris saltator, which is found throughout the Avarmer parts of the middle and

eastern United States, is of a pale yelloAvish-broAvn color. The female differs from the

male in possessing a long OA’iiiositor and in having the Avings more rounded and less

ribbed and veined. She lays her eggs in the corky, rough bark of the trunk and older

Fig. 257. — ah. Stem of
blackberry with eggs of
(Ecantlms niveus; c, egg
enlarged

;
d, onianieii-

tation of egg.
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branches of the American elm, the eggs being thrust in singly or in small batches,

either longitudinally u ith or slightly obliquely from the axis of the trunk or branch.

The female is very intent in the act, working her abdomen deliberately from side to

side during the perforation. The ovipositor is held more obliquely in this genus than

in (Ecauthus.

The stridulation of this cricket is a rather soft and musical piping of not quite half

a second’s duration, with from four to six trills, but so rapid that they are lost in the

distance. The key is very high, but varies

in different individuals and according to

moisture and temperature. It most re-

sembles the vibrating touch of the finger

on the rim of an ordinary tumbler when
three-fourths filled with watei’, repeated at

intervals of from two to four per second, and

may be very well likened to the piping of a

young chick and of some tree frogs. As
the species is very common in the South-

west, its chirp is everywhere heard, and is

so distinctive that when once studied it is

never lost amid the louder racket of the katy-

dids and other night choristers. It is also

frequently heard during the daytime when the weather is damp and cloudy. Ilapithus

agitator is a more robust and darker brown species than the preceding, and approaches

more closely the ground-dwelling species in form and general appearance than do any

of the other true tree-inhabiting crickets of this country. It is very active at night,

when it can be seen running and jumping about on the trunks of various trees in the

bark of which the female lays her eggs. During the daytime these crickets hide

among the dense foliage of vines or the rank vegetation on the ground at the base of

the trees. Another very interesting genus of Gryllidae is that known as Phylloscirtns^

all the members of which are small and delicate and brightly colored. Phylloscirtus

pulchellus is common about Washington and southward, and is found most frequently

in low, wet woods. It also deposits its eggs in the bark of various trees.

The LocusTiDiE is a very extensive family, and contains a few of the most interest-

ing species of saltatorial Orthoptera. The family includes those species usually found

on the grass, bushes, and trees, and which have very long thread-like antennae, generally

longer than the body of the insect
;
the tarsi or feet are as a rule four-jointed

;
the

female is furnished with an exserted ovipositor which is usually more or less curved

and sword-shaped
;
and the elytra of the male have at their base a development and

arrangement of the veins wherewith stridulation is effected. To this family belong

the true grasshoppers, the katydids, and similar insects.

There are two types of Locustidie, viz., those which possess wings and those in

which these appendages are wanting. In the winged forms the head is perpendicular,

large, with the vertex more or less produced into a cone-like projection which in a few

of the genera is very long and gives to their members a striking appearance. The
eyes are globular and prominent

;
the antennae, which are situated as in the preceding

family are very long and thread-like— in some instances measuring fully twice the

length of the insect. The elytra are long and slender, much veined, and in the male

are provided with a transjiarent drum-like apparatus which is used in the production

Fig. 258. — Orocharis saltatnr; a, female; b, male.
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of the characteristic song of tlicse insects. The hind-wings are also long and much
veined, and are folded up lengthwise and tucked away under the elytra, beyond the

ti[)S of which they jiroject a trifle in some of the species. The base of the front tibiae

or shanks is somewhat dilated, with an oval cavity each side closed by a membraneous

covering. The genitalia are greatly developed; in the female into a long, sword-

shaped ovipositor, and in the male into strong, pincer-like claspers. Tlie body is short,

comj)ressed, and somewhat arched. The jjrothorax is free and covered by a saddle-

shaped shield, which is a prominent feature of the family. The members of this divi-

sion are chiefly of green and brown colors, which agree well with their environment.

The wingless Locustidm have the head as in the winged genera, save the cone-like

])rojection of the vertex. It is also more dee])ly set in the prothorax, which latter is

not so distinctly free from the abdomen as in the winged forms. The legs are shorter

and stouter, and are furnished with longer spines, thereby showing a relationship to

the members of the j)receding family, which they closely resemble in many of their

characters. These wingless genera live chiefly on the ground and in crevices among
rocks. Their habits are somewhat similar to those of many of the Gryllidae

;
and their

colors are also modest and inconsj^icnous, various shades of gray or brown predominat-

ing. As Ave shall see, the eggs of many of the American Locustidas are laid above

ground, while most of the European s])ecies oviposit in the ground.

As their name implies, the stone crickets, which are wingless and soft-bodied, live

under stones and in crevices among rocks. There are a number of s])ecies found with-

in the limits of the United States, and they may
be recognized by their arched bodies and mottled

colors. Ceutho2}hilus maculatus is found in the

New England States, and is distinguished from

all other species by the males having the posterior

tibiae waved at their base. C. laj^klicolus inhabits

Fig. 25^.—Ceutkophiius mandatus, country from Pennsylvania soutliAvard, where
cricket.

.

it takes the j)lace of the preceding species. C.

uhleri, a Maryland species, is of a reddish-brown ground-eolor with lighter mottlings.

C. divergens lives under logs and stones in Iowa and Nebraska, while C. stygius is from

Kentucky, where it inhabits caves. There are still a number of other species of these

crickets found in various localities thi’oughout North America. There are also a few

met with in Enro)>e and other })arts of the world, where they possess similar habits.

The true cave crickets, of

which there are three known
species, belong to the genus

lladencecds. These locust-

arians have very long limbs

and antennae, and are color-

less and blind. 11. cavern-

arum inhabits the caves of

North America, Avhile II.

X>cdg)a.tus lives in those of

Europe. The third species,

II. edicardsii., is from New
Zealand, where it Avas ca23tured by Mr. Henry EdAvards in a cave close to the sear

shore and near a A'ery large coal deposit. These insects are by no means uncommon

Fig. 2C0 . — Hadenmcus cacernarum, cave cricket.
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in caves where found, and, as a rule, jwefer the vicinity of streams of water which

percolate through the rocks. They are very difficult to capture, since they disajjpear

in the crevices of the rocks on the ap])roach of lights.

Throughout the Rocky Mountain region and the great interior basin of the West
are found several species of large, fierce-looking insects that live under stones and in

the loose soil, from which they are frequently turned up by the plough in spring. They
are popularly known as sand-crickets, and are supposed to be more or less carnivorous,

varying their vegetable diet with insects which they capture during their nocturnal

ramblings. They belong to the genus Stenophelmatus^ the members of which are all

large and clumsy, and, as a rule, of a dirty yellowish-brown color, more or less marked
with black. Stenophelmatiis fasciatus is most frequently met with in Idaho and

Utah, where it lives under stones and in the sand during the daytime, and creeps

about at night. S. oculatus is found in Colorado. Like the mole-crickets, which they

approach in habit, they are unable to jump, and are therefore excej)tional among the

Saltatoria.

In the same locality with the preceding, and throughout all of that portion of

North America, south of the Saskatchewan and west of the INIississijijii rivers, are

found various species of wingless

Locustidae which are known as west-

ern crickets. Ajiabrus simplex^ a large,

dark-colored species which we figure,

is the nomadic cricket of the far West,

which has frequently appeared in vast

armies and done much injury to the
. 1 1

Fig. 261. — Anabrus simplex, western cricket,
gram' crops and garden truck of the

earlier settlers. It is confined in its distribution chiefly to the elevated sage wastes

and mountain slopes, from which localities it makes occasional visits to the fertile

valleys below, mai’ching in solid phalanx like an advancing army, and devouring

everything green in its path.

Although herbivorous by nature, when pressed by hunger these stone-crickets will

not refuse animal food. This carnivorous habit is known to the farmers, and is taken

advantage of in some portions of the cricket area. Ditches are dug across the line of

the marcliing army, and when the crickets arrive at and attempt to cross one of them,

they tumble in and cannot escajie. Once in the ditch, they are deprived of food, and,

becoming desperate, begin to attack and devour one another. It is claimed that in

this manner great numbers perish.

The female, by means of a strong ovipositor, lays her eggs in the ground. The
abdominal appendages of the males are crooked and toothed, and form a strong clasp-

ing device resembling a 25air of pincers. The males are furnished with a musical

apparatus which is situated on the dorsum immediately behind the large saddle-shaped

shield which covers the prothorax. The song is a sharp grating, something similar to

that i^roduced by drawing the })oint of a sharpened quill over the rough surface of a

coarse file or sandstone. This species is confined to the western slojie of the Rocky
Mountains, while Anabrus purpurascens^ which is of about the same size, is met with

on their eastern sloi:)e, and extends as far east as the Mississipj)i river, and far to the

north and to the south. It differs from the foregoing species in its much more slender

form and lighter color. There are several other species distributed over the central

portion of the continent, as a rule confined to the more elevated jflateaux.
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Camptonotus scudderi is found in the Atlantic States, from Delaware southward
where it dwells among trees, esj^ecially the various species of oak. It is a very inter-

esting species, and possesses characters belonging both to the stone crickets and the

ti'ue green grasshoppers. Its form is similar to that of the former, while the head is

large, oval, and much broader than the prothorax and not deeply sunken into it. The
eyes are ovate and situated on the sides a little back of the basal joint of the antenn*,

which they exceed a trifle in length. The antennae are remarkably long, being at least

five times the length of the body exclusive of the ovipositor, which is ensiform, curved

upwards, compressed and acute, reminding one of the ovipositors of some of the grass-

hoppers. The legs are very short and moderately stout, and furnished with spines aud

cushion-like tarsi well adapted to the uses to which they are jjut. The species is of

an ochreous-yellow color above, pale beneath, with black eyes and a dark spot on the

dorsum posteriorly. It is active and shy, and during the day conceals itself by draw-

ing together the edges of leaves or by using the deserted nests of some caterpillar.

While thus hidden, its long antenme are wrapped several times around its body. There

is an allied species which is known to inhabit the island of St. Thomas. Both species

are apterous and without musical apparatus.

The true grasshoppers and katydids, with which every one is familiar, are all essen-

tially herbivorous, and live among the dense foliage of trees as well as of all sorts of

shrubs and other low vegetation, Avhere they remain quiet during

the warmer part of the day. These are the merry choristers that

make our woods and valleys ring Avith their pleasant songs during

the evenings of late summer and early fall. They are chiefly noc-

turnal in their habits, but not entirely so, for each afternoon during

their courting-time, and long before the sun has disappeared in the

west, a few of them may be seen flying about from place to place,

while ot^iers are occasionally heard in their retreats as though tuning

their instruments preparatory to the grand evening concert.

These interesting and Avell-known locustariaus are to be met

with in all countries that lie Avithiu the temperate and torrid zones
;

and AAdiile the species are of moderate size and i)lainly colored in

temperate climes, they are of great A'ariety both as to size and form,

and color, in the Avarmer countries.

Xiphidium fasciatum, a small meadoAV grasshopper, common
throughout the Ncav England States, has the ovipositor straight and

SAVord-shaped. hrevipennis., as the name indicates, has the Avings

abbreviated
;

it also differs from the preceding species, Avhich it

Orcheiimum vui- othei'Avise resembles, in having the ovipositor reddish-broAvn through-
r/nre; a, striclu-

, ^ . . . . , , 7 ,

latiug organ. out, AA'hile m N. jascicitum it IS green at its base. N. ensijer, Avuiich

is met Avith in the, South and West, has the ovq^ositor very long and

straight, and of a broAvnish color AAdiich deepens toAimrd the apex. All our species live

among the low vegetation of meadoAvs and open grassy fields, Avhere they deposit their

long, cylindrical Avhitish eggs, AA’hich are either thrust into soft pithy stems or inserted

betAA'een the leaf-sheaths and stems of various grasses. They are generally laid in a

series of from six to a dozen or more one against the other. In Europe there arc a fcAV

species of this genus, Avhile others are knoAvn to inhabit portions of Asia and Africa.

The female of the smooth, glassy-green meadoAv grasshopper, Orcheiimum glaber-

rimum, Avhich is common throughout the United States east of the Rocky I\Iountains,
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oviposits in the stems of vai'ions pithy plants, and especially in the tassel stem of

Indian corn. O. vulgare possesses similar habits and is found throughout the eastern

and middle States. O. concvinum is from Massachusetts, and has the wings a tritle

longer than the elytra, while 0. longipennis, a Texan species, has the elytra and wings

very long. It also has two narrow brown bands along the top of the pronotuin.

There are several genera and many species of these green grasshop})ers in which

the vertex of the head is produced into a cone-like projection. The species are all

moderately large, and have the elytra long and leaf-like. Their legs are also long and

Fig. 263. — Conocephalus ensiger.

slender, and the antenme filiform; the

ovipositor is long, flat, and sword-like.

These insects live in the grass and in

trees, having, in fact, much the same

habits as the katydids, to which they

bear a striking resemblance. Conoceph-

alus ensiger is the commonest species

throughout the eastern portion of North

America. It is generally of a pea-green

color, though an occasional individual is

found which is of a brownish straw color.

Tlie female lays her eggs between the root-leaves and stems of various plants. Cono-

cephalus rohustus is a much stouter species than the preceding, and has the elytra,

which are either green or light brown, irregularly dotted with minute black spots. It

has been taken on the sea beach at Cape Cod. C. ohtusus is a Georgian species, and

C. uncinatus, which has robust legs, is cited as coming from Alabama. C. mandibularis

is found throughout southern Europe, where it frequents wet meadows.

Cop>iophora mucronata, in which the cone-like projection is very long, has been

taken in the gi’eenhouse connected with the department of Agricultui’e in Washington,

D. C., where it must have been reared from eggs that were brought with plants from

some tro{)ical country. It is a shoil, thick-set insect

with much shorter and stronger limbs than possessed

by any of the species belonging to the genus Conoceph-

alus. The wings are also propoilionately broader

and shorter than in the members of that genus.

There are eight other described species of Copio-

phora, all of which inhabit various i^arts of equatorial

America and adjacent islands.

The true katydids, of which there are at least a

dozen species found in the United States, are at once

recognized by their large size, broad and leaf-like

wings, and bright green colors. They are strictly

arboreal in their habits, and sj)end the greater portion

of their lives among the rich, green foliage which

they so closely imitate in color. Cyrtophyllus con-

cavics, the true Katydid from which the jiopular

name is derived, is met with throughout the cen-

tral and eastern States. This and an allied species,

which is found in the South, are our only representatives in which the length of

the wings is exceeded by the length of the wing-covers. These are very broad and

Fig. 264.— Cjirfophyllus concavus,
katydid.
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convex, entirely closing the body, and, witli their strong midrib, closely resemble a

leaf.

In a previous article we have described this species in tlie following language : “ The
ovipositor of the female is almost as long as the abdomen, cimeter-shaped, sharp-

pointed, and with slight serrations on the lower edge toward the tip. Both sexes have

two thorn-like projections, on the breast, between the front legs, and the membran-

aceous spots on the dilated base of the frojit tibife are convex rather than concave, and

look like little ])Ockets from above. The eggs are thrust by means of the sharp ovi-

positor, into crevices and soft substances, and probably, in a state of nature, into the

crevices of loose bark, or into the soft stems of woody plants. In the breeding cage I

have had pieces of cork tilled with them, and they have often been crowded between

the crevices and sutures of my cages, esjjecially where the cap rests on the cage proper.

These eggs are 0.25-0.30 inch long, very flat, over thrice as long as wide, pointed at

each end, with the edges bevelled off or emai'ginate. They are of a dark slate color,

and the lower or first inserted end is protected by dark, adhesive substance, Avhich

hardens and sometimes extends the whole length of one of the borders. Several eggs

are usually pressed close to each other.” The southern species, Cijrtophylliis perspi-

cillatus differs from its northern ally in its shorter, but equally broad elytra, in the

slightly broader musical apparatus of the male, and in the stouter legs.

Amhhjcorypha rotrardtfolia is a small species with oblong elytra, which is very com-

mon throughout the Northern States and Canada. The ovipositor is quite broad,

much curved and roughly serrated both

above and below. A. ohlongifolia is a

large species found in the same locality

with the above. It has the ovipositor

less serrated and less curved. Ambly-

corypha ccmdata, which is a still larger in-

sect, and in which the ovipositor is very
i-aG. 265.-.4m6/^corz//j/w™w^

is tlic Southern States. A.

xdderii is our smallest species, and is

common around Washington. Their eggs are slate-colored, and shaped like those

presently to be described. We have had them loosely laid in our vivai-ia, but the

structure of the ovipositor indicates that they are, in nature, secreted like those of

Cyrt(>2)hyUus. These katydids are closely allied to the members of the following

genus, which they resemble in many respects.

The Angular-winged Katydid, AFicrocentram retinervis, is our commonest North

American species, and as can be seen by refereiice to the illustration, has large and

ample wings, conqiaratively short but stout hind femora, and a short and much curved

ovipositor. As its habits have been more carefully studied than those of any of our

other katydids, we quote from the sixth report on the Insects of Missouri, where the

life history of the species has been fully set forth.

“ The females commence to ovijiosit early in September, and continue to lay at

intervals until the first severe frost. The eggs,” which are oblong and flat, “are

occasionally deposited during the day, but the operation usually takes place at night.

Selecting a twig of about the size of a common goose-quill, this ])rovident mother pre-

pares it for the reception of her eggs by biting and roughening the bark with her

jaws for a distance of two or three inches. This bite is not gradual, like that made
when feeding, but is sudden and vigorous, the insect chewing and ])ressing the twig
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each side so as to form an edge. This operation is accompanied by a sudden, nervous

shake of tlie body from side to side, and lasts sometimes but two or three minutes,

sometimes more than ten. When the

o23eration is accomi)lished to her satis-

faction, she clutches with her front feet

the stem to be used, and anchors the

middle and hindmost feet for the most

part upon contiguous leaves or branches,

and often quite wide apart. Then, if

she has her head in an upward direc-

tion (for it seems to be immateidal to

her whetlier the eggs are placed from

below up or vice versa), she begins at

the lower end of the lower portion of

the twig, and, after fretting it anew

with her jaws and measuring and feel-

ing it over again and again with her

palpi, as if to assure herself that all is

as it should be, she slowly— with much
apparent effort, and not without letting

it partly fall several times— curls the

abdomen under until the lower edge of the ovipositor is brought between the jaws and

the palpi, by which it is grasped and guided to the right position. It is then worked

slightly up and down for from four to six minutes— all the time guided by the jaws—
while a shiny viscid duid is given out ajiparently from the ovipositor. Finally, after a

few seconds’ rest or suspension of this work, the egg gradually rises, and, as it ])asses be-

tween the ovipositor, turns so that one end a}>pears almost simultaneously, from between

the convex edge, with the other from the lower tip, of the blade. The egg adheres to

the roughened bark in an oblique position. It is at first almost black and highly var-

nished, but it acquires its normal gray color within eight or ten hours. After the egg is

placed the abdomen is straightened out, and the insect rests for a few moments, soon,

however, to resume her efforts and repeat the like performance, in every j^articular, except

that the second egg is placed on the op])osite side of the twig and a little above the

first one. The third egg is pushed in between the top of the first one and the twig,

the fourth between the toj) of the second, and so on, one each side, alternately. Thus

these eggs are not laid, as we might naturally imply, one over the other, but, rather,

one under the other
;

i. e., each succeeding jiair having their ends thrust in between

the tops of the preceding pair, the teeth at the end of the ovipositor helping to crowd

the end into jdace.

“ The number of eggs laid at one time varies from two to thirty, the first batches

containing more than those deposited later in the season. Each female produces from

one hundred and fifty to two hundred, or ])erhaps more, and I have known them to

lay on the edge of a leaf, or of a jnano-cover, or a long piece of cord.

“ These eggs, as already remarked, are rather flat when laid, but become more

swollen, so that they have a narrower look as they approach the period in spring.

During the early part of May the embryo larva— which lies straight in its egg, com-

pletely filling it, with the legs bent up as in a pujja, and the long antenna3 curling

around them — attains its full development, and after hours of tedious contracting
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Fig. 267. — Eggs of
Microcenirum, reti-

nervis.

and expanding movements, manages to burst the egg open at its top or exposed end,

along the narrow edge, and generally about half way down. Through this opening
young Katy slowly emerges, undergoing a moult during the process,

and leaving its first skin, in a crumpled white mass, attached to the

emjity bivalvular egg-shell. Including the hind-legs and antenme,
it measures, at this time, rather more than an inch in length, the body
alone being one-eighth of an inch long

;
and in contemplating it, one

cannot but wonder how the long, stiff legs and great length of an-

tennfe, together with the plump body, could so recently have been
compressed into the comparatively small shell to Avhich we see it

clinging.

“ In from ten to twenty minutes after, these little beings essay

their first leaps, and soon begin to eat with avidity. They feed with

almost equal relish upon a great variety of foliage, but I have found

that when reared upon very succulent leaves, such as lettuce, cabbage,

purslain and the like, they are less hardy, and do not attain so great

an age as when nourished upon more ligneous food, as the leaves of

oak, apple or cherry.

“ The larval life of these insects lasts from seven to eight weeks.

Shortly before the change to jsupoe, which takes place toward the

end of June, the rudiments of the wings and of the sexual organs

may be distinguished. In the pupa state they are quite pretty, and their faces have

a comically wise look, and every motion is invested with a sort of dignity that cannot

fail to amuse the observer.

“ Including the moult iu leaving the egg, they cast their skins five times, becoming

pupie .at the fourth, and acquiring wings at the fifth. In each case the palpi are

adroitly used to help the long antemife out of the old skin, and a description of the

last, wliich is more easily watched, will convey a correct idea of all. In changing

from the pupa to the jierfect form, the insect stations itself firmly upon a large stem,

or a couple of twigs which branch in such a manner as to afford a convenient support,

and, after a short period of inactivity, a rupture appears in the eovering of the head,

and gradually extends backward to the posterior edge of the thorax. The armor of

the head is next detached from the neck, and by a few upward and downward motions

is made to slide off in front, the long, thread-like antenme being dr.awn out of their

shields with great care, in constantly lengthening loops, the palpi affording much
assistance in pushing the old skin downward. After the head and antennae are

entirely freed the insect remains for a short time motionless,- as if to recover from its

exertions. Very soon, however, it renews its efforts in a series of rapid jerks and con-

tractions, by which the body is impelled forward while the outgrown skin is held

firmly in place by the claws of the middle and posterior legs, which remain fixed in

the wood. The most difficult part of the whole jn-ocess seems to be the extrication of

the front legs. This once accomplished, the katydid has something to grasp with, and

experiences no further trouble in withdrawing the body and the remaining legs from

the old integument, often leaving the latter, as an almost transparent shell, in perfect

shape upon the twig. It is not allowed to remain long, however, as an object of

curiosity, for almost the first efforts of the transfoi'med insect .are directed to the task

of eating up this, its outgrown and outworn g.arment.

“ When first out of its pupal covering the wings of the mature insect hang down
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on each side as flexible and shapeless as strips of dampened lace, but soon they begin

to dry and harden, and are, by degrees, drawn up into j^lace. The anterior pair,

which were at first transparent, become gradually green and o^iaque, and display the

characteristic leaf-like veinings
;
while the broad under-wiiigs, formed of transparent

membrane, intersected by an exquisite network of green veins, are folded fanlike

beneath them, with only the tips, for about a third of an inch, visible, this j’ortion

being green and thickened like the wing-covers. The whole opei-atioii of moulting is

performed within an hour.

“ The first notes from this katydid are heard about the middle of July, and the

species is in full song by the first of August. The wing-covers are partially opened

by a sudden jerk, and the notes produced by the gradual closing of the same. The

song consists of a series of from twenty-five to thirty raspings, as of a stiff quill drawn

across a coarse file. There are about five of these raspings or trills per second, all

alike, and with equal intervals, except the last two or three, which, with the closing of

the wing-covers, run into each other. The whole strongly recalls the slow turning of

a child’s wooden rattle, ending by a sudden jerk of the same
;
and this prolonged

rattling, which is j^eculiar to the male, is invariable and instantly answered by a single

sharp ‘ chirp ’ or ‘ tschick ’ from one or more females, who produce the sound by a sud-

den jerk upward of the wings.”

Microcentrum, affiliatum, a closely allied species, has the same range with the pre-

ceding. It is a larger insect, and is nowhere so common as retinervis. In Central

and South America occur several very large species, which belong to closely allied

genera.

Our remaining species of katydids belong to the genus Phaneroptera, of which

Phaneroptera curvicauda is the best known species. It is a much more slender insect

than the others noticed, and the ovipositor is broad and greatly cuiwed. The eggs

are laid singly in the edges of leaves, between the upper and lower cuticles, and are so

thin that they are not noticeable except when the leaf is held between one’s self and

the light. They swell very considerably, however, in the spring, before hatching.

The genus Pocusta, which contains the typical species of the family, is composed

of large, strong-bodied insects, which are furnished with long, narrow elytra, and broad

wings. Tlie females are provided with long ovipositors with which they place their

eggs in the ground. Locusta fulighiosa is confined to the arid plateaus of the great

interior basin, where it lives on the low and sombre-colored vegetation. It is dull

grayish-brown in color, with short, pellucid bands between the veins of the wings.

A greenish-colored variety of this species occurs in Utah. The ovipositor in this

species measures a trifle over an inch in length. J^ocusta occidentalis is a smaller and

more slender species said to occur in California. This is also fuliginous in color.

Locusta viridissima, the Great Green Grasshoppei*, occurs throughout Europe from

Sweden southward, also in North Africa and Asia Minor. It lives on trees, bushes,

and all sorts of plants, and is often found in grain fields. Locusta caudata, also Euro-

pean, enjoys a similarly wide range with the last-named species, and in Transylvania

is quite common in fields of grain. A third species, Locusta. cautans, is also very

widely distriVjuted both in Europe and Asia. Brunner von Wattenwyl, in his

Poodromus of European Orthoptera, mentions an undescribed species of this genus

as occurring in Japan.

The Acridid^, embracing the locusts, is by far the largest family of the Orthoptera,

and contains the most destructive of the insect class. It is peiliaps unfortunate, as
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having tended greatly to confuse the student, that tlie family name Locnstidae should

have come to be confined to the insects of the itreceding family, which are jiroperly

called in common language grasshoppers, katydids, etc., whereas the popular term
locust is more correctly applied to the insects of the family now under consideration.

The Acrididae reside for the most part on the ground, and are distinguished from
those of other families of saltatorial Orthoptera by the following characters : — The
antennae are comparatively short, never exceeding the body in length, and as a rule

composed of from twelve to twenty-five joints, though in a few species there are but

seven or eight. The tarsi are apparently three-jointed. The abdominal appendages

in the male are generally small and short, but the ovipositor in the female consists of

two pairs of short, corneous pieces, one pair curving upward, the other downward,
and together well adapted to drilling holes for the reception of the eggs. Tlie male

is witliout the stridulating organ at the base of the wings which is found among the

Locnstidm. They nevertheless stridnlate more or less perfectly, and princi])ally by
friction of the hind thighs against the hardened border of the elytra.

The eggs of locusts are elongate and cylindrical, and laid somewhat regularly in a

mass in the ground,— the number varying from about thirty to a Inmdred and fifty

or more, according to the species. Locusts occur in all parts of the world, and vary

from one-fourth of an inch to four or five inches in length. They are either wingless

or with well developed wings capable of sustaining flight for many hundred miles with-

out resting. The transformations are essentially the same throughout the family, and

details will be found in the ensuing account of Caloptenus sptretus, our most injurious

species.

For convenience, the family has been divided into minor groups or sub-families by

entomologists
;
and the number and arrangement of these sub-divisions varies greatly

with different authors. The Tettiginm or Grouse-locusts are all small species in which

the pronotnm or thoracic shield is greatly enlarged posteriorly into a jjrojection as long

as or longer than the wings. These small locusts are most commonly found in low, Avet

meadows, and on the borders of water-courses, where their h.abits are very similar to

those of tlie different species of Tridactylus, to whicli they bear a slight resemblance.

They are very active and possess great leaping powers, but their dull, gray colors

render them inconspicuous and often even quite difficult to observe. They hibernate

under leaves and rubbish, either as piqiJB or in the perfect state, and are among the very

first of insects seen in early sjiring on sunny slopes after the snow has

f
disappeared. Tettix gramdata, or the Granulated Grouse-locust, is

found throughout the northern portion of this country, where it reaches

a latitude almost to the Arctic circle. Tettix ornata, which is a some-

what smaller species, is also widely distributed, having been taken in

Canada, and as far southwest as Texas. Tettix sidndata is an oriental

insect. It is found throughout Europe from Lapland and Norway to

Fig. 268. — Tettix the Aliis. In these mountains it reaches an altitude of between nine
(franxUata, gran- ^

uiated grouse- and ten thousand feet above sea level. It also occurs sparingly as far
locust.

. .
' . ®

,

south as Italy and Spain, and its eastern range extends far into the

interior of Asia. All the species of this genus v.ary greatly in their color. A
second and closely allied genus {Tettigidea) ocam-^ in North America, the members

of which are projiortionately larger and more robust than those of the genus just

described. Tettigidea lateralis., the female of which is about one-half inch, and the male

one-third of an inch in length, is confined to the central and eastern portion of the
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continent. It is of variable colors, ranging from dark brown to a dirty white above,

and blackish beneath. The pronotum, which is comparatively smooth and marked

with faint longitudinal stri*, extends beyond the end of the body. Tettigidea poly-

morpha, which differs from the preceding species in having the pronotum as short or

shorter than the body, has a like distribution, but is by far the more common species

of the two.

Batrachidea differs from both Tettix and Tettigidea in having a more robust form,

and in possessing a prominent carina or ridge extending along the middle of the pro-

notum. Batrachidea cristata, in which the carina is very prominent and regularly

arched, is found throughout the eastern half of the United States, where it is chiefly

confined to timbered regions. This species is gray, and often very beautifully mottled

or marbled with various shades of brown and violet.

Intermediate between this group, and closely connecting it with the balance of the

Acrididae, is a large, clumsy species, Phrynotettix verruculata, which is confined to

the southwestern portion of the United States, where it lives along streams. This

peculiar-looking locust measures about an inch and an eighth in length, and almost half

as much in width, and is variably mottled with gray, brown, and black colors.

Throughout the southern portion of North America are found several very large

and clumsy-looking locusts, which belong to the genus Dictyophorus of Brulle and

Bhomalea of Burmeister. These insects have the elytra and wings shorter than the

abdomen, the antennas acuminate and somewhat flattened, and the vertex of the head

pyramidal. Dictyophorus centurio, which is yellow and black, is confined chiefly to

Florida and the adjoining portions of Alabama and Georgia, while Dictyophorus marci^

which is almost entirely black, enjoys a much wider distribution. Both species meas-

ure about two and one-half inches in length.

The gigantic lobe-crested locusts of Central and South America, which are among
the largest of insects, and some of which have a wdng expanse of from eight to' nine

inches, live, as a rule, on bushes and trees. Tropidacris dux, which has the hind-wings

brick-red, broadly margined with black, extends in its range from Panama to Texas.

Tropidacris rex, which is a closely allied species, is said to occur in Equador, while

both Tropidacris latreillei and T.fabricii are from Brazil. T. cristata is mentioned

as inhabiting Asia and Africa, as well as South America. This last species is some-

what smaller, and has the hind-wings pale greenish-blue, margined and mottled with

black, as in the preceding species. Titanacris carinata, a West Indian species, differs

from all of those belonging to the last named genus in the wings being immaculate.

Titanacris alhipes is somewhat smaller, has a green band running from the apex to the

base of the wings, and has the lobes of the pronotum round and smooth. In the genus

Lophacris, of which there are three species, the wings are short, broad, and immacu-

late. Lophacris olfersii is cited as occurring both in China and South America, while

Lophacris velasquezii is from Vera Cruz, Mexico. Lophacris humholdtii differs from

both of the preceding species in having the hind-wings pea-green instead of red. It

is found on the west coast of South America.

The genus Acridium, to which some of our most common North American locusts

belong, is a very extensive one, the species being mostly of large size, and including

sevei-al that are migratory and destructive to vegetation. Like the crested giants just

noticed, the species of Acridium are also inclined to be more or less arboreal in their

habits. The different species are found throughout all countries that lie within the

torrid and temperate zones. Acridium perigrinum is one of the true migratory

VOL. II.
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Fig. 269. — Acridium americanum.

locusts of the Orient, and occurs also in portions of Central and South America.

Acridium shoshone, a large greenish species with yellow antennae, is met with in the

great interior basin be-

tween the Wasatch and

the Sierra Nevada ranges,

where it is most com-

monly found upon and in

the vicinity of the small

mountain oaks
;
while in

the eastern half of the

United States Acridium

rubiginosum and Acri-

dium alutaceum are both

known to possess similar habits. Acridium americanum is one of our most common
and handsome species, and, as will be seen by reference to the illustration, bears

a close resemblance to the migratory species of the East. It sometimes assumes

the migratory habit, especially at the south, where it becomes somewhat injurious to

agriculture. Several other species of the genus are known to be truly migratory, in

various portions of Asia, and neighboring islands. The species hibernate at times in the

larva, or pupa state, but more often in the imago, or full-winged state. The genus has

recently been disintegrated, and a number of new generic

or sub-generic terms, of doubtful value, proposed.

The “Lubber Grasshopper,” or the Clumsy Locust,

of the plains, Brachystola magna, which Ave herewith

figure, is a peculiar insect, confined to the central portion

of North America, and is tolerably common on the western

plains, where it slowly hops about, like a young toad, and

shows a disposition to keejj in the shade. It is a very

awkward insect in its movements, and when disturbed,

and caused to jump, it almost invariably turns a complete

somersault, or alights upon its head.

A great many species of North American locusts be-

long to the genus Caloptenus. Several of these are known
to be migratory at times, and one of them is habitually so.

Most of the species prefer to live aboiit vegetation, more

or less rank and succulent, though there is consider.able

diversity of habit among them. While a few of the spe-

cies are Avidespread and omnivorous, many others are

local, and confined to particular food-plants. Of the

former, Caloptenusfemur-ruhrum., the Red-thighed Locust,

is foAxnd throughout North America. Caloptenus atlanis,

a closely allied species, intermediate between it and the

true migratory locust of this country, has an equally Avide

range. This species becomes very numerous and destructNe at times, Avhen it also

exhibits the migratory habit in a limited degree. It is the species Avhich has done the

gi’eatest injury in the New England States at various jseriods in the past. In jiarts of

Oregon and Washington Territory it has also, at times, proved injurious. Caloptenus

differentialis and Caloptemis bivittatus, our two largest species, are met with in low.

Fig. 270, Brachystola magna,
clumsy locust.
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Fig. 271. — Caloptenus differentialis.

found throughout the nortlnvestern

upon several species of Artemisia,

portion

or sage

wet meadows, especially those in which rank weeds occur. The former is confined to

the central portion of the United States, while the latter extends throughout the

greater part of temperate North

America. Caloptenus luriclus, which

closely resembles the common red-

thighed locust, is met with in the

Missouri valley, where it is more

partial to uplands and more open

country than are any of the preced-

ing species. Caloptenus cinereus is

of the United States, where it lives

brush, the leaves of which it resembles in color.

No insects have had moi’e said about

them, and none have done more mischief in

the world than migratory locusts. They
are distributed over all parts of the world

which possess extended ste2ipes or treeless

plains. They flourish on elevated plateaux

and in hot and dry atmosi^here. Tliey are

essentially denizens of the jJlains, and can-

not peipetuate in heavily timbered or in low, humid regions.

The chief migratory species of the Old World, made famous alike from its terrible

destructiveness and its frequent mention in Holy Writ, is the Pachrjt>jlus migratorius,

which we herewith figure. P. cinerascens is but a variety. While this insect, together

with other species, and especially Acridium perigrinum and Caloptenus italicus, have

ravaged eastern countries from the earliest historic i)eriod, much remained to be

learned, up to Avithin a feAV years, Avhether as to its habits or as to the best means of

controlling it.

Fig. 272. — Caloptenus bivittatus.

The most injurious species in the United States is Caloptenus spretus^ or the

Rocky Mountain Locust, alias Western Grasshopjier. It has ravaged the country Avest

of the Mississippi, at irregular periods, from the earliest history Ave have of that country,

and it Avas so A-ery destructive in the nortliAvestern States and Territories from 1873 to

1877, tliat it may truly be said to have been one of the chief causes of the business

crisis Avhich characterized that period. So Avidespread and disastrous AA^ere the results

of its Avork that Congress provided for a commission to investigate it. As a result of

the labors of this commission, the Avorld has a better knoAvledge of these destructive

migratory locusts— their habits, the laws governing their movements, their enemies,

and the best way of dealing Avith them— than it ever before possessed. This infor-

mation is embodied in the rejAerts of the United States Entomological Commission,

jiublished by the government.

Caloptenus spretus being thus the best knoAvn of our locusts, in all its bearings, we
Avill quote largely from our OAvn Avritings upon it, because the general facts in refer-

ence to it Avill apply to all migratory locusts, Avhile its development and transforma-

tions are typical of those of the AA'hole family.

“No one Avho has not Avitnessed tlie ravaging poAver of locusts can fully conceive

of or appreciate it. The organization and habit of the typical locust admirably fit it

for ravenous Avork. Muscular, gregarious, with poAverful jaAvs, and ample digestive

and reproductive systems
;
strong of Aving, and assisted in flight by numerous buoyant
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air sacs,— all these traits conspire to make it the terrible engine of destruction

which history shows it to have been under conditions favorable to its excessive multi-

plication. Insignificant individually, but mighty collectively, locusts fall upon a

country like a plague or a blight. The farmer ploughs and plants. He cultivates in

hojje, watching his growing grain, in graceful, wave-like motion wafted to and fro by

the warm summer winds. The green begins to golden
;
the harvest is at hand. Joy

lightens his labor as the fruit of 2:)ast toil is about to be realized. The day breaks with

a smiling sun, that sends his rij^ening rays through laden orchards and j^romising fields.

Kine and stock, of every sort, are sleek with jDlenty, and all the earth seems glad.

The day grows. Suddenly the sim’s face is darkened, and clouds obscure the sky.

The joy of the morn gives way to ominous fear. The day closes, and ravenous locust-

Fig. 273.— Pachi/tylus migralorius (on tlie right variety P. cincrascens), old world locust.

swarms have fallen upon the land. The morrow comes, and, ah ! what a change it

brings! The fertile land of promise and plenty has become a desolate waste, and old

Sol, even at his brightest, shines sadly through an atmosphere alive with myriads of

glittering insects

“ Falling itpon a cornfield, the insects convert in a few hours the green and prom-

ising acres into a desolate stretch of bare, spindling stalks and stubs. Covering each

hill by hundreds
;
scrambling from row to row like a lot of young, famished pigs, let

out to their trough
;
they sweeji clean a field quicker than would a whole herd of

hungry steers. Imagine hundreds of square miles covered with such a ravenous horde,

and one can get some realization of the j^icture presented in many jiarts of the country

west of the Mississipjii during years of locust invasion.

“Their flight may be likened to an immense snow-storm, extending from the

ground to a height at which our visual organs j^erceive them only as minute,
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darting scintillations, leaving the imagination to picture them indefinite distances be-

yond
“ In alighting, they circle in myriads about you, beating against everything animate

or inanimate; driving into open doors and windows; heaping about your feet and

around your buildings, their jaws constantly at work biting and testing all things in

seeking what they can devour. In the midst of the incessant buzz and noise which

such a flight produces
;
in the face of the unavoidable destruction everywhere going

on, one is bewildered and awed at the collective power of the ravaging host, which

calls to mind so forcibly the plagues of Egypt.

“The noise their myriad jaws make when engaged in their work of destruction can

be realized by any one who has ‘ fought ’ a prairie fire, or heard the flames passing

along before a brisk wind, the low crackling and rasping— the general effect of the

two sounds is very much the same. Southey, in his Thalaba, most graphically pic-

tures this noise produced by the flight and approach of locusts

:

‘ Onward they come, a dark, continuous cloud

Of congregated myriads numberless.

The rushing of whose wings was as the sound

Of a broad river, headlong in its course

Plunged from a mountain summit, or the roar

Of a wild ocean in the autumn storm.

Shattering its billows on a shore of rocks !
’

Figs. 274 and 275.— Caloptenus spretus. Rocky Mountain locust, male
and female.

“Nothing, however, can surpass the pro
2
)het Joel’s account of the appearance and

ravages of these insects. Omitting the figurative parts, it is accurate and graphic

beyond measure

:

“ ‘A day of darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, as

the morning spread upon the mountains
;
a great people and a strong

;
there hath not

been ever the like, neither shall be any more after it, even to the years of many gener-

ations. A fii’e devoui’eth be-

fore them
;
and behind them

a flame burneth
;
the land is

as the garden of Eden before

them, and behind them a des-

olate wilderness
;

yea, and

nothing shall escape them.

The appearance of them is as the appearance of horses
;
and as horsemen, so shall

they run. Like the noise of chariots on the tops of mountains shall they leap, like the

noise of a flame of fire that devoureth the stubble, as a strong people set in battle array.

Before their face the people shall be much pained
;

all faces shall gather blackness.

They shall run like mighty men
;
they shall climb the wall like men of war

;
and they

shall march every one on his ways, and they shall not break their ranks. . . . They
shall run to and fro in the city

;
they shall run upon the wall

;
they shall climb up

u23on the houses
;
they shall enter in at the windows like a thief.’

“ The female, when about to lay her eggs, forces a hole in the ground by means of

the two pairs of horny valves which open and shut at the tip of her abdomen, and

which, from their peculiar structure, are admirably fitted for the 23ur230se. With the

valves closed she pushes the tips into the ground, and by a series of muscular efforts

and the continued opening and shutting of the valves she drills a hole, until in a few

minutes (the time varying with the nature of the soil), nearly the whole abdomen is
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buried. The abdomen stretches to its utmost for this purpose, especially at the

middle, and the hole is generally a little curved, and always more or less oblique.

Now, with hind-legs hoisted straight above the back, and the shanks hugging moi-e or

less closely the thighs, she commences
ovipositing, the eggs being voided in

a pale glistening and glutinous fluid

which holds them together and binds

them into a long cylindrical pod, cov-

ered with
2
)articles of earth which ad-

here to it. When fresh, the whole

mass is soft and moist, but it soon

acquires a firmer consistency. It is

often as long as the abdomen, and

usually lies in a curved or slanting-

position. It is never iflaced much
more than an inch below the surface,

except where some vegetable root has

been followed down and devoured,

and the insect leaves her eggs before

emerging; in this way the mass is

sometimes placed a foot below the

surface. The eggs which compose this mass are laid side by side to the number of

from thirty to one hundred, according to the size of the mass. They are 0.15 to 0.20

inch long, one-fourth as wide, slightly curved, of a
2
)ale yellow color, and rather larger

at the anterior than the posterior end. As the hatching jjeriod approaches they

become more plump and })ale, and the embryo, with its dark eyes, is visible through

the shell, which is now somewhat transparent. The ojiening to this egg-mass is cov-

ered uj^ by the mother, but the newly hatched insect has no difficulty in escaj)ing.

“The young locusts dis
2
)lay gregarious instincts from the start, and congregate in

immense numbers in warm and sunny
2
)laces. They thus often blacken the sides of

houses or the sides of hills. They remain thus huddled together during cold, damp
weather. When not travelling, and when food is abundant, or during bad, rainy

weather, they are fond of congregating on fences, buildings, trees, or anything removed

from the moist ground. They also
2
)i‘efer to get into such

2
>ositions to undergo their

different moults. In fields they collect at night or during cold, damp weather, under

any rubbish that may be at hand, and may be enticed under straw, hay, etc., scattered

on the ground. Old
2
)i’airie-grass affords good shelter, and where a wheat-field is sur-

rounded with unburned
2
>raii’ie, they will gather for shelter along the borders of

this last.

“ The young locusts soon after hatching begin to dis
2
fiay their migratory nature

;

but so far we have been unable to ascertain that they travel in stated directions as

some persons have asserted. Our ex
2
)erience has been that diffei-ent clusters of them

have been noticed to travel in all directions at the same time.

“ It is when they are abundant and vigorous enough to bare the ground of vegeta-

tion, and this
2
)rincipally after they are half-grown, that the habit of migrating in large

bodies is developed. In 1877 scarcely any disposition to migrate was sliown, and this

was in strong contrast with what occurred in 1875. In a year like this last, when they

are vigorous and abundant, their power for injury increases with their growth. At

Fig. 276.— Egg laying of Rocky Mountain locust; <i a «, female
in (iitt'erent positions, ovipositing; b, egg-pod extracted
from ground, with the end broken open; c, a few eggs
lying loose on the ground; d e, show the earth partially
removed, to illustrate an egg-mass already in place, and
one being placed; /, shows where such a mass has been
covered up.
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first devouring the vegetation in particular fields and patches in the vicinity of their

birthplaces, they gradually widen the area of their devastation, until at last, if very

numerous, they devour eveiy green thing over extensive districts. Whenever they

have thus devastated a country they are forced to feed upon one another, and perish in

immense numbers from debility and starvation. Whenever timber is accessible they

collect in it, and after cleaning out the underbrush, feed upon the dead leaves and

bark. A few succeed in climbing up into the rougher-bark trees, where they feed upon

the foliage, and it is amusing to see with what avidity the famished individuals below

scramble for any fallen leaf that the^ more fortunate mounted ones may chance to

sever. This increase in destructiveness continues until the bulk of the locusts have

undergone their larval moults and attained the puj^a state. The pupa, being brighter

colored, with more orange than the larva, the insects now look, as they congregate,

like swarms of bees. From this time on they begin to decrease in numbers, though

retaining their ravenous propensities. They die rapidly from disease and from the

attacks of natural enemies, while a large number fall a prey, Avhile in the helpless con-

dition of moulting, to the cannibalistic proclivities of their own kind. Those that

acquire wings rise in the air during the Avarmer parts of the day, and wend their way

as far as the wind Avill permit, toward their native home in the northwest. They

mostly carry with them the germs of disease or are parasitized, and whenever they

settle do comparatively little damage.”

The larva upon leaving the egg and before shedding the amnion has the body soft

and flabby
;
but as soon as this is shed it ho2)S quite actively. “ Belonging to an oi’der

in which the transformations are incomplete, the young locust differs but little in gen-

eral structure from its jiarent. The most striking differences are the wmnt of wings,

and the less flattened, narrower prothorax, which I’ises from the sides more in the shajje

of a roof. The abdomen is also more roof-shaped. The perfect winged form is grad-

ually assumed through a series of five moults, at the first four of which the wing-jiads

become more and more apparent, and at the last of which, from the pupa to the i^er-

fect state, the thorax becomes flattened, full Avings are acquii’ed, and the insect ceases

to grow, except as the female abdomen becomes gravid and lieaA^y Avith eggs. Yet

with each moult, aside from the colorational changes, certain minute and less striking

structural changes invariably take jfiace, by observing Avhich we may always know the

conqjarative age and the particular stage of groAvth of any indiA'idual.”

Like all creatures which suffer exuviation or the shedding of skin, our locust quits

feeding for a Avhile and remains quiet during the j^rocess. The first three or larval

skins are almost iiiA'ariably shed on or near the ground, the young insects congregating

under grass in little hollows or depressions, or under any shelter that offers for the

purpose. The cast-off exuviae are often very abundant in such sheltered places, and

are not infrequently mistaken for dead locusts. The last tAvo or jaujauI moults, on the

contrary, more often take place above ground, the insects at these stages of growth

preferring to fasten to some elevated object. Immediately after each moult the Avhole

body is soft and colorless, as it was immediately after hatching.

“ In order to illustrate the interesting process of moulting, we will trace an individ-

ual through the last moult— from the piqja to the winged insect— as it is the most

difficult and, on account of the larger size of the animal, most easily watched. The
other moults ai-e very similar in mode of execution.

“ When about to acquire wings the pupa crawls up some post, Aveed, grass-stalk, or

other object, and clutches such object securely with the hind-feet, which are drawn up
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under the oody. In doing so the favorite position is with the head downward, though

this is by no means essential. Remaining motionless in this position for several hours,

with antennte drawn down over the face, and the whole aspect betoken-

ing helplessness, the thorax, especially between the wind-pads, is noticed

to swell. Presently the skin along this swollen portion splits right

along the middle of the head and thorax, starting by a transverse,

curved suture between the eyes, and ending at the base of the abdomen.
“ Let us now imagine that we are Avatching one from the moment

of this splitting. As soon as the skin is split, the soft and Avhite fore-

body and head swell, and gradually extrude more and more by a series

of muscular contortions: the new head slowly emerges from the old

^ut
skin, which with its empty eyes, is worked back beneath, and the new
feelers and legs are being drawn from their casings andO O

the future wings from their sheaths. At the end of six or seven minutes

our locust— no longer pupa, and not yet imago— looks as in Fig. 278,

the four front puparlegs being generally detached, and the insect hang-

ing by the hooks of the hind-feet, which were anchored, Avhile yet it had

that command over them which it has now lost. The receding skin is

transparent and loosened, especially from the extremities. In six or

seven minutes more of arduous labor— of swelling and contracting—
with an occasional brief respite, the antennae and the four front legs are

freed, and the fulled and crimped wings extricated. The soft front-legs

rapidly stiffen, and, holding to its support as well as may be with these, protrud-

the nascent locust employs whatever muscular force it is capable of to

draw out the end of the abdomen and its long hind-legs. This in

a few more minutes it finally does and with gait as unsteady as that

of a new-dropped colt, it turns round and clambers up the side of

the shrunken, cast-off skin, and there rests while the wings expand

and every part of the body hardens and gains strength— the

crooked limbs straightening and the Avings unfolding and expand-

ing like the petals of some pale floAver. The front-wings are at

first rolled longitudinally to a point, and as they expand and un-

roll, the hind-wings, Avhich are tucked and gathered along the

veins, at first curl over them. In ten or fifteen minutes from the

time of extrication these Avings are fully expanded and hang down

like dampened rags. From this point on, the broad hind-wings

begin to fold up like fans beneath the narroAver front ones, and

in another ten minutes they have assumed the normal

attitude of rest. Meanwhile the pale colors Avhich

always belong to the insect while moulting have been

gi’adually giving way to the natural tints, and at this

stage our new-fledged locust presents an aspect fresh

and bright. If Ave noAV examine the cast-off skin, Ave

shall find every part entire with the exception of the

rupture Avhich originally took place on the back; and

it would puzzle one Avho had not Avitnessed the opera-

tion to divine how the now stiff hind shanks of the mature insect had been extricated

from the bent skeleton left behind. They were in fact drawn over the bent knee-

FlG. 279. — The imago
nearly out.

Fig. 278. — The
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Fig. 281.— Caloptemis spretus. Rocky Mountain locust,

in flight.

joint, so that during the process they were doubled throughout their length. They

were as supple at the time as an oil-soaked string, and for some time after extrication

they show the effects of this severe bending by their curved appearance.

“ The moulting, from the bursting of the pupa-skin to the full adjustment of the

Avings and straightening of the legs of the perfect insect, occupies less than three-

quarters of an hour, and sometimes but

half an hour. It takes place most fre-

quently during the warmer part of the

morning, and within an hour after the

wings are once in position the parts have

become sufficiently dry and stiffened to

enable the insect to move about with

ease; and in another hour, with appe-

tite sharpened by long fast, it joins its

voracious comrades and tries its new
jaws. The moulting period, especially the

last, is a very critical one, and during the

helplessness that belongs to it the unfor-

tunate locust falls a prey to many enemies

which otherwise would not molest it, and

not infrequently to the voracity of the more active individuals of its own species.”

This species continue to exist year after year for an indefinite period only under

certain conditions, and hence is a more permanent resident of one section of the coun-

try than of another. These peculiar conditions obtain in the great Northwest where the

country spreads out into vast treeless jdains that have a comparatively high elevation

and are dry.

There have been various theories advanced as to the cause of the migratory

movements of this locust, but we should not look to any one, but to several causes that

may either singly or combinedly produce the result. Were we asked for any single

explanation or predisposing cause, we should answer. Excessive Multiplication; for

the others are mostly secondary, or but consequences of this one. Among these may
be enumerated hunger, the procreative instinct, annoyance by natural enemies, and

possibly a true migi-atory instinct. In its flight the species frequently travels as fast

as from twenty to thirty miles an hour, and single swarms have been traced over a

stretch of country many hundreds of miles in length.

The genus Pezotettix, which is represented in this country by about thirty recog-

nized species, differs from the preceding genus only in the abbreviation of the elytra

and wings. Many of the species of Caloptenics have representatives in jPezotettix, the

correspondences in all other respects being so close that it is difficult to decide whether

the one should be considered merely a short-winged form of the other or Avhether it

represents a permanent and distinctive type, and these facts indicate that Pezotettix,

considered as a genus, has had its origin in arrested wing development of Caloptenus.

The species of Pezotettix are, however, more localized in distribution and often chiefly

confine their diet to a single or a special group of plants. They are, like the Calop-

teni, partial to cool or shady localities, and hence are most frequently to be met with

where vegetation is someAvhat rank, as along the margins of streams and groves. They
are also more frequent in mountainous than in level countries. Pezotettix alba, a

greenish-white species, is found in Nebraska, where it lives solely upon a plant known
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riG. 282. — Stenobothrus maculipen-
7ns; a, mature insect; b, pupa; c,

larva.

in that region as white sage (Artemisia). Pezotettix glacialis inhabits the White
Mountains of Xew Hampshire, while Pezotettix dodgei is found in the mountains of

Colorado, both species being found above timber line. Dactglotum pictum, which is

bluish-green Avith bright red and yellow markings, is found on the jilains sloping

eastward from the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska. This is by

far our brightest colored locust. It frequents sandy hillsides Avhere the vegetation is

short and somewhat scattered. Pactglotiom bicolor, a closely allied species, is found

in Mexico and California.

The genus Stenobothrus is composed of rather small species, and is Avell represented

in this country as well as in Europe. In these locusts

the head is more or less conical in shape, with the face

sloping obliquely backAvard. Stenobothrtis curtipennis,

which is A"ery variable in color as Avell as in size, is con-

fined to eastern North America; while Stenobothrus

occipitalis inhabits the Rocky Mountain region. Sten-

obothrus maculipennis, which is here figured, is about

the average size of the species of this genus. There

are tAveuty-seven species recorded as inhabiting Europe,

and about an equal number exist in this country. The
genus Gomphocerus differs from Stenobothrus in having

the face less oblique and the antennaB slightly nobbed at their tips. Gomphocerus

clavatus is an eastern sjjecies, Avhile G. uterpe is confined to the prairies of the

trans-Mississippi. G. shastanus is found in the mountains of the nortlnvestern

United States. The males of several species of this genus produce a loud rattling or

hissing noise, someAvhat resembling the rattle of the large gray rattlesnake, by rubbing

the inside of the thighs against the elytra. The members of this and the preceding-

genus are most frequently met with on almost bare hillsides, Avhere they bask in the AA-arm

sunshine in company with the various species of the genus CEdipoda and its numer-

ous allies, of which this country contains upAvard of fifty species. These last named

locusts are distinguished from those already noticed by their colored hind-Avings, large

head, and prominent eyes. The elytra, Avhich are longer than the abdomen, are

always more or less sjAotted and banded Avith various shades of broAvn and black, and

the posterior femora are also banded and streaked. They hibernate for the most jAart

in the perfect state. CEdipoda (Dissosteria) Carolina, our most Avidely distributed

species, is a large rust-broA\m insect, Avith black hind-Avings bordered Avith yellow. It

is most frequently seen along dusty streets and roads, Avhere it may be observed

balancing itself upon its Avings in the air, and at the same time producing a rattling

noise. CEdipoda (Dissosteria) longi-

pennis, which is met Avith on the plains

of Colorado and Kansas, differs in hav-

ing the elytra jiale and covered with

numerous broAvn blotches, and in haA--

ing the base of the hind-Aving bluish.

CEdipoda (Ilippiscus) phoenicoptera,

the large robust locust of Avhich a figure
ggs. — CEdij>oda i)hmnicoptera, coral-winged locust,

is here given, has the hind Avings red,

bordered AAuth black. It is confined to the eastern half of the continent. CEdipoda

(Circotettix) carlingiana and CEdipoda (Circotettix) undulata are species that are
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Fig. 284. — (Edipoda pellucida, California
locust.

confined to mountainous regions, where they frequent bare, rocky slopes. The
former lias the wings smoky-black, while in the latter they are yellowish. Both of

these insects are very noisy— their clattering being mucli louder than that produced

by the Carolina locust. (Edipoda {Camnida) pellucida, Avhich in California is the

injurious species, has the hind-wings pellucid yellow'. Its habits are similar to those

of Calop>tenus spretus. It has been taken at

various points throughout the United States,

but is chiefly confined to mountainous districts,

where it frequents meadows and wet places.

(Edipoda {Pachytylus) migratorius, the most

destructive of Oriental S
2
)ecies, has been so well

described in the jjast that Ave need only refer to

it here.

The locusts belonging to the genus Trago-

cep>hala, of wdiich there are several representatives

in this country, are very variable in color. They
hibernate as larvie and pupie, and are found full-

grown quite early in spring. Tragocephcda vir-

idifasciata, or the Green-striped Locust, Avhich

is green and broAvn, is found throughout the eastern portion, Avhile Tragocephcda

pacijica is confined to the Pacific slope of North America.

Tliere is an extensive groiqi of this

family in AA'hich the vertex of the head

is greatly jiroduced into a cone-like jAro-

jection similar to that of the Conoce-

jihalids among the Locustidaj and Platy-

hlemmus in Gryllidae. These are chiefly

confined to the Avarmer countries of the

globe, Avhere many of them are quite

large. They have broad, flat antennae, pointed at the end, and with their greatly

lengthened heads are jjeculiar-looking insects. Truxcdis Irrevipennis is a small,

greenish sjAecies found in Florida. It measures about one and three-fourths inches

in length. Truxalis nasuta, Avhich is a large species, is found throughout southern

Europe, in Asia, Africa, and Australia. 3fesops chlorizans, AA'hich is also green, is

found in the Southern States. It has a very hard, smooth, and cylindrical body, the

elytra are long and narroAV, and the legs short. The female of this species is knoAA'n

to deposit her eggs in rotten logs and stumps. Chrysochraon viridis, a greenish

species, in Avhich the wings are also abbreviated, inhabits the eastern half of North

America from the Great Lakes southward. The size of the female is at least tAvice

that of the male.

The number of species of Acrididae inhabiting the United States is about 275, while

in Europe not more than about 180 are knoAvn.

Fig. 285. — Tragocepliala viridifasciatn

,

green-striped locust;
a, larva; b, adult.

C. V. Rilea'.
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Order VI.— HEMIPTERA.

This great group of insects, many of which are called Bugs, embraces a large

assemblage of very diverse forms, apparently not closely related to each other, and hav-

ing Avidely different modes of life. Their true com
2
JOsition is often disguised by

modifications which have reference to some jjeculiarity of habit, or to stress of locality

;

but when these features are stripped off, there remains a basis

of essential structui’e to connect all in one common group.

Two principal kinds of structure j^ervade the series and

serve to separate it from all other orders of insects. The first

of these appears in the mouth-organ, concurrent with modifica-

tions of the head and breast (sternum). This instrument, the

rostrum, consists of a horny, jointed, tapering tube, the labium,

arising from the front of the head beneath, and enclosing four

stiff bristles, the mandibles and maxillae, adapted for j^iercing

the tissues of plants or the skin of animals. By the aid of

contractile muscles it imbibes the fluid nourishment suited to

sustain the life of the insect. This rostrum is sometimes very

long and slender, especially when the creature has to probe

dee
2
) into the plant upon which it lives

;
or it is short and thick

when the S23ecies finds food near the surface. The modifica-

tions of the sternum usually coincide Avith the form and use

of the rostrum, and constitute a sup23ort for the movements of the head and its

organs.

The second kind of structure ap23ears in the organs of flight, the hemelytra or fore-

Avings and the hinder 23arts or Avings 25i’023er. There are two
2
^rincipal types of the

former Avhich Avill be more fully noticed under the divisions Homo23tera and Heter-

02Atera. In general these are thick and leathery or crustaceous at base, and mem-
branous at ti

2
). In certain degraded forms, such as the bed-bug and lice, no wings are

ever developed
;

Avhile in the aquatic genera Jlygrotrechns and Limnotrechus^ there

are individuals entirely unwinged, half-Avinged, or Avith fully develo2)ed hemelytra and

Aviugs.

The name of this order is derived from hemi, half, and pteron^ a Aving, haA'ing

reference to the thick base and abru23tly thin tip in the more commonly described

division, the IIetero25tera.

Scarcely any other great grou
2
) of insects dis

2
flays such a Avide range of diversity

as Ave see in this. Almost every
2
iattern of form or style of marking to be found in

the other orders occurs here, and that too Avith features of external structure not met

Avith elsewhere. A fcAV of these may be seen in the
2
flate which heads this article.

Besides the more prominent ty2
Aes of this order, Avdiich in North America is represented

by the leaf-ho2)2)ers, tree-ho2J2>ers, cicadas, giant Avater-bugs, Avater-boatmen, wheel-

bugs, chinch-bugs, squasb-bugs, and plant-bugs, there is an almost countless host of

small forms belonging to the scale-lice, 23lant-lice, and field bugs.

Among the terrestrial and more beetle-like forms, Avith broad oval and convex

bodies, Ave notice the Pachycorids, Corimeltenas, Stiretrids, Cydnids, and Pentatomids

;

those with ellq^tical bodies, flat above, belong to such groups as the Lygaeidae and

Coreidae, Avhile exceedingly de2)i‘essed forms are present in the Aradidae and Tingitidae
j

Fig. 286.— Under surface of
Cicada^ showing the ros-
trum.
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but in contrast with all of these are the thread-bugs, Emesidae and Berytina, whose

bodies and members are as slender and delicate as the extremely attenuated crane-flies

of the Dii^tera. Some are compressed and have the thorax raised high above the body
in the form of a currier’s knife, or like a Templar’s hat. Others imitate beech nuts,

buds of trees, bits of dried leaves, scales of dead bark, and even the excrement of

caterpillars.

This order is also rich in structural elements which serve to associate assemblages

of genera in minor subdivisions easily recognizable. But it is difticult to arrange them
all in one series, since there is often an addition of one or more elements binding them
to small groups at a distance, and forming exceptions to the great balance of their

aftinities. The structure and position of the legs also vary with the mode of life of a

species. Some are fitted for leaping, others for running, and still others for grasping

tightly the objects upon which they rest.

Those which creep about in search of living prey are often furnished with curved

or hooked fore-legs, suitable for seizing and holding creatures, when in motion, such

as cateriiillars and other larvae. The anterior femora of many kinds which move about

the branches and leaves of trees are set with numerous sharp thorns, sometimes in

opposable rows, with which they transfix and hold their victims.

While the greater number derive their food from either tlie sap of vegetables or

the blood of fishes, animals, and man, there are others which ai-e satisfied with the

strong fluid that accumulates beneath damp, decaying bark of trees, or still others

which enjoy the juices of fungi or ferns. Among some of the highly developed forms,

such as Podisus, Stiretrus, and Hhaphigaster, there are species which live upon the

juices of both insects and plants.

The Hemijstera are either aerial, terrestrial, ri
2
)arian, or aquatic. Some pass their

lives in the upjjer parts of trees, others chiefly on the lower limbs
;

still others jjrefer

the protection of roots, stones, or rubbish on the ground
;
a large number of species

select a home beneath the surface of the earth, often in the holes of ants or other

insects
;
a conspicuous assemblage of dull-colored forms occurs only in the crevices or

under the bark of trees and shrubs
;
while a host of others skim over the surface of

placid waters, and a few are found remote from land upon the rarely disturbed waves

of the tropical and sub-tropical oceans.

Their metamorphosis is incomplete, excejjting only the males of the Coccidae and a

few forms closely related to them. After leaving the egg they generally change the

outer skin four times, at intervals of a few days each, to become adults. Growth is

thereby permitted, the wing-pads and body become one size larger, and there is only a

slight difference to be noticed between the young and the jjerfect insect. Nothing

like a caterpillar stage apj^ears in the newly-hatched creature, and there is no such

differentiation as marks the larva, pupa, and imago of Coleoptera and the higher

orders. The next stage to the adult is commonly called pupa, or nymph, but not

because it is in any true sense equivalent to the pujja of other insects.

The head is either somewhat flat above and extended forwards nearly in the plane

of the thorax, with the eyes seated in or next the base
;
or it is sjiindle-shaped, long

conical, or cylindrical, freely movable, with the eyes ifiaced considerably in advance of

the base. In most riparian forms the eyes stand out ^prominently from the corners of

the broad forehead. The aquatic S25ecies have the eyes either dee23-seated in the basal

angles, or projecting like beads on the sides of the vertex. In the Corisae the head

overlaps the front of the thorax like a cap, and is there attached by a slender neck, as
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in Diptera and dragon-flies. Strongly in contrast to all these we find in the principal

Homoptera a head either transverse or vertical, deep-seated, immobile, and prolonged

downwards and backwards. In such exceptional groups as the Fulgoridae, the front of

the head is either drawn out into a large inflated protuberance, is curved forwards in a

long, tapering horn, or it is shaped like an Indian war club. Two, or at most three,

ocelli are generally jiresent, but they are absent in certain groups, such as Pyrrhocoris,

Pwyus, and Capsus.

The thorax constitutes a large portion of the mass of the body, and its first princi-

l^al division is generally free, as in the Coleo])tera. All three sections of this jiart of

the body, the prothorax, the mesothorax, and the metathorax are well distinguished,

and are only fused together in such low forms as Aleurodes, Aphidae, Coccidae, and

the lice.

To these three j^ieces the legs are attached, not far out on the sides as in Ortho23tera

and Pseudoneuroptera, but beneath, and generally near the middle line. They are

fitted for running, jumping, grasping, or swimming; and .are often provided with

curious balancing j:)lates, curved thorns, w.aved lamellae, or rows of sjiines. The coxae

are also built ui^on two jn’inciijal {patterns
;
the one being more or less conic.al .and

rotatory, the other more elongated, fixed, and only callable of motion in the direction

of the longitudinal axis of the body. The t.arsi have generally three or two joints,

rarely only one. Generally there are four wings iwesent, but the posterior pair does

not api^e.ar in the males of the Coccidae. The hemelytra and lower wings are devel-

oped from the sides of the meso- and metathorax
;
and in the Homoiitera they are com-

monly attached lower down than in the Heteroptera.

A system of tracheal vessels conveys air to all parts of the body, and communicates

Avith the outer surface by means of openings called stigmata. These openings are

provided with a lid or contr.actile fold, Avhich can be tightly closed to prevent suffoca-

tion. In a few of the aquatic forms, Pelostoma, Zaitha, etc., they are apparently

closed, but in reality have slit-like or valvular orifices which serve to str.ain the air and

perhaps to admit only the oxygen th.at it contains. An air-ch.amber generally rests

beneath each of the stigmata, and is connected with the others by tracheal tubes run-

ning throughout the length of the body on both sides. The stigmata amount in all to

ten on each side
;
a pair is placed on the underside of each of the three divisions of the

thorax, generally on or near the transverse sutures
;

six pairs are set beneath on the

sides of the abdomen, and a jjair is placed above next to the suture which separates

the thorax from the abdomen. In Fulgora and its near .allies these Latter .are very

large, but are covered by a Avhitish fibrous secretion in the living insect. In the higher

Heteroptera the .abdominal orifices are c.apped by a little jn’orninence resembling a

bead, while in Notonecta., Corixa, and some Cicadas they are concealed by fur, hairy

filaments, or scales. Panatra .and Nepa possess the usual number of stigmata, but

have in extension a pair of long respiratory tubes at the end of the body through

which they appear to receive most of the air required.

A variety of fluids and other substances are secreted by the Hemiptera. Some of

these are for the protection of the body or the eggs, as in the Coccidae
;
others, perhaps,

for defence, as the annoying spray emitted by most of the Heteroptera. In m.any of

the latter a most offensive bixg-odor is characteristic of the fluid secreted by glands

situated generally in each side of the body behind the mesosternum. Each of these

glands communicates exteriorly Avith an orifice placed behind or near the middle coxa,

called the osteole, which generally issues in some kind of an open channel styled the
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osteolar canal, and this is surrounded by a more or less rugged and granulated space, the

evaporating surface. The secretion is an ethereal oil variously combined, speedily dis-

sipated in the atmosphere, and often having an odor similar to that of pears or other

fruit. In some species of Coreidte it is decidedly aromatic, and in a few it has a siucy

smell very much like that of cinnamon.

These organs appear to be absent from the Homoptera
;
but most Cicadas secrete a

powdery substance, scales, or hairy patches from the underside of the body, while the

Fulgoridie become covered beneath and on the end of the abdomen with a cottony or

fibrous white substance. Some of the Coccidfe secrete wax or lac, and others various kinds

of valuable dyes. The functions of nutrition are performed by a well-defined system

of organs, of various forms, and often of remarkable complexity. Behind tlie mouth a

short, distinct throat receives the fluid from two pairs of ducts connected with the

salivary glands. From this the stomach is continued by an intestine-like tube, swollen

in two or more places, until it reaches the vent. The first stomach, or gizzard, is a

large, straight, frequently constricted glandular sac, narrowed behind into a long,

flexed or convoluted canal (duodenum), also glandular, and dilated posteriorly into the

chylific stomach; this is often continued backwards as a slender intestine (ilium),

emptying into a colon-like expansion that terminates with the correspondingly wide

rectum. Both of the intestinal parts of this organism are sometimes reduced to mere

peduncles of the three pouched dilatations.

In the Cicadas, Tettigonids, and Cercopis the first stomach is bent into a loop, and

the duodenal portion runs off slender in convolutions and re-enters the stomach next the

loop, the loop itself being attached to the cesophagus by a bundle of ligaments. The
iliac portion, also long and convoluted, is attached to the other side of the loop and

then runs backwards as usual.

The ovarian tubes vary greatly in number, and range from two to fifty or more in

each aggregation, according to the sjjecies. In the same genus a wide disparity in the

number of these organs frequently occurs. A large proportion of the Heteroptera

possess five to seven
;
while the Cicadas have fifty to sixty, gathered into two large,

rounded bundles; the Psyllidas acquire about thirty, and the Coccidse an almost un-

limited number. In the latter they are arranged in two stellate

branches.

Most of the eggs of the higher Heteroptera are ornamented

with bands, or other patterns of color, and many of them are

fluted, beaded, ribbed, etc. These also are capped by a toothed

and movable lid, provided with a ligamentous spring to aid the

emergence of the larva. The number of eggs laid by a single

female varies also, not only with the species, but in the indi-

viduals. Some have been known to lay as few as twenty-five eggs, while the female

Cicada sometimes deposits more than five hundred.

A well-developed nervous system appeal’s in the adults, in general approaching that

of the Coleoptera, being much concentrated towards the head in the principal groups.

This is especially the case in the higher Heteroptera, where the cephalic ganglion or

brain is massive, closely connected with the subcesophagial ganglion by two stout cords

which pass below the gullet, and this in turn is immediately followed by the great

thoracic ganglia, all three of these being fused together and continued some distance

backward by a great nervous trunk. The brain often consists of a pair of distinct

lobes, from which two heavy branches pass off to the eyes, more slender ones to the

Fig. 287. — Eggs of
Strachia, natural
size and enlarged.
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antennae, and one to each of the two or three ocelli. From the ganglion beneath the

gullet the mouth-organs are supplied with branches, and from the thoracic ganglia and

terminating trunk great branches run off and ramify upon all the oi’gans within the

cavity of the body.

The muscles of the Hemiptera are generally powerful and numerous, and are ar-

ranged chiefly with siJecial reference to the movement of large organs of the body,

such as the legs, wings, and head. Accordingly they are centred most in large bun-

dles, in the three great chambers of the thorax, and almost fill the cavity of the

jM-othorax.

Although these insects are not so numerous in species as the Coleoptera, Diptera,

or Hymenoptera, they far outnumber the Orthoptera and Neuroptera, and possibly

also the Lepidoptera. A large proportion of them have sober colors, agreeing well with

bark, earth, rock, or other surfaces upon which they rest, and multitudes are easily

overlooked because of their close resemblance to buds, jirocesses, scales, and other ob-

jects that suiTOund them
;

it is these peculiarities which have caused them to be difli-

cult to recognize and have retarded their acquisition. But with the si^read of more

exact knowledge of their habits, a new impulse has been given to the study of the

species, so that every expedition to unexplored regions returns with a quota of pre-

viously unknown forms.

At present about 27,000 species are known to be present in the jirivate collections

and public museums of Europe and America. These, including multitudes of unde-

scribed species, are distributed in very nearly the following projjortions : South

America, 10,000 ;
North America, 5,000 ;

Central America and the West Indies, 2,000

;

Europe, 3,000 ;
Asia and its islands, 3,000 ;

Africa and islands, 3,000 ;
and Australia,

New Zealand, and the Philippines, about 1,000. But this must be far short of the

actual number which can be found in these countries. Only in parts of Euroj^e have

careful and systematic searches been conducted for procuring all the sjiecies, and even

there large numbers of new forms are discovered every year. So it may be safely

estimated that scarcely more than one-half of the species of the globe have yet been

accumulated, and that not less than 50,000 will be included in the more comiflete

collections of the future. The hemipterous fauna of our own country is just begin-

ning to be made known. Every
2
)art of its territory will yield new forms; and the

zealous collector will be i^x'omjitly rewarded with fresh novelties in many of the

groups.

Like tlie Coleoixtera they attain the largest size and most splendid colors in the

tropics of both hemispheres. The largest form thus far described is the giant water-

bug, JBelostoma grandis, which lives in the fresh and brackish waters of Guiana and

Brazil. It often measures fully three and a half inches in length by one and a quai’ter

inches in breadth, and closely matches the muddy beds of the streams and puddles

which it frequents. In the same countries, too, live the great lantern flies which

measure six and a half inches across the outspread Avings.

Some of the Scutellerids inhabiting Asia, Africa and the adjacent islands resemble

the Buprestid beetles in form, and vie with them in the sixlendor of their metallic

colors, which reflect the light in varying tints like polished copixer or bronze.

In the vicinity of the Rivers Orinoco and Amazon, as well as about the great forest

belts of Brazil, the sjxecies are more numerous and peculiar than in any other region

on the globe. The large jflant and tree bugs are there especially numerous, represented

by the beautiful Pachycorids, Asopids, Pachylids, Meluchas and others, highly colored
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and curiously luarked witli bands, stripes, or spots of red, orange, blue, or metallic

green shagreened, and besides with one or more antennal joints flattened, and the first

joint bent and s])ined, or with bodies invested with sharp spines in all directions.

These are but a few out of the great assemblage of forms which tenant parts of the

earth
;
but we shall take a nearer view of still others as we consider the various groups

into which this great Order has been arranged.

Sub-Order I. — Parisita.

At the very lowest verge of the Order we are confronted by an assemblage of small

degraded insects which are the pests of man and animals. They are the haustellate

Lice that have been removed from the ill-defined group Aptera of Linnaeus, and are

now generally admitted to be Ilemijjtera of low grade.

^\s there are only characters of unfixed i-ank to sei)arate them from the lowest

Ileteroptera such as Cimei'- lectularins, it is with difficulty that we follow Claus and

other systematists in assigning to them a position of subordinal value. Professor

Westwood has persistently retained them, together with the Mallo])haga, which are

mandibulate, have a flat labium' and other differential characters, in a separate order

styled xVnoplura. But since he has himself recently described some forms which have

the labium built after the type of a genuine heteropterous rostrum, coincident with

an imperfect metamorphosis and general hemipterous structure, there is no longer

a satisfactory reason for placing them outside of the Ilemiptera. Mr. McLachlan has

recently removed the bird-lice or ]\[aIlophaga to the Pseudoneuroptera, where they

rest in relationship with Tenues and Tsocus ; while the louse of the beaver has been

relegated by Dr. Leconte to the Coleoj)tera; and the flea has long since been consigned

to the Diptera.

Dr. Burmeister has made the commonly known human lice and a few others the

basis of his first division of the Hemiptera, next
2
n'eceding the Ilomoptera, giving them

a .value parallel to some superfamilies; and as no proper place can be found for them

next to the Ileteroptera, we follow his example, but begin the series with this group

as a sub-order.

These insects have a tough, though thin outer integument of moderate flexibility,

a flattened body suited for concealment at the roots of hair, fur, and bristles, and

strong grasping retractile claws for climbing from one hair to another, or for grappling

the cuticle with great tenacity. The transparency of their skin and the slenderness of

the sutural impressions I'cnder the divisions of the thorax difficult to detect, but upon

very close examination, aided by staining fluids, the three jn'incijial segments are

always found to be jjresent. The pieces of the abdomen are quite distinct, and two

or more of the appendages of the anal segment may be easily recognized. A head of

moderate size is let into the front end of the thorax, and is carried horizontally as in

the Heteroptera.

Two ju’ominent characteristics will serve to se|)arate this sub-order from the others.

The position of the ten spiracles is upon the upper side of the body, not beneath, and the

legs arise from the outer margin of the thoi-ax. These are accomjianied by modifica-

tions of other values which will be recorded farther on.

The Pediculixa is represented by very small, wingless, elliptical or lyrate insects

with a fleshy unjointed rostrum, capable of extension by being rolled inside out, this

action serving to bring forward a chaplet of barbs which imbed themselves in the skin

VOL. ir. — 14
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to give a firm hold for the
2
)enetratiiig bristles, arranged as chitiiious strips in a long,

slender, flexible tube, terminated by four very minute lobes, which j^i'obe to the capil-

lary vessels of a sweat-pore. (Fig. 290.) The blood being once reached a current is

maintained by the pulsations of the pumping ventricle and the peristaltic movements

of the stomach. The legs are scansorial, armed with a long and powerful articulated

curved nail at the tip of the tarsus, which is o])posed by a toothed })rojection of the

inner angle of the tibia.

Two genera at jjresent compose this family, of which the first is Pthirius, with

only one species, the Crab-louse, P. jmbis. The body of this creature is lyrate,

pale yellowish or white
;
the head deeply seated between the prominent shoidders of

the thorax, with small, round, dark eyes on each side, five-jointed antenna', and chest-

nnt-brown claws. There are four prominent processes on each side of the abdomen,

beset with long bristles, the posterior pair being the longest and most slender. It is

about three-fourths of a line in length, by one-half of a line in breadth. A marked

difference from all the other members of this family will be noticed here in the form

of the fore-legs. These lack the heavy claws of the other pairs, and have, instead, a

slender tapering form with a very slightly curved tarsal nail. The effect is to give

them more ready means of moving over flat surfaces,'and of turning over if thrown

upon the back. Their legs do not rotate freely uj)on the coxal articula-

tions, and hence the claws must always be directed nearly downwards.

These offensive vermin affect the pubic region and arm
2
)its of man

;

stretching themselves out flat, holding tight to the cuticle, and inflicting

a most irritating puncture into the flesh of unclean and careless persons.

The other genns is I^ediciilns, which is represented by the common
Louse of the human head, P. ccqntis, and the Body-louse, P. vestimenti.

In these the thorax is quite distinct, narrower than the abdomen, Avith

the head more or less conical and contracted at

icuius capitis, base. The eyes are usually idaccd on the sides,
head-louse.

. , , . i i
^

t

just behind the widest jiart of the vertex, but

occasionally a little way inward from the margin
;
these are

also simple as in the preceding genus. All the legs arc armed

Avith the claAA"-like nail and the opposable tibi.al spur, and in

some forms there is a fleshy cushion betAveen these instruments.

The ajiparent number of abdominal rings ranges from scA'on

to nine, and this part of the body is especially invested Avith

a series of rigid bristles near the sutures and on the cuter

margins. Spiracles are conspicuous upon both the sides of

the thorax and abdomen
;
those on the latter being sometimes

jilaced far out next the margin.

In the first named species Avhich is confined to the head of

man Ave see a narroAvly elliptical form, a little squared on

the sides of the thorax
;
the margins of the abdomen more

deeply scalloped in the female
;

the general color pale yel-

loAvish, Avith the outer edges of the thorax and abdomen dark

brown or gray, and the nails pale broAvn. It is met Avith

chiefly upon the heads of neglected children, Avhere it lives

among the hair, and to Avhich it glues the oval eggs, attaching them mostly by the

pointed end. These eggs are called nits, and iinder fa\’orable conditions hatch in

Fig. 289.— Embryo louse; a,

antenna; am, amnion; A,

head.
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Fig. 291.

—

Pedicu-
Ins vestlmenti^
body-louse.

about a week from the time that tliey are laid. At first the larvae seem very trans-

lucent and delicate, but their skin speedily hardens and they move actively about to

select a sj^ot upon which to settle and suck the warm blood of

their tender victim.

The second species, or body-louse, is somewhat larger and

more slender than the preceding, the color is generally tinged

with gray, the legs are longer and thinner, the head is more

contracted behind, and the second joint of the antennae is

elongated. It is commonly about a line or somewhat more in

length. It may be of some interest to notice that this is the

form common to military camps in all temperate climates, as

well as to careless persons who dwell in uneleanly aj)artments

and who neglect to change their clothes. During the late civil

war in the United States it was widely distrib-

uted by means of the railroad cars and other con-

veyances which transported troops. It affects

the skin of most parts of the body, bnt espec-

ially selects the chest and back.

The female attaehes her eggs to fibres in the

seams of undergarments, from which the larvae

hatch in about one week. Leewenhoek has esti-

mated that an ordinary female would jiroduce

about five thousand young ones within a j^eriod

of eight weeks. In some countries of Europe,

as Russia and Poland, this species is widely disseminated, and

is by no means confined to the poor and degraded. It takes

about one month for an individual to reach maturity; but the

duration of life seems not to have been determined for any of

the forms.

In the subgenus Haematopinus., which can hardly be sepa-

rated from the typic.al Pediculus, various authors have placed

the louse of the swine, also that of the

horse, ass, buffalo, squirrel, etc. A form

is found upon some of the large Asiatic monkeys that measures

nearly one-fourth of an inch in length. Thus far about twenty-

five nominal species have been referred to this family
;
but no

donbt a host of others will yet be discovered when the various

animals shall have been examined for this purpose.

We now reach a group of the Parasita, which has lately

been brought to notice by the publications of Professor West-

wood of Oxford, the Polyctexid^e. Certain bats of the genus

3Tolossus, one inhabiting China, the other the West Indies, were

found to harbor very peculiar lice of a type previously unrecog-

nized. These have been described and figured in his beautiful

Thesaurus Entomologicus Oxoniensis, from which we derive the

following ])articulars : They have a long elliptical, or somewhat
quadrate outline, with legs joined by rounded, free coxae to the underside of clearly

defined and well separated pectoral segments, the first pair short, stout, with three-

Fig. 290. — Rostrum of
body-louse.

Fjg. 292. — Hmnntopinus
vituli, louse of cow.
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jointed tarsi and double nails, and placed nearer the sternal middle than the other

two pairs, which are much longer and have longer four-jointed tarsi, also tij>ped with

slender double nails. The head is large, somewhat quadrate, with a flat clypeus

broadly rounded in front, and four-jointed antenme, behind M'hich are two j)rofound

reniform impressions armed with a row of comb-like teeth. The rostrum is three-

jointed, nearly as long as the liead, and has slender bristles extending throughout its

length. The prothorax is large and transverse, and behind it are 2>l-'ie‘ed a pair

of large scales, like rudimentary hemelytra. All ])arts of the body are well differen-

tiated, and the tranverse sutures botli above and beneath are fringed with teeth or

stout bristles.

Only one genus, Polycienes., has yet been j)laced in this family, and it is only repre-

sented by the two species alluded to above. It may be recognized by the antennae

being longer than the head, composed of four joints, of which the first is angular at

base, with one long bristle above and many bristles beneath. The rostrum has three

joints and is dilated at base, and the tarsi are furnished on the end with a sjiinous

cushion. The name was suggested by the rows of long,

flat si)ines with which they are armed beneath the head.

Tlie first of these species is the P. famarius.,

which may be distinguished by the rounded clyj)eus,

the head with two oblique imjjressions and jjrominent

posterior angles; slender antennae; a transverse thorax,

with the sides a little rounded, and a long bristle in

each angle behind
;
the hemelytra nearly quadrangular

and armed with bristles on the posterior angles; the

sides of the body nearly i)arallel
;
the legs with long

bristles, and the nails of the posterior tarsi not very

deeply cleft. It is about two-twelfths of an inch in

leno'th, and lives in .lamaica upon the bat Alolosstts
Fig. 293.— Pofyefenes/umarius.

. .

ftimarius.

Another species, the P. molossus, infests bats of the same genus in the vicinity of

Amoy, China. It has shorter and thicker antennae than the other, and the basal joint

is armed with groujis of strong spines
;
the jiosterior angles of the head are not

pi’oduced, but the sides of the clypeus and the surface each side of the rostrum are

likewise armed
;

there is also a curved double transverse series of flat spines on

the trabeculae behind the antennae, and a fringe of longer ones on the hind margin
;

the prothorax is bean-shaped, armed on the posterior edge Avith shc’‘t sjiines, and both

the hemelytra and legs, as well as the abdomen of the female, are invested Avith

short bristles. The legs are also stouter than in the other form. It is of the same

length as the preceding, but is a stouter and more heavily built insect.

So remarkable and numerous are the A'arious details of structure in this group of

little creatures, that Avhole books might be devoted to an enumeration of peculiarities

Avhich Avould make them objects of Avonder if they Avere of larger size. For further in-

formation, the reader may be referred to the beautiful iconographies of Piaget, Xitzsch,

and Denny.

Sub-Ordei! II.— HOMOPTERA.
This grand division of the order contains the greatest number of large species,

and the Avidest range of diversity in the forms of all stages. Comparatively fcAV are
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destitute of wings, except in one sex of the lowest group
;
but some have these organs

short and unfinislied, and it is but very rarely that we meet with one of this kind

fully winged. A striking instance of this nature occurs in the genus I^lti/lloscelis,

which has been based upon characters derived only from the uncompleted insects. In

the. chief forms of this sub-order the wings and hemelytra are large, slant downwards
like the roof of a house, are of nearly ecpial texture throughout, although sometimes

thin and transparent, and are numerously and continuously veined. A few notable

exceptions to the decumbent position of these organs occur in such genera as

J^latoides, Dascalia, and Ilelicoptem

;

while in Jr^oecilojJtem and Onnenis they are

held nearly vertical.

This division is also remarkable for the blunt face, and backward-pressed elements

of the head and breast, thus carrying the rostrum far underneath. These modifica-

tions are seen carried ])retty far in Cicadas and Membracidae
;
although much dis-

guised by the infiated or prolonged frontal 2)rotuberances in Laternaria, Fulgora,

and Kersia.

Both kinds of eyes are generally present in this grou])
;
the compound ones being

commonly large and in'ominent, while the simple ones, ocelli, are like little convex

gems, placed between the larger eyes on the vertex or front
;
but occasionally, as in

Fulgoridai, on the sides of the cheeks, between the latter and the antennae. There

are usually two ocelli, although in Cicadidae and most Psyllidie they are three in

number, and are placed in front, forming a triangle.

The antennae are usually situated in a hollow below the eyes, and are composed of

a few expanded joints at the base, with a ta2)ering, slender bristle-shaped termination.

(Exce2)tions occur in Psyllidas, A2)hididae, and Coccida’, where these organs are

commonly filiform, and somewhat thickened at ti2).) There are two 2n'inci2ial types

of legs in tliis division, although these are variously modified for 2>‘'n'ticular modes of

life : the one ada2>ted for crawling, the other for lea2)ing. The former have short legs,

generally stout, as in the Cicadas and some of the P^ulgori(he
;
the latter have the hind

legs long, often curved and set witli rows of stiff S2)ines, such as we see in Jassus,

Tettigonia, etc.

SUPER-P\VMILY StERXORHYNCHI.

A very com2)rehensive alliance of usually veiy small and feeble insects 2)resents

itself at the outset of the sub-order, and forms an U2)wardly gradative combination

leading to the truly re]>resentative IIomo2‘)tera. It embraces the four families,

Coccidte, Aleyrodida?, A2)hidida!, and Psylliihe, or the creatures generally known by

the names scale lice, mealy bugs, bark lice, 2>lant lice, and the Psyllas, or jum2)ing

lice. Their boundless fecundity and ca2)acity for distribution fit them for the wide-

S2)read injuries which they occasion in fruit-growing regions throughout the globe.

The name Sternorhynchi has reference to the rostrum, which apparently arises

fi’oiji the sternum betw'een the anterior feet, and is the most characteristic element of

structure which 2»ervades the grou2). Divested of external disguises, the body of

these insects is generally conical, either compressed, flattened, or 2)par-sha23ed
;
with

filiform rather than bristle-shaped antenufe com2»osed of numerous joints.

Claus has erected these four families into a sub-order, and em2)loyed the name
Phyto2)hthires as a designation, but as this term was devised by Burmeister for a

group including only the A2)hidae and Psyllidae, we decline to wrest it from its original

signification, and hence adopt that of Amyot and Serville instead.
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In the family Coccin^ we reacli tlie most anomalous forms to be met with in any

part of the great class Insecta. Indeed, in many cases these creatures can hardly be

said to have any particular form. The males are consistent in having one pair of

transparent wings, of a generally obovate form, provided with a stout vein, which

forks near the base and sends off one long branch near the costal border and another

towards the posterior edge. Instead of hind wings tliey have a pair of halteres or

balancers, each furnished with a hooked bristle, which fits into a jjocket on the fore-

wing of the corresjionding side. This sex also lacks the mouth-j)arts which it

possessed in its earlier stages; and it undergoes the final metamorjdiosis from a quiet

pupal stage beneath the protecting scale. But the strange forms of the females have

been, by reason of their resemblance to parts of ])lants and trees, a source of mistake

and confusion to observers everywhere. These females soon pass from the active

stage in which they began an indei)endent existence, select a si)ot upon the twig or

leaf of the food-plant, insert the slender rostrum into the bark, contract the legs and

other appendages, and settle down for the remaining few months of their existence in

shapeless lumps of waxy matter, in gall-like sjdierical bodies, or in oval or oblong

flattened scales. In some of tlie s])ecies belonging to a division of tliis family, the

Coccina proper, this sex ])reserves throughout the activity and somewhat the form of

the larval stage. The above constitute the princij)al charactei's by which to separate

this family from its nearest relatives, but as its subdivisions are peculiar in habits and

metamorphosis, we must consider each separately.

The first sub-family to be noticed is named Diasi^ina from its j)rinci2)al genus

Diaspis. It contains some of the most jiernicious insects in existence, which, by

reason of their vast multiplicity, ruin or destroy whole orchards of valuable fruit

trees, or groves of shade trees. These are ])reeininently the scale lice. A familiar

example may be cited in the Oyster-shell bark louse of the a])j)lc, Mytilaspis pomonmi.

As its name imj)lies, it is of the shaj^e of a narrow, curved mussel or oyster-shell,

about one-twelfth of an inch in length, bluntly rounded on the broad end, of a dull,

horn brown color, tinged with gray, Avith the projecting edges of the exaviie more or

less yellow, and with the body yellowish-Avhite. The scale of the male is smaller,

of the same general color, but sti-aighter, and having the posterior division hinged to

the forward part by thinner integument.

This species has been introduced into the United States from Europe, and has

been found more hurtful to a])ple-trees in the Northern and Middle States than in the

South. It is also said to be single-brooded in the former and double-brooded in the

latter. In the latitude of Maryland the eggs begin to hatch in A])ril or May, accord-

ing to the forwardness of the season, and continue to do so until warm Aveather is

settled early in June. Countless multitudes of these dark scales, packed together as

close as they can lie, may be seen Aipon tAvigs and small branches of the trees in

neglected orchards. The bark is made rough by their thickly strcAAm bodies, and takes

on the aj)pearance of Avrinkles, Avhere they are A'ery numerous. The eggs, when

freshly-laid, are of a flesh tint, but become Avhitc after maturing, and the number

beneath the female scale A’aries from about tAventy-five to three or four times that

number. When ready to hatch, the body of the young insect shoAVS through the

skin of the egg, and gives it a yelloAvish tinge.

It has not been my good fortune to breed the male, but Mr. Riley describes it as

“translucent carneous-gray, Avith bands of purj)le-gray on the back of each ring of

the abdomen, and Avith portions of the mesothorax and metathorax of the same color,
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wliile the legs and antennae are paler. The last named organs are ten-jointed, and

have the first two joints bulbous.”

The female scale forms a covering for the eggs and protects them from the rain and

severe weather of winter. When fresh from the eggs the young are very soft and ten-

der, provided with six distinct legs and capable of moving freely about. If the weather

is warm they soon leave the mother scale and crawl about in search of a tender place

on the bark or twig, into which they pierce their rostrum and become forever fixed.

Should tlie weather on the contrary 2)rove cold and blustery they remain beneath the

scale, sometimes even for two or three days, until impelled by hunger they scatter all

over the branches and buds. At this time they are scarcely more than one hundredth

of an inch in length, about three times as long as wide, j)ale yellow with a deep

yellow S2Jot in front and another near the end, the sides somewhat fringed with short

hairs, and the tip of the abdomen set with two stiff bristles, between which are 2->laced

a 23air of s2)inous hairs.

After becoming fixed they steadily secrete the scale under which they rest, gradu-

ally becoming darker and harder, until by late summer they have attained their full

size, lay the eggs underneath the scale, and die. By this time the female has become

scarcely more than a bag of eggs, and the body has shrunken into a small particle at

the narrow end of the covering.

The scales of the male are few in number, of small size, and are fixed either upon

the U2)per or lower sides of the leaves. No S2)ecific differences can be made out in

com2Jaring the scales of those found U2:)on the

a2)2Jle with others which are found common
upon the ma2)le, linden, and a great number of

other shade trees in and near our large cities

of the Middle States. But as the males of all

these have not yet been compared, no decision

can be reached as to their identity.

Turning to the next sub-family, the Lecani-

ina, we find native and foreign forms which

live on the branches and leaves of trees and

plants as in the 2>receding subdivision. They
are equally 2)ernicious to vegetation, and em-

brace many tropical or sub-tropical forms

which thrive in our hot-houses.

The S2)ecies of this groiqj, according to

Doctor Signoret, are either naked, inclosed,

or covered with waxy or cottony secretion, and are of very various forms. Some are

either gibbous, hemispherical, convex, warty, baruacle-sha2ted, or like little 2xdlets of

cotton ca2)ped in front with a brown scale. There are also other kinds which resemble

the small marine shells of the genus Trivia, or the round smooth galls of various oak

leaves. Such of the males as have been observed 2)0ssess an angular head with a num-
ber of eyes and ocelli, varying from fotir to ten, 2:>laced in front, behind, and iqjon the

sides, and have also stout, h.airy, ten-jointed antennae.

As re2jresentative of this division we may remark the de23ressed scales of the

Lecanium hesperiduin. It is a great pest to greenhouse florists, abounding
upon the oi-ange, lemon, ivy, and numerous other 2Jlaiits. In the latitude of Wash-
ington and farther south it lives iqjon a great variety of 2Jlants in the open air.
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and it is equally abundant upon oranges and a few other plants in the south of

Europe.

The female scale is wax-yellow, darker upon the disk, of a long oval shape, smooth

and shilling, rather flat, with a few scattered punctures on the back, the antennae seven-

jointed, the fourth and seventh joints nearly equal in

length, and the last segment of the abdomen very small

and furnished with six long, stout bristles. It is also

vivi])arous. The male has not yet been discovered,

although the sjiecies has been widely known ever since

the time of Linnaeus. It is the commonest and most

extensively distributed form of this group, being known
wherever civilized man has introduced plant-houses.

Fig. 205 . — upper and under The full grown scale is about one-eiglitli of an inch in
surfaces.

.
^

.

length, and when dried becomes wrinkled along the

margins, and rests very closely in contact with the surface of the leaf.

Besides those which are hurtful to trees, there are others of great A'alue

to commerce and the arts. The Carteria lacca of India yields the lac which is melted

into cakes and small sticks ready to be sold in the stores, and is employed in making

varnishes, sealing wax, water-jiroof surfaces, dyeing, etc. It is the puncture of the female

which causes this resinous substance to exude from the twigs, and this, after ha\ ing

been collected from the banyan and otlier trees upon which tlie insect lives, is selected,

])Ounded, and the mixed coloring matter extracted by water. It is also melted, strained,

and formed into thin flakes or thick masses. This important insect which secretes an

exquisite carmine lake, is the veriest jiigmy of its group, being no more than the one

thirty-sixth of an inch in length Avhen full grown
;
but it appears in vast numbers upon

the trees in the jirovince of Bengal, as also in Siam, Assam, llalabar, etc., and is

thence exported to all parts of the world. The body of the dried female is red, with

very hairy si.x-jointed antenna*, four eyes, and no ocelli. The legs remain quite dis-

tinct, are stout and hairy, with the tibia one-third longer than the thighs. To avoid

contact with the resinous secretion caused by its puncture the insect is enclosed in a

kind of woody gall, of form varying with the age and sex. That of the female appears

globular, while that of the male is oblong. In the crude lac of the sliops these are

found mixed with the bodies of both sexes, often broken into pieces and with a ]>re-

dominance of the young ones.

To this group also belong the wonderful forms of the genus (Jeroplastes. These

are all tropical or sub-tropical forms, one species only of which overlaps into the west-

ern territory of the United States and occurs in Arizona; while two or more forms

occur in southern Florida. Cuba and the larger West India islands afford a number

of species of this genus, some of which are very remarkable for their form and struc-

ture. The female of one of these is shajied like a box tortoise, and has the outer in-

tegument divided into inijiressed spaces similar to a mosaic pavement. Its body is so

well concealed by this outer covering that it can only be detected by the closest

scrutiny.

Cero2')lastes nisei of Southern Europe has been described by various authors, and

more recently by Dr. Signoret in his classical “Essai,” who takes it from Lecanium.,

to which it had been previously referred, and shows its affinity to the present genus.

It has the form common to the species cited above, is of a grayish white color, with a

central convex disc, surrounded by a marginal row of eight variously shaped plates.
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giving it a tessellated a])pearance similar to the plates on the back of the common box

tortoise. About fifteen or sixteen si)ecies are known, which have been obtained from

almost as many regions of America, Africa, Europe, Asia, and Australia. These all

have a more or less waxy covering for the protection of the body in the female, and

this substance has been employed to some extent in the fine arts.

A peculiar form hitherto found only in the United States stands in great contrast

Avith all of the above, and as a conspicuous member of this family deserves to be noticed.

It is the Pulvinaria innumerabilis of recent authors, and Avas first made known by
Mr. S. S. Rathvon, of Lancaster, Pa., Avho discovered it in great numbers upon linden

trees growing in that city. It has been since found in many parts of the middle,

northern, and northAvestern states, more commonly ujAon the soft mai)le. Mr. Putnam
of Davenport, Iowa, made a special study of its life history and structure, and by his

patient labor has giA’en a fuller account of this sj)ecies than exists of any other of our

North American forms.

During some years it is exceedingly abundant upon the maples lining the streets in

the city of Baltimore, and forms a cons])icuous object jjrojecting from tlie tAvigs and

leaves. When fully develojied it is one-fourth of an inch in length, resembling a little

ball of cotton floss, Avith the dark dried scale on the front, and Avhen settled in closely

])acked jnatches it gives the limbs of trees an appearance of being loaded Avith jjellets

of loose cotton. A close examination of this cottony mass in the month of May dis-

closed multitudes of exceedingly minute, Avhite eggs entangled all through it. In about

three Aveeks the eggs api)ear someAvhat darkened in color by the embryo showing

through the transitarent shell and begin to give forth the young hn-vte. These are

active little creatures, Avith six legs, and of an elongated oval form, ratlier de]n’essed

and sharjA-edged. They soon find a place upon Avhich to settle, either upon the tAvig

or leaf, and after Avithdrawing their slender rostral bristles from the loop in the abdo-

men, thrust them through the tender bark and become fixed for the remainder of their

short lives.

Advancing a steji farther Ave reach the most ini])ortant grQU2) of this family, the

true Coccina. Here Ave ha\'e forms Avhich jireserve the distinctly segmented body and

capacity for motion throughout all stages of their existence. In other Avords they

are a grade higher than either of the other alliances. In only a very fcAV species do

they become covei-ed by a hardened scale and fixed to a single spot
;
but because of

these exceptions a modification of the terms distinctive of the sub-family becomes

necessary, and thus the grou]) is limited by only a A'ery small nuudjer of characteristics.

The princijial of these is found in the many-jointed labium of the female, besides the

persistent distinctness of the segments alluded to above. In this sex also the antenna;

are composed of from six to ten joints in the adult, and six only in the larvie.

The adult males differ from Pecanium., chiefly in haA’ing shorter attachments to the

body, Avith large Avings and three-jointed poisers. In a few species the Avings are absent.

To this sub-family belongs that important and precious insect, the Coccus cacti of

authors, Avhich yields the highly prized Cochineal of commerce. This is the most

valuable insect in e.xistence, and has superseded in large measure the Aise of various

other species of this grouj), some of Avhich had been employed as a dye from a period

dating back to the time of Moses. The PhcEnicians Avere famous for the rich red of

their garments, and it is no doubt due to their acquaintance Avith the Kermes of the

Mediterranean borders that they Avere able to obtain such celebrated crimson and

scarlet dyes.
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The insect which constitutes the cochineal is an unattractive plump, oval, dull

purplish-brown object, about an eighth of an incli in length, covered, when alive, with a

cottoiiy secretion which hides the rings of the body. When dead and dry this cottony

substance rubs off and leaves only vestiges in the form of whitish powder. It is the

female only that is so constituted
;
for the male is a smaller, slighter, gay red insect, with

a ])air of whitish wings, four dark, smootli eyes, and two ocelli. His antennae are com-

posed of ten joints eacli, and the two at the base are armed with one or two little bristles.

This species was first discovered in Mexico and was carried thence to Sj)ain, and

by the French introduced into Algiers,,wliere extensive nopalries have been establishecl

Fig. 296 .— Coccus cactiy cochineal; living on cactus {Opnntia)) 6, male; c, female.

for its cultivation. It swarms upon several kinds of Cacti
;
but especially upon the

Opwitia coccinUi.fera, which is cultivated expressly for the ])urpose of feeding and

developing the insect. Such (piantities of the cochineal insects are produced in Mexico

and Peru that Humboldt estimated the amount annually brought to Europe to exceed

800,000 pounds, each pound containing about 70,000 of these insects. England alone

has been known to consume in a single year 150,000 ])ounds, valued at £875,000. It

is also not uncommon upon wild cacti in Texas and Florida, and

occasionally may be found u])on the.se plants in our hothouses.

J\lany other remarkable forms belong to this extensive family,

but we can only mention two or three more. One of these is the

Gossyparia inannipara of Mount Sinai, and other ])arts of Arabia,

which gives rise to the manna of commerce. This it does by punctur-

ing the tender shoots of the tamarix tree, causing an exudation of

sweetish gum which, when hardened, drops to the ground in small

pellets, and is then gathered and packed for transi)ortation.

Another is the curious “ Ground Pearl ” of the Bahama Islands. It

lives beneath the soil in crevices frequented by ants, and acquires a

shell-like, calcareous scaly covering, which has caused it to be mis-

taken for the outer case of a mollusk. It is used by the natives for

necklaces, and is accordingly arranged on threads like strings of

beads. The original describe!- of this species called it Marffurodes

formicarwti, in allusion to its pearly apjiearance and habit of

living in company with ants.

A third is the anomalous genus Orthezia., which inhabits both Europe and the

United States. It is composed of four species of insects, ranging from about one-

Kig. 297. — Coccus
atloniduia.
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sixteenth to .one-eighth of an inch in length, all of which agree in having the body
covered by three or five series of flakes of chalky fibrous substance, which is drawn
out behind into flat bundles of long compacted filaments, like feathers in tlie tail of a

fowl.

The largest insect of the whole family, Ortonia idileri, is a somewhat bean-shaped

tliick object, more than one-half of an inch in length, densely covered by a white pow-
dei-, which hides the segments of the body as well as the legs. It was found upon
trees in the desert of Napo, six thousand six hundred feet above sea level, at a distance

of about one hundred miles east of Quito. Only females were discovered, and nothing

more is reported of its habits than that it lives upon the trunks of high trees, in groups

rendered very conspicuous by their uniform white coating.

More than five hundred species of these curious insects have already been made
known, and every year brings its quota of newly discovered forms, or adds new facts

in the life history of those previously described.

The family Aleykodid^ is composed of very small insects, M ith large, broadly

oval, delicate Aving-covers and Avings, AA’hich in repose are carried nearly horizontal.

The ground color of these is dull Avhite in most of the species, and there is one long-

forked vein running along the middle and bent at tip
;
back of this two indistinct,

short veins run out from the base. Their head is small, having divided eyes; the

antennas are short, six-jointed, and the rostrum has only two joints, of Avhich the

basal is the longest. The legs are short, simple, Avith tAvo-jointed tarsi furnished Avith

two nails. They are exceedingly i^rolific, and in the

larval state are scale-like and fixed to leav^es like

members of the genus lecanium. Both sexes

undergo metamorphosis beneath the scale.

The only genus in the group is Ale^irodes, and

it is composed of about twenty-five nominal species, Fkj. 298.— pupa and adult.

Avhose life history is but imperfectly kuoAvn.

In the United States there are several undescribed species, Avhich may prove to be

only local forms of those already made known in Europe. The most common one in the

Atlantic States is the A. corni, Avhich has a yelloAV body, black eyes, and AA'hite, poAv-

dered Avings Avithout s])Ots. It measures about one-tenth of an inch across the ex-

panded Avings
;
and is found adult during September and October, beneath the leaves

of Cornus sericea.

We noAV come to the family Aphidid.e. Any one Avho has ever given attention to

the raising of a fcAv geraniums or garden plants, must have noticed ujion the stems or

leaves of some of them small green or greenish and black, soft-bodied insects, settled

in crowds, steadily engaged in pumping the sap through their thread-like rostrum.

These are the plant-lice so Avidely known as the pests of the farmer, gardener, and

vineyard cultivator.

They constitute a numerous tribe of little, sometimes minute forms, generally more

or less pear-shaped, often gayly colored and ornamented, and Avhen Avinged having two

pairs of thin, membranous Avings, charged Avith a fcAV simple veins. The upjter pair

of these is much more ample than the others, and has the long costal areole marked off

behind by a thick ligamentous vein, Avhich greatly stiffens and strengthens them for

flight
;
but in the hind-wings support is gained by the forking at tip of the principal

longitudinal A'ein, and by little hooks on the front edge catching into the posterior

marginal reflexed expansion at the base of the fore-Avings. Both pairs of these organs
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are remarkable for being attacbed to the mesotliorax, and never to the metatliorax,

as in other Homoptera. Here, as in the Coceida?, the mesotliorax is much the largest

segment
;
the prothorax is usually little more than

a ring closely compacted against the former, while

the metathorax is a very small segment rendered

inconspicuous by the base of the abdomen. Accord-

ingly, in the winged individuals, the hind-legs are

set pretty far back, as if they arose from beneath

the abdomen, but in the un winged the legs appear

closer together
;
the hind ones being often con-

s]>icuous for their length and thickness.

On each side of the head a prominent round

eye is placed, against which may be observed a

tubercle or sup])lementary comiiound eye, and

besides these there are three, rarely six, ocelli

variously situated on the vertex between the antenna'. Most sjiecies which live

beneath the surface of the ground have neither eyes nor ocelli. The antennae

are usually long, in a few very short, slender filiform, thicker at base, and composed

of a variable number of joints, never less than three nor more than seven. The
rostrum is a slender, three-jointed oi-gan, of variable length, in some genera such

as LacJvius and Hchizoneura, it is longer than the abdomen, and ])rojects behind like

a tail.

Ty{)ically there should be eleven rings to the abdomen, but oidy nine are conspicu-

ous
;
and the stigmata are j^lficed on the underside as usual, but difficult to detect.

These latter are of very simple structure, have either a circular or oval orifice, consist

of ten on each side, and are kept. open by a horny ring. On the upper side of the

sixth abdominal segment there is usually a pair of cornicles or slender tubes, often of

considerable length, composing the sheaths of exci'etory ducts, which pour forth a

sweet liquor at the ])leasure of the insect.

In some genera, such as LacJutus and its allies, these organs are merely perforated

tubercles, while in Hlujlloxera, and some other low forms, they are entirely wanting.

Attached to the end of the ninth abdominal segment there is usually a little slender

process called the ccmdu, or tail, which, by its numerous modifications, affords excellent

distinctive characters for grouping the species.

Unlike the members of the preceding family, the ])lant-lice are active in all their

states, and in general ])resent a siniilarity of apjiearance, which even in the unwinged

and young forms Avordd serve to distinguish them from all other insects. This- agree-

ment is most noticeable in their generally flask-shaped bodies, ci'owned by a truncated

head and jniffed face, the latter feature recalling that of some members of the Pseudo-

neuro])terous family Psocid®. When cjuite young they are often narrower, and of a

more or less quadrangular form
;
while the winged females are less broad and stout

than the unwinged ones.

One great feature of their economy has made them the wonder of all observers from

the time of Reaumur, who first gave an extended account of their history, to the pres-

ent. But it is to the j^atient and laborious investigations of Bonnet that Ave are in-

debted for the discovery that these little creatures are capable of indefinite projiagation

without the intervention of the male. This well-known observer studied individuals

of several species from hour to hour for a period of five months, and recorded every
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change Avliich took ])]ace in their daily lives through all that time. They were his

pets, and absorbed his attention as thoroughly as if they belonged to some higher

group. He informs us that he took precautions to isolate a single female ])lant-louse

at the beginning of her young life, and to follow her through to the end. He found

that she changed her skin four times Avithin a period of nine days, and Avas then a full-

groAvn insect. On the tenth day she deposited a living young one, and each day con-

tinued to add others until, at the expiration of three Aveeks, ninety-five little ones had
been brought forth. Pursuing the subject, he found that these A'oung ones grcAV u])

and also brought forth living young, and these in turn others, until by the end of the

third month he had secured five distinct generations of jdant-lice, each like the original

mother. He Avas not satisfied to .stop there, but repeated the experiments Avith other

and Avidely different species Avhich lived upon dissimilar plants. This he continued to

do until the return of cold Aveather, in XoA’ember, Avhen he found that both sexes Avere

finally develoj)ed, Avhieh united for the production of fertilized eggs.

Later iiivestigators have i)ursued this subject still farther, and have shoAvn that the

fertilized egg laid in the autumn hatches out, about the time of leaf-budding, in the

folloAving S2)ring, a female stem-mother Avhieh starts aneAV the life-cycle of her species

for the remainder of the year.

The three stages of existence, usually called larva, luipa or nymidi, and imago, the

a<lult insect, are scarcely as distinctly mai-ked hei-e as in the higher families of the

Homoj)tera, and in the miAvinged foi'ins there is no aj)preciable difference but size to

separate the intermediate stage from the adult.

hh-oni recent verifications of the investigations of older authorities, Ave are enabled

to state Avith confidence that there are Avinged females Avhich produce only living

young; that very rarely has the Avinged female been found to lay eggs; that un-

Avinged females produce living young, Avhich are either Avinged or uuAvinged, and that

at the return of cold Aveather a brood of Aviugless females arises, Avhich unites with

Avinged males and de})Osits fertile eggs. The male appears late in the season, and in

the s^ACcies Avhich live above the earth is almost ahvays Avinged. Exceptions to these

statements Avill be found in some of the loAver forms, such as the Chermesina and their

near allies, Avhere the oviparous females are either Avinged or unwinged in the same

cluster.

Not only do Ave find such differences of nature among the sexes, but besides these

there is also sometimes an important modification of form, as Avell as coloi’, Avithin the

limits of a cycle of generations. Thus in the European Chaitophonts acerin two kinds

of larA’ae are deA'eloped and brought forth at nearly the same time. The one is a nor-

mal Aphis, similar to its mother, of a broAvn color, and garnished Avith little tufts of

hair; but the other is bright green, Avith a broad head, lobate behind and fused Avith

the thorax, the back and sides decorated Avith four series of plate-like attachments,

Avhich give the insect an appearance somewhat like the carapace of a tortoise. In-

stead of the hairs seen in the normal young, the margins of the body and the limbs are

furnished Avith a series of flat transparent leaflets, in Avhich ramify a sy.stem of radia-

ting A'essels. Similar folioles also arise from the basal joint of the antennas, and more
slender ones sprout from tubercles on the end of the A'enter. Xot being gregarious

like its sisters, it remains solitary, fixed to the inner angles of the leaf-ribs of the syca-

more or maple, and so continues for the four months or more allotted to its existence.

Himorjjhism of such an abnormal character is scarcely to be met Avith in any other

group of the insects
;
and it is especially striking here, occurring as it does in the
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midst of forms which are not more variable than many others of the typical aphides.

IMore than two patterns of form are stated to occur in the Phylloxera of the grape-

vine, and hence it is said to be ])olymorphic. In many species of tlie true plant-lice it

is now well established that tliere are two types of the same insect, the one inhabiting

the roots, and living there during the colder part of the year unwinged, the other in-

habiting the leaves and twigs throughout the S2)ring and summer. This is notably the

case with a small black a])his which injures, and even destroys, the peach-trees of east-

ern Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey. Other examples may be cited, such as the

Woolly Aphis of the ap})le-tree, Schizoneura laniyera, the Maize Ajihis, A. maicUs,

and tlie Grape Gall-louse, Phylloxera vastatrix.

On the other hand, M. Lichtenstein, of Montpelier, France, has recently made and

verihed some remarkable discoveries Avith regard to the plant-louse of the European

elm, Tetraneura %ihni. He finds that this s])ecies, which produces little smooth green-

stalked galls on leaves of the elm, lives during its subterranean budding phase on the

roots of maize in Austria and Hungary, and in France on the roots of tlie dog’s-tooth

grass. As late as the 10th of December he still found the wingless form alive upon the

roots, showing that “ side by side with the winged form, which gives rise to the sexual

reiu'oducers, there is an uninterrupted sequence of subterranean organic rejiroduction,

so that should any circumstance hapjjen to destroy the winter-egg, there would be

always a subterranean provision ready ” to replace the unfortunate sexual generation.

Besides this the mother does not exjiel the Avinter-egg, but keeps it protected Avithin

her dried skin, settled deeply in a crevice of the bark of the tree.

Morren tells us that the plant-louse of the apple tree produces one hundred young

ones in a single generation, and that each female of these brings forth others just as

numerous, so that by the completion of the tenth generation, which takes jAlace before

the advent of cold Aveather, the original individual has become the mother of one quin-

tillion of her species. From this Ave can gain .an idea of the countless SAvarms of these

cre.atures Avhich arise from the multitudes of eggs Avhich are found sticking in cracks

and Avrinkles of the bark, tAvigs, and buds of every kind of plant and tree.

Occasionally after a mild, dry winter they become more numerously Avinged than

usual, and in such a case become OA'ercroAvded, migrate to other localities, .and fill the

air with their dense SAV.arms. This has occurred in notable instances, AvLen whole

crops of cereals and A'eget.alfies h.ave been destroyed by their combined .attacks.

Nearly all of the aerial species have the power to secrete and exjAel from their honey-

tnbes a sAveet fiuid, Avhich serves to nourish the young shortly after they are born.

It is this liquor Avhich so gre.atly attracts the .ants .and other insects, so that the

former may often be seen coursing over the branches and tAvigs in search of aphides,

and, Avhen found, stroking them Avith the antennse, thus causing them to give forth a

dro]) of the subst.ance, Avhich they greedily hap.

In the southern and central parts of North America little colonies of brown or yel-

loAvish j)lant-lice may be seen congregated in almost CA'cry underground ant-s’ nest.

There the ants c.arefully tend them, protect their eggs, secure to them a comfortable

home AAdiere they can enjoy the sap of the tender roots, and are then reAvarded by the

SAveets AAdiich flow forth .at their bidding.

The family as noAV constituted includes four sub-f.amilies, Aphidin.a, PemjAhigina,

Rhizobiin.a, and Chermesin.a, of Avhich the first .and second include the hargest .and

most consjncuous forms, and those Avhich .are most commonly seen about the farm

and garden. Among the former, the genus Lachnus embraces the largest and most
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showy species of the entire group. It may be recognized by the shorter antenufe,

composed of six joints, tlie last one often ending in a spur much like a supple-

mentary joint, and by having the fourth vein of

the fore-wings nearly straight, the stigma linear,

and the body coated with white powder.

Xfiicliniis cdrtfce is a showy form, about one-

fourth of an inch in length, of a bluish slate-

color, with four transverse rows of black dots,

reddish thighs, no stylet to the venter, and only

very short honey-tubes. It dwells in loose

clusters on the twigs of the ])ignut hickory, and

is seen fully winged in the autumn. This species is in marked contrast with the com-

mon garden or field forms of the aphides, which are generally glossj-, more flask-

shaped, delicately built, with green, yellow, or black bodies, and long, seven-jointed

antenna'.

In the Pemphigina the body is obese and blunt, clothed with cottony secretion,

the honey-tubes small or absent, the antenme short and six-jointed, the fore-wings

with only one fork to the third discoidal vein, and the hind-wings with one or two
oblique veins. They live chiefly on bushes and forest trees, a few only on fruit-

trees.

The Chermesina have only two discoidal veins to the fore-wings, and the antennaj

are usually composed of five joints, but exceptionally of only three. This group includes

the dreaded Phylloxera of the vine, and is com])osed of very small insects, usually of

a black or yellow color, living upon different kinds of forest trees in Europe and

North America.

As the name im])lies, the Rhizobiiua live u]ion the roots of j)lants. Only apterous

subteiTanean forms have yet been found, and these are commonly of a depressed

figure, tinted with ])ale brown or yellow colors. One form has been found common on

the roots of lettuce, in the State of New York
;
and another species lives on the same

parts of the Poa grass, at Carbondale, Illinois.

About one thousand species of the entire family have thus far been brought to the

notice of entomologists, and those chiefly from Europe and North America, but by far

the greater number still remain unrecorded
;
and in the United States they have been

.so much neglected that scarcely two hundred species have yet been made known.

They flourish best in the temperate climates, and are to be met Avith in smaller num-

bers in many parts of tropical America
;
but thej^ are by no means absent from the

colder regions, and are well represented in the highlands of Scotland, in Sweden, and

in the extreme north of British America.

A step in advance leads to the less comprehensive, but singular family Psyllid^e, or

Jumping-lice. These are moderately small insects, of firmer texture and stouter limbs

than the aphides, but, like them, live solely upon the juices of vegetation, and cause

serious injuries to various fruit-trees and bushes.

They somewhat resemble Cicadas in miniature, and their wing-covers rest slanting

as in most of the higher ITomoptera. The thighs are thick, the hindmost shanks are

armed at tip with stout spurs to aid in leajAing, and the tarsi two-jointed. They have

generally a flat, transverse forehead, Avith three gem-like ocelli, one situated on each

inner angle next the eye, and the third in the suture of the face betAveen the lobes. A
very marked feature is seen on the epistoma, AAdiich is decidedly cleft, and the lobes
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protracted forwards. Eacli side, of these the filiform, ten-jointed antennae, are situated,

and these are tliick at base, hut armed at tip with two slender bristles, or less com-

monly with one. The rostrum is short, three-jointed, and ]ilaced almost between the

fore-coxae, where it fits into a grooved space. Both sexes are always winged in the

adult, the wing-covers are ample, and while often transparent, are much thicker than

the wings, and furnished with stout curving veins, which enclose a few areoles at tip.

This grou]) is divided into three projiiinent snh-families, the Liviina, the Aphalarina,

and the Psyllina.

The first may be recognized by the long, Hat, chisel-shaped head, with narrow eyes,

and antenna* with one bristle at tip
;

the second by the frontal lobes not being

detached from the vertex, besides the lengthened cubital petiole of the fore-wings,

which is as long or longer tlian the discoidal part of the subcosta
;
and the third by

the prominent round eyes, detacdied frontal lobes, and short petiole of the cnbitus.

IMany exquisitely decorated little insects adorn this group, but the giant and chief

of all, though not so ])retty, is the neat Pachijpsiilla ve7msta, which inhabits the Celtis,

or Ilackberry, in the United States. This fine s])ecies expands nearly half an inch

across the open wing-covers, is of a grayish clay color arcated Avith brown, and has a

double oblique row of squari.sh, dark bi-own spots along the posterior margin of the

Aving-covers. By arresting the Hoav of sap in the petiole of Celtis, it pi’oduces a round

gall Avhich steadily increases in size until it becomes as hn-ge as a filbert. This, Avhen

dry and hanging upon the stalk in antunin or Avinter, is so coarse and hard as to

resemble the shell of a rough ])ignut.

Other sjAecies of smaller size, such as the Pachi/psylla celtulis-mamma and allies,

make button or cabbage-sha])ed galls upon the leaves of Celtis, and Avhich also become

hard and dry by the time of leaf-fall in autumn.

The Psylla tripunctata is a Avax-colored species Avith three broAvn curved .streaks,

and three darker dots near the posterior jnargin of the Aving-coA*er,s. It is jteculiar in

living upon the leaves of blackberry, AA'hich it causes to Avi-inkle and purse, Avhile it is

equally common among the needles of pine trees.

Calophya 7Hf/r)pin7iis is a smaller black species Avith orange thorax, AA'hich lives upon

the stems and leaA'es of sumach, and appears fully dcA'cloped in June and July. The
larva*, resembling rough grains of gunpoAvder, may be seen spread OA'er the tAvigs of

that bush throughout the Avinter and spring. After the Aving-flaps have developed

late in spring, the nymph has the foj’m of a very broad trilobite, and sticks close to the

bark like a scale-louse.

A more lengthened and depressed form a])pears in the genera TJvia and Ph'aphia,

both of Avhich are common upon Calamus and reeds in SAvampy places of the Atlantic

region, although the former is often abundant upon pines and the sugar-mai)le.

In the family Meaihracid^e Ave meet Avith typical Homoptera haA'ing three-jointed

tarsi, and composing a numerous assemblage of the most grotesque and extraordinary

forms of this order. It is, hoAvever, chiefly in the prothorax that these curious modifi-

cations prevail, and Avhen this is strij)ped off, as indeed occurs naturally in some spe-

cies of Cent)'ot(ts, Ave obseiwe forms Avhich have a body much like the Psyllidse, but

with broader A’ertical heads set beneath the thorax, and Avith two ocelli on the face.

They are of every conceivable form, arched, compressed, depressed, hump-backed,

sjAindle-shapcd, pointed at both ends, inflated, liemispherical, conical, and so forth, and

are furnished Avith an equal variety of superficial attachments. The antennae are short,

bristle-shaped, thick at base, and situated under the expanded margin of the clypeus.
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•either below or a little in advance of the eyes. The species are all good leapers, with

short stout legs armed with a circle of short spines on the tips of the hind-tibiae
;
but in

the genus Memhracis., and its next relatives, the two forward pairs of tibiae are broadly

flattened, and fit very closely against the breast. Their head is of three patterns : the

first retains the quadrate, foliaceous form of the ordinary nymphs
;
the second has the

head triangular and wrinkled
;
and in the third it is short and transverse like a bandeau.

Two figures on the plate, numbers 3 and 5, well illustrate the arched, compressed

type common to Brazil and Guiana. The former is jet black,

with a yellow front margin and triangular apical sjDot, and is

the Memhracis tectigera / while the latter is mai’ked Avith bright

red, has a curved horn projecting forwards, and is the Eacho-

phyllum cruentatum of authors. But by far the largest of this

shape is Memhracis foliata., which is smoke-brown, spotted with

yellow, and measures more than half an inch in length. This

genus is very rich in species, and includes some of the most

gayly colored and beautifully decorated species of the family.

Many of these insects affect the axils of twigs, and stems of various bushes or small

trees, especially near water-courses, and protect themselves by selecting places which

well agree Avith their pattern of marking.

Here also belong the species which imitate bits of dried brown leaves, belonging to

the genus Stegaspis, all of Avhich are of the dull brown color, have a ragged appear-

ance, and are often sinuated, as if a piece had been cut out of the back.

Figure 1 of our plate shows the Hypsauchenia halista, a dark broAvn insect, in

which the thorax is drawn out backwards into a slender curved arm, as if fitted for a

spring to thi-ow missiles. Number 4 of the same gives tAvo attitudes of the large and

remarkable two-horned Hemiptycha marginata, also a native of Brazil. It belongs to

the diA’ision Avith triangular head, to Avhich most of our North American species must

be referred.

The Archasia galeata is an apple-green, arched species, similar to the Membracids

from South America, but much thicker, and also having a triangular head. It is found

in midsummer on our native young oaks and hickories.

A still more compressed form is the A'ery conspicuous Smilia camelus., Avhich is

sometimes moderately common, in June and July, upon bushes and small oaks. This

is one of the gayest colored of our natiA^e species, has a rich broAvn ground color,

marked Avith two converging, oblique yelloAv bands, and a S2)ot near the tip, with the

Aving-coA'ers transparent, but clouded Avith broAvn at the tip.

To the genus Telamona belong our indigenous hump-back forms, of gray, claret, or

greenish colors, Avhich live in June and July upon oaks, hickories, and other forest

trees. They generally rest singly on the limbs and branches of

the trees with the head directed away from the trunk, but in

the younger stages they keej) together in small groups. Tela-

mona monticola sometimes SAvarms upon the branches of the

Virginia creeper during the month of June, and helps to de-

stroy this vine by draining its sap, as well as by puncturing the

bark to deposit its eggs.

Most of the young forms thus far observed are armed above with series of erect,

sharp, or forked spines, and the abdomen is terminated by a tube, from which a sweet-

ish substance is ejected, Avhich is very attractive to various kinds of ants.

VOL. II. — 15

Fig. 301. — ^fembracis
foliata.
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These insects are connected with the PsyllidaB by the form of the lobes of the head

in the young stages, a character which is preserved in the adult Memhracis aud its

near allies, as well as by the form of the abdomen, similarity of the wing-covers, and

saltatorial legs.

The most aberrant members of this group belong to the sub-family Centrotida, in

which the prothorax is often reduced to a mere strip or triangle
;
in others it is pro-

longed backwards into a pitchfork or trident, with the scutellum distinctly developed

beneath it. Some of the forms of Heteronotus have a veiy hymenopterous appear-

ance, and this is carried still farther in the form, texture, and veining of the wing-

covers
;
others might easily be mistaken from their resemblance to the spinous ants

which inhabit the same localities, in Brazil and Mexico.

More than eight hundred species have been described from Africa, temperate and

tropical South America, Central America, Mexico, the West Indies, and the United

States. Europe is singularly destitute of these insects, of Avhich only two or three forms

cross her borders from the near provinces of Afi’ica, while Brazil and the other torrid

countries of South America claim more than half the species of the world. Australia

and the East Indies possess a few species, but they form no conspicuous portion of the

Fauna, and belong chiefly to the Centrotida.

Most of the insects which we have thus far noticed are mute, but we now reach

the CiCADin^, a group of generally large forms, which have been celebrated in classic

and other lands for their wondrous song. They may be recognized by their heavy

subconical bodies, wide, blunt head, Avith prominent eyes on the outer angles, ridged

epistoma crossed by coarse oblique ribs, bristle-shaped antennae, placed in a socket

beneath a ledge of the vertex, and three bead-like ocelli arranged in a triangle on the

middle of the cranium. The mesothorax is the largest segment, and the metathorax is

reduced to a narrow scale. A very conspicuous feature in all of them is a cross-like

prominence on the hind end of the former, Avhich adds great firmness to this important

part of the chest. The Aving-covers are nearly elliptical, longer than the body, parch-

ment-like, but generally transparent, and with a series of eight areoles at the tip
;
but

the hind-wings are more membranous, scarcely exceeding half the length of the former,

and with an apical series of six areoles. Their legs are short and stout, not fitted for

leaping, the fore-thighs quite thick, armed Avith two or more thick teeth, also the hind-

shanks are bristly, and have a series of sharp spines on each side.

But the most distinctive peculi-

arity, which has no parallel in any

of the other groups, appears in the

organs of sound. These consist of

two large parchment sacs, ribbed

and gathered into numerous plaits,

furnished with poAverful muscles,

and situated in large cavities at the

base of the abdomen. When in

action the air is driven with great

force against the ribbed surfaces, and

vibrations are set ujr which produce

the sound in accordance with the number and form of the fluted spaces and ribs. Nu-
merous modifications prevail in the form, size, thickness, power, and relative position of

the parts of these organs, so that there are species which give forth an almost deafening
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sharp note, such as the Fidicina mannifera of tropical America, and our native Lyer-

man. Cicada tibicen. The latter is a medium sized usually black and green species,

which takes two years in its development, and appears during the dog-days in late sum-

mer. It varies both in size and colors, is more or less powdei-ed with white beneath, and

at base and tip of abdomen above, and is distributed from New York to Rio in Brazil.

Its cast pupa skins may often be seen hooked to the bark on the trunks of trees, or to

the sides of fences
;
the fore-legs being very thick and adapted for digging through the

soil, and the claws long, acute, and curved.

The largest species inhabiting this country is the Cicada marginata. Its colors are

black, marked with green, or brownish beneath, where it is also more or less powdered
with white. It occurs sparingly all over the eastern United States from Long Island

to Florida, and west to Indian Territoiy, but probably not beyond. The length to

the tip of its closed Aving-covers exceeds two and a quarter inches.

Besides the above, there are two other principal types of this group in the United

States. These are either black or brown, with red or orange markings
;
or clay-yellow

with blackish lines and spots. The former is represented by Cicada rimosa of the

Northern and Northw’estern States. To the second pattern belongs the neat Tettigia

hieroglyphica, which enlivens the pine woods of New Jersey with its pleasant note,

and spreads aAvay southward until checked by the SAvamps of lower Florida. When
fresh it is tinged with green, the costal margin of the fore-wings is of the same color,

the adjoining anastomosis is AA'hite, and there are tAvo series of brown spots upon the

apical series of cells. This country is signalized by having the longest-lived and most

remarkably distributed Cicada to be found anyAvhere on the globe. This is the C.

septendecim, a medium-sized black species, with bright red eyes, banded with red on

the abdomen, and with red and orange veins to the base and costal margin of both

pairs of Avings.

It lives beneath the earth for about seventeen years, nourishing itself upon the

juices of the roots of forest and fruit trees

until, being nearly ready to cast off its pupal

skin to become winged, it bores a hole to the

surface of the soil, and comes forth. At this

time it is a clumsy-looking, horn-colored ob-

ject, about an inch in length, provided Avith

hooked digging shanks upon the fore-legs.

.
They commonly begin to leave their holes

about the middle of May, and so continue to

do, sometimes until the first of July. Should

the weather be persistently rainy Avhen they

begin to leave the surface, they construct tubular towers of clay above their holes, into

which to retire until drier weather returns.

Several weeks before the time for issuing, they may be found beneath stones, rails,

or other objects lying upon the ground, and of which they have taken advantage for

protection until the time for changing the skin has arrived. When ready for this

change, they craAvl to the side of a fence or trunk of a tree, and grasp it tightly

with their claws
;

the skin then splits down the back, the tender creature draws

itself forth, remains suspended for a few hours until the superfluous moisture has

dried from the integument, the wings have stretched to their full size, and the insect

flies off.

Fig. 304.— Pupa of seventeen year Cicada.
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It is found only in the United States, and is best known in the region east of the

Mississippi River, although it extends west into eastern Kansas. Areas of variable

extent are occupied by it, and in each of which it appears at different years. Thus a

very large brood extends interruptedly from northern Vermont to Georgia, and thence

to Michigan and Illinois, which was first recorded as appearing in 1715. This has

been traced at intervals of seventeen years until 1868, and consequently will next

appear in 1885. Sixteen distinct broods have thus far been made out, of which

four have appeared in New England; the same number in New York, and in Illinois,

extending into Missouri; seven in Pennsylvania; three in North Carolina and Vir-

ginia; two in Maryland; one in Kansas and Indian Territory; and one in each of the

States, South Carolina, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Indian Terri-

tory; while only one is in Delaware, and that an extension of the one in southern

Maryland.

Not only do these insects come forth at intervals of seventeen years, but there are

three broods which appear at intervals of thirteen years. One of these belongs to

Mississippi and Louisiana
;
a second to southern Illinois and eastern Missouri, and the

third, which is quite extensive, spreads from southern Illinois, through Missouri to

Louisiana and Indian Territory, and also into Kentucky, Mississippi, Alabama, and

Georgia. In Maryland the brood of 1868 swarmed in countless munbei’s along the

edges of the forests and in places where trees had previously stood. The ground in

many places was honeycombed by their numerous holes, and the later specimens were

smaller and blacker than the others. A marked difference in their note was observed,

which was quite in contrast with that of the year 1851. In the year last mentioned,

they swarmed in many of the same localities, as later, but then they seemed to

delight in a chorus while sounding the notes resembling forrrho. In 1868, however,

there was rarely a chorus, comparatively few uttered the familiar sounds, many males

were perfectly mute, and single individuals would give forth a short, sharp, inter-

rupted shrill noise, or only a few stifled cadences.

Grandest and most conspicuous of all this group is the rich orange-colored Dun-

dubia imperatoria. It is a native of Borneo and Nepaul, measures eight inches across

the outspread wings, and is the largest Hemipteron yet known. Thopha saccata is

another very large and rich wine-brown species, in which the drums spread out on

eaeh side of the body like great pouches. It is a native of Australia.

The species figured on our plate (fig. 9) is the superb steel-blue, orange-banded

Tacua speciosa., common in Bengal and other parts of India.

Numerous genera have been separated from the old genus Cicada., some of which

are finely colored, curiously marked, as if in imitation of butterflies
;
and others are

variously modified in the shape of the thorax and head, while still others have the

drums reduced to mere short scales, or have them spread out to cover the entire

under-side of the abdomen.

The genera Platypleura, Gceana, Tosena and allies have the wing-covers adorned

with opaque bands of brown and other colors, or they are black
;
while the abdomen

is unifoi’mly blood red, or black with a few yellow spots. These belong to China and

the adjacent countries, while the first-named genus is represented by species in nearly

all the countries and islands between Japan and the Cape of Good Hope.

The new world forms generally have the wings transparent, or with only a few

fuscous spots on the outer ends of the wing-covers
;
but a notable exception occurs in

the Brazilian Carineta formosa., in which the black head, ornamented with a red line.
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is contrasted with two large green spots on the red-bordered thorax, and this too with

the golden-yellow wing-covers edged with brown.

About five hundred species are already known, and of these, more than eighty

forms inhabit the United States, Mexico, and the West Indies.

This family is connected with the following one by the genera Polyneura and

Memidictya, in which the veins near the tip of the wing-covers become very numer-

ously branched or areolated. A move in the direction of the Orthopterous genus

Microcentrum, or katydid, is seen in the wing-covers of the anomalous Australian

Cystosoma.

The family Fulgoridje is distinguished by the presence of the great lantern-flies,

and includes also a host of other species of very diverse forms and of many varieties

of structure. It contains forms which might have been mistaken for butterflies and

moths, and others which closely imitate such genera of Neuroptera, as Hemerohius,

Neuronia, Setodes, and others. They may be recognized by the compressed, vertical,

often carinated face, and by the bristle-shaped antennae being set into a button-shaped

base on the side of the cheeks beneath the round eyes, and below which latter a small

ocellus appears. The wing-covers are generally opaque, and naiTower than the wings,

but in the subfamilies Dictyopharida, Cixiida, and Delphacida both wings and wing-

covers are more frequently transparent.

The family is now divided into thirteen sub-families, Fulgorida, Eurybrachydida,

Dictyopharida, Cixiida, Achilida, Tropiduchida, Derbida, Lophoiaida, Issida, Ricaniida,

Acanoniida, Flatida, and Delphacida. Each of these is again subdivided into small

assemblages of genera, mai’ked by some exterior feature of resemblance, such as the

truncated wing-covers of certain Flatas, the triangular form of the same organs in

Ricanias, the narrow, parallel-sided wing-covers of Nersia, and so forth. But as it

would take a large book to describe the numei’ous types which belong here, we must

select a very few, and refer the reader to the great systematic works of Westwood,

Stal, and Amyot for further information.

The splendid Laternaria phosphorea or Brazilian Lantern-fly is the largest of the

group, although there are other species in Central America, Guiana, Mexico, and

in one or two sections of Brazil which are nearly as large as this, but narrower, and

somewhat differently marked. This genus was named by Linnaeus fi-om the supposed

fact that the species were luminous. No I'ecent traveller, however, who has observed

them in their native haunts gives countenance to their luminosity; and they are

reported to fly only during sunlight, and not to appear abroad during the night.

In the alleys of the great jjrimeval forests of the Amazonian Basin the great

lantern-fly passes its life amid the brilliant orchids and other gorgeous flowers, and

occasionally descends to the lower trunks of the trees when pursued by bii’ds and

other enemies. This, like many of the butterflies and other broad-winged insects,

may sometimes be seen to have a piece taken out of the end of the wings. Such

mutilation is occasioned by the activity of the little green or brown lizards, stationed

half-concealed on the tips of projecting twigs, so that when the insects fly near, their

wings are instantly snapped by these lurking intruders. The Laternaria phosphorea

measures fully six inches across its outspread wings, and its great, mitre-shaped head

is as long, and in front nearly as thick, as its body. Its general color is a greenish

yellow, with four long spots on the humps, a series on the side of the head, and the

fine veins of the costal border of the fore-wings rose-colored. Numerous spots and
lines on the mitre, thorax, abdomen, and legs are either fuscous or black

;
both pairs
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of wings are reticulated with black, and a large iris spot, of an olive color, encircled

by dark brown, with two dark 23upils invested with bluish and white, occujues the end

lobe of the hind-wings. The upper and lower sides of the abdomen, more especially

at tip, are coated with white, flocculent matter, and the fore-wings are sprinkled with

a white j^owder.

Next to this is placed the genus Phrictits, also composed of large species inhabiting

the same regions, one of which, the superb P. diadema, has the end of the serrated

head-protuberance tipped with a star-shaped diadem, while in front of the eyes is a

conspicuous blackish stripe, and above them a prominent black, oblique horn.

To China and the East Indies belong the remarkable Candle-flies, which have also

been reputed to give light. They are either greenish or orange yellow, with banded

wing-covers, a long, tapering, upcurved head-ju’ojection, and with many-veined wings,

decorated on the end by a broad, black baud. These belong to the recent genus

Fidgora., the common form being the F. Candelaria of authors. They are said to be

common pets of the Chinese childi-en, who confine them in little wooden cages and

offer them for sale in the markets. It is shown in Fig. 8 of our jilate.

To the same sub-family are also referred the highly colored and beautifully

decorated Lystras. The JLystra lanata is less showy than some of the others, but it

seci’etes long strings of white fibrous material, which project from the end of the

abdomen like strips of silver tape, and which are said to be useful to the insect, as it

flies, in saving its life from the birds. The latter, in swooj^ing to grasp the bug, naturally

attempt to reach the most visible part of its body, and this, being the bundle of fibres

projecting far behind, is seized and bitten off, while the creature passes on unhurt.

Multitudes of species of these insects inhabit the warm regions of Asia, Africa, and

America. In the United States three species inhabit the South and Southwest, and one,

the Poeocera misella., extends from Mexico over into the Territory of Ai'izona. The
Pveocera fuliginosa, the largest of our native species, is in general of a dark brown
color, about two-thirds of an inch in length, with a wide head cut almost square off

in front, and inhabits Texas, Missouri, and Georgia. They live in bushy j^laces near

water, where the soil, being rich and damj) supports a rank vegetation.

The Dictyopharida are represented in the United States by Nersia, Scolops, and

Phylloscelis. To the first mentioned are referred various jjca-green species with clear,

narrow wing-covers, and tapering, upcurved heads. They measure about half an inch

to the tip of the wing-covers, and these organs are very straight-veined, but closely

areolated on the thin end.

The form most common in this country is a neat little insect which lives in summer
upon the stalks and leaves of reeds and rushes in the open swamj^s, both salt and fresh,

extending at intervals near the coast from New Jersey to Mexico. When apjwoached,

it dodges nimbly behind the stem of the plant, the green color of which it closely

matches, and usually remains well concealed
;
but if hard pressed, it flies off a few

feet and lodges, perhaps, on the under side of a leaf, or glides into the axil of some

convenient grass. When late summer arrives, and the reeds become blanched by the

heat, the remaining individuals of this sj^ecies also lose their color, and acquire that

of the dried stems on which they live.

Scolops sulcipes is another singular and widely distributed member of this group.

It lives on grass and various plants gi'owing on damp spots near the edges of woods
in Maryland, but farther west it frequents low sj)ots in the prairies. It is an oval,

dull straw-colored insect, about one-third of an inch in total length, with a long,
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slender, up-curved stylet projecting from the front of the head. Its eyes are

brown
;
there is a blackish stripe each side of the face, a few spots of the same color

appear on the front of the thorax, and the veins of the wing-

covers are often margined and sjjotted with bi’own. The legs

are long, the hind-shanks are armed exteriorly with a row of

acute spines, and at tip with a crown of stout teeth, which greatly

assist the creature in starting to leap. It occurs pretty generally

throughout the United States, being found in various places west

of the Rocky Mountains in Washington Territory, Oregon, and

Nevada, and continues south into Arizona, New Mexico, and

Texas. On the eastern side of the continent it is found from ’Pia.zos.-Scoiopsmi-
cipes.

Canada to southern Florida.

A related but still more singular genus is Phylloscelis. It was founded by Prof.

Germar upon two small, blunt-headed, oval species, having the fore-thighs expanded

into flat plates
;
based, however, upon only the form with incomplete wing-covers

and arrested development. As usually seen, they have a thick, crustaceous integu-

ment, with the wing-covers correspondingly thick, lacking all indications of a mem-
branous tip

;
but in the completed form the membrane is distinct. They have a

narrow, vertical face, with very large, round eyes overlapping the prothorax, and long

hind-shanks, built for leaping.

One species, P. atra, is either all over black, polished, sometimes marked with

orange
;
or it is orange, marked with black on the wing-covers. Its fore-tibise have

two white spots, the other tibiae are more or less striped with white, and it has but a

few remote veins in the wing-covers. The other species, P. pallescens, is of a dull

gray color, more or less speckled with white and black
;
the face is ribbed, and the

raised lines flecked in series
;
while the fore-thighs are black, dotted and thrice spotted

with white, and the tibiae, except the hinder pair, crossed by a pale streak or spot.

They are both of small size, measm-ing only one-fifth of an inch in length
;
and inhabit

the United States from Massachusetts to Florida, and extend west to the gi’eat plains

and south to the borders of Mexico.

Both forms live in weedy places, amidst herbage and vines along the edges of woods,

in low grounds. The latter species approaches nearer to Scolops in the numerous

veins and cross-veins of the wing-covers.

This group is rejjresented in Europe by only a few forms allied to Nersia, such as

the pale green Dictyophara europcea and D. paimonica, which inhabit chiefly the

more sovithern countries. The foregoing remarks give but a veiy inadequate idea of

this large sub-family, which is marked by many strange genera and species in all the

tropical and sub-tropical regions.

The sub-family Tropiduchida is composed of numerous genera and species, belong-

ing chiefly to the sub-tropical or tropical regions of Asia, Africa, and America. It is

represented in Florida, Texas, and the West Indies by clear winged forms, generally

of a green, or straw-yellow color, closely resembling Nersia in nearly all but the shape

of the head. The wing-covers are long and narrow, gradually widening at tip, and

bluntly rounded. The head is oblong, pentangular, with the edges raised, and gene-

rally a keeled line along the middle which ends behind in a notch
;
and the hind-margin

of the prothorax is deeply, acutely emarginated and keeled, while the mesothorax has

three slender keels.

In Tangia sponsa, a pale green insect, with milky, transparent wing-covers, the
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liead is nearly as long as the mesothorax, the eyes are sometimes reddish, and there is-

a strong transverse vein behind the middle, sejiarating the membrane of the wing-

covers. Like JNersia^ it is bright green early in the season, but later becomes paler,

or even bleached straw-yellow. It inhabits Cuba, San Domingo, and southern Florida;

measures half an inch to the tip of the wing-covers, and lives upon reedy plants near

Avater.

Monopsis tabida is a similar, but smaller form, which inhabits the same regions,

and nearly the same kind of places, as the preceding. It is also pale green, and has a

very short, more quadrangular head. Several allied forms inhabit Mexico and Central

America, and there are others in Brazil which are larger, and that have very long and

narrow heads.

We now reach the sub-family Derbida, a groujj of moderate extent
;
but one which

comprehends some of the most beautiful and delicate forms of the entire order. Here

the head is generally
2
)roduced forwards

;
sometimes extremely compressed, and then

with the sides jjrominently keeled. Such a contracted cranium oifers but very limited

space for the accommodation of the brain
;
and the reduced size of the princi

2
:)al ganglia

in these delicate creatures may account for the general feebleness of then’ motions.

The wing-covers are long and slender, a little widened at tip, furnished with few apical

areoles, and give the insect an appearance much like that of the slendex-winged

pyralid moths, or the neuropterous Setodes. They may also be recognized by the

form of the antennae, which in some are divided into three stout and long branches,

while in others the base is surmounted by a long, thick shaft. Their legs are sirnjjle^

and Avith extremely short spines on the tip of the hind-shanks.

Otiocerus coqiiebertii, is a gay, lemon-yelloAv or cream-colored sjxecies, wdth a broad

strij^e on the side of the face and AvaA^y red forked lines on the Aving-covers
;
the head,

as seen from the side, is of the form of a

jjloughshare, Avith the little broAvn eyes stand-

ing out like beads. The antennas have three-

bent appendages resembling strips of tape-

It measures about one-third of an inch to the

tqj of Aving-covers, lives upon the leav^es of

grape-vines, oaks, and hickory, in July, Au-
gust, and September, and is distributed OA'er

Fig. 306— Otiocerus coquehertii. . ... -

a Wide area, being found in the vicinity of

the White Mountains, in New Hampshire, also in northern New York and Illinois,,

and extends from thence to central Texas, and east to Georgia. A rose-colored

species, Avith the markings of the head, thorax, and A^eins of the Aving-covers carmine,,

is the 0. degeerii. It is of about the same size as the preceding, and inhabits similar

places at nearly the same time of the year.

Anotia is a still more gauze-winged, smaller form, of the utmost delicacy. It

differs from the foregoing genus in having the second joint of the anteniue long and.

blade-like, not branched, but notched at the tip, and into this the bristle is inserted-

The A. westwoodii is jiale yelloAV or Avhitish, has the wing-covers irregularly clouded

and sjiotted Avith light broAvn, and the veins of the apical part of the costal area

bright red. It lives on the spice bush and Avillows, during August and September, in

the Middle States; and upon grass and avUIoaa^s in northern NeAv York.

Trojiical and sub-tropical America is rich in genera and species of this grouji
;
many

of wdiich resemble moths and Phryganidie, and some of the broAvn species imitate
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Diptera of the genus Pyrgota. They are all feeble insects, which leap with only

moderate facility, and which depend chiefly upon their large wings to escape from

enemies.

A series of this group stands apart from the other genera in being destitute of the

appendages commonly attached to the base of the antennae. One of these is the

American genus Lametiia, which is represented in the United States by three species

of slate-blue color, more or less powdered with white, and closely resembles the

neuropterous genus Aleuronia. The best known of these is distributed from Maine
to Georgia, and from Illinois to Texas. It is the L. vulgaris., a broader-winged insect

than either of the forms noticed above, in which the forehead is not produced, but

vertical, gently curved downwards, and strongly keeled on the side margins. Its eyes

are large, and the knob-like antennae placed immediately beneath them are guarded by
a scoop-shaped appendage of the cheeks. S

2
)ecimens usually occur singly or in pairs

upon a great variety of jAants and trees. They have been taken from the skunk-

cabbage, alder, and wild grape in June and July, and from the oak and hickory in

late summer and until near the end of October. When rubbed, or wet by rain, they

appear black, blue black, or j^urplish-black
;
but when freshly changed from the nymph,

the colors are paler, bluish tinged with white. This s])ecies measures about one-sixth

of an inch to the tip of the wing-covers
;
but thei-e are other species in Arizona and

the Atlantic region of much larger size, and tinted with brighter colors.

The genus Mysidia belongs here, which has species nearly half an inch in length,

and which closely resemble various kinds of pale-colored moths. —It belongs to the

trojjics of South America.

Another sub-family, the Lophopida, belongs to the Orient and Africa. Thus far

none of its re25resentatives have been dif covered on the western continent. A single

form from Caffrafia, Elasmoscelis cimicoides, will serve to distinguish this small but

singular group. In form it is reversed lyrate, with the front of the head narrow,

scooped out, and the carinate sides raised like ears. Its wing-covers are rounded at base,

diagonally narrowing towards the end, cut obliquely inwards at tip, and having the

wide and very conspicuous costal areole crossed by numerous veins. Both its fore-

thighs and shanks are expanded into wide, flat
2
flates. Its ground color is a clear light

brown, with a window-like whitish spot on the middle of the wing-covers, and with

various other white spots on the outer margin. It measures about one-third of an inch

to the ti
2
) of the wing-covers.

In the next sub-family, the Issida, we meet with a very large assemblage of close-

set, robust forms, widely distributed in both temperate and tropical regions, and rich

in genera and species. Already more than fifty genera, including over two hundred

species, have been reported from Euro23e, Africa, the United States, Mexico, and

South America. Two genera, Hysteropterum and Issus, are unusually well 25rovided

with species in the first-mentioned country; but North America, the West Indies,

and Brazil have a 23reponderance of the abnormal and singular forms.

This sub-family is characterized by a wide, generally blunt head, scarcely narrower

than the thorax, feebly or not at all carinated on the sides. The base of the 23rothorax

is cut straight off, or only very slightly concave, and the exposed dorsum of the meso-

thorax is short. The Aving-covers are thick, broad, curving over the body, sometimes

nearly enclosing it, and they often have numerous, close-set areoles from near the base

to the ti
2
). Their shanks are stout and prismatic, the hind

2
)air often armed with

coarse spines on the outer edge, and the tip is crowned with groiqis of short teeth.
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They are generally short, plump insects, occasionally with the tip of the wing-covers

contracted and produced, and display great facility in leaping. Many of them have

a rough, bark-like exterior, closely matching the limbs and branches ujjon which they

rest, and which serves to conceal them from the eyes of pursuers.

Bruchomorpha and Naso are notable exceptions to the general form in this group,

in having the head drawn out into a snout like some of the curculionid beetles. These

are either gray, bronze-colored, or black insects, often with a yellow stripe along the

head and thorax. B. dorsata has the head conical, but compressed to an axe-like

edge at tip. The head in Naso is much larger, also obliquely deflexed and ending in

a bulb-like tip. Many species of these genera have been discovered in the United

States. They are all small forms, rarely much more than a line in length, and all of

which have thus far been described from the arrested imago with short wing-covers.

They are found from Canada to Florida, and from Dakota to southern Texas, being

met with in large numbers, chiefly in low meadows and on prairies, where they enjoy

the juices of the tender grassy i^lants. The genus Naso is sometimes common in

similar places in Florida, Texas, and Kansas. Hibernation takes place in Bmcho-
moipha, and such females as survive until the return of warm weather lay their eggs,

and the young are developed through the summer, so that by the latter part of this

season the fully adult individuals appear in the greatest numbers.

But the types which better represent this group are to be found in such genera as

Issus, Tyla7ia, Ilysteropte^'icm, and their near allies. In the former we observe blunt-

faced, stout insects, having the head very short, much narrower than the thorax, with the

wing-covers a little rounded, inflated before the middle, and slightly narrowed towards

the tip. The species are usually dull yellow, gray, or brown
;
and live u23on the

branches of low trees and bushes. Tylana is rejjresented in the United States by

several medium-sized species. The one best known is the T. conspei'sa. It is a

moderately broad form, of a dull chestnut-brown color, with a few blackish dots on the

middle of the wing-covers, having the veins wide apart, and very few ajjical areoles.

When living the under-side of the body is pale green. Specimens occur singly or in

pairs, during September and October, on different species of hickory, selecting in j^refer-

ence the younger and more tender trees. Thus far it is known from only a few of

the States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. Other species have been found in Arizona,

Tennessee, and Pennsylvania
;
and the genus is represented in the Mauritius by at least

two species.

Hysteroptei'um is an allied genus which has the head still more blunt and wide

than in the preceding. It belongs chiefly to Europe, where it is represented by at

least twenty-five species, mostly of pale colors and small size. Myctei'odes diffei’s

from the foregoing chiefly in having the head conically prominent, and the vertex

scooped out and carinated on the sides. JSI. nasxitus is a pale clay-yellow insect,

with olive-tinged wing-covers, and dorsal surface of abdomen black. It measures

about one-fourth of an inch in length, and inhabits Austria and the southern jiarts of

Europe.

Issus has the head blunt, but not so wide as in either Tylana or Ilysteropterum,

but the vertex is very distinctly separated from the front by the transverse carina,

and above which the head is made tabulate by the lateral and posterior carinate margins •

the face has also a very distinct, incomplete carina down the middle, and the veins

of the wing-covers are closely reticulate behind the middle. Issus coleoptratus is

perhaps the most widely distributed species in Europe, where also eleven other species
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inhabit the wooded parts of the country. Several species also inhabit the United

States
;
but most of these are small and inconspicuous forms,

A strictly American type, of agreeable green color and great activity, confronts us

in this group, and is one which has a wide distribution in North America. It belongs

to the genus Amphiscepa, of which A. bivittata is the best known species. When
living the color is a vivid grass green, Avith a vertical, sharp-edged, more or less brown
face

;
the prothorax is flat and has two darker brown stripes, which unite behind and

pass along the upper margin of the wing-covers. Strong veins commence to fork near

the base of the latter, and are connected by clearly-defined branching cross-veins, Avhich

increase in number towards the tip. These wing-covei-s are also very broad, are held

nearly vertical, and are almost cut square off at tip. The hind-shanks are long,

slendei’, and armed with a pair of short teeth on each side.

Individuals of this species are occasionally met with in Florida which have the

head, thorax, and base of the wing-covers changed to a decidedly rosy tint
;
and still

more rarely s])ecimens occur which entirely lack the darker markings of the head,

thorax, and wing-covers. This species is distributed from Canada to Florida, and

from Minnesota to Matamoras, Mexico. In late summer it may be often seen resting

upon a stalk of grass or branch of a blackberry bush, keeping a shaiqj lookout, so that

when suddenly approached it gives a rapid leap which carries it several feet aAvay into

a place of excellent concealment, in the midst of tangled grass or inextricable twigs

and branches.

Closely allied to the foregoing group is a very small sub-family, Eurybrachidida,

the species of which were formerly included in the same division as Issus. Only one

genus, Eurybrachis, is at present here included. The species are generally about one-

half of an inch in length, of very robust proportions, with exceedingly blunt and wide

face, short vertex, with expanded wing-covers curved on the sides, and veins much
branched at tip. They also have the fore and middle thighs and shanks expanded

into plates, and inhabit the lowlands of the East Indies, Australia, and the Philippine

Islands. They are generally of an orange ground-color, marked with green reticulated

bands on the wing-covers, and the legs are red.

The great and well-marked sub-family, Ricaniida, has no known representative in

the United States. The species are all tropical or sub-tropical, inhabit the moist parts

of the hot regions, and are more numerous in the East Indies and adjacent islands than

elsewhere. At least one large and beautiful form has been found in southern Japan
;

and a rich brown species occurs in the Philqjpine Islands. They may be recognized by

the head being as wide as the thorax, with a broad, flat face, very short vertex sepa-

rated from the front by a transverse keel, and the mesothorax with three slightly raised

longitudinal lines. The wing-covers are held nearly vertical, are very large and trian-

gular, at tip almost as wide as long, with very numerous longitudinal veins accom-

panied by wrinkles. A conspicuous feature at their base is the large, scale-like tegular

pieces, which cap the hinge there. The first tarsal joint of the hind-feet is also very

short.

Ricania fuscata is a very lai’ge species, measuring fully tAvo inches across the

expanded wing-covers. It is generally of a smoke-broAvn or blackish color, although

some A’ai’ieties are more or less marked Avith yellow beneath and on the sides of the

abdomen, and are also banded Avith pale ochreous across the forehead. It inhabits

Borneo, Java, and the East Indies.

Several smaller species occur in Luzon, Burmah, Malacca, and the adjacent coun-
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tries, which are dark-brown, spotted or banded with white or hyaline, giving them very

much the appearance of small hesperian butterflies.

The most exquisitely beautiful of all this group is the Pochazia splendida from

New Guinea and the islands of the Malay archipelago. It measures a little more than

three-quarters of an inch across the sjn-ead wing-covers, and has a highly glossy surface

which serves to render more brilliant its somewhat iridescent colors. The thoi-ax and

head are pitch-black, both marked beneath with orange. On the sides of the abdomen
a paler yellow prevails, and the legs are still jDaler yellow. But the wing-covers are

brilliant orange, changing to glassy behind the middle
;
they are bordered all around

with a rich brown which reflects a steel-blue tinge, and catches a greenish tint where it

approaches the orange ground
;
and on the disk is a double purplish-brown si^ot with

a pale bluish or white round pui^il. Its wings are whitish-hyaline, also bordered with

brown, and with a pale brown cloud on the middle. This glowing beauty, when jflaced

in the sunlight, vies with the elegant satin of the most delicate Morphos, and in jjat-

tern of marking recalls the little pearly butterflies of the Erycinid genus Ilesoseniia.

Brazil claims but very few of these attractive insects
;
but the most conspicuous

one which belongs to her domain is the Nogodina. In this genus the close-set veins

are aggregated near the tip of the wing-covers, and the disk is full of small meshes

which become more numerous in the direction of the apex. N. reticulata is a j^ale

ochrc-brown species, measuring a full inch across the wing-covers
;
with clear wings

crossed by three bi-oken dark-brown bands, and with the a2)ical and most of the costal

margin also marked with brown. The dark, rich brown of the wing-covers strongly

contrasts Avith the glassy surface upon Avhich it is placed, and gives the insect very

much the appearance of one of the tortricid moths. It inhabits the vine-clad clear-

ings in the great forest region of Brazil, and dAvells in lazy ease Avhere multitudes of

its more remote relatives find equal gratification in sitting all day long imbibing the

juices of some conA'enient twig or bud.

A step forward leads to the great and extraordinarily varied sub-family, Flatida.

Here the exuberance of form and variety of liattern prevails almost beyond a parallel

in any other of the groups. Here the head is much narrower than the thorax, with

the prothorax produced forwards and narrowed in that direction. That part of the

mesothorax which is not covered by the wings is relatively larger than in the Issida,

and not always triangular. When the head is blunt, the vertex is short, but in some

small assemblages of species the latter is produced, and conical in outline. The wing-

covers are large, obtriangular, or lyrate, Avith the costal margin broad, dilated at base,

and crossed by numerous partly-forked A'eins. At base and on the clavus the surface

is usually more or less granulated
;
the latter is well separated from the corium by the

suture, and has tAvo very distinct curved veins running throughout its length. The genus

Flata, from Avhich the group is named, now consists of large, semicircular Avinged

forms, one of Avhich, the F. limbata, is of a bright grass-green color, having the Aving-

covers bordered in front Avith bright red, while the wings are milk-white. It measures

more than an inch and three-fourths across the spread Avings, and the Aving-covers are

very distinctly marked by Amins which branch very numerously and slenderly toward the

tip. It inhabits tropical India, and is reported to occur .also in southern China.

A common North American genus of this group is the Ormenis. It is, however,

not confined to this continent, but is represented by other species in various parts of

Afric.a. Two well-knoAvn sjjecies are common in the United States
;
the one, O. sep-

tentrionalis, is a pale green insect, powdered with white, tinted on the front, on the
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under-side of the body, and on the costal margin of the wing-covers with yellow
;
the

wings are milk-white. The wing-covers are a little wider at tip and cut square off. It

varies considerably in length; measuring from one-third to nearly one-half an inch

from the front to the end of the wing-covers.

In the latitude of Maryland it affects tlie wild grape-vines, drawing nourishment

from the tender shoots and midribs of the leaves during its young stages. It may
also be seen occasionally upon the black alder and other bushes near brooks and

marshes
;
but in the adult stage it lives upon a variety of small trees and bushes, with-

out seeming to take food from any of them. Its feeble, fluttering flight strikingly

recalls that of the small, white Ai-ctian moths. «

The other species, 0. priiinosa, forms quite a contrast to the preceding, although

living in similar places, and having much the same habits. It is a coarser insect, of a

slate, dark gray, or blackish color, which is made to appear bluish by the pruinose

powder that covers most of the surface. When fresh, the head, face, under-side of the

body and legs are yellow, the costal margin is white, and the wings are smoke-brown.

When rubbed, the wing-covers are seen to be blackish, becoming translucent towards

the tip, and having a pale spot at the pterostigmal areole, and a larger spot next the

basal angle of the corium, the latter marked with three or four roundish, black spots

;

the suture bounding the clavus is also of a pale yellow or whitish color. It is a little

smaller than the preceding species, and has the basal angles of the wing-covers more

distinctly prominent.

Mr. Riley informs us that the female cuts a continuous slit with its ovipositor in

the skin of sassafras twigs, the edges of which ai-e thereby turned up and bring to view

a regular series of long, oval, yellow eggs, with the end of one tightly pressed upon

the end of the next, and so on to the extremity of the row. “ About the middle of

May these eggs produce little hojjpers, which leave a thin pellicle attached to each

uhell at the point of egress. As soon as they are faiidy engaged in pumjiing the sap of

the tree on which they hatch, these insects copiously secrete a white, mealy substance,

which completely covers them.” After shpdding the skin three times, they reach the

adult stage. This is generally reached in late summer or early autumn, although num-

bers of the nymphs may often be seen as late as the middle of October in Maryland,

sitting upon the leaves of black alder, paw-paw, and other bushes, or creepers, in damp
situations. It has a wide distribution, extending from Mexico and the West Indies

northeast to the Mississip
2
)i Valley, and from thence through all the States to eastern

Massachusetts.

Near these is placed the genus Flatoides, which includes a few of the most remark-

able insects known. Some of these are residents of Madagascar
;
two or more species

inhabit tropical South America, another is found in Mexico, and still another in the

West Indies.

F. tortrix well represents the genus as it appears in Cuba and San Domingo. It

carries the wing-covers nearly horizontal, and in this attitude the insect has the out-

line of a wide feather-fan. The costal area is very wide, produced into prominent

lobes at base, and is crossed by a series of close-set veins which fork on the outer ends.

The thorax narrows towards the head, the prothorax forming a lunate cap, fitting

between the eyes, and the head, correspondingly narrow, is turned uji at tip. On the

somewhat flat sides, the hemispherical eyes jiroject very prominently. The general

color of the insect is a pale gray, closely powdered with white
;
the under-side, the

abdom:!n, and legs being pale brownish or yellow. On the wing-covers, which have a
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wavy surface, an oblique band passes behind the shoulders, a narrower one, intersected

by another running outwards towards the tip, is jrlaced beyond the middle, and a

streak of the same color runs lengthwise in front of the middle. A few short lines of

pale brown are sometimes also present on the veins which enclose the narrow areoles

of the tip. The veins of the wings are also distinctly brown. It is very variable in

the pattern of marking, and also in color. Occasionally a specimen occurs Avith a

deficiency of the white powdery coating, and is then usually of a pale brown, or ochre-

yelloAV color, distinctly marked with broader brown stripes. Full-sized specimens

measure nearly an inch and a quaiter across the outspread wing-covers. The Madagas-

car specics^Sare larger, but of the same form and general appearance as the preceding.

The former are found somewhat common upon the young guava and other trees of

tlie plantations in Cuba and San Domingo.

Immediately next to these comes the genus Dascalia, Avhich is also a West Indian

form, but common to all the Antilles, Mexico, Georgia, and Florida. D. punctata is

nearly of the same form as the foregoing S23ecies, but is not quite so broad, lacks the

wavy surface of the wing-covers, and has a shorter head. Its color is a sober gray,

sometimes tinged with olive, Avith dark brown spots on the disk, the principal veins

fuscous, some freckles on the base of the thin margin, and a series of dark, minute

])oints directly next the apical edge. The body, legs, face, and rostrum are yelloAv or

ochreous, Avhile the front margin of the mesothorax and ajAex of the head are dark

broAA’n. It usually measures nine-tenths of an inch across the expanded wing-covers,

but the males are somewhat smaller. Specimens from Georgia are often of much less

size than those from Florida and the West Indies. In San Domingo and Cuba it

attains the largest size, and often abounds ujAon the branches of young logwood trees

during AjAril and May. Other species are found in Mexico, Central America, and

South America
;
but none have thus far been reported from the eastern continent.

Another form, tapering toAvards the end of the Aving-co\'ers, but closely related to

the preceding, is Cyarda. The species of this genus are usually pale brown or yellow,

inscribed and clouded Avith dark brown. Their face is about as broad as long, slant-

ing upAvards, carinated each side, and separated from the ejiistomaby a deep transverse

suture. The vertex is short, has a thick margin in front, raised sides, and a short carina

on the middle. Behind this the prothorax has a recurved front mai’gin, Avdth a groove

in the middle and a raised jArocess each side of it, and the mesothorax has a moderately

distinct carina each side of its depressed disk. A most striking feature of these insects

apjAears in the curved and inflated base of the wing-covers, from Avhich the corium is

continued back long, narrow, and almost parallel-sided. Here also the clavus is broadly

dilated into an arc, and set Avith three lines of distinct tubercles. One sjiecies is very

common in Florida
;
a larger one abounds upon guava bushes and small acacia^trees in

Cuba and San Domingo, and others inhabit Mexico, Central America, and Brazil.

Only one more form can now be mentioned
;
although this grouji contains very

many other curious and interesting representatives. In this

genus, F’oeciloptera, our attention is directed to a set of large

and conspicuous forms, gay and attractive in color or markings,

and remarkable for the jihalaenid pattern of their am2Ale Aving-

covers. Perha2)s the best-knoAvn of these is the JP. p>halmnoides.

It is yelloAv, the Avings, and ends of the Aving-covers white,

and the latter closely marked Avith series of black dots at base, especially near the inner

and outer margins.

Fig. 307. — PoecUoptera
truncaticomis.
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It varies greatly in size, the small specimens being only a little more than an inch

in width across the spread wing-covers, while the large ones measure fully an inch and

a half at the same place. A variety has the wing-covers almost covered by the black

dots, and these sometimes run together in the form of large spots. The common type

closely resembles moths of the group of arctians, and this one especially imitates the

colors, markings, and somewhat the form of Spilosonia cunea. It inhabits the tro
2
>ics

of Brazil, being common in various places near Para, Bahia, and Rio de Janeiro.

There, in the midst of the splendors of vegetation, it dwells upon the branches of

various creeping plants, and at times conceals itself from the attempts of j)ursuing

birds by hiding in the bunches of orchid flowers which hang ever ready for its pro-

tection.

The sub-family Achilida is composed of neat, medium-sized or small insects, some-

what parallel-sided, which have the wing-covers opaque and often mottled, or marked

with branching figures, or banded with bi'ight colors. The head is narrow, and either

blunt or a little produced, the body rather depressed, and the fore-thighs, trochanters,

and shanks are of about equal length, while the hind-shanks are either unarmed, or

furnished with one or three spines on the outer margin. On the tiji of the latter a pair

of e.vceptionally thick and large denticulated spurs occupies the sides of the notch

into which the tarsi are set.

The beautiful Plectocleres collaris belongs here, and forms an agreeable offset to the

more sober-colored species in the midst of which it is placed.

It is a coal-black insect, with a bright orange band upon the back part of the meso-

thorax which passes forward to and crosses the face. The head is more than normally

wide, but is not as wide as the jirothorax, unless the very large, prominent eyes are

counted in the measurement. Three carinate, longitudinal lines occupy the disc of

the mesothorax, and the prothorax is a mere sinuated collar. A short yellow stripe is

often present upon the costal areole, and the disc is sometimes marked with short,

remote orange streaks. It is about one-fourth of an inch in length to the tij) of wing-

covers
;
and it lives on low bushes near watercourses in the province of Para, as well

as in other parts of the Amazonian basin.

North America shares with Euro25e the interesting genus Helicoptera. In the

former country, however, it is not confined to the warmer parts of the continent, but

lives with equal freedom in the ancient forest region of Lake Athabasca, in the pine

barrens of Georgia, or upon the almost sterile plateau of San Diego, California.

Wherever a solitary pine-tree can find jilace to thrust its roots into

the hard soil, there the Helicoptera settles and brings uj) its nu-

merous progeny. These insects have more of the form of a feather

fan than the jireceding, having the narrow, produced, and generally

triangular head in the jilace of the handle.

The species first discovered in this country was Helicoptera opaca.

This species is of a soot-black color above, closely dotted with ])ale

atoms, has a pale yellow spot on the costal border near the tip of

the wing-covers, while a broad, orange band crosses the face and ex-

tends upon the sides of the chest. A small yellow spot also covers

the tip of the scutellum. The head forms a blunt triangle as seen

from above, has the side edges turned up, and a grooved middle

line bounded each side by keeled edges. It measures from apex of head to tip of the

wing-covers rather more than one-third of an inch. At first only a few specimens, col-
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lected in New York, near Lake Erie, and in Indiana, were known to science, but more
recently others have been captured in Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, and Georgia,

but not in large numbers. It is reported to have been found in the first-named State

on pine bushes. An allied species is sometimes seen in Maryland, Virginia, and New
Jersey, upon the limbs of small pine-trees which grow on the outskirts of the ‘j^ine

barrens.’ Other species are common in strips of thinly growing woods of the same

kind in Nevada, Montana, and Washington Territory. The name of the group has

been taken from the genus Achilus, founded upon an exquisitely beautiful coral red

insect inhabiting Australia.

In the sub-family Cixiida we meet with forms which are widely distributed, and

well-known in Europe and North America. On the two continents there are parallel

species of several of the genera, which are either very closely related or merely geo-

graphical varieties of the original species. Thus, Cixius nervosus and C. stigmatiis,

are to be sejiarated only with difficulty, and so with other species of this, as well as

of Oliarus, and other related genera. Our best known North American form is

Cixius stigmatus. It has somewhat of a clothes-moth form, with the thorax and base

of the wing-covers chestnut brown, the latter usually crossed by two imperfect brown-

ish bands, and closely dotted with the same color along the stout veins. The vertical

face is coffin-shajsed, pale brown above, yellow below, and with the middle carinate

line and raised lateral margins also brown. It measures one-third of an inch to tip of

the wing-covers, and has some varieties in which the wing-covers are more or less per-

meated with a claret-brown color. The variety described above is often very common
upon small pine-trees in late summer, where also the young foi-ms appear in the spring

and early part of the summer. It is distributed from Canada to Texas, and from New
England to the highlands of Georgia. Several other species inhabit North America,

one of which is found as far north in British America as its food-tree exists. Other

genera of this group, such as Myndus, with a broader forehead than in Cixius ; (Ecleus

with a narrow, parallel-sided vertex
;

Oliarus with an emarginate base to the head,

and five raised lines on the thorax, inhabit the United States, and are represented by

numerous species.

The singular and rare little Bothriocera signoretii is the North American repre-

sentative of a genus which has many larger and more showy species in South America.

It is a smoke-brown insect, with a square vertex raised each side into quadrangular

keeled lobes, with six whitish spots of various sizes on each wing-cover. It lives on

alder and other bushes in wet spots, or near running water. At present it is known

from Maryland, Georgia, Texas, and Mexico.

A closely related sub-family, the Delphacida, generally have narrower wing-covers

than the foregoing, and, like the better-known forms of that sub-family, belong especi-

ally to the temperate region of Europe and America. They are often small, or even

mintite, and sometimes swarm upon low plants in damp situations. Strawberry beds,

and rich soils in low meadows which support a rank vegetation, are their favorite

places of abode, where they may be seen hopping about with the nimbleness of fleas,

from early spring until late in autumn. They are mostly narrow-bodied insects, occa-

sionally compressed, but more rarely short and plump. Their wing-covers, when

developed, are commonly long and narrow, straight-veined, with a few areoles at tqi.

The head is narrow, with the two basal joints of the antennae very wide, either one or

the other very long, and the terminal bristle extremely slender. But the most distinc-

tive character is seen at the apex of the posterior shanks, where the inner corner is

/
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armed with a long, acute, movable spur. They ai’e either plain colored, or decorated

in various ways with bands, stripes, and spots of brown, yellow, or other strongly con-

trasting colors. There are usually two forms in each species; the one with short,

undeveloped wing-covers, and less specialized body, the other with all the organs fully

complete. Both forms, however, are really adult insects, and alike contribute to the

continuation of their species. The group as known in this country may be distin-

guished by a reference to the large, although but little ornamented, quite common Libttr-

nia vittatifrons. When fresh it is green like the grasses upon which it lives. It has

a tumid forehead, tabulated face, an epistoma banded with black, lines of the same

color on the coxce and legs, Avith marks or bands of fuscous on the breast and under-

sides of abdomen. It varies very much in the amount and position of the black mark-

ing, and some specimens are nearly uniform green throughout. In length it varies

from two lines to fully one-third of an inch. It lives on the stalks of rushes and reeds

in the salt marshes of Xew Jersey and Maiyland, and is also found on grasses in

alkaline damp spots in Dakota and Montana. When weather-beaten or old, it changes

its color to match the dull straw tint of the sun-dried A-egetation on Avhich it dAvells in

its nath'e swamps. Some other genera, such as Delphax., Stenocranus, and Asiraca

are common to this country and Europe. The smaller forms are usually black, brown,

or yellow, and banded with Avhite or other contrasting color.

In the great family Cercopid^, Ave observe forms quite unlike any that have been

previously noticed, and some which mark an important advance in the direction of the

HeteroiJtera by the large size of the prothorax and increased freedom of the fore legs.

This extensive piece is no longer a mere cap or scale as in most of the Fulgoridae, nor

yet a lid, case, or bubble-like expansion as in the Membracidae, but is an important

regional portion, exercising A'arious important functions. Here the front of the head

is generally prominent, in the form of a ridge, which is crossed each side by a series of

more or less distinct grooA’es. Thei’e are tAvo conspicuous ocelli placed on the A-ertex,

far back. The prothorax is six-sided or trapezoidal, cut square off in front, and the

triangular scutellum is of medium size. There is generally a marked difference be-

tween the apical area and the other parts of the Aving-covers, the former being

membranous and sometimes transparent, while the remainder is thick and leathery, or

crustaceous. The legs are generally stout, the hind pair being longer than the others,

haA'ing the shanks armed exteriorly Avith one or two stout teeth, and the tip crowned

Avith short, stout spines.

At the A^ery A-erge of the grou]? Ave find the anomalous sub-family Eurymelida. This

is composed of conical forms, Avith the broad, blunt head as the base of the cone
;
this

part also lacks the frontal ridge common to the others, or has only a vestige of it. The
triangular scutellum, as long or longer than the prothorax, occuijies all the uncovered

part of the thorax. Thick, slanting AA'ing-covers, A'Ciy slightly thinner at tip, extend

back beyond the end of the abdomen, and have a curved costal margin, succeeded by
a bi’oad area Avith forking, oblique veins near the tip. The cheeks are very wide in

most of these, and almost conceal the fore-coxae. As seen from aboA^e, the abdomen is

very regularly conical, highly iiolished, and acute at tip. The legs are stout, rather

short, prismatic, armed with tAVO teeth near the end of the hind shanks, with very

short bristles on the femora and shanks, and with the first and third tarsal joints long,

and of nearly equal length.

Most of the species are steel blue, bronze, or black aboA^e, Avith a red or yellow

abdomen, and AA’hite, red, or yelloAV spots, stripes or bands upon the head, thorax, and
VOL. ii. — IG
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wng-covers. Eurymela fenestrata is black, somewhat bronzed, with the base of the

wing-covers orange, and two white spots upon each of them. The abdomen and under-

side of the body are orange, the latter tipped with black, while the bases of the femora

are bright orange. It measures half an inch to the tip of closed wing-covers. This

species and most of its congeners inhabit Australia
;
but a few others are natives of Van

Diemen’s Land. About twenty species have thus far been discovered, all of Avhich

have been brought from one or both of the countries mentioned.

In the next sub-family, th^ Cercopida, Ave find moderately large forms, which take

the highest rank Avithin the limits of the family. The face in these ahvays forms a

distinct vertical ridge
;
they are generally oval or ovate in form, and often have the

upper surface smooth and highly jjolished, as is seen in many beetles. An extraordi-

nary variety of ornamentation prevails in the colors and pattern of marking upon the

upper surface, giving them a very gay and attractive ajjpearance.

Possibly the largest and most conspicuous species of this group is the Toniaspis

fareata. Its body is blue-black, with the face, prothorax, base and tip of the Aving-

covers, and underside of the fore-femora, coral red. The remainder of the wing-covers

is orange, ornamented Avith a long, forked, black streak near the base, and two mar-

ginal black spots near the tip, connected by a band Avhich folloAvs the curve of the

apical margin. The deep black scutellum is indented, and forms a strong contrast

Avith the bright red of the adjoining surface. Large specimens measure nearly tAvo

inches from tip to tip of the expanded Aving-covers
;
but small ones scarcely exceed an

inch and a half in the same direction. This beautiful si^ecies lives in the tropics of

Brazil, and is very Avidely distributed, being found from the Amazon basin all the Avay

to Rio, and over a large jjart of that empire from east to Avest.

The shoAvy Cercopis bivittata, a black, shining species, Avith metallic green Aving-

covers crossed by two yelloAV bands, is figured on the left side of our plate. These

insects abound in the tropics of both hemispheres, AALere multitudes of the largest and

most shoAvy appear in numerous species.

Tomasjns is a closely related genus represented in the United States by T. biemeta.

It belongs to a small assemblage of banded species AA^hich occur also in Mexico, the

West Indies, and Central America, but AA’hich have the largest and most showy

represent ath'e in the T. rubra of Brazil. Our species is a dark broAAm insect, haA'ing

the under-side of the body, the head, front and side margins of the prothorax, the legs,

hind margin of scutellum, and base of Aving-covers red, the latter Avith tAvo naiTOAV bands

of orange, one before the middle, the other behind it
;
besides these there is a band of

the same color across the middle of the ])rothorax. L^sually there are two black spots

upon the head, and four roAvs of others on the A^enter. It is one-third of an inch in

length, and measures three-fourths of an inch across the spread Aving-covers. This

insect is a most active leaper, appearing adult in the Middle States from the latter

part of June until the end of Avarm Aveather. Specimens are usually taken singly by

beating blackberry bushes, black alders, and some other low shrubs in low grounds.

A A’ariety (described by Dr. Fitch as Moneephora ignipecta) lacks the yellow and more

or less of the red marking of the upper surface. Corresponding Amrieties also belong

to other similar species inhabiting Mexico, to one or tAvo others in Central America,

and to still another species in Cuba. The jjosterior band of the AA’ing-coA’ers sometimes

becomes wider, or is interrupted, or in some Texan specimens is changed to red.

Euroj)e possesses six nominal species of a division of the old genus Cercopis called

Trieephora. These are all shining, blue-black insects Avith brilliant red spots and
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bands on the wing-covers, some of Avhich spots widen out, or run together so as to

make these organs almost uniform red, or they become reduced so as to leave the

surface almost plain black. At least four of these can safely be placed as mere color

varieties of T. sanguinolenta, from which they should not have been separated.

South America is rich in beautiful species of this group, and Africa and the East

Indies have sujierb forms of still other genera
;
but our sjjace forbids further notice,

however interesting these might be.

Turning to another sub-family, the A
2
)hrophorida, we meet with smaller insects,

often of much narrower form, with the vertex nearly as large as the jnothorax, and the

latter curved on the front margin, and either notched or concave behind. The eyes

are commonly deejj-seated, longer than wide, and placed obliquely. The scutellum is

acuminate
;
and the legs are stout, short, armed with two thick spurs on the outside

of the hind shanks, while on the tips of the latter and on the edges of the tarsal joints

there are close-set, small teeth.

Here are placed the froth-bearing hoppers, Aphrophora., Lepyronia, Ptyelus, and

their numerous allies. They comijose a host of mostly brown, clay-yellow, or grayish

species, of medium or small size, inhabiting all but the coldest climates of the earth,

and being generally ^(resent wherever jiine or willow is found to flourish. Aphrophora
is represented in the United States by A. parallela., a brown insect marbled with

still darker brown, with a pale streak along the middle of the head and running back

upon the jjrothorax. There is an oblique, broken, short, white band upon each wing-

cover, and two short streaks of white jilaced a little further back. It measures from

one-third to one-half an inch to the tij) of closed wing-covers. Its general color

matches well the bark of j^ine trees, njion the branches of which, especially of the

white pine, it may be found from June until late in autumn. In May and June

the larvae live covered by masses of white froth which the insect j^roduces by exijelling

from their beaks the juices drawn out of the tree. These little accumulations of

bubbly fluid may often be seen in the midst of a bunch of the jjine needles, where the

insect has resorted for its sustenance.

It is re
2
Jlaced on the west of the Rocky Mountains by a similar species of equally

large size, the A. p>ermutata, which inhabits the 23ine regions from Vancouver’s Island

to near San Francisco.

The A. qitadrangularis is a smaller S23ecies, belonging to the eastern half of the

United States. It is of a grayish color, crossed on each wing-cover by a triangular

black line, behind which, at tq), a small streak and spot of the same color a23pear. It

also lives, enclosed by a mass of froth, on vaidous
2
dfints and shrubs. Occasionally

a little mass of this fluid may be seen sticking to the stalk or leaf of grass in the fields

or upon blackberry twigs near the fence corners. A notion 23revails among the

negroes of the southwestern counties of Maryland that the smaller horseflies of the

forests are
2
)i'oduced from these little accumulations of froth Avhich they notice

attached to bushes in the vicinity.

Lepyronia sordida is marked like the
2
)i’eceding, but may be recognized by the

much stouter head and body, and by being much more hairy. It inhabits the northern

and western States, and extends far south into Tamaulq^as, Mexico.

Ptyelus is a smallei’, 23arallel, grayish, or clay-yellow form. Various S
2
)ecies inhabit

the northern
2
^fii'ts of this continent, some of which occur also in Europe. The

P. lineatus abounds on the grasses and low 23lants of 23rairies and meadows, es
2
)ecially

in damp situations. This species may be recognized by the narrow brown, double
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Fig. 309. — Clastoptera
proteus.

streak on the head and prothorax, as also by a slender line of the same color near the

costal margin of the wing-covers, the margin itself being white.

Clastoptera is an allied genus, quite in contrast with all of the foregoing by its

blunt head and plump body. Its extreme forms are almost hemispherical, are all of

small size, and inhabit both North and South America. One of these short, round

forms is the C. proteus. Its most distinctly marked examples are deep black, highly

polished, marked with two yellow bands on the vertex, and

one on the thorax, with two oblique stripes on the base of the

Aving-covers, and a cross-bar near the tqj. A black spot gen-

erally occupies the base of the pale brown membrane, and there

is a black dot near the tip. It measures about tAvo-twelfths of

an inch to the tip of wing-covers. As the specific name in-

dicates, it is really protean in the variation of its colors,

passing through all modifications of j^fittern in marking, and including even the

extremes of color, such as plain black or nearly uniform yelloAv. On the eastern

coast of the United States it lives upon the cranberry vines, or upon blueberry

bushes in swamjjy jjlaces. It is found in the adult state from June to August,

and is distributed from Lower Canada to Florida and thence to Texas. A feAv

specimens have been captured in Washington Territory, and it occurs also in jMin-

nesota and Iowa.

Another species of more elongated form, the C. obtusa, is very common upon the

leaves and tAvigs of black alder in July, and continues all through the warm Aveather'

until late in autumn. It is of a claret broAvn color aboA^e, marked Avith tAA'O pale bands

on the vertex, two on the prothorax, and a Avavy, broader band on the wing-covers.

The membrane is often Avhitish, the waved band is extended exteriorly, and there is a

pale, V-shajied figure on the end of the scutellum. It is a little larger than the

preceding; inhabits many jjarts of the eastern side of the United States, and is

distributed southAvest into Texas and Tamaulipas, Mexico.

We noAV reach the wide-spread and exceedingly extensive family Jassid-e. The
forms here included are generally more slender than those of the preceding grou}^, but

in some cases there is a close resemblance betAveen them. These may, however, be

recognized in most cases by the exceedingly long hind-legs, the shanks in this case being

nearly or quite as long as the abdomen, curved, and armed AAuth a series of long spines

exteriorly, and with shorter, close-set teeth and bristles on the loAver and inner margins.

Their form is commonly long and slender, often spindle-shaped, with a large transA^erse

prothora.x not much Avider than the head. The front is generally an oblique, cross-

ribbed, inflated prominence, Avith the cheeks touching the anterior coxae, but rarely,

if ev'er, restraining their movement. They haA^e a rather large triangular scutellum

;

the Aving-covers curve over the sides of the abdomen, aj^pear as tajiering toAvards the

tip, and the membrane is Avell distingui.shed from the more leathery corium.

The s^jecies are AA'orld-Avide in their distribution, many small and incons23icuous

ones being able to live on the scanty vegetation of the Arctic regions
;
but the large

and richly colored forms inhabit the tropics of both hemisifiieres, and are especially

numerous in the Avarm parts of South America. At least two sub-families of unques-

tionable distinctness belong to this great group. The first of these the Jassida, are

generally more or less wedge-shaj^ed, Avith the costal margin of the wing-covers a little

curved, and the A’ertex more or less crescent-shaped or deltoid. But the position of

the ocelli Avill usually serve to distinguish these from the members of the following
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Fig. 310.-^/-
lygus irroratus.

sub-family. These latter organs are placed upon the rim of the vertex close to the

eyes, or on the front, but never upon the uiJjier surface or vertex proper.

The old genus Jassus of Germar and various other authors has been shown by Dr.

Stal to be erroneously founded, and that the real Fabrician Jassus is the Ccelidia

of later authors, so that a dismemberment has become necessary, and the characteristic

species must be 25laced in new genera. One of these latter is Allygus, which is

represented in this country and in South America by a large number of gray and

brown mixed species having a broad, nearly triangular vertex, with the apex usually

a little recurved.

A common form on the willow and other plants in dam23 places throughout the

eastern half of the United States is the A. irroratus. It is of a j^ale

horn yellow color, but when alive and very fresh is ivory white, clouded

with jjale brown. Its face is streaked each side, and closely flecked in

front with pale yellow on a brown ground, but is broadly pale next the

origin of the rostrum, and on the outer cheeks. The vertex is closely

reticulated with bi’own, with an obscure dark line on the middle and two

narrow, transverse, ivory yellow spots each side on the front edge. There

is also a series of seven black specks on the costal margin, two or three on

each edge of the clavus, and the surface generally of the corium freckled,

and spread with groups of branching, slender, brown lines. The fore and middle thighs

are crossed by three uneven dark bands or spots that are sometimes confluent
;
the hind

ones are streaked, and at tip twice banded with darker brown, while the tibiae are inter-

rujitedly barred, and between the spines dotted with the same color. Usually the sutural

margins of both pectus and abdomen, spots upon the coxae, and tips of the tarsal joints

are banded with j^aler brown. The dorsal surface of the abdomen is commonly blackish,

at least on the disc
;
and the males are generally darker than the females.

It measures rather more than one-fourth of an inch to the tip of wing-

covers. In Maryland and the adjoining States it is somewhat common
from early in July until near the end of October.

Other species, of the same colors, and marked in very nearly the same

manner, are met Avith in various parts of North America. A reticulate

veining in the areoles, accomjjanied by a larger number of cross-A'eins

than usual on the costal area, disc, and clavus, will serve to separate this

genus from its nearest relatives.

Near this may be jjlaced a most pernicious but strongly marked smaller

species, exitiosa. This genus differs from the preceding in lacking the cross-

veins and reticulations of the wing-covers. It has feAV areoles
;
those next the tip are

very long, Avhile the four aiiical ones are longer than in Allygus. The species is pale

yellow, polished, banded with black on the upijer surface of the abdominal segments.

The face is brighter yellow^, crossed each side by a series of curved, broAvn lines, the

outer cheeks marked with tAvo long, brown spots, and the front Avith a black dot on

each side near the reddish ocelli. The A'ertex has usually a jjale broAvn, transverse

cloud, mai’ked behind by tAvo darker spots, and beyond which, on the prothorax, is a

transverse, curved series of fuscous dots. Scutellum bright yelloAV, inscribed each side

of base AA'ith a brown line, behind the middle Avith four small irregular spots, and at

tip with a AA'hite line. On the sternum the black color occuijies the discs of the

segments, while the tAvo anterior pairs of femora are interrujAtedly striped, and the

spine-sockets of the posterior shanks are broAvn. The Aviug-covers are translucent,

FiG. 311.— Cffi-

lulia semi/-

fasciata.
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more or less tinged with brown or yellow, and the veins are thick, brown, sometimes

clouded with brown each side, and the costal vein is whitish. It measures about two-

twelfths of an inch to the tip of wing-covers. This insect swarms in wheat-fields,

meadows, and low spots along the edges of oak woods, in sj^ring and late summer.

It is reported to be very injurious to wheat and oats, as well as to the grasses in

various parts of the southern States
;
but it is by no means confined to that region, for

I have secured specimens from all the Atlantic States south of New York, and even

from Colorado near the Rocky Mountains.

Other forms, some of them very pretty, described by Mr. Say and others, belong

here
;
but which we can now only mention by name. They are Thamnotettix clitel-

lariiis, T. seminudus., T. kennicottii, Grypotes tergatus, G. imicolor, and the gray-

mixed or brown-spotted little hop2)ers with deltoid heads, belonging to Deltocejihalus,

but described by Dr. Fitch under the genus Amhlycejghalus.

One small assemblage of genera within this grouj? yet I’emains to be mentioned,

deserving attention from the fact that some of the sjjecies swarm upon vines and other

])roductions of the garden and field, causing widespread injury and ruin by exhausting

«
the sa2J of the 2Jlants. One of these is the genus Erythroneura. It is

composed of quite small, very slender, S23indle-sha23ed insects, with few

cells to the wing-covers, and these, four in number, are confined to the

ti23. E. vitis is ivory yellow, marked with two lines on the vertex
;
a band

across the back 23art of the 23i’onotum, the scutellum, the wing-covers at

base, and a band across their middle are all bright crimson. Occasionally

Fig. zii.—Ery- there are some red marks behind the middle band, and the tips ai’e more
throneuraviiis. . . t i •

or less blackish. This species varies m an uncommon degree. It lays its

eegs in April and May upon the tender leaves of the vine, and by the middle of June

swarms in the 23erfect state iqion the under-side of the leaves. It inhabits the Atlantic

region from Massachusetts to Georgia, and S2)reads west into the Mississqq^ valley.

In the last sub-family of the Homoptera we reach the Tettigonida. These are

mostly small or medium sized insects with long bodies, an expanded face upon which

the front is set as a prominent ridge, the antenme bristle-shaped, set upon thick basal

joints, and 23laced in a cavity beneath the rim of the vertex. The position of the

ocelli upon the vertex, instead of in front, will at once separate these from those of

the foregoing group.

At the outset of this assemblage we find a few forms which by their 2ilum2i pro-

portions are brought strongly in contrast with the general type of the group. One of

these, which might be mistaken for a Clastop)tera, is the Penthimia. Here the crown

of the head is broad, nearly quadrangular, and curves down bluntly over the face. It

has large triangular eyes, and ocelli 23laced pretty far forward. Most of the upper

surface is transversely wrinkled, and the wing-covers, excepting the disc of the corium,

are closely punctate. The face is moderately broad, somewhat covers the side of the

fore coxte, and the hind shanks are much curved. Our native s2oecies, the P. ameri-

cana, is of a chestnut brown, sometimes very dark, or even pitch-black, with an

irregular whitish patch, enclosing two or three dark spots, on the membrane. When

fresh it is seen to be invested with bronze-colored pubescence upon the wing-covers

and base of the scutellum. Several marked varieties occur, one of which has two red

dots on the black vertex and a s2)ot of the same color on each o\;ter angle of the 25ro-

thorax. It is about one fourth of an inch in length to the ti2) of the wing-covers
;
and

it lives on the sugar ma23le in the northern States and Canada, but is found u25on small
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trees and bushes of various kinds in the middle, southern, and southwestei’n States.

In Montana, Dakota, Illinois, and Minnesota it is sometimes quite common upon plants

growing in plains or prairies.

Acocephalus belongs here, and may be recognized by its boat-shajied figure, gray

and brown mixed colors on a pale yellow ground, as well as by the coarse surface,

thick wing-covers with stout veins, and the shovel-shaped vertex, with a thick, smooth

margin. A. nervosus is a i)ale (day-yellow species, grayish, freckled with brown, and

having a few angular, whitish lines on the wing covers. The male is more uniformly

brownish-yellow, with a pale band across the prothorax. It measures about one fourth

of an inch in length, and inhabits both Europe and North America. Specimens may

be swept from thistles, golden-rod, and various kinds of weeds in fields throughout the

northern States. Thus far only three or four species of this genus have been found

in the United States, but in Europe more than a dozen species have already been

discovered.

A very large assemblage of form$ belongs to the genus Gypona. It appears to

have no representatives on the eastern continent, but already more than one hundred

species have been described from the different parts of North and South America.

The best known type of this genus is the pea-green G. octolineata. It is marked on

the head by eight yellow lines, which continue back upon the prothorax. Its head is

broad, shovel-shaped, a little peaked at the very tip. When long dead, or weather-

beaten, the color changes to a greenish yellow, and the stripes become pale or soiled

yellow. It measures nearly half an inch to the tip of the closed wing-covers. This

species lives upon low jJlants, solidago, blackberry, willow, and small bushes in low

grounds. It is also widely distributed, being found from Canada to Florida, and west

to Minnesota, Kansas, and Texas. A variety is sometimes met with that is tinted

bright scarlet, especially upon the veins of the wing-covers, and between the stripes of

the head and prothorax.

Closely related to this genus is the beautiful and odd Ilecalus. In it the head is

protracted forwards in a long, shovel-shaped, thin plate, with the ocelli jilaced on the

back part of the vertex. The Aniig-covers are nearly parallel-sided, with straight veins

and two series of apical areoles, those of the marginal series being very short. There

are also two veins ujion the clavus.

A very beautiful exam23le of this genus is the II. lineatus. It is pale green, with

four orange lines on the vertex, which are continued back upon the prothorax and scu-

tellum. The wing-covers are opaque, with orange veins, and the costal margin is

recurved, and either white or pale yelloiv. It measures somewhat more than one third

of an inch in length, and was captured upon grasses in the cranberry swamps of New
Jersey, early in the month of August. A single specimen was taken by myself when
sweeping marsh reeds on the island of Nantucket.

Spangheryia vulmrata is another fine insect, which generically approaches very

near to the jmeceding. It differs, however, in having only one vein upon the clavus,

and only three areoles to the disc of the Aving-covers. It is of a delicate yellow, with

two short, oblique, crimson lines on the long, foliceous head, and three lines of the

same color on the prothorax. The wing-covers are greenish or yellowish white, with

the veins rose-colored or orange. It is a little smaller than the preceding, and is dis-

tributed from Texas to Bahia, Brazil.

Other related forms ai’e unifoi’m grass green, with shorter, less foliaceous head, as

in Parabolocratus viridis / or with exti’emely long, foliaceous head, and diill clay-yel-
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low color, such as is seen in Dorycephalus. Xerophl(X.a is another allied genus, which

is marked in the United States by the i)ale green, roughly punctate, angular-headed,

and coarse-veined X. jyeltata. It is a broader form than either of the ]n-eceding, about

as long as P. viridis, and is distributed from Massachusetts to Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil.

Omitting all the minor groups which enter the family at this
2
dace, and which

include hosts of genera and attractive species in all the temperate and warm regions,

we reach the largest and most heterogeneous jjart of the grouj), formerly included in

the inadequately defined genus Tettigonia. This overloaded genus has recently been

di\dded into numerous others
;
but our space will admit the mention of only a very

few of our American tyi)es.

A very beautiful representative of this groiq) is figured on the plate at the head of

this article. It is the Aidacizes quadrqyunctatci. Its head, thorax, and under-side of

the body are blood red, while the wing-covers, dorsal surface of the abdomen, middle

of the venter and breast, hind margin of the j^rothorax and a spot near the front mar-

gin, three spots on the vertex and two on the face are j^urifiish black. It is a native

of Brazil, and is rather common on low jfiants in the vicinity of Petro])olis.

The genus xiulacizes has a bluntly conical head, with a wide gutter along the mid-

dle line next the tip of the vertex. A. guttata is a fine examjfie of this genus inhab-

iting the United States. Its upper surface is made rough by coarse jjunc-

tures and wrinkles, on a dark brown ground flecked with yellow, while

large marks on the costal margin of the wing-covers are of a brighter yel-

/ low. A very decided polish renders the clear carmine of the dorsal surface

T abdomen very vivid, and this is brought into exquisite relief by the

1 HSil ti’^'inslucent brown color of the wings. The under-side is ivory yellow, red

' black sjiecks upon the face and breast, and a blackish area upon

the venter which is interrupted by six or eight orange spots arranged in

iM?^ef'gmata
nieasures nearly h.alf an inch in length. Specimens occur singly

upon low plants in dam]) situations near Avoods, during late summer and

early autumn. It is distributed from Long Island to southern Florida, and is more

common in the south than farther north.

lihaphirhhius comes next, and is remarkable for the sword-like projection stretch-

ing out from the tip of the head. R.fasciatus is a beautiful purplish-brown insect,

which has the wing-covers crossed by four more or less oblique, or broken, orange-

yellow bands
;
and with another of the same color on the prothorax, and two spots on

the base of the vertex. It measures three-fourths of an inch from the tip of the sword

to the end of the body. This is a Brazilian species, Avhich appears common in A-arious

parts of the Amazonian basin, upon plants and bushes in Ioav grounds.

Ciccus pervirgatus is in appearance almost a repetition of the foregoing. It lives

in the same country, but lacks the SAVord at the end of the head.

Proconia has numerous conspicuous species in Central and South America, and

the genus is indicated in North America by five or six types of the common pattern.

It differs from the preceding genus chiefly in having a more blunt head, Avider across

the eyes than the thorax, and in having no gutter on the front of the A'ertex.

One of these, P. undata., is common in the United States, is distributed from Mas-

sachusetts to southern Florida, and Avest to Texas. Its body, head, fore part of thorax,

scutellum, and legs are bright yelloAv, with circular or curved lines of black on the

head, thorax and scutellum. The under-side of the abdomen is banded, and the breast
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and legs speckled with black. The wing-covers are bluish purple, when fresh, coated

with whitish powder. It measures about one half of an inch to the tip of the wing-

covers, and lives upon wild grapevines, blackberry bushes, and various other plants in

fertile soil about the edges of woods.

Proconia costalis is a small, brownish black species, with a white line passing

around the blunt head, and continuing along the sides to the end of the abdomen.

The head, thorax, and all beneath are sprinkled with Avhite
;
the wing-covers red, line-

ated with black and yellow, and the legs are black striped with white. Its length is

about one third of an inch to the tijJ of the wing-covers. It is distributed from the

extreme north, near Mackenzie River, throughout all the low country as far south as

Mexico, and occurs occasionally in most parts of the Atlantic region not far from the

coast. On the great plains and near the Rocky Mountains it swarms iipon the buffalo

gi'ass, especially in places which are somewhat damp, or near water.

Its lai'vse and njunphs are very conspicuous, having a great, stout head attached

to a raijidly ta])ering body, of a pale yellow color striped with dark brown.

The genus Diedrocephala is represented in North America by grass green, or pale

green, spindle-shaped insects, which may be always recognized by the long, deltoid

head, as seen from above. The head is generally marked with a few arcuated, short,

black lines, and has the fore part of thorax and scutellum of a yellow ground color. P.

mollipes has the abdomen, legs, and body beneath j)ale-clay yellowish, the lines across

the front and those of the vertex black, the wing-covers margined with yellow,

especially upon the costa and sutui-e bounding the clavus, and the veins of the wing-

covers blue, while those of the cells of the membrane are green. It measures about

one third of an inch in length, and sometimes swarms upon grass, mint, and low herbs

in damjj spots adjacent to watercourses. The salt marshes of the Atlantic States fur-

nish places of shelter for it, where it may be found on the reedy grasses, in all stages,

from June until October.

Other sjjecies bearing a close resemblance to this, but differing in the shajie and

proj^ortions of the vertex and in its pattern of marking, may be found in British

America, the northern States, in Florida, Texas, Mexico, and California.

Sub-Order III.— Heteroptera.

This division differs from the Homoptera in the composition and position of the

wing-covers, and in the direction of the head. The wing-covers are laid flat on the

back, and are comjjosed of three well-separated iiortions,— the corium, or dense part

extending from the base
;
the clavus, which bounds the scutellum

;
and the membrane,

a thin end piece which intimately overlaps its fellow, and is distinctly veined. Besides

these, there is sometimes a triangular piece at the end of the corium, next the base of

the membrane, which is particularly distinct in the family Phytocoridse and its allies,

called the cuneus. All of these parts are modified in a great variety of ways, being

either naiTow or wide, long or short, expanded behind, toothed, hairy, or bald, and

crustaceous, coriaceus, or even semi-membranous throughout the larger portion.

The head is jflaced horizontally, being let into a socket formed by a hollow in the

front end of the prothorax
;
and the rostrum (usually of four joints) is attached to or

directly beneath the tip. An exception to this occurs in the Corisidte, where the

head overlaps the front of the prothorax, and is secured there by a narrow gullet, as

in horse-flies and some other Diptera, and in certain dragon-flies. The j^rothorax is
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ahvaj'S a free, large segment, bearing the same relations to the other segments as we
see in the Coleojitera, and, like them, having a distinctly segmented scutellnm. There

are usually two ocelli, never three, situated on the vertex, but these are absent from a

few genera, and also from the young stages of all. A marked difference in the depth

of the body is to be observed in the various groups. Some, such as the Scutelleridae,

have the greatest convexity of the surface above
;
others, like the Coreidje, are most

convex beneath. Numerous intermediate modifications of these surfaces occur, carry-

ing with them others wliich affect the j^arts of the segments, and of the organs con-

nected with them. Examples of each of these will be brovrght to view as the genera

are taken up, and some of the more remarkable forms will be described.

The group at large is divided into two great sections, based upon modifications of

the antennae dependent upon the habits and kind of element in which the creatures

live. Lowest and first of these appear the aquatic kinds, composing the section

CRYPTOCERATA, so called from the nearly concealed j^osition of the antennae,

which are short, and placed underneath the head in a cavity near the eyes.

The family Coeisid-e is the most aberrant of the order, being composed of insects

whose mouth is flattened out, shortened, dii-ected obliquely backward beneath, and the

rostral setae are thrust through a little hole above the actual end of the clypeus, and

not as usual at the tij:). Instead of being let into the end of the prothorax, the head

overlaps and fits intimately against it, and the fore-tarsi, called palse, are flattened

like the blade of a pen-knife, are set with bristles on the inner thin edge, similar to a

comb, and end in a slender nail at the tip. A most striking feature also appears in

tlie males of Corisa, tvhere the serial parallelism of the ventral segments is disturbed,

and on one side broken into pieces as if by explosion.

This very comprehensive genus includes the greater part of the family, and is com-

posed of insects having a long elliptical form, with the front end widest and bluntly

rounded. The sides are generally parallel, not much curved, and the membrane is

almost of the same texture as the corium
;
the head covers the whole fore end of the

prothorax like a broad crescentic mask, and the face is carried downwai’d in a wide,

nearly flat, blunt triangle, the clypeal part of which is crossed by sutures, marking off

the transverse rostral joints. On the under side only one suture is conspicuous in the

clypeal region, which gives the apical segment a valvate form, like the labium of a

mandibulate insect. Nevertheless, the gular middle line is swollen, and, by close

examination is seen to be composed of four joints. The prothorax extends back and hides

the scutellnm. The antennte are moderately long, tapering towards the tip, and com-

posed of four joints, of which the third is longest, more or less thickened at the outer

end, while the fourth is almost setaceous, and terminated by bristly hairs. A marked

contrast exists between the middle and front legs in the length of

the joints. In the former the femora and tilfise are long and slender,

the femora longer than the tibiae and tarsus united, while the pos-

terior legs are made about equally long by the lengthening of the

tarsus, which is a flat jtaddle composed of two joints, closely re-

sembling the same organ of a crab. Our largest North American

species is Corisa interrupta. It is one of the moderately broad

forms, dark brown above, tile yellow beneath and on the face and

legs. The prothorax is polished, minutely engraved punctate, crossed by nine

or ten yellow narrow lines, blunt behind, and margined with yellow. The clavus-

Fig. 314.— Corisa
inUrrujjta.
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is crossed by zigzag lines at base, and by others which become more slender and

straight towards the tip. Similar lines on the corium are more sinuous and interrupted

towai'ds the inner margin. The costal area is blackish at base, and there is a spot of

the same color behind the middle. Each side of the prosternum there is a large black

.spot, and a fuscous cloud on the middle and posterior coxae. The j^alae are curved, a

little widened in the middle, and acute at tip. It measures fully five-twelfths of an

inch to the end of the wing-covers. The palae of the male are cut off obliqiicly at

tip, and the sides are not curved, but nearly parallel. In this sj^ecies the frontal

fovea is oblong, not very deep, and extends up to a point about the middle of the

eyes.

These insects are truly aquatic, but they occasionally leave the water, particularly

when they find it to be drying up, and during their nocturnal flight are drawn to the

lights in our houses, into which they dash with headlong precipitation. They frequent

almost eveiy variety of water, from the briny lakes of Utah and California to the

clearest mountain streams of our northern territories
;
but they are not confined to this

country, and are distributed from the sub-arctic regions of both hemispheres to

southern Africa on the eastern, and to the Argentine Confederation on the western

continent.

The greater member of species thus far known have been obtained from Europe

and North America, In the middle States there are summer forms and winter forms.

The latter are chiefly those which belong to Canada and the extreme north, while the

others have a local distribution concurrent to a certain degi’ee with the tempei’ature of

the water in which they are hatched. One of these, the C. interrupta., may be found

in puddles and sun-heated streams from New York city to Rio, Brazil. In Mexico,

Central America, the "VYest Indies, and southwestern United States there is an assem-

blage of species which is rendered quite remarkable by the pale dull venniculate

markings which j^revail over nearly the entire hemelytra. About one hundred and

fifty species have already been discovered, and new ones turn up wherever explorations

are conducted with intelligent care.

Few insects are more sprightly, and the aquarium acquires a new interest by the

introduction of these easily obtainable creatures. They live on the bottom in puddles,

ponds, and running waters, but it is especially of interest to observe their habits upon
the bed of a bayed-out j^art of a stream, where there is no current. In such places

they may be seen at home, balanced with the neatest delicacy by the tips of their

intermediate feet, stationed in the midst of their young at intervals of a few inches

;

then, by reason of some disturbance, dashing away wfith rapid strokes of the posterior

])addles, and arising to the surface, j^erchance to take in a fresh supply of the external

air. There, resting horizontally for an instant, with the long middle feet extended

forward, the sides and ventral margin become glazed with an air-film which shines

like transliacent silver. The head and prothorax are callable of much freedom of

motion, and at such times both of these are lifted to admit the air to the dorsal

spiracles, w’hich are situated on the sides above the logs. The genus Sigara also

belongs to this family, and may be distinguished from Corisa, by the small but

uncovered scutellum.

The family Notoxectidje is composed of perfectly aquatic forms, differing from
all others in the persistent habit of swimming on their back. They are much deeper

bodied th.an other Heteroptera which live in the water, and while being oval in form
with the apex of the wing-covers conical, have the convexity of the surface above.
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Fig. 315 .— Noto-
necta glauca.

Their eyes are large, reniform, twice sinuated on the outer side, and project a little

way over the front margin of the protliorax. The rostrum is elongate, conical, acute,

and composed of four joints. Ocelli are absent
;
the vertex is a broad

wedge with the narrow end behind, and the face curves downwards.

The jirothorax is transverse, moderately convex, gradually narroM’s

anteriorly, and lias the lateral margins sharp, projecting. Next the

lower sinus of the eyes, the tapering antennai project upwards, and are

formed of four joints, of which the basal one is very short, the second

long, stout, rounded, the third still longer, fusifoi'm, narrower at tip, and

fringed with curved bristles. The membrane is here well distinguished

from the corium, and the legs are all long; the tarsi are three-jointed,

with the basal joint minute, and armed with two slender, curved nails,

of different lengths, on the anterior and intermediate hairs; the pos-

terior pair of legs is longest, somewhat flattened for swimming, and

thickly fringed with long silky hairs on both margins of the tibiai and tarsi. On the

middle line the venter is distinctly ridged, and invested with long hairs.

Several genera have been defined in this family, but only three are well known in

North America. The first and commonest of these is JNotoiiecta, which may be known
from the other genera by the distinctly marked membrane, by the broad body accom-

panied by a scutellum about as wide as the pronotum, and bj" the narrow cmwed front,

without swelling or prolongation. The common IN. xmdulata is widely distributed in

North America, and is a very variable species. Some specimens are nearly all ivory

white above, with the dark dorsolum showing through the base of the prothorax, with

dark brown eyes, and some dark clond-like j^atches on the sternum and venter. More

commonly it has a broad, zigzag, interru2)ted black band across the base of the mem-

brane, and one or two oblique streaks nearer the base of the corium, occasionally also

on the inner margin of the clavus. The disc of scutellum, dorsum of the abdomen,

and sutural margins of the ventral segments are also often black. It measures one-

third to nearly one-half of an inch in length, and inhabits muddy pools, ponds, and

bodies of still water in most parts of the eastern United States, and extends southwest

into Mexico. Various other species inhabit America, one or more occurring in every

country as far south as Patagonia. Several others belong to Europe, Asia, and

northern Africa, but the most beautiful of all is the N. mexicana. This is a large,

robust species, with bright red wing-covers, black membrane and scutellum, and ivory

yellow prothorax, head, and legs. A variety occurs in which most of the red color is

replaced by black, or yellow and black in unequal proportions. It measures fully one-

half of an inch in length, and is distributed from southern Mexico to central Arizona.

Most of the species already known have a white or j^ale ground color, marked

with yellow, black, and smoky brown, and those of Europe, while being sjiecifically

distinct, offer A-arieties similar in pattern to those of the United States. All ai-e capa-

ble of sustained flight, and often go long distances in search of a congenial body of

Avater Avhen the food giA^es out or the water shalloAvs in the place Avhere they were born.

The incessant activity of these insects in the water is A'ery remarkable
;
from early

morning until snndoAAm, and even later, they are rising with sudden jerks from the

bottom to the surface, and then diA’ing Avith the hind-legs in rapid motion. A spray

of grass or projecting stick at the top of the water serves as a balancing point by Avhich

to sustain themselves at 2)leasure. Their a2)2>etite, also, seems almost insatiable.

Ea'Ciw insect that they can OA^ercome falls a
2
^i‘‘iy to their quick gras

2),
and when once
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a victim is seized it is held with unbending tightness until all the fluids of its body are

completely withdrawn. These insects resent handling, and if not cautiously 25icked up,

take advantage of the first oj^portunity to j^lunge their beak deeifly into the flesh of their

cajjtor, and thereby produce a keenly smarting pain which lasts for several minutes.

The genus Anisops belongs here, and is composed of much more slender forms

than the foregoing, in which the fourth joint of the antennre is longer than the third.

The males of some of the species have, in addition, an acutely jjroduced forehead. Our
best known North American species is A. platycnemis. It may be known from the

others by the unusually widened fore-tibiae of the males. The color is ivory white or

pale yellowish, sometimes with the scutellum and base of the dorsal surface of the

abdomen bright orange
;
the venter, breast, end of abdomen on the dorsal surface,

ujjper sides of the femora, and dorsum of the thorax beneath the prothoracic outer

shell, are more or less black. The wings are milk white, and, together with the wing-

covers, much longer than the abdomen. It measures about one-fourth of an inch to

the tip of the wing-covers. Thus far it has been met with from Maine to Cuba
;

it is

also found as far west as Illinois, and from thence to Texas and over the Rio Grande

to Tamaulipas, Mexico. In the State of Maryland it seems to prefer cold S23ring-

water, in which I have found it generally late in October, after the frosts had set in.

The genus Ploa contains the jugmies of this family, none of them much exceeding

a line in length. Only one species, P. striola^ has thus far been found in the United

States. It is a much deeper-bodied form than either of the preceding, lacks the mem-
brane of the end of the corium, has the ends of the wing-covers high and cut obliquely,

the eyes brown, and with a reddish-bi’own streak on the middle of the front, and some-

times a dusky spot near the tip of the corium. It has been found in Massachusetts

Illinois, Kansas, and Texas. The genus is interesting from having a minute sujiple-

mentary joint attached to the side near the tip of the long and stout third joint of the

antennie. It is a highly polished, coarsely jmnctate sjiecies, with a wide, bluntly

curved head, and short legs.

Another family of truly aquatic insects is the Nepid^. It is comiiosed of flat,

elliptical or elongated, fuscous or pale brownish species, with legs fitted for walking

rather than for swimming, and with the fore-tibiae curved, and carrying a long, one-

jointed slightly bent tarsus. These two last, united, fit into a channel of the long and

wide femora, like the blade of a pocket-knife. The head is narrow, and surmounted on

each side by a jorominant oval eye; the membrane is well distinguished from the

corium, and the abdomen is tei’minated by two long, respiratory

half-tubes, which, applied together, serve as a pipe to convey the air

to the interior of the abdomen.

Our native species, N'epa ajiicxdata, is of a dull fuscous gray color,

with the base of the abdomen above more or less tinged with reddish.

It is of an elliptical form, blunt in front, with a ridged middle line

on the vertex, and with three short raised lines on the jirothorax,

each side of a longer one on the middle. The surface and mar-

gins of the thorax and head are roughly granulated, while these, to-

gether with the scutellum and corium, are rough and closely covered

with stiff, short pile. The anterior femora have no tooth on the

inner angle, but instead there is a prominent elbow, forming a

wide expansion for the sides of the deep gutter. The wings are smoke brown,

with dai’ker veins. This sjjecies closely resembles the European one, and meas-

Fig. 316.— Nepa
apiculata.
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ures about two-thirds of an inch to the end of the abdomen, while the res
2
)ii'atory

tubes are a little more than one-fourth of an inch in length. It lives beneath stones

and rubbish in bayed-out j)laces of our streams on the eastern side of the United

States. As no specimens have yet been reported from the region west of the Missis-

sip2)i basin, we are unable to record its distribution beyond the limits named
;
but

within that region it extends from Albany, N. Y., to eastern Georgia. As far as its

habits have been observed, it seems to delight in very muddy spots, and buries or

covers itself by the leaves and dead twigs which lodge in the shallow cavities along

our inland streams.

This genus is remarkable for the contracted condition in which the abdominal

stigmata are often found to be. Respiration would seem to be effected chiefly

through the a2)ical tube, and there are large bladders for holding air, 23laced directly

within the mesothoracic cavity, communicating with the dorsal stigmata by means

of tracheal tubes.

The oriental countries, including Japan and the Philip25ine Islands, are tenanted by

large, oblong species, not much wider behind than in front, which have a distinct tooth,

or tubercle, upon the inner angle of the anterior femora, and very long respii’atory tubes.

Akin to these are the species com250sing the genus Ranatra. These latter are, how-

ever, in strong contrast with all the others in their extremely elongated form and the

simplicity of their integument. Here the fore-legs are i-aptorial, with the tibiae and

one-jointed tarsi slender, curved, opposable at ti
2
) to the erect tooth which projects

from the lower side of the femora. The other pairs of legs are exceedingly long and

almost thread-like, with a pair of slender, long, curved nails

at the tq) of the tarsi. They have a short head, with a corre-

s23ondingly short but very acute rostrum, and the antenme,

com230sed of three variously-sha
2
)ed joints, are stowed away

on each side of the throat. The fli'st joint is very short, the

second is longer and 25i’otracted transversely, the third is

longest, fusiform, curved. The
2
^i'othorax is about one-

half as long as the wing-covers, somewhat cylindrical, but

widened at base and a little contracted in the middle.

Two species inhabit the greater
2
'>art of the United States,

R. fused and R. quadridentatu. The former is a fuscous

grayish insect, more slender and generally smaller than any

other American form now known, which inhabits ponds and

the quiet 25arts of streams in New England, the Atlantic

States, and the gulf region as far west as central Texas. It

delights to live among the muck and rubbish of shallow fresh

water, and may sometimes be seen lodged on the leaves and

stems of the pond-weed leaves in basins of cold S
2
)ring

water. During the warm summer weather it may be seen at

times resting on the bottom, stilted on its long legs, with the

respiratory tube projecting upwards, just a little outside of

^ „ the surface of the water. At such times it rests motion-
Ranatra fasca,

i p i • •

less for intervals of an hour or more, but at other tunes it

searches for the eggs of
2
^ond fish, which it destroys by drawing out their contents,

and it occasionally attacks the young fish of other kinds, grasping them with its curved

fore-claws and sucking their blood.
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Our largest si^ecies is H. quadridentata. Its natural color is pale dull ochreous,

with the dorsum of the abdomen reddish and longitudinally marked with smoke brown.

The fore-femora have a long tooth beneath, nearly one-third way from the tip, and a

notch at the end bounded behind by an angular prominence (described as a tooth by

some authors) on each side of the grooved line. A marked feature of this species is

noticeable in the length of the respiratory tube, which is as long as the abdomen and

basal segment of the prothorax united. The male is somewhat smaller and thinner

than the female, and may be recognized by the flatter, less hairy last ventral segment.

This species is distributed from Albany, N. Y., to Sonora, Mexico.

Many other species belong to this genus. The most robust and the largest are

those from Japan and China
;
the latter, H. chmensis, has the upper side of the abdo-

men black, with the side margins clay yellow. H. fabricii inhabits Cuba and the

other Great Antilles, and is remarkable for having the respiratory tube one-fourth

longer than the whole body. H. ammlipes inhabits the tropics of South America from

Demerara to Rio, and has the legs banded with fuscous. One species, the R. linearis,

has the upper part of the abdomen bright red
;

it inhabits Europe. About twenty

species are already known from the temperate and warm parts of the earth, and at

present the eastern hemisjjhere, including Madagascar, Africa and its islands, seems to

have the larger number of species. They may be regarded as the aquatic representa-

tives of the Emesidae, having habits likewise rapacious and carnivorous.

We now reach the family Belostomid^, which contains the largest Heteroptera

now in existence. These are all wdde and flat-bodied aquatic insects, of more or less

ovate outline, furnished with powerful flattened swimming-legs, the fore-tibiae curved

as in the preceding family, and fitted for seizing and holding tightly the victims (fish

and other creatures), upon which they ijounce from their hiding places in the rubbish

or among the branches of water-plants. Their color is always some shade of brown,

generally with some faint marks of fuscous or blackish, especially upon the legs. This

group, as at present known, consists of about one dozen genera, distributed over most

of the temperate and torrid climates of both hemispheres.

Here the head is much narrower than the prothorax, although the large triangular

eyes sometimes project above and beyond its lateral margins
;
the front, including the

base of the rostrum, is more or less long-conical, with the rostrum short and three-

jointed. The antennae are short, comi^osed of four joints, and rest concealed beneath

the eyes. Behind the wide, trapezoidal prothorax, a lai'ge triangular scutellum suc-

ceeds, varying much in length, but never equalling the former in Avidth. Notable

differences appear in the form of the metathorax, which in some genera is very narrow,

while in others it is wide and extends on either side of the scutellum. The wing-covers

are generally Avell separated into corium and membrane, and the former is usually

furnished with numerous irregular meshed veins. A remarkable feature of all the

genera is in the presence of a pair of flattened, narroAV, strap-like appendages at the

end of the body Avhich are extensile, but not concerned Avith respiration, as in mem-
bers of the foregoing group.

America possesses the largest and most conspicuous members of this group
;
Avhile

India, China, Japan, and northern Africa each has its characteristic representative.

These belong to the genus Belostoraa, and the chief of them all is the B. grandis,

which inhabits the sluggish waters of Guiana and Brazil. As seen in collections

it is a dull yellowish-broAvn insect, marked with dark brown on the fore-part of

the prothorax, and on the disc of the scutellum, Avhich has a tablet-like mark
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bounded by raised lines before and on the sides, and also has a carinate line

running down the middle. The under side is also more or less spotted and marked
witli fuscous, while all the femora and tibiae are more or less distinctly thrice-banded

with the same color. On the inner margins of the preceding, including the tarsi, as

also the nails, a distinct blackish color prevails. The largest specimen that has

yet been brought to this country measures four inches to the tip of the abdomen
; but

this is quite exceptional, since we rarely meet with individuals which exceed three and

a half inches in length. This large one also measures nearly one inch and a quarter

across the base of the prothorax. It is a formidable monster in the pools of Demerara,

where it lurks on the bottom of the muddy pools which match its color, ever ready to

grasp the unwary fish in the cruel embrace of its sharp hooked fore-legs, there to remain

fixed until life becomes extinct with the outflow of its blood.

Scarcely less rapacious are the species inhabiting the United States. One of these,

B. grisea, is the facile master of the ponds and estuaries of the tidal creeks and rivers

of the Atlantic States. Developing in the quiet pools, secreting itself beneath stones

or rubbish, it watches the approach of a Pomotis, mud-minnow, frog, or other small-

sized tenant of the water, when it darts with sudden rapidity upon its unpreiiared victim,

grasps the creature with its strong, clasping fore-legs, plunges its deadly beak deep into

the flesh, and jiroceeds with the utmost coolness to leisurely suck its blood. A copious

supply of saliva is poured into the wound, and no doubt aids in producing the paralysis

which so speedily follows its puncture in small creatures. It is of a dull grayish brown,

varied with fuscous, and more distinctly marked with a blackish patch each side of the

prothorax, and on the sides of scutellum, and striped on the breast with three broad

lines of the same color, which widen behind and become less distinct upon the venter.

In this species the pectus and postpectus are yellow, and thus the black stripes are

there brought out with greater distinctness. The legs are broad, and the femora and

tibiae are sometimes indistinctly thrice-banded with blackish. Usually the upper

surface is smoother than in the other species which this most resembles. Its anterior

legs are also longer, and instead of having the longitudinal groove on the front side of

the femora, the surface is rounded off and more widely clothed than usual with stiff,

short, velvety pile. A new sub-genus, Peyiacus, has been designated for this form by

Dr. Stal, based upon the absence of the femoral groove, and presence of the velvety

turned edge. It is much narrower anteriorly than the other species, J3. americanum,

which also inhabits the Atlantic region, and to which it bears some resemblance. The

latter, however, has shorter and wider fore-legs, besides the femoral groove; and

it lives in quiet, fresh, or brackish waters, having essentially the same habits as the

preceding. Both of these insects have the usual caudal sette, which are retractile,

and are often concealed by being drawn within the last segment of the abdomen. The

former is distributed from Lower Canada as far as the West India islands, while the

latter ranges from Oregon and Washington Territory across the continent, and from

thence south into Texas and Mexico.

B. incUca is a pale yellowish species which inhabits China and India. It sometimes

measures three and a quarter inches in length, and it has often been confused with the

South American species first mentioned, to which it bears some resemblance. B. colos-

sicum, from Cuba and Central America, is the darkest and heaviest built of the large

species. It is very coarsely wrinkled and granulated upon the thorax and scutellum,

and has a deep, bent, depressed line crossing the prothorax and bending towards the

shoulders on each side. Its fore-femora are covered all over with very short, close-set
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pile
;
and the whole make-up of these fore-limbs indicates the great power with which this

species is provided for the holding of its prey. Eurojje is remarkable for the absence

of these monstrous insects from her territory, one species only having been found, very

unfrequently, in southern Turkey and Greece, and this being in reality a form which

has its home more directly in Egypt and northern Africa.

Closely related to the foregoing is a group of species of much smaller size and more

ovate figure, which belong entirely to the New World. These are membei-s of the

genus Zaitha, which, besides the form as above indicated, differ from Belostoma in the

more prolonged, tapering head and longer rostrum, and in the antennse, which have

the three transverse joints long, nearly uniform throughout in thickness, and becoming

successively shorter as they grade towards the apex. The fore-legs are relatively

shorter than in the preceding genus, the femora are compressed, broad
;
the tibi® are

also compressed, but narrow and curved, with two-jointed, wide tarsi, armed with a

long, curved nail at tip. The species are numerous, variable in width, depressed, very

feebly convex above, with thick, leathery hemelytra, terminated by a rather narrow

membrane, which is crossed diagonally by numerous simjjle veins. The caudal set®

are also present in these, but are generally enclosed within the last ventral segment.

Our common native species, Z. Jliiminea, abounds in the mud or among the weeds

of ponds and streams, being found from Maine to Georgia, and west to Missouri and

Texas. It is a pale clay yellow, oblong-ovate insect, with a round scar on each side

of the unevenly roughened prothorax, and the imder side of the head, the coxae,

inferior margin of the prothorax, costal margin of the wing-covers, and connexivum

are pale testaceous. On the sides of the vertex, front of the prothorax, and tip of the

scutellum the color is often pale yellow, Avhile the adjoining surface is faintly washed

with brown. The corium and clavus are olive bi’ownish, and closely and finely

punctate
;
the former is set with numerous irregularly-branching veins, and the mem-

brane is tinged with bronze. On the fore-femora, both on the inner and outer faces,

there is an interrupted series of wide black streaks
;
on the inner side of the other

femora is a similar double series, not always distinctly marked
;
and the fore-tibiae have

two dark spots of blackish brown before the middle. The tips of all the tarsi are dark

piceous. This species usually measures about nine-tenths of an inch to the tip of the

abdomen
;
and the female appears to be somewhat broader than the male. These are

not so heavily built as the members of the genus Belostoma, but they have the same

predacious habits, and grasp and hug their prey with the hooked fore-legs.

The equatorial regions of South America are the native places of many curious

species of this genus. There the forms present the greatest difference in proportions,

and the largest as well as the smallest are equally at home. The vast expanse of fresh

water spreading throughout the basin of the Amazon and its tributaries during the

rainy season opens wide avenues for these creatures, and accordingly we find them
everywhere across nearly the whole width of the continent, represented by numerous

species. Two very conspicuous and exceptionally large forms inhabit this belt
;
one,

Z. etimorpha, is more narrowed in fi-ont than usual, and measures one inch and three-

fourths from the front to the end of the abdomen. It is of a nearly uniform clay

yellow color, with the reticulated veins of the corium dai-k brown, and some faint

bands of brown across all the femora and tibiae. The other species, Z. dilatata, is

remarkable for its breadth across the wing-covers and rapid narrowing towards the

front. Its head tapers symmetrically in the front, the costal margin describes a large

arc, and the submargin and veins are flecked with dark brown. On the front tibiae
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four black bands are very conspicuous, as also one or two upon the tarsi
;
and the

femora of the other legs are less distinctly banded and spotted with the same color.

It measures one inch and nine-tenths in length, by one inch in breadth across the

wing-covers.

At the same time this great basin, in common with Nicaragua, harbors the neatest

pigmy of the genus that has yet been discovered. This is a pretty little species, with

a purplish tint floating over its olive brown upper surface, the costal margin pale

testaceous
;
and the underside of the body, together with the legs, also testaceous, and

the latter variously banded with brown. Individuals of this form measure no more

than half an inch in length, and many of them are still smaller. It is one of the

narrow-bodied species, with eight simple nerves to the membrane, and may be called

Z. minuscula.

All the forms of this genus, so far as their habits have been observed, are remarkable

for securing the eggs, attached in a layer, to the surface of the wing-covers. There they

remain flxed until the larvae are ready to escape, or sometimes till a few of them have

hatched out, when the insect shakes them all off and they fall to the bottom. Very
shortly after leaving the egg they are ready to take nourishment; and if a young
mollusc happens to be near it is instantly pierced by the rostrum of the insect and

sucked to death. The eggs are attached to the hemelytra by a kind of glue which is

impervious to water
;
but the method of placing them there has not yet been observed

and recorded.

Other genera allied to these inhabit the southwestern States from New Mexico

southward into Mexico and Central America. One of these, SerpJms dilatatus, is

common in parts of Arizona, California, and Mexico. It is wider and more bluntly

ovate than in the preceding genus, has the head much wider in front, with very

prominent eyes, the antennae concealed in a deep enclosure next the eyes, composed

of three joints, of which the second only is jiroduced and angular towards the side.

It is of a brown color like that of a dead leaf, and at the bottom of the water might

readily be mistaken for such an object. Some specimens acquire a red color by

being immersed in water stained by clays impregnated with oxide of iron. The

membrane is quite short, but carried pretty far around the margin of the corium,

and furnished at tip with two series of moderately long areoles. These insects capture

their prey in the same manner as Zaitha, and have similarly curved fore-tibiae, tarsi,

and nails.

Abedus contains somewhat narrower insects than the preceding, having the same

color and similar curved fore-tibiae and tarsi
;
but with four-jointed antennae, the sec-

ond and third joints of which are produced sideways. Two species, A. ovatus and

A. breviceps, are smaller than Serphus, but inhabit the same countries, and have the

same habits. The eggs of all three of these forms are likewise glued to the back,

as in Zaitha. Diplonychus is represented in the East Indies, China, the Philip-

pine Islands, and Java by a pale brownish-yellow insect, margined with white on the

costa and sides of the prothorax. It is a very flat, ovate species, with numerous

irregular cells on a rather long membrane, and measures about two-thirds of an inch

in length. Sphoerodema is a broader, somewhat longer, similar form, which inhabits

Bengal and other provinces of India. It has the costal margin of the wing-covers

broadly depressed and pale
;

the lateral margin of the prothorax is also similarly

depressed and pale. These two last genera have no representatives in America, and

are strictly confined to the lowlands of the eastern hemisphere.
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A single step in advance leads to the Naucorid^. Here, as in the preceding

group, we notice flat-bodied, mostly oval insects, of smaller size, destitute of ocelli,

having raptorial fore-legs
;
and with hind limbs fitted for crawling rather than for

swimming, having tarsi of two joints, armed at tip with two sharp claws. The

antennae are comijosed of four simple joints, well concealed beneath the eyes
;
and

the rostrum is short, three-jointed, acute, but covered at base with a large, transverse,

plate-like labrum. These all lack the caudal setae
;
and have the last segment of the

abdomen well differentiated, so as to distinctly mark the sexes. They are fond of

reedy and gi’assy quiet waters, where they creep about like the dyticid beetles, creep-

ing and half-swimming around and between the leaves and sprays of the submerged

plants, and suddenly seizing any unlucky Corisa or other insect that happens to be

within reach. The fauna of the southwestern United States is rich in the species of

this group, and shares with Mexico and Lower California some of the most curious

and beautiful of its species.

The most widely spread North American species thus far discovered is Pelocoris

femorata. It has been distributed into the collections of Europe and the United

States with the name Naucoris poeyi. It inhabits the whole eastern side of North

America, from Lower Canada to Florida, and from thence to Cuba and other West
India islands. This genus is closely related to Nciucoris proper, from which it differs

in the eyes being shorter, lunate, instead of tapering as they converge toward the

front. The prothorax is transverse, more convex across the width than in length,

curving in continuity with the head
;
and the head is seated into it up to the middle

of the eyes. A curious feature is noticeable here in the anterior femora, which are

broadly rounded at base, unevenly cordate, and attached to the coxae at a point con-

siderably removed from the basal end. The prosternum is raised into the form of a

pyi-amid, and the mesosternum is distinctly carinated. When alive this species is

more or less greenish testaceous, but after death it changes to a pale yellow, or horn

brown. It has a black line across the base of the labrum
;
on the prothorax a dark

brown quadrangular spot is seen on the middle next the front margin
;

each side

of this is a wide triangle, composed of scattered dots, flanked by larger and still more

remote flecks, and with short, almost black lines in a series across the posterior

sub-margin ;
while the lateral margins are broadly pale. The scutellum is rough and

almost covered by dark brown marbled lines. The slightly convex wing-covers are

livid brownish, with two pale dots inwardly next to the base of the membrane, and

the base of the flat costal margin is broadly pale testaceous. On the venter is a faint

trace of silky hair; the sides of the abdomen are marked with six squarish, black

spots, and the legs are ivory white, or yellowish. The anterior tibiae are strongly

curved, tinged with piceous, and there is a dot of the same color on the apex of the

pairs of posterior tarsi. It measures a little more than one-third of an inch in length
;

and is often made to appear darker than its actual color by the carbonaceous matter

which attaches to its outer surface when pushing its way among the rubbish at the bottom

of ponds. It has an exceedingly acute rostrum, and uses it with great freedom upon

small molluscs, larvae of dragon-flies, and other ci’eatures which live in its vicinity.

The unwary collector who handles incautiously the insects taken from the water with

the dip-net sometimes finds a sudden sharp pain in his finger, caused by the puncture

of one of these irascible little fellows, who is ever on the alert to inflict punishment

upon those who withdraw him from his place of abode. This species hibernates at

the bottom of pools and ponds, in places where it can find some depth of muck, and
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especially where reeds or water-plants remain rooted through the winter. Upon the

first approach of mild weather it leaves the winter retreat, moves actively about, and

soon prepares to lay the eggs, which it glues to the submerged leaves and sprays of

plants.

This genus is replaced in Europe by Naucoris, of which iU macidatus is the best-

known species. It is a more oblong form than the i^receding, of a pale testaceous

color, clouded and marked on the head, disc of prothorax, and scutellum with chest-

nut brown, and the wing-covers are clouded, dotted, and freckled with darker brown

;

the connexivum has a series of brown spots, while the legs and under side are pale yel-

lowish. It is of about the same length as our native Pelocoris, but less Convex

posteriorly. This species is distributed chiefly throughout France, but is also found

in various jjarts of Algeria.

By far the most widely-distributed while well-known European species is the common
Ilyocoris cimicoides. It is described in the manuals of entomology as JNaiccoris cimi-

coides. In this genus the mesosternum is raised into a high carina, the

second joint of the rostrum is not covered by the labrum, the anterior

femora are expanded downwards at base, and the fore-tarsi are destitute

of a conspicuous nail. The insect is about twice as large as the foregoing

;

when alive it is of a yellowish green color, highly polished, the head has

a pair of stripes on the middle, and the base two blackish parallel spots;

the prothorax is obscured on the disc with dark, confluent spots, and

^wriscimJcoides.
Small, Scattered flecks, which are absent from the sides, middle line, and

the transverse line near the base. The wing-covers are obscured with

brown, excepting the wide de2)ressed base of the costal area
;
the connexivum is crossed

by brown lines at the incisures of the segments
;
the sternum and middle of the venter

have some obscure, broad areas, and the spines at tip of posterior pairs of tibiae are more

or less piceous. It measures rather more than half an inch in length, and is somewhat

long-oval in outline. It is pretty generally distributed throughout Europe, being quite

common in England, where it inhabits ponds and ditches in which aquatic plants grow

freely. Its motions are described as rapid, and it swims well by using the two pairs of

hind-legs. The eggs are said to be oblong, nearly cylindrical, curved, whitish, and cut

off obliquely at their front end. They are likewise glued to the stems and leaves of

plants under the water. Our attention is here arrested by the fact that this genus has

several species in the troj^ics of Brazil, while in North America, where the climate

agrees better with that of Europe, not a single representative of it has been found.

Probably the most beautiful form belonging to this group is the Atnbrysiis. It has

a very distinct pattern of marking, accompanied by an exceptionally

round figure, which gives it somewhat of a medallic appearance. Our

most elegant species is A. signoretii. It is of a bright clay yellow

color, paler beneath, with ivory yellow legs and labrum. The head is

deeply seated in the jn-othorax, is bluntly jJroduced behind, and sinu-

ated each side, with broad, lunate, brown eyes, which are more than

half enclosed by the wide, flat sides of the jn'onotum. The vertex

is thinly, unevenly spread with brown; there is a brown double streak

down the middle, running into a double spot of the same color at

base. On the depressed sides and at base the pronotum is pale, very minutely

punctate
;
while on the disc it is mai-ked with two large triangular, emarginated

spots composed of brown dots, and between these two, in front, it is transversely
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wrinkled, and sometimes obscured by two brown spots. The scutellum is livid

brown, closely, minutely punctate, pale ochreous each side and at tip. The corium,

membrane, and clavus are livid brown
;
the former closely, minutely punctate, sha-

greened, widely depressed, exjjanded, and pale on the costal base, with an uneven

ochreous, transversely protracted spot next behind this, and a similarly colored,

forked apical margin
;

the clavus is likewise punctate, margined all around, and

with a spot at base, a squarish one on the middle and a slender line of ochreous

on the submarginal suture. On the raised submargin each side of the
2
u-osternum

there is an oval dark spot. The tips of all the tarsi are piceous. It measures half an

inch in length, and fully one-third of an inch across the expanded part of the wing-

covers. In the best watered jjarts of Arizona, and in Mexico, this fine species dw'ells

in the quiet waters adjacent to streams, and in standing pools, especially such as are

grassy. The colors here given are derived from specimens preserved in spirits. All

these creatures are more or less greenish when alive, and the darker markings then

appear blackish, or very dark olive brown.

Other representatives of the genus live in similar waters in California, New Mexico,

and Texas, and a close ally of the foregoing inhabits ponds in Dakota.

The group is represented in America, Europe, Asia, and Africa by twelve or more

genera, and about fifty species. A single form only, JVaucoris exclamationis, has

thus far been found in Japan.

A neat passage to the land-inhabiting Heteroptera is made by the concluding genus

of this family, Aphelocheirus. It is composed of the single European species A.

cestivalis, an insect which, with the general features of this family, has the elongated

rostrum as in Pdogonus. Here the labrum still retains the free lid-like form, but is

narrowed to the width of the rostral base; the antenn® are likewise seated beneath

the eyes, yet they are lengthened and extend Avell out beneath the pronotura.

The species is very broadly ovate, flat, and thin, with the head longer than wide,

although deep seated in the pronotum. As seen in collections, it is a jjiceoiTS brown

insect, with nearly all of the upper surface minutely scabrous and punctate, the head,

rostrum, legs, margin of the pronotum, and a large spot next each shoulder, margins

of the abdomen, and a few spots on its disc, and the posterior margin of the short

wing-covers pale yellow. The end of its abdomen aj^pears ragged by reason of the

deep-cut incisures of the three last segments. It measures about one-third of an inch

in length, and dwells among the aquatic plants in brooks, ponds, and wells in England,

France, and southern Germany. It is of great interest from the peodiar manner in

which the wing-covers are shoi-tened in its most common form. These are simply

short and wide leathery plaques, which fit down into a corresponding depression of

the meso- and meta-thorax, overlapping a little the base of the abdomen, and 23rejecting

sideways into an acute angle as if to compose a basal abdominal segment. In the

winged form, however, the membrane is complete, the connexivum is widely uncov-

ered, and the base of the corium covers very nearly the width of the abdomen.

Here, too, the outer angles of the ventral segments are much more
2
>rolonged into

tooth-like processes. The fore-tarsi are also furnished with two claws of different

length, as on the other feet.

Having now passed through all the groups of the essentially aquatic Heteroptera,

we reach the grand division AUROCORISA, so named from the fact that all the forms

live in the open air, instead of beneath it in the water. It is true, however, that cer-
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tain groups, such as the Hydrobatid®, Veliidje, and Hydrometridse, are to some extent

aquatic, but their motions are chiefly directed upon the surface of the water, into

which they never plunge, except from urgent necessity, and in which they are not

able to survive for any considerable length of time. These are all truly aerial insects,

and take their food upon either the surface of the mud, the water, the land, or above

it in the trees. First among the foi-mer of these we find the Galgulid.®. This

family is composed of dark brown or blackish insects which pass their lives on the

muddy margins of streams, or about the outer parts of marshes, where the soil is moist

but not continuously submerged. They are short, clumsy-looking insects, with a

thicker body than any of the foregoing, with a nearly vertical, shield-like, triangular

face, eyes bean-shaped and prominent like those of a crab, the rostrum short, stout,

acute, directed horizontally backward
;
a prothorax knobby and humped above the

level of the short, blunt wing-covers
;
stout, spinous, short fore-thighs, surmounted by

<M’uel, thorny, bent shanks, terminated by a pair of long, sharp nails. The hind-legs

are much longer than the others, spinous, and attached to round, rotating coxae, which

gives them great freedom of motion. One excejstion to these general statements

occurs in the genus Pelogonus. It is not of the gloomy mud color which we have

cited, but is more or less tinged with bluish on a clearer dark-olive ground, marked

with orange on thorax and sides of abdomen, and is destitute of the asperities so con-

spicuous upon the upper surface of the other genera. The fore-legs are also slender

and fitted for running; not calculated for seizing and holding prey as in Galgulus

and Mononyx. The rostrum is, however, a dreadful instrument, sharp as the finest

needle, extremely thick and stout at base, and a deadly probe to the poor larva of

horse-fly or other insect which lives next the surface of the ground in situations near

water.

The genus consists of but few species. One inhabits Europe, and is distributed

from France into Africa, and thence as far south as to the Cape of Good Hope. Thus

far seven species have been discovered. Of these, four came from Asia, one from

Central America, one from Europe, and one from the United States and West Indies.

The color of all these species is much the same, that is, a velvety bluish, or black

tinged with blue, more olivaceous beneath, with a spot of bright yellow on each lat-

eral margin of the prothorax, and a series of spots of the same color either on the con-

nexivum, or on the outer margin of the wing-covers. They all have a pair of minute

ocelli between the eyes
;
and the antennae, although attached beneath the eyes, are not

let into a hollow, but stand out free and exposed. These organs are also slender and

composed of long joints.

Our native species, P. americanus., is a velvety blue, black beneath, marbled with

deep black above and sprinkled with golden yellow points
;
the face is coal black, and

the rostrum piceous. Each side of the prothorax, behind the front angles, there is a

bright yellow spot of variable size
;
the prothorax is transverse, but a little narrower

than the abdomen, and the lateral margins are depressed and thin, on the costal mar-

gin of the corium five not very distinct yellow spots appear. The legs are slender,

dull yellow, tinged with piceous, and the knees, tips of the shanks, and ends of the

tarsi are pitch brown. This is a gay, active little insect, which measures only one-

fourth of an inch in length, and lives among the grass and weeds on the margins of

brooks and ponds from Massachusetts to Texas. It is also not uncommon in the

island of Cuba. It differs from the very similar European species in being narrow in

front, and in lacking the spots on the underside of the connexivum.
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Galgulus is a heavier built form, with great, prominent eyes, which are hollowed

out beneath to receive the short, stout antennae. This is succeeded by an expanded

plate on the margin of the prothorax which fits intimately against the eyes when the

head is set back, and foims an exquisite contrivance for shutting in and protecting

the antennae when the insect burrows into the sandy muck of its home, and also Avhen

caught by the freshets which drive the grit-loaded water over such spots.

Our Galgulus oculatus is a variously tinted chunk of insect entity, thick in front,

horizontal, and gradually thinning towards the bluntly curved posterior

end of the abdomen. The form thus resembles an Indian hoe or stone

skin-di-esser. The sides of the prothorax are expanded into thin, bent

lobes, before which the margin is deeply sinuated, and then rises into

the smaller, hollowed lobes which fit against the eyes. These lobes

are ivory-white beneath, and next them the pleural depression is cov-

ered by fine, dense, pale granules on a dark spot. The upper surface

is mud-brown of any shade, or it is red if the creature lives in a soil

charged with oxide of iron, or blackish brown in carbonaceous mud, 320 .— Gaigw-

or clear light brown if developed in clean, sandy loam, or flecked

with silvery white on a mottled and variegated more or less olive greenish ground,

when its birthplace and home are in the micaceous mixed soil. Almost the

entire upper surface is closely set with fine, raised granules, which give it a velvety

appearance in some lights. Occasionally it frequents jilaces where green slime accu-

mulates between the stones near the bed of a brook, and then it is apt to be covei-ed,

and even permanently penetrated by the bright green color of the algae. The legs

are pale yellow, banded with brown
;
the stout, compressed fore-thighs are generally

brown, interrujjted by short, yellowish, transverse marks, the underside armed with

marginal, close-set, piceous, short teeth, separated by a longitudinal groove into which

the spinous, bent, banded, fore-tibiae fit. The latter are also armed with a bunch of

long spines a little way from the base, and between the others there are numerous

more slender, shorter ones, which are continued upon the tarsi. The apical tarsal

joint is also finished by a pair of long, curved nails. The other femora and shanks are

likewise banded with pale brown, and have a pair of long, piceous curved nails.

These organs are especially adapted to their predacious, carnivorous habits. They
may often be seen in the month of May walking about between the stones on the

low banks of brooks and streams, where Tettix and Batrachidea abound, watching an

opportunity to seize one of these insects, and when the favorable moment arrives,

leaping suddenly upon one of them, clasping it with tight embrace between the front

femora and tibiae, and there sucking out all its vital juices.

It leaps with extraordinary facility, and in this way often eludes its pursuers by

alighting on spots which almost exactly match its colors. Prof. Cyrus Thomas informs

us that in southern Illinois it leaps in pursuit of Xya termmalis, which it captures in this

way. It is, however, far from showing a jjreference for small Orthoptera, but seizes

with apparently little discrimination the larvae of ground beetles and almost any other

kinds of insects which come in its way. It is distributed from Lower Canada through-

out all of the eastern United States, westward toVancouver’s Island, and south to Lower
California, Mexico, Central America, and through South America to Rio in Brazil.

In the last-named country other species of different forms occur, but our species lives

there with precisely the same figure, and presents many of the identical varieties

that we observe in our own land. A second brood sometimes appears in August,
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throughout the Atlantic States. The genus is exclusively American, and several

nominal species have been made upon characters which seem too evanescent for sub-

stantial separation. But since we now know them to vary here in harmony with the

soil upon which they live, as well as with reference to their condition of vigor and
maturity, we may safely infer that similar modifications will affect them and change
their colors and markings in the other countries where they dwell.

Next akin to Oalgulus is the old genus 3Io7ionyx, which Dr. Stal has erected into

a sub-family, embracing five so-called genera. The genus Alo^ionyx, as now restricted,

comprehends most of the American forms, and a single species from New Guinea,

which has a wider thorax than is normal to the group. These insects are all rough

and uneven on the upper surface, almost cut square off in front, bluntly rounded,

behind, almost flat, of a mud brown or blackish color, and fore-legs fitted, as in the

preceding genus, for seizing and holding insect prey.

One species inhabits the United States, being found in Georgia, Florida, and

Texas, the 31. stygicus. It is a most unattractive species, dark brown, or pale brown,

obscured by darker on the discs of the prothorax and wing-covers, hispid and tuber-

culated upon the uneven prothorax, with its sides and the base of the costal area of

the Corium flattened, expanded, and thin. The legs are difll yellowish, darker on the

shanks and tarsi, and with piceous spines and nails. The anterior femora are very

short, broad, and flat, triangularly produced below, and on the lower side closely

armed with short, fine teeth
;
the two posterior pairs of femora are crossed by two

pale brown bands, and the knees are also obscured. A less prominent dilatation of

the front angle of the prothorax than in Galgulus is here scooped out to cover the

antennae in conjunction with the excavated base of the eyes, but in this it does not

seem to form such a close cover beneath. The vertex slopes forwards, and is termi-

nated on a ridge by two short processes placed upon the middle, the front is thus

carried beneath and the rostrum is bent back against the sternum, as in some Homop-
tera. Here the eyes are not nearly so prominent as in the preceding genus, the head

is much narrower, and the ocelli are disguised by the inequalities and roughness of

the sui’face.

This species is one of the smaller members of the group, and commonly measures

a little more than one-fourth of an inch in length, by two full lines in width. Very

little has been reported respecting the habits of these insects
;
we only know that

they frequent damp ground near water, and that they seize their prey by using the

raptorial fore-legs, which constitute a lever by the movement of the shank against the

knife-like, armed expansion of the femur. The nail which constitutes the end of

the fore-tarsal joint is sharj) and curved.

Probably the most monstrous form of the group is the large and broad 3f. ampli-

collis, which inhabits eastern Peru and the region watered by the Orinoco River. It

is of a dull mud-brown, with the great broad prothorax spread out sideways like wings.

Its head, prothorax, and sciitellum are humped, ridged, uneven, and roughly punctate,

and the head strongly suggests that of a cicada, both in form and direction. Its fore-

legs are correspondingly thick and powerful, and strongly suggests the energy which

it might employ in conquering its victims.

All of the foregoing are fully winged, with complete and ample membrane, which

widely overlaps the tip.

Various other, in general more simply constructed, species inhabit Mexico, Central

America, and the tropics of South America
;

all are inhabitants of warm regions, and
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tlie group is entirely unrepresented in Europe. Sub-genera differing from the abov^

in the form and proportions of the ridges upon the sternum, and in the ajipendages to

the wing-covers, inhabit Australia, some of the islands of the Pacific Ocean, and

Africa. In two of these, 3Iatinus and Scylcecus, the membrane is much narrowed,

and confined to the border of the corium.

From the foregoing to the more coinj^rehensive family, Saldid^e, is but an easy

ste]"). Here we meet with a decided advance in the plan of structure, although some

of its elements still cling to the pattern which we have just left. Peloyomts has pre-

pared us to look for particulars of form suited to a more essentially terrestrial mode
of life. In the present family we have types which, like Oalyulus, make holes for

themselves, and live for a part of the time beneath the ground. Like the members of

that genus, too, a m.ajority of these inhabit damp soils, and are often found in count-

less numbers iipon the salt and brackish marshes of our sea coasts. Their manners

strongly recall those of the tiger-beetles which inhabit the same places. When
ai)iiroached, or in any way disturbed, they leap from the ground, arise a few feet into

the air by means of their wings, and alight a short distance away, taking care also to

slijJ quickly into the shade of some projecting tuft of grass or clod where the soil

agrees with the color of their bodies. In this family we observe insects of small size,

generally having a black, brown, or drab-colored body, with white or yellow markings.

Here the head is no longer crowded back into the thorax, but stands out free on a

cylindrical base, with large and prominent eyes, still retaining a certain jirojiortion

of the sinus which in the foregoing serves to enclose the antennaB. In these the

antennae are long, unconfined, and placed well down on the sides of the cheeks, and

composed of four joints, of which the basal one is short, thick, and somewhat curved,

while the second is very long. The rostrum is very long, thick at base, with a short,

narrow tylus, wider labrum, and extremely lengthened third joint, succeeding which

the fourth tapers off to an exceedingly acute point. On the crown of the head a pair

of ocelli are placed close together like twin gems. The prothorax is either sublimate

or trapezoidal, and transverse, when the angles are more defined. The scutellum is

large, long, and acute
;
and the wing-covers are comjfiete, with a membrane usually

narrowing towards the tip, and chai'ged with long, narrow cells. The legs are long,

having somewhat comjmessed thighs, of which the two hind pairs have spines on the

knees
;
the shanks are long, slender, armed with remote, stiff bristles, and with a circle

of spines on the longer hind pair, serving to aid the creature in starting to leap, and

the tarsi are long, three-jointed, and furnished at tip with a pair of slender, curved

nails. Some of the forms are very broadly oval, but the greater number are ellijitical

or long oval, with the outline disturbed by the prominent eyes.

America is the principal dwelling-place of these remarkable insects, and in North

America especially may be found the greatest variety of species, and the most attrac-

tive designs of ornamentation. Every considerable sea-beach from Cape Cod to the

Florida reefs presents some local form or variety of this type, and on the marshy

spots of the sea islands, droves of them may be frightened up as the explorer passes

from one bare spot to another.

The most elegant species known, Saida signoretii, is one which is distributed over

the pale sand-beaches of Provincetown, and from thence to the deserts of Sonora,

Mexico, and which attains its full size and beauty of ornamentation upon the low

levels of the plains of Cuba. In the United States, however, upon the paler-colored,

but damp sea-beaches, especially near drains and marshes, and on the alkaline deserts
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of the west, as well as in the vicinity of salt S
2
)rings and lakes, this si^ecies abounds,

presents numerous patterns of marking, and various depths and degrees of coloi’ation,

in agreement with the kind of soil upon which it lives.

It is of a somewhat longer form than most of the other

native species, with the face, antennae, legs, breast, sides

of the pronotum, two spots next the tip of scutellum, and

the exterior length of the corium ivory white. In one

variety this white color invades the upper surface more

or less extensively, and sometimes covei's the greater part

of the head, prothorax, and wdng-covers. In another, this

color is restricted to tlie margins and a few small S250ts on

the corium
;
so that the insect a2323ears mostly black.

One of the ordinary varieties has the crown of the

head, excepting two pale dots behind, the disk of tlie 23ro-
i iG. 2,21.— Saida signoretu.

thorax and a round spot on each humeral angle, the scutel-

lum, exce
2
)ting two spots at tip, the corium and three S230ts on the costal areole,

most of the venter and sternum, and a band aci’oss the base of the anterior coxte,

black. Tlie antenme are more or less obscured on the U2>23er side, while the knees,

tips, and spines of the two posterior pairs of shanks, with the ti
2
is and incisures of the

tarsi and the nails, are black. All but the base of the rostrum is dark 23iceons. It is

rather more than one-fourth of an inch in length, by one-eighth of an inch in width.

It is a very active little insect, which may be observed on the sandy beaches of Mary-

land, running swiftly over the damp surface left by the tide, searching for food,

and thrusting its rostrum into drowned flies and other insects, in com
2iany with

Cicindela dorsalis, whose wary motions and sudden flight for short distances it imi-

tates. It is, however, not confined to these outer beaches, but may also be found

u
2
)on the darker sands and peaty marshes farther inland, where its colors become

darker, in agreement with the soil.

Like some Cicindelae and other insects which tenant these black, boggy surfaces,

it sometimes becomes suffused with black, obscuring the markings and hiding its true

colors
;
but much of this black 23ignient is tem

2)orary, and may be washed out by

baths of dilute alcohol.

Multitudes of other species inhabit different parts of the United States, and one

large, black S
2
')ecies is found as far north as Great Bear Lake, and near the Yukon River

in Alaska. Some of the smaller S
2
)ecies, with black ground-color, marked with white,

are distributed over the greater 25art of North America, being found near streams of

water, or about the drier
2
'>arts of fresh-water marshes. A group of pale horn-colored

S
2
’)ecies, with hairy surfaces, inhabit the marshes of eastern New England and of

Illinois. The shores of the Great Lakes are tenanted by other forms, which ai-e often

caught by driving storms and piled upon the low beaches at the edge of the tide.

In Europe, numerous S
2
iecies occur in almost every country from the north of

Scandinavia and Scotland to the borders of the Mediterranean
;
but, strange to relate,

no forms have thus far been reported from Africa, Australia, the islands of the Pacific

Ocean, or the East Indies. On the western hemisphere, on the contrary, they are

well represented in most of the large countries, as well as in Central America and the

West Indies.

The
2
'>receding forms have generally been referred to a single genus

;
but in France

and Algeria a more elongated ty
2
)e, Leptopus, occurs, in which the prothorax is con-
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tracted anteriorly into a neck, the antennae are mere threads, and the upper surface

is often spinous. These are strongly suggestive of certain tropical forms of Reduvids,

which they also resemble in the thickened fore-thighs and pattern of coloration.

Leaving these tenants of the damp soils, we are at once brought into the presence

of several families of the Heteroptera, whose habits agree in many j^articulars, but

whose forms are as diverse as their representatives in the perfectly terrestrial groups.

These all coincide in living upon the surface of the water, yet, not submerged beneath

it, as in the aquatic insects previously considered.

The first family, Hydrobatid^, includes insects built uijon an elongated pattern,

with prominent round eyes, the head inserted in the thorax up to the base of the

eyes, and curving forward, from which the stout rostrum bends back to pass between

the fore-limbs. Long antennaa, of four joints, arise from the prominences, placed

some distance in front of the eyes, and the back part of the vertex is depressed. No
ocelli are conspicuous, if indeed they are present. The thorax usually widens back-

wards, and its thickness is increased by the prominent middle and jjosterior coxae,

which project beyond the sides. No scutellum is apparent, but in its place the end

of the dorsal plate of the mesothorax is scale-like, narrowed, rounded, and dejjressed

around the tip. Behind this the abdomen tapers more or less towards the last seg-

ment, which is usually armed each side with a tooth-like process. The under side of

the body is generally minutely pubescent and sericeous like satin, and this is some-

times continued along the sides of the thorax. There are commonly two forms of the

adult belonging to the same species, the winged and unwinged. These do not neces-

sarily coexist. During some years only the winged forms appear, while in others, and

especially if the spring and summer are cool, the individuals will all be unwinged.

Often in sunny, protected places, where the food is abundant, all will be winged, while

in exposed localities the same species will be found unwinged, with perchance a single,

more vigoi’ous specimen winged. In some parts of the Southern States three forms

occur, those before cited and another which has the wing-covers of scarcely half

length, but with these organs as nicely differentiated into corium and membrane as

the most completely developed.

The old name, Gerris., by which many of these insects were formerly known, has

become obsolete, by reason of its having been used for various insects not generically

connected, so that recently Dr. Stal has been obliged to

remodel the family, construct several genera, and place the

assemblages of species in newly defined relations. Thus

our most common species, G. remigis, has been taken from

Gerris and is now placed in the genus Hygrotrechus. It

is a rather large, dark brown, moderately stout species,

with the crown of the head, prothorax, and callosities at

its end blackish
;
the antennse are black, and about as long

as the distance from in front of the eyes to the tip of the

dorsal piece of the mesothorax
;
the first is longer than

the next two conjoined; the second and third are short,

of nearly equal length, and the fourth is longer than the

third. An ochreous line, ending in a hollow space behind, runs along the middle

of the prothorax
;
the dorsal segment behind this is a little sinuated each side, has a

feebly raised, uneven line along the middle, slightly raised lateral edges, and a callous,

waved, black seam immediately outside of its lateral margin and running diagonally

Fig. 322. —Hygrotrechus remigis.
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backwards. The bucculse, antepectus, and base of the two posterior pairs of coxae are

pale ochreous
;
the corresponding thighs and shanks are dark tan-color. A narrow

stripe, composed of gray streaks, interrupted by black dots, extends along the middle

of the tergum; and the outer edges of the connexivum are tan-brown, raised and

marked with a sericeous spot in the angle of each incisure. The terminal segments

are usually also tan-brown. In fresh specimens, the whole U2)per surface is invested

with minute, bronze j^ubescence, and the sericeous plush is continued in an interrupted

strijje on the upper side of the two posterior pairs of coxas. The processes which

terminate the abdomen are acute, and extend to about the tip of the first genital

segment, while the sides of the last abdominal segments are a little waved in the

female, but oblique in the male, and deeply concave on the middle. The species

measures a half-inch, or rather more, to the end of the venter. This, like many of

its congeners, is an excessively active and consj)icuous insect on all our brooks and

streams of water. It moves rapidly by rowing with the long, slender, and hairy hind

legs, and is generally seen in small groups on the quiet jiarts of the waters. The
dejjth of color and degree of wrinkling of the back of the mesothorax dejiend much
iqjon the maturity and vigor of the individuals

;
the heavier and coarser ones, being

the stronger, have a thicker integument, while the more delicate preserve the paler

colors, and often clearer markings.

These insects stow themselves away under the banks of streams, in the mud
beneath leaves or rubbish, or at the bottom of water under stones and roots of trees

when the autumn begins to be cold, and from thence thej'- reappear upon the surface of

the water as soon as the warm weather of spring returns. Soon after this the eggs

are attached by a sort of glue to the leaves and stems of aquatic plants. They are

whitish translucent, long, cylindrical, more bliint at the end from which the young

emerges than at the somewhat tapering, but round, opposite extremity. If the

weather continues to grow warmer, these eggs mature in about two weeks; then the

larvie push their way out, not, as in many other Heteroptera, by thrusting up the lid,

but by bursting through a slit which opens a little way down the side. Numerous

other species inhabit this country, and resemble those of Europe in the general plain-

ness of their brown suits and slight ornamentation; but in the East Indies the forms

are often bright yellow, and adorned with dark marks and stripes.

Our sm.aller species, which are common on the pools, ponds, and water in swamps

and ditches, have mostly a dark, fuscous or blackish-olive ground color, bordered with

yellow on the sides of the abdomen, and belong to the genus himnotrechus. These

have the carinate line on the dorsum of the thorax very distinct and unbroken. Some

of these latter have a wide distribution, being found far north on the waters of

Great Bear Lake, and from thence extending southward to New Mexico and Texas.

On the eastern side of the continent L. marginatus may be found from Maine to

Georgia. A very pretty, highly polished, black species, margined and striped above

with yellow, but pale yellowish beneath, and with pale, fulvous legs, the Limnometra

margmata, inhabits southern Florida, the Antilles, and eastern Peru. It lives on the

quiet parts of the streams in Cuba and San Domingo, and is closely related to one or

two species inhabiting the Philippine Islands. About fifty species belonging to this

part of the family have already been discovered, of which the greater number thus

far described have been captured in Europe and Asia. The American forms have

been much neglected, and scarcely more than half a dozen have been recorded as from

the United States.
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A series of genera, represented by JBrachymetra from Brazil, and Metrocoris from

Ceylon, effects a fine transition from the preceding forms to the assemblage of genera

formerly placed in the old genus Halobates. Most of the species belonging to the

latter are remarkable for being residents of the warm and more quiet parts of the sur-

face of the great oceans of both hemispheres. It is therefore in the region of calms

near the equator', and amidst the gi'eat tracts of Sargassum which float there, that

these creatures are most at home and appear in the greatest numbers. As the patches

of this sea-weed are sometimes widely distributed by the storms and cui'rents, we
occasionally meet with them at long distances from their original locality, and this

may account for the sporadic examples of the Halobates, which are occasionally found

in the Atlantic Ocean as far north as the coast of North Carolina. These insects

are truly pelagic, living at distances of many hundreds of miles fi'om the nearest land.

But as they must find some object in the water suitable for the attachment of the

eggs, the floating sea-weed becomes at once available, and furnishes a nidus similar to

that which their brethren of the fresh water discover in their native streams on the

mainland. Eleven species of the genus as now restricted have been taken in the

Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Of these, the greater number belong to

the eastern hemisphere, and only one, II. streatjieldanus, is said to be restricted to the

Atlantic Ocean. Doubtless the storms of these oceans, and the tremendous currents

which course along the coasts of the continents, have carried these insects far from the

places whei’e they originated, so that, as we now find, the larger proportion of the species

inhabit both of the great seas, instead of being confined to restricted areas of either.

The most representative form is perhaps the H. touellerstorffii. It is of a lead-

gray color, plump, oval form, paler on the sides and below, and with two orange spots

on the base of the head. The black eyes stand out like round beads, the legs are

steel-blue
;
the middle pair are larger and stouter than the hind ones

;
the fore-tibiae

have a stout tooth beneath, near the tip, and the hind tarsi are one-jointed. Speci-

mens of the male show a longer and somewhat narrower body than the female, while

the genital segment is large, conspicuous, almost bulb-like. This species, when full-

grown, measures about four and a quarter millimetres in length, but S23ecimens as

commonly seen in the collections are much smaller in size, owing to their being unde-

veloped. It is a common form near the coast of Lower California, and not less so

at Key West, Florida, and along the borders of Cuba and Saint Thomas. Numer-

ous specimens have also been found in the Atlantic Ocean, from

latitude 43° north to 20° south of the equator. Other localities

have also yielded specimens, as, for example, the east coast of

Africa, Sunda Straits, and vicinity of Norfolk Island.

Quite in contrast with the foregoing is the genus Haloba-

todes, which differs in having the body longer and narrower;

the eyes less prominent, deeper seated, the fore-tibiae with a

nearly straight jjrocess at the tip, and the hind-tarsus two-jointed.

Instead of being lead-color or some shade of gray, the colors in

this genus are yellow, marked and striped with black. Four

species have already been made known, all of which came from fig. 323.— Halobates
*' pictxis.

the seas of Asia. The best known, H. lituratus, is from .Ia
2
ian,

and measures nearly one-fourth of an inch in length
;

another, somewhat larger,

lives in the ocean near Ceylon. All are said to be unwinged. Two genera of

great interest inhabit the United States and West Indies. Mexico shares in the first
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to be mentioned, but appears to lack the other. One of these is based upon the

Ilalobates pictus, but has been described as a new genus, Stephania. This sprightly-

little insect lives in gay assemblages of many individuals upon the more quiet surfaces

of our eastern streams, from Massachusetts to Florida, occurring also in Cuba and near

Tamanlipas, Mexico. It is of a yellow color, with a black stripe on the head, which

is either interrupted or runs down to near the base of the rostrum
;
the rostrum is

piceous, inteiTupted by yellow near the base
;
on the prothorax two black lines along

the middle spread apart behind
;
a similar line occupies each side, and is continued

unevenly back to the end of the mesothorax; on the latter a line runs down the

middle with a dot on each side
;
and exterior to these the lateral, wider lines run

backward and curve inwardly until nearly meeting on the middle of the posterior

margin. Most of the sutures on the abdomen, pectus, and flanks are black, and black

lines extend along the sides of all the legs. Many varieties occur in which the black

color invades more or less of the surface, j^articularly of the iq^ijer side, so that some
appear black, marked with a few yellow stripes and spots.

If this genus is to be accepted, the characters presented by the thoi’ax and wings

cannot be overlooked. In the unwinged state, although capable of laying eggs and

continuing the species, these insects fail to acquire their full plan of structure, and

there is consequently an arrest in the formation of the thorax. In this complete form

the wing-covers are elongate-obovate, smoke-brown
;
the coriaceous jjart rather less

than half as long as the membrane, narrowly tapering towards the base, furnished

with three stout veins, the outer and inner of which run nearly parallel to the margin,

while the third extends along the middle, and ends in a small cell
;
the boundary

between the two portions is made by a coarse transverse vein, and the base of the

costal margin is quite pubescent. The membrane has the outer and inner submarginal

veins of the corium continued through it to the tip, where the two unite in a loop

;

the middle one is continued to the very tip, in the form of a suture, and is paler than

the adjoining surface. The wings are also brown, opaque, much shorter and narrower

than the wing-covers, with three long veins reaching to the tqj, and a basal one curv-

ing towards the hind margin. Here also the pronotum occupies the whole width of

the dorsum, lacks the suture which divides it from the mesothorax, and the two united

are free, forming a cap over the other segments of the mesothorax, and behind them

two transverse callosities, possibly the dorsal j^ieces of the metathorax, spread across

the base of the wide first abdominal segment.

Thousands of these insects appear upon our streams of water every year, and I

have searched diligently to secure other winged specimens, but this single female,

which occurred to me while examining a group of them one very hot, but damp,

eighth of July, is the only one that has ever been found, and so leaves the history of

one sex still shrouded in mystery. Nor are we so well off in the genus Ilalobates, for

notwithstanding that they have been collected at various times of the year, in many

of the warm parts of the oceans, not a single winged specimen has been reported by

any scientific observer.

It seems unlikely that wings could be of much use to creatures Avhose home is on

waters so distant from the varying conditions of the mainland; but as we know that

some of these species, as, for example, the H. wuellerstorffi,i, ap])roaches our southern

coasts, and from such places might have had its original distribution, it seems quite

likely that winged forms of this, if not all of the species, will yet repay the collector

who visits their i)laces of refuge at the proper time of the year.
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One more form deserves especial mention at this point, the 3Ietrobates hesperius,

a native of our eastern and southern States, as well as of the Antilles. It is a merry,

active little insect, more plump and broad than the foregoing, of a dull, velvety blue-

black or dark brown color, marked on the base of the head and fore part of the
2
)ro-

thorax with dull yellow, the second spot being sometimes tinged with bluish-gray
;
the

eyes are pi’ominent and hemispherical in the unwinged adult, and it also has the jjro-

thorax narrow, somewhat like a neck, but in the winged state the prothorax caps over

the base of the head between the eyes, and is only faintly marked off from the broad

mesothoracic scale by a feeble sinuated suture. All the ujJiser surface of the body is

more or less velvety ])ubescent; the dorsal scale is bluntly rounded at tip, and feebly

sinuated each side
;
while the wing-covers, when at rest, are narrower than the thorax,

gradually decrease in width towards the tip, project far beyond the end of the venter,

have a thick corium with two elongated cells, bounded by stout veins, and a mem-
brane more than twice as long as the latter, which has a stout vein running parallel

to the inner and outer mai-gins, and continuing around the apex as a loop, and along

the middle the vein-like line forms a suture throughout the whole length of the mem-
brane. The antennae are thick, the basal joint curved, slender at the inner end,

longer than the three others conjoined, acuminate at tip exteriorly; the second and

third short, abruptly thickened at tip. The posterior tarsi are one-jointed, slender;

and the nails of the stout anterior tarsi are placed about one-third of the length from

the tijj.

This species is larger and stouter than the preceding, and, when full grown,

measures about one-fifth of an inch to the end of the abdomen. Like the Stephania,

it moves very rapidly over the surface of the water by rowing with its long middle

legs, and has the same habit of jumping from the water to gras]) mosquitoes, flies, and

other insects. Both of these insects imitate the larger Limnotrechus, etc., by diving

beneath the surface when frightened or pursued. The eggs are attached to the project-

ing twigs, leaves, and stems of water-plants during early summer, and by the middle

of that season countless mixltitudes of the young may be seen in company with the

adults on the bayed-out, quiet parts of our inland streams. No winged specimens

have yet been found in the United States, but in the Island of San Domingo both

forms live in com23any on the sui’face of the rivers.

A closely related family, Veliid^, occupies the next place, and is composed of

insects having a form combining to some degree the characters of the foregoing group

and those of the more advanced Hemqxtera. Here the body is short and deep, with

shorter limbs, mostly adapted for running over the water, rather than for rowing.

Like the preceding, they pass most of their time upon the surface of the water, but

always near the banks of the stream or 23ond, but they also make excursions beyond
the limits of the water, and move with great freedom upon the land. The head is set

closely into the prothorax, with the eyes round, projecting a little each side, and the

face either short, convex, or produced into a thick, blunt cone. A three-jointed

rostrum, recalling that of Saida, but thicker, extends horizontally backwards to

beyond the fore-coxae, the second joint of which is longer than all the others united.

The antennte are four-jointed, either short and quite stout, or having one or two basal

joints thick, and the following ones very slender. The prothorax and mesothoracic

cover are scarcely separated
;
the latter is free and more or less protracted backwards,

either blunt or triangular. In some genera the two pairs of hind tarsi are split;

in others they are entire, and the curved nails are placed next the tip. The number
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of tarsal joints is variable, some Laving two, others three joints
;
a few genera have

only one to the fore-tarsi. This group is composed of mostly small, or even minute

insects, the longest of which do not exceed one-third of an inch in length.

A common North American form is the Hhagovelia ohesa. As a genus, it is dis-

tinguished from Velia by the blunt forehead, and by the apical tarsal joint of the

middle feet, which last is slender, spindle-shaped, split to next the base, and at that

point the slender claws are attached. It is of a bronze-black color, with the upper

part of the abdomen and legs highly polished, the latter metallic green, and the hind

thiffhs of the male much thicker than those of the female, armed beneath with a series

of sharp teeth, the innermost one forming a longer si)ur ;
the middle tibiae are nearly

cylindrical, a little tapering at tip, and armed on the inner side with close-set, very

short teeth. The abdomen of the female appears pinched behind, so that the lateral

ridges are brought in contact on the middle line. The base of the antennae, two oval

spots on the front sub-margin of the prothorax, coxae, and hind margin of the middle

and posterior acetabular caps are pale yellow. The rostrum is piceous, paler at base,

reaches to the middle coxae, and is very acute. All over the upper surface of the

winged form a fine brown pubescence is conspicuous, which is much less observable in

the unwinged, and easily rubs off. A beautiful, silky, white sheen decorates the pale

blue color of the venter in both states. The wing-covers are dark brown, gradually

widening towards the tip
;
the corium grades into the membrane, and the discoidal cell is

angular, and connected at each end with another angular cell, bounded by stout veins.

These wing-covers are sharjjly bounded by, and set between, the carinately raised con-

nexiva, which are often of a bright orange color. Both sexes of the winged form have

a carinate line on the middle of the mesothorax, and this in the female is jjroduced

into a slender process, which has a blunt fork at the tip. The end of the last abdomi-

nal segment is acutely produced in the winged specimens, but much less so in the

unwinged ones.

This j^lain colored but interesting species inhabits the eastern side of the continent

from Lower Canada to southern Florida, and westward into Texas. In the Middle

States it has not yet been found winged, but in eastern Tennessee, North Carolina,

South Carolina, and Florida the winged form is common in company with the

unwinged. They walk over the water with the greatest facility, and often use the

longer middle legs like oars, with somewhat of a rowing motion. It is interesting

to observe them on the quiet surfaces of the creeks and branches, where they love to

remain in groups, staying together motionless for hours at a time, and then gliding

away in all directions when startled by the approach of some disturbing object.

Rhagovelia is confined to the new world, and several larger species than the fore-

going inhabit the West Indies, Mexico, Central America, and Brazil.

Next to these comes the genus Velia., which is represented by several species in

South America and Mexico, and by two others in Europe. In this genus the fore-

head is produced forwards, somewhat in the shape of a blunt cone
;
the antennae are

longer and more slender than in the preceding, and the two apical joints are long,

much more slender than the others, and the third joint is longer than either the

second or fourth. The first joint of the fore-tarsi is quite short, while the two poste-

rior tarsi are long, with cylindrical joints, and the nails are placed on the tip. The

mesonotal plate is long, triangular behind, and carried pretty far back over the base of

the wing-covers. These last are also furnished with three cells along the middle,

between the base and the ti2>, and the corium is tolerably well distinguished from the
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longer membrane. The largest aiul best known species is the T7 rivulorum of Europe.

It is of a tan-brown color above, fulvous beneath, with the breast, head, and legs

darker, and the wing-covers still darker brown, with four white dots across the base,

another behind the middle, and still another near the tij). The thorax is roughly

wrinkled, humped, and remotely punctate. It measures about one-third of an inch

in length. This is an elegant looking insect, which is much decorated by the

silvery white spots of the wing-covers, as also by the small white spots on the sides

of the connexivum, flanked by the black ground of the tergum, and the black, trian-

gular spots on the margin of the connexivum. It is widely distributed throughout

Europe, being found in England, Germany, France, Spain, and Italy upon clear

rivers and creeks, from early sj)ring until cold weather in autumn. The unwinged

form is stated to be the most common in England, and it is held by the Germans to be

a distinct sjiecies, which they preserve under the name 17 curreiis. This is quite out

of analogy with the other forms of the grouj), in almost every country where species

of this genus have been found.

A still more beautiful form is the velvety brownish-black 17 basalis, which inhabits

Brazil. It is a more compact form than the jtreceding, with a broad head, set more

closely against the front of the jn’othorax, with still longer antennae, and the bases of

the legs and a long spot on the origin of the wing-covers bright yellow. The rostrum

is piceous, and extends to the base of the middle coxae. It measures rather more than

a quarter of an inch in length, and is of a deej) boat-shaped figure. It lives on the

waters in the vicinity of Bio, extends back into the interior of that country, and varies

considerably in the size and colors of the spot on the base of the wing-covers.

A North American form, Jlesovelia, with much longer head and somewhat spindle-

shaped body, comes here. It constitutes another type of the water creepers which

are widely distributed in the United States. Its head is wide and much prolonged

before the eyes (as in the genus Limnotredms)
;
there is a distinct interval between

tliem and the front margin of the jjrothorax, and a constriction across the extreme

base. The antenme are very slender, filiform, longer than the abdomen
;
the basal

joint is barely a little thicker than the others, of about the

same length as the third and fourth, the second joint much
shorter than the others, and the antenniferous tubercles are

expanded in front so as to give a trumpet-like enlargement

to the front of the cranium. From the slightly bent clypeus

the slender rostrum extends back to the middle coxfe, the

second joint being very long and tapering. The prothorax

is contracted into a short, transverse front lobe, but widened

at the shoulders, which are tubercle-like and prominent, and

the posterior margin is cut almost square off; behind this

the scutellum is cons})icuous, and has a triangular, callous

elevation on the disc and a smaller one behind it. A con-

spicuous pair of ocelli occupy the middle of the vertex, „^ ^ Fig. 324.— Mesovelia bisU/nata.
and are jilaced nearer to each other than to the eyes. The
wing-covers are of thin texture, narrower than the space between the connexiva, have

the corium long, furnished with thick long veins bounding tlie long and narrow cells,

and the membrane with a single, short, straight vein running about half way back from

the tip. A remarkably wide, membranous clavus occupies the entire length of the

inner side of the corium and curves, while becoming more slender half way along the

Amn. II. — 18
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margin of the membrane. The legs are moderately long, slender, with still more

slender three-jointed tarsi, of which the basal joint is minute, and the second joint

much the longest. Both 2'airs of posterior femora, besides the tibiae, are furnished

with slender, short spines. The connexivuin is wide, curved on the outside, and

sharp-edged.

Our native species, the 31. hisignata., is of a pale yellow color, with the gibbous hind

lobe of the j^rothorax lead color, marked with a yellow stripe along the middle, the outer

sides and tip of the scutellum, the veins and cuneus of the wing-covers, the eyes, the

tylus, the apical joint, points of articulation, base, a few marks on the antennae, a large

part of the end of the tarsi, and the tip of the tibiae are brown. It measures only a little

more than one-tenth of an inch in length, and tai)ers to a rounded point behind. The
unwinged individuals aj:)pear more slender than the winged ones, and often hibernate

in this State. On the surface of the quiet waters which they inhabit, specimens may
be seen at rest near the banks, or in the midst of the leaves of pond weeds. Thci’e

they watch for the arrival of some hasty gnat or other small insect which chances to

fall into the water. This they eagerly gras]) with the fore-feet and jn’oceed to suck

its juices. Their movements are indescribably delicate and free. Nothing could be

lighter than their motions over the surface, walking there without making imjjression

or ripple, and moving with the celerity of a spider. Thus far it is known from Mas-

sachusetts and most of the States south of it, through Florida to Texas, and thence

into Cuba and San Domingo. Its 2>ale colors serve well to conceal it when resting

between the leaves of Potamogeton or among other 2)rojecting objects u2)on the sur-

face of the water, and it is only by stirring the surface in such 2)h'ices that its presence

can readily be detected.

Two other S25ecies a2)25ear to belong to this genus, the original one first discovered

in France, upon which it was founded, and another from the island of St. Vincent.

Very near to this should be placed several more 2‘>igmies of the grou25, which deserve

notice here as showing the kinds of differentiation which arise within its limits.

One of these is Ilebrus, which is re2)resented in the United States by H. ameri-

caiais. It is of an oval, somewhat boat-sha2^ed, deep figure, with a nearly conical head,

prominent eyes, antennae about as long as the abdomen, with the second joint a little

shorter than the stouter, curved, basal one, the third and fourth more slender, longer

than the basal joint, and both about equal in length. The membi-ane is long, has a

discoidal areole of large size, bounded by coarse veins, and a space behind this

separated by very slender veins. The pi’othorax is wide, triangular behind, con-

stricted near the head, with prominent tumid shoulders. By reason of this segment

being carried back the scutellum is hidden from view. A marked feature of this

insect a2i2iears in the slender nails, which are 2d‘it‘<?4 ^ little way behind the tiji of the

tarsal joint, instead of at the end. The species is dark brown, and closely pubescent

above, lead-colored and silky beneath, with the base and underside of the antenna;,

coxa;, lower surface of the head, sides of the breast, lateral margins and tip of the

venter, legs (exce2iting a dark stripe on the femora, the knees, and some clouds and

spots on the tibiae and tarsi), the outer edges of the pronotum, and surface of the

connexivuin 2)ale yellow or whitish. Just back of the head a narrow collar of orange-

yellow crosses the a2iex of the 2;i’othorax. The outer edge of the connexivuin, and

also its transverse segmental sutures, are black, forming a strong relief iqion the almost

orange-colored ground. A somewhat variable element ap25ears in the pale fuscous

wing-covers, which, when perfectly fresh, e.xhibit about three whitish spots on the
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discoiflal areoles, but when rubbed these only remain in vestiges, or entirely disajDpear.

It is a very Small insect, measuring at most not more than one-tenth of an inch

in length, but is a very attractive object when seen upon the surface of a quiet brook,

where it runs over the surface with astonishing rapidity, not with the rowing impulses

of a himnotrechics, but standing well up and moving all the legs in steady succession.

The unwinged ones are also rendered conspicuous by spots of white powder, which

contrast strongly with the dark brown of the upper side of the abdomen. They

hibernate in colonies beneath the overhanging banks of the little streams, in the

Middle States, and by the latter part of June have undergone the last change of skin

and become fully winged. A large proportion of them, however, do not enter the

winged state, but pass through all their changes without gaining even a vestige of

the organs of flight. Only in warm, sheltered situations do they pass to the full

completion of the adult state, and in the colder parts of the country, as in Maine and

Lower Canada, they seem to be always unwinged. Two species also inhabit Europe,

and two or three others are natives of the West Indies and Me.xico. A genus which

might easily be confused with the preceding is 3IicroveIia, wJiich is known in many
of the books as Hydro'essa. It is composed of very small insects much like the

preceding, but the antennae are thicker in the direction of the apex, have six joints,

the third and fifth being very minute, and inserted between the longer ones, and there

are no ocelli
;
the eyes are hemispherical, placed next to the pronotum

;
the rostrum

reaches behind the fore-coxae
;
the hemelytra are as long as the abdomen and have six

consecutive areoles, of which the basal are smaller than the others, while the apical

ones emit two nerves. All the legs are short and rather stout, unarmed, the fore-tarsi

are two-jointed, the basal joint very short, the two hind pairs are three-jointed, with

the third joint longest and thickest. The nails are situated a little way back of the tq)

on all the feet. Their general form is short, broad, and deep, with the margin of

the connexivum prominently raised. 31. pygmaia is a common form in many parts

of Europe, and there are undescribed species in the United States and West Indies.

A strong contrast with the foregoing is seen in the family Hydrometeidje. It is

composed of dull brown insects of remarkably elongated, almost linear, form, with

long legs fitted for walking on the surface of the water. The species inhabit places

where weeds and grasses grow in quiet waters, and there they delight to remain at

rest, with perhaps a single claw hooked to some projecting object. When disturbed

they move very slowly, and seem disposed to save themselves rather by concealment

among rubbish or tangled growths than by active movements. The young forms are

so very slender that they can only be detected with great difficulty in the places to

which they resort. In the adult the head is long, horizontal, almost cylindrical, but

with the middle a little narrowed, the tip widened, the basal tubercles of the antennae

projecting, and the round eyes placed about midway between the base and tip. The
antennae are mere filaments, with the tip of the basal joint enlarged, the second joint

longer than the first, the thii’d nearly three times as long as the second, and the fourth

about one-half as long as the third. A .short, very slender rostrum reaches to beyond

the eyes, and has the base placed in a short channel. The tliorax is almost cylindrical,

a little wider than the tip of the head, but much shorter than the latter. No ocelli

are present, and the legs are long, exceedingly slender, and with three-jointed tarsi,

at the end of which the minute nails are placed. Tlie wing-covers are narrow, gradu-

ally widening behind, generally shorter than the abdomen, bluntly rounded at tip,

and furnished with two long nerves, which are connected behind the middle by an
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oblique cross-nervule, and farther back by another, thus bounding an irregular cell.

The long abdomen is rather flat above, but convex beneatli, with tlie margins parallel

in the male, and curved in the female.

Thus far only a single species, 11. Uneata, have been found in the United States.

It is fuscous, with dusky hemelytra having fuscous veins; the wings are white, also

veined with fuscous
;
the tergum is pale brown, and lias the margins of the connexi-

vum and the longitudinal sutures black, the transverse sutures are also often black,

and there is a more or less distinct pale line down the middle. This species varies

considerably in the depth of color and distinctness of the markings. It measures

rather more than one-third of an inch in length, and closely resembles the II. stag-

norum of Europe. Like the species just mentioned, it sometimes lives in the dirty

pools, among the duckweeds, Lemna, where it wanders about over the green algae and
slime floating on the surface

;
the color of which it matches in the young stages.

Having considered the forms which live in the water, or which pass much of their

time either on its surface or in the wet places adjacent to it, we reach those which are

terrestrial or essentially aerial. None of these have the antenna? concealed, but

always prominently standing forth from the sides of the head. These, with the sub-

aquatic forms which we have just considered, compose the great section Gymnocerata
of Fieber, just as the essentially aquatic assemblages belong to his preceding section

Ci-yptocerata. This last group he also designates as a subsection, Aquatilia, from
the genuine aquatic habits of the forms, while he places our marsh-loving genera in

another subsection, Litoralia, and the terrestrial insects, yet to be considered, in a

third subsection, which he calls GEODROMICA.
The first group of this largest of the sections is the superfamily Reduvioidea. It

comiu’ehends a vast assemblage of forms, which are easily grou])ed around some cen-

tral genus, forming in each case a natural family or subfamily, differing by easily

recognized features from all the others. At least fourteen of these groups, embracing

more than a thousand sjjecies, have already been made known. All the extremes of

figure are found here, from the longest and most attenuated, to the flattest and widest.

All, however, agree in having a rostrum attached to the tij) of the head, with the

basal joint bent, causing the rest of this organ to curve beneath, the tip usually im-

pinging upon the sternum and gliding upon a groove there. The eyes are ])rominent,

hemispherical, lateral, and placed before the base of the head
;
when situated far back

they are succeeded by a constriction resembling a neck.

Those which have an extremely slender body Avitb thread-like middle and hind-

legs, but with spinous, raptorial fore-legs, belong to the family Emesid^. In the

latter the eyes are placed generally about midway between the front and base of the

head, and in a few genera, such as Luteva., Orthunga, and Stenolemus, are extrava-

gantly large and predominant for such a small cranium. Several subfamilies have

been founded within the limits of this group, upon characters of apparently minor

value when taken in connection with the sum total of their structure. The first of

these, called Emesida by Dr. Stal, is comjiosed of species having only a single nail

upon the fore-tarsus. It is represented best in the United States by a very long spe-

cies, Kmesa longipes. Its ground color is cinnamon-brown or fulvous, with the ujiper

surface of the abdomen more or less reddish, pale strijies on each side of the head, a line

also on the middle of the pronotum, and the margins of the hind-lobe also pale. The

fore-thighs are indistinctly and partly banded AAuth pale testaceous, the middle and hind-

femora are twice banded near the tip Avith ivory white, and the shanks of the same
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legs are pale, with a brown band beyond the knees. A very interesting element of

structure is an adaptation of the interval between the fore-coxae for the reception of

the tip of the rostrum. The space there is sunk into a shallow oblong pit, with the

margins raised, and into this the point slides backward and forwards as the insect

depresses or elevates its head. It measures about one inch and a third in total length,

but with the great spider-like legs stretched out in walking appears fully twice that

size. When lodged on the twig of a tree or bush it has a curious habit of swinging

backwards and forwards like some of the long-legged s])iders, such as Fhalaiujium.

This species is quite common in many parts of the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains, from Massachusetts to Florida, and west to central Texas. In Maryland

its ])rincipal home is in the young pine trees, where it may be seen with its two fore-

legs placed close together and stretched out in front, as is the habit of our common
phasmid, the Dicqylieromera fe7norata. Occasionally it leaves the trees and takes

shelter in sheds, outhouses, and barns, where it may be seen overhead swinging by its

long legs from a rafter or the lining of the roof. The immature form may be found

roaming over the trees during early summer, but by the middle of August it acquires

the organs of flight and becomes a fully developed adult. We do not yet know where

it deposits the eggs ; but from analogy we are led to believe that these are glued to the

twigs of bushes and trees, just as is the case with many others of the great group to

which this species belongs. The fore-legs are most formidable instruments in catch-

ing and secirring the insects upon which it feeds
;
the long fore-coxae project far in

front of the head, and furnish a swinging joint for the spined femora, which can be

thrown forward like a flail, while at the same time the sharp tibiae are shut back

against the acute spines, and the victim thus irretrievably transflxed.

Another sub-division of this family embraces species with shorter, wider heads, and

forms which imitate the delicate and gossamer-winged gnats. One of these, Ploiaria

errabunda.1 is the counterpart of an European species. It has a slightly flattened, long

body, a bowl-shaped head with a transverse impressed line between the eyes, filamen-

tous legs and antenme, and lichen-like markings on the filmy, whitish wing-covers.

The ground color is pale or whitish, the prothorax obscurely brown each side, the

corium 2)ale brown with white veins, the end of the membrane has a smoke-colored

spot, the surface before this is very jiale-brownish, marked with white, and the legs and

antennas are ringed with brown. It is one of the smallest of the group, and measures

only one-sixth of an inch in total length. Its delicacy and small size have caused it to

be a rare species in collections, but it is no doubt common enough upon the leaves and

branches of the Cormis florida., where Ave have found it during the month of June.

Other sjjecies inhabit California, Texas, Mexico, and the West India Islands, some

of which are even more frail and thin-winged than the foregoing.

The largest member of this sub-division is an extremely curious insect, built in the

most intangible manner as far as the prothorax, antennae, and hind-legs are concerned.

It is the tyjie of the genus Stenoleimis., and our species is spiniventris. Thus far it

has been found only in Arizona, IMexico, .and Cuba, but it will no doubt be seen to

have a wider distribution when the hemijAterous fauna of our southern states shall

have been adequately searched out.

This .anomalous insect may be recognized by the abruptly widened base and front

of the prothorax, the latter ]).art conforming to the width of the head, and the two

together composing a club with a slender p.art behind, like a Inandle. The abdomen

is narrower than the base of the thorax, but groAvs Avider behind, and is covered, all
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but the end, by the ample wing-covers, which are sinuated near the tip. Perfect

specimens liave a slender spine standing erect on the scutellum, and behind this a

slender process which bends forwards
;
the venter has three pairs of spines along the

middle, and a single series of shorter ones near the outer margin. The fore-thighs are

long, moderately thick and armed beneath with close set, short, stiff bristles, and a

row of remotely placed vertical spines, against which the shorter tibise shut back.

Only the male is here recorded, as the female has not yet been made known. Its

color is pale clay yellow, marked with brown
;
the eyes, the transverse groove on the

head, and the base of the rostrum are black. Brown bands cross the antennae, the

femora and the tibiae, while the posterior femora are also sti’eaked with brown. The

prothorax is striped anteriorly with the same color, which also appeal’s on the sternum

of the narrow peduncle, and its sides are black. The abdomen is pale at base, but

darker behind, and the anal segment is black, with a middle stripe and two lateral

lines of a yellowish color. The wing-covei’s are milky-white, lichenated with brown

of various shades. It measures half an inch in length to the end of the abdomen.

The original came from Mexico, and it is possible that the other specimens distributed

in the collections may prove to be distinct species, since they are more slender than

the one here described, and lack the sjiines of the underside of the abdomen. The
family as at present constituted contains about thirteen genera and forty S23ecies, from

nearly all of the temperate and tropical parts of the world. Thus far the Orient and

Europe have furnished the greater proportion of the species, so that the Emesid

fauna of America seems very small in comparison.

We now pass to an allied sub-family, the Stenopodina, in which the head is still

somewhat flat above and long, with the antennae attenuated towards the tip, but not

filamentous, and which has tapering instead of thread-like coxae and legs. The hind

pair is far longer than the others, but it is moderately stout. Here the body is elon-

gated, but never linear, and the last segment of the body, jjarticularly in the male, is

depressed and foliaceous. The colors are generally tawny, marked with fuscous. A
very large sjiecies of this group, Ftenopoda culiciformis, inhabits the southern United

States from North Carolina southward to Cuba and westward to Mexico. It is of a jjale,

dull tawn}' color, with spines, and stiff bristles spread over the surface of the head and

thorax, and bristly hairs upon the wing-covers, sides of tergum, legs and antennae.

The head is nearly cylindrical, a little flattened on toj), very nearly as long as the

prothorax, ribbed and grooved lengthwise, having the central ridge forked at tip, with

some stripes on the cheeks, the throat, and the raised lines whitish, and the si)ines and

bristles blackish. The antennae are nearly as long as the abdomen, the basal joint is

thicker than the others, shorter tlnin the second, and is set with stiff blackish bristles,

while the third, fourth, and intervening jointlets are very slender, delicately hairy and

thread-like. A I’ather small but very characteristic form, with the j^rothorax of long

triangular outline, sinuated on the sides, having the front angles acuminate and the

posterior ones produced into somewhat blunt processes, and with two longitudinal, flat

ridges spreading ajjart behind, ending in prominent tubercles, presents a facies unlike

that of any other group of the Reduviodea. The discoidal areole of the corium, and

usually two streaks on the membrane, are black
;
and the end of the posterior femora

is broadly clouded with brown. Beneath, on the middle of the abdomen, is a strongly

elevated keel. The sides of the thorax, and the posterior coxss are striped with

brown
;
several carinate, pale lines run across the pleura of the prothorax, and its

lateral margins are ribbed and remotely spinous. It measures about one inch to the
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tip of the venter, and is nearly one quarter of an incli in width across the abdomen.

The undersides of the fore-femora are armed with short, acute spines, which serve to

secure the bodies of the insects that they seize. It, as well as its young, lurks about

the branches and twigs of trees, watching for caterpillars and other insects upon

which to leap and transfix with the curved, acute rostrum, and, while holding one be-

tween the fore-femora and tibiae, soon sucks it to death.

Our slender and smaller forms belong to the genera Pygolampis, Centromehis, and

PnirontU, while the broader ones, which inhabit the southern states, are members of

Narvesits, Spilalonius, and Gnathobleda. Thirteen or fourteen genera, embracing

about twenty-seven species, have thus far been described from the western hemi-

sphere, and about the same number of genera, with fifty species, belong to the east-

ern continents and Australia.

The Saicina are represented in the United States by the little yellow Oncerotrach-

elus acuminatus. It is an oblong, pubescent insect, with the abdomen broader than

the thorax, the connexiva wide, thin, curved upward, the head globose behind the

transverse stricture next the eyes, the ju'othorax convexly lobate before a deep trans-

verse impression, and with an impressed line along the middle, the shoulders tubercu-

larly elevated
;
a dark, broad stripe runs from the back part of the prothorax, expands

behind, and connects with the membrane, which is of the same color. This stripe

omits the tip of the scutellum, which is narrow and acuminate. The sides of the

sternum, continuously with those of the venter, are pitch brown. The basal joint of

the antennae is longest and stoutest, while the three others are thread-like and dusky.

It measures about one-fifth of an inch in length, and is pretty generally distributed

throughout the United States, from Massachusetts to Florida, and from Minnesota to

Texas. When pursued it often sets the basal joint of the antennae back, and the fol-

lowing ones are erected, as if in the act of listening. Numerous individuals may
sometimes be found among rubbish and weeds in low grounds, or on the edges of

stubble fields, during late summer and autumn. The legs are stouter, shorter, and

more simple than in the foregoing forms, the fore femora are hairy and not spinous,

but the fore tibiae are fuimished at tip with the cushion which is common to most of

the typical Reduvids. At least ten other families and sub-families belong to this

group, but our space will only permit notices of two or three of these. The great

sub-family Acanthaspidina comprehends forms greatly in contrast with those already

recorded. Here the body is deeper and wider than in the foregoing, although in a

few genera, such as Conorhinus, Rhoclnius, and Meccus it is comparatively shallow,

wide, and the sides of the abdomen strongly recurved
;
the head is long, narrow, cylin-

drical, thickened behind the eyes, the ocelli i^laced on this stouter part, the antennae are

comparatively short, setaceous beyond the second joint, and the eyes are transverse,

prominent, and placed well down against the throat. The prothorax is triangular,

longer than wide, the front lobe convex, generally divided along the middle by a

depressed line, and bounded behind by a transverse, incomj)lete, impressed groove

;

and the legs are moderately short, hardly incrassated, but with the hind pair much
longer than the others, while the spongy pit at the end of the tibije is either minute

or absent. This and the following sub-families may be included in the great family

Reduviidje, which differs most prominently from the Stenopodidte in having short

coxae, never more than three times as long as their thickness, having the fore legs set

farther back, and the thoracic segments more concentrated.

A formidable member of the sub-family is the Conorhimts sanguisugus. It is a
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very showy species, of a pitch brown or black color, with red patches on the sides of

the prothorax, spots of the same color at the base and apex of the wing-covers and

bands on the sides of the abdomen. It is rather bald, most of the surface is either

wrinkled or rough, and the end of the scutellum is long and sharp-])ointed. It meas-

ures more than three-quarters of an inch in length, but specimens sometimes occur

which are dwarfed to about one-half of an inch.

It seems to be widely distributed in the southern United States, extending from

Maryland to southern Florida, and in most of tlie other sections from central Illinois

to the Mexican boundary. The young forms of this insect bear considerable resem-

blance to the common bed-bug, although they are much larger, but the adult, at least,

is known to infest beds, and causes severe pain to human beings by jiiercing them

with its rostrum. Various other kinds belonging to the same genus inhabit the south-

west, as also California, Mexico, Central and 8outh America, and one species, C. ru-

brofasciatus., is common in many parts of both hemispheres.

The genus most largely represented on the American continent is the sub-tropical

and trojjical Spiniger. It already includes about fifty s])ecies, most beautifully col-

ored, presenting great variety in jjattern, and strongly defined by the ]n’esence of long

spines upon the shoulders and front angles of the prothorax. Several of the species

are velvety black, marked with orange spots and stri])es, others are spotted and

banded with red on a black ground, while still others are bright yellow, varied with

black. Brazil is the central home of this genus, from which the species spread away

in all directions, some being found as far north as Mexico.

A variety of the European Opsicoetus personatm., which Dr. Stal has described

as a species O. pungens, referring it to the lieduvius pungens of Maj. Le Conte, is

sometimes common in the Atlantic region, where it fretpients bed-rooms, living upon

bed-bugs and other insects. Like its transatlantic progenitor, it covers itself with

dust and fibrous rubbish in the young stages, and thus concealed it lurks in quest of

prey about the corners and dark places in the rooms.

The Ectrichodiina are represented in the middle and southern states by Ectricho-

dia cruciata, a broader and deeper form than the foregoing, Avith a callous, thick pro-

thorax, notched each side, and Avith an impressed line running forAvard and crossing

the transA^erse one
;
the head short, thick, globose behind the eyes, and Avith but a

vestige of a neck. The antennae are moderately short, but stout and hairy, while

the sides of the abdomen are bi’oadly rounded and thickened. The legs are also

short, the fore thighs are decidedly thiekened, and the s])ongy fossette on the end of

the fore shanks, beneath, is large. Its color is bright red, polished, Avith black on the

cheeks, the centre of the vertex and of the prothorax, the scutellum (excepting the

tip), the wing coAmrs, sternum, knees, ends of the shanks, and bands of the tarsi.

The antennae are dusky, hairy, and the short, thick rostrum is more or less piceous.

It measures about half an inch in length, and is distributed from New England to

Florida and Mexico. In the north it is commonly shorter winged than in the extreme

south. A Auariety of it occurs as far south as Panama and Central America.

llammatocerus has one large form in the United States, the IT. jnircis. It is the

type of the sub-family Hammatocerina, characterized by the generally fiat upper sur-

face, the moderately long head, sunk into the thorax almost up to the large, round,

very projecting eyes, Avhich do not embrace the throat, and by the antenna? being

short and slender. The species is coarsely granulated, closely set Avith short, stiff

hairs, the ground color is black, dull above, but polished on the venter and base of the
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sternum, a broad, common yellow band covers most of the corium, while the greater

part of the hind femora, and the middle of each segment on the connexiva are bright

red. Two large yellowish spots are also more or less developed u])on the base of the

venter. It is a large and conspicuous species, measuring about an inch in length,

which inhabits Virginia, and all the States further south, extending to southern Texas.

By means of intervening varieties we are now able to
2
)lace the black-legged Mexican

form, and that with red bands upon the femora from New Granada, as local varieties

of the species belonging to the United States.

Closely following these we meet with the sub-family Piratina, composed of nar-

rower forms, with the head well drawn out in front of the eyes, the antenme

stout, tapering towards the tip, a transverse, impressed line behind the eyes, a some-

what bell-shaped prothorax, divided into two portions by a transverse constriction,

and with impressed lines, especially upon the front lobe. The femora are stout, the

legs short
;
the tibial cushion is very large, and the anterior coxae are lengthened.

Several common forms occur here, the most widespread of which are the two species,

Melanolestes picipes and M. ahdomhialis. The former is black, with piceous legs and

antennae, while the latter has the sides and sometimes also the whole ujiper surface of

the abdomen red. 'Both are common, heneath stones and rubbish, in the Atlantic and

Gulf regions of the United States, and a few specimens have been captured in Mexico

and California. They are active, blood-thirsty insects, and inflict a severe wound
upon the hand of the incautious collector.

Sirthenea carinata is another form, narrower than the 23i’eceding, but quite note-

worthy for its rather elegant appearance and gay colors. It sometimes measures uine-

tenths of an inch in length, has a pitch-black ground color, with a long red spot at the

hase of each wing-cover, and more or less of the same color on the sides of the abdo-

men, while tlie legs are honey-yellow. It is less common than either of the foregoing,

and appears to be at home chiefly in the states south of New York.

The genus Rasahus has numerous rejiresentatives in various parts of sub-tropical

and tropical America. Our only species is the R. biguttatus., which has not yet been

found north of Virginia. It seems to be common in Florida and Texas, and has also

been found in California, Mexico, and Cuba. Its ground color is chiefly dark brown,

more or less pitch-colored beneath, with the legs, margins of the abdomen, the rostrum,

and basal-joint of the antennm honey-yellow
;
while there is an orange arc at the base

of the wing-covers, and a round spot of the same color near the base of the mem-
brane. It is one of the ijredatory forms tvhich lurks on the branches of trees and

hushes in quest of insect prey
;
and measures about three-quarters of an inch in

length to the tij) of the wing-covers. At least a dozen s}3ecies of these insects inhabit

Mexico, Central America, and Brazil, agreeing
2
>i’etty generally with the above in the

hlack or brown color of the surface, and having varied markings of yellow or orange.

The sub-family Apiomerina constitutes a large grouj) in America, of which several

species inhabit the United States. One form only, Apiomerus crassipes., is tvidely

distributed here. It is a broad, robust, hairy form, with a stout, thick head, large,

round eyes on the sides, about half-way between the base and tip, a deejj, transverse

depression back of the eyes, and the front bent down. The sides of the abdomen are

broadly rounded
;
the legs are stout, hairy, and the tip of the shanks thickened. Its

color is black, jjolished on tlie head, thorax, abdomen, and legs, and the sides of all

the large regions of the body, excepting the head, are bright red
;
the tip of the scu-

tellum is also red. It commonly measures about two-thirds of an inch in length, and
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lays its eggs on the twigs and bark of the common pine trees. These hatch during

the early summer, and tlie young may then be seen roaming over the trees in search

of plant-lice and young caterpillars, which they pierce and suck to death, often hold-

ing them out on the tip of the rostrum, while keeping them from getting away by

pressing down with the fore-feet. The adult insect may be found in the trees as

early as March, and numbers may be beaten therefrom during the summer and

autumn. This species inhabits most of the thinly-distributed pine belts, from Lower
Canada to southern Florida, and varies very much in the width of the red markings

of the thorax, wing-covers, and abdomen.

A still better known, but rather smaller, species, Milyas cinctus, represents in the

United States the comprehensive sub-family Reduviina. Numerous
varieties of forms are included in this very large group, some of

which are almost as broad as those belonging to the foregoing,

but others are quite narrow, and a few are almost linear in outline.

The species above-mentioned lives sometimes in the same places as

our A'piomerus. It is likewise quite common, and may be taken

singly or in pairs upon a great variety of bushes and trees, from

early summer until late in the autumn. The eggs are often glued

to the bai’k of pine trees, covered by a waterproof gum, which

effectually excludes the rain, dries and hardens, and does not in-

commode the young larvae when they 23ush up the lid-like ends

to make their way out.

Its color is a wax, or orange yellow in all stages of its existence, and it is made
quite conspicuous by the black bands which cross its legs and anteniiEe. The giant

of this group is the singular wheel-bug, or Prionotus cristatus, of the latitude south

of New York city. It is of a mouse-gray color, closely invested with short hair, and

has the knobs of the head, cog-wheel crest on the prothorax, eyes and angles black,

with the legs and antennae tinged with chestnut-reddish. The female often measures

more than an inch and a quarter in length, while the male is much smaller. Both

sexes are formidable blood-sucking insects, able to conquer their neighbors of what-

ever order, and not at all backward in i^unishing man for sitting next their favorite

trees. Like the foregoing, they ghre their eggs to the bark of linden and other

trees in our southern parks and gardens, extruding at the same time a gummy cement

which keejjs the eggs in condition throughout all the bad weather of winter, until the

return of warm weather in spring.

A connecting-link between these groups and the Cimicidse is seen in the next

family, Nabidje. Here the body is oblong, somewhat oval behind, with a thick head,

long and curving down in front, and terminating in a long, slender rostrum. The fore-

thighs are thick, spindle-shaped, and the tibiae attached to these are closely armed on

the inside with minute spines. The wing-covers are either longer than the abdomen,

or very much abbreviated
;
and the membrane has a large central areole, which is

more or less penetrated by branching veins, and around which short veins branch off

in all directions. Several forms of more than one genus of this group inhabit North

America
;
and the common Coriscus fe7'us, a pale yellowish insect, inscribed with

fuscous uj)on the head, thorax, and body, and with dusky veins on the membrane, is

distributed rather widely on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. It secretes itself in

the blossoms of golden-rod, oi" among the foliage of other low plants, and lives by

captming small insects. JVabicula mhcoleoptrata is an anomaly in this group. Ii

Fig. 325.— ^[ihJas
cinctibs.
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belongs to the same genus as thaferus above described, but is a wider, flattened form,

of shining black color, bordered with yellow on the sides of the abdomen, and with

yellowish legs
;
but in the winged state it is much narrower behind, and the wing-

covers and abdomen are rather dusky, or 2)iceous, than black. JVabis is now deter-

mined to be the genus to which Laporte and later writers have given the name

Prostemma. It is an Oriental type not re])resented in the United States, but is com-

posed of several beautifully marked, red and black insects, of more robust form than

the preceding.

Australia and the neighboring islands furnish a group of small or medium sized

insects of very much depressed structure, which form a bond of connection between

the true Reduvids and the Aradidae. These are the HoLOPTiLinas, an ancient type of

Heteroptera, having features of the Phymatid* and Coreidae, as well as of those to

which we have already alluded. They are dark brown, or yellow and black insects,

with a short, wide head, remotely-placed ocelli, curved second joint to the antennae,

of which the third and fourth joints are very loosely attached, and the hind shanks

are in some species furnished with a brush of long bristles.

One genus has the second joint of the antennae flattened, curved, I’ibbed, and

notched at tip. All the prominences and edges of the bodj', including the antennaj

and legs, are either fringed with long hairs, or set with close, short bristles. Ptiloc-

nem^^s occurs both in Australia and Van Diemen’s Land; Iloloptilus, yvhiiAi has the

hind tibiae fringed with hairs and the third joint of the antennae short, and attached

before the extremity of the second, lives near the Cape of Good Hope; while Maotijs

has the prothorax triangular, the third joint of the antennae very short, and the hind

tibiae encircled in part by a brush of curved hairs, and inhabits the island of Java.

The rostrum is short, and remarkably thick in all of these genera, and one form of

Ptilocnemus is said to live upon the vulture in the Philippine Islands.

By an easy step we now reach the family Aeadidje, which contains the most

depressed Heteroptera in existence. The prevailing color in these is a dead-leaf brown,

or fuscous, sometimes varied with reddish or pale markings. Two principal sub-fami-

lies embrace most of the species, the first, Aradina, having a longer rostrum, a groove

in the sternum, becoming less distinct upon the venter, a head with a more or less

angular process exterior to the antennse, and a thin, cleft, and lobate margin on the pos-

terior end of the abdomen.

The largest species in the United States is the Aradus crenatus. It is of an ashy

pale brown color, clouded and marbled with fuscous
;

its figure is broad ovate, inter-

rupted by the expanded prothorax, which has a wing of an obliquely rounded form on

each side, and four complete ridges on the disc, with a short one each side. The basal

joint of the antennae is very short, the second and third are about of equal length,

nearly four times as long as the first, while the fourth is rather more than one-half the

length of the third, and conical at tip. Full-sized specimens measure nearly half an

inch from the apex of the long, cylindrical, granulated forehead to the end of the aU
domen. This, in common with its congeners, lives beneath the loose bark of decaying

ti-ees. Gi’eat numbers of species of this gi'oup dwell in various parts of North Amer-
ica, from the extreme north, on the Arctic borders, to the tropics of South America.

The second sub-family, Brachyrhynchina, may be distinguished by the very short

rostrum, a second process placed behind the eyes, by the thicker margins of the posterior

segments of the abdomen, and by the wing-covers being confined within the boundaries

of the disc of the abdomen, exterior to which the connexivum is exceptionally broad.
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and sometimes exj^anded. Di/sodius contains the largest species known. U. lunatus

lives in the forests of South America, and is distributed north as far as central Mex-
ico. It is of a rusty brown color, has the shoulders drawn out

into flat, curved processes, and the sides of the abdomen are scal-

loped. Its full length is about three-fourths of an inch, and the

breadth of the abdomen is nearly half an inch. Perhaps the most

singular form of this group yet discovered is tlie Eidoha pallida.

It has the sides of the pronotum ex})anded into flat, thin, angular

wings, and the sides of the abdomen are split into series of flat,

thin, ovoid, acute lobes, with a rib-like, chitinous stiffener to each,

which recalls the apjjearance of the exteiaial tracheje of certain

Odonata. It is a native of Para, and seems to be of unusual rarity

in collections. Other genera, such as Ajieurus and JSIezira, in-

habit the United States and Europe, but the greater number of these maybe regarded

as sub-troj)ical, or even tropical, in both hemis})heres.

The singular family Phymatid.^: may be placed next to these, although it has vari-

ous elements of structure which ijoint to groups Avhich we have long since passed

over. Thus, the fore tibite resemble those of the Naucoridte, the head conforms to

the type of Aradas., the keels on the jjrothorax are those of the Holoptilina, and the

principal make-up of the insect, with its short, stout, curved rostrum, places it in very

close affinity to the ra])torial Reduvidie. Our common North American Phymata
crosa is a yellow insect, greenish when fresh, marked by a broad black band across the

angular and expanded jjart of the abdomen, and with some black spots on the head,

thorax, and scutellum. The fore-femora are very broad, curved, and granulated, with

an oblique tooth opposed to the tip of the tibiae, and a smaller tooth on the stout, long

coxaj. The female is larger than the male, and commonly measures about four-tenths

of an inch in length. In this species the head is rather broadly notched at tip, and

the ends each side are a little turned up, long, triangular, but not acute. It lives in

numbers upon the flowers of golden-rod and various other jjlants in meadows and gar-

dens, and, concealing itself, awaits the ap]n-oach of a bee oi- other insect, when it sud-

denly makes a stroke with the fore tibiae, draws tlie insect to its beak, and there leisurely

))roceeds to suck the juices. Numerous species of this genus inhabit our southern

states, and still others Mexico, Central America, the \Yest Indies, and tropical South

America, but those of the old continent are very few in number, and much less remark-

able in appearance.

Another genus, Macrocephalus., is shared by North and South America, but the

species are generally different in each country; and the West Indies have still other

forms, which are even more beautiful and curious.

Next to these is placed a family of exceedingly feeble and generally small insects

that attract the attention by reason of the vast numbers which collect upon the leaves

of various trees and shrubs. They are the Tingitid.e, which may generally be recog-

nized by the gauze-like meshes of the wing-covers, which lack the membrane, and gen-

erally have these 'organs, together with the sides of the prothorax, very thin, almost

trans])arent, and widely exjianded beyond the body. Over the head a hoodlike pro-

cess, also full of meshes, often jirojects foiAvard, or in some forms more simple pro-

cesses are present and modified in a variety of ways.

Corythuca arcuuta is a common exam])le of this grouj), which lives, sometimes in

great numbers, upon the leaves of several kinds of oak trees. It occupies the under-

Fig. 326.— nijsodius
lunatus.
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Fig. 327.— Corythuca arctiata.

sides of the leaves, like all its congeners, lays its eggs next the midrib and veins, and

remains attached thei’e by its rostrum, drawing the sap, from midsummer until the frosts

begin to be felt in autumn. It is of a white color,

with a black, shining body beneath the scale-like,

meshed covering, and has a band across the base and

another at tip of the wing-covers, a few traces on the

crests, sides, and base of the prothorax, as also before

the middle of the scutellum, either black or dark

brown. Many degrees of variation occur in the width

and size of the black markings, so that in some indi-

viduals these are reduced to mere vestiges. It meas-

ures at most about two-twelfths of an inch, but is often

much smaller. As far as at present known, it is pretty

generally distributed throughout the eastern side of

the United States, and occurs also in Lower Canada.

In Mexico and the West Indies it is replaced by

other closely related species. C. ciliata is almost uni-

form white, and abounds upon the sycamore
;

while C. juc/lamlis lives iipon the

butternut, and C. gossypii infests the cotton-jilant. Gargaphia is a closely-related

genus, having a wider prothorax and broadly-rounded wing-covers, destitute of the

short spines which margin the thorax and costa of the preceding genus. One species

lives upon leaves of beans, and another sometimes abounds upon the black alder.

About forty genera, embracing hundreds of s})ecies, belong to this family, many of

which inhabit the United States, but which for want of space cannot be noticed at

the present time.

We now reach the family Cuncm^, comjiosed of two prominent sub-families.

The first is Anthocorina, represented by chiefly minute, long-oval, narrow-headed

forms, of a black, shining, or dull brown color, marked with white. The thorax is

sub-conical in front, or flat and transverse, the antennae are filiform in the genus An-

thocoris, which contains our largest black species, ornamented with reddish and

white, or they taper to a fine point in the dull brown ones, such as Lyctocoris and

Dolichomeriis.

That pest of housekeepers, the bed-bug, Cimex lectulariiis, is the representative

of the second sixb-family, or Cimicina. The head is broader, and the

frontal narrower division is bluntly rounded, not conically produced,

as in the preceding division; the anteniue have the two basal joints

stout, the first being very short and much thicker than the second,

while the two end joints are very slender and more pubescent
;
and

the rostrum is slender, excejxting the base and extends to the fore

coxae. This species has been distributed over most parts of the

world, chiefly by the agency of man, and, as might be expected

under such circumstances, is subject to much variation in the relative size, propor-

tions, and foi-ms of most parts of its body. Full-fed and gross specimens are often

quite coarsely punctured and hairy
;
while their half-starved brethren have a much

thinner outside integument, and finer punctures, with less conspicuous pubescence.

Some specimens have the wing-pads hanging loose, as if ready to change into wing-

covers, but generally these are run together in one piece on the middle line. Thus
far no individuals of this insect have been met with fully winged.

Fig. 328,— Cimex
lectularius.
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Immediately next to the Cimicidse are placed the Phytocorid-e, recorded in many
of the handbooks as Capsini or Capsina. These Heteroptera are usually of medium or

small size, but include so many differences of shape throughout the various genera

that it is impossible to draw them all into one common formula. The section to which

Miris belongs is composed of elongated forms, with very long antenna, having the

basal joint thick, long, and often very bristly, while the head has an incised line along

the middle. Nearly the whole family has the fully-winged forms furnished with a looped

nervure at the base, which is generally bounded on the inner corner by a narrow and

long areole. These insects are either destitute of the usual pair of ocelli, or these organs

are so minute as not to be detected without special preparation for the microscope.

More than a dozen divisions have been founded in this great family, of which the

principal belonging to North America are Miraria, Miridiaria, Clivineraaria, Loparia,

Phytocoraria, Cajisaria, Bryocoraria, Cyllecoraria, and Plagiognatharia.

In such a group as this, the eye is bewildered by the excessive variety and number

of patterns of ornamentation which are present on every hand
;
while the mind is

delighted with their graceful proportions and light elegance of form, as well as by the

natural ease of their quick motions. Many of these insects are soft and tender, with

legs and antennae easily detached, while others are tougher, more compact, and have a

crustaceous outer integument. The antennae are either thread-shajeed, taper very slen-

der to the tip, or have the last joint a little thickened
;
these organs are generally long

and four-jointed in all the species. In the genus Eucerocoris they are nearly twice as

long as the body, and the insect resembles a slender Ahidus, or still more some of the

blunt-headed Berytina. The black species of Monalonion very closely mimic some of

the small Ichneumonidse.

In America the most superbly colored and largest species belong to the Loparia.

The Brazilian Eesthenia pyrrhula belongs here
;

it is opaque black, with the thorax,

breast, scutellum, and base of the wing-covers either red or orange, and measures seven-

twelfths of an inch to tip of the wing-covers. A still larger species, which inhab-

its the vicinity of Rio de Janeiro, measures three-quarters of an inch in length, and is

also opaque black, with the head, thorax, breast, base and tip of wing-covers, and base

and side margins of venter blood-red
;
the red of the prothorax is interrupted by three

short, black stripes, and the tylus is also black. It may be called Resthenia carclinalis.

The southern United States are well supplied with representatives of this genus, of

which perhaps the most conspicuous example is the R. insitiva. It is black, with an

orange prothorax and scutellum
;
rarely the orange is replaced by red, or the head is

also yellow. Once in a while the scutellum is black. It measures about four-tenths

of an inch in length to tip of the wing-covers. Specimens may sometimes be found set-

tled upon low j^lants in the alleys of oak woods, where the soil is damp and rich. The
young occur upon wild blackberry and other bushes in similar situations during the

early summer, while the fully adult appears in July.

The Capsaria are also broadly ovate forms, but in the United States

not generally so richly colored as the Resthenias, yet one or two species

are very pretty and well worthy of our attention. One of these is the

Po&cilacapsus vittatus., a bright yellow insect, with a shining orange

head, forepart of the prothorax, and entire underside of the body
;
while

the antennae, two short, broad stripes on the back lobe, and a short,

narrow stripe next the outer margin of the prothorax, two broad stripes running from

the base each side of the scutellum to the inner angle of the corium, a narrower stripe

Fig. 329. -Pcecil-
acapsus vittatus.
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next to the costal margin, followed by a dot on the cuneus, and the membrane are

black. Two dusky bands are also present on the femora, and one or two traces be-

neath the knees. It usually measures somewhat more than one-fourth of an inch in

length. This species is exceedingly variable in the extent of its marking
;
some spe-

cimens are almost destitute of the black stripes, and others have them shortened and
run together as in the variety P. nigriger fi-oin Mexico. The leaves of dahliac, cur-

rants, and various other garden plants and fruits are infested by this insect; but it has

not yet proved to be seriously destructive in any ])art of the United States. P. goni-

phorus is a similar, but still more, variable species, which inhabits the entire eastern

side of North America, from Quebec to southern Florida, and west to the Rocky Moun-
tains and the Mexican boundary.

In contrast with the foregoing, we notice one other form, the glassy-looking Ilga-

liodes vitripennis, which belongs to the division Cyllecoraria. It and the allied genera

belong to a set of forms which may be recognized by the neck-like proportions of the

front of the prothorax in continuity with the head. The eyes stand out prominently

on each side, like beads, and the front is bluntly rounded. Here the base of the pro-

thorax is broadly convex, and the wing-covers are flat and long elliptical, with the cos-

tal edge strongly carinate. Its color is yellowish-white, with the front basal joint of

the antenna}, back part of the prothorax, and a band across the apical end of the wing-

covers, red. The wing-covers are almost transparent, the prothorax is coarsely punc-

tate, and the forward lobe of the prothorax, the last two joints of the antennae, the

tip or more of the second joint, and the base of the scutellum, are black. It measures

about two-tenths of an inch to the tip of the wing-covers. This elegant little insect

lives in great numbers upon the wild grapevines, but it is often equally common upon
the varieties of black and red oak, particularly in the early autumn, where it may be

seen searching for small, tender insects and larvae. It is distributed from Canada to

Florida, and west to Kansas and Texas. A variety has the red replaced by black, and

a black stripe runs along its prothorax.

A wide hiatus exists between the family just noticed and the Pyrrhocokid^, now
to be considered. These latter are stouter and much more heavily built, generally

large insects, marked with strongly contrasting colors, in which red and black play a

conspicuous part. The first sub-family of this group may be repre-

sented by the familiar cotton-stainer of the southern states, Pys-

dercits suturellus. It is oblong-oval in form, of a red color, the

wing-covers and an arc on the base of the prothorax, and also the

scutellum, are pale brown. The wing-covers have the costal margin,

a narrow line bordering the base of the membrane and continuing

diagonally along the outer margin of the clavus, and also a slender

streak on the inner margin of the clavus, pale yellow. The first

joint of the antennae is very short, and, together with the base of

the second joint, red
;
the remainder of the second, and also the

third, fourth, and fifth joints, the membrane and the shanks, including the tarsi, are

black. It varies much in size, ranging from five-twelfths of an inch to two-thirds of

an inch in length. It inhabits the Bahama Islands, as well as Florida and other

southern states, and everywhere produces serious damage by withdrawing the saji

from the leaves and bolls of the cotton plant, as well as by staining the fibre an

indelible red or yellow color.

The Largina agree with Dgsdercus in having no ocelli, but they are generally

suturellus.
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wider and deeper insects, with shorter and thicker legs. They have a thick, nearly

triangular face, with prominent anteroniferous tubercles, antennje coraj)osed of five

joints, of which the three intermediate ones are sensibly thicker on their distal end,

and the basal joint is stout and very short. The eyes are large, placed oblicpiely, and

very prominent. Commonly the prothorax forms a broad triangle Avith the tip cut

square off, is raised much above the surface of the wing-covers, and has the margins

thick. The corium is coarse and thick, and the membrane has three principal basal

areoles, from Avhich branching veins run off. Usually the fore-femora are thicker

than the others, and have a pair of short s])ines of different length, underneath, near

the tip, and the basal joint of the rostrum is exjianded at tip. This group is dis-

tinctively American, and is represented by numerous species of A’ery varied jiatterns,

and often richly colored, in the regions extending from the southern United States to

the Rio de la Plata River in South America.

Our native species, Largus succinctus., which extends from New Jersey to

Florida and west to Mexico, is a brownish-black, broad, ovate insect, with the upper

surface es])ecially oj)aque, and the venter tinged with Iduish by the

coating of tine pubescence spread over it. The prothorax is mar-

gined each side and behind, likewise the edge of the abdomen and

costal margin of wing-covers Avith orange, or red, and the tro-

chanters, together Avith the bases of the femora, are of the same

color. It measures somewhat more than one-half of an inch to

the end of the abdomen. Numerous varieties of this insect haA'e

been met Avith in various parts of Pdorida and Texas. The males

are generally much narroAver than the females, but occasionally

both sexes are equally narroAV. Our species live along the borders

of oak Avoods in Maryland and Virginia, appearing fully adult in

Fig. 331 .— ia)-.7its the months of July and August. The young stages are of a bril-

liant steel-blue color, with reddish legs, and a bi-ight red spot at

the base of the abdomen. Specimens from the sea coast of Pdorida are of a pale

tile-red color above, and bluish-gray beneath. The tropical species are more gaily

colored than those from Mexico and the United States, and each geograjihical province

has tAvo or three species peculiar to itself.

Acinocoris and Theraneis have narroAver bodies, and the former has unusually

prominent eyes. Araphe is remarkable for having a nearly

globose head attached to a much narroAver bell-shaped ])ro-

thorax.

The family Lyg./EId..e, Avhich comes next to the grou])

just indicated, is sub-divided into about nine so-called sub-

families, Avhich differ from each other chiefly in details of the

parts of the prothorax. Thus the first, Lygaeina, is com-

])osed of forms Avhich bear a close resemldance to Dgsderciis,

and, in common Avith ail the rest of this family, liaA'e a pair

of very distinct ocelli between the large eyes. The nearly

conical head is set well back into the prothorax, so as to

bring the eyes directly in contact with the latter, and project

beyond it. These are chiefly red insects, banded Avith black across the wing-covers,

of Avhich a familiar example is the Lygoius fasciatns. This species has the legs,

antennae, rostiann, sides and middle line of the head, disc of the prothorax, scutellum,
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most of the breast, clots along the sides of the abdomen, its tij), and two spots

each side of the middle of the venter, black. It is a large species, measuring

about two-thirds of an inch to the tip of the wing-covers, and is pretty gen-

erally distributed throughout the warm and sheltered parts of this continent, and

wherever the larger varieties of Asclepias flourish, either on the coast or inland.

L. turciciis is a smaller species, with bluish-black triangular area surrounding the

scutellum, a large spot of the same color on each wing-cover, as also each side of the

head and front and base of jjrothorax. This .genus is widely distributed throughout

the temperate and torrid climates of the whole world, but is most largely represented

in South America, where the forms assume a great many patterns of ornamentation.

Only one other type of this large family need 'be specifled, although North Amer-

ica claims a very considerable proportion of characteristic genera and species. It is

the JSLjodoclia serripes., repi'esenting the comprehensive division Myodochina, and

may be recognized by the long, narrow figure, with a conoidal head attached to a long,

slender neck which terminates in the bell-shaped prothorax. Its fore-femora are

swollen in the middle and armed on the under side with several teeth of unequal

lengths. The color is black, with the margins, sutures, veins, and some spots on the

wing-covers, the tip of the scutellum, and the legs pale yellow. There is also a black

band near the tip of the fore-femora, sometimes also on the other femora, and some

traces of pitch brown on the tips of the tibiae and joints of the tarsi. It measures

usually about one-third of an inch in lengtli. The pale margin of the coriura is usu-

ally contracted before the tip, and a pale dot follows it on the membrane. It is ren-

dered very comical by the swinging of the long antenmae with its thickened apical

joint while running over the ground among the stones and rubbish of

its favorite haunts. Meadows, and i-ich soils in thin woods furnish

it with needed shelter, and there it may be found throughout the entire

year, half concealed by bits of twigs and dead leaves, or stowed away

beneath the loose fragments of rock which lie scattered over the ground.

The common chinch-bug, Blisms leucopterus., belongs here, in the

division Blissina; and JM/sius anc/nstatns, sometimes almost equallv Fig. 333. — Biissas

T-^ . ^ 1 -XT
^^^copterus,

abundant in the eastern Lnited States, is a type of the JSysiina.

We now turn to the great super-family COREOIDEA. Here we find an assemblage

of forms, extremely numerous, and bewildering from the endless variety of structure

which pi’evails, and pointing to affinities in many directions. Wide differences of

proportion in all the principal parts are common, and we find long and slender forms

in close relationship with the thickest and broadest. The family BEriYTiD.E contains

perhaps the most aberrant species of the group, which, although extremely attenuated

in most of their proportions, show a close relationshi[) with various members of the

family which we have just noticed. In these the colors are chiefly sober tawny or

pale yellow, with mai’kings of black or white. Neides spinosus is the principal rejo-

resentative of this group in the United States. It is as slender as a crane-fly, of a

pale tawny color, with four joints to the thread-like, long antennae, and has the tip of

the basal joint clavate, and the short apical joint thick and black. The front of the

head tapers off to an almost acute, upturned point, before which the face curves for-

wards in a long, thick keel. A distinct carinate pale line runs along the middle of the

prothorax, each side of which the surface is rough and coarsely punctate
;
while an erect

spine projects from the base of the scutellum, and another from each side of the

mesopleura, just in front of the posterior coxae. The tips of the femora are clavate,

VOL. II. — 19
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the tarsi and a])ical end of the tibiae are more or less black, there is a black point at

the costal apex of the corium, and the venter is marked with four dark brown lines.

The membrane is exceedingly long, and has four longitudinal veins, and the sides of

the abdomen, {)articularly of the female, are a little curved. It is about one-third of

an inch in length, by about the one-twenty-fifth of an inch across the thorax. The
costa of the corium is protracted like a narrow rim far beyond the middle of the

membrane. It is a rather sluggish insect, which may be found in the undergrowth of

oak woods throughout all the warm parts of the year
;
and it is distributed over most

of the sheltered localities of the United States from i\Iaine to (Georgia, and west to

Texas and Arizona. In the colder sections of the country, in Canada, and on the

mountains of New IIam])shire, North Carolina, and the northwest, it is replaced by

K. imiticiis., a species which lacks the si)ines of the thorax and scutellum, and which

has the front of the head bent down, in the form of a little horn.

Next to these the members of the sid)-family Leptocorisina form a connecting link

with the Alydina, and through them with the rest of the Coreoidea. Here the

body and members are also long, but not so slender as in the preceding grou2i.

The head has two protracted lobes with a gutter between them, or these are split

ajiart. The antenna; are composed of four long joints, the basal one being very

much longer than the head
;
and the membrane is long, with numerous parallel veins,

those near the base being foi’ked, while the outer margin is bounded by a narrow

prolongation of the corium. A conspicuous feature of most, if not of all the genera

is seen in the greatly jjrolonged basal joint of the tarsi. Leptocorisa tipuloides is a

cons])icuous and comznon member of this grouj), occurring in the southern States and

extending through jMexico and Central America into Guiana and Brazil. When fresh

it is of a pale greenish-yellow color, having a dark triangular spot at the base of the

membrane, and the antennze jzale reddish, with the last joint ])iceous but whitish at

base. Protenor Mfragei is a rather more clumsy foi-m of a pale clay-yellow color,

with the head lobes well seizarated, and which inhabits most of the United States east

of the Rocky Mountains.

The Alydina are of moderately narrow form, with a sub-conical head contracted

behind the eyes, the last joint of the antemuB thickez' than the intermediate ones, and

the hind 2">aii’ of femora enlarged towards the tip and armed beneath with unequal

sj^ines. In these the corium is also izrotracted alozig the margin of the membrane, but

not so far as in the 2^1’eceding group, and the membrane has numerous long veins, some

of which form areoles at base, and fork at tip. Sev-

eival genera, such as Ahjchis., Tollius, and Megaloto-

mus., inhabit the United States, and the sjsecies are

numerous in most parts of America. Our native

Stachgocnemis forms an exception here in having

the end of the corium oblique and not narrowly pro-

duced.

Our fauna is rich in the next group, Anisoscelidina,

some of which are veiy pretty and moderately large

insects, but tropical America claims the richest and

most elegantly colored of them all, and the sj^ecies are

there most numerous. The Diactor bilineatus of our

plate is steel blue with yellow thoracic stripes. The Acanthocephalina embrace some

of our largest forms, such as Acanthocephala declivis from the extreme southern States,

Fig. 334.— Acanthocephala arcuata.
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while Metapodiusfemomtus is distributed from North Carolina to Florida and Mexico.

Tliese may be recognized by the dark brown color and rough upper surface with a

blade-like process projecting from the fore-

head, and by the thick, curved, knobby hind-

femora armed with coarse, curved teeth,

and the plate-like expansions along the hind-

shanks. Our Mictina embraces the largest

and most magnificent species of this group,

the Pachylis gigcis. It inhabits Arizona as

well as Mexico, measures an inch and three-

quarters in length, and is of a velvety

brownish-black, veined with bright yellow,

and banded with orange across the legs and

on the base of the plate on the third joint

of the antennae. The nymph is deep steel-

blue, with two series of red s
2
iots on the

tergum, and a single series of larger ones on

the venter
;
while the sides of the thorax,

the scutellum, and a broad band on each

of the femora and tibiae are brilliant orange.

It flourishes on various species of cactus

common to the great desert plains. In this group occurs also the

splendid Amazonian 3Iolchina compressicornis., an insect rather less

robust than the foregoing but with a long, sharji spine projecting from

each shoulder, and the rough surface of the thorax, scutellum, and the

middle of the wing-covers splendidly decorated with emerald green

around the black, velvety spots. To the sub-family Coreina belongs

our common Squash-bug, Anasa tristis, and also Chelinidea vittigera,

ochre-yellow, ovate form, with black antennae, legs, sides of the head,

band upon the base of the prothorax, and a spot behind the head.

The corium is slightly dusky, with pale yellow veins, while

the membrane and scutellum are blackish. Several other

sub-families occur here, which we can only mention by

name. These are Spartocerina, Chariesterina, Mesocorina,

Rhopalina, etc.

We now reach the extremely comprehensive super-family

PENTATOMOIDEA, comjjosed of the sub-families Acan-

thosomina, Edessina, Pentatomina, Sciocorina, Halydina,

Phlaeina, Asopina, and the family Cydxid^. Only a few of

these can be indicated at this time. The old genus Cgd-

nus is most commonly repi-esented in North America by the shining, pitch-black

Pangaeus bilineatus. It has an indented curve on the front part of the prothorax, a

head armed with an arc of rigid spines in front, the shanks closely set with longer

stiff spines, while the front pair are built for digging into the ground.

Podisus cynictis is a large, ochreous, or i^ale yellow insect of broad, oval form,

with the sides of the prothorax diagonal, and a quadrangular, flat head. The whole

upper surface is irregularly {punctate with red, which is massed together behind the head

and near the sides of the prothorax, while the shoulders are acutely angular. The con-
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Fiti. 339.— I‘hl(ra longirosiris.

nexivnm has a series of double green spots on the segments, and there are some small

spots of the same color near tlie front angles of the prothorax. This is our largest native

species, and it is pretty generally distributed throughout the United

States north of the Ohio Kiver. Its stout, long rostrum gives it a

great advantage in holding and juercing other insects n})on which

it feeds.

Phloia longirostrh, from Brazil, is a remarkable example of

the leaf-like pattern common to the Phlaeina. It is Hat and very

^^?fosH6vli,^"ost'runi?^*' thill, with the broad form so consjiicuous in the family at large,

and has exceptionally long antennaj and rostrum. The colors are

green and gray, closely imitating the pale bark of various

trees and shrubs.

The Halydina are chiefly broad, moderately hat, gray and

brown insects, with long, slender antennae and rostrum, prom-

inent shoulders, and uneven surface, with very branching

veins to the membrane. One of the commonest forms in

the Atlantic region is Brochymena annulata. It has a

squarer head than its nearest relative, with tlie front rather

short, a dee]) notch each side, and a very slight one before

the tylus. The surface is unevenly ])unctate with black, and

the membrane is distinctly marbled with the same color,

while the side margins of the j)rothorax are moderately

toothed, and the shoulders are oblique, feebly curved, and knobbed. Notwithstanding

the long and slender rostrum, it is a great enemy to caterpillars and other insects,

which it searches for u])on the leaves and twigs of a great variety of trees in our cities

and in the thin woods of the adjacent country.

Probably the hugest and most varied sub-family of this assemblage is the Penta-

tomiua. S2)leudidly ornamented and brilliant colored .species abound in the tropics of

South America, and others, less numerous, in Africa and Asia. North America has

a very gay re])resentative of this type in the Alur-

yantia Jiistrionica. It is 2)olished blue-black, banded,

striped, and margined above with yellow, orange, or

red, and on the venter has seven lines of yellow and

orange si)ots, those on the middle being largest, and

the hea<l has generally two white spots on the front.

It plays havoc with the cabbages and other cruciferous ])lants, and occasionally attacks

the Cucurbita? also. Prior to the late civil war it was confined to the States south of

Virginia, but since that time it has spread as far north as New Jersey, and west into

Missouri. Its native home appears to have been (Guatemala, where it abounds, and from

whejice it s])read into IMexico, and then across the line into Texas and our southern States.

Passing by the Kdessina, which have the sternum elevated into a cro.ss, and the middle

line of the venter built into a callous ridge with its base ])rotracted forwards into a horn,

we reach the Asopina, a snb-family closelj' verging uj)on the great group next to be

noticed. A most superb exam])le of the Asopus type is the Stlretrus anchorayo. It

is of a glossy steel-blue color, with orange marks on the front and sides of the j^ronotum,

also a band at base, and narrow margin at end of the scutellum, besides the margins

of the venter, large s])Ots on its disc, and some spots on the .sternum, all of the same

color. Here the scutellum Is nearlv as hmg as the abdomen and more than one-half

Fio. 340.— Miirgnnfia hiatrionicn.
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its width, while the rostrum is very stout, :iiul tlie fore-thighs flattened into plates.

It inhabits the southern States, and its green and yellow variety is distributed over

most of the eoiintry south of New Hampshire.

Tlie next family, the ScuxELLEKiuji, is very large, and comj»rehends a host of

genera and species, most of which are tortoise-shaj)ed, with the scutellum covering

nearly the entire iqjper surface of the abdomen. Pach^coris torridirs is a common
but beautiful sj^ecies distributed from northern Mexico to south of Rio in Brazil. As
commonly seen, it is polished black, or violet, with eight round red dots on the pro-

thorax, and fourteen upon the very convex scutellum, while the underside of the body

is glossy green. It varico through all the extremes of color, from pale yellow to coal

black, and the red spots run together so as to give every proportion of red, even to

the extent of covering all the ])rothorax and scutellum. It measures about two-thirds

of an inch in length. Here also belong the Corimehenina, mostly black, hemispherical

insects, common all over the United States. The Eurygastrina belong to this family,

and have a less deep and conve.x oval form, and are either gray and yellow mixed, or

some shade of brown, with a long but narrower scutellum. The Scutellerina are

represented by Pib^ssa, which lias a thick, spindle-shaped body, usually of some hue

of green or blue, reflecting the light in rich variety of colors
;
or sometimes the surface

is emerald green, covered with granulated asjierities. It belongs to Africa and its

islands. The family Aktiiroptekid^e comjirehends a large assemblage of flat, very wide

forms, chiefly of a black color, highly polished, marked in various ways with yellow,

or sometimes yellow spotted or clouded with brown or black. All but two or three

of the species inhabit the Orient, Africa, and the Paciflc Islands.

Glancing beyond the vast multitude of modern s})eeies, only a few of which

could here be brought into view, we are confronted by still another great assemblage,

the members of which equally sustain relations to the groups already enumerated.

These are the remnants of ancient faunas which have been saved to us from the wreck

and reconstruction of former geological periods. Away back in the dim distance of

the primitive past, when the scouring of land surfaces by floods and tides deposited

beds of .sediment upon the lower levels, numberless specimens of Hemiptera were

caught in the moving waters and there buried in earthy matter, afterwards to become

mineralized in the stony layers which have since been raised into the ridges and cliffs

that we find to-day. The oldest known Hemiptera have been dug from the carbo-

niferous shales, and these have been provisionally referred to the Fulgoridae. But the

secondary rocks, especially the lias in Europe, have yielded great numbers of fossil

forms, and accordingly we have .searched our own uppei- mesozoic ])lant-ledges of the

Atlantic seaboard for such fossil insects, but thus far in vain.

More recent in geological time, the shales of our western tertiary formations abound

in the remains of both Homoptera and Heterojdera, and the plant-ledges of Florissant,

Colorado, are being made renowned by the careful efforts of Mr. S. H. Scudder, who
has brought to light great numbers of species in the large order to which these pages

are devoted.

P. K. Uhlek.
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MALLOPHAGA.

This sssemblage of parasitic insects probably forms a part of the order Pseudo-

Neuroptera, apparently of about the value of a super-family. Various autliors have

either placed them with the other Parasita in the order Hemijjtera, or have followed

Leach in constituting them a separate order under the name Anoplura.

An undoubted similarity exists between these and the Pediculida3 in some of the

embryonic stages
;
but it is to be noticed that a departure from the hemipterous type

occurs near the period of final exclusion from the egg, and that at this time a truly man-

dibulate mouth with the valvate labium is acquired, accom]janied by corresponding

modifications of the associated segments. Accordingly we accept the position given

to them by the well-known Neuropterist, Dr. McLaehlan, and leave the question of

their relative rank to be established by future observation.

This group is composed of several families, many genera, and hundreds of species

of small, or minute, commonly pale horn-colored insects, which undergo an incomplete

metamorphosis (the skin being shed in pieces). They are generally detested because of

the damage which they occasion to the plumage of birds, or the fur of animals. Every

species of bird or beast has one or more kinds of these pests upon some one or other

of the regions of its body, while, in a few cases, a single sjjecies of bird is known to

harbor as many as four or five kinds of these jJarasites. As all of these forms are pro-

vided with jaws, they gnaw the tender cuticle at the base of the hair or feathers, cause

intolerable irritation, and, by reason of their great numbers, produce wasting dis-

orders or even cause the death of the creatures upon which they congregate.

These lice are apterous, more or less flattened, long elliptical, lancet-shaped, or

broadly ovate, and the head is horizontal, shovel-shaped, and often dej)ressed, wedge-

like at tip. They have distinctly jointed antennae and palpi, a jirothorax often con-

tracted like a neck, a mesothorax of ample proportions (often as wide as the base of

the abdomen), fringes of bristles across and on the sides of the face and abdominal

segments, spiracles on the upper sides of the body, short, stout legs, placed far out on

the sides of the chest, and tarsi with curved, sharp claws.

Some of the bird-lice, especially such as those which inhabit the Canary bird, the

jjigeon, etc., are very delicate in appearance, have a translucent outer skin, and move

with great celerity between the feathens. The nits or eggs are ovate, and generally

glued to the roots of the hairs, or fibres of the feathers, although they may often be

found lying loose in the hollow centre of reeds used for perching-sticks in the cages

of domestic birds. This is a favorite place for many kinds in winter, giving them an

undisturbed shelter and nidus for hatching, and where the minute young ones may

sometimes be seen in large crowds.

Mr. Denny tells ns that “ having obtained several nits of Iloimatopinus., Puryster-

?H<s, and Suis, and placed the same in a quill which I carried in my waistcoat 2JOcket,

from the warmth they thus received I soon became sole ])roprietor of a family of my
young friends. These I examined soon after their exit from the ova, but could not

discover such a difference in their appearance as would have led me to suppose them

in the larval state; the antennae and legs were much thicker in ])roportion to the bulk

of the whole body than when full grown : in fact, they bore ])retty much the same

resemblance to the mature insect that a lamb bears to the ewe, being ill proportioned

in the legs, etc. In jjoint of activity, however, they much exceeded the adults, and
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moved with a degree of rapidity not usual to such insects, at least to tlie family Pedi-

culidae. In many species a very great difference in color and markings is observable

after each moult, so much so, that unless an opportunity of examining a series of all

sizes and ages occurs, the identity of the species would scarcely be conjectured.”

Two princi2:)al families include most of the species belonging to this group. The

first, Philoptekid^, may be distinguislied by the persistent absence of cushions from

the tips of the two-jointed, or in a few cases one-jointed tarsi, and by the filiform

antennae, which are composed of either five or three joints.

In the genus Philopterus (which has been divided into nine sub-genera by Piaget,

based chiefly upon differences in the form of the liead), we observe small insects of

extremely varied patterns. jVIany of these are j)rovided with curious attachments to

the sides and angles of the head, and all have five-jointed antennae, tarsi with two

claws, and live between the feathers on the necks and under the wings of birds.

A striking example of this genus is the P. {Goniocotes) hologaster. It is pale

yellow, with tlie margins of the broadly rounded clypeus, sides of the head and

band at its base, front margin of the mesothorax (excepting tlie middle), the outer

edge of the femora and tibiae, and the borders of gray patches on the sides of the

abdominal rings deep black. The head forms a broad shield deeply cut out behind

the antennae, and again at base. A fringe of long, remote liristles also passes around

the whole outer margin of the body, and a few shorter bristles are set upon the legs.

It is one of the larger species, measuring about one-tenth of an inch in length
;
and is

common upon the domestic fowl in Europe. This is closely related to, if not identi-

cal with, the form frequently found upon hens in the middle States. Dr. Packard

describes an allied species, with the name G. bumettii, which he has found upon the

same fowl in New England. It differs from the jireceding in having the sides of the

head nearly entire, the clypeus longer, ovately rounded, the antennas stouter, and with

the second joint shorter, and the abdomen relatively narrower.

Perhaps the most remarkable forms belonging here are those which infest the

turkey and the peacock, Goniodes stylifer and G. fcdcicornis. The latter has attracted

the attention of many observers, and because of its singular appearance has been fig-

ured in numei'ous text-books of natural history. It is of a bright chestnut yellow color,

with wide lateral bands of liver-brown. The head is bro.ad, with angular blunt lobes

behind, marked with brown, the widely rounded clypeus is sinuated each side, and in

the cavities thus formed the stout antennae are placed. These latter organs are hooked
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in the males, and serve to clasp the females while the eggs are being fertilized. It is

of about the same length as the preceding species, but has an abdomen very broadly

rounded, and markedly wider than the conspicuous mesothorax. It is said to be very

common uj)on the peacock, and to be found after the death of the bird congregated

in considerable numbers around the base of the beak and crown of the head.

The tnrkey-lonse has the posterior angles of its broadly lyrate head drawn back-

wards in slender, long processes
;
the prothorax is very narrow, curvedly tapering

towards the head, and angular each side behind
;
while the broad, oval abdomen is

fringed on the sides with bundles of exceptionally long bristles. It frequents the

head, neck, and breast of the common turkey. The lice of the deer, sheep, etc.,

have only one tarsal nail, and belong to the sub-genus TricJiodectes.

The next great family, Liotheiu-e, is composed of sj)ecies, many of which closely

resemble the unwinged forms of wdiite ants and l^socus, having four-jointed, stout

antennae with the tip joint thickened, a generally trilobate head, conspicuous max-

illary palpi, either two-jointed or one-jointed tarsi, and correspondingly with two

nails, or in Gyroims with only one nail.

These live upon falcons, j^igeons, the stork, rook, magpie, and various Avading

birds, such as the heron, and egret. The genus Gyropus lives amidst the fur of the

Guinea pig, and sometimes literally swarms in jdaces about their neck and ears. The

species are yellowish, marked Avith chestnut brown, especially upon the head, thorax,

and legs, and have a broad OAuate or elliptical body, Avith the head lobate behind.

Much interest attaches to these little creatures, notAvithstanding the disagreeable

impression commonly ])roduced by their presence upon our domestic pets. They

possess such an extraordinary gathering of structural A'ariations, have so many
peculiar modes of life, and often display such a marked degree of individuality, that

they deserve to be carefully studied in order to become more accurately knoAvn.

During the life of their host, they knoAV quite Avell how to evade the scrutiny of man,

and they are often difficult to discover, even in regions of a bii-d’s j)lumage where

they are knoAvn to exist.

They are also extensively distributed over the greater i)art of the Avorld, being

found ujAon the roaming aquatic and marine, as Avell as upon the terrestrial birds and

animals, and attack the lofty eagle as readily as the jdunging diver.

P. R. Uhlek.
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Oeder VII.— COLEOPTERA.

The Beetles, or Coleoptera as they are termed by naturalists, briefly defined, are

six-legged insects, which have thick and horny fore wings and chewing mouth-parts,

and which undergo complete metamorphosis.

The most striking of these characters is the peculiar horn-like, opaque, usually

quite rigid fore wings, which, in the beetles, are termed elytra (singular elytron), from

the Greek elutron., meaning a sheath, a word used by Aristotle to designate the fore-

wings of beetles. These elytra give a general aspect to beetles which make them

easily recognizable as such, however much they may vary in other respects. As a

rule the elytra close together, meeting in a straight line along the posterior portion of

the back or dorsum of the insect, and shielding beneath them the delicate hind wings,

unless hind wings are absent, as is the case with a small number of beetles. The

elytra take no active part in the flight of Coleoi)tera, but generally are opened out-

ward at right angles to the body of the insect, remaining at rest in that position,

while the membranous hind wings perform the necessary strokes for locomotion. In

beetles that have rudimentary hind wings, and in those of which the hind wings are

absent, the elytron of one side usually is united firmly along the back to that of the

other side, to form a single shield, which protects the abdominal portions of the insect

beneath it. In one family, the Sta])hylinidce, or rove-beetles, and in some less com-

monly known beetles belonging to other families, the elytra are much too short or too

small to cover the whole abdomen, although the Stai)hylinidie manage to bring the

entire wings beneath the elytra by a complex system of folding.

The name Coleoptera (from koleos, a sheath, ami pteron, a wing) was first employed

for beetles by John Ray, an early English naturalist, in 1705, and has been generally

adopted by snbsequent naturalists, although Fabricius, in 1775, termed beetles Eleu-

therata, on account of their free maxillae, and Schluga, in 1707, used for

them the term Vaginata, from vagina., the Latin for sheath.

The distinct division of the head, thorax, and abdomen, so clearly

discernible in most beetles, extends in less degree to their larvae. In

the larvae the head is usually quite distinct from the following segment.

The first three segments following the head, which correspond to the

thorax of the imago, are often quite different from the succeeding ab-

dominal segments of the larva?, but sometimes they closely resemble the

abdominal segments. The abdomen is usually more ])rolonged in ])ro-

portion to the thorax and head than it is in the imago, consequently

most beetle larvae have a vermiform appearance, which has given rise to

popular names, such as ‘ meal-worm ’ for the larva of Tenehrio moUtor,

and ‘ wire-worms ’ for the larvte of many Elateridae. The thicker and

more fleshy larvae of Coleoptera, such as are those often dug up about

roots, or split from their mines in wood, are in popular parlance ‘ grubs.’

The larvae of beetles mostly have six legs, or feet, near the anterior

end of their body, that is a pair of legs for each of the first three

segments behind the head— the thoracic segments. In the Curcu-

lionidae, and in some other beetles of which the larva? live within

their food, the latter are legless. Certain larvae have more or less developed

traces of anal legs, sometimes a ^jroduct of the evaginated lateral portions of the

Fig. 344. — Larva
of maps pro-
ihicta.
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anus, and a few have a fairly developed median foot on the posterior abdominal seg-

ment. In many larvas locomotion is aided by the evagination of little wart-like ven-

tral processes on the abdominal segments
;
these processes in the Cerambycidte are

found also on the dorsum, and have been termed discs
;
they aid these larvae in loco-

motion within their narrow mines, and call to mind a j^air of processes uj)on the dor-

sum of the fifth abdominal segment of the larva of Cicbidela., by which the latter

larva is helped to go up and down its tube in the ground.

Beetle larvae possess, like beetles themselves, without exce])tion, mandibulate

mouth-parts, that is to say mouth-parts intended for biting, although in the larvae of

Dytiscidae the liquid food is sucked into the msophagus through channels in the man-

dibles, as will be explained more fully when treating of that family.

Larvae of Coleoptera mostly live in concealed places under very diversified circum-

stances
;
beneath stones, and in wood

;
in acorns, nuts, and seeds

;
on both phaneroga-

mous and cryjitogamous plants
;
in furs, woollen goods, and hair goods

;

a few are parasitic on other insects
;
others lead a ])redaceous life, either

on land or in water.

The jjupae of beetles have free limbs, and one can see the form of

the legs, wings, antenna*, and mouth-parts of the perfect insect
;
the legs

are gathered together along the ventral side of the pupa, with the feet

just each side of the median line, and pointing toward the posterior ex-

tremity of the abdomen
;
the wings and elytra are parted and often

wrapjied partially around the sides of the pupa, so that their apices

are alongside the feet on the ventral side. Where the antennae are

es
2
)ecially long, as in certain Cerambycidae, they are arranged in sym-

metrical curves u])on each side of the })uj)a. Often ])rimary or sec-

ondary sexual characters disclose in the piqta the sex of the insect.

Beetles which pu])ate subterraneously, usually do so in a case or cocoon rormded out

in the earth
;
many wood-borers form cocoons of rubbish or of shreds of wood

;
while

true cocoons above ground are spun, or formed of a viscid secretion of the larva by a

few Curculionidae. Those beetles which construct no cocoon pui)ate u])on the ground

amongst the grass, or, as is the case with many Chrysomelidae and all Coccinellidie,

suspended u])on a twig or other object. The last larval skin may remain about the

pu])ae of some species of these last mentioned families. Pup;e found underground,

enclosed in wood, or in other places not exjiosed to light, are mostly white, the beetles

from them attaining their color shortly after emergence. The abdominal extremity

of the ])U])a is generally movable, and juipa} of some s])ecies will whij) their abdomen

about with considerable activity when disturbed
;
this motion is about the only external

indication of life in coleo])terous ])upa*.

Even as distinct as beetle-])uj)a3 may seem to be from their larval condition on the

one side, and their perfected imago on the other side, there are— as might be ex-

pected from the fact that egg, larva, jnipa, and imago are serial developmental stages

of one and the same insect— intermediate forms, gradations and variations in these

stages. Under Meloidie and Stylopidae forms will be further treated of wherein the

metamorphoses have been modified by parasitism, that condition of existence which

never fails to produce degradation and retrograde develojanent.

The number of living s])ecies of Coleoptera in any country cannot be accurately

determined
;
new species are being constantly added, and species described long ago

are discovered to be varieties of other species
;
besides this the forms regarded by

Fig. 345.— Pupa
of Monoham-
mus.
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one authority to be species will be only varieties in the estimation of another equally

able coleopterologist. Gemminger and Harold’s catalogue of the Coleoptera of the

world, issued in parts between 1868 and 1876, contains 77,008 species described up to

the time of issue. Counting omissions from this catalogue, and species described

since its publication, the number of described species must now reach or exceed

100,000. In large collections there are, in all probability, between 20,000 and 30,000

more species still waiting description, and it would be rash to predict the number of

species which will be found later in parts of the world as yet insufficiently explored.

In North America, north of Mexico, Crotch’s list, published in 1874, enumerates 7,450

species, and Mr. S. Ilenshaw, who has a manuscript catalogue of beetles of the above

region kept up to date, informs me that the number is now (1884) about 8,950.

Species of insects which feed upon substances of commercial A^alue belonging to

one region are often transported, in one way or another, to other regions, where it is

not uncommon that these immigrants become serious pests until their natural enemies

are also imported, or until predaceous animals of their new home resort to them for a

food supjdy. Thus the Colorado potato-beetle {Doryphoi-a decemlineata) has spread

from its original habitat in Colorado over the eastern United States, and its advent in

Europe is so greatly feared that it has been a subject of legislation in several coun-

tries. Our ti’oublesome carpet-beetle {Antlirenus scrophularice) was probably intro-

duced from Europe, and the asparagus-beetle of Europe ( Crioceris asparagi) was an

immigrant that landed on Long Island, near New York city, some time about 1860,

and has since done considerable damage to the market gardens Avhich supi)ly New
York city. So, too, the meal-beetle {Tenebrio molitor), and the grain-weevil {Calan-

dra oryzcp) are of European origin. A few species of beetles have become, by mi-

gration, almost cosmopolitan, but the greater number of species are confined to one

continent, often to some small })art of a continent, although beetles are found in every

part of the Avorld that has been explored.

In geological distribution Coleoptera have been found as early as the carboniferous;

they are more common in Jurassic strata, and still better represented in the tertiary

and in ambei-.

The modes of collecting and preparing beetles for the cabinet are very varied.

The beginner usually dej)ends for specimens upon lucky finds, upon captures with the

net, and upon such modes of collecting as are used for all kinds of insects, and which

are described in most general works on entomology, Avhile the experienced coleop-

terist studies the habits of rai’er insects, and uses baits and traps to ensnare them.

Some of the less-knoAvn and useful ways of obtaining Coleoptera for the cabinet are

the following. Beetles and their larvas which inhabit dung, earth, oi- other materials

heavier than water, float to the surface of water, and can be easily discovered if the

earth or dung be broken u]) and placed in still pools, or in a trough filled Avith Avater.

For killing many kinds of beetles a ‘cyanide bottle’ is very useful: this bottle is

made by putting a feAV pieces of potassic cyanide into the bottom of a large-mouthed

bottle— a horse-radish bottle Avill do very well, if no larger one can be found— and

covering the pieces of cyanide Avith dry plaster of paris
;
after the plaster has been

eA'ened doAvn by shaking the bottle a little, Avater should be added, best a spray from

an atomizer. When the plaster sets a firm shell will be formed, Avffiich Avill hold the

cyanide in its place, AAdiile its poisonous vapors Avill sloAvly escape through the plaster.

If the moistened and subsequently hardened portion of the plaster is only about as

thick as is the glass of the bottle itself, a condition of affairs which can be regulated
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easily if an atomizer is used, there is little danger of the bottle cracking by the slight

ex])ansion of the plaster in setting. As 2)Otassic cyanide is extremely j)oisonous, great

care should be taken in handling it, the bottle should be labelled “ Poison,” and kept

in a safe })lace, tightly corked, and out of the reach of children. .\s a general means
of killing insects the cyanide bottle is unsuri)assed, although a few yellow or red beetles

may have their colors injured by the cyanide vapor. The cyanide is best renewed

in the bottles each spring, but I have had bottles that retained their killing power
several years. A successful mode of wholesale collecting with the cyanide bottle is to

sweep the grass, trees, blossoms, and shrubbery of all kinds with a collecting net made
of stout cloth, and then to empty the whole mass from the bottom of the net into the

cyanide bottle, wdiere the insects will be killed, and can be ])icked out at leisure. Of
course this rough mode of treatment injures some beetles, but, on the whole, it is a

very productive way of collecting. In the spring leaves and rubbish from the corners

of pastures, and from the w’oods, can be sifted, by ])utting them in a stout cloth bag,

of which the bottom is made of wire-cloth such as is used to make coal-sieves, and

shakitig the bag vigorously over a piece of white cloth. The finer bits of rubbish,

together with numerous torpid beetles that have hibernated beneath the leaves, will

fall through the sieve upon the cloth, and the insects can be easily seen. The con-

tents of the cloth beneath the sieve may be tied into cloth bags and taken home for

subsequent and more thorough examination. In the same w’ay the rubbish de2)osited

by S2Jring floods of rivers may be carried home for later examination on a surface of

white 2)a2)er. A single dro2) of strong ammonia water may be used to drive the beetles

from the rubbish on the 2>a2ter
;
too much ammonia, however, kills them, and then they

are not readily found. Water-beetles are often attracted by leaving a dead mouse or

other small animal to decay in shallow water
;
the 2ilace should be a2)2u-oached cau-

tiously a number of times dailj’, and the insects about the bait quickly netted. Beetles

which feed in bark and in toad-stools, and wdiich run from their holes and dro2) when

disturbed, are easily tra2)2:ied in large numbers by the use of a bottle 2i‘‘ii’tly filled wdth

strong alcohol, into the cork of which a small tin tunnel has been inserted. The tunnel

should be held close down beside the toad-stool, the latter suddenly 2>icked and held

over the tunnel, and now and then jarred with the hand. The beetles run out, dro]),

and tumble directly through the tunnel into the alcohol. In this w^ay I have taken

rejieatedly as many as fifty S2)ecimens, mostly Sta2)hylinida?, from a single toad-stool.

]\Iany leaf-eating beetles and their larvas, as well as other insects, are taken by holding

an inverted umbrella beneath bushes and weeds, and then shaking the 2ilants vigor-

ously
;
the insects drop into the umbrella, which is still more useful if it is made of

white cloth to enable one to see them distinctly. A hatchet, for winter collecting

under bark, and, in summer, a trowel for digging, are useful accessories of a coleo
2
>

terist’s outfit.

Beetles should always be pinned for the collection through the right elytron, about

one-third of its length from its forward end, and 2'i>is made 2 mrposely for insect collec-

tions should be used. These
2
>iiis are slendei’, shar2), about one and a half inches long,

thus lifting the insect iq) from the surface on which it is 2unn<‘d, and lessening the

danger of breaking the specimen. On the under side of beetles the
2
>iii should 2»ass

out between the middle and hind legs on the right side, care being taken not to have

it 2Jass through or 2nish off any of the legs. The beetles should be slid iqjwards on

the 2jin until about three-eighths of an inch of
2
'iii is left above the elytron. No

s2jecimens should ever be pinned in such a manner that the head or one side is droop-
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ing ;
if there is any difference, the head should be slightly elevated, but not enough

so as to be noticeable, yoine collectors take pains to spread out the antennae, palpi,

and legs of their beetles, but this is useless work, and renders these organs more liable

to be broken off in handling the sj)eciniens.

Very minute beetles are gummed upon small slii)s of jiaper or of mica, and these

slips then ])inned in the collection. A convenient kind of slip is a narrow triangle of

stiff white paper, the triangle about one-fourth of an inch long, and one-sixteenth of

an inch wide at the larger end. The beetle is gummed— with a mucilage of gum
tragacanth or of shellac— neatly across the pointed end of the triangle, which is then

pinned throvigh its broad end, and arranged in the collection.

The cabinets used for collections of insects vary with the taste of the collector

:

some use boxes arranged on shelves like books, others cases into which boxes are slid

as drawers. The essential conditions are that the boxes have a depth of a little over

one and a half inches, in order to admit the insect-pins erect
;
that the box close very

tightly, to exclude museum pests, those little beetles which damage or devour sjiecimens
;

and that the boxes be made with very soft wood bottoms, or be lined on the bottom,

inside, with cork, felt, pith, or some soft material in which the j)ins can be stuck with-

out difficulty. Specimens should not be kept exposed to light, for many of their colors

fade, and in a few years the collection which has been thus exposed loses its beauty as

well as its scientific value. Good taste forbids the use of bright-colored surroundings

or colored paper to line boxes for an insect collection
;
white ])aper lining exhibits the

colors of the specimens best. Insects should be labelled in the collection neatly, and

with small labels. Anyone who wishes to study insects scientifically should add the

locality of capture on the label of each specimen, and a number by which to refer to

a note-book, in which may be recorded the date of captui'e, habits, food, and other par-

ticulars of interest concerning the specimen.

The thought of observing the habits of beetles leads one quite naturallj’ to a con-

sideration of rearing beetles, for by rearing them, and keeping careful notes on their

habits, one not only advances science materially, but also derives beautiful specimens

for the collection and pleasure from the occupation. Some beetles are easily reared,

taking but a few weeks to undergo all their transformations, others require several

years for their metamorphoses, and are very difficult to rear. K\ en in Europe, whei’e

entomology has been longest and most thoroughly pursued, only a small proportion of

all the species of Coleoptera have been reared, and their earlier stages observed. In

other countries still less has been done. AVithout elaborate directions, filling many
pages, it is impossible to explain the devices used to rear beetles

;
the only general

directions that can be given are to keep the immature beetles in conditions that are,

as far as possible, the same as those in which the same species live in a free state. To
establish and maintain these conditions in breeding-jars, or in other places where the

different stages of the insect can be observed, requires much skill, and adds pleasure

to successful beetle-raising. Fungus, bark, decayed wood, dead twigs, acorns, nuts,

and in fact almost any vegetable substances collected at certain seasons of the year,

and put into fruit-jars, the contents of which should be now and then somewhat moist-

ened, avoiding an excess of moisture, which often causes mouldiness, will disclose

beetles whose larvae feed on the substances put in the jars. The leaf-feeding larvae of

beetles usually attain full growth in a short time, and are conveniently bred under a

bell-glass, or tumbler, inverted over a plant-2)ot full of slightly moistened earth. The
larvae of water-beetles are reared, without much difficulty, in small aquaria, feeding
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them with flies and other insects, care being taken that the full-grown larvae have
opportunity to crawl out of the water and into moist sand, in which latter they pupate.

Carnivorous land-coleoptera are more diflicult to rear. Where a large number of the

same species of beetle is reared at once, specimens of each stage should be jireserved

in alcohol, carefully labelled, for future reference.

In bodily form the Coleoptera present every variation from long cylindrical to

nearly globular, from hemispheres to extremely flattened discs, from straggling ant-

like forms to compact seed-like ones, as may be seen by examining the illustrations

which follow. Throughout all the diversity of form which environment has given

beetles, they invarialfly show, Avith considerable distinctness, a division into three

parts, portions which, at first sight, might easily be mistaken for head, thorax, and
abdomen, but which more careful examination 2)rovos to be head, 2)rothorax, or the

first of the three divisions of the thorax, and a portion, covered generally by the elj'-

tra, which is composed of the mesothorax or middle 2>ortion of the thorax, the meta-

thorax or posterior part of the thorax, and finally the abdomen. The head bears for

appendages the antennaj and mouth-])arts
;
the prothorax, the first ])air of logs

;
the

mesothorax, the elytra and middle ])air of legs
;
the metathorax, the wings and hind

jAair of legs
;
the abdomen, only the genitalia, Avhich are usually concealed in beetles.

The prothorax moves with considerable freedom on the mesothorax, and this articula-

tion is a character of importance in the sc])aration of the Coleoptera from the

Ilymenoptera, Diptera, and other insects, in which the three divisions of the thorax are

more or less firmly united together. These divisions, head, prothorax, mesothorax,

metathorax, and abdomen, Avith their appendages, merit much further consideration.

The head of Coleoptera, both in their larval and adult states, bears the mouth-parts

directly forAvard and slightly doAViiAvard as in many Carabida?, or directly doAViiAvard

tOAvard the surface on Avhich the insect is standing, as in many Chrysomelidaj. Later-

ally the head of the adult beetle bears compound eyes, usually large, and the antennje

are generally just in front of the eyes. With feAV excejitions, among aa’IucIi may be

mentioned certain Dermestidre, ocelli are absent in the images of Coleoptera; the com-

pound eyes are absent or functionless only in a very feAv caAm-inhabiting s|)ecies. In

the larv£e, Avhere compound eyes fail, there are often ocelli— from one to seven,

usually six, on each side.

The antennae, Avhich are not only organs of touch, but much more olfactory organs,

present considerable diversity in form in adult beetles. Often these organs are better

developed on the male than on the female, becoming marked secondary sexual char-

acters
;
this is especially the case Avith the lamelliform antennae of some of the sjAecies

of Scarabaeidae. In certain families the antennae are not very conspicuous, and can be

hidden in grooves, as in the Elateridae
;
in other families, as in the Cerambycidae, the

antennae are prominent organs, often, in the last mentioned family, exceeding the

length of the insect, in some species double or treble its length. In a feAv families, as

in the Scolytidae, which have very small antennae, impoitant generic characters are

found in these organs. The antennas of beetles may have from two to thirty-four

joints, but eleven is the usual number. The antennae of most beetle larvae have but

four joints
;
rarely they have fiA’^e, three, or two joints, and in certain cases they are

represented only by a very small inarticulate tubercle.

Beetles have, Avithout exception, biting or cheAving mouth-parts. More or less

eoncealed beneath a Avell-developed labrum, itself articulated to tlie epistoma or cly-

peus, is a pair of chitinous mandibles. In the males of Lucanus the mandibles attain
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an extraordinary size, and are sometimes branched. Beneath the mandibles are the

maxillae, which are more delicate and more complex than the mandibles, and which

aid the latter in masticating, apparently performing the lighter and more complicated

part of the work. The basal articnlation of each maxilla is termed the cardo, to this

is attached the stipes, with an external scale-like segment, the sqnama palj^igera
;
to

the sqnama })alpigera a multiarticulate paljnxs, the ])alpns maxillaris, or maxillary

])alpns, is jointed. Two lamellar lobes, the real chewing-organs of the maxilla', are

also attached to the upper edge of the stipes
;
these are termed, res])ectively, the lobus

externus, and the lobus internus. In the Cicindelida?, Carabidae, and Dytiscida, the

lobus externus is })alpiform and usually two-jointed. The maxillary palpi generally

have four joints. Beneath or behind the maxillae is, homologically, a third pair of

buccal organs, a second pair of maxillae, the two halves of which are united together

at their bases, which latter are also united above with the ligula or tongue, and below

form the mentum or chin. The ligula and mentum, the last of which articulates with

the lower portion of the head by the gular suture, are important in the classification

of Coleoptera. Joined to each side of the ligula is a palpus lablalis, usually three-

jointed. A membranous process usually exists on each side of the ligula near its tip

;

these processes are the paraglossae.

The labrum above and the labium beneath, in Coleoptera, as in other chewing

insects, are passive in function, serving to hold the food in place while it is masticated

by the mandibles and maxilhe. As the cheeks in higher vertebrates prevent a side-

wise or lateral squeezing out of the food from between the teeth, so the labrum and

labium of Coleoptera keeps the food in its position between masticatory organs which

operate laterally. All the mouth-parts of adult Coleoptera ai'C subject to slight modi-

fications and reductions in certain families and genera, and in the larvae the oral organs

are not rarely considerably modified. The larvae of Dytiscidoe and Hydrophilidae ])re-

sent remarkable modifications of form and use, which, as in the case of other striking

variations from the normal form of larval mouth-parts, will be described under their

respective families.

The prothorax, the middle of the three jxortions into which all beetles are divided

with considerable distinctness, is hollowed out in front to receive the neck or head,

and is articulated behind with the mesothorax. The jxrothoi’ax bears the forward

legs. Its dorsal surface is often termed the j^ronotum.

The mesothorax, metathorax, and abdomen form the last of the three portions of a

beetle, which portion is often called the trunk.

The mesothorax and metathorax are very intimately united
;
upon the former are

borne the elytra and middle pair of legs, and upon the latter the wings and hind pair

of legs. Both mesothorax and metathorax are hidden from view, on the dorsal side

of the insect, by the elytra, except that in most beetles a small triangular portion of

the mesothorax is visible between the elytra at their bases
;
this triangle is the scu-

tellum. The median ventral pieces of the three different parts of the thorax are

termed, respectively, pi-osternum, mesosternum, and metasternum, and the jxieces

which connect each of these sternal pieces at the sides with the dorsal pieces, are

termed the epistenia and epimera, respectively, of the jxrothorax, of the mesothorax,

and of the metathorax. The sutures between certain of the above-mentioned parts

may be obliterated in some cases.

The abdomen is broad anteriorly, is closely united with the metathorax, is in most

cases entirely covered or protected from above by the elytra, and contains the sexual
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and the greater part of the digestive organs. Spiracles, or breathing pores, open in

the flexible membrane which connects the dorsal and ventral ])ieces of the abdomen.
At its extremity, between the dorsal and ventral pieces, open, in a common cleft,

the an.al and genital orifices, and on each side are often structures of greater or less

complicity, generally hidden from outside view, constituting the genit.alia or genital

armature. The genitalia are often more visible in jnijite, as is the case with many
pup;e of LucanidiB and Scarabanda?, than in imagos.

While the .abdomen of adult beetles have no appendages except the genitalia, a few
beetle larva?, among which are those of Gyrinidae .and Psephenid®, have gill-append-

ages borne by several abdominal segments.

Adult beetles enjoy locomotion of several sorts, flying, springing, climbing, crawl-

ing, or running
;
a few .add swimming : their larv® sometimes swim, but more com-

monly only crawl or run.

The legs of adult beetles, as well .as those of their l.arv;e, .are .append.ages of the

three thoracic segments, and are modified according to the purposes for which they

are used. In some larv® one or more i)airs of legs are i-educed to the merest rudi-

ments or entirely disappear, but in the mature beetles no such reduction t.akes pl.ace.

The typical constitution of the legs of adult Colcoi)ter.a is as follows : the basal joint,

short but of various forms, is termed a coxa, and the c.avities into which the cox.® are

set on the under side of the thoracic segments, on each side of the median line, are

called coxal c.avities. The form of the cox® is of importance in distinguishing the

families of Coleoptera. Jointed to the coxa is a piece n.amed the trochanter; the con-

nection of the troch.anter with the next following piece— the femur— is very intimate

in some beetles, in others the hind trochanters are prominent lobes upon the inner side

of the femora. The femur, or thigh, is the first long j^iece of each leg
; the tibia, an-

other long piece, follows it, and to the latter jiiece is jointed a foot or tarsus, consist-

ing of from three to five short joints, the terminal joint generally having two claws,

and between the claws a small .aj)pendage, the onychium. The tarsal joints are hairy

beneath, and those of the anterior (and sometimes .also the middle) pair of legs of

many male beetles .are modified to clasp more firmly the female during copuLation.

The most peculiar of these modified tarsi .are those of the m.ales of the water-beetles

belonging to the family Dytiscid®
;
their t.arsi will be further described when treating

of that family. The form .and proportion of beetles’ legs .are quite varied. Legs

fitted for walking and running, .ambul.atorial and cursorial legs as they are c.alled, are

slender, and rather long in jiroportion to the size of the insect. Fossori.al legs, or

those intended for digging, are short, stout, and flattened. Springing legs, or salta-

torial legs, have generally much thickened femora. Natatorial legs, those used for

swimming, are oar-shaped or paddle-shaped, and are bordered with hairs.

The elytra, which are really horny forw.ard wings, and in which the remnants of

veins often can be seen, are generally opened out nearly or quite .at right angles to the

body in flight, and serve to balance and to steer the beetles, while the two membran-

ous wings, -which are ordinarily hidden beneath the elytra, unfold, and, by their r.apid

vibrations, furnish the impulse in flight. Jousset de Bellesme thinks the elytra govern

direction in flight by changing their position, and consequently altering the position

of the centre of gravity of the beetle. In the Cetonians, a portion of the Sc.ar.ab®id®,

the elytra are said to remain closed in flight, the wings projecting out from beneath

their bases. The inflexed outer margins of the elytra are designated as epipleur®.

The venation of the wings of Coleoptera at first glance appears simiile, but the devices
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which enable the tip of the mng to fold back, in one or sometimes more folds, with-

out too greatly w^eakening its structure, are an interesting study. If one pulls open

forcibly the wing of a large Avater-beetle {Dytiscus) that has been jjreserved in alco-

hol, the wing wall partly close itself by its own elasticity, and such a wing furnishes

an excellent object on which to study the folding mechanism.

A few beetles are wingless and cannot fly
;
their elytra are united to each other on

the inner side, and they are said to have connate elytra. In such cases the original

function of the elytra and wings, that of flight, has been superseded by a secondary

function of the elytra, protection. Rarely both elytra and wdngs are absent, as in the

females of certain “lightning-bugs” (Lampyridae), wdiich are thus rendered so worm-

like that they are called popularly “ glow-worms.”

The flight of beetles is generally heavy and slow
;
some, however, can fly very

quickly, but most rapid-flying beetles rest often from flight, and can be chased down

and captured without great difficulty in an oisen field. A sport which children enjoy

is chasing dow'ii, in this manner, the tiger-beetles (Cicindelidae).

While the genitalia of most beetles are concealed in the abdominal segments,

secondary sexual chai’acters are so manifest in many species as to attract the atten-

tion even of careless observers. As already mentioned, the anterior tarsi of some

beetles serve to distinguish the males from the females
;
in a few water-beetles (Dytis-

cidae) fluted elytra are found in some females, while the elytra of other females of the

same species are not fluted— tndy dimorphic females
;
in many Scarabaiidae, in some

Cerambycidie, and in many other ColeojJtera, the males have larger and better devel-

oped antennae than the females have
;
a large number of Scarabaeidae and a few other

beetles have, in the male, well-developed horns upon the prothorax, or upon the head,

or upon both head and jwothorax, while their females have no horns, or much less

developed ones in the coiTesponding positions
;
in the stag-beetles (Lucanidac) the

mandibles of the males are excessively developed. The sex of beetles is sometimes

determinable in the pupal state from their evaginated or protruded genitalia.

Beetles, or their parts, may be smooth, striate, punctate, cancellate, or may have

many other modifications of surface. They may be clothed with waxy secretions,

spines, hairs, or even scales. The excessive brilliancy and sparkling coloration of the

so-called diamond-beetle of Brazil {Entiniiis imjyerialis, of tlie Curculionidge), which

will be figured further on, is due to its being covered with scales : this kind of orna-

mentation Avith scales— really only modified hairs— is common among the Aveevils

(Curculionidse), and not rare in a few other families of Coleoptera. Beetles exhibit

almost every knoAvn shade of color, and a few are iridescent Avith beautiful metallic

hues. A little beetle ( Coptocycla aiirichalcea) not uncommon on the Avild morning-

glory {Convolvulus), looks, Avhen alive, like a flattened drop of the finest jJolished

gold. The species of certain families resemble one another in coloration and figura-

tion
;
the leaf-beetles (Chrysomelidae) have, for the most part, brilliant coloration

;

the lady-birds (Coccinellidge) have for prevailing colors red, yelloAV, and black, mostly

arranged in round or roixndish spots
;
the Tenebrionidae are generally sombre colored,

often dull black.

The internal anatomy of Coleoptera is not as varied as is that of many other insects,

and the main facts can be condensed, in a general way, to the folloAving statements.

A narrow cesojDhagus, into which often open saliA’ary glands, passes into a crop,

the posterior portion of which is lined, in carnivorous Coleoptera, with chitinous teeth,

serving as a gizzard. Behind the gizzard the digestive tract, which has a feAv convolu-

voL. II. — 20
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tions in carnivorous beetles and more convolutions in herbivorous ones, may be

designated as the ventricle. The 2^osterior end of the ventricle is marked by the

insertion of four or six long tubes, the mali)ighian vessels, which are urine-excreting

organs. Beyond the insertion of the nial^hghian vessels, and ending at the anus,

is the intestine, pro^^erly speaking, often showing a differentiation into small intestine,

caecum, and rectum. The malpighian tubes are usually a number of times as long as

the insect itself, and are coiled about in the abdomen of the beetle in a way that makes
them very difficult to disentangle without breaking. Glands oj^en into various portions

of the digestive tract, among them rectal glands into the rectum. Carabidae, Dytis-

cidae, and some other beetles have glands opening on each side of the anus that secrete

acid or strongly odorous fluids which are used by these insects to defend themselves.

In the bombardier-beetle {Brachmus) the secretion of these anal glands is partly

gaseous, or becomes aeriform immediately after its discharge.

The nervous system consists of a supra-cesojfliageal ganglion, from which originate

the antennal and oj^tic nerves
;
an infra-cesoj^hageal ganglion which sends nerves to

the mandibles, maxillaj, and labium
;
and a series of ganglia, connected by double

commissures, just beneath the digestive tract. During the growth of the larvas these

double ventral ganglia, tyi^ically distinct and one in each segment, consolidate in

various ways, so that, in the images, Eduard Brandt has characterized four types of the

nervous system, as follows : first, a system with a sujjra-cesoijhageal ganglion and a

large central nerve-mass in the thorax, of which mass the forward end is the infra-

(Esophageal ganglion; second, a system with two cephalic ganglia, and a central

nerve-mass in the thorax
;
third, a system with two cejihalic, two thoracic, and none

to eight abdominal ganglia
;
fourth, a system with two cephalic, three thoracic, and

none to eight abdominal ganglia. Beetles have, besides the central nervous sj'stem

noticed above, a somewhat complicated sympathetic nervous system.

The circulatory system of Coleoptera, like that of all insects, is not well differ-

entiated. A so-called heart extends along the dorsum, whei’e it pushes the nearly

colorless blood toward the head
;
here the blood is distributed in somewhat irregular

and usually ill-defined j^assages. Neither venous nor arterial system exists, in the full

sense of the terms, although in the mouth-parts and antennae of the larva of a water-

beetle {Hydrophilus)., when this interesting larva is seen alive under the microscope,

the blood can be observed circulating in definite channels.

Respiration is by tracheae in the imagos, and the respiratory movements consist of

alternate apj^roximations and sejiarations of the dorsal and ventral j)ortions of the

abdomen, causing renewal of the air in the tracheae. Besides the tracheae there are

generally tracheal bulbs, or exjjansions of the tracheae, which can be inflated at the

will of the insect, and are thought to be useful in flight, by lessening the specific

gravity of the insect. The stigmata (sometimes called spiracles), the external open-

ings of the tracheae, usually have more or less comjfiete sieves to prevent dust from

entering the tracheae, and in some cases these sieves foi’m, as in a water-beetle

{Dytisctis), most beautiful objects for the microscope. Beetles have a pair of stigmata

on the mesothorax, on the metathorax, and on each of the first eight abdominal

segments
;
their larvae generally have one pair of thoracic, and eight jiairs of abdominal

stigmata. Some aquatic larvae have only the two stigmata of the eighth abdominal seg-

ment, others respire wholly or jjartly by gills.

The female sexual organs consist of numerous ovarian tubes on each side uniting

in various ways to form a pair of oviducts, which latter themselves unite to form
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a vagina, that opens into a moi*e or less extensile ovipositor. The bursa copulatrix

and recejJtaculum seminis are generally present as accessory organs of the vagina. The

male sexual organs consist of from one to six testes on each side, ojjening into a vas

deferens, the two vasa deferentia usually exjjand to form a pair of vesiculae seminales,

and then, receiving ducts from accessory glands, unite to form a common efferent

canal into the extensible penis.

The eggs are covered with an egg-shell or chorion which is generally not very firm,

and are rarely, as in the case of a water-beetle (^Hydrophilus)., deposited in a nest. A
few beetles are viviparous, among them certain rove-beetles (Staphylinidae) and the

Stylopidae. One species of chrysomelid (
Gastrophysa raphani) has been shown by

J. A. Osborne to be capable of parthenogenetic reproduction. Apparent hermaphro-

dites rarely occur as monstrosities wherein some secondary sexual character of one sex

is borne by an individual of the 023posite sex, but no real case of hermaphroditic Cole-

optera is known. Copulation sometimes takes place between different species of a

genus, and less commonly between species of different genera.

The muscular system needs no special description. The Coleoptera are among the

strongest of insects, and Professor F. Plateau found that the common European dor-

bug {Melolontha vulgaris) could exert a traction along a horizontal surface equal to

forty times its own weight.

The sense organs are necessarily jiartly external and jjartly internal, that is they

are made up of modified external parts to receive impressions, and nerves connecting

these parts with the central nervous system. The olfactory organs, as already mentioned,

are in the antennae, and by their aid dung-beetles are guided long distances to their

food, and certain other beetles to their mates of the other sex. Eyes and ocelli are

the organs of sight. The location of the auditory organs has not been determined

with certainty, but beetles surely hear, because they are often provided with sonorific

oi’gans. The sense of touch is especially developed in the antennae, jialpi and tai’si,

Avhere the fine hairs communicate with nerves at their bases. The organ of taste has

not been certainly located, but possibly in beetles it is ui^on the hypopharynx, an ex-

tension of the pharyngeal walls just above the labium.

Allusion has just been made to the fact that beetles often produce more or less

musical sounds— stridulate as it is termed by entomologists. This stridulation is

jjroduced by rubbing different parts of the body, wings, or legs against each other, and

is obseiwed veiy commonly among the longicorns (Cerambycidae). *If one of the red

and black beetles with long antennae (species of Tetraopes)., that are so abundant on

different kinds of milk-weed (^Asclepias) during the latter part of summer and during

autumn, be pinned, in the usual way, upon the cover of a cigar-box, or upon anj-thing

else that serves as a sounding-board, the stridulation can be demonstrated to a consid-

erable audience. By pressing from time to time upon the tip of the elytra of the

Tetraopes the sounds will be renewed vigorously at the wfill of the experimenter, and

the prothorax of the beetle will be seen to bend rapidly forward and backwards.

The sound is produced by the rubbing of a shar]) angular ridge upon the j^rothorax

against a finely striated surface on the metathorax, a mode of sonifaction on a small

scale similar to that where a boy runs along a fence pushing a stick against the pickets.

H. Landois, who studied sound j^roduction by insects, asserts that all Cerambycidae^

large and small species alike, are jjrovided with stridulating apparatus, whether one

hears their tones or not, and he draws from this fact the conclusion that beetles })ro-

duce sounds beyond the reach of the human ear. In the gi’ave-digger {Necrophorus)
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sonifaction is the result of rubbing striated surfaces on the fifth abdominal segment
against the posterior edge of the elytra. In a dung-beetle

( Geotrupes) stridulation is

brought about by action of the hind edge of the third abdominal segment upon corru-

gated surfaces on the coxae of the posterior pair of legs. Stridulating sounds are pro-

duced by many other beetles, among which may be mentioned the following : Priomts,

by rubbing the rough inner side of the hind thighs against the lateral margin of the

elytra
;
Passalus by rubbing the acute edge of the ventral segments against the inner

edge of the elytra
;
Pohjphylla, Anomala, Trox, Ligyrus, and Anthonomus by rub-

bing together corrugated surfaces of the metathorax and elytra. The three-striped

potato-beetle {Lema trilineata) and some other Chrysomelidce stridulate.

Luminous organs are found mostly in the family Lampyridfe, but the larva of an

elaterid, jjrobably of Melanactes., and the famous fire-fly of tropical America, the imago
of Pyrophorus noctilucans, another species of Elateridas, are luminous, and will be

further noticed when treating of their respective families. The mode of production

of light by beetles has been the subject of many exi^eriments and researches. Pro-

fessor C. A. Young, the astronomer, has examined the spectrum of the light of a com-

mon fire-fly {Photmiis f) and found that it was continuous, without lines, and that it

extended from Frauenhofer’s line C, in the scarlet, to about F, in the blue, indicating

rays which affect the visual organs greatly without the production of much thermal or

actinic effect.

Beetles live sometimes singly, sometimes gregariously, and inhabit almost every

conceivable substance and locality
;
few are found in the ocean, or in salt-sjjrings

;
the

deepest caves are the habitats of blind species, of which those from the caves of Ken-

tucky and of the Pyrenees have been most investigated
;
certain beetles are found in

nests of ants and termites, and others even in mummies
;
there ai’e water-beetles which

inhabit hot springs
;
larvae of certain Telephoridae are often seen on snow

;
a few beetles,

in their larval state, are jjarasitic in other animals, others inhabit galls on plants.

The food of beetles is as diverse as are their habitats. The rule has been considered

almost universal that Cicindelidae, CarabidfB, Dytiscidje, Coccinellidse, and some other

families were carnivorous, while Hydrophilidje, Chrysomelidse, and others were herbivo-

rous. Late researches, especially dissections by Professor S. A. Forbes, have shown

that sjiecies of some of these families eat much more diversified food than had been

supposed previously. Of plants even the poison ivy and poison sumac (species of

Phiis) do not escape the attacks of insects.

Beetles are attacked or destroyed by other organisms, chiefly skunks, bii’ds, frogs,

toads, and many reptiles and fishes, among the vertebrates
;
parasitic flies, wasjis and

mites, and many predaceous arthropods, among the articulates
;
numerous sj^ecies of

internal parasitic worms, among which Gordius and Mermis— so-called hair-snakes—
play important parts

;
many species of Gregarina, iwotozoan forms, esjiecially common

in the intestinal canal of Tenebrionidse
;
and finally, by parasitic fungi, which some-

times kill many beetles.

To avoid some of these enemies, beetles often mimic their surroundings, ^flants, or

other insects. A common tortoise-shaped potato-beetle {Peloycda clavata), in New
England, looks so closely like excrescences on the leaves of the potato that few birds

would notice it. Another common North American chrysomelid ( Chlamys

often deceives collectors of insects by its close resemblance to a j^iece of caterpillar’s

dung on a leaf. H. W. Bates mentions that certain longicorns (Cerambycidae) mimic

closely the ill-tasting and disagreeably odorous fire-flies (Lampyridae), even carrying
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the mimicry so far as to have ^yellow spots on the abdominal segments to correspond

with the luminous portions of the fire-fly. Other beetles imitate sticks, seeds, and

parts of jfiants. The cocoon of a European weevil ( Cionus scrophidarice) resembles

very closely the seed-capsules of the species of Scro2ihularia on which the larva

feeds.

Other common means which beetles employ to escape from their enemies are

drojjping to the ground and feigning death, a jjractice of weevils
;
use of disagreeable

odors and secretions, as is general with lady-birds
;
appearing as if about to bite or to

sting, or rapid running and flying.

A few beetles have been made directly useful to man
;
indirectly a large number

of them benefit mankind. Perhaps the blister-beetles (Meloidaj) are most evidently

useful to man, since from them are derived the various forms of vesicatory medicines,

known under the name of cantharides. In earlier times other beetles were used for

medicinal purposes. The larvte of the palm-weevil of tropical America (Ehyncho-

phoriis or of other large palm-weevils, are roasted and eaten as delicacies

by numerous tribes in the tropics of both hemisi^heres. The Cossus, which Pliny

says Roman ejncures fattened with flour, probably was the larva of Prionus coriarius,

a longicorn
;
larvae of Prionus, as well as those of other large longicorns, are still

eaten roasted in many parts of the world. Beetles of many species are used as orna-

ments: fii’e-flies, imprisoned in gauze or otherwise confined, embellish the evening

coiffure of ladies, both in the East and West Indies; the elytra or whole bodies of

brilliant tropical Coleoi^tera are formed into ijictures, are used to trim dresses and

hats, are even set in jewelry
;
and, in some cases, a beautiful chrysomelid (Chrysochus

auratus), common in the eastern United States upon species of dogbane (^Aioocynuni),

has helped adorn ladies for evening j^arties in this 25art of the world. In China

the people sometimes derive amusement from beetles, which they confine in order

to watch them fight, in the same way as they confine sjDecies of Mantis for like

purpose.

The indirect benefit which man derives from Coleoptera is fully as important as

are the direct uses to which he puts them. Thousands of species of beetles prey

upon plant-eating insects, others remove refuse and decaying animal and vegetable

matter, still others help in fertilizing flowers
;
many furnish food to useful birds and

fishes,— but it is futile to specify further in this direction.

Few beetles are directly injurious to man
;
when they bite it is in self-defence

;
but

their injuries to crops, forests, fruits, lumber, buildings, furniture, carpets, and books

are notorious, and can be best noticed later.

Beetles are divided into four great groups (Cryptotetramera, Crji^topentamera,

Heteromera, and Pentamera), according to the number of segments of their tarsi.

This classification is not perfect, in that a few families or genera fall into groups wdiere

they would not belong on account of their tarsal characters, but into groups in which

they must be included on account of other imjiortant characters. The late Dr. J. L.

LeConte, an eminent authority on North American beetles, divided the Coleojitera

into two parts, the genuine Coleoptera and the Rhynchophora or weevils, but this

division has not yet met with general acceptance.

To the Heteromera are added, in the following i)ages, the Styloj^idfe, a family

which, according to some authors, forms an order of insects, the Strepsijjtera. The
Strepsiptera, for they are in all iwobability a separate order, have from two to four

tarsal joints, according to the genus.
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Sub-Okder I.— Ckyptotetrameka.

This sub-order includes beetles which have tarsi of four joints, of which one joint

I’emains rudimentary. It contains two families, Coccinellidae and Endomychid®.

The first of these, Coccinellid-e, or lady-birds, are approximately hemi-

spherical beetles, mostly with brilliant coloration, generally red, yellow, black, and

white, and a jDattern usually of spots. Their head and prothorax are short, the abdo-

men with five, rarely six, ventral segments. Their legs are short, and project but

little from beneath their bodies. The antennae are short, although of eight to eleven

joints, usually of eleven. Coccinellid larvae all have a similar general ajjpearance, are

often quite jirettily colored or clothed with warts and spines, and have three-jointed

antennae. Their comisaratively active life necessitates good vision, which is provided

for by three or four ocelli on each side of the head. The mesothoracic and first eight

abdominal segments have stigmata. Pupation takes place upon fences, walls, trunks

of trees, and leaves, the puj^a hanging by its abdomen. The
larvae of most species feed upon other insects, chietiy upon scale-

insects and jJlant-lice. The imagos feed npon jilant-lice, other

insects and their eggs, jmllen and spores of plants, and a few

upon leaves of j^lants. Some species of Coccinellidm are abun-

dant on special jilants, but usually because those plants harbor

the species upon which they j^referably feed. While pollen and

spores often form a large proportion of the food of lady-birds,

the latter generally prefer animal food, and are consequently to

reckoned among useful insects. When rudely handled, lady-

birds emit from the joints of their legs a yellow, odoi’ous fiuid,

which is said to be the blood of the insect emitted through a pore in the joint.

The eggs of lady-birds are elongate-oval, yellowish
;
they are deposited in groups,

without covering, upon leaves and bark. Lady-birds, or lady-bugs, have received,

on account of their useful habits and the attention which their pleasant colora-

tion has atti’acted to them, numerous complimentary names in different langua-

ges
;

the Germans generally term them Marienhafer, but sometimes Kiigelkcifer,

MariemoUrmchen., and like terms
;
by the French they are called vaches cl Dieu, and

hetes cl bon Dieu. Individual colorational variation within the species is carried to its

extreme in the Coccinellidne, Ilarmonia 2yicta, one of our native species, being so vari-

able in figuration as to appear oftentimes in the collections of beginners in entomology

as several distinct species.

Genera with numerous small species, which do not generally attract much atten-

tion, are Scyjnnus and Ilyperaspis. The larvte of a number of European species of

Scynmus devour mites and their eggs, and one species is an enemy to the gall-inhabit-

ing form of the grape phylloxera {Phylloxera mstatrix)., while two American species

are said to destroy chinch-bugs {Blissus lexccop>terus). Brachyacantha ursina is a

common small species in America, and is hemispherical, and black with reddish-yellow

spots. Hyperaspiclius coccidivorus, one of our smallest species, is said by II. G.

Hubbard to colonize upon the trunks of orange-trees which are thickly infested with

certain scale-insects (Coccidaa), and to entirely free them from these pests. There is

little doubt that these small species do as much good in destroying insects injurious

to plants as do the larger sj^ecies, but their minuteness has prevented their habits from

being carefully observed.
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Of larger species, Chilocorus bimilnerus is black, nearly hemispherical, with a single

red spot upon each elytron. It is often to be found about orchards, u
2
)on the trunks

of the trees, and its sjuny, dark-colored are not rare, three or four in groups, in

crevices of the bark. This species, as well as C. cacti, found abundantly on the Pacific

coast, prey upon scale-insects, and are consequently among the most useful friends

of fruit-growers. In Euroj^e C. bqnistulatus is abundant in all stages on a species of

huckleberry {Vaccinium niyrtillus).

Coccinella is hemisjjherical, hairless, and contains many ju'etty sj^ecies, which

have received oftentimes scientific names to indicate the number

or nature of their spots. Among them, C. novemnotata, the nine-

spotted lady-bird, has a black and white head and prothorax, and

reddish elytra, on which are nine round black spots. The figures

give a good idea of the appearance of this species. C. septempunc-

tata, the seven-spotted lady-bird, one of the largest and commonest

Euro25ean S
2
)ecies of this family, resembles in a general way C. nov-

emnotata, and w^as used in earlier times, like some other species of
pupiTaboTe”*^^*’

lady-birds, as a remedy for toothache. Forskal, late as 1775, enu-

merates Coccinella in the materia meclica of Cairo, Egypt. In the accom
2
)anying

figure are a few other common Eiiro
2
)ean lady-birds.

Fig. 348.— European laclv-binis. a, Coccinella dispar ; b, C. impusOdata ; c, Chilocorus bipusiulatus ;
d, Coccinella septempunctata, and e, larva; /, Micraspis duodecimpunctata.

Aclalia bipunctata is our most common S23ecies, and is often called the two-spotted

lady-bird. Its head is black, with two yellow spots on each side above
;
prothorax

black, with yellow lateral portions, and a few doi’sal yellow S
2

)0ts ;
scutellum black

;

elytra reddish-yellow, each with one central round black spot. Beneath, the epipleurae

are reddish-yellow
;
the margins of the prothorax yellow

;
all else black. This S

2
‘»ecies

hibei’nates in large numbers under bark, in barns, and even in houses. In early spring

the two-s23otted lady-birds come out of their hiding-24laces and lay their oblong yellow

eggs in little masses upon the bark of trees, choosing localities where there is a pros-

25ect of an abundant su2)25ly of
2
)lant-lice, U240n which their larvae feed. A few of

these beetles brought indoors and put \ipon house-23lants will seek out the plant-lice,

and the females, if they discover a colony of plant-lice, will de
2
JOsit their eggs near
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Fig. 349. — Hippodamia
conrergens ; a, larva;
b, pupa.

them, insuring their destruction as soon as the eggs hatch. The full-grown larvae

have a similar form to that of Hippodamia converge^is, are black, with a yellowish

sjiot on each side of the first, and another on the dorsum of the fourth abdominal

segment. When ready for jjupation the larva attaches its abdomen to some ob-

ject, shortens and swells itself up so as to split its larval skin, and, thus freed from

it, appears as a pupa in new colors and form. The spotted pupa, for the most

part black and pink, is likewise similar to that of Hippodamia convergens. The
imago, after it emerges from the })upa is, for the most part, very soft, and pale

yellow, but it becomes quickly harder and darker-colored. A. hipunctata is espe-

cially abundant during the latter jiart of summer and in autumn on birch trees,

probably attracted to these trees by the plant-lice which during that 2)art of the

year abound on birches.

Another genus, Hippodamia, contains species that are more elongated than those

of Coccinella, and a number of them are common in the United

States. H convergens and H. tredecimpunctata are known to

devour the eggs of the Colorado potato-beetle, while on the

Pacific coast H. amhigua is also of economic value. Megilla

maculata, which has a similar form and is often mentioned as

a Hip}podamia, besides eating plant-lice, preys extensively on the

chinch-bug, and also eats the eggs of the Colorado potato-beetle.

Its eggs are similar to, but smaller than those of the potato-beetle

and might be mistaken for them.

Epilachna borealis, the northern lady-bird, which is honey yellow with black spots,

was siqjposed for a long time to be the sole North American sjiecies of this family

which was a vegetable-feeder. The larvae of this sjjecies feeds upon gourd, squash,

and pumpkin vines, and the imago eats the same food. The larva is yellow and is

clothed with black-tipped sjjines. The corresi)onding European species, E. globosa

and E. undecimmaculata are jiliytophagous, the former often doing considerable

damage to lucern, and now and then eating other plants, while the latter attacks

bryony.

To the family Exdomychid^ belong nearly four hundred described species which

live, both as larva and imago, upon fungi. The S2)ecies are distinguished from the

lady-birds by their cylindrical
2
>al

2
ii and long anteimte, and often by their 2)i’othorax

having grooves at its base, and by their elongated head, the lady-birds having groove-

less prothorax and short head. The tarsi are manifestly four-jointed in some genera

of Endomychidae. The species are numerous in the tropics, many species being found

in Brazil, where, according to H. W. Bates, they hold a sort of conqdementary rehv

tionshq) to the Erotylidje,— another fungivorous family, the species of which closely

resemble Endomychidae, although the species of the former family mostly have

cryptopentamerous tarsi,— in that the Endomychidae devour small fungi while the

Erotylidae live upon large ones. The species of both families are slow in

their motions and some of them are gregarious.

Hycetina vittata, one of our most common species of Endomychidae,

is flattened, reddi.sh-brown in ground coloration, with the sutural or

median 25ortion of the elytra black, and with a black stri2)e along the fig. 350. — Myce-

middle of the outer 24ortion of each elytron. This species is often found,

in groups of a few to a hundred semi-toiqnd S2)ecimens, under half-decayed stumps,

or more rarely under boards, about mid-winter in New England.
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Sometimes the antennje of species of this family are rendered quite ornamental by

dilation of the last three joints, as in the male of Phymaphora pulchella.

Sub-Oedee II.— Ceyptopentajmeea.

This group includes beetles which in reality have five tarsal joints, one of which

is abortive and hidden, giving them the appearance of having four-jointed tarsi.

The CHRYSOJrELiD.E, the so-called leaf-eaters, includes over ten thousand described

species, none of which reach a very large size. They attain their highest development

in the tropics, although found in fair numbers in all parts of the world. They are

usually short-bodied, somewhat oval in outline, sometimes considerably flattened from

.above, and often have their head more or less concealed in or beneath the forward end

of the prothorax. There are five abdominal segments
;
the trunk is generally covered

by the elyti-a and broader than the prothorax, which latter is broader than the head.

Many of the species of Chrysomelidje are brilliantly colored, some with metallic or

iridescent lustre. The antennae are rarely as long as the body, are eleven-jointed, as

a rule, but in some genera the number of joints is less. The mandibles are mostly

split at the tip. The legs are seldom long, and consequent!)- their walk is slow
;
wings

fail in a few cases, for example in Timarcha and in the females of Metacycla.

The eggs of Chrysomelidae are laid in many cases upon the leaves or stems of

pl.ants Avithout being covered. They are usually elongated and yelloAvish. The first

brood of larv® are mostly hatched from eggs laid in spring by beetles that have

hibernated under bark and leaves. The larvae of Chrysomelidae vary exceedingly in

form .and habits
;

the head is small
;

the body ordinarily has thirteen segments,

of Avhich the three thoracic ones are always provided Avith legs, and are generally

sm.aller than the abdominal segments
;
the prothorax of many sjAecies is distinguishable

by its form, color, .and firm consistence of its dorsum
;
the terminal segment of the

abdomen in many species is prolonged beloAV to form a retractile simple or bifid

process which assists in locomotion, and behind AA-hich is the anus. Lacordaire

classified the larA-ae of Chrysomelidm in a Avay to indicate much concerning their habits

as Avell as their structure
;
the following is an abstract of his diA’isions. First, elongated,

Av-hitish, sub-cylindrical larvae, living at the base of aquatic plants {Ponacia). Second,

laiwse Avhich coA-er themselves with their excrement. Short, oblong, brownish larvae,

Avithout special device for carrying their excrement {Lema, CriocerU). Oval, broad,

spiny larv£e, bearing their excrement uiAon a fork attached to the anal segment ( Cas-

sida and its allies). Third, miners. Elongated, sub-cylindrical laiwae t.apered at both

extremities {Ilcdtica and other flea-beetles). Oblong larA'aa, attenuated at the tAvo

ends, .and having lateral Avarts {IIisp>a, Odontotu). Fourth, short, thick, coloi-ed

l.arvae, gener.ally jjrovided with a false anal foot, often Avarty, and living exposed on

pl.ants {Chrysomela, Doryphora., Gastrophysci). Fifth, elongated, sub-cylindrical,

warty, Avhitish larA'ae, ciuwed upon themseh-es at their jAOsterior end, and liv'ing in

cases on plants or in ants’ nests {Clythra., Cryptocephalus).

The larv£E mo\-e sloAvly, eat parts of pl.ants, usually the leaves, sometimes the roots,

and each species generally confines its attacks to one kind, or at most to one family

of plants, both laiwa and imago often eating the same 2)lant. Not only the laiwie but

often the images are in many species gregarious. Birds do very little to reduce the

number of these larA-oe, many of which have disagreeable odors, Avhile others are

protected by covering themselves with their own excrement, and still others .are hidden
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in cases and mines, or not noticed by birds on account of their minuteness
;
as a result

of this immunity from attack species of Chrysomelidae often become serious pests, as

is the case with the Colorado potato-beetle.

The pupal state is 23assed, as a rule, as follows : underground, often with slight

cocoon, by the first half of the larvae mentioned in Lacordaire’s second group, and by

some of those of his third and fourtli groujjs
;
under water in a cocoon attached to

stenis of water-jjlants, by species of his first group
;
in the leaf-mines by some species

in his third group
;
ujjon leaves by the second half of his second group, and by most

of liis fourth group
;
and in larval cases by the species of his fifth group.

Entomologists usually divide the Chrysomelidae into tribes, divisions which, to a

certain extent, coincide with the groups of larvae before mentioned, but forms of espe-

cial interest will be discussed here in their systematic order, without further sub-

division of tlie family.

Species of Cassida and allied forms are recognized by the excessively wide margins

of the prothorax and elytra, and by the head being partly or wholly concealed beneath

the forward margin of the prothorax, the whole insect thus presenting a flattened,

roundish, scale-like asi)ect. ximong ti’opical species very brilliant coloration is found.

Desmonota variolosa is a round metallic-green species from South

America, not rarely seen set in jewelry
;

its elytra are so hard as to

resist the j^oint of a slender pin. Mesomphalia consp)ersa, another

South American species, which has an elevated jn-otuberance formed

by the anterior j^art of the elytra, is dull metallic blackish green,

with velvety black in round jDunctures, and with six larger spots

that show as burnished gold through a downy
2
)ubescence. Many

of our own siiecies which resemble Cassida, feed upon jfiants of the

potato family {Solanacece), upon the sweet-potato {Ipomosa batatas), and others

of the morning-glory family {Co7ivolvidacecB). Coptocycla awichalcea, found on

the wild morning-glory, is brilliant gold-color, which is said to vary in shade with

the emotions of the animal, and which disappears when the insect dies. The larva

of this species was long ago described by T. W. Harris, and later by Dr. C. V.

Riley
;

the latter added a description of the egg. Tlie egg is about 0.04 of an

inch long, of rather irregular angular form, flat, and usually furnished with spine-like

appendages. They are laid singly upon the leaves of the food-plant of the larva.

The larva is flat, oval, dark brown, with a paler shade upon the back, and is margined

with a row of branched S
2
)ines

;
while, by means of its anal fork, it carries over its

back, as iwotection from jiredaceous animals, a parasol made of its own molted skins

and excrement. Pupation takes place in a spiny, flattened pupa which is attached to

the leaves of the food-jilant by a sticky secretion. Unlike the pup* of most beetles,

this one iloes not have its legs free, although it can raise itself up at will, jiei’pendicu-

larly to the surface on which it is attached. The first brood of beetles emerge from

their pup* about July, having undergone their metamorphoses in a few weeks, and lay

the eggs for a fall brood.

Fig. 351.— Mesom-
phalia conspersa.

Coptocycla clavata, a common potato-beetle in Xew England, is very dark brown,

with thin yellow margin, the transparency of whicli is interru
2
>ted by a dark brown

2
iatch at the anterior extremity of, and another just behind, the middle of each elytron,

giving the beetle a curious turtle-like a
2
i
2
)e‘'irfince, in fact the resemblance of S

2
iecies of

Cassida and Coptocycla to turtles has given them the common name of ‘tortoise-

beetles.’
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Chelymorpha cribraria, found on milkweed {Ascle2}ias), is not as much flattened

as Cassida, is reddisli, with a number of round, black siDOts on the pronotum and

elytra, giving it a slight resemblance to a lady-bird.

Odontota has a somewhat quadrate, or wedge-shaped form, narrowed in front,

distinctly eleven-jointed antennae, and coarsely punctured elytral stilae. t
Odontota scutellaris, the flattened larvae of which mine in the leaves of

the locust, is a common species, whose devastation extends to a number

of trees besides the locust. It is dull yellow, with a black stripe upon

the suture between the elytra, a black head, and is black beneath. The

larvae a23pear in New England in July, and transform to beetles in fig. 352.—Or^on-

August, after a short i^upation in the leaves of the locust.
totamha.

Quite a number of Chrysomelidae have the hind femora much thickened, enabling

them to jump. Some of the smaller species jump with great activity, and on that

account have been termed flea-beetles. Once the fletubeetles were united in the genus

Haltica, a name from a Greek word, meaning good at jumping, but they have been

divided since into numerous genera. Some of the flea-beetles hibernate as larvae, others

as images. Many of them are seriously injurious to plants, the leaves of which they

either mine or All with small holes. In this way the leaves of tobacco are often rend-

ered unfit for cigar-making by a sjjecies of Crepidodera.

Flea-beetles of the genera Psylliodes and Diholia bore, in the larval state, in the

stems and leaves of succulent
2
?lants. P. chrysocephala., in Europe, devastates turnip

fields, but often turns its attention to other crops. D. cerea, a little, round blue-black

beetle, often swarms in this country from May until the beginning of winter, on the

plantain {Plantago major) the leaves of Avhich it riddles.

The early stages of Phyllotreta striolata, the turni
2
) flea-beetle will suffice to give

an idea of the transformations of flea-beetles. The larva is linear, about 0.35 inch

long, has an anal pro
2
>-leg; it is whitish, with head and posterior extremity light

brown. The white pupa is enclosed in a little earthen cocoon beneath the ground.

Pupation lasts about two weeks. The beetle is less than 0.1 inch long, black, with a

wavy yellow stripe on each elytron. The larva feeds upon roots of cabbages and tur-

nips underground, causing death of the
2
flants

;
the imago eats the leaves of the same

plants.

Phyllotreta nemorum, a Euro23ean flea-beetle, devastates turni
2
>fields, while its

orange-yellow larva bores the leaves of the young
2
:ilants

;
like its American congener

it eats other species of cruciferous plants. Crep)idodera cucumeris, a black flea-beetle

about 0.06 inch long, which, as its name indicates, infests the cucumber, does not con-

fine itself to that 23lant, but mines the leaves of
2
^otatoes and of many other

2
)lants.

C. carinata, a green species, sometimes injiu-es greenhouse plants, and seems especially

destructive to fuchsias. Graptodera chahybea, a flea-beetle usually steel-blue, and

about 0.15 inch long, is a pest to grape-growers, for it not only eats the leaves, but it

destroys the bi;ds of the grape. Its larva feeds externally on the leaves, descending

into the earth to 25npate. The images hibernate, laying their orange-colored eggs in

clusters on the grape leaves in the spring.

Among the large species of saltatorial Chrysomelidie, two genera, (Edionychis and

Pisonycha, are re
2
^resented by numerous S

2
'>ecies in the fauna of eastern North America,

and another genus, Blepharida, by a single S23ecies. The species of Pisonycha are

often 25rettily colored. P. alteriiata, a common S23ecies on willows, is about 0.3 inch

long and half as wide, has a reddish head with black eyes and antennae, a reddish pro-
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thorax with two round, black spots each side of the middle, and dull yellow elytra

with sutural and marginal black line from their bases to their tijjs, and a black line

extending from the base to near the ti]) upon the middle of each elytron. This species

is dull red with black markings beneath. CEdionychis differs from Disonycha in hav-

ing the last joint of the posterior tarsi globosely inflated at the tiji. CEdionychis

thoracica has deep blue elytra, yellowish head and epipleurae
;
eyes and antennae are

black, and the yellowish prothorax bears a few black sjjots. Blepharida rhois is a yel-

lowish beetle above with brown blotches on the elytra, which latter are also punctate

with dark brown dots. The eyes, antennae, legs, and under side of the abdomen are

dark brown. Its length is about 0.25 inch
;

its antennae are set wider apart than in

most flea-beetles, resembling, in this respect, Chrysomela, from which it is readily dis-

tinguished by its thickened thighs. Its eggs are deposited, five or six together,

beneath pellets of its excrement. Its yellowish larva which is, like the beetles, abund-

ant on leaves of sumach {Rhus), covers itself with its own excrement by means of its

extensible anus. The larva is broader than the larvae of other saltatorial Chrysome-

lidae, thus approaching the form of larva in the genus Chrysomela.

Structurally similar to the larger flea-beetles, and like them having the antennae

set in close approximation between the eyes, but separated from them by their slender

femora, are the genera Diahrotica and Galeruca

;

the sjiecies of the former genus

have a carinate front, while those of the latter have a flat front with an impressed

median line.

Galeruca xanthomelcma is a species introduced into America from Europe, accord-

ing to Townend Glover, as early as 1837, and does considerable damage to the elm in

both countries. The beetle is about 0.25 inch long, oblong, brownish yellow or yel-

low, marked with black as follows : one or two s
2
)ots on the head, three on the pro-

notum, and, on the elytra, a very narrow sutural line, outside of which, on each side, is

a broad stri
2
:)e not reaching the apices of the elytra. The yellow, oblong-oval eggs

are de
2
')Osited on the under side of the leaves in groups of from three to twenty or

more. The egg state lasts about a week. The larvae, of which the first brood a
2
ipeai's

in May, are nearly cylindrical, yellowish black with black markings; they change their

skin three times after leaving the egg before pupation, thus having four larval stages,

which last ordinarily about two weeks, but under es25ecially favorable conditions only

six or eight days. The 25U2)a is oval, with a few’" conspicuous black bristles, and is

found in crevices of bark or of the ground, or on the ground beneath leaves. The

pupal state requires from six to ten days. There are three or four broods yearly,

according to climate. The beetles of the last brood hibernate, and the few survivors

of the winter lay the eggs for the first brood early the next S
2
)ring. Both larva? and

imagos feed upon the elm, 25«'U'tly skeletonizing its leaves, but of course the greater

2)art of the damage is done by the larvae. Each successive brood is usually larger and

more destructive than the
2
>receding one, but the majority of the last brood each year

is killed by the frost of wdnter. In Austria the larva, as well as the imagos, are said

to hibernate. Dr. C. V. Riley, who has investigated this species in Washington, D. C.,

writes of its enemies: “Among these there are Platynus punctiformis Quedius

molochinus, which feed on the full-gi'own larvae when these retire for 2Hi23ation, and

also on the pu
2
?ae. The larva of a Chrysopa (probably C. rufilabris) feeds u

2
)on the

eggs of the Gcderuca ; Reduvius novenarius sucks both beetles and larvae on the leaves,

while Mantis Carolina
2
?reys upon the beetle. Of the numerous other insects found

among the pupae under the trees, e. g., Tachyporus jocosus, sundry spiders, myria-
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pods, etc., several are doubtless enemies of the Galeruca, though we have, as yet, no

proof of the fact. Many birds were observed on the trees infested by the beetles, but

the English sparrow, which was the most numerous, did not feed on the insect in any

stasje of growth.”O O
Very closely related to the numerous species of Galeruca is Trirhabda. T. tornen-

tosa, a common insect on species of golden-rod {Solidago) in the eastern United States,

is about 0.4 inch long, and of a dingy yellowish brown with three dull, black longi-

tudinal stripes on the elytra, three black spots on the prothorax, and one on the

head.

Probably few jaersons have failed to notice the small, yellow and black striped

beetles, Diabrotica vittata, which swarm upon cucumber, squash, melon, and similar

vines, almost as soon as they appear above the ground. This beetle is

elongate-oval, about 0.22 inch long
;
the elytra are striate

;
the general

color is straw yellow with a black stripe along the middle of each

elytron, reaching from its base nearly to its tip and a stripe covering

the elytral suture
;
head, knees, tips of tibiae, and tarsi are black. The

^Mata.

damage, often considerable, which this beetle does to young cucumber

vines above ground is slight compared with that which its larva does to the roots below

the surface of the soil. At the time when these beetles are swarming about the young

vines, they lay their eggs at or just below the sui'face of the ground on the stems of

the jdants. These eggs soon hatch, and the larvae feed upon or bore into the roots

and stems of the jilants for nearly a month, when they pupate in a little oval cavity

which they form in the ground. The pujeal state lasts about two weeks. The larvm

are slender, cylindrical, about 0.4 inch long, and nearly white
;
their head is brownish,

and they have a brownish S
2
)0t on the dorsum of the posterior segment. This species

hibernates as imago, and is said to do so as pupa
;
the rapid gi-owth of its larva enables

it to have from two to three broods each year. In early sj^ring, before cucumber vines

ai’e out of the ground, these beetles attack jiear, j)each, and other blossoms
;
and I

have found them especially abundant on the flowers of the shad-bush {Amelanchier

ca7iadensis). While the beetles eat a few cucumber jflants, confining their attacks

entirely to portions above ground, the larva a little later cause whole j^lants to wither

and die. It is the practice of many farmers to sow an extra number of seeds in each

hill, so that, after some are destroyed, enough will still remain
;
others protect their

plants with muslin or other screens, both from the attack of the images and from their

ovipositing on the plants; still others sprinkle their young plants with lime, paris

green, hellebore powder, or similar insecticides. Dr. II. Shimer discovered the larva

of a small parasitic fly occiij^ying the abdomen of females of this beetle, and, having

bred the fly, named it Tachma diabroticm. The fly larva leaves its hosts Avhen it is

full-grown, and j^upates on the surface of the ground, emerging from the pupa in less

than two weeks. Parasitism of the images of Coleoptera by Diptera, as in Diabrotica.,

is not very common.

Another species of Diabrotica., of a greenish yellow ground color, with twelve large,

black spots— some of which are at times confluent— ujjon the elytra, is D. duodecim-

punctata. The elytra of this species are not striate
;
the abdomen and bases of the

femora are yellow. This species sometimes attacks cucumber, melon, and squash vines,

and is said to damage the leaves of the dahlia, but I have found it most abundantly on

the flowers of the golden-rod {Solidagd). The larvae of D. longicornis, another

species, bores in the roots of corn.
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No chrysomelid has attracted more attention or has been more extensively studied

than the Colorado potato-beetle, Doryphora decemlineata. This species was first

described by Thomas Say, an early American entomologist, in the year 1824, from

specimens taken a few years before, on the ui^per Missouri River, near the base of the

Rocky Mountains. This insect, as was later discovered, fed upon sand-bur {Solanuni

rostratum) in its native home, but as the cultivation of the potato was extended west-

ward in the northern United States, this beetle found the latter plant so well suited

to its tastes that about 1859 it began spreading over the northern United States at a

rate which, until it reached the Mississippi Rivei', did not exceed fifty miles a year,

but at a steadily increasing rate, as it reached regions with denser population and

more railroads, until in 1874, it reached the Atlantic coast in many ^places; a total

average annual rate, according to Dr. C. V. Riley’s estimate, of about eighty-eight

miles. It is now so common in all the northern States and in Canada that the inhabi-

tants of these regions need no figures or descriptions to recognize it, but the people

of regions not yet infested may recognize the beetle and its earlier stages by the

accompanying figures and a brief description. A figure is added of the nearly-related

Doryphora juncta., a sjpecies which has been often mistaken, even by entomologists,

Fig. 354.— Dory2)h(yra decemlineata, Colorado potato-beetle, eggs and larva. On the right, D. juncta.

for the Colorado potato-beetle, although it does not attack the potato, but lives upon

the horse-nettle (/Solanum carolinmse).

'F>o‘tX\ D. decemlineata and D. juncta have a brownish yellow ground color; the

prothorax is marked with black spots, usually eighteen in number, but which are sub-

ject to variations of exactly the same nature in both species
;
upon each elytron are

five longitudinal black stripes, two of which unite at the apical end of the elytron. In

D. decemlineata it is, however, always the third and fourth stripe, counting from the

outer edge of the elytron, that unite at their tips
;
in D. juncta it is always the second

and third, counting in same way, that unite, while in the latter species the space

between the second and third stripes is generally browmish. The legs of D. juncta

are pale, except a black sjpot on the femur, while the tai'si and knees of D. decem-

lineata are black.

The female Colorado potato-beetle lays from five hundred to one thousand eggs

during the season, from ten to forty at a time, in clusters on the under side of potato

leaves. These eggs are oblong, about 0.06 of an inch long, fastened by one end, and

are orange yellow. The eggs of D. juncta are lighter colored. The eggs hatch in

about a week
;
the convex larvae are at first dark reddish brown, becoming paler and

brighter in coloration as they increase in size. The full-grown larva is about 0.5 long,

with the abdomen much convex above. Along the sides of the abdomen are two rows
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of black S230ts, the head and feet are black, and there is a ring of the same color ujmn

the second segment. The head and legs of D.jimcta are, on the contrary, jjale, and

they have bat one row of black dots on each side. The larvae of the Colorado
2
)Otato-

beetle attain their full growth in from fourteen to eighteen days, and go under ground

to
2)ui)ate, where they form a naked yellow jiuj^a. The jm^jal state lasts about ten

days, so that only about a month is required for all stages together, from the egg to

the perfect beetles. This enables these insects to have from two to four broods yearly,

and as the females do not lay their eggs all at one time a succession of larvae is pro-

duced, so that one may find the sjsecies in every stage of growth at any time during

summer and autumn. Both beetles and larvae feed on the same plant. The beetles

hibernate underground and lay eggs the next spring.

The immense ai’mies of these beetles which have at times attacked potato-fields,

where they could be gathered by measure rather than by number, have rendered them

a serious pest to farmers, and their actual destruction of whole fields of a vegetable

almost necessary to human existence in some countries has caused Doryphora to be

the subject of much careful investigation, and of some legislation. European nations

have sometimes prohibited the importation of American potatoes, and fines have been

imposed in England for possessing living Colorado potato-beetles.

The sudden spreading of D. decemlineata over an area of about 1,500,000 square

miles has not only been accomj^anied by a change of food-plant from one species of

Solanace£e to others, but even to jdants of other families. It will eat, when potatoes

are not at hand, cabbage, common thistle {Cirsium lanceolatum), jjigweed {Amarantus

retrojlexus), hedge-mustard {Sisymbrium officinale), and numerous other plants, and

when absolutely compelled by hunger it has been known to eat grass and the cultivated

oat. Most all widely distributed insects are subject to considerable variation
;
the

Colorado potato-beetle forms no exception, and the fact of its extensive distribution

in so short a period as twenty-five years in j)ortions of America having considerable

diversity of climate, together with the variations consequent ujDon difference of food-

plants to which it has accommodated itself, makes these variations of jjattern, color,

and size furnish, as Dr. Riley has observed, “ interesting material for the close species

makers,” and indicates a fertile field of investigation of the variations which twenty-

five years or less of changed environment can produce in a species the whole history

of the spread of which is comjiaratively well recorded.

As Doryphora itself spread like a wave of destruction over the country, for the

first few years its dejsredations in any region were scarcely hindered, but later, while

man was learning how to i^oison it, lower animals were developing a taste for it. The
lady-birds attack the eggs and larvae

;
numerous species of Hemiptera, such as PocUsus

spinosus and Harpactor cinctus, suck out the juices of the larvae
;
a fly {Lydella dory-

phorm) lives in its larval state as a j^arasite within the larvae of Doryphora, and has

been found so abundant in jdaces as to nearly exterminate the beetle; and the eggs

and larvae are eaten by several beetles, among which Lebia grandis— once not very

common— has aj^parently increased in numbers on account of the food-sui^ply which

Doryphora furnishes. The above-mentioned insects are selected from over two dozen

species known to attack Doryphora. Among wild birds the crow, quail, rose-breasted

grosbeak {Qoniaphea ludoviciana), and cardinal grosbeak {Cardinalis virginianus) •,

and, among domesticated birds, the duck, devour these beetles. In some cases chickens

have acquired the habit of feeding upon them, and the common toad does good service

in eating large numbers of them.
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Among the many insecticides which are used to reduce the numbers of Doryphora.,

Paris green and London purple are generally considered best. Paris green, or as it is

sometimes called Scheele’s green, is an arseniate of copper often used as a j^igment.

It is extremely poisonous, and is diluted with twenty times its weight of flour and

sprinkled with a sieve upon the potato-plants. London
2
>urple, which is a waste

product of anilin manufacture, contains about forty per cent of arsenic, and although

very much cheaper than Paris green it is still more poisonous, and is used in the same

way, dihited with about thirty-six parts of flour. In all cases where these poisons are

used cattle should be carefully excluded from the fields.

Severe cases of i^oisoning from handling the beetles themselves, in quantity, have

been reported
;
likewise the vapor arising when they are killed by scalding is said to

be jjoisonous. While such cases of poisoning are ajjparently authentic and are not

improbable, yet the question of the poisonous nature of Doryphora is one that requires

much further careful investigation than it has received.

Very closely related structurally to Doryphora., which is itself sometimes retained

in the genus Chrysomela, is C. clivicollis and C. scalaris. C. clioicollis, which is

. often called C. trimaculata., is about 0.4 inch long, with deep blue head,

thorax, antennae, legs, and under-side, while the elytra are reddish orange

with a few blotches of black upon them. Its reddish larva, which re-

sembles in form that' of Doryphora., feeds, like the imago, upon species

Fig 355 — c^)/-
milk-weed {xisclepias). C. scalaris is one of a group of chrysomelids

^coiif^
which have the elytra covered with curious hieroglyphic stripes and mark-

ings, whence they have been given by some authors the generic name of

CaUUjrapha. The greenish-black and white imago, which is about 0.3 inch long, after

passing the winter under leaves and in rubbish, appears early in the spring upon elm

and linden trees and on the alder. Its eggs are deposited in May and June, and the

larvae of the first brood reach full growth by the end of the latter month. The larvae

have similar form to those of Doryphora., but are whitish, somewhat s
2
eotted with black.

Similar species of Calliyrapha are found on the hazel
(
Corylus), on Viburnum, and

on willow {Salix).

In southern Europe the larva of Chrysomela diluta is nocturnal, as is the case with

some lepido
2
eterous larvae, and comes out of its hiding

2
flaces where it S

2
eends the day

to feed upon a species of plantain {Plantago coronopus) at night. The larvae of a few

chrysomelids have a habit, when disturbed, of forcing out upon the tips of spines which

are arranged in rows along their bodies, little drops of a disagreeably odorous milky

fluid. These drops of a secretion, which is, of course, defensive in function, can be

again withdrawn into the S
2
:»ines when danger is

2
iast. Professor C. Claus found

salicylic acid in the larva of C. popxdi, the European species in which this peculiar

secretion has been most studied. In America larvae of Plagiodera scrip>ta, P. laph

ponica, and P. tremidce have similar secretions.

Gastrophysa polygoni is an oblong beetle, about 0.15 inch long, of which the

prothorax, legs, and basal joints of the antennae are reddish brown, the rest of the

insect shining blue, exce
2
it in the case of females when they are much distended with

eggs
;
then the portions of the distended abdomen which the elytra cannot cover are

yellow or yellowish brown. This beetle is very abundant from A
2
wil to September

iq^on common knotgrass {Polygonum aviculare) both in Euro
2
?e and in America.

The groups of yellow eggs on the leaves of the knotgrass hatch in from eight to eleven

days. The yellow larvae resort to the ground for 2)U23ation. There are two or three
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broods yearly. J. A. Osborne found that parthenogenesis sometimes occurred in

G. raphani, a sisecies found in England.

The most brilliant perhaps of the American species of Chrysomelidae belong to the

genus Chrysochns. This genus, and a few others associated with it, differ from

Ghrysomela and the forms just described in that they have the third tarsal joints

bilobed. Chrysochus auratus., from the eastern United States, is oblong-oval, about

0.4 inch long, of a brilliant metallic green, which, viewed in different directions, changes

to deep red or bright blue shades. During July and August this species is very

common on dog-bane {^Apocynuni). In the Pacific States C. cobcdtinus, of a change-

able cobalt-blue, is very common.

Belonging in the group with Chrysochus, but less brilliantly colored, are Adoxus,

FicUa, Colasjyis, Pavia, Scelodouta, and Pachnephorus. The larvje of Adoxus vitis

— a little ]nibescent black species with brownish-yellow elytra and legs, and with the

first four joints of the antennae — does much damage to the

graj^e in Europe and is found in America. It is about 0.1 inch

long. Fidia viticida, a chestnut brown species with short whit-

ish hairs, injures the grapes in the Western States by riddling

their leaves. The beetle is about 0.3 inch long. Colaspis

flavida, a clay-yellow species about 0.25 inch long, attacks the

grape, uj)on the roots of which its larvae feed. C. brimnea, a

brown S
2
)ecies of which C. flavida has been considered a variety

;

Paria aterrima, a black species of about the same size as Colas-

pis / and Scelodouta nebulosus, an ashy gray sjiecies of like size,

all feed as larvae uijon strawberry roots, the larvae of three sj^ecies

being very much alike. Pachnephorus cylindricus, \i\\\Ca. is fig-
^

ured, is from Europe and northern Africa.

The species of Cryptocephalus are short, cylindrical, and generally small. They
resemble those of Pachybrachys, but in the latter genus the j^rothorax is margined at

the base and not crenulate, while in Cryptocephcdus it is not margined at the base and

is crenulate. In both genera the prothorax is nearly as wide as the elytra are, and the

perpendicular head is set dee2)ly into the j^rothorax
;
the antennas are filiform. The

larvae inhabit little cases upon leaves of different trees. Beetles and larvae alike have

a habit of falling to the ground when disturbed, thus escaping observation. The
number of species of Cryptocephcdus and Pachybrachys is large, there being in the

United States about forty described species of each genus. The species are usually

])rettily marked Avith colored stripes or spots. Cryptocephalus con-

fluens, Avhich is figured, Avill give a good idea of the form and of one

type of figuration in these genera. It is a pretty North American

s])ecies, in which the general coloration is yellow, that of the thorax

being tinged with brick-red, while three black longitudinal lines adorn

each elytron. Two of these lines are confluent ujron the elytral

suture, AAdience the specific scientific name. Westwood mentions

that the larval cases of a sjoecies of Lamprosoma, a genus near

Cryptocephcdus in classification, mimic Avith remarkable accuracy

the buds uj^'cn the bark of the trees on which the larv'je feed.

In Europe there are numerous species of a genus resembling, in general, Crypto-

cephcdus, but of larger insects; this is Clythra. In Clythra, hoAveA^er, the antennae are

serrate and the anterior coxal cavities are confluent, not as in Cryptocephalus se
2
)arated
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by tlic prosternura. No species of Chjthra, properly speaking, have been found in the

United States, but a nearly related genus, Coscinoptem., is rei)resented by sevei-al spe-

cies. The larvae of Chjthra and Coscinoptera are case-bearers, and the larvae of Clythra
quadrisignata, a connnon Euroj)ean species, although normally feeding on willow, has

been often found in ants’ nests. A part of the life-history of our most abundant species?,

Coscinoptera dominicana has been described by Ur. C. V. Riley. The beetle is about
0.22 inch long, and is, with the exception of the yellowish brown labrum, entirelv

black; the upper surface is densely punctate, the under side covered with ashy gray
pubescence. The eggs are attached in groui)S to plants, and each egg is borne upon
the end of a delicate silk-like stalk, thus resembling somewhat the egss of the lace-

wing {Chrysoqya). The egg is covered, as is also tlie case with the eggs of most
species of Cryptocephalas and of Clythra., with markings formed by the excrement or

by a secretion of the beetle. The eggs hatch in from fourteen to eighteen days, and
each egg-shell serves the newly hatched larva for a case, into which it Avithdraws on
the slightest disturbance. The young larva feeds on dead and decaying leaves of many
kinds of trees. When its case becomes too small to accommodate its increased size, it

cements pieces of earth upon the margins, of the egg-shell, using saliva to make the

materials adhere. Thus a ridged case is formed, in which the larva passes its life,

jAi'obably requiring two years for full growth, and jmpating finally in its case, after the

entrance of the latter is sealed nj) and the Avhole case firmly secured to some surface.

Chlamys., of which the larvcE are also case-bearers, differs from Cryptocephalas and

Coscinoptera in being covered with large tuberosities, and in having grooves in the

flanks of the prothorax to receive the antenna?. The species generally have metallic

coloration, sometimes dull; some of them, including our commonest species, Chlamys
plicatay so closely resemble a piece of caterpillar’s dnng that birds would not

pick them from a leaf. The eggs of C.plicata are borne upon short peduncles, and it

has been discovered that, before they are protected by a coating of excrement or of

seci’etion by the female, they are gi'eedily sought for and devoured by the males. The
larva feeds on oak, sycamore, blackberry, and sweet-fern, and inhabits a nearly smootli

sub-globular case, which is formed, as in Coscinopytera, by additions to the egg-shell.

Puj)ation takes jilace in the case, jircviously secured to a leaf by its oral end, and the

imago, when about to emerge, cuts a lid from the aboral end of the case.

Two genera, Lema and Crioceris, the latter introduced from Europe, represent in

North America another group of Chrysomelida?. The characters of this group may be

summed uj? as follows
:
prothoi-ax narrower than the elytra, not margined

;
middle ventral

segment not narrowed, and last dorsal segment covered by the punctato-striate elytra;

prosternum very narrow
;

first ventral segment scarcely longer than the second.

Lema has the prothorax constricted at the middle. The best knoAvn North Amer-

ican species is L. trilineatciy a common potato-beetle. It has a reddish yellow head and

prothorax, and three longitudinal black stripes on the elyptra. Its

yellow eggs are attached to the under side of potato leaves
;
they hatch

in about a fortnight. The yellowish larvae have their anal ojiening on

the u]?per side of their terminal segment, and they cover themselves

with their soft, greenish excrement. At the end of about two weeks

Uma the larvae descend into the ground, free themselves of their excrement,

form an earthern cocoon with the aid of gummy matter from their mouth,

and pupate. Pupation lasts about a fortnight.

Crioceris has a cylindrical prothorax. C. asparagi, the common asparagus-beetle

Fig. .i-ar.

trilineata.
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of Europe, was introduced into America, near New York city, about 1856, and since

then has been slowly spreading over Long Island and New Jersey. The beetles that

have hibernated appear in early spring, and lay their blackish-brown eggs upon shoots

of asjjaragus as soon as the latter come out of the ground. The full-grown larvas are

about 0.25 inch long, ashy gray or obscure olive green, with shining black head

and, legs, and a row of small warts of the same color along each side. The ])upa is

enclosed in a slight cocoon, just underground or beneath leaves and rubbish upon the

surface. The egg state lasts about eight days, the larval stage about twelve days, and

pupation about ten days. The beetle is about 0.25 inch long, and the arrangement

of its colors— black, yellow, and red— is somewhat variable. The head is black;

the prothorax reddish, often with two black spots above
;
the elytra are yellow, with a

sutural stripe of black, from which stripe extends two black bands dividing the yellow

part of each elytron into three portions, which vary from three dots to three broad

bands, according to the width of the black sutural stripe and its branches. Beneath

the beetle is nearly or entirely shining black. Recently a second Eurojiean species of

aspatagus-beetle, Crioceris duodecimpunctata., has been introduced into Maryland.

The upper surface is orange red, each elytron having six black dots

Differing structurally from Crioceris by their very long first ventral segment, are

the numerous species of iJonacia, found upon water-plants. I)onacia resembles, in

general appearance, the longicorns (Cerambycidoe)
;
the antennas being inserted on the

front, and tilifoi-m, while the prothorax is narrow and not margined. These beetles

fly quickly from one ])lant to another. Their coloi’ation is generally metallic, often

bronze-green above, and they are clothed with water-repelling hairs beneath. A
noticeable peculiarity of species of this genus is that they are full of some corroding

acid that rusts and destroys the ])ins on which they are mounted in collections. On
this account some collectors moimt them on slips of jjaper, as is otherwise done only

with minute insects.

E. Heeger writes of D. clavipes., a European species, that the females, having passed

the winter in water and under decaying vegetation, deposit their eggs one by one, in

the davtime, upon the thick roots of the water plantain {Alisma plantago). Each

female has only from forty to fifty eggs, which are deposited in from fourteen to

eighteen days. In from ten to twenty days the larvae appear, and feed upon the roots

of the water-plantain. At the end of five or six weeks pupation takes place in a sub-

merged, parchment-like cocoon, which is fastened to the stem of the water-plantain,

and which the larvae know how to fill with air. Pupation lasts from twenty to twenty-

five days. Professor C. T. E. von Siebold states that the larvae of D. simplex fasten

themselves by the end of their abdomen in a hole which they gnaw out of the root-

stalk of the bur-reed {Sparaganium simplex), while they feed upon the diatoms and

algae of the slime about them. The boring into the bur-reed is for respiratory ^Juiqjoses,

the larvae breathing the air of the intercellular spaces of the plant by means of its single

pair of stigmata, which are in the hooks at the tip of the abdomen.

The CER.vMBYCiD.aE, the so-called longicorn family, contains nearly as many species

as does the family of Chrysomelidae, and it is difficult to give any scientific characters

by which to separate absolutely the two families, although collectors would rarely be

in doubt as to which family to assign any given specimen. The species of Ceramby-

cidse are generally somewhat elongated, often cylindrical. The antennae are usually

very long, sometimes much longer than the rest of the insect — whence the name

longicoi-n. They are mostly filiform, in some cases serrate, imbricate, or pectinate.
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rarely knobbed; they are inserted in various ways, and generally have eleven joints—
sometimes more, rarely fewer

;
they are often much better develojjed in the males than

in the females. The elytra usually cover the entire abdomen
;
a few genera, however,

have very short elytra. The wings are absent in a few species, and the elytra connate.

The mandibles are very stout, but of varialde forms. The species aia* often beautifullv

colorecl, metallic or velvety, and are oftentimes of considerable size, the Cerambycidte

probably containing the longest species of beetles. Many longicorns are more or less

spiny, some species closely resembling twigs, and, according to INIr. H. W. Bates,

^thowerus lacordairei., a Brazilian sj)ecies, mimics a butterfly’s pujia grown over with

fungus. A curious habit of Alegaderus bifa.sciatns, a species found in Texas, is to eat

out the 2)i'iiited i)ortions of posters. Certain species are odorous, those of Priouus

using their odor as a sexual attraction. Callichroma mosc/iafa, a large Pluroiiean spe-

cies, derives its specific name from the 2)leasant musky odor which it exhales, and which

is noticeable at considerable distance fi’om the insect. Sonoritic organs are possessed

by nearly all, probably by all, si)ecies of Cerambycida'.

The eggs are laid in crevices of bark and of wood
;
the larva; feed in both living

and decayed wood. The females of a few sjiecies girdle twigs and lay their eggs in

the portion beyond the girdling; the twigs thus girdled die and are broken off by

winds, thus furiushing fresh but dead wood for the larva. The females of certain .

species are said to cut off or girdle twigs by seizing them in their mandibles and flying

rapidly around the twig as a centre
;
this mode of girdling is exceptional, if ]tractised

by any species, since longicorns mostly girdle twigs while resting on the branch below

the point to be girdled. Some shades lay a large number of eggs; Priomis laticollis

has been found, upon dissection, to contain from three hundred to six hundi'ed eggs.

The metamorphoses of some species of longicorns are sup2>osed to require as long as

twenty years, but if this is the case it is exceptional, for many sj)ecies attain full

growth in from one to three years.

The larvag of Cerambycida; are long, cylindrical, or flattened whitish

grubs, with distinct labial 2>‘^lpb elliptical or circular stigmata, and

Y-sha2jed anal 02Jening. They bore, for the most 2>iii't, in woody por-

tions of trees
;
some, however, attack herbaceous 2Jlants. The head of

the larvm is 2^artly reti'actile into the first thoracic segment, the an-

tennse are very small and concealed in a fold of the head, ocelli are

usually absent The larvae are mostly legless, and when legs are present

they are small, with only one claw
,
.but the larva' assist their peristaltic

motion through their mines by means of wart-like 2irocesses u2)on their

dorsal and ventral surfaces. The form and mode of jjlication of these

2)rocesses are of importance in distinguishing the S2jecies of longicorn

larvae. Most of the damage done by these larvae is in destroying timber

or by killing shade trees, no less than a dozen different s]recies being

known to attack hickory. In Enro2-)e damage is said to have been done

to grain by the larvae of longicorns boring in the ears, and to vegetables

such as carrots. The fleshy larva' of Alacrotoma corticinnm, cooked

with rice, are eaten bv natives of IMadagascar
;
and tlie natives about

Fig. 359. — I.ai-va t-- ^ ‘
. xtt a A i i i

of .uotinham- Iviug George s bound, in West Australia, eat both larvae and imagos

of Bardistus ciharius.

Cerambycidae are among the more diflicult beetles to classify satisfactorily, because

structural characters, which are usually generic, often become only of S2)ecific value in
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tliis family. Three sub-families are easily recognizable
;

the highest, the Prioninag,

have the prothorax margined and the labrurn connate
;
the other two sub-families, the

Cerambycina? and Lamiinas, have the labrurn free and the prothoi-ax without margin.

The Lamiinae have, however, an oblique groove on the inner side of the front tibiae,

while the front tibiae of the Cerambycinae are not grooved.

Of the Lamiinae, the genus Sapei’da is perhaps best known. The species are

nearly cylindrical
;
the prothorax is cylindrical with no spines at sides. The elytra

are a little wider than the ])rothorax, distinctly shouldered, and cover the entire

abdomen and the well-developed wings. The legs are of moderate length, and are

armed with claws which point outward at right angles to the tarsus. The claws

are simple, except sometimes the outer one of the anterior and middle tarsi of males

of certain species.

Fig. 360. — Loiigicoru beetles, a, Saperila carcharia/i; b, S. pojmli.nea; c, Acnntliocinus cerfj/is, male;
d, female; e, Lamia textor.

Saperda bivittata is from 0.55 to 0.75 of an inch long, is white beneath, with white

face and antennae, and with two white longitudinal stripes above
;
the rest is light brown.

It is found, in June and July, about apple, quince, mountain ash, thorn, shad-bush, and

other rosaceous trees, in the wood of which its larvai feed. The beetle is nocturnal,

remaining concealed by day and feeding by night, as is the case with all species of

Saperda. The imago eats the leaves of the same kinds of trees of which the larvie

eat the wood. The egg of S. bivittata is laid in a cleft made by the female in the

bark of the tree
;
after depositing it the female fills the cleft with a cement like seci’e-

tion. The young larvie bore into the trees, and where numerous they do much damage

to apple-trees. The larvie are legless, nearly cylindrical, the first segment behind the

head being largest, the succeeding ones gradually narrower; the head is small, horny,

and brownish. T. W. Harris writes that the larval state lasts two or three years, and

that the larva penetrates during that time “ eight or ten inches upwards in the trunk

of the tree, its burrow at the end approaching to, and being only covered by the bark.

Here its transformation takes jilace.” Pupation lasts a month or two.
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S. vestita, a species whose larva bores in linden and poplar, is from 0.5 to 0.8 of an
inch long, is greenish yellow, with three black spots on the middle of each elytron. The
beetles are found about the linden from May to the end of summer; they eat the
bark and petioles of the leaves. In Philadelphia their larvje have been at times so

common as to do serious damage to the linden trees by penetrating the wood and
undermining the bark. The larva? are slender, of nearly the same breadth from the

prothoracic region to the penultimate abdominal segment, and have three pairs of small

,—^ ^
thoracic feet. S. tridentata., sometimes called Compsidea tridentata,

is from 0.4 to 0.6 of an inch long, dark brown or gray in ground col-

oration, with dull red markings, as follows ; a curved line behind the

eyes, two stripes on the prothorax and a marginal, three-toothed, red

stripe on each elytron. The legless larva, which feeds on the elm,

is, according to Prof. A. S. Packard, “a little battened, wdth the

lateral fold of the body rather prominent
;
end of the body flattened,

obtuse, and nearly as wide as at the first abdominal ring.” The pro-

thoracic segment is wider than the rest of the larva. The whole larva is covered with

scattered hairs. Oviposition takes place in June; the larvfe, after channelling beneath

the bark, and furrowing the surface of the wood during one or more years, pupate in

the spring. Not only do these insects attack dead trees, but they prove very destruc-

tive to living elms. In some cases the death of elms has been attributed to leakage of

illuminating gas from the street mains, when in reality the cause of death

was the boring of this destructive beetle. S. lateralis, which somewhat
resembles S. tridentata, but in which the lateral line does not have three

teeth, also mines the inner bark of elms. Its larva is similar to that of

S. tridentata. Of other American species, S. nioesta, 8. calcarata, 8.

concolor attack poplars. The last species is gray, with darker antenna*.

8. calcarata is a large gray species, irregularly striped and spotted with

yellow; it is sometimes 1.25 inches long. Its elytra end in a spur,

whence its specific name. 8. mcesta, a black species, about 0.35 of an

inch long, is the only North American species found on the Pacific

slope, being distributed from Canada to Oregon. In Europe two com-

mon species, both living on species of poplar, are 8. carcharias and 8. fig.3U2.— Larva

p)op\dinea. 8. poptdinea is about 0.5 of an inch long, 8. carcharias about

double as long. The male of the latter species is grayish yellow, the

female is ochre yellow. 8. poptdinea is greenish or yellowish gray, with three longitudi-

nal yellow lines on the prothorax and a longitudinal row of yellow spots upon each

elytron.

Differing from the species of 8aperda, in having cleft or appendiculate claws, are

the species of the genera Oberea, Tetraoptes, and Phytcecia. The species of Oberea

are very slender, nearly cylindrical, and have the episterna of the metathorax wide, the

ejiipleurse distinct, and the claws broadly apjjendiculate. O. tripmictata, a species

about 0.5 'of an inch long, feeds as larva upon the stems of the raspberry. The beetle

is black, with a yellow prothorax, on which are three black dots ari-anged in a triangle.

It girdles the raspberry twigs in which it lays its eggs, probably in order to check the

growth of the plant.

Tetraopes has a less slender form than Oberea, the claws are cleft, the eyes broadly

divided, the jtrothorax dilated at the sides
;
the species are all bright red, marked with

black spots, and all feed upon milkweed {Asclepias). The larva? probably devour the
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roots of the same plants. T. tetraophthahnns has black legs and antennae, four black

dots arranged in a square on the prothorax, and four spots of variable size on each

elytron. In Europe species of related genera, Phyteecia and Aga-

panthia, damage various wild and cultivated plants.

Oncideres has moderately divergent claws, angulated anterior and

open middle coxae, and large front. 0. cingulatus., a grayish-brown

species, girdles and partly cuts off the twigs of hickory, pear, and other

trees, in August and September, after having deposited eggs in the

portion of the twig beyond the girdling. The winds of autumn break

the twig from the trees, and the portion containing the eggs falls to

the ground. The larvae feed upon the wood of the fallen twig, — often

when numerous reducing it to a mere shell of bark,— attain full

growth the next summer, pupaite and produce imagos the following

autumn, the whole transformations requiring only a year.

Pogonocherus is a genus of small longicoims, in which the front cox® are angulated,

the middle cox® open, and the claws divaricate. The body and legs bear long hairs,

and tufts of hair are found on the elytra. P. mixtus is one of the more common
species, and feeds upon willow. It is about 0.3 of an inch long, and is mottled light

and dark gray in color. Separated from Pogonocherus by the rounded anterior cox®

are the species of Acanthocinus., of which A. cedilis., from Europe, is figured. It appears

early in spring, and oviposits on many kinds of trees. A. obsoletus., a mottled gray

and black species, about 0.5 of an inch long, is not uncommon in the United States.

Acrocinus longinianus, which is common in tropical America, is a very curious and

striking species of longicorn. The beetle is from 1 to 1.5 inches in length of body.

It is remarkable both for its excessively long anterior legs, of which the femora and

the tibi® are each equal to or longer than the body, and for having a large movable

spine articulated upon each side of its prothorax. In coloration it is yellow, gray, and

black, arranged in stripes of irregidar pattern. It feeds upon the milky juice of Picus

glnbrata, in the wood of which its large fleshy larva bores.

The species of Monohammus are large beetles having extremely long antenn®,

especially in the males. The fore-legs of the males are much elongated. The pro-

thorax bears a strong lateral spine and the ventral segments are nearly equal in

length. M. confusor, which is brownish gray with the elytra spotted with black and

white, often reaches a length, exclusive of the antenn®, of 1.4 inches. Its larv®, as

well as those of AL scutellutus and 31. marmoratus, bore in pine wood, thus doing

considerable damage to timber. Prof. A. S. Packard says of the footless larva of 3f.

confusor. “ Boring a hole, in outline round and regular, deep in the wood of sound,

though usually in decaying, trees, and doing much injury to pine timber; a large,

soft, white, fleshy, nearly cylindrical grub, the segment next the head larger than the

others, flattened, horny, and inclined obliquely downward and forward, the succeeding

rings very short, with a transverse oval rough space on the middle above and below,

pupating inside in the wood, the beetle emerging from a round hole half an inch in

diameter.” 31. scutellatus, mentioned above, is shining black spotted with white, and

is very abundant about midsummer in the northern United States and in British

America. It is somewhat smaller than 3f. confusor, measuring from 0.5 to 1 inch

in length.

Closely related to' Monohammus are the genera Plectrodera and Ptychodes.

Plectrodera scalator is about 1.5 inches long, of robust form, and is shining black

Fig. 3C3. — Tdra-
opea tetraophthal-
mus

;

above, front
view of head.
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mottled with cream white. Ptychodes vittatus is slender, about an inch long, with

very long antennae and legs, and is of a rich brown ground color, with sutural and
marginal stripes of white. Both the above-mentioned species are found in the south-

western United States. In Europe a closely allied longicorn. Lamia textor, bores, in

its larval state, in willow twigs. The beetle is from 1 to 1.25 inches long and nearlv

half as broad, of a dark brown color, with line yellowish pubescence, through which

glimmer little black points
;

its antennae are about two-tliirds as long as its body.

Psenocerus supernotatus is a beetle only about 0.25 of an inch long, whose larva bores

in the twigs of different kinds of currants. Its front coxal cavities are augulated, its

prothorax is constricted behind and the humeral angles are distinct. The ground color

of the beetle is black, the ])rotliorax and margins of the elytra are pale brown, and

there are a few white or gray S])ots on the elytra. Mr. William Saunders has well

described the life-histoiy of this species as follows: “Early in June the parent beetle

of the native currant borer deposits her eggs upon the currant stalks, where they soon

hatch into tiny grubs, which burrow into the heart of the stem and, feeding on its pith,

reach full growth before the close of the season. They are footless grubs, which

measure when full grown about half an inch in length. The head is scarcely half as

broad as the body, is of a dark brown color, wuth black jaws. The body is whitish

with some brown dots along each side, and is slightly clothed with very fine short

hairs. When full grown and about to change to a chrysalis, the larva gnaws a channel

through the woody fibre to the outer bark, so that when changed to a beetle it can

make its escape by merely rupturing the bark. The cavity thus made is filled with

little chips to prevent the bark from being prematurely broken, and below this stuffing

the insect constructs a bed of short woody fibres, packing the j^assage below witli :i

finer material resembling sawdust. Within this enclosure, which is about half an inch

in length, the larva changes to a chrysalis and rej)oses until the fully formed beetle is

ready to emerge
;
then, gradually drawing away the obstacles to its egress, it finds its

way to the end of the ]iassage, and gnawing a small round hole through the bark,

effects its escape.” As the larvae remain in the twigs during the winter, an easy mode

of desti-oying these longicorns is to break off the dead twigs in early spring and

burn them.

JJorcadion is a well-represented genus in south-

ern Eurojie. The humeral angles are not prominent,

and wings ai-e absent; the palpi are slender, the

support of the labium distinctly visible, the an-

tennae not surpassing the body in length, and the

])rothorax with a spine on each side. P. crxix is

velvety black, with silvery white markings in a

cruciform arrangement as seen in the figure.

Turning onr attention now from the Lamiinai

to the Cerambycinae, Ave have to deal Avith longi-

corns Avffiich have jnarginless prothorax, jjaljn never

acutely pointed, and the antei’ior tibiae Avithont

grooves on the inner side.

The genus Lepttira and some genera associated

Avith it have the head distiiictly narroAved behind

their front coxae are conical
;
their eyes are nearly

or quite round, not, as in many Cerambycidaj, more or less enveloping the base of the

Fig. 364. — a, (Hytus arielis ; ^^ecydalis
major j c, Borcadion crux.

the eyes to form a sort of neck

;
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antennse
;
the stridulating plate on the niesoiiotuin is divided by a smooth portion

or by a furrow. Tliese insects frequent dowers, seeming to prefer small dowers which

grow in clusters, such as those of Spinea.

According to Le Conte and Horn’s Classidcation of the Coleoptera of North

America, from which work many of the anatomical characters of genera nientioned in

this paper have been taken, the genus Leptura itself has acute mandibles fringed on

the inner margin, long elytra, oblique or horizontal front, drst joint of hind tarsi

without brush-like sole, last ventral segment of the male not excavated, antennas with-

out poriferous spaces, and hind coxas not contiguous. There are over seventy-dve

species of Leptura in North America, north of Mexico. Their larvae feed upon

decaying wood. L. canadensis is dull brownish black with the anterior part of the

elytra dull red, and the anteniue yellow and black. It is about U.d of an inch long.

Typocerus differs from Leptura in having large poriferous spaces on the antennae.

T.fugax, a common species in the United States, has reddish brown elytra, each of

which has four more or less prominent triangular yellow spots. The prothora.x and

body beneath are nearly black, densely clothed with yellow pubescence
;
the antennte

are dull black, the legs reddish brown. Length about 0.5 of an inch.

lihaejium has the first joint of the posterior tarsi hairy beneath, and the prosternum

prominent between the coxie. R. lineatum.,%\\e. only North American species, is from

0.4 to 0.7 of an inch long, and is rusty gray, finely mottled with black. Each elytron

has three slightly elevated longitudinal ridges, whence the name Uneatum. The larva

of R. lineatwn is a flattened, yellowish-white, somewhat hairy grub, about an inch

long. Its head is as large and as wide as its prothoracic segment
;
the mesothoracic

and metathoracic segments equal in width the prothoracic segment, but are slightly

wider than the abdominal segments. This larva is very common under the bark of

pine logs, where it burrows about, and finally constructs a nest or cell in which to

pupate. These cells, in which pn})ation takes place, are built of woody threads or

fibres arranged in an oval ring between the wood and the loosened bark; the cell,

Avhich is usually a little over an inch in longest diameter, is lined with reddish bark-

dust. The beetle emerges from the pupal state in autumn, but remains in its cell

until the following spring, when it gnaws its way out
;

this is a somewhat exceptional

mode of hibernation for Cerambycidas, most of which spend the winter as larvae.

R. mordax, in Europe, copulate in April and May
;
the eggs are deposited in clefts of

bark, the larvae reaching full growth and pupating the same year. Some of the

European species of Rhagiuni attack, besides pine, the bark of birch and oak
;
R.

Uneatum thus far has been recorded only from conifers— from pine, spruce, fir, and

hemlock. Remaining torpid as these beetles do throughout the winter, in their cells

beneath the bark, they are particularly susceptible to the attacks of parasites: fungi

kill a large number of them
;

others succumb to the attacks of mites
(
Oam.asn.’i

coleojitratorum), and specimens are not rarely found which are clothed with these

])arasites so as to hide the beetle entirely from view
;
and three species of Ichnen-

monid® and one of Braconidae are known to attack R. indigator., of Europe, a rather

large number of hymenopterous parasites for a single species of beetle.

The genus Necgdcdis is characterized sufficiently by its very short elytra, from

beneath which the long wings always project, never being folded beneath the elytra,

as is the case in the Staphylinidje, and in a few other genera of brachelytrous longi-

corns. Only three species are found in the United States, and their life history is not

known. N. major., the species figured, is European.
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Differing from the foregoing genera in having simple mandibles without fringes is

the genus Desmocerus. I), palliatus is found about elder {Samhucas) when it is in

blossom. This beetle is about 0.^ of an inch long, of a deep
Prussian-blue color, excejtt the anterior portion of the elytra, which
is orange yellow. It is one of the most brilliant of our longicorn

Coleoptera. Its larva bores in the pith of the elder. The females
of D. aurqjennis, a species found on the Pacific coast, are dimor-
phic, the two forms being distinguished by different size of mark-
ings and by different fineness of punctation.

Passing now to genera of the sub-family Cerambycinse that
Fig. 3(i5.—^Desimcerus have the base of the antenme jiartly surrounded by the eyes,

Clytus and related genera have long legs, finely granulated eyes,

a rounded or broadly triangular scutellum, tibiae not carinated

and with large simrs, prothora.x never spiny or tuberculated,

efytra not sinuate, and intercoxal ])rocess acute. The species

are generally banded with yellow, white, or black, and are

active both at flight and in running. Clytus in its limited

sense, as defined by Drs. Le Conte and Horn, is confined in

Xorth America to two species, of which the life histories are

unknown. Clytui. urietis., a common yellow, black, and red

European species which is figured on page 328, is found in its

larval state in the dead wood of mulberry and sycamore trees,

and in the living wood of some other trees. C. sexyuttatus,

also figured, is from Algiers.

Cyllaie differs from Clytus in having the head i)roportionally

smaller, the front short, the intercoxal process rounded, and the

pronotum hollowed out at the sides of its base. Cyllene rohiniw

is very abundant upon locust trees, the wood of which is seri-

ously damaged by its larvae. The beetle is brownish black, figured beneath and trans-

versely striped above with yellow, and has reddish legs. Almost all the figuration is

^ produced by a coating of hair-like scales, the beetle being mostly black

y j when these scales are removed. This beetle is quite common in autumn

iqion the blossoms of golden-rod {Holidago)., the pollen of which it eats.

In September the beetles may be seen, often in considerable number,

IcS/ running over the bark on the trunks of locust trees, copulating and

J \ ovipositing. The eggs are wliite, and are laid in crevices of the bark,

place. They hatch in a short time and the young larva?

eat a slight distance beneath the bark before w inter comes on. The next

s))ring they burrow about in the wood, throwdng their refuse out of holes wdiich they

have made in the bark. Pupation takes place the latter part of July, and the beetles

emerge in August and September
;
the entire metamorphosis of this si)ecies thus lasts

only one year. CylleJie pictus is so nearly like C. rohinice that it has been confounded

with it, oftentimes by good observers. C. pictus lives as larva, however, in hickory

{Carya), the imago appears in. June, and it has slenderer and shorter antennae than

are those of C. robmice.

Playionotus spyeciosus has a form and style of marking similar to C. rohinicB, but

is larger and does not have the pronotum hollowed out at the sides. Its colors are

deep black, and yellow. The beetle is found in July, wdien it lays its eggs in the
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Fig. 3t)8. — Plaf/ionofus
sjjtciosus.

crevices of the bark of sugar ma
2
)les, in which the larvse bore. This species is not

very abundant, and, although it now and then, perliaps, kills a very young maple, its

ravages are not much to be feared. Arhopulus diffei’s structurally

from Plagionotus in having filiform instead of compressed antennae.

A. fulminans, the only North American species, is brownish black

with fine grayish markings and dark brown legs
;

it has a con-

spicuous black spot on the pronotum, and the elytra are crossed by

four fine indistinct zigzag lines of gray. Its larva bores in oak and

chestnut W'ood.

In Callichroma the scutellum is acute at the tip, the anterior

coxal cavities are closed behind, a)Kl the ])rothorax has a si)ine on

each side. A common European species, C. mosdiutu, of which

the odor has been already alluded to, is about an inch long, bronze

green with bluish green legs and antennae. Its larva lives in willow. C. S2}lendi-

du7n, a red-bronze species from 1 to 1.25 inches long, has been found in the southern

United States.

The genus ElapMdion contains longicorns of medium or large size, with rounded

thorax, moderately long, spiny antennae, coarsely

punctured eyes and often of clouded or rusty

apj^earance on account of the unequal distribu-

tion of their pubescence. E. parcdlelwn is one of

the commoner species in the northeastern United

States. It is about 0.6 of an inch long, and of an

ashy brown color. The larva is a common borer

in oak, and according to Prof. A. S. P.ackard,

“ may be recognized by the stout, thick thoracic

feet, by the rather small i)rothoracic segment

com])ared with the two hinder ones, by the ab-

sence of the ligula, by the large Avell-developed

palpi and antennae, and by the shape of the cal-

losities.” I have found the larva of this species

to be very injurious to the

hickory in northern Connec-

ticut, where it eats away the

wood beneath the bark of twigs uj") to an inch in diameter, causing

the twigs to fall in winter, when the larva continues feeding in the

fallen portion. The larva of Catogenus 7'vfiis, a beetle belonging

to the Cucujidae and common in the same region, devours pupae of

E. jKircdlelum. Chion cinctiis resembles an Elaphidion in general

aspect, exce])t that the prothorax of Chion has a short spine on

each side, and its scutellum is triangular instead of rounded behind.

In C. Guictas the scutellum is whitish, and there is an irregular

yellowish band partly across each elytron just forward of the

middle. The larva feeds in hickory.

Cerambgx heros, a not uncommon brownish-black beetle in

Europe, is from 1 to 1.6 inches long, with antennie about equal

in length to the body. Its prothorax is plicate above, and armed on each side with a

spine. Its large fleshy white larva feeds in the wood of oaks, the beetle requiring two

Fig. 369.— Chion clnctus.

Fig. 370. — Larva and
pupa of Chion cinctus.
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years for its metamorphoses. Tlie beetles frequent the, leaves of oaks, ajjpearing-

(luring June in France.

To the genus CalUdium, in its less restricted sense, belong flattened species of

longicorns with ])rothorax and elytra spineless, with eyes not embracing the base of

the antenna?, and having the femora usually much thickened. Some of the species of

this genus are very variable
;

(\ mriabile, a species common both in Europe and
America, has over twenty well-defined varieties. It is often entirely brownish yellow,

sometimes the ju-othorax only is brownish or reddish yellow, while the rest of the

beetle is deep blue. Its larva feeds in oak. C. antennatum, of the United States,

and C. violaceiim, of Europe, are both entirely of a very deep metallic-blue color.

Hoth feed, as larva?, upon

conifers.

IDjlotrupes bajulus is

similar in form to Cullid-

iti.m, but has a broader pro-

sternum. Its ju'othorax is

nearly round. The entire

beetle is usually black,

clothed in jJaces, especially

on the i)rothorax and elytra,

with ashy ]iubescence, but

sometimes the elytra are

brownish yellow. Its length

is about 0.7b of an inch.

The larvie eat the wood of

conifers, and, according to

Kirby and Spence, ha^ e done much damage to rafters and roofs in London
;
Avhen the

beetles ari-ive at maturity they even pierce sheets of lead to escape from the wood.

This species is found near the coast in Noith and South America, where it has been

introduced from Eurojie. Af^ennim moestvm., an Amei'ican sj^ecies, is similar in form

to II. bajulus, but is somewhat smaller

and of a dull, dark brown color. Its larva

bores in ])ine Avood.

The last sub-family of the longicorns,

the Prionina?, which have a margined

))rothorax, are mostly insects of consider-

able size, with strong jaws. In some

species, of which Macrotoma letJdfer is

an exanqile, the males are eight or ten

times more numerous than the females,

and fight among themselves for the ]>os-

session of the females. In these fights

the males bite off one another’s anteniue

and legs. In Priomis sexual activity

is very gi'cat, the male being attracted to

the female by her odor, and apparently, <?n the other hand, the males are attractive

to the females by the same means. Copulation, as observed in P. coriarias, lasts

scarcely two minutes.

Fig. 371. — CallUUum violaccum; h, C ';ariabUe; c, Hyloinipes bajalus.

Fig. 312. — Prioinis laticollis and impa.
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The sjjecies of Prionus have three teeth upon each side of the prothorax, the

antennae are imbricated
;

in P. hnhincornis the imbrication is beautifully exhibited.

The antennae have, iii American species of Priomes., from twelve to twenty-seven

joints. P. laticollis., one of the common North American sjiecies, is from 0.75 to 1

inch in length, brownish black in color, and both male and female have twelve-jointed

antenme. In P. i»ib)‘ico7'ms the joints of the antennae of the male vary from eighteen

Fig. 373.— a, Prionus coriarius, and b, Ergatis faber.

to twenty, while those of the female have from sixteen to seventeen joints. The
males sometimes have a different number of joints in the right and left antennae. The
fleshy white larvae of P. laticollis bore in the roots of various plants, among which

may be especially mentioned grape, apple, poplar, and pine. In Europe, P. coriarhis

is the common species
;

its larva feeds in the \yood of

oak, birch, beech, and pine. Its eggs, which are d(‘-

posited, two to eight or more in the same place, are fusi-

form cylindrical, from 0.16 to 0.20 of an inch long, and

0.04 to 0.05 of an inch in diameter. The eggs hatch

in about thirty-seven days, the young larvae eating

the bark of the tree on which the eggs are laid.

Orthosonia hrunneum (sometimes called O. ciflin-

clricum), a more elongated species than those of

Prionus, found in the eastern United States. It

is from 1.25 to 1.75 inches long, of light-brown color,

and has eleven-jointed antennae. Its large fleshy

larva, which resembles that of Prionus, bores in
. , „ . , , , , , Fig. 374. — Orthosoma brunneum.

rotten stumps ot pine, oak, and hemlock.

A lai'ge pitch-brown European sjiecies of Prioninae, Ergates faber, from 1.25 to 2

inches long, feeds, in the larval state, upon pine wood.
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Parandra hriamea, the fleshy, cerambycicl-like larva of •which is an inhabitant of

dead oak, ash, and beech wood, is from 0.50 to 0.75 of an inch long, of a shining

mahogany-brown color, and elongate form. It has antennai less than 0.20 of an inch

long, and adult structure otherwise anomalous for a longicorn, and has consequently

been put by some authors, with other anomalous allies, into the family Spondylida?.

A large number of beetles of which the head is more or less prolonged anteriorly

into a beak, and of which the larvfe have considerable resemblance to one another,

were, for a long time, included in one large family, the Curculionidie
;
the popular

name for these insects is “ weevils.” Later the Curculionidie were divided by different

authors in various ways into families, the name Curcnlionidae being retained for the

forms having the most typically beak-formed head, while the families Brnchidse,

Anthribidsp, Brcnthidaj, and Scolytida? were scjiarated from the rest. Later still,

about 1874, Dr. J. L. Le Conte constituted of the weevils, excluding the Bruchidic, a

se])arate gronj* of Coleoptera, the Rhynchophora, which was sub-divided into families.

Dr. Le Conte’s definition reads as follows : “ Rhynchophorons Coleoptera are those in

Fig. 375. — a, liruchus 2>isi ; h, B. rujimanns ; c, B. ;/mnarius

which the posterior lateral elements of the head and prothorax coalesce on the median

line of the under surface of the body, so as to unite by a single suture.” The Bru-

chidse, a group of seed-inhabiting weevils, were excluded from the Rhynchophora and

placed near the Chrysomelidte.

In the following pages the weevils, or old family Curculionida?, will be treated

under the families Brnchidae, Anthribidae, Brenthidaj, Scolytida?, and Curculionidae.

The Bruciiid.e consist of rather small, roundish or subqnadrate beetles, having the

anterior jiart of the head slightly extended, the mentnm pedunculate, the prosternum

reaching the posterior margin of the thorax beneath, the antennae eleven-jointed and

thickened toward the tip, and the maxillary pal])i fonr-jointed. The larvae of Bru-

chidae do much damage to the seeds of leguminous plants. The perfect beetles appear

when the plants are in bloom, lay their eggs, generally one by one, in the tender seeds

or upon the young pod. The larvae, as soon as they hatch from the eggs, bore in the

seed, not, however, preventing its growth. Pupation takes place in the seed, and the

perfect insect emerges in autumn or the succeeding spring, according to climate and

circumstances. Dr. J. L. Le Conte has well said that “as the function of the Ceram-

bycidae is to hold the vegetable world in check by destroying woody fibre, the Bru-
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chidae effect a similar result by attacking the seeds, and the Chrj^somelidae by

destroying the leaves.”

One of the most widely known species of Bruchida? is Uruchus pisi, the pea-weevil,

found both in Europe and in America. This beetle is about 0.20 of an inch long and

0.12 of an inch wdde, is dark brown with a few white spots on the elytra and a slightly

more prominent Avhite S
2
)Ot just in front of the white scutellum. Tlie tip of the abdo-

men, which i)rojects beyond the apices of the elytra bears a T-shaped Avhite mark.

The females fasten their lemon-yellow, sub-cylindrical eggs with a gummy secretion

upon the outer surface of the newly formed pod of the pea. The rvhite, footless

larv£E, when they hatch, bore through the pod into the dcA^eloping seed within, where

they continue to groAV with the pea itself. In eating green peas we eat, oftentimes,

large numbers of these young larva?, a very minute dot on the surface of a pea being

the only external evidence of the j)resence of a weevil larva within. The jieas that

are collected one season for next year’s seed often contain a large number of these

insects, which escaj^e as images the ne.xt spring, when the peas are planted, and

dejAOsit eggs for a succeeding generation. United effort on the j)art of those who. cul-

tivate peas would do much to lessen the number and destructiveness of these weevils.

Seed peas should be kept in bags made of tightly woven cloth from which the weevils

cannot escaj^e, and the beetles should be killed before the peas are planted by immers-

ing the bags for a moment in hot water, which process will not imj)air the germinatin;;

power of the seeds
;
or weevils may be destroyed by jnitting seed peas into a close box

and adding a little carbon disulphide. On account of the explosiveness of the A'apor

of carbon disul
2
)hide this mode of treatment should be used only in the absence of fire

or lighted lam))S. Some persons keep seed peas, after they have dried sufficiently to

prevent moulding, in close A'essels for two years, at the end of which time the jieas will

have lost A'ery little of their germinative vitality, while the weevils will have emerged

and died during the first year. Peas soAvn late in the season are not attacked by

these weevils, because they blossom after the time during which these insects ovi-

posit. The Baltimore oriole (^Icterus baltimore) splits 0])en the j)ods of peas to get

at the larvte of the pea-Aveevil, and the croAA'-blackbird ( Qidscahis pnrpnreus) is said

to eat the images in the sjjring, but these Aveevils mostly escajie the attention of other

birds.

Bruchus fabcB is another common American species, much smaller than B. pisi.,

which attacks different kinds of lieans, several beetles sometimes emerging from a

single bean, while each B. jnsi usually occupies a pea by itself. In Europe tAvo similar

species, B. granarius and B. rujimwms., are destructive both to beans and to peas.

Differing from Bruchus in having the anterior coxfe sej)arated by the prosternum

are the species of Caryoborus. C. arthriticus is an ashy-broAvn species, about 0.4 of

an inch long, from the southern United States, Avhere its larvae develop in the seeds of

the jAalmetto (Sabal palmetto).

The Anthribid^ are Aveevils, cliaracterized, according to Dr. .1. L. Le Conte, by

having the abdomen of the male and female alike
;

i. e., composed of the same number

of segments, the elytra Avith a distinct lateral fold on the inner surface, a vertical

pygidium,— or distal end of the .abdomen,— and straight .antennae.

Cratoparis lunatus, tlie commonest sj)ecies of Anthribidae in the eastern United

St.ates, is about 0..S of an inch long
;

its ground color is d.ark broAvn
;

the u]iper

half of the head and forwai-d p.art of the prothorax are cre.am-Avhite, and ah irregular

spot near the middle of each elytron is of the same color
;
the rest of the insect is
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finely spotted with cream-white and witli Ifiack. This beetle is found in species of

fungus which grow upon trunks of dead trees.

Larvffi of species of Hrachi/tarsus, another anthribid genus, are parasitic in the

females of different kinds of Coccid.e, where they eat the eggs of the scale-insects.

This is an exceptional mode of life for weevil larvae
;
the majority of them feed ujmn

vegetable matter.

The BiiEXTniDyE are very elongated weevils, probably the most elongated, propor-

tionately, of all beetles Ilrenthus anchora(jo., of tropical America as far north as

Florida, is about 1.40 inches long and only O.lll of an inch wide at its broadest part.

Still more peculiar than their extreme attenuation is the secondary sexual characters

of their mouth-parts to accord with their functions. In Eupsalis., which differs from

Brenthus in having a convex thorax without grooves, the female has a prolonged

])roboscis, with the mandibles at its tip, as is common among weevils; with this

proboscis she bores holes into the bark of the trees which are to furnish food for

the larvfe, and in each hole she deposits an egg. The male, having no such work to

perform, has no proboscis, but is provided with strong, curved mandibles of the

ordinary type found in beetles. The males have combats for the possession of the

females
;
and, although they cannot injure one another on account of their hard chiti-

nous shells, sooner or later one of the combatants withdraws, tired of the battle, leaving

the other in possession of the female. While the female is occnj)ied in boring a hole

for an egg, an operation which takes about a day, the male guards her and strives to

drive away any other males that approach. Mr. A. R. Wallace says of the Brenthidie,

that it is interesting, “ as bearing on the question of sexual selection, that in this case,

as in the stag-beetles, where the males fight together, they shoidd be not only better

armed, but also much larger than the females.”

Eupsalis mimita is distributed throughout the easteiai United States

\ M f
and Canada, although most of the Brenthidte are confined to the tropics.

It is shining mahogany-brown, with fine yellow sjmts on the elytra, and

is very variable in size, males sometimes measuring over 0.75 of an inch

while females are now and then found that are not over 0.25 of

/ ^ \ an inch long. The elongated larva of E. mhi^da, which has been

Fig. 316 .
— Eup- described by Dr. C. V. Riley, inhabits decaying oak wood, around

sahi mimita.
beetles are not rare.

The ScoLYTiD^ are small beetles, some of them almost microscoi)ic, all having a

similar general as]iect and a nearly cylindrical form, and are, for the most part, of a

brown color. The head is usually short, and imbedded in the anterior end of the

prothorax
;
the proboscis is short, often not apparent

;
the antenna.* are small, genicu-

late, clubbed
;
the tibiie are usually serrate

;
the horizontal jiygidium is undivided in

both sexes, and is surrounded at its edge by the elytra. Both the mature beetles and

their larvfe bore in plants, usually trees, on which they feed, often between the bark

and wood,— more accurately sjieaking in the liber,— and their channels, revealed by

pulling off the bark, exhibit many curious forms characteristic of the sjiecics or genera

of Scolytidae to which they pertain. These beetles are esjiecially destructive to Coni-

feras
;
some species attack other trees, and a few injure herbaceous plants.

The peculiar forms taken by the mines of these beetles in wood and bark are

de])endent upon the mode of ovi])Osition of the different species. The males form

cliambers (“ Rammelkammer ” of K. Lindemann) in the bark, in Avhich they await the

females. After pairing, the females enlarge and prolong this copulation-chamber,
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making passages out from it. The eggs are laid singly in separate niches, which the

females gnaw out at regular intervals along the sides of these radiating })as'sages.

According to Lindemann, if only one female comes to the male in his copulation-

chamber, then only one radiating passage is made along which to lay eggs, but if more

than one female comes to the same male, then each female makes a radiating jiassage

from the single coj)ulation-chamber. Each larva, when it hatches, eats out more or

less at right angles to the radiating passages, increasing the size of its mine to accom-

modate its increased growth. The different larvae, all boring out from a common
centre or channel, each species in a way peculiar to itself, 23roduce remarkable foliate

or dendriform figures, which are modified by the number of radiating channels, a

number dejiendent ui^on the number of females that came to the male which origin-

ally established the colony.

Tlie larvae of Scolytidae are legless, cylindrical grubs
;
locomotion is effected by

fleshy warts which re])lace the legs. These lai-vae have no ocelli, and very short con-

cealed antennae
;
they pu

2
)ate beneath bark or concealed in

2
iltints, and thus their

whole transformations are undei’gone out of reach of all birds except woodpeckers.

The beetles themselves are nocturnal, thus esca
2
)ing insectivorous birds. Besides the

wood-boring habits of the Scolytidae, which render them es23ecially destructive to

forests, the iinagos of some S23ecies eat the buds of conifers to such an extent as to

kill the trees. Some entomological writers, however, claim that the Scolytidte attack

only dead or dying trees. The North American Scolytidae number about one hundred

and forty described S23ecies, of which the S
2
)ecific characters are minute,

and of which only a few of the best-known species need be mentioned

here.

The species of Dendroctonus ai’e rather large, cylindrical, with

five
2
'oints in the funicle of the antennae, that is, in the 23ortion be-

tween the basal joint,— often called the sca23e,— and the club or

dilated end of the antennae. D. terebrans., a species about 0.3 of an ^

inch lono- and common throughout the United States and Canada, droctonus tere-... , . .
brans.

feeds in
2
^iiie. Ilylurgus piniperda., a nearly allied species, attack-

ing all kinds of pine in Europe, possesses, in both sexes, sonorific apparatus, consist-

ing of two corrugated organs on the abdominal segments, which
2
)i’oduce noise by

rubbing against corresponding 23ortions of the elytra.

Hylesimis includes species in which the funicle of the antennae is composed of

seven joints, and nearly or quite equals the club in length. Most of the species are

clothed with flat scales. IL trifolii, a species that, in Euro23e, has done much damage
by boring in the roots of clover and medic {Iledicago sativa), has been found in the

eastern United States seriously injuring the clover crops. The beetles are about 0.1

of an inch long. They pair in early spring, and, after 25airing, the female gnaws a

cavity in the t023 of roots of two-years-old clover, wherein she deposits from four to

six wliite elli23tical eggs. The larvae, as soon as they are hatched, bore along the axes

of the roots of the clover, causing the plants to weaken, and often to die. Sometimes

as many as sixteen S23ecimens are taken in a single clover root. Hybernation takes

place as larva, pupa, or imago. No mode of successfully combating this enemy of

clover crops has been devised. A number of Euro23ean species of Hylesinus attack

pine, others, ash, poplar, or ivy {Hedera helix). H. acideatiis., of North America,

depredates on ash.

In Scolytns, “ the side margin of the prothorax is distinctly defined, a very rare

VOL. II. — 22
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character in Rhyncliophora,” and “the first joint of the fnnicle rounded, the remain-

ing joints (five in number) closely united, forming a pedicel to the club.” S. quadri-

sjnnosus, having deep strite, and the male of which has a spiny abdomen, has been

bred by Dr. C. V. Riley from hickory ( Carya) ;
its length is about 0.2 of an inch.

S.fagi, another deeply striate species, of which neither males or females have a spiny

abdomen, is about 0.2 of an inch long, and was bred by Mr. B. D. Walsh from beech

{Iiagus). S. rugulosics, a sj^ecies lately introduced from Euro
2
‘)e into the eastern

United States, attacks cherry, j^each, and ifium trees
;
and, as is so often the case with

imported insects, does more damage in its adopted coiintry than it did in its native

laud.

The CuKCULioxiD^, the true weevils, are generally compact beetles, of firm struc-

ture, often having elytra so hard as to be penetrated with difficulty by aii insect 2''iii,

and are provided with a proboscis 25ointing forward and down-

ward, produced, as in other weevils, by the anterior
2
irolonga-

tion of the head, and bearing iqwn its sides the antenine, which

are straight in some sub-families, geniculate in others. The
mouth-23arts, mostly somewhat abortive, are at the end of the

proboscis
;
the labrum is wanting in many species. The ventral

segments are five in number, altliough the first and second are

often more or less united, frequently to such an extent as to

2
)artly obliterate the suture. In some sub-families the sexes are

distinguished by the presence in the males of an additional anal

segment; in certain S23ecies the females have a longer
2
)roboscis

than the males, the 25roboscis being used in boring holes in

which to lay eggs. Many S
2
iecies can 25roduce creaking sounds,

by rubbing the abdominal segments against the inner surface

of the elytra.

The Curculionidm are remarkable for the great diversity of

mode in their ornamentation
;
25ubescence,

2
>unctate and striate

surfaces, alone or in combination, highly
2
)olished or excessively

warty surfaces, surfaces clothed with pollen-like waxy secretions

YiG.zi^. — Baianinusvur (asinX’mis), all modes of ornamentation common to most
cwm; Side Of head beneath. \ /’

families of Coleoptera, are aided in many species of Curcu-

lionidae by scales, which often surpass in brilliancy those that furnish material for the

color-patterns on the wings of Lepidoptera. Especially res
2
')lendent under the micro-

scope are the scales of the diamond-weevils (s
2
)ecies of Entimus) from South America;

of species of Chlorophcmus and Eolydrosus from Euro25e, and of S
2
'>ecies of Exoplithal-

mits and Eudiagogus from warmer
2
iai'ts of North America. The larvaj of Curcu-

lionidse are short, cylindrical grubs, mostly legless or with very rudimentary legs.

A few have ocelli.

With very few exce2:>tions, S2')ecies of Curculionidae are phyt02)hagic
;
one species,

Erirhimis infirmus., is said to have been reared from the bodies of dead insects.

Scarcely any 2?ortion of 2fin,nts escapes injury by larvae of weevils; many S2?ecies live

in seeds, in grain, in nuts, in rolled-u25 leaves, in catkins, in fruit
;

othei’S bore in wood

or 2)ith
;
others feed exposed u23on leaves or mine in their parenchyma

;
a few make

galls or gall-like excrescences upon stems or roots, while a number have been observed

to feed in plant-galls made by hymeno2:)terous insects; a few breed in fungi. Weevils

are found in all kinds of situations
;
eyeless S2:)ecies live in caverns or subterraneously

;
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one species, at least, Phytobius velatus, rarely seen on water jjlants both in Europe

and America, can swim fairly well. Of anotlier S
2
)ecies, Pissorhoptrus simplex., which

attacks rice in the eastern United States, Dr. C. V. Kiley writes, “The beetle is just

as much at home under water as out of it, though not surrounded by an air-bubble, as

in Hydrophilidae, Elmidae, Psephenus, and others.”

A large number of adult weevils imitate their usual surroundings, bark, leaf-buds,

and other parts of plants, so successfully that they are well
2
)rotectcd from attacks of

birds. In their earlier stages most of them are hidden, and the jnij)* of some (e. g.

Cionus) that j)U
2
)ate in ex

2
)osed situations so closely resemble seed-

2
iods of the plant

on Avhich the larvae feed that they are not molested by birds.

Guibourt, in 1858, called attention to a sugar which figures in the materia medica

of Persia, under a name meaning nest-sugar, which is obtained from swellings, as

large as olives, that are
2
^ 1’oduced by a species of Larinus upon a

2
>lant of the genus

Echinops, in Syria. According to Hanbury, another S
2
iecies of Parinus from the

same region inakes a cocoon containing saccharine matter.

The number of described S
2
iecies of Curculionidse exceeds ten thousand. This

family is here divided into sub-families, which corres
2
)ond in limitations and charac-

ters to the similarly designated families in Le Conte and Horn’s Khyncho
2
>hora of

America north of Mexico.

To the sub-family Apioninae belong those species which have straight antennae, the

abdomen of the male and female alike, horizontal
2
>ygidium, and the elytra with a

lateral fold on the inner surface. Most of the S
2
)ecies are quite small.

Apion, the typical genus of this sub-family, is well ixq^resented in North America,

but the S
2
'»ecies are not yet carefully studied. Many of these little weevils feed in

seeds. In America A. rostrum feeds in seeds of Baptisia leucantha ; A. segnipes

in seeds of Tephrosia virginica and of Astragalus. In Euro
2
)e, Ileeger found the

larvae of A. curvirostre in the stem of mallow {Alaloa). The females, after pairing

several days with different males, lay their eggs, to the number of fifty or sixty, in

holes which they bore into the stem of the mallow. The larvae attain full growth in

from thirty to forty days, the beetles develo23 in from ten to fourteen days more, and

gnaw their way out of the stems.

The sub-family Calandrinae contains S
2
iecies which have a stee

2
) or vertical i^ygid-

ium, and geniculate, clubbed antennae. The species range from very large to very

small weevils.

Three species of the genus Calandra are distributed in North America, two of

which have been introduced from Europe. They are small, and have an oval antennal

club. C. granaria is a pitchy red Aveevil about 0.12 of an inch long. The striate

elytra do not reach the ti
2
) of the abdomen

;
the coarsely

2
)unctured thorax is nearly

half as long as the whole insect. The females lay their eggs on stored grain, in Avhich

the larvae feed. By ra23id multiplication and immense numbers they sometimes do

great damage to grain in store. C. oryzce, a beetle similar in form to the 25i’eceding

S23ecies, but a trifle smaller, being generally about 0.1 of an inch long, differs from it

also in having one or two large red spots on each elytron. It attacks rice, wheat, and

corn {Zea mays), ovipositing on rice while growing. This beetle is said to have been

distributed by commerce to nearly every part of the world. The other North Ameri-

can species of Calandra, C. remotepunctata, resembles C. granaria, but has much
more coarsely striated elytra. Like the introduced species of the genus, C. remote-

punctata feeds on grain.
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Species of /Sphenophorus are larger than those of Calanclra, and have a wedge-

shaped antennal club. Tlieir general form is similar to that of Calanclra, although

the prothorax is not quite as large proportionally. The species of Sp>henophorus are

not easily distinguished. Several of them have been found to injure corn by eating

into the young plants and leaves just after they come u]) out of the ground, and Mr.

L. O. Howard found the larvae of H. robustus boring in the pith of cornstalks near the

ground.

llhynchophorus is the genus in which are included the large palm-weevils; its

species are distinguished from the other Calandrinae by having wide side-pieces of the

metathorax. It. ferruginens, which is figured, is the well-known Javan palm-borer,

found throughout the East Indies. It. cruentatus is common in the southern United

States, where it feeds upon the palmetto. It is about 1.25 inches long, of a dec])

shining black, marked with mahogany-red. Its form is similar to It. ferruginens. It.

pabnctrutn, of similar general appearance to It
.
ferrucjineus,

has been taken in southern California, although its regular

habitat is further to the south in tropical America. The
large, fleshy, white larvae of the three above-mentioned

species of Ithgnchophorus bore in the stems of
2
>ahns;

and Kirby and Spence write as follows of them :
—

“AHian S
2
)eaks of an Indian king, who, for a dessert,

instead of fruit set before his Grecian guests a roasted

worm taken from a
2
)lant, probably the larvie of this in-

sect, which he says the Indians esteem very delicious,— a

character that was confii'ined by some of the Greeks Avho

tasted it. Madame Merian has figured one of these larvae,

and says that the natives of Surinam roast and eat them

as something exquisite. A friend of mine, who has re-

sided a good deal in the West Indies, where the
2
'»ahn-

Fig. 315. —mpKhophonis fer- grub is called grugru, informs me that the late Sir John

La Forey, who was somewhat of an e
2
ncure, was extremely

fond of it when 25ro2rerly cooked.” In Demarara a species of Rhynchophorus attacks

the sugar-cane.

The largest sub-family of the Curculionidas is the Curculioninoe, which contains

weevils in which the male has an appended anal segment more than the female

possesses
;
in Avhich each elytron has an acute lateral fold on the inner

surface
;
in which the antennae have a solid or annulated club, the tarsi

are dilated, and the usually
2
^incer-shaped mandibles are without a scar,

that, in the ne.xt sub-family, Otiorhynchinae, is caused by the falling off

of an appended mandibular
2
iiece.

Balaninus is readily distinguished from all other weevils, in fact

from all other Coleo
2
^tera, by having mandibles that move vertically;

each of these mandibles, which are at the ti
2
> of a slender proboscis,

has its condyle and consequently its axis of motion on its upper side.

Sometimes the proboscis is longer than the body, not I’arely twice as Fm- m—£ate-
i o j T j ninus nasicus,

long as the body in females, since they use it to bore holes in which

to oviposit. As these holes are bored in nuts having very thick husks, the
2
'>i'oboscis

of the female must be corres
2
iondingly long. Few 25ersons have failed to notice the so-

called worms in chestnuts. These worms, when in American chestnuts, are the footless
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Fig. 381. — JBalaninus nucum.

The larva of B. villosus, another European

larvie, or grubs, of B. cari/atripes. They reach full growth when the chestnut ripens,

and then gnaw their way out of the nut in order to impate in the ground. Some of

the beetles appear the same autumn, and

hibernate as images ;
others, probably the

larger number, appear the succeeding

spring. The beetle itself is dark bi’own,

densely covered with yellow compressed

hairs, which are somewhat ii-regularly

distributed in spots upon the elytra. Its

length is about 0.3 of an inch. B. nas-

icus lives in hickory nuts, and B. rectus

in acorns; both species have a close re-

semblance to B. caryatrqies, and also to

B. micimi, the EurojDean species figured,

which attacks both acorns and hazel nuts,

species, feeds upon the inner portions of the a])])le-formed galls of Cynips terminalis,

on oak.

Trichoharls trinotata, a black weevil about 0.2 of an inch long, receives its specific

name from three impressed, shining black spots near the base of the prothorax. It is

common in the middle and western United States, where its larva is a serious j^otato-

pest. The female weevil oviposits in oblong slits which she bores in the stems of

the potato, and the larvie, upon hatching, penetrate downward toward the root of the

plant, causing its death. The larva is a legless white grub. It pupates in the stem

of the potato, the beetle emerging about the beginning of September.

A small weevil that causes considerable injury to gravies is Craponius incequalis.

This insect is only about 0.1 of an inch long, of broad, almost circular, outline, grayish

black, the elytra striate with large 2J>inctures; the legs reddish. In June and July

this species lays its eggs in grajies, causing a change of color of the berry near the

])oint of puncture. In August the larvae dro]) to the ground, in which they 2)upate,

the beetle emerging the next month.

Analcis fragarke is about 0.15 of an inch long, of a dee2) chestnut brown, with

the elytra slightly lighter colored; the thorax is dee2)ly 2)unctured. The female

ovi2)Osits in the crown of strawberry 2)lants, and the larvae bore down into the straw-

berry root. A. foveolatum, a black S2)ecies with yellowish spots, is abundant u2Jon

the evening-2)rimrose {(Euothera biennis).

Probably the weevil most injurious to agricultural in-

terests in America is the so-called 2'lum-weevil, or 2Jhim-

curculio, ConotracJielus nenuphar. This beetle is oblong-

oval, about 0.18 of an inch long; dark brown, spotted in

places with black, yellow, and white. The head is small,

and when at rest is drawn back so that the eyes are nearly

hidden by the forward edge of the 2>i’othorax, and the

2')roboscis is received into a groove on the chest. The
elytra bear interru2^ted ridges, and cover the entire ab-

domen. Beneath, the sutures are curved, the coxae are contiguous, the thighs

bidentate, and the claws divergent and toothed. This S2)ecies is distributed through-

out the Atlantic slope of North America. It hibernates as imago, and when the

plums, cherries, and other stone-fruit begin to develop in the spring, the female

Fig. 382. — Conotraclielns
nenuphar.
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makes punctures with her proboscis,— which, as in most weevils, is functionally aii

ovipositor,— just beneath the skin of the fruit, and deposits an egg in each puncture.

When the female has thus oviposited, she makes a crescent-formed cut in the surface

of the fruit about the egg, so that the egg itself remains in a sort of hap. The foot-

less, fleshy, white larvae, which hatch from the white eggs in from four to eight days,

bore into the fruit, where they eat the fleshy portion just around the stone. The
larval state lasts from three to five weeks. The disturbance made by the larva gener-

ally causes stone-fruit to fall to the ground
;
there the larva, as soon as full-grown,

deserts the fruit in order to jnipate a few inches beneath the surface of the ground.

The full-grown larva is about 0.4 of an inch in length, yellowish-white with a light

brown head, and is legless. Pupation lasts about three weeks, when the beetles

emerge, hibernating later beneath leaves, under bark, and in other secluded nooks.

This weevil is said by Dr. C. V. Riley to attack the fruit of “ the nectarine, plum,

apricot, peach, cherry, apple, pear, and quince, preferring them in the order of their

naming.” The remedies that tlnis far seem best in order to lessen the numbers of the

plum-weevil are to destroy the fruit that has fallen to the ground, and to ca])ture the

beetles by jarring the trees. Of course an application of the first remedy will

not give any visible result the first year, because only larvae will be destroyed, but

the beetles will be less numerous succeeding years, and if all fruit-culturists would

unite in thus destroying these weevil-larvm in the fruit, their injuries would ra])idly

decrease. Fallen fruit, containing these and other larvae, can be gathered, carted

from the orchards, and destroyed
;
but often a much more convenient and profitable

way is to let hogs into the orchards, where they can eat the fruit pronqitly as it drops

from the trees. The capture of the beetles by jarring them from the trees depends

upon the habit which nearly all weevils, in common with many other insects, have of

dropping to the ground wdien suddenly disturbed. Dr. Hull, an Illinois fruit-grower,

has contrived an apparatus for capturing the weevils by jarring. This apjjaratus is,

essentially, a large white umbrella inverted over a wheelbarrow. Into that side of the

umbi'ella which is directly 02)2>osite the 2^erson 2>nshing the barrow a slot extends

nearly to the middle, where, iqjon the front end of the wheelbarrow, a 2)ad is fastened

to prevent bruising the trees. The wl)eelbarrow is pushed suddenly against the trunk

of each tree, the slot admitting the trunk, and allowing the umbrella to 2>ass beneath

the tree, and the jar which the tree receives from the 2i‘'idded barrow shakes the

weevils into the inverted umbrella below.

Passing now from a species es23ecially noteworthy for the agriculturist, the next

species to be considered, Cionus scrophularite., attacks 2>lants of little value to man,

but is interesting to naturalists on account of its 2^eculiar mode of life. The beetle

itself, which is common in Europe, and has been taken in America, is nearly globular

in form, and about 0.15 of an inch long. Its elytra are dark gray, spotted with black

and white, its 2)rothorax yellowish-white; beneath, the abdomen is black, the legs and

anterior 2iortions gray
;
on the elytral suture, a little in frojit of the middle, is a black

S2>ot. The S2iecie8 commonly inhabits Scroplitdaria nodosa, although often feeding

on other 2'lants. Its larva feeds exposed iq^on the leaves of the 2dant, and covers

itself with a sticky secretion which is discharged from a wart upon the basis of the

twelfth segment, and which enables it to adhere to the leaves. When ready for 2>u2)a-

tion, the larva s2)ins a 2iarchment-like cocoon wdth its secretion. This cocoon is won-

derfully similar to the seed-capsules of the Scrophidaria, and is generally attached to

pedicels of these seed-2)ods. This is a most striking case where a cocoon mimics, for
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Fig. 383. - -Pissodes xtrohl; larva, pupa,
and adult.

protection, a part of a plant. The larvie and cocoons of Phytonomus, of Phytobius,

and of a few other genera of weevils are not greatly unlike those of Cionus. C.

scrophularice remains in the pupal state only from six to eight days
;

it escajies from

its chrysalis by cutting a round lid out of one end of the cocoon.

Aiithonovius quadriyibhus is a reddish-brown weevil, from 0.12 to 0.20 of an inch

long, having a proboscis in the female longer and in the male shorter than the body
;

this species, which is found in the eastern United States, is easily recognized by its

having two jirotuberances, one behind the other, near the tip of each elytron. Its

larval feed in apples, }mpation taking place withui the fruit.

The genus Lixus includes rather elongated weevils, in some of which the tips of

the elytra are prolonged into a spine. The sjiecies

are usually covered with a yellow or reddish pollen-

like powder, which is easily rubbed off. L. concamis,

a common species in parts of the eastern United

States, is found upon a kind of dock (Puniex orbic-

ulatus)
;

its length is U.G of an inch, and it has spine-

less elytra.

Pissodes strobi, the three states of which are

sufficiently recognizable from the illustrations, is

about 0.3 of ail inch long, and is dark brown, spotted wdth white. It

inhabits the eastern United States, where its larva attacks the leading-

shoots of young pines. In Europe live S
2
)ecies of Pissodes are known

to attack pine. Quite closely related, systematically, to Pissodes, but

larger (0.27 to 0.40 of an inch), and dark brown, with a few scattered

yellowish dots, is IFylobius pales ; this species is found in the same re-

gions as P. strobi, and, like it, attacks jjines.

Phytono7nus punctatus, probably introduced into America from

Euroj^e, where its food habits and life history had not been carefullj'

recorded, has become, in parts of New- York state, an important

It is an oval beetle, about 0.4 of an inch long, Avith short pro-

boscis
;

its ground color is dark brown
;

the sides of the elytra, and often the

elytral suture, are lighter brown, as are also three longitudinal lines on the smooth

thoi-ax. The elytra are punctate in lines. The eggs of this species are oblong,

yellow, and are deposited in clusters in the hollow stems or other jiarts of clover

plants. The larvai hatch in about ten days
;
they are yellowish white at hatch-

ing, but become greenish as they ajiproach full growth. They are legless, but travel

upon the stems and leaves of the clover by means of fleshy tubercles upon their

ventral side, aided by a gland in the anal region, which secretes a sticky fluid. IMany

of the larvae cease feeding during the day-time, remaining concealed near the jflants,

and all excejit very young larvae droj) to the ground when disturbed, so that one

cannot readily observe them upon the plants. When ready to pupate, the larva spins

a loose cocoon just below the surface of the gi-ound, or in rubbish ujmn the ground.

The duration of the pupal state apjAarently varies from ten to thirty days, according

to climate.

Lepyrus is similar in form to Phytononms. L. colon, an ashy-gray European

species, about 0.45 of an inch long, is found in Hudson’s Bay Territory, and is very

common on the stunted w-illow'S near the summits of the White Mountains in New
Hampshire.

Fig. SSi.— Hylo-
bius pahs.

clover insect.
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Ithyceriis noveboracensis is a gray weevil, dotted with black, and has a yellow

scutellum
;

its antennas are straight, not geniculate
;

its length is about 0.5 of an inch.

Although the larvse breed in the tender twigs of bur-oak
( Quercus ma-

crocarpa)., the adult beetles eat the tender shoots and bark of the apple.

It is found from Canada to Texas.

In the United States Bruchus p>Ui., of the Bruchidae, is generally

termed the })ea-weevil, but in England Sitones lineatus, the mystery

of whose life history has been lately solved by Mr. T. H. Hart, is the

^ cerusn^ebora- pea-weevil. It is a brownish-gray beetle, rather slender, and only about

0.15 of an inch long. As imago it has been long known to eat the

leaves and stems of beans, peas, and other leguminous plants, often totally ruining

fields of young peas
;
lately the larvae have been discovered to attack the roots of

the same plants.

The weevils of the sub-family Otiorhynchinae differ from those of the Curculion-

inae in having mandibles that are provided in the ])upal state with a piece which is

regularly deciduous in the early part of the imago state, and which, consequently,

leaves a scar upon the mandibles.

Many species of Otiorhynchinae are beautifully ornamented with scales. The most

brilliant species belong to the South American genera Bordops and Enthims. E.

imperialis, the diamond-beetle, is from 1 to 1.25 inches long, really of a black ground

color, but its surface is deeply punctate, and the punctures

are lined with brilliant scales, the predominant color of

which, as seen against the black background, is bright green.

These scales are so numerous that the beetle appears green

instead of black. If some of these scales be scraped off with

a fine-pointed knife and examined under the microsco])e,

most of them will be found to be oval, about O.OOG of an

inch long; by transmitted light the scales are red, blue, and

yellow,— chiefly red
;
by reflected light they have colors

complimentary to those seen by transmitted light, conse-

quently mostly green, thus exjflaining why the scales on the

black background furnished by the beetle appear green.

The peculiar, changeable nature of the colors indicates that

the coloration of these scales may be only optical, not j>ro-

duced by pigment within them. That the color is produced by interference of lumin-

ous waves is easily shown by putting a drop of chloroform on the scales upon a micro-

scope-slide, when the colors will vanish only to reappear when the chloroform has

evaporated, an exjmriment that may be repeated an indefinite number of times witli

the same scales.

Aramigus fuller}., an oval black weevil, lightly covered with dark brown scales,

and about 0.25 of an inch long, does much damage, both as larva and imago, to roses

in greenhouses. The larvae devour the roots
;
the imagos disfigure the leaves and

flowers, and even eat into the unopened buds. This si)ecies is distributed from New
England to California, and in the latter locality attacks several kinds of out-door

shrubs.

The sub-family Attelabinae includes weevils which have the abdomen alike in the

male and female, the elytra without lateral fold on their inner surface, the labium

wanting, and the mandibles stout and pincer-shaped.
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Attelabus rhois, a reddish pubescent weevil, quite robust, and about 0.2 of an inch

long, with short proboscis, is quite common on the hazel
( Cori/lus) in the nortlieastern

United States. Tlie species of Atielahus roll up the edges of the

leaves of their food plant to form a protecting cell for their eggs

and larvae.

The weevils belonging to tlie sub-family Khynchitinae differ

from the Attelabiiue in having flat mandibles, which are toothed

on both outer and inner edges.

Rliynchites hicolor is about 0.2 of an inch long, and is shining-

black and red. In Xew England specimens the elytra, jirothorax

above, and head as far as the eyes, are red. Sjiecimens from other

localities vary in the distribution of the red, but the prothorax

above and the elytra are always red. This sjjccies is abundant

throughout the United States, on wild roses.
Fl(i. 387.— Aj/oderus

longicollis.

Sub-Okder III.— Heteromera.

The Heteromera have the anterior and middle tarsi five-jointed, while the jmsterior

tarsi have only four joints. Besides some anomalous families containing but few

species, this group of beetles includes the Meloidte, Stylo])id7e, iMordellida*, Anthicidae,

and Tenebrionidae.

The Meloid-e, oil-beetles or blister-beetles, have been used in oriental medicine as

early as history gives any account of the mode of treating diseases, but, however

curious medical pro])erties they have, they are, to the naturalist, still more curious on

account of their remarkable life history, and the strange modifications which i^arasitism

has produced in the larval stages of many of them. The beetles themselves are gener-

ally of medium or large size
;
the vertical head is abruj)tly narrowed beliind into a neck,

and is not set into the prothorax; the antenna! are generally eleven-jointed, and not

long; the thorax has no lateral suture, and is narrower than the elytra; the hind coxaa

are large and prominent
;
the coxal cavities are open behind

;
the claws are cleft or

toothed
;
the elytra are sometimes small, and overlaj) each other at the sutui’e,

although they often fail to cover the abdomen.

Species of Meloe exude a yellow fluid from the knee-joints when disturbed. This

fluid is of a disagreeable odor, and contains, according to P. Magretti, uric acid.

Leydig states that, as in the similar fluid from Coccinellidie, this is only the blood of

the insect. Among the curiosities of the anatomy of Meloidte, may be mentioned

the eyeless genus JSIeloetyphlus., from Peru, and the proboscis which is present in some
species of Kemognatha. Dr. Hermann Muller has described the ])roboscis of one

South A77ierican JSFemognatha which is as long as the insect itself, and is made up of

the two maxillte hollowed out on their insides and pressed together lateralh^, forming

a tube for sucking honey, exactly as is the case with the proboscis of the Lepidoptera.

The blistering properties of cantharides, which gives them their value as a

medicine, is due to the presence in all parts of the insect of a substance called can-

tharidin. Ordinarily, cantharides are used for making blistei’-plasters in the form of a

powder, made by simply grijidlng the dried beetles, but as the cantharides, both before

and after grinding, gradually lose their strength, on account of the action of othei'

substances in them upon their cantharidin, and as they are likewise subject to destruc-

tion by museum-pests {AntJirenioi) and by other insects, it is better to extract the
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Fig. 388. — Epi
cauta vittata.

j)ure cantbarkliii for use in preparing medicines. Pure cantliaridin (C^H'^O^) is insolu-

ble in water, sparingly soluble in alcohol, and readily soluble in ether; with the latter

dnid it can be extracted from cantharides, and then jinrified by se])aration from the

accomjianying oils and by crystallization. Cantliaridin crystallizes in colorless, four-

sided prisms or lamime. Although Lijtta vesicatoria (the so-called Siianish fly) is the

sjiecies generally used in medicine, other Meloidie— among which may be mentioned

species of Alylabris, Epicauta., vtwiS. Macrobasis— have been used, and give a larger

percentage of cantliaridin than is obtained from Lijtta cesicatoria. Probably all

species of Meloidte are vesicant to a greater or less degree. In jirejiaring Spanish

flies for the market, they are killed by heat, and then rapidly dried. The extent to

which these insects were used in early times is indicated by the cightj'-flve citations,

given by Jordens in 1801, of Avorks in which considerable mention of

cantharides is made.

Species of Meloidai are injurious as well as useful; a number of

species devour jiotato-leaves, both in this and in other countries. In

Italy Lytta erythrocephala sometimes devastates iiotato-fields
;
in this

country Epicauta cinerea, E. pensylcanica., E. vittata, and Macrobasis

unicolor attack jiotatoes in addition to other plants. E. vittata and

M. unicolor are, however, known to Jirey at times upon the lai v'a3 of

the Colorado potato-beetle.

The mode by which the Meloidie develop from the egg to the imago has been

termed hypermetamorphosis. In brief, it is as follows : The egg, Avhich is laid in the

ground, hatches into an active larva, called the triiingnlin, from the name triunyulmus

given to it by Dufonr in 18’28. These trinngulins, or first larvas, run actively about;

some of them ascend plants, others live in sand, their mode of life varying according

to what their subsequent history Avill be. The triungnlins Avhich climb plants, as do

those of Meloe, remain about the floAvers, attaching themselves to flies, bees, and Avasps

that visit the flowers for honey, and Avere described by several early naturalists as bee-

lice. The trinngulins of Meloe are sometimes so abundant, according to Dr. C. V.

Riley, on hive-bees, as to Avorry them to death, although he belieA'es these triungulins

“ cannot AA'ell, in the nature of the case, breed iu the cells of any social bee Avhose

young are fed by nurses in open cells.” Those triungulins that attach themselves

to such Avild bees and Avasps as are fitted to further their development are carried by

these Ilymenoiitera to their nests, Avherein they go from the bee to its egg in a cell,

and devour the egg, after Avhich a moult takes place, and the triuugulin, formerly so

active, is converted into a clumsy second larva, Avhich feeds uj)on the honey provided

for the young hymenopteron. The second larva then partially moults, remaining, hoAV-

ever, Avithin its skin, and becomes a pseudo-])upa. A third larva folloAVS by similar

]>artial monlting of the jiscudo-pnpal skin, and finally a true ])upa and imago. Certain

triungulins, or first larvie, Avhich Avander about the ground, as do those of Epicauta

and AFacrobasis, haA'e been found by Dr. C. V. Riley to feed u])on the eggs of the

Rocky iVIountain locusts {Calo2)tenus spretus) and upon eggs of C. differentialis. The

triuugulin Avhich devours locust eggs moults to enter Avliat Dr. Riley has called, on

account of its resemblance to larvm of Carabidie, the “ carabidoid stage of the second

larva?;” another moult transforms it to AAdiat the before-mentioned author has termed,

because of resemblance to larvae of Scarabieidie, the “ scarabaeidoid stage of the

second larva
;

” still another moult jirodnces Avhat, folloAving Dr. Riley’s nomenclature,

is the “ ultimate stage of the second larva.” Leaving no\A’, for the first time, the
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egg-mass of the locust, this larva forms a cavity in the ground, jiartially moults, and

enters the psendo-pupal (sometimes termed coarctate larval) stage. Usually hiberna-

tion takes place in this stage. The third larva is revealed in the spring by a shedding

of the pseudo-pupal skin. The third larva burrows about tlie ground, without feed-

ing, soon pupates, and the imago emerges shortly after. Tlie stages of the Meloidte

parasitic upon bees, and of those which are devourers of locust eggs, can be more

easily understood and compared with the ordinary nietamor])hoses of Coleoptera by a

glance at the following tabular arrangement :
—

BEK-PAKASITKS.

Em-
TriungiiUn (1st larva): Active, oftefti a plant-

climber; bee-parasite, and egg-eater.

Second larva; Sluggish, and a honey-eater;

usually with two moults.

Pseudo-pupa

:

Coarctate larva, is a resting

stage.

Third larva

:

Again active, but does not feed.

Pupa.

Imago.

DEVOUKING EGGS OF OKTHOPTEUA.

Egg.

Triungulin (1st larva): Active, running about

the ground
;
an egg-eater.

7 , A 1 carabidoid stage.
Second larva : An i

, ( scarabicidoid stage,
egg-eater.

|

®
ultimate stage.

Pseudo-pupa

:

Coarctate larva, is a resting

stage.

Third larva : Again active, but does not feed.

Pupa.

Imago.

Lytta vesicatoria., the Spanish fly, is a bronze green species, tvbout 0.75 of an inch

long, and is found in middle and southern Europe and in soutlnvestern Asia, where it

feeds u])on ash (Fraxinns excelsior), lilac, and other trees. Curiously enough, the

life history of this insect, which was so long used for medicinal jnirposes, remained

almost unknown until 1879, when .1. Lichtenstein published an account of rearing

the imago from the triungulin, which latter fed upon eggs of Ceratina chulcites, a

hymenopteron. The triungulin, which is, of course, very small, has strongly ju'otu-

berant eyes, and two long caudal apjiendages. In five or six days the triungulin

changes to the second larva, a little white grub, with six feet. The mandibles, sharji

in the triungulin, are short and blunt in the second larva, which feeds on honey.

After five days the second larva moults, the mandibles .are still more blunt, and the

eyes less prominent. At the end of a second five days’ ])eriod another moulting takes

place, the eyes entirely disappear, and the larva becomes scaraboeidoid. The larva

now descends into the ground, whei-e, in a small cavity, it pupates in about five days.

The i)seudo-i)upa is similar to the well-known pupae of Muscidae, but has four little

protuberances or warts upon the head .and three pair of warts in place of feet. The
color is yellowish white

;
and from time to time a clear fluid is exuded from ])ores of
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this j)seudo-])U|)a. In tliis j^seudo-inipal state hibernation takes jdace, and the next

spring the pseudo-
2
)upa bursts oj)en, and the third larva appears. This larva, 'which

otherwise closely I'esenibles the scai'ab;eidoid form before mentioned, has rudimentarv

mouth-])arts and })oorly develojied, two-jointed feet. After about two Aveeks, during

which time this third larva does not leave the cavity in Avhich it emerged fi-om the

])seudo-])upa, it changes into a normally formed beetle-pupa, and in about twenty days

inoi-e the beetle ajjpears.

Jijnccmta cinerea., IC. jy^nsylcaidca., and Alacrohasis unicolor eat
2
)otato-leaves as

imagos, but as larvae they are useful to man by destroying locusts. The Rocky Mountain

locust lays its egg-masses just beneath the surface of the ground, and these species of

Epicauta oviposit near the locust eggs, in a hole which tUe female Epicauta digs for the

]mrj)ose, afterwards covering her eggs by scratching dirt over them with her feet. The
eggs hatch in about ten days, and the light brown triungulins, if the

Aveather is Avarm, soon begin searching out locust eggs for food; if it is

cold Aveather they rcTiiain closely huddled together until Avarmth induces

activity. Dr. C. Y. Riley observes : “ Should two or inore triungulins

enter the same egg-
2
)od, a deadly conflict sooner or later ensues until

one alone remains the victorious j^ossessor.” After devouring about

tAvo eggs, that is, at the end of about eight days after beginning to

feed, a moult takes jilace, and the second laiwal form a
2

)
2
)oars, the form

Fig. 390. — desicrnated as carabidoid. The carabidoid form lasts about a Aveek, the

succeeding scarabasidoid form about a Avcek
;
after reaching the ultimate

stage of the second larva, it feeds about a Aveck, then leaves the remnants of the

locust’s egg-mass, and rounds out for itself a smooth cavity in the ground. After

being in this caA'ity about four days, a moult takes jilace, but the skin is not entirely

shed. The soft skin cpiickly hardens, and the insect is now a jiseudo-jnipa. After

hibernating as jiseudo-pupa, the skin again bursts, and the third larva appears. This

third larva burro avs about in the ground, and in a few days the true pujia is formed,

from Avhich, in five or six days, the imago ajjpears. The functional significance of the

third larva, which, in these insects as in Lytta vesicatoria, eats nothing, is not yet

understood.

The genus Afylahris includes over two hundred and fifty beetles in which the

elytra cover the entire abdomen, the mandibles are short, the antenme are gradually

enlarged toAvard the ajiex. The sj^ecies are often black or blue-black, banded Avith yellow,

and of considerable size. Xo true Mylabris is found in the United States. Cordylos-

jxista fulleri from Nevada, Avith eight-jointed antenme, is an allied form to Mylabris.

Sitaris differs from Mylabris in having Avings jjartly exposed, and the rudimentary

elytra narroAved rapidly behind, and not reaching the tijA of the abdomen. The

first to describe all the different stages of any species of Meloidaj Avas J. H. P'abre,

Avho, in 1857, published his account of the metamorphoses of Sitaris hiimeralis, a

French sjiecies, Avhich is parasitic on bees of the genera Anthophora and Eonibns.

Falire’s account of the life history of A. humeralis is briefly giA'en as folloAvs : The

males and females, as soon ns they have emerged from the pupa?, }iair in the subter-

ranean nests of the bees ujion Avhich they are parasitic, and the female lays soon

after about tAVo thousand eggs, near the entrance of the nest. The triungulins, which

hatch in .aliout a month, hibernate, Avithout feeding, among their egg-shells, and the

next siiring attach themseh^es to the hairs upon the thorax of the male bees, from

which they jirobably jiass over to the females during the pairing of the bees. Thus
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far the history of their life is sufficiently strange, but the next change of habitat is

still inoi’e cui’ious. At the moment when the female bee deposits her egg upon the

surface of the honey in her cell, the active young triungulin passes from the bee to

the egg, upon which the larva rides, as upon a boat, thus avoiding drowning in the

honey about it. The bee’s cell is sealed, and then the triungulin begins eating into

the egg of the bee
;
the contents of this egg just suffices as food for the larva about

eight days, when it moults and a2)2)ears as the second larva. This second larva, unlike

the triungulin, is not in danger of drowning in the honey al)Out it, aud feeds u2)on it.

In the latter p^i't of summer the second larva attains full growth, and enters the

pseudo-2mpal state. Most of these insects hibernate as
2
iseudo-

2
)U

2
)a3

,
although a few

a2)2>ear as images al)out the beginning of Se2)tember. The
2
^seudo-23U2

)£e which hiber-

nate go through the third larval and the stages from June to August of the

next year, a2)pearing as beetles about the middle of August.

Jlornia minutipennis, an American species allied to Sitaris, was found by Dr. C.

V. Riley to be 2>^i'nsitic upon Anthophora sjjonsa, l)ut its life history is still incom-

2)lete. The imago is about 0.5 of an inch long, with no wings,

and the elytra are so extremely rudimentary as to be scarcely

noticeable.

Among other genera of Meloid* of which more or less is

knoAvn concerning their life history is Zonitis mutica, a French

S2iecies, whose hy2iermetamor2Jiosis takes 2Jace in cells of Osmia

tridentata.

Meloe includes wingless beetles, which have very short, im-

bricated elytra that do not nearly cover the abdomen. M.
angusticolUs is a steel-blue S2)ecies common in the eastern

United States. Its length is from 0.40 to 0.75 of an inch.

The females of Meloe are very 2>rolific, and sometimes lay as many as from three to

four thousand eggs. The life history of 3Ieloe has not been as well studied as has that

of Sitaris, but there is no doubt that its earlier stages are 2‘>assed, in analogous mode
to those of Sitaris, in the nests of bees.

The Stylopidve are insects of very abnormal structure aud hal)its, and are regarded

by some naturalists to be a separate order, Stre2)si2itera, aud by others are assigned to

this position next the Meloidte. The males have rather 2ieculiar form, small, 2)artially

rolled up elytra, and very large wings which fold like a fan. Their eyes are large,

coarsely facetted, and, in tStglops and Menos, are

mounted upon 2)edicels. In the adults of both sexes

the moxith-2)arts are rudimentary. Prothorax and

mesothorax are short
;
the metathorax is, on the

contrary, greatly develo2)ed. Sexual dimoi’2ffiism is

carried to its extreme degree among the Stylopidae,

and although the males are capable of locomotion

and possess good eyes, the adult females are wing-

less, eyeless, and legless parasites, remaining buried

between the abdominal segments of was23s, bees, and

ants, there enclosed in their pupal-skin which they
never shed, and 2>iishing out into 02ien air only their anterior end between the seg-

ments of their host. Their eggs, which dro2‘> directly from the ovaries into the body-

cavity, develo2) in the latter 2)lace, 2''ossibly parthenogenetically at times, although
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])airing lias been often observed. Tlie larvae are hatched in the body-cavity; the

lStylo])id(e are consequently viviparous. These hexaj)odous larvaj, which are very

active and iiave eyes, escape by a dorsal opening from their mother, and, running

about on the female bees, are transported to the nest, where they quickly bore into

I

and bury themselves in bee-larva3 . Once inside a bee-larva, the larva

of the /Sti/lops moults in about a week, and ajipears as a footless grub

which feeds upon the fatty 2)ortions of the bee-larva. When the bee-

larva piq)ates, its parasite pupates within it. In becoming an imago, the

female Ft^lops only bores out through the end of her own pupal skin.

Fig. 393.~ Xe)ios and through one of the soft folds of the abdomen of the bee, protrudino-

her head and thora.x between two segments of her host, but never

leaving her jiiqial skin. The males leave the juipal skins, search out females, pair, and
die, usually in a few liours. Each female is supposed to bear about two thousand

young lar\ a^, many of which, on account of their strange mode of life, die without

finding a suitable 2>lace for further develo2)ment.

There are but few genera and S2)ecies of tStylo2)ida?, among which the following

genera are 2Jerha2)S best known,— Avith four-jointed antemife and four-jointed

tarsi; /Stplops, with six-jointed antennai and four-jointed tarsi; and Ilalictopliagus.,

Avith seA'en-jointed antennae and three-jointed tarsi.

Westwood has described a 2>u2)a, Avhich he regatds as belonging to the Stylopidae

and Avhich Avas found in the abdomen of a hemi2)teron, under the name of Colacina

i)isidiator

;

and the same author has also described a S2Aecies, nnder the generic name
Mgrmecolax., Avhich is 2Aarasitic on ants in Ceylon.

The Rhipiphoktd.e, a family containing only about a hundred described s2Aecies,

includes insects, like so many other heteromerous Coleoptera, remarkable both for

abnormal adult structure and for 2>:irasitical earlier stages. The larvre of some are

parasitic on Hymeno2>tera, of others on Orthoptera. The beetles are all com2)aratively

small and generally Avedge-sha
2
)ed, the anterior

2
iortion of the

2
>i’Othorax and the

2iosterior 2)ortion of the abdomen usually diminisliing gradually in size. The head is

vertical, and has large eyes; the mouth-
2
Aarts are Avell-develo

2
Aed, and the antennae

have usually ten, in some females eleven joints, and are 2iectinate or flabellate in the

males, and often serrate in the females. The elytra are usually shorter than the

abdomen, often acutely pointed behind and dehiscent, sometimes A'ery minute
;

a

few females resemble larvae, and want both Avings and elytra. The beetles inhabit

floAvers.

Some discussion has arisen as to the actual food and mode of life of the larvae of

Rhipiphoridae in Avasps’ nests, but the folloAving brief abstract of statements made by

Mr. A. Cha2nnan in an account of the life history of Rhipiphorus {JMetoecus) paradoxus,

a common Euro2‘)ean S2)ecies which deA’elo2is in the nests of Vespa germanica and

V vulgaris, are pi'obably the facts of its mode of life. The female beetle probably

lays its eggs outside the Avas
2
')s’ nests

;
the young larva, AAdiich has ocelli and is not

unlike the triungulin of the iVIeloidae, comes into the nest, possibly without help, and

enters the cell of a Avasp-larva. Before the cell of the Avasp-larva is closed np the

Rhij-)iphorus-\ 7iv\i\ bores in betAveen the second and third dorsal rings of the was
2
)-larva.

Later the Rhijnp)horus-\?iY\a^, after feeding a while in the Avasp-larva, breaks out through

the fourth ring of its host, moults immediately, and becomes a grub with 2‘'Oorly

developed legs. The p'^i^isitic larva now fastens itself firmly upon the fonrth ring

of the Avas2>larva, AA^here it later moults again
;
soon after this moult the 2)arasite has
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twigs

;

tinctly

Fig. 39-t. — Mordella
ornata.

Fig. 395. — Mor-
della octopunc-
tata.

sucked the juices entirely out of the Avasjvlurva, and pupates in its cell. The whole

process requires from twelve to fourteen days, and the beetle emerges two days later

than the wasjis in the same row of cells. Mijodites suhdqiterus,

another European species, has been reared from nests of JRdictus

sexcinctus. Jihiphidius, a European genus, has larviform females

without wings or elytra; its larvae are parasitic in the abdomen

of cockroaches.

The Mordellid^'E are beetles similar in general aiipearance to

those of the last-described family, but they differ from those of that

family in having a distinct lateral suture of the thorax, and in having

filiform antennae. The larvae of the Mordellidae are not parasitic

as are those of the three jereceding families, but live iii fungi or

the larvae have short legs, on which the joints are not dis-

indicated. The beetles themselves are of small size, and,

like the Rhipiphoridoe, are found on flowers.

Very few of the American species of this family have been reared.

Mr. V. T. Chambers has reared a species of Mordella from a larva

feeding in 2>ith of Yernonia., and mentions the occurrence of similar

larva} in the galls of Gelechia gaUcBSolidaginis on Solidago.

The AxTiiiciDyE, a family of beetles mostly of small size, are gen-

erally found on flowers, although some species are inhabitants of sandy

places near the water. These beetles have the head constricted behind

the eyes, the lateral suture of the narrow prothorax is Avanting, the

rounded elytra coA^er the entire abdomen. In JYotoxus and Anthicus, tAvo genera

Avith numerous species, the head is deflexed and narrowed behind the oval, coarsely-

granulated eyes. In JVbtoxus the prothorax extends out oA'er the head in a sort of

horn
;
in Anthicus there is no prothoracic horn

;
and in the ant-like genus Formico-

mas, Avhich is closely related to Anthicus., Avings are absent. But little is knoAvn of

the life history of the Anthicidse. Tanarthrus salinus, from the Colorado desert-

lands, and from Utah, runs and flies along the salt mud much in the same Avay as do

species of Oicindela.

The family of the Tenebrioxid^, as usually limited, includes between four and

five thousand kinds of beetles, mostly of rather sombre coloration, although a few

species are marked Avith red or are bronzed. Le Conte and Horn say that, “This

family contains a large number of genera, possessing in common A'ery fcAV characters,

yet linked together by such gradual changes in structure that their classification pre-

sents almost insuperable difficulties.” The beetles of this family have, according to

the above-named authors, simple claAVS, anterior coxal cavities closed behind, fiv'e

ventral segments which are in jAart connate, and the penultimate joint of the tarsi not

spongy beneath. They may be divided into three sub-families. These are the Tene-

brioninse, having the third and fourth ventral segments with a coriaceous posterior

margin; the Asidinae, having the ventral segments entirely corneous and the middle

coxae with a distinct trochantin
;
and the Tentyriinae, having the ventral segments

entirely coimeous, as in the Asidinae, but the middle coxae without trochantin.

The laiwae of Tenebrionidae are elongated, often resembling, in a general way, the

so-called ‘wire-worms,’ the laiwae of Elateridie. The larvae have four-jointed antennae,

five-jointed legs, are provided with from tAvo to fiA'e ocelli on each side of the head,

and often have a pair of anal apjAendages to aid in locomotion. The larvae feed upon
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fungi, upon dead animal and vegetable matter, ipmn dung, and upon plant-galls
; the

larvaB of Hiujophlams ferrugimns devour the larvae of Tomicus stenograp/ms, and

the larvae of Tribolium ferrugineum and of T. castanewn are museum pests. The
larvae as well as the imagos of the Tenebrionidae are usually abundantly parasited by

intestinal Gregarina; of some species of Tenebrionidm one cannot find an individual,

uj)on dissection of large numbers, that does not harbor one or more species of these

parasites.

The geographical distribution of the TenebrionicUe is somewhat remarkable. On
the eastern coast of North America the family is poorly represented, but the number
of genera and species in the faiina increases toward the west, until, upon reaching

California, they are among the most abundant Coleoptera. They are especially

abundant also along the western coast of South America, and in Europe.

The uses to M'hich Tenebrionidm have been put are comparatively few. The larvae

of Blaps mortisaga are said to be roasted and eaten by Egyptian women, and the

larvae of Tenehrio and Alj^JUtobius have been reared in zoological gardens as food for

amphibians and insectivorous birds.

Among the beetles belonging to the sub-family Tenebrioninae are those of the genus

Ihlops. In Ilelops the tarsi are slender, the abdomen not pedunculate, and there is a

coriaceous band above the labrum
;
some of the species are wingless, and their form

varies from oblong to oval. Some of the species of IleJops are beautifully striped

longitudinally with changeable bronze lines. This is especially the case with IT. micans,

found in the northeastern United States. The larva of II. striatus, a European species,

has been found living in decayed coniferous wood, feeding not only upon the wood

but upon the excrement of wood-boring longicorn larvae. II. jytdhcs has been found in

Illinois about apj)le and peach trees that had been attacked by borers.

Bolitotherus bifiirciis is a curious rough Ijeetle not uncommon in the northeastern

part of the United States and in Canada about species of Polgporus and other fungi

upon trunks of trees. It is from 0.4 to 0.5 of an inch long, and dull

l)rown, the lateral margins of the ])rothorax are flattened and extend

forward each side of the head
;
two protuberances upon the dorsum

of the prothorax are short in females, but in males extend upward

and forward to form veritable horns, which are of variable length, are

flattened out from above and below, and are fringed Avith light brown

hairs around their margins. The antennae are short and ten-jointed.

The larvfe feed in holes which they burrow in fungi. They are about

0.75 of an inch long when full grown, long and narroAV, with the

abdomen ending in two spines. Pupation takes place within the

fungus. Eledona agaricolu, a European species closely related to BoUtotherus, has

similar habits.

Diaperis has a short, oval form, smooth surface, and the first joint of the hind tarsi

not exceeding the second in length. B. hgdni is about 0.25 of an inch long, the elytra

are red spotted with black, the rest of the insect is black
;

it is very common upon Poly-

porus betidinus., a large fungus that attacks dead white-birch trees, and in which the

larva of the beetle feeds. B. boleti., from Europe, is a trifle larger than B. hydni, and

has a broad, irregular black band across the middle, and a similar band near the apex

of the elytra
;

its habits are like those of B. hydni. Hoplocephala differs generically

from Biaperis in having the first joint of the posterior tarsi as long as the second and

third joints. H. bicornis, a smooth beetle, only about 0.15 of an inch long, and of a

Fig. 396. — BolUo-
therus bi/urcus.
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nietallic-green color with brownish legs, is very common on various kinds of small

fungi growing on bark of dead trees and stumps. The male is distinguished from the

female by two slender horns that surmount the head
;
the female has the general

aspect of a small species of Chrysomelidae. The species of Platydema are oval, some-

what dattened beetles, and have the first joint of the posterior tarsi longer than the

second and third joints. Their larvas feed upon fungi under bark.

In the genus Tenebrio are included black, elongated, winged beetles, in which the

antennae are gradually thickened toward the tip, the epipleune entire, the legs slender,

and the entire insect of a dull-black color. The larva of T. molitor is

the well-known meal-worm, and all stages of the insect are found about

granaries and bake-houses, where they are very destructive to stored

grain and all farinaceous matter. Some of the species of 2'enebrio are

found about decaying wood, and Cha])uis and Candeze write that these,

as well as other larva3 of Tencbrioniihe, may be distinguished from the

larva) of Elaterida)— the wire-worms— which they so closely resemble, fig. 397.— Tene-

“ by the strutdure of their mouth-])arts, that is by the attachment of
obscums.

the lobe to the basal piece of the ma.xillEe, and by their visible clypeus and labrum.”

ceramboides, a black beetle with slender legs, common in the eastern United

States, is about 0.75 of an inch long. Its thorax is finely punctate when examined

with a lens, although it appears smooth to the naked eye; its elytra are deeply and

irregularly indented. It is found under bark, as is also Iphthiraus opacus., a beetle of

about the same size, which has both thorax and elytra coarsely punctured. JSfyctobates

pe)insyh'anica, found in the same regions as Ujyis cerronboides, resembles the latter in

form and size, but has elytra upon which fine punctures are arranged in very regular

strias.

In California and Arizona are three genera

—

StenotrtcJms, Cmtidus, and Atn-

phidora— which, contrary to the general rule in Tenebrionida), are densely pubescent

with long, erect hair; the species are all wingless. One of the largest of these pubes-

cent species is Cratidus osculans, which is about 0.6 of an inch long, black, densely

punctate, and out of each minute depression arises an erect brown hair.

Blaps and JEleodes, two well-known genera of the Tenebrionidae, belong to a group

in which the connate elytra partly embrace the body, and in

which the tarsi are spinose or setose beneath. Blaps is a genus

containing numerous species distributed over Europe, northern

Africa, and western Asia. B. vwrtisaga, a common European

species, has been introduced into America, and is abundant at Alex-

andria, Va. It is about an inch long, entirely black, and is found

in cellars, caverns, and other obscure places, where it feeds upon

animal refuse. The larva of Blaps is similar to that of Tenebrio.,

but larger, and lives in obscure nooks. Eleodes contains about

fifty species, which are all found in the western United States,

where they devour excrement and dead matter, and seem to fill

the place occu])ied in the eastern hemisphere by Blaps. Some of

the species of Eleodes are quite large, E. obscura, a robust species, and E. yigantea.,

a slenderer species with long legs, being about 1.25 inches long.

Dr. G. H. Horn stated in 1867 that certain Californian species of Eleodes, when
disturbed, elevate the abdomen nearly vertically, and if seized discharge an oily fluid

from the abdomen
VOL. 11 . —23

Fig. 398. — Blaps mor-
tisaga.

An analogous disagreeably odorous secretion is used as a defence
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by JBlaps niortisac/a, J>. obtusa, and others of tlie same genus. The odorous fluid,

both of Blaps and of EJeodes, is secreted by two glands, one on each side, near tlie

anus, from wliich it is ejected, sometimes in the case of Eleodes longicollis to a dis-

tance of three or four inches. Mr. C. F. Gissler, who has examined the secretion of

Eleodes., states that it has an acid reaction, stains the skin brown and causes lachiyma-

tion
;

lias a very jienetrating, indescribable odor
;

is soluble in water, alcohol, and

ether
;
and sometimes crysblllizes on a glass, forming an orange-colored magma of

minute crystals. Blaps obtusa, according to Ilornung and Bley, contains a red pig-

ment, volatile and fatty oil, resin, formic and uric acids, and wax, besides chitin and

other substances. Kirby and ypence write that, “Pliny tells us of a Blatta, which,

from his description, is evidently the darkling-beetle mortisaga), and which he

recommends as an infallible nostrum, when ajiplied with oil extracted from the cedar,

in otherwise incurable ulcers, that was an object of general disgust on account of its

ill scent, a character which it still maintains.”

The sub-family Asidiiun contains numerous genera, among which Asida is well

known since it is represented by numerous species in the Euroi^ean fauna and by over

thirty species, all from west of the Mississippi Biver, in the United States. The sjiecies

of Asida inhabit desert regions. They are a])terous and have an ovate body.

The sub-family Tentyriinae contains, with few exceptions, apterous species. The
only species of the Tentyriinae found in the northeastern United States is Phellopsis

obcordata, which is found from Maryland to Canada. It is about 0.55 of an inch long

and one-third as wide, is dark brown, is roughened by deep punctures and jn’ominent

elevations, and has the anterior portion of the prothorax Avinged laterally. It is found

upon fungi in localities similar to those frequented by Bolitotherus bifurcus, which its

color and rugosity recall.

Sfb-Order IV. — Pekta:\iera.

The Pentamera, the group of beetles normally having tarsi with five joints, includes

all the Coleoptei-a to be described hereafter in this work, and probably contains about

one half the known species of Coleoi)tera. Omission is made of some of the smaller

and less interesting families in order to alloAV more space for those families which are

of most importance.

The family LvjrEXYLOXiDyE contains but four genera and a limited number of

species, but the destruction of ship-timber in western Europe by Lymexylon navale,

and Linnaeus’ application of a remedy by immersing the timber during the time of

oviposition of the beetle, early called the attention of naturalists to this sjjecies. The

species of this family have a deflexed head, Avhich is narrowed behind; the eleven-

jointed serrate antennae are inserted on the sides of the head
;
the coxae are all con-

tiguous in the three American genera, but in Atractocerus the anterior cox® are

separate
;
the legs are slender. Eymexylon has entire elytra and the abdomen with

five ventral segments. The species generally resemble those of certain Elatcridfe, or

spring-beetles, later to be described. The larvae of L. navale are slender, six-legged

grubs
;
the head is small, the first segment enlarged, and the last segment bears a leaf-

like ajipendage above. These larvae make long cylindrical burrows in oak wood.

None of the LymexylonidcB are sufliciently abundant in America to cause damage.

Alicromalthus debilis, a minute but interesting species, has been reared by Mr. H. G.

Hubbard, from decayed Avood found in Detroit, Mich.
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The species of Ptixid^e are generally small
;
their an tennse are variable in form

and place of insertion, and have from nine to eleven joints; the head is quite retrac-

tile, so much so as to be often protected by the prothorax
;
the elytra are entire. The

food-habits of this family arc very diversified
;
both larvte and imagos show a 2)refer-

ence for dead animal or vegetable matter, although living plants do not escape their

attacks. The larviu eat drugs, even devouring ca])sicum, tobacco, allspice, and other

material not generally accejitiljle to insects
;
they also bore in both living and dead

fungi, bark, twigs, roots, and wood of many kinds
;
and one species, Catorama zeai

from the Barbadoes, lives somewhat after the manner of Brucliidce., in maize.

A common beetle belonging to this family, that attacks ajiple trees in the middle

United States, is Aw2)hicerus bicaudatus, which is about 0.3 of an inch long, of a

cylindrical, slender form, and of a dark-brown color. Its specific name is derived

from tlie fact that the males have two small thorns j)rojecting from the |)osterior end

of the body. This sjiecies does not, in all jirobability, breed in young twigs of a]i2)le,

although it may often be found in them, head downward, in Inirrows which occu
2
'>y

one or two inches of the 2^ith of the twigs, and extend downward from an 023ening by

which the beetle has entered the twig. These burrows are used only for hibernation,

and the larval history of this beetle is not yet known. Similar injuries to those which

A. hicaudutits cause in ap2de twigs are also 2?roduccd by the same S2:)ecies of beetle in

2)ear, 2)each, and graqie twigs. In Euro2)e beetles of the genera and JLinoxt/lon.,

closely related forms to Amphicerus., attack grape twigs, as well as the bark and wood
of numerous trees.

Lasiodernia serricorne, a small S2iecies of this family, eats, as larva, ca2)sicaim and

dried tobacco. L. Iceue attacks stems and leaves of dried tobacco, often doing much
damage to them. The former is found in both Euro2)e and America; the latter is

Euro2)ean. Catorama., of which one s2Jecies has been mentioned as eating maize,

differs from Lasioderma in not having serrate antenna5 . C. tabaci attacks cigars in

Cuba, and C. sallei, from the West Indies, undergoes its metamoiqihoses in the 25ods

of a 2ilant closely like Saint-John’s-bread.

In Anobium the form is elongated, somewhat cylindrical
;

the eleven-jointed

antennae are inserted just in front of the eyes, and the metasternum is dee2dy excavated

in front. These little beetles, which are generally black or brown in coloration, and

about 0.25 of an inch long, have received the name of death-watch on account of a

peculiar ticking sound which they 2>roduce in the wood of houses, a sound which was

supposed, by superstitious 2)eo2)le, to presage death to some member of the household

where it was heard. The sound itself consists of from six to twelve shaiqi, distinct

ticks, at nearly as regular intervals as the ticks of a clock
;
then a 23ause of a minute

or more occurs, and the sound is rejieated, often in another locality from that where

it was first heard. As this ticking is generally emitted when there is no other dis-

turbing noise, often in the stillest
2
ifii’t of the night, one can scarcely wonder that

people who do not know its cause should listen to it, perhaps while watching at the

sick-bed of a friend, with hushed breath, and should associate its sounds with death.

The sounds are really, however, only signals by one beetle to discover another of its

species; probably, as in many other insect-noises, they have a sexual significance, and

serve to guide one sex to the other. At any rate, by deftly imitating their call by
snapping with the finger-nail u2>on a piece of hard wood, the beetles can be deceived

into repeatedly answering your telcgra2)hic message. The mode by Avhich the beetle

produces its sound was first observed by Swammerdam, the distinguished Dutch
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anatomist, over t\vo Immlrod years ago, and lias since been described by several

naturalists. The rajiping is caused by a forcible hammering of the hard wood with the

head of the beetle, and it is noticeable that the beetle selects places where the wood

will act as a sounding-board for its curious sonifaction.

The larva of ^[nohium is cylindrical, short, often slightly dilated toward the

])osterior extremity, and has six legs; it has no ocelli, short antennas, a labrnm which

reaches nearly to the extremity of the short, stout mandibles; its anal opening is

longitudinal. The larva> sometimes develop in one year, and sometimes require

longer. Both beetles and larvic often do much damage to furniture, books, drugs,

and ])rovisions. Linmeus found that A. pertinax destroyed his chairs; Kirby and

Spence complain that A. HriaUirn has the same habit, and also injures ])icture-frames

and the boards of floors. Both of these s])ecies of Anohhoi) attack books, not only

for the leather with which they are bound, but also for the paste used in their binding.

Sj)ence mentions wholesale destruction of oaken beams used to support floors in the

old mode of building houses in Belgium, necessitating renewal of the.se beams at great

ex))ense.

Ritodrejxi panicea., a cosmopolitan species often mentioned under the name of

Anohium pxtnU'euyn., differs from by not having the metasternum excavated

in front. It is a brown beetle densely covered with light brown pubescence, and

about 0.1"2 of an inch long. The earlier stages of this beetle were described in 1721

by Frisch, Avho found the larvje devouring the inside of a piece of rye-bread. Later

the same author writes that this insect injures books, and attacks many kinds of dead

animal matter. Prof. A. S. Packard mentions finding this s])ecies in wasps’ nests

preserved in museums, where it ]»robably ate the dried wasps left in the nests. Dr.

II. fShimer has raised this species from larvae feeding in red beads “made of some

kind of colored paste.”

The genus of which P. fm- is a widely diffused representative, differs from

Anohinni both in form and in having the long filiform antenna*

inserted closely together U
2
)0n the front. Pthuis fur is of an

uniform brown color, and is pubescent
;

it is only about 0.1 of

an inch long. I)e Geer described and figured the jireparatory

stages of this si)ecies in 1774. This s])ecies is knovvui as a

museum pest, attacking insects and other animals preserved in

collections. I have found it swarming in Ivarrels of wool which

had been cli])])ed off the fleece and thrown aside because it was

full of shee])s’ dung and other dirt. According to E. Perils

the female of P. duLiux, a French species, oviposits in the male

blossoms of ruaritbim. The larva grows rapidly, feeding

upon the jiollen of the pine, and forms its cocoon of ])ollen-grains cemented together

by a mucilaginous secretion. P. hrunneus., a species found in

Europe and in the Ignited States, sometimes attacks the binding

of books.

The diversity of habits of the larvae of Ptinida* can be easily

seen by the above selections from what is known of their life fio. 400. —Larva of
•’

_ .
Pfinus Jiir.

history. They are generally easily destroyed by subjecting the

materials in which they feed to heat, or to the action of benzine vapor in a closed tin

box. A convenient way of destroying these and other insects in books, in such drugs

as are not injured by subjecting them to a dry heat of 100° C, in clothing, and in
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Fig. 401. • Vury-
nefes rujicollis.

many other substances, is to jiut the goods containing insects into a loosely covered

tin box or pail and to set this for a time into boiling water, taking care that the

water does not boil over into the box containing the goods.

The family of C’LEuiDJi includes over seven hundred sjiecies of beetles, of which

many have beautiful coloration, and a general aspect somewhat ant-like. This ant-like

appearance is due to their lu'oniiueut eyes, their short anteiime, their generally long

legs, and their elongated prothorax, which is often much narrower than the elytra and

slightly narrower than the head. The antenme, which are usually eleven-

jointed, have the apical joints enlarged, forming a more or less compact

serrate club. The posterior coxie are Hat, and the tarsi have membran-

ous lobes, d'he larvm of Cleridie are mostly ])redaceous, inhabiting the

burrows of xylojjhagous coleoptera, or the nests of bees, and feeding

upon the living larvm which they find in these situations
;
a few {Corif-

netes and Necrohiu) eat decaying animal matter. iNIany sj)ecies of

Cleridm, as imagos, fixapient flowers, but a large number of them, espe-

cially species of Thaaashaas, can be found running quickly over dead ])iue bark, and

piles of freshly-cut pine wood furnish the agile insect-collector numerous species.

The species of X^ecrohut which have been introduced into America from Eui'ope,

are small pubescent carrion beetles of which the outer three joints of the antennai

form a club. The la.st joint of the paljii is long and truncate. X. violacea is about

U.15 of an inch long and deep steel blue, rarely greenish, in color. X. ruJicolUs is a

trifle larger than the last-mentioned species, and its legs, j)rothorax and the anterior

portion of its elytra are dull red. X. nijfpes differs from X. violacea in having brown
legs. The larva of Xecrobia fixapieiits the same jilaces as does the

imago
;

it is of a light brownish-red color, and its

abdominal segments increase in size ])Osteriorly, so

that the tenth segment is over one-fourth wider than

the fourth segment.

'Thaneroclerati maguineus is a pretty red species

in which the light red elytra are densely punctate,

and the brownish-red prothorax is covered with long

Its life history is nnknown. ('lenia ornutas is a beau-

tiful species from the we.stern coast of Xorth America. Its length

is about 0.4 of an inch
;

its elytra are yellow, marked with very

dark shining blue, its prothora.x is blue, clothed with long yellow

hairs, and its legs are blue.

In Trichoilet< the club of the antenna' is somewhat triangular, the

last joint of the labial paljii is dilated, that of the maxillary palpi

only slightly larger than the penultimate joint. 7\ apiarian, a well-

known Euro])ean species, is about 0.0 of

an inch long. Its ground color is deep

blue, but three broad bands of yellow ex-

tend from the outer nearly to the innei-

edge of the elytra
;
the head, prothorax,

and legs are clothed with long pubescence.

The larva of this species lives in the nests

of wasps and wild bees, and at times in ill-kept hives of honey bees, where it eats not

only such half-dead bees as come within its reach, l)ut nests in the honey-comb and

Fig. 402.— Tharir-

eroclerus san-
(juineus.

pubescence.

Fig. 403.— Citrus
ormitiis.

Flo. 404.— Perilypus
carbouarius. Fig. 405.— Triciiotles apiarius.
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Fig. 4S>Q.—AiUicus
nero.

devoiirs the larvae and pui^ie of the bees. The imago is found from May to July; the

larva remains from July until the next year in the bees’ nests. In America Trichodes

mittalU is not rare in August upon dowers of Spircm ulha, but its

larval habits have not been studied. It is about 0.4 of an inch long,

and somewhat resembles T. iqnarkts in color and markings. The
genus Atdicus, which has the apex of both labial and maxillary

palpi dilated, is found on the western coast of North America, as is

also the very slender Perihjp>us carbonarius, in which the posterior

thighs are elongated.

Tlie larvae of Tillus imifasciatus., a European sjjecies, live in dried

grape twigs, preying upon larvae of Anaspis maculata and Apate

sexdentata y and finally jjupating in tlie twigs. It is probable that

T. collaris, from Georgia, has analogous habits.

The family of Malachid^ is often united with the next succeeding family (Lam-

pyridae) from the species of which the members of this family differ in having only six

free ventral segments, and in the insertion of a sejjarate piece between the front and

the labrum.

The genus Alalachius, and a few of its allies, has excited the attention of many
observers on account of its protrusion of two evaginablc pro-

cesses from each side. In Malachius ceneus each anterior

]>rocess is trilobed, and is pushed out on each side from

beneath the anterior angles of the prothorax
;
each posterior

process is bilobed and originates between the metathorax

and first abdominal segment. These processes are of a deli-

cate red or reddish-yellow tissue
;
they were shown by Dr.

H. Liegel to be evaginated by filling with the blood or body-

fiuid of the insect, and to be retracted by muscles within

them. The function of these organs is unknown.

Alalachhis mnetis., the beetle just mentioned, is about

0.2 of an inch long
;
the anterior angles of its

2
)rothorax

and the outer portion of its elytra are dull red, the rest of

the insect is bronze green. It is found both in Eurojie and

in the United States, having been

introduced into the latter country.

The beetle eats the pollen of grass and other plants, and is

possibl)^ sometimes carnivorous
;
the larva lives beneath the

bark of trees, where it hunts out and devours the larvie of

other insects.

The Lampyrid-E are beetles of soft texture and medium

or small size
;
the head is sometimes hidden by the front of

the ])rothorax, and sometimes prominent and exposed; the

antenna^ are generally serrate, and, usually eleven-jointed
;

the elytra, usually quite soft and yielding, may be short or

even 'wanting in the females of certain genera. The larvae

are fiattened, often dark-colored and velvety, and have an

ocellus on each side the retractile head
;
they are generally

carnivorous, living under stones and bark, or upon the ground, where they devour

snails and larvae of insects. Sometimes the velvety larva? of certain sjjecies of

Fig. 407.— Mahechhis mar-
ginicollis.

Fig. 408. — Malachius afflnis.
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Telephorus wander about ujion the snow, giving rise to stories of showers of

worms.

This family is often divided into three sub-families. The species that have the

middle cox:b contiguous, the epipleurm narrow at the base, and the episterna of the

mesothorax not sinuate on the inner side, belong to the sub-family Telephorime

;

the species of the sub-family Lampyrinai differ from those of the Telephorime in hav-

ing the corresponding episterna sinuate and the epipleurm usually wide at their bases

;

while the species of Lycinaj have no epipleune and have the middle coxie distant.

Of the sub-family Telephoriuae the genus Telephorus, which lias an exposed head,

is well represented in North America. T. hiUneatus, a sjiecies of which the elytra are
.

blackish brown, tinely margined with light brown, and tlm prothorax brownish red

with a longitudinal black spot each side of the median line above, has been reared.

The larva is found early in the spring under stones where it pupates in time to dis-

close the imago in May
;
the larva is about 0.5 of an inch long, the imago about three-

fifths as long. The imago is said to feed on birch leaves.

The genus ChauUoguathus differs from all other North American Lampyridae in

having an extensible fleshy filament attached to each maxillary lobe.

The function of these filaments is jirobably to lap the honey and pollen

from the flowers on which the bettles feed. C. pennsyloanicus is

common in the eastern United States; it is about 0.5 of an inch long,

and is yellow and black, as follows : the head, antennm aiid legs are

black, and there is a black patch upon the yellow 2)i'othorax, and an

elongated black spot occujfles the middle of the apical portion of each ^^^og^mthus‘penn-

yellow elytron. Although these beetles eat })olIen and honey, fre-
syUaiucus.

quenting flowers of thistles and golden-rods {Solklago) for the purpose, during late

summei-, their larvae are carnivorous and aid the farmers in the su])pression of many
noxious insects. The larvic of C. pen?isi/lucaiicus are known to devour the larvae of

the plum-weevil (Conotrachelus nenuphar).

The sub-family of Lampyrinae is noted for the luminosity of most of its species.

The spectrum of the fire-fly was alluded to in the general remarks concerning the

Coleoptera, but the results which numerous experimenters and investigators have

obtained in working U2)0n the luminous organs of beetles are worthy of further notice

here.

These luminous organs differ in distribution on tbe abdominal segments of differ-

ent kinds of Lam2)yridce, and Motschulsky, in 1853
,
used the 2iosition of the luminous

spots, which are yellow on the beetles, in the se2)aration of genera. In finer anatomy

the luminous organs, which are homologically 2^Jii'ts of the fat-body of the insect,

consist of the luminiferous cells wra2)ped about by ca2)illary anastomoses of the

tracheffi. The larvte, as well as the images of Lami)yridie, are luminous, and it has

been asserted further that the eggs emit light. As Wielowiejsky, who has lately

studied the histology of these luminous organs, rightly says, the eggs can be luminous

only on account of some external substance which they derived from their mother, or

on account of light-giving 2>ower of the develo2iing larvm within them. Matteucci,

Jousset de Bellesme, and others have ex2)erimented on the conditions which favor or

hinder light-2n'oduction in Lamjji/ris. Decapitated s2)ecimons retain their 230wer of

giving off light, either with or without being subjected to electrical excitement, for

four days. High tem2)erature fails to stimulate the action of the luminous organs.

In 2Jure oxygen the light is increased in intensity, while no light is emitted in pure
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hydrogen, carbonic dioxide, or nitrogen, i)roving that, whatever is the form of com-
bustion, it is an oxydation. Crushing the luminous organs, as is generallv known,
temporarily increases the intensity of their light by admitting more oxygen to them;
ordinarily their oxygen supply is brought to them by theii- tracheal ca])illaries. Entire

destruction of the cells of these organs by jndverizing them in a mortar, however,

results in ])roducing no light, because the su])])ly of luminiferous matter ordinarily

formed by the cells ceases upon their death. In beetles killed bv suljdmretted hydro-

gen the cells are likewise killed, and no further light can be obtained from them.

Fig. 410. — Glowworms, a, Lampuris i, female; c, larva, d, L, noctiluca, mule-,
e, female; /, larva.

Apparently, then, the liying cells of the luminous organs secrete, under direct control

of the neryous system, a sulfstance, possibly phosjihuretted hydrogen, which is lumin-

ous wdien acted upon by the oxygen that reaches these cells through their envelojiing

tracheal anastomoses. In some species the light is continuous for a considerable

time
;

in other species the light is often interrujited. Mr. A. E. Eaton has observed

that, in Lttciola lusitanica, the flashes are rc])eated as often as thirty-six times a

minute, the duration of each flash being from one-fourth to onc-third of a second.

When one sex of any S2)ecies of Lanijiyrida* emits intcnser light than the other

sex, the less luminous sex has, as a rule, the best developed eyes
;

this is esjie-

cially marked in the case of the large eyes of males of sjiecies in which the female

is luminous, but apterous.

A common sjiecies of fire-fly in the eastern United States is

Photiiris j)eniis!/luanica. It is about 0.5 of an inch long, and

both sexes have wdngs and long elytra. The color is yellowish,

striped w'ith a few ill-defined lines of black or brown. Its

luminous larva has a brush-like anal leg. In Eurojie the com-

mon species of fire-flies are TMmpyris noctiluca and L. spleii-

didala. The females of these sjiecies are wingless, each elytron

being rejilaced by a small scale, and these females, as well as

the larya3, are termed glow'-woi nis. The larvae devour snails.

In jiarts of the Mississijijii valley the common h’re-fly is Photi-

nus pyralis, which has brownish-black elytra margined with

jiale yellow', and a yellow jirothorax with a black sjiot on its

ViG.wx. — pUoturUptnnsyi- centre. The larva of P. lives in the ground, w’here
L-unicus. ... , 1 1 / T

it feeds ujion soft-bodied insects and ujion earth-worms {Pum-
bricHs). Photinus coi'ruscus, a species varying from 0.35 to O.GO of an inch long,

dull black in color, excejit two curved red lines extending from each side of the
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Fig. iVL-Calop-
teron retlcu-
latum.

anterior projection of the jirothorax, -which shields the head, back to near tlie ])os-

terior angles of the protliora.v.

Among the insects of the sub-family Lyciiue, of which the species are diurnal in

habits, and wander about plants in search of insect food, Galopteroti reticttlatum may

be chosen as a representative. This s2)ccies has the elytra gradually

widening from the base to near the tij), and covered with a hue net-work

or reticulate surface
;

its flat serrate antenme and its under surface are

black, as well as the middle of the protliora.v, and the ajiical end of the

elvtra. In the form which was once known as C. teniiinah., but which

is now regarded to be a variety of C. reticiilattmi., the anterior two-thirds

of the elvtra are yellow, while in other sjiecimens there is a jiatch of

black near the base of each elytron. These insects vary from 0.40 to

0.75 of an inch in length. Their larv® are clay-yellow, prettily marked

with black, and are found under logs and stones, where they eat other insect larvie.

The El.vteiiid-E, including with them the EucxFMiDJi and CEmaoxiu.E, which

are often regarded as distinct families, comjirise considerably more than three thou-

sand species of de.scribed coleojitera, which are cpiite distinctly separated by a few

marked characters, of which the following is an abstract from Drs. Le Conte and

Horn’s work, to which reference has been so often made : The antennai are usually

serrate, sometimes pectinate or fiabellate, and are often inserted in grooves upon or

under the front
;
the hve (rarely si.v) ventral segments are free, and the 6 rst of them

is not elongate
;
the hind co.vai are contiguous, and sulcate for the reception of the

thighs
;
the front co.vie globose, and contained entirely within the prosternum

;
the

protliora.v loosely articulated to the mesothora.v, and the jirosternum prolonged behind.

The greater jiart of the Elateridie are jiopularly known in America as snapjiing-

beetles and S2>ring-beetles, and in England as click-beetles and ski2)jacks, because of

their 2)Ower of jum2)ing iqi into the air when 2'hTced iqion the back. Dr. Le Conte

says this jum2nng “is effected by extending the 2>rothorax so as to bring the 2^i‘Osternal

S2)ine to the anterior 2)art of the mesosternal cavity, then suddenly relaxing the muscles

so that the S2)ine descends violently into the cavity, the force given by this sudden

movement causes the base of the elytra to strike the su2)2iorting surface, and by their

elasticity the body is 2>ro2)elled iqiward.” Without the aid of this mechanism, these

short-legged beetles would find difficulty in regaining their foothold when they had

fallen on their backs, which might often occur, because of their habit of dro2i2''iiig to

the ground, with legs retracted and feigning death, u2ion the slightest disturbance.

If a beetle fails to regain his 2>ro2)er 2>osition by the first jum
2 >, the S2)rings are re23eated

until success results, each S2)ring, es2)ecially if u2>on a hard surface, is accom 23anied by

a distinctly audible click.

The habits of the Elateridae are quite diverse, many sit iqion leaves of 2>lJ'iits and

u|)on grass, others are abundant under bark, and many S2)ecies live concealed beneath

stones. The larva} usually live in decaying wood
;
some of them, however, do not

confine their attacks to dead vegetable matter, but are known as seriously injurious to

living 2)lants and to cultivated crops
;
a few of these larvae are carnivorous, the larvae of

Urasterias atnahilis, in the United States, being known to devour locusts’ eggs. Many
elaterid lai-va?, because of their cylindrical form and very firm, smooth, chitinous

exterior, are known as wire-worms. The larvae have six legs, no ocelli, and their

antennae are very short and three-jointed. Wire-worms have sometimes destroyed

2Jotatoes and cabbage roots by riddling them with their burrows. Some of these larvie
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develop under favoruble circuiustaiices in a year, but niany of them require several

years to attain full growth.

The Elaterid® not only show their relationship to the Lampyridm by anatomical

characters, but also by the ])ossession of luminous organs in a few species, these lumi-

nous organs being found in the larvm of a number of species, and being long since

observed on the imagos of Hi/rojAioriis.

The true Elaterida* liave the ])osterior coxae laminate, and the labrum visible and

free. Melanactes piceus is a very shining, black species, about one inch long, found

uj)on the Atlantic coast of Xorth America as far north as Massachusetts. M. morio,

a somewhat smaller species witli striate elytra, is found in the same regions. Larva*,

supposed to belong to Jldunactes, are <piite brilliantly luminous.

It is, however, to the genus Htjropliorus., which contains about a hundred s])eciesof

Elateridie, all from trojiical America, that we must turn for the most brilliant forms

of luminous insects. VijroplioruH noctilucvs, common in the West Indies and Brazil,

and in common with a few allied species called the cucuyo by the West Indians, is

from 1.50 to 1.75 inches long. Its color is a rusty lu-own, aj)]jroaching black. U])on

each side of the iwothorax, near its ba.sal angles, is a convex, oval lantern, whicli.

Fig. 413. — Stages of an Elaterid {Alans).
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wlien not illuminated, is yellowish white in color
;
but which, when illuminated, gives

out a light exceeding in brilliancy that of the Lam])yridce. The species of Pyrophorus

fly in much more direct lines and give out their light longer and more constantly

than do the Lampyridie. During flight a luminous organ situated

beneath, between the metathorax and first abdominal segment, emits

even more light than do the prothoracic lanterns. In Vera Cruz

these beetles are so much used as toilet ornaments that they are an

article of trade. The Indians ca])ture them by waving

about in the air a stick, to which they have attached

a burning coal, the light of the coal attracting the

beetles in the same way as they are attracted to each

other by their own luminosity. They are preserved

Fig. 414. —
attenuatus.

in boxes made of wire netting, are fed each evening

Fig. 415. Pjjrophorus
noclilucus.

with })ieces of crushed sugar-cane, and are bathed

twice a day in tepid Avater to keep them in good health. The emis-

sion of light by Pi/rophorus seems, like that of Lampyridte, to be

entirely dependent upon the will of the insect
;
Avhen feeding, and

during sleep, no light is given off, the greatest intensity of the

light being reached during flight and activity.

Corymhites is a large genus, numbering in the United States over seventy species,

and the species vary greatly in form, size, and coloration. C. resplendeiis., common in

northern New England, is shining bronze greeipwith reddish reflections, and is about

0.5 of an inch long. C. ajlindriformis, a brown species which is cpiite elongated,

varies in length from 0.45 to 0.80 of an inch.

The genera AtJious, limonius, Mdanotas., Elater, and Cryptohypnus are all

represented by numerous species in the United States, but many of these species are

difficult to distinguish without elaborate descriptions or hgiires, and little is known of

their life history. Melanotus conuiiums is one of the most common species of snap-

jiing beetles in the northeastern United States; it is brown,

pubescent, and about 0.5 of an inch long.

Alaus ocidatus, jiot only on account of being one of the largest

species of North American Elaterida?, but also on account of its

))eculiar markings, has attracted the attention of almost every

beginner in entomology. Its length is a trifle over one and a

half inches, and its coloration black and Avhite. The two velvety

black sj)Ots upon the ])rothorax, the white rings around these

spots, and all the white dots scattered over this insect are jiro-

duced by scaphoid scales densely set upon the surface. The
larvae of A. oculatxis live in decaying wood, often in that of

ajjfjle or pine, and are much broader proportionally than snap-

ping-beetle larvae usually are. The length of the larva of this

species is 2.5 inches
;

its width about 0.4 of an inch across the

The. head is brownish, the rest of the larva reddish yellow.

Chalcole2ndius, another genus of large snapping beetles closely

Fig. 416. — .4;aits

oculatus.

middle of the body.

The S
2
iecies of

allied to Alaus, are jiartly clothed with scales, as the generic name indicates. C.

rubripennis, from southern California, is 1.5 inches long, the striate elytra reddish

brown, the black prothorax converted to bronze green by a coating of micTOSCopic

scales.
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The family of Buprestid.e includes a large number of beetles which somewhat

i-esemble the Elateridae, but differ from them in not possessing the power of springing

when placed u])on the back, and consequently

they do not have the jjrothorax very freely mov-

able upon the mesothorax. They also differ from

the Elateridie in having the first and second ven-

tral segments connate. The eleven-jointed an-

tcnme of the Biiprestidm are almost invariably

serrate
;

the head is small and retractile to the

eyes in the prothorax; the j)osterior end of tlie

body is ta])ered off to a point
;
the ornamentation

is usually with metallic colors, and the surface is

often highly polished. In Pohjhothris., a genus

found in iNIadagascar, the coloration during life

is glistening metallic, which, as in Cassida of the

Chrysomelidm, disappears upon the death of the

insect. The troi)ical S
2
)ecies of Buprestid® are

often large, jPuchroma (jigantea from Brazil

reaching a length of 2.75 inches, and a breadth

of over an inch
;
the size of the s])ecies becomes

gradually less in approaching the tem])erate and

colder regions. These insects frequent flowers or sit upon bark, and are most active

in bright sunlight
;
upon ap])roach, many kinds fly away with great ra])idity, others

retract their short legs and drop to the ground, feigning death.

The larv® of Buprestkhe usually bore elliptical passages in living and dead wood
;

a few, like those of Tradigt), mine in leaves, and still fewer (e. <j. Dlphucrania

aurijlaa) live in galls. The larva* have a very characteristic foiaii due to excessive

enlargement and partial chitinization of the prothoracic segment, into which the head

is retractile. There are no ocelli and no feet, the latter organs being represented in a

few sj)ecies by little fleshy tubercles
;
the antenii® are very short and formed of two

or three joints. Larval life varies in duration
;
in Tvadigs nutnita., which mines wil-

low leaves, Endow found two generations yearly
;
Perris found that many sj)ecies

comjileted their metamorphoses in a year, while Batzeluirg states that

two years are occupied in the cycle of metamorphoses. Puj)ation

takes place in the burrows made by the larva.

The small, flattened, ovate, somewhat angular s])ecies of JlrucJii/s

are found upon leaves of different ])lants, and their larvie are leaf-

miners, like those of the related genus, 7Vuc////.s'. B. tcssellata is oidy

about 0.15 of an inch long, and nearly black in coloration
;

it is fouml

in the eastern United States. Z>. (enu/itiosu, a species of about the

same size, and found in the same region, mines in the leaves of the ^

beech.

The numerous species of Agrihis are elongated, and have the antenn® free, not

received in grot)ves as in Bradigs and 'Tradiys. Agyilua ruJicoUis is quite injurious

to raspberry and blackberry patches in the eastern United States. The beetle is

narrow', about 0.25 of an inch long; its head and thorax is a beautiful coppery bronze,

the elytra are black. The laiw®, wdiich are about 0.5 of an inch long, and pale yellow,

with a brownish head and black mandibles, bore about in the saji-wood of the black-

Fk;. 417. — Euchroma giyan/ea.
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Fig. 419.— Acma-
odera gibbula.

Fig. 420. — Cliri/

sobotli risfemor
ata.

berry and raspberry stalks, until they reacli full growth, when they pupate in the pith.

Their presence in stems of the plants can be readily detected by the gall-like swelling

that they 24roduce. On account of the spiral course of the burrows of

the larva?, the ]iart of the stalk above these galls generally dies. The

best mode of destroying these insects is to burn, during early sjiring, the

stalks which have galls upon them.

The species of Aanceodera ai’e not as elongate as those of Agrihis,

and their scutelhnn is indistinct. AcmcGodera cidta, a black species

with yellow' spots on the elytra, and only 0.25 of an inch long, is common
in eastern Xorth America, on the flowers of star-grass {ILipoxyR erecUi).

A. gihindd is a w'estern form.

A large number of sjjecies of medium-sized Bujirestida? which are of a dark green,

coppery, or black-shining bronze color, and are covered w'ith imjiressed dull spots, are

grouped in the genus Chrysobothris. Of these species C. femorata, a greenish-black

species that varies from 0.4 to 0.6 of an inch in length, and tw'o-thirds

as wide, besides being, as larva, injurious to oaks and other forest trees,

damages peach and pear trees, and often causes serious fatality to apple

trees. These beetles are found from IMay until the end of summer.

Their jiale yellow, thin-shelled, ribbed eggs are laid, singly or a few, in

groups, in crevices of bark. The young larvie, upon hatching, bore into

the bark and live beneath it, in flattened channels, soon girdling small trees. Later,

as its jaAvs become stronger, it attacks the solid wood, but always again comes to the

surface before pupation. After cutting a passage almost through the bark it retreats,

packs its debris and excrement about it, and ['apates. Upon emei-gence, the beetle,

which has feebler jaw's than its larva, has no difficulty in reaching the ojien air. C.

harrisii, one of the smallest beetles of this genus, being only about 0.8 of an inch long,

is a somewdiat rare but brilliant species. Its larva lives in pine twigs, and the brilliant

metallic-green beetle may be found, during June and July in New England, sparkling

in the hot sunlight on the tips of white-pine boughs
;
on account of its

shyness and rapid flight it is not easily captured.

Similar in form to Chrysobothris., but having a broader front, is

Alelanophila. 3L fidi'oyu.ttata, of a lirassy black color from 0.30 to 0.45

of an inch long, has three yellow dots upon each elytron. This species

frequents pines throughout the northern United States.

In JBuprestis, a genus numbering, as at present limited, over fifty

species, many of which are beautifully colored, the beetles are rather larger than in the

preceding genera. J3. ri^p'2)es is a North American species, of wdiich the earlier stages

are unknown. B. fasciata is one of the most brilliant species of this

genus. It is from 0.60 to 0.75 of an inch long, of a brilliant metallic-

green w'ith golden reflections, wdth a small yellow' spot near the tip of

each elytron, and a band of yellow^ nearly across each elytron just in

front of the ajiical sjAOt. The larva probably feeds in Avillow or j^ine

Avood, and it inhabits the northern United States.

Dicerca divaricata, Avhich is of a coppery-bronze color and about

0.75 of an inch long, is easily recognized by the prolonged and divergent

Fig. 421.

—

Melan-
opbila fulvo-
guttata'.

Fig. 422.—Blipre:

tis ru iipes.

Its larvatips of its elytra
;

it is common in the eastern United States,

attacks peach, maple, cherry, and beech trees.

The species of Chcdcojdiora resemble, in form and mode of indentation of the
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Fig. 423. — Chaleo-
phora virginiensis.

Fig. 424. — Gyascutus
planicosta.

elytra, the species of ChrysobotJmjs., but are generally larger and have a distinct sixth

ventral segment. C. liberta, from the eastern United States, is light co
2
)per-bronze in

color, the elevated portions of the surface being jiolished Avhile the

depressed parts are dull. It feeds, as larva, in pine woods, as does

also C. virginiensis, which is generally a little darker colored and
somewhat larger; the former siiecies is from 0.75 to 1.10 inches long.

The larvm of both species inhabit pine wood. Ggasentns and Psilo}^

tera are genera only represented by a few large species, from western

North America, of which the earlier stages are unknown; they are

separated from Chalcopliora by their having the mentum rounded in

front; they are distinguished from oue another by the first joint of

the posterior tarsi being elongated in Ggascutns, and not elon-

gated in Psiloptera. Near these genera in classification are the

giant South American s})ecies of Enchroma, of which E. gigantea

has been already mentioned, and the brilliant “oriental and African

species of Chrgsochroa, the latter generic name being com
2
>ounded

from two Greek words meaning “gold ” and “ skin.” Chrysochroa

ocellata, a large species from the East Indies, is beautiful shining

green, with elytra marked with golden and yellow sjiots, and three-

toothed at the apex. Sternocera, another Asiatic and African

genus, contains large and brilliant species, in which the sternum

is j)rolonged forward and downward as a horn. Sternocera chrysis,

a large species with chestnut-brown elytra, lays elli]itical white eggs

that are 0.36 of an inch long and 0.24 of an inch in shorter diameter,

and from which the larvm at hatching are about 0.45 of an inch

long.

The described species of Scaeab^eii)^ number over seven

thousand. They are readily separated from all other Coleoptera

by the form of their antennae, in which the outer joints— usually

three, sometimes as many as seven in number— are flattened

lamellae capable of close appi'oximation to form a club, and by

their fossorial legs. The antennae, which are inserted beneath

the sides of the front, have from seven to eleven joints
;

the

first joint is always elongated, and the second thicker than the

third. On account of the form of their antennae, beetles of this family ai’e often called

lamellicorns. There are no very mimite species of Scarabaeidae
;
the family, on the

other hand, contains some extremely large insects, the veritable ele])hants among
Coleoptera. The lamellicorns, of course, reach their greatest development, both as to

number and size of sjiecies, in the tropics, but species of considerable size are not

wanting in the tem
2
)erate zone. These beetles attract the attention of people not

generally interested in natural history, not only on account of their large size, but

also because of their curious habits, sometimes useful to man, as are those of the

dung-beetles, one of which {Ateuchus sacer) was long recognized as sacred by the

Egyptians.

Quite a number of genera are rvingless, although the greater part can fly. A large

number produce sounds, either by stridulation, by the motions of the wings, or in some

cases by the ra])id passage of air in or out of the stigmata. Sonifaction is not confined

to imagos, for many lamellicorn larvae stridulate by rubbing the maxillae against the

Fig. 425. — Cliri/socliroa

oceUatd.
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mandibles. The images of one portion of this family are mostly vegetable feeders,

often living upon leaves; those of another portion feed upon the excrement of higher

animals
;
a few eat fruit, Howers, or honey, even, exceptionally, entering bee-hives to

steal honey
;
certain species also lick the sap from wounded ])laces on trees

;
and a

very few {e.g.., TVoa-) feed u])on decaying animal matter. In their sexual relations,

some species of lamellicorns have strange habits. Klaphocera bedeaui, a common

species in the sand dunes of the Bay of Cadiz, copulates only during storms
;
at other

times the beetles remain concealed in the sand. In J^olbocems gallicus, a J^retich

species, the two sexes inhabit neighboring burrows a foot deep in the ground, and the

male dio-s a passage out from his own burrow to that of the female. The males of

Polyphylla variolosa., from the eastern United vStates, have been seen vigorously

scratching the ground above places where females were about to emerge from their

pupae, presumably guided to them by the sense of smell, a sense which has reached a

high degree of develoiunent in the lamellicorns. The aid which certain male dung-

beetles give the females in their maternal duties will bo more fully noticed further on.

The males of lamellicorns are usually much larger than the females, and are often

easily distinguishable from the latter by horns ui)on the prothorax or head, by better-

developed antenme, or by modifications of the legs.

The larvae of the Scarab:eida^ are rather robust, white grubs. Their anal end is

curved around under their l)ody so that they cannot walk on a flat surface, but are

only able to use their six well-developed legs in -locomotion when suiTounded by the

substances in which they live. The head is corneous and resistant, Avith four-jointed

antennae and Avithout ocelli. The rest of the larva is covered Avith a someAvhat tough

skin, and widens posteriorly so that the ajhcal half of the abdomen is broader than its

base. All lamellicorn larvae live concealed, some in the ground, feeding upon roots,

others in decaying AA'ood, in excrement, or in other substances Avhich they dcAmur.

The coprophagous species undergo their metamorjrhoses rapidly, but the other lamelli-

corns often require tAvo or three years to pass from the egg to the imago. Several

nematode AA’orms inhabit the capacious digestive tract of certain lamellicorn larvse

;

but, besides these, the larval stage of Echinorhynclms yiyas, an acanthocephalous

worm AA^hich Ua'Cs as adult in the intestinal canal of SAvine, has been found in the grubs

of the European May-beetle {Melolontha vulgaris). The SAvine eat the May-beetle

grubs, thus infecting themselves Avith Avorms, and the dung of the SAvine furnishes the

May-beetle grubs the eggs of the Avorm — a curious interrelationship betAA^een hog,

Avorm, and insect. The larva3 of certain lamellicorns are subject also to fungus para-

sitism by species of Torruhia, of Avhich the fructification stems groAV out from the

grubs killed by the fungus, often to the height of seA'eral inches, giving rise to stories

of grubs changing into plants.

Dr. Le Conte has diAuded the ScarabaeidiB into three sub-families, according to the

position of the abdominal stigmata. In the loAvest sub-family, the Scarabaeidse pleu-

rosticti, the abdominal stigmata (except the anterior ones) are “ situated in the dorsal

portion of the A’entral segments, forming roAVS AA'hich diverge strongly
;

” the last pair

of stigmata is A'isible behind the elytra.

Osmoderma has the thorax considerably narrower than the elytra and usually

rounded at the sides; the posterior coxae are contiguous, and the outer lobe of the

maxillae is corneous. O. scahra is about 0.9 of an inch long, with a roughened but

shining coppery or brownish-black surface. Its larva lUes in decaying rosaceous

wood, and pupates in an oval cocoon made by cementing together fragments of the
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wood ill which it feeds. O. eremicola., a sliuhtly larger, smooth, dark-brown species,

has habits similar to those of O. .scabra. Not far from Osmmhrma in classification is

/nc«, the species of which are found in trojiical America, and are large and bron/.e

colored.

In the species which belong to the old genns Cetonia, which is now subdivided

into nnmerons genera, the scntellum is visible, the mandibles are feeble and often

membranous, the epimera of the mesothora.v is visible from above, and the anterior

co.\ae prominent. During flight the elytra of these beetles remain closed, the wings

e.xtending out from beneath the base of the elytra. Some of the species eat hone}',

others soft fruits, still others lick saj> from wounds of trees. Thus the mandibles, baving

no hard work to do, are feelile. I'rojnnota birtelUt, a small European species which is

black, somewhat marked with white, and densely pubescent with brownish hairs,

injures fruit-blossoms by eating away their anthers and styles.

Eurnomia inda is the most abundant species of cetonian in the northeastern

United States. It is about half an inch long, light brown, marked with irregular black

spots. Its thorax is covered with yellowish ]iubescence. This beetle

has been found feeding upon the kernels of young corn
;
but it is doubt-

ful if the beetles, with their soft month-parts, are really guilty of attack-

ing the corn. It seems more probable that they only eat the juices of

kernels which have been already bitten into by birds or by other insects.

Fig. i2G. — Eury- These beetles are, however, known to eat into ripe peaches, and to feed
oinia inda.

, ipUpon the sap from corn-stalks and from cotton-bolls. I have found the

same species very abundant, devouring saj) which exuded from wounds in the liark of oak

trees; and I presume that, in their reported attacks u])on apple-tree bark, they are only

eating the saji flowing fi'om wounds caused by other animals. This sjiecies is found in

early spring, before the snow is all melted from the ground, making as much noise as

bees and buzzing about in warm sunny sjiots. This beetle has a peculiar acid odor,

resembling vinegar, when handled. This acid is probably readily volatile, as it doas not

rust, to any great extent, the pins used in mounting these insects in collections.

Cetonia mirata, a common metallic-green European species, is also ipiite odorous.

The larva} of E. inda are not yet known.

Allorhina nitida is nearly an inch long, velvety green usually with a yellowish

margin along the sides of the jn'othorax and elytra, and is abundant in the southern

part of the Atlantic slope of the United States. Its larva, according to Dr. C. V.

Riley, attacks strawberry roots; and, because its curved body would cause it to travel

clumsily on its legs, it turns over

upon its back and moves along as

rapidly as an ordinary caterpillar.

The cetonians attain their ma.v-

imum size in the genus Goliatlva.i<

from western Africa. G. gir/an-

tens measures about four inches^ in

length and two inches in width,

and is one of the largest beetles

known. This species is subject to considerable variation, and several vai’ieties have

been described as sjiecies. It is usually chalky white, marked witli velvety black,

prominent among the black ])arts lieing six black lines radiating from near the anterior

part of the ])rothorax towards its jiosterior jiart. These giant beetles live ujion the

sap of trees.

Fi<i. 4’27. — Dijnnstes titjivs, male.
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The genus Dynastes includes, in another groujj of beetles, even larger species

than are those of Goliathus among the Cetonians. In Dynastes the tarsal claws are

equal and the anterior tarsi elongated, the anterior coxte transverse and not prominent,

the prothorax and head armed with horns or tubercles. D. tityus is one of the largest,

possibly the largest, species of Coleoptera found in the United States, and occurs in the

southern 2)art of the country as far north as Philadelphia. It is about two inches long

and one inch wide
;

is of a general greenish-white color, with black legs and brownish

black spots upon the elytra. In the males the anterior portion of the prothorax is

provided with a downward-ciirved black horn that approaches at its tip a similar

upward curved horn from the head. The larvse of this and other species of Dynastes

Fig. 428. — Megasoma elephas»

live in decaying wood. Dynastes hercules, from tropical America, reaches a length

of six inches, of which the curved prothoracic horn makes nearly one-half. The
elytra are light olive green, spotted with black

;
the rest of the beetle Ls shining black.

The prothoracic horn is lined with yellow hairs beneath
;
and below it, as in D. tityus.,

is a shorter upturned horn from the head. The articulation between the prothorax and
head allows these horns to be separated and brought toward each other like the two
halves of a pair of forceps. D. neptunus., a s})ecies of about the same size as is D. her-

cules., also inhabits tropical America. Closely allied to Dynastes, but separated from
it by its glabrous prosternal process, is Megasoma. M. elephas, M. typhon, and M.
actcBon are all large species from Central and South America. M. thersites is a Cali-

fornian species.

VOL. n. — 24
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The genera Strategus, X-gloryctes, and Oryctes comi^rise species not quite as laige

as those of the foregoing genera, having horns or tubercles on both sexes, and Avith

the anterior feet not elongated. In Strategus, the prothorax usually has three horns

in the males and three tubercles in the females. S. cmtcem., a shining dark-broAvu

species about an inch in length, is found near the Atlantic coast of the United States

as far north as Massachusetts. In Xyloryctes, the head is horned in the males and

tuberculate in the females. X. satyrus, Avhich is

deep broAvn, has striate elytra, and is a little over

an inch in length, resembles Oryctes ^lasicornis, a

common European species. X. satyrus is found in

the same regions as is Strategus antceus. 0. nasi-

cornis frequents tanners’ refuse used to surround

hot-beds in northern Germany.

Cotalpa has the claws of the tarsi unequal, the

eljdra without a membranous margin, the thorax

margined at the base, the clypeus separated from

the front by a suture, and ten-jointed antennae. C.

lanigera, the so-called goldsmith beetle from eastern

North America, is nearly an inch long, and light yelloAV in coloration. The female

lays her eggs singly in the ground. The eggs are waxy white, semi-transjjarent, and

oval, and measure about 0.1 of an inch in length. The larva, upon hatching, is about

0.3 of an inch long. It probably requires two or three years to reach full growth,

feeding, meanwhile, upon roots of plants. Pujoation finally takes place in an oval sub-

terranean cavity. The imago frequents many kinds of trees, but is esiJecially fond of

willows, among the leaves of which it nestles during the day, since it is nocturnal in

habits.

In Pelidnota there is no suture between the clypeus and the front. P. punctata

is a well-known beetle about grape-vines in the eastern United

States. It is broAmish yelloAV aboA'e, marked Avith black as fol-

lows : the posterior and lateral portions of the head, the scutel-

lum, a dot upon each side of the prothorax, and three dots near

the outer margin of each elytron. Beneath, the body and the legs

are shining greenish black. The larva of this species lives in the

decaying roots of trees, but is with difficulty distinguished from

other lamellicorn larAm. These beetles fly mostly at night, re-

maining concealed aboxit grape-vines during the day. They eat

grape-leaA^es and tliose of Ampelopsis., but are rarely abundant enough to do real

damage.

Separated from Cotalpa and Pelidnota by the ixossession of nine-

jointed antennai and by having elytra Avith a membranous margin are

the species of Anomala, of AA’hich A. lucicola is a serious foe to graj)e-

culture in some parts of the United States. Its colors are someAA’hat

variable, some specimens being yellowish brown, others black, and still

other combinations of these tAvo colors. The larvae of Anomala haA'c

^^^aialu^coia”^
been carefully studied. The beetles often eat aAA^ay the floAver-buds

and blossoms of the grajje, and also are very abundant upon floAvers of

species of sumac (Rhus). In Europe A. vitis and other species damage grapes.

Ilexodon montandoni is a curious oval species, about 0.6 of an inch long, Avhicli

Fig. 429. — Oryctes nasicornis.
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inhabits Madagascar. Its form and the pattern of its coloration, the elytra being black

striped with white, recall those of the Chrysomelidae. Its life history is unknown.

The second sub-family of the Scarabseidfe, the Melolonthinae, have the abdominal

stigmata “ in part situated on the superior portions of the ventral segments, the last

one usually visible behind the elytra.” The rows of spiracles diverge slightly.

In Pohjphylla the club of the antenn® is many-jointed, and in the males is very

larce, the third antennal joint is long, the lateral pieces of the metathorax are wide,

the anterior coxte are not prominent, the last of stigmata open in the suture be-

tween the fifth ventral segment and the propygidium. P. variolosa., found abun-

dantly in parts of the United States, is nearly an inch long, and is brown covered with

small irregular patches of white. P.fullo, the largest European May-beetle, frequents

sandy plains covered with conifers. Its length is from 1.25 to 1.50 inches, its color

chocolate brown, spotted with irregular patches of white scales and hairs.

Melolontha closely resembles Polyphylla and is represented by quite a number of

species in the eastern hemisphere. M. vulgaris, the common May-beetle of Euroj^e,

is about an inch long, and the antennal club of the males is composed of seven lam-

ellae, while that of the females has only six shorter lamellae. The pygidium is pro-

longed into a sharj) point. In the common form the antennae, legs, and elytra are

brown, the rest of the insect being black, and different parts are more or less densely

clothed with fine white scales or hairs. On the lateral parts of the abdominal segments

these hairs are so dense as to produce a white triangular spot upon the side of each

segment. Varieties are numerous. The metamorphoses of 31. vulgaris require three

or four years, according to climate, and their ajjpearance in large numbers is jjeriodi-

cal. Reiset writes that in 1865 the beetles defoliated the oaks and other trees in parts

of France. The next year the young larvae hatched from these beetles devoured the

roots of garden vegetables so extensively that the loss in the department of the Lower
Seine was estimated at over five million dollars. These larvae passed the winter of

1866-7 at about sixteen inches beneath the surface of the ground. A thermometer

kept in the gi'ound at the same depth indicated that the larvae must have been frozen

during the winter, thawing out again in the spring. In June, 1867, the full-fed larvae

pujjated about a foot below the surface, emerging as beetles during October and

November of the same year. These beetles, however, remained in the ground until

April and May of the succeeding year (1868), thus, in France, completing tlieir meta-

morphoses in three years. The tufted lark {Alauda cristata) is said to feed its young

almost exclusively with larvae of this and of related lamellicorns, thus doing good ser-

vice to agriculturists.

Lachnosterna differs from Polyphylla in having the lateral pieces of the metathorax

narrow and the third antennal joint not elongated. There are many species of this genus

on the Atlantic slope of North America, while only two species are known from the

Pacific slo
2
)e. L. fusca (often mentioned as L. quercina) is very common in parts of

the United States and Canada
;

it is about 0.9 of an inch long, and of a dark-brown

color. The beetle, which is often called the June-bug, attacks the leaves of various

trees, having a preference for those of plum and cherry. The larva, known as the

white grub, lives upon roots, and has habits quite similar to those of 3Ielolontha vul-

garis in Europe. Turf is often ruined by larv£e of L. fusca associated with other

larvae of the genus, and they sometimes cut off strawberry roots. Tiphia inornata, a

hymenopterous parasite, has been reared from these larvae. In Europe numerous

.'^pecies of Rhizotrogus, a genus very similar to Lachnosterna, are termed June-bugs.
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One of the best-known species of lamellicorns in the eastern United States is

Macrodactylics subspinosus, erroneously called the “ rose-bug.” It is about a third of

an inch long, of a dull yellow color, and has long brown legs. These beetles apiJear

in June, often suddenly and in immense numbers, and devour roses, and the flowers

and young fruit of grapes, apples, pears, cherries, and many rosaceous trees. They
are also abundant upon flowers of sumac (Hhus), elder, ox-eye daisy {TLeucathemion

vi(lyai'e), and si^ecies of Spircea ; but when the above-mentioned plants fail, they will

eat almost any kind of green vegetation. Their most serious injuries to agriculture

consist in their eating fruit-blossoms and young fruit, although they have been known
to strip the leaves from fruit-trees and gra23e-vines. In 1825 the Massachusetts State

Board of Agriculture offered a jiremium for the best essay on this insect, its natural

history, and efficient means of desti’oying it. Dr. T. W. Harris, the well-known ento-

mological writer, was awarded the premium for an essay, from which the folloAv-

ing account of the life history of this insect is condensed : Each female dejjosits

about thirty nearly globular whitish eggs from one to four inches beneath the surface

of the ground. The larvae hatch in about twenty days, and immediately begin to feed

upon tender roots. They attain full size in autumn, being then nearly 0.75 of an inch

long, and about 0.12 of an inch in diameter. They are of a yellowish-white color,

with a tinge of blue towards the hinder extremity, which is thick, and obtuse or

rounded. In October they descend below the reach of frost, and pass the winter in a

torpid state. In the sjjring they again come near the surface of the ground, where, in

May, they pupate in little oval cells, the beetles emerging in June. The most prac-

ticable mode of caj^turing these beetles, when they attack fruit-trees, is to shake or jar

the trees, after spreading sheets beneath them. This should be done, as suggested by

Mr. J. A. Lintner, in the cooler parts of the day when the beetles,

wUich are always clumsy, are quite inactive. The captured beetles

may be killed by scalding, and fed to chickens.

.The gem;s Serica contains quite a number of robust brownish

species, with striate, often iridescent, elytra. The last pair of ab-

dominal stigmata are in the fifth ventral segment, which is sep-

arated by a suture from propygidium. The labrum is connate

with the clypeus. S. vespertina is common, during June, in New
England, upon the sweet-briar rose. It is light brown in color,

and from 0.3 to 0.4 of an inch long. With it may be found

usually S. sericea, a very dark-brown iridescent species, of about

the same size.

In Iloplia the last pair of stigmata is between the fifth ventral segment and the

propygidium which are connate, the middle coxte are contiguous, and the tibia? have

but one spur. The species are usually found on flowers, and the sexes often differ

greatly. Most of the species are more or less clothed with scales
;
and the H. cceridea,

a European species, is of a beautiful metallic blue, due to shining scales covering its

otherwise brown surface.

The species of Licimanthe are hairy insects, with poorly developed elytra, which

are divergent at the tips, and do not reach the tip of the abdomen. L. vulpina, distri-

buted throughout the United States, is about 0.5 of an inch long, dark brown, and nearly

the entire surface except the elytra is densely clothed with long, light-brown hair.

In the third sub-family of the Scarabaeidae, the Scarabteidae laparosticti, the abdom-

inal stigmata are situated in the membrane which connects the dorsal and ventral

Fig. 432. — Serica
vespertina.
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segments, the ])osterior j^air of stigmata being covered by the elytra. The antennae

have from nine to eleven joints, of which the outer three only, in all genera except

Pleoco7na, form a compact club. The species of this sub-family mostly live in excre-

ment, a few in other decomposing matter.

The species of Trox have five ventral segments visible, and the epimera of the

mesothorax do not reach the rounded coxte. The numerous

Xorth American species of this genus are oval beetles, mostly

with rough surface. They feed upon dried decomposing animal

matter, and many species are found about the refuse of tanneries,

and upon the hoofs and hair of decaying animals.

The species of OeoU'xipes have the antennae eleven-jointed

with lamellate club, the mandibles well develoi^ed, and the ab-

domen exposing six A'entral segments to view. Most of the

species are black, some with a bluish or greenish tinge
;

a few

species have brilliant metallic coloration. The elytra are usually

striate, the prothorax sometimes armed with horns or tubercles, as in G. typhceus, a

species common in Europe. The larvae of Geotrup>es develop in masses of excrement

which the parents bury in the ground, and in each of which the female deposits an

egg. Seven species of this genus have been described from Xorth America. Several

of them are quite common, and can be found by digging in the earth about cow'-dung

during late summer and autumn.

The large genus Aphodius numbers over fifty described species in North America.

Their antennae are nine-jointed, the posterior tibiae have two sj^urs, the front tibiae are

strongly toothed on the outer margin, the epimera of the metathorax are not visible,

and the elytra are striate. The species of this genus are

mostly of small size, A. fossor being one of the largest

species. Their larvae feed in excrement and develop rajDidly.

Heeger found that the larvae of A.foetens., a common Euro-

pean species, hatched from the egg in from ten to twenty

days
;
the larvae moulted three times, attaining fvrll growth

Fig. 434. — /ossoc and
in from four to five weeks

;
and j^iq^ation lasted from four-

teen to twenty days. Chapman observed that A. porous.,

another Eurojjean sj^ecies, destroys the eggs of Geotnipes stercorarhcs, and uses the

passages of the latter insect for its own oviposition. Species of Aphodius have been

found near the crater of Vesuvius, where the sandy lava had a temperature of 182° F.

Six of the species of Aphodius that are found in the United States were introduced

from Europe. Among these A. fossor is large and entirely black
;
A. fimetarius is

about 0.3 of an inch long, and black with red elytra
;
and A. inquinatus is about 0.2

of an inch long, black, with iiortions of the elytra yellowish.

Among the dung-beetles of robust form and moderate or small size, the genus

Onthophayus includes a large number, of which but a few are found in North America.

They have nine-jointed antennae and no scutellum, the third joint of the labial palpi

is obsolete, and the distal end of the middle and of the posterior tibiae is dilated. One
of the commonest kinds in the eastern United States is O. latebrosus, a brownish black

species about 0.25 of an inch long and nearly 0.20 of an inch wide. From the ijosterior

end of the prothorax to the front of the head is over one-half the total length of this

insect. In the males a broad, almost bi-lobed, horn extends out from the fore part of

the prothorax and shelters the head.
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The species of Phanmis are sometimes of considerable size, and are often of metallic

or bronzed coloration. They have broad three-jointed labial palpi, the anterior cox®
short but prominent, and the first joint of the antennal club is hollowed out to receive

the other two joints. P. carnifex, from eastern North America, frequents human
excrement, especially -when left in sandy places. Its prothorax is coppery bronze, its

elytra metallic green
;
both are roughened, the latter being also striate. In the males

the- head supports a hora, which curves gently backwards, and, when long, rests be-

tween two slight elevations on each side of the pi'othorax. In P. danion, from Mexico,

these elevations on the prothorax are prolonged into wdng-like processes, while the

cephalic horn is largely developed.

Co2XTis differs from Phanmus in having the lamell® of the antennal club alike.

Fig. 435. — Attuclius variolosus, surrounded by searabcei.

The species are black, wdth densely punctate prothorax and striate elytra, and the cly-

peus is broadly expanded and covers the mouth-parts. The males generally have a horn

upon the head and tubercles iq^on the prothorax. C. Carolina, a species about an inch

long and 0.7 of an inch wide, is found along the Atlantic coast of the United States as

far north as Massachusetts. C. anaghjpticus, a species about 0.6 of an inch long, and

(7. minutus, about 0.4 of an inch long, are found in the eastern United States.

Species of Canthon, Ateuchus, and allied genera are remarkable for their peculiar

mode of rolling about a globular mass of dung, in which they finally deposit an egg,

and then bury in the ground. Canthon is distinguished from Copris by its having

slender curved middle and hind tibi®
;
the head and prothorax are hornless in both

sexes
;
the ejnpleur® are narrow. C. loevis is a common species in parts of the United

States. It is from 0.5 to 0.6 of an inch long, nearly smooth when examined only with

the naked eye, and of a dull-black color.
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At the head of the Scarabfeidoe stands Ateitckus (or Scarabmis) sacer, the scara-

b(eus of the ancients, of which figures are found carved in stone on the monuments of

ancient Egyj^t, and which is often termed the sacred beetle of the Egyptians. It is a

somewhat flattened, dull-black beetle, a little over an inch in length. Its elytra are

scarcely striate, although some of the beetles carved by the early Egyptians had ely-

tral stria?, and may have been made w'ith Ateuchus laticollis, an allied S23ecies, for a

model. The species of beetle which the Egyptians intended to represent is known not

only from their representations, but from specimens preserved with mummies. These

beetles dig out pieces of the excrement of various mammals, using their shovel-foianed

head for the work. With their legs they form these masses of excrement into a ball,

which they gi-adually increase in size until it is nearly two inches in diameter. Now
begins the curious process of rolling this ball to a hole, a foot or more in depth, which

has been made for its reception. One of the beetles pushes the ball from behind, seiz-

ing it in his hind legs, which are fitted for the jJurjJose by their curved tibite, and, with

lowered head, moving backwards. Another beetle aids by pulling at the opposite side

of the ball, using the fore-legs as hands. Thus rolled along, the ball, at first plastic and

irregular, is covered with particles of earth, and acquires solidity and an almost j)erfectly

spherical form. This ball, which contains a single egg and excrement just sufficient to

feed the larva during its growth, is put into the hole in the ground, and the hole filled

with earth, after which the parent insects go about repeating the process of making more

balls. As each ball is the nest for only one of their offspring, the industry with which

these beetles labor for the propagation of their kind is remarkable. They are not rare

near the coast around the wdiole ^Mediterranean, and their value as scavengers is con-

siderable. But what happens within the balls which they bury ? The egg hatches,

the larva eats the food-supjfiy so carefully stored away by its parents, pupates, and the

ne.xt season emerges as imago.

All the subterranean metamoiqjhoses of these sacred beetles remained unknown to

the Egjqttians, wdio considered them as generated by males alone, for they suj^posed

that all these beetles were males. With the

Egyptians, as Kirby and Spence write, this

beetle was a symbol “of the world, as P. Val-

erianus supjjoses, on account of the orbicular

form of its i:)ellets of dung, and the notion of

their being rolled from sunrise to sunset
;
of the

sun, because of the angular projections from

its head resembling rays, and the thirty joints

of the six tarsi of its feet answering to the days

of the month
;
and of a warrior, from the idea

of manly courage being connected with its sup-

posed birth from a male only. It Avas as sym-

bolical of this last that its image was Avoru

upon the signets of the Roman soldiers : and

as tyjAical of the sun, the source of fertility, it

is yet, as Dr. Clarke informs us, eaten by the

Avomen to render them jArolific.”

The Lucaxid.e differ from the Scarabfeidfe

but little in structure. They are lamellicorn Coleoptera, in which the lamella? of the

antennal club are not capable of being brought comjAactly together. The pygidium
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is always covered by the elytra, and the beetles are usually somewhat elongate.

Although the sj^ecies belonging to this family are generally nearly monocolorous—
usually shades of brown in temijerate regions— in trojhcal sj^ecies the colors are often

greater in number. Some of the species have stridulating organs. The larvae of the

Lucanidae resemble closely those of the Scarabseidae
;
they live in decaying wood, on

the juices of which the imagos also feed.

In Lucanus the mentum is entire, and covers the ligula and maxillae, the antennae

are geniculate, the eyes emargiuate, the anterior tibiae toothed on the outer edge. X.

dama, from the eastern part of North America, varies from 0.9 to 1.5 inches in length.

It is of a dark chestnut-brown in color, and the mandibles of the male, as is usual in

species of Lucanus, are much enlarged, and have a single tooth on the inner side.

L. elaphus, whose mandibles are branched in the male, and often 0.75 of an inch long,

is called, on account of its antler-like mandibles, the stag-beetle. It closely resem-

bles L. cervus, the European stag-beetle, which latter is, however, somewhat larger.

Tlie larvJB of Lucanus
,
which inhabit dead wood, have six well-developed legs, an-

tennas of four joints, and the anus in a longitudinal cleft.

Differing from Lucanus, in having an emargiuate mentum, are the sjsecies of Pas-

salus, which are numerous in some troisical regions, but of

which only one is found in the United States. This sjsecies,

P. cornutus, is flattened, cylindrical in form, about 1.25

inches long, and of a very dark-brown color. Its surface

is highly polished, the prothorax being smooth, the elytra

striate. These beetles, with their white larvae, are often

found in great numbers in half-decayed logs, and when taken

between the fingers emit a peculiarly delicate squeaking

sound. Their larvae are readily recognized by their very

poorly developed posterior legs. They further differ from

those of Lucanus in having a slenderer form, three-jointed

antennae, and the anus in a transversal cleft. The intestines

of P. cornutus furnish a rich field for the microscopist. Prof.

Joseph Leidy has described protophyta, protozoa, and nematode worms from this

insect.

The PARXID.E include a small number of beetles which are united in one family

more by their resemblance as larvae than by the structure of their imagos. The

beetles have in common the following characters : the dorsal segments of the abdomen

are partly membranous, the first to the third A'entral segments are connate, the last

joint of the tarsi is long and the claAVS large. The body is very finely pubescent, and

a film of air adheres to this pubescence Avhen the beetles are beneath the surface of

water, for they are all aquatic in habits.

The larvae of the Parnidse are, according to Friedenreich, flattened oval in form,

and most of them adhere to stones under Avater by using their entire ventral surface as

a sucker. They consist of tAveh'e segments, of AA’hich the first one later forms the

head and prothorax of the imago. The aquatic species have closed stigmata, and

respire by gills, from Avhich air is distributed through a closed tracheal system. The

gills are tubular, and consist of a motile trunk, to Avhich are attached filamentous

branches. These gills are beneath the fourth to the ninth or the fifth to the tenth

segments, and have no relation to the stigmata. The internal trachete are moulted

through the closed stigmata. One species which lives in moist air has eight pairs
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of perforate stigmata. Pupation takes place beneath the flat oval shell of the

larva.

In Psejihenus the abdomen has more than five ventral segments. P. lecontei has

a wide disti'ibution over the eastern United States. Mr. H. G. Hubbard writes of

this species :
“ The males and unimpregnated females are very active, and in the heat

of the day collect upon stones in mid-stream, which barely break the surface of the

water, and are occasionally washed by a rij^ple. Over these stones they

run in ceaseless activity, chasing each other like flies at play, and making

occasional short flights over the surface of the water, but never plunging

beneath it, nor suffering themselves to be submerged even for an instant.

They are at such times exceedingly wary, and, unless approached very

cautiously, they vanish before the observer can get near enough to use

his net. They leave the stone with a flight so swift that it cannot be

followed with the eye, but they will invarialfly be found all together and

at play upon another stone at no great distance. The gravid females are found in July

or August engaged in laying their eggs on the underside of submerged stones in shallow

brooks. When so engaged they are very sluggish, and never attempt to escape. The
eggs ai'e of a bright orange color, and are deposited in irregular clusters.” The larva

of this sjsecies, which is very abundant in some streams, is especially common in the

rajflds above Niagara Falls. This larva was originally described as a crustacean

under the generic name of Fluvicola.

Fig. -JSS. — Pse-
phenus lecontei.

Elmis has only five ventral segments and rounded anterior coxae.

arius is said to be used in Peru for flavorius; food.

E. condiment-

Fio. 439.— a, Anthrenus musceoriim; b, Ptinus fur (see page 356); c, Attayenus pellio i d, Denneste.i lardarius.

The Dermestid^ are small oval or elongate beetles, some of which are the most

troublesome insects of houses and storerooms. Systematically they are recognized,

according to Le Conte and Horn, by their having the dorsal segments of the abdomen

partly membranous, the ventral segments free, the mentum moderate or small, the

palpi approximate at the base, the posterior coxte not prominent, the antennae

moderate in length and capitate, the body usually scaly or pubescent. Most of the
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genera (except Dermestes) have an ocellus on the front. These beetles, together with

their larvae, feed upon a variety of substances, both animal and vegetable. Some of the

species are the most dangerous of museum-pests
;
others attack food in the pantry,

store, or warehouse
;
drugs do not escape their attack, species devouring even can-

tharides and tobacco
;
woollen and silk goods, feathers, and furs are ruined if left long

exposed to their depredations; and one species is accused of biting young doves.

The Dermestidfe feign death, and do it so skilfully and for so long a time that they

are sometimes left for dead, only to escape and renew their depredations. Their oval

larv£e, which do more injury than the beetles, are usually covered with long brown

hair, and in some cases these hairs are beautiful spear-like objects for microscopical

examination. The larvae moult a larger number of times than is commonly the case

with beetle larvae, probably eight or more times.

Dermestes lardarius, the bacon-beetle, which is about 0.3 of an inch long, is

brownish black, except the anterior half of the elytra, which are gray, spotted with

black. This beetle has become cosmopolitan. It eats wool, silk, hair, horn, hoofs, and

other substances, and often attacks neglected collections of insects. Its larva is about

0.45 of an inch long, and tapers somewhat from the anterior toward the posterior end.

This larva was first described by Goedart, in 1667, and has been redescribed since that

time by many entomologists.

The species of Attagenus are generally smaller and less elongated than those of

Dermestes. They have an ocellus on the front, the middle coxae are near together, the

prosternum is not lobed anteriorly, and the antennae are eleven-jointed. A.pellio is

about 0.2 of an inch long, and dark brown with a white dot near the middle of each

elytron. The abdomen of its larva ends in a ])encil of long hairs. A. megatoma, and

possibly at times other species of the genus, are the cause of a kind of felting of

pillows and bed-ticks that is often a puzzle for housewives. These insects, having

gained access to the inside of a bed-tick, breed in it, and bite off pieces of the feathers.

These pieces, on account of the rolling and tumbling to which they are subjected in

the bed, are driven, basal end first, into the ticking, where they are retained by the

barbed nature of their tip, all of the branchlets pointing backwards. What is curious

about this felting, which resembles mole-skin, is its remarkable evenness and beauty.

A piece, from which I saw a sample several years ago, was made up into a lady’s

cloak, and suggested the possibility of producing this kind of dress-goods by using

flock-cutters and fulling-mills to replace the slow processes by which this piece was

made.

AntJirenus has been long well known to most collectors of plants and animals, and

has lately introduced itself in America to the unwilling recognition of housewives.

Two species, A. variics and A. musceoriim, neither of them much larger than a good-

sized pin-head, are the best-known museum-pests. They

are gray spotted with light brown. The beetles gain

access to collections, and deposit their eggs upon in-

sects, stuffed animals, and other dried animal matter.

The larva when hatched bores into the specimens, often-

times completely riddling or ruining them, and finally

pupates within them. Their presence in collections

of insects is betrayed by the debris which falls from

the specimens attacked. To keep museum-pests from collections, resort is made

to camphor, carbolic acid, naphthalin, and many other substances, which are kej)t

Fig. ho. — Anthrenus miisceonim,
larva and pupa.
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in the boxes with the specimens. These generally prevent the females from en-

tering the boxes for the purpose of oviposition, but are not always to be relied upon

as remedies when museum-pests are introduced. My own collection of insects is kept

free from museum-ijests by observing the following precautions. The collection is

kept in closely shutting boxes, in a room which is not carpeted and which is solely

devoted to the collection. No new insects are introduced into this room until they

have been subjected to a disinfecting-box. This disinfecting-box is made of tin and

is sixteen inches square and twelve inches deep. The perpendicular edges of its tin

cover dip into a deep water-channel which surrounds the toj) of the box, a mode of

water-sealing employed in gas-works purifiers which suggested the plan of this box.

Whole boxes of specimens, when suspected or found to be infested with museum-pests,

are put into this box, a little benzine jjoured into the bottom of the disinfecting-box,

and the whole covered and left for a day or two.

Anthremis scrojjliularice., probably lately introduced into America from Europe,

has received the name of carpet-beetle and buffalo-bug in the eastern United States,

on account of its habit, both as larva and imago, of destroying caipets. This beetle is

somewhat larger than the last-mentioned species, measuring about 0.08 of an inch in

length. Its colors are black, brick-red, and white, which are easily seen, with a lens of

moderate power, to be scales arranged in mosaic-like patterns over a brownish-black

surface. This insect, like the

other species of Anthremis.,

feeds, out-of-doors, upon the pol-

len of plants, and often swarms

upon flowers of different kinds

of Spircea, and upon those of

the shad bush {Amelanchier can-

adensis). In-doors it attacks

not only carpets and all kinds

of woollen goods, but also col-

lections of objects of natural

history, plants, furs, hair, raw-

hides, and like materials. Its larva, which, as usual with insects, does more dam-

age than the perfect insect, is oval, about 0.2.5 of an inch long, and covered with

long, brown hairs. In some jjarts of this country these insects have already become

so abundant that carpets are a costly luxury, requiring constant care, and rejdace-

ment every few years. A few people have adopted w^hat seems at present the

only prattical remedy, the use of oiled floors covered with rugs, which latter, because

they can be often removed and shaken, are not very subject to destruction by carpet-

beetles and moths. The waxed hard-wood floors, often of pretty patterns, which are

admired by American travellers in Europe, are the results of the solution of the pi’ob-

lem of how to get rid of carpet-destroying insects by our artistic transatlantic brethren.

To keep carpet-beetles out of clothing requires frequent examination and shaking of the

goods. I have found that clothing can be freed from insects by a few days treatment

in the disinfecting-box, in the same way as described for removing museum-jiests from

specimens. After such treatment, clothing can be safely packed away in closely shut-

ting tin boxes in dry places.

Trofjoderma differs from Anthremis in having the mandibles and labrum not cov-

ered by the prosternum. T. tarsale is a common museum-pest in parts of the United

States.

Fig. -HI. —Anthrenus scrophularice, carpet-beetle, pupa and larva.
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The Ckyptophagid^ are beetles of small size, and usually of short, convex form.

On account of their minuteness, these beetles attract little poj^ular attention. Some
of the species feed on fungi, some live in ants’ nests, and others eat plants. The larv£e

of Crypt02yhagits cellaris, a Eurojjean species, live in the cells of -wild bees {Anthophora

retuscC) upon the excrement of the young bee-larvae. C. quercmus, also a Euro
2
)ean

sjjecies, lives in the nests of ants in oak trees. Pi’ofessor A. S. Packard writes that he

has found the larvae of Antherophagus ochraceus in the nests of humble-bees {Bombus)

during July and August. It is likely that the species of Antherop>hagus, which are

frequenters of flowers, are carried into bees’ nests by the bees themselves, since Perris

has observed a Bomhus montanus., to tlie antenna of which an A. nigricornis firmly

clung. The genus Atomaria is made ujj of extremely small beetles, as its name

indicates
;
these are oval, convex, and pubescent. Several species of Atomaria are

myrmecophilous, others are destructive to plants. A. linearis has been known to ruin

young beet-jflants.

The family Cucujid^ includes a small number of Coleoptera which are remarkable

for their excessively flattened, usually elongate form. Their abdomen has five free

ventral segments which are equal in length
;
the antennae are eleven-jointed and often

enlarged apically
;
the prothorax is usually narrower than the elytra. The larvie are

elongated and depressed
;
some have five ocelli upon each side of the head, others

none. The feet have each a simple claw. The tip of the abdomen is armed with a

pair of curved horns. Both larvae and beetles are found beneath the bark of decaying

trees
;
some of them (Brostoniis) live in society with ants

;
the larva of one species, at

least, is carnivorous.

The species of Brontes have striate elytra, the sides of the prothorax serrate, and

its anterior angles prolonged, the antennae with the first joint elongated, the anterior

coxal cavities open behind, and the maxillae exposed. B. duhius is

about 0.25 of an inch long, dark brown in color, and is not rare under

bark of dead chestnut trees in the northeastern United States. In

Euroj^e B. p>lanatus is found under bark of dead oaks.

In the genus Cucnjus the hind-tarsi are only four-jointed in the

males
;
the prosternum is narrow, and the hind-angles of the head are

prominent. C. clavip>es is scarlet above, with black antennae and eyes

;

its upper surface is finely punctate. I have found this species under

decaying butternut bark, where its larva probably lives.

Catogenus differs from Ciictijus in having its maxillae covered by corneous plates,

which are broad and rounded in front
;
the first tarsal joint is short. C. rtcfus, which

varies from 0.25 to 0.50 of an inch long, is deep brown, and is found in the eastern

United States. In parts of Connecticut it is common beneath the loose bark of the

trunks of hickory trees, and I have reared its larva, which fed upon a jJupa of Bla-

phidion 2)araUehc7n, a borer in hickory.

In /Sglvanus the anterior coxal cavities are closed behind, the tarsi without lobes

beneath, the outer three joints of the antennte are enlarged. /S. surina7ne7isis breeds

in grain, and, like most grain insects, has become widely distributed over the globe.

It is dark brown, marked with yellowish pubescence, and is only about 0.1 of an inch

long.

Fig. 442. — Cucxijus
clavipes.

The family Colydiid^ comprises quite a number of very small, elongate, mostly

cylindrical beetles, of little popular interest on account of their small size. Some of

them live in fungi in the ground, or under bark of trees
;
a few are myrmecophilous,
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and, according to Moufflet, the larva of a species of Bothricleres, found in Guadaloupe,

is an internal parasite of larvas of Lagochirus araneiformis, a cerambycid beetle.

The usually flattened species of Nitidulid^ have antennae of eleven joints; these

antennae are inserted under the front, and have an apical club of three (rarely two)
joints; the tarsi are variable, but more or less dilated, and their first joint is not short;

the anterior cox® are transverse and not prominent, the posterior ones flat and not

sulcate
;
the labial j^alpi ai-e approximate at the base

;
the ventral segments are free,

and the legs short. These beetles and their larv® feed in decomposing animal or

vegetable matter, in fungi and higher plants of soft texture, under bark of decaying
trees, on pollen, and an Australian species, Braclixjpeplus auritus, eats the wax in nests

of bees of the genus Trigona.

The species of Ips have the antennal club made up of three joints, the labrura

connate with the epistoma, the anterior cox® open, and the thorax not

margined at the base. I. fasciatus, common throughout the United

States, is shining black, with a band or spot of yellow across the base,

and another just behind the middle of each elytron. It eats decompos-

ing animal and vegetable matter, being especially common in autumn
upon decaying pumpkins or cabbage-stalks which have been left in the

fields. Ips ferruginea, of Europe is said to feed upon larv® of Hjlesi- fig. 443 .
—

nus piniperda. Sjiecies of Ips, and of other Nitidulid®, also frequent

stumps of freshly-cut birch and maple trees early in the spring, in order to eat the

sap which oozes from them.

In Omosita the labrum is entire and free, the head horizontal, the pi-othorax not

margined at the base, the tarsi moderately dilated, and the front not lobed over the

antenn®. O. colon is found in the eastern United States and

in Europe. It is about 0.12 of an inch long, much flattened,

is deep brown, spotted upon the elytra with light brown; it

frequents decomposing animal and vegetable matter. 0. dis-

coidea, a slightly more elongate form than 0. colon, inhabits

Europe and the western United States.

Of similar form to Omosita, but differing from it structurally

in having strongly dilated tarsi and feebly emarginate labrum,

are the species of Nitidida, of which N. hipustidata is found

in Europe and the eastern United States. This species is

Fig. 444. —mmula bipus- about 0.2 of an inch long, and dark brown with a light-brown

spot near the middle of each elytron. Its

habits are similar to those of Omosita.

Dr. G. H. Horn writes of Carpop/iilus, “Labrum bilobed.

Antenn® eleven-jointed, terminated by a flattened-oval, three-

jointed club, gi'ooves moderately deep, convergent. Legs mod-

erately robust, tibi® slightly broader at tip, spurs moderate.

Tarsi dilated, claws simple. Two, sometimes three, dorsal seg-

ments visible beyond the elytra
;
abdomen beneath with segments

2—3 short, 1-4-5 longer.” C. hemipterus, a S23ecies about 0.15

of an inch long, distributed over most parts of the globe. It

is dark brown, with pale spots upon the elytra.

In Conotelics the abdominal segments are greatly prolonged, so that the abdomen
projects far beyond the elytra, as it does in the Staphylinid®. C. obscurus, a black
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species with brownish legs and antennte, and about 0.2 of an inch long, is often very

abundant in flowers of the wild morning-glory
(
Calystecjia sepium) in the northeastern

United States.

Separated from the sjaecies of the preceding family by their slender tarsi, of which

the first joint is short, are the Tkogositid^. Of this family there are two groups

readily distinguished by their form. The species of the first group are elongate insects

with the prothorax narrowed behind. Trogosita mauritanica is a cosmojjolitan

species of this group. It is deeji brown, flattened, and about 0.4 of an inch long. The
species of Trogosita are often found under decaying bark, but certain of them have

proved to be very injurious to grain, and to other articles of commerce. Thymalus

fulgidus is a common representative of the second group of the Tro-

gositidse, which contains oval species. This is a nearly round, some-

what flattened species, about 0.2 of an inch long, which abounds on

PolypoTus betidinus, a large, white fungus that is j^arasitic on trunks

of dead birch trees. The beetle is a slightly shining bronze color, and

is both jjunctate and pubescent. Its larva is 0.3 to 0.4 of an inch long,

'mauH- somewhat flattened, and has the anal extremity armed with two parallel,
tanica.

acute, comeous processes, along the sides of which are a few sharp, short

branches. The larva, which is of a hyaline white with a yellowish head, has five ocelli

on each side of the head. The larvae generally destroy the tough tissue of the above-

mentioned fungus during the early spring, in the eastern United States, and pupate in

the remnants of their food-plant, the beetles emerging during the summer.

A considerable number of small beetles that are, for the most part, round, hard,

and seed-like in appearance, and generally live upon decaying animal or vegetable

matter, are united in the family Histekid^. They differ systematically from the Ni-

tidulidse in having geniculate antennte. Most of the Histeridoe are black, a few have

red spots, and a small number are metallic in coloration
;

all their tibife are usually

dilated
;
the elytra are truncate behind, leaving two abdominal segments exposed

;
the

upper surface is striate, the position and nature of the strire being genei-ally of value

as specific characters. The larvje of the Histeridas are elongated, with corneous head

and prothorax, and have no ocelli. Some species of this family inhabit ants’ nests, a

few live under bark. Hister helluo is known to eat larvae of Agelastica alni, and H.

jmstidosus drags the larvae of Agrotis., a noctuid moth, from their holes and devours

them, in company with others of its species that hasten to the repast.

In the species of Saprrmiis the head is bent downward and retracted
;
the protho-

rax is truncate anteriorly, and has cavities at its side for the reception of the antennae,-

which arc inserted beneath the front. There are nearly sixty North American species
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Fig. 450. — Saprinus num-
riianicus.

Fig. 451. — Hololepta
fossularis.

of this genus
;
most of them are found about carcasses

;
the siiecies are difficult to

distinguish.

In Ulster., another large genus, well rejiresented in North

America, the iirosternum is lobed anteriorly, the antennal club

is broadly oval and distinctly annulated, the labrum trapezoidal,

and the cavities for the recejition of the antennie are anteriorly

situated, and open in front. II. arcuatus is one of the largest

North American species, being about 0.35 of an inch long, and

marked with a curved red stripe upon each elytrum. H. hi-

maculatus is found both in Europe and North America.

Closely related to Ilister, but having a truncate antennal

club, and a transverse labrum, is Tribulus. T. scaphidiformis

is found in Algiers and Portugal. In Onthophilus the antennal

cavities, which are beneath the angle of the prothorax, are open

below and closed in front, and the prosternum is scarcely lobed

in front. O. alternatus, a small species, not over 0.1 of an inch

long, is from the eastern United States.

The species of HololepAa are quite different, in general

appearance, from all the other Histeridae. They are very much
flattened, the head and mandibles are ju-ominent. H. fossularis

is about 0.4 of an inch long, shining black, and is found in the

eastern United States beneath the bark of decaying trees.

The ScAPHiiD^ contain a small number of very shiny

beetles of similar foi’m and coloration to the Histeridie, but easily

distinguished from the latter by their clavate antennae, which are

not geniculate, and by other structural characters. The larvae are

said to have long antennae.

The family of Phalacrid^ is small, and consists of only four

genera of little convex shining beetles, that live upon flowers or

under bark. Phalacrus, Olibrus, and Litochrus are reju-esented

in the North American fauna. Tolyplms gramdutus, which is

here figured, belongs to the only other genus, and is from south-

ern France and northern Africa.

The Teichopteeygid.e are the smallest known beetles. The antennae are verti-

cillate with long hair, and the wings are fringed with hair. A
few are apterous. The larvae are active and carnivorous, those of

some species feeding on Poduridae. Pupation lasts but a few

days. Quite a number of the Trichopterygidae are myrmecojihil-

ous, others live under bark. TrichojAeryx atomaria is found

both in Europe and in America.

The typical carrion-beetles belong to the family Silphid^.

These beetles are often of considerable size, and have clavate an-

tennae. The characters which Drs. Le Conte and Horn give to

separate the beetles of this family from others having clavate

antennae are as follows : dorsal segments of the abdomen jiartly

membranous, ventral segments free, mentum moderate or small,

palj)i approximate at their bases
;
anterior coxae large, conical, and prominent

;
pos-

terior cox« more or less conical and prominent; eyes finely granulated, sometimes

Fig. 452. — Tolyiihus
gramilattis.

Fig. 453.— Trichopteryx
atomaria.
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absent. While most of these beetles live upon carrion, attacking by preference decay-

ing animal matter, a few have mixed habits and attack decomposing and even living

vegetation, w’hile some are known, when pressed by hunger, to eat

living insects, not sparing their own species. Leptinus testaceus has

been found in Normandy by Mr. A. Fauvel in the nests of mice,

where it is supposed to feed on fungi. Mr. M. Girard has described

an eyeless species, Scotocri/ptus meliponce, from the nests of bees

{Mdipona scutellaris) in Brazil. Other eyeless forms (species of

Lepjtoderus)., together with others {Adelops) that have very small

eyes, inhabit caves. In Arimimelus lebioides, from Japan, there is

an ocellus behind each compound eye. Some species of Calops in-

ants’ iiests. Species of JNecrojAiorus stridulate. Many kinds

of Silphidae emit nauseous fluids, and their odor remains disagree-

able after years of drying in the collection. The species of this family, even in

the larval state, are very sensitive to odors, and are guided by their olfactory organs

to their food.

The larvae of Silphidae have six legs, four-jointed antennae, strong bidentate mandi-

bles, three-jointed maxillary and two-jointed labial jialpi, and generally a two-jointed

a])pendage each side of the anus. The ocelli vary in number, there being none in

Adelops and Anisotoma, two pairs in Agathidium, and six j^airs in Silpha and most

other genera. The larvae generally inhabit the same places and devour the same food

as do the images.

Among some of the smaller species, which have the posterior coxae simple and the

antei'ior coxal cavities closed behind, those of Anistoma and Agathidium live in

fungi.

Adelops., a word which signifies inconspicuous-eyed, is the name of a genus of

beetles which have been erroneously said to be eyeless. The species have slender

antennae, which are longer than the head and thorax, and a prominently carinate me-

sosternum. A. hirtus was first described from a specimen taken under a stone in

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, and has since been found in other caves of the same

region. It is oval in form, grayish brown, and about 0.1 of an inch long. Its larva

and pupa have been described by Mr. H. G. Hubbard.

The genera Silpha and Necrophorus include the largest and best-known species

of this family. In Silpha the form is flat, oval, or nearly so
;
the antennae are eleven-

jointed, and gradually increase in size from the middle toward the

apex, or are slender and scarcely clubbed. S. americana (sometimes

called S. peltata) is about 0.7 of an inch long. Its prothorax is yel-

low with a dull black median spot, its elytra are brownish black and

rough. S. atrata, which is said to have been introduced into America

from Europe, is about 0.4 of an inch long, black, densely punctured,

and with elevated elytral ridges, between which the punctures are

irregularly arranged. Its antennae are nearly filiform. Another

species, found both in Europe and North America, is S. lapponica, fig. i55. — supita

. ,
americana.

winch IS about the same size as S. atrata, but has a gray pubescent

prothorax and dull-black elytra, the latter roughened by ridges with single rows of

irregular protuberances between them. In New England S. mcequalis and S. nove-

boracensis are common species. Both are a little larger than S. atrata, and have

the prothorax and elytra longitudinally wavy
;

the former is entirely black, the
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latter has the sides of the prothorax light red. As was noticed by Frisch, in 1740, in

describing the larva of the European S. obscura, these larvae are sometimes phyto-

phagous, and in the last few years numerous notices have been published of injury to

crops, esj)ecially to young sugar-beets, by larvae and imagos of the last-

metitioned species and of iS. opaca and S. reticulata. Late experiments

have shown that some of these species prefer vegetable to animal foo<l.

Sexual activity is great in iSUp>ha

;

and Dr. C. Gissler has written

of A. ra)nosa, a species from the western United States: “They cojui-

late every few hours, the male constantly pursues and annoys the female,

often snapi>ing at the latter and biting into tips of elytra, for which

reason these (in collections) are so often found lacerated. The female

is often found burrowed into the soil to escape the caressings of the vm. ibG. — supha,

male, and also for oviposition, which takes place there.” The oval

eggs of this s})ecies, as Dr. Gissler has observed, are very large in comparison with

the insects’ size, measuring about 0.1 of an inch in length, while the beetle is only

from 0.6 to 0.7 of an inch long. The larvae of Silpfca are dark colored and flat, having

the characters already given for larvae of this family.

The S2)ecies of Necrophorus have ten-jointed antenuai with a four-jointed round

club, and are of an elongated form, with red-spotted elytra, which are truncated at

their tips. On account of their habit of burying small dead vertebrate animals, in

Fi(i. 457.— Xecroplwrus vespitlio, grave-diggers at work.

which they lay their eggs, these beetles ai-e often called sextons or grave-diggers. This

habit makes these beetles useful scavengers. The largest North American sj^ecies of

this genus is JV. americames. It is 1.25 to 1.50 inches long, the top of the head is

red, the jtronotum is of the same color margined laterally and behind with black, and

there are two red spots on the outer side of each elytron, one just anterior to its

middle and one near its tip. iV. tomentosus is a common species in the northeastern

L’^nited States, and is about 0.75 of an inch long. Its prothorax is clothed with dense

yellow pubescences, and the red spots extend nearly across the elytra. Somewhat
resembling the last-mentioned species is N. vespillio from Europe. iVi germanicus, a

nearly black European species a little over an inch long, captures and devours Geo-

trr(pes stercorarius.

The ScYDifyExiDaE differs from the Silphidae in having coarsely granulated eyes.

VOL. II. — 25
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Dr. Le Conte says of the beetles of this family: “These are small, shining, usually

ovate, sometimes slender insects of a brown color, more or less clothed with erect

hairs. They are found variously near water, under stones, in ants’ nests, and under

bark, and are frequently seen flying in the twilight.”

A small i)ortion of the Coleoptera with claviform antennae have the dorsal seg-

ments of the abdomen entirely corneous and the elytra very short, not covering the

abdomen. Of this i)ortion the Pselaphid-e have the abdomen rigid and the ventral

segments flve or six in number. The antennae have from one to eleven joints, the

labial jealjel are very short, the maxillary pal])i are usually long and four-jointed, eyes

are sometimes absent, claws simple and frequently single, Avings often Avanting. The
species of this family are all A’ery small and many are myrmecojAhilous, living on

friendly terms Avith ants. As cause for this friendly rclationshijA, it is said that cer-

tain species of Pselaphidas secrete, as do the Aphidae, fluids Avhich the ants eat. This

kind of life has been so long jAarticipated in by these beetles that many species are

blind, and are fed, cari-ied about, and protected by the ants exactly as they care for

their OAvn larvae
;
this is the case Avith Clavtger testaceus, a European species Avhich

has connate elytra and is apterous. Certain sjiecies of this family live in caves, and

one of them, Macimrites suhterraneus., is peculiar in having males with eyes and

females Avithout these organs. In Articeriis., of Avhich several species are found in

Australia, the antennae are one-jointed. In the North American genera, Adranes

and F'lcstiger, the antennae have but tAvo joints, and in the former genus, eyes are

Avanting.

The STAPHYLixiDyE, Avhicli, like the Pselaphidae, have short elytra, differ from the

latter family in having the abdomen flexible and consisting of eight ventral segments.

While including many minute forms, this family also includes some species that arc

an inch or more in length. Tlie antennae are generally eleven-jointed, but are variable

in form and insertion, the labial palpi are usually three-jointed, the maxillary palpi

generally four-jointed. The short truncate elytra usually leave most of the abdomen

exposed
;
andAvhen these beetles are disturbed, many of them turn the tip of the abdo-

men over the body as if intending to sting. Some of them discharge odorous defensive

fluids from the tip of the abdomen Avhen they haA'c assumed this threatening ])osition.

The Avings, Avhen present, can be closely packed aAvay beneath the short elytra. In

Pachycorinus dimorphns from Noav Zealand, Mr. A. Tauvel has noticed that the

females are dimorphic, the form that has normal eyes has longer elytra and Avings,

while the partly-blind form has Amry short elytra and no Avings— a cui-ious correlation

of locomotion and sight. Some species of StaphylinidaA have, in addition to the com-

pound eyes, a jiair of ocelli.

^ The larvaB of Staphylinidse resemble the images more than is usual

/ with Coleopterous larvfP, chiefly on account of the larval-like api)earance

of the imagos themselA'CS. The antennse arc ahvays four-jointed,

--^11 although apjAarently fiA'e-jointed in some genera. The mouth-parts

K are Av^ell developed, the maxillary ]).alpi are of thi'ce or four joints, the

og ocelli A’ary according to genera from one to six on each side, the body

r \ is elongate and is usually armed at the anal end Avith a pair of append-

which are mostly two-jointed. These agile larA-ae are of a firm

texture, of a broAvnish black or yelloAvish color, and they pupate, for

the most part, underground or beneath rubbish on the ground. In many forms the

metamorphosis lasts but one year.
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The larvae of lliis family usually live in similar
2
ilaces to those frequented by the

imacfos; and, while their habits and life history have been little studied in comparison

with other families of ecpial size, there is great and interesting variety in their habits.

Some of the species live under bark, others eat fungi, many live about decaying plants

and the excrements of higher animals. Quite a number are found in the nests of ants,

but the exact relations which they hold to the ants are not yet determined. Mr. E. A.

Schwarz has found species of Sta|)hylinidaB in Texas in the nests of white ants {Ter-

»?es), which, as will be recollected, are not Hymenoptera, as are the true ants. Quedim

dilatata.H breeds in hornets’ nests in Euro
2
)e, and will also cat honey. Microglotta

nidicola frequents the nests of bank-swallows in France, and Mr. P. S. S])rague dis-

covered that Aleocharct anthomu'm., in the eastern United States, was parasitic in the

cabbage-maggot (larva of Anthomyia hrassicoi). Heeger found that Gyraplicena

manca oviposits on leaves of plants. The larva*, when first hatched, eat the eggs of

mites, and later devour the larval mites themselves, finally
2
iu])ating in moist earth.

In a tcrmitophilons South Amei-ican genus the ab<lomen is soft, very much enlarged,

and thrown upwards and forwards so as to hide the thorax. The eggs of these curious

insects develop into larva*, while still in the abdomen of the female, a fact first discov-

ered by the late Professor Schiodte of Copenhagen, wdio, on account of its vivijiarous

habits, named the genus Corotoca.

The rather robust species of Oxyponts are found in fungi. The head is large, the

eyes small, the long mandildes are not dentate, and the abdomen is strongly margined.

O. vittatus is about 0.25 of an inch long, and black above with a light-brown longitu-

dinal stripe covering nearly the whole of each elytron, and the margin of the abdo-

men is brown. It is common in the northeastern United States on species of Ayaricus.

The species of Pcedern.s are combinations of red and deej) metallic blue in coloration,

and are found under chips and stones in moist places. In P. riparius the head, elytra,

and tip of the abdomen are blue, the rest of the insect for the most ])art red. It is

about 0.3 of an inch long, and inhabits both Europe and America. In similar moist

localities, as those in which Pcederus is found, live numerous species of Stenus, a

genus of small Staphylinidae, which have very j)rominent eyes, a. broad head, narrow

prothorax, and wide subc^uadrate elytra.

The largest s])ecies of this family are members of the tribe Staphylinini. The
genus /Stcq)hylvms contains sjiecies often of considerable size. /S. mamlosus, common
in the eastern part of North American, is from 0.7 to 1 inch long, is dull brown,

densely
2
ninctate, and the ti|i of the

2
^ubescent abdomen is lighter brown. Of about the

same size, and found in the same localities, is Pefstotrophus cinyidatus. This species

is brown, speckled with brownish-black spots, and the a
2
ncal portion of its abdomen is

clothed with golden
2
)obescence. It differs generically from Staphylhiiis in having

the fourth joint of the maxillary palpi sliorter than the third. Differing from the

last-mentioned genera, in having the thorax without
2
'»unctures, are the genera Creo-

p/n'lus and TJdnopinus. C. vUlosus., the only North American S
2
iecies, is widely dis-

tributed over the country. It is from 0.5 to 0.9 of an inch long, of a black ground
color marked with gray

2
^i^liescence, es

2
')ecially u

2
ion the margins of the abdo-

men and in a band across the elytra. C. maxillosus, from Euro
2
ie, is a very similar

species to C. villosus. Thinopinus which lives below high-water mark on

the shores of the Pacific Ocean from Alaska to southern California, is from 0.55

to 0.76 of an inch long, of a yellowish-brown color, spotted above with dark brown
and black.
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Numerous species of tlie genera liledius, Cr>/ptobiH)n, Lathrohium., Philonthus.,

Quedius, Aleochara., and Homalota are found in tlie United States, but their specific

and even their generic determination is often difficult. Aleochara

brachj/pterus, which is figured, occurs both in Europe

and in North America.

The family Platypsvixiu.k consists of a single

species, Flatypsylla castorls, an ovate, elongate,

much-fiattened parasite of the beaver
{
Castor pber).

The beetle is only 0.16 of an inch long, and has

neither eyes nor wings; the elytra are short, leav-

ing five abdominal segments exposed. This insect was first

described by Kitsema in 1861) as a new genus and species of

Aphani])tera, but its coleoj)terous nature was pointed out in 1872

by Dr. J. L. Le Conte. Professor J. O. Westwood considers it to rej)resent a distinct

order of insects, the Achreioptera.

With the family HYL)KonHiLiD.E begins a series of several families of Coleoptera

which inhabit water, or, in a few cases, extremely moist places. Of these families only

Fl(x. 459. — AUo-
chara brachyp-
teras.

Kic. 4C0.— Platypsylla
castoris.

the Hydrophilidae have clavate antemiap. The antenme have from six to nine joints,

the outer joints forming a distinct club, the palpi .are long, the middle and posterim

legs are sometimes flattened and fitted for swimming. The images of this family are

said to eat vegetable matter, either decomposed or living, and this is probably true of

many species
;
but certain kinds of IlydropMhis prefer animal matter when they can

obtain it. Robert writes that H. piceus feeds upon snails {Limnceus), and I found that

this species ate greedily fresh meat or fish in preference to vegetable matter in an

aquarium. Westwood asserts, however, that H. fennicus eats turnip leaves in the
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fields during the night. The insects of this family respire under water from a supply

of air which they carry about attached to the jjubescence of the under surface of their

bodies
;
and this air, which a}ipears like a sheet of silver beneath the beetle when in the

W'ater, is often renewed by the insect coming to the surface.

The life history and habits of some of the Ilydrophilidae are interesting in the

extreme because of the nest which the females construct and in which they deposit

their eggs. This cocoon-like nest is produced by the hardening of a gelatinous secre-

tion from accessory glands of the sexual organs of the females, and in it are dejjosited

from twenty to over one hundred eggs, according to the s])ecies. The cocoon is fast-

ened by some of these beetles to submerged vegetation, by others it is left to float on

the surface of the water, and the females of still other sj)ecies carry their cocoon about

beneath them, fastened between the posterior coxa; and steadied by the hind legs, until

the young larvie have hatched. The larvae are recognized, according to Professor

J. C. Schiodte, by their “ claw-forjued tarsi, which are sometimes wanting, the ter-

minal pair of stigmata, the free projecting mouth-parts, the very short joint membrane

of the maxilliB, the connate clypens and absence of the labruin, the sharj), sickle-formed,

imperforate mandibles, the absent or sharp ligula, the want of a neck on the extended

head, and the very short, unarmed anal segment.” The larvae when first hatched often

prey upon one another in the same cocoon
;
later they feed upon insects which fall

into the water, and upon snails. In the case of the larva; of Ilydroj^hilus piceus., wdiich

eat common house-flies with avidity, the mode of feeding is curious. Seizing the fly

in its jaws, the swiftly swimming larva seeks some place where it can eat it in quiet

and security. Having found a suitable place, it rests upon a piece of grass or leaf and

projects the head above the surface of the \vater, holding it ]ier])endicularly. In this

position it chews the fly into a pulp, using the antenna; as mouth-parts during the pro-

cess, and sucking the juices of the fly down its throat, which, during the mastication,

acts as a tunnel to catch the juices crushed from the fly. The head is apparently held

above the surface of the water in order that the juices of the jn’ey shall not be diluted

by the water. After the juices have been sucked from the fly its chitinous parts are

rejected, at least by young IlydropMlits larvse, in the same way as like innutritious

parts of its prey are rejected by scorpions after they have drawn the

juices from it. Pupation takes place in the ground.

Among the small species of Hydrophilidse are a number of very

convex form, terrestrial habits, and having the middle and liind tarsi

with the first joint elongated. Of these small forms species of Splmri-

diitm have a narrow mesosternum and elongated scutellum. S. scara-

haeoides is black, with yellow legs, a yellow spot on tlie tip of each

elytron, and just in front of this yellow spot a larger blood-red one.

It lives in cow-dung in Europe, and a single specimen, perhaps acci-

dental in occurrence, has been reported from Canada. The larvie

and of Cercyon, related genera, live in moist earth and in dung,

dipterous larvae.

Hydrobius and Phylhydrus include closely related aquatic species which have the

middle and hind tarsi not compressed and with the first joint short, and in which the

prothorax at the base is as wide as are the elytra. The last of the five exposed ventral

segments is entire, and the antennae are nine-jointed. In Hydrobius the last joint of

the maxillary palpi is longer than the third joint. In Phylhydrus the last joint is

shorter than the third. H. ylobostis and P. rotundatus are similar appearing, smooth,

Fig. 462. — Sphm'rv-
(Hum scarahceoides.

of Sphairidium

and prey upon
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Fig. 463.— Hudrop
triangularis.

diilus

shining black sj)ecies, found in the northeastern United States. The form is nearly

hemispherical, the length from 0.3 to 0.4 of an inch.

Tlie genus Jli/drophilus contains the largest species of this family. They differ

from Uydrohius and genera associated with it in having compressed tarsi, and in hav-

ing the metasteriium
2
)rolonged i)osteriorly into a long sj)ine.

H. triangular is., a common North American si)ecies, is 1.5 inches

long, and shining black in color. The egg-case of this species

has been carefully described by Dr. C. V. Riley. It consists

of three jiarts, a floater surmounted by a horn-sha])ed process,

an egg-case proper, attached to the basal end of the floater, and

an outer bag or covering. The larvas remain a day or two in

the outer bag after they hatch; and Dr. Riley concludes “that

the curious contrivance in ligdrophilas is intended not only to

secure an amjile supjily of air to the eggs and to protect them,

but also to jn-otect the newly hatched young from their nu-

merous enemies until their jaws have strengthened and they are

better able to begin the struggle for existence.” The eggs are

white, cylindroid, and about 0.15 of an inch long and .04 of an

inch in diameter. In Europe the corres))onding large species of

this genus is 11
. piceus., both sexes of which are figured above,

with nest and larva. The sexes of these insects are easily dis-

tinguished, because the male has the anterior tarsi much en-

larged, to form an organ, common among water beetles, by which

he clings firmly to the female during copulation. Notwithstanding the re])uted j)hyto-

phagous habits of the imago of II. piceus, this beetle sometimes ca])tures and eats Tri-

ton punctatus, when confined in an aquarium.

Nearly related to Ilgdrophilus, but having a short metasternal s])ine, is Hydro-,

charis. H. ohtusatus, an oval black sjiecies, about 0.7 of an inch long,

is common in the eastern United States. Several smaller species are

united in the genus Tropisternus, of which T. glaher is an abundant

sjiecies in New England.

The remaining families of beetles are often termed Adejdiaga, and

are characterized by Drs. Le Conte and Horn as having the first three

ventral segments connate
;
the first divided by the hind coxal cavities,

so that the sides are separated from the veiy small medial part. The
Adephaga are jJre-eniinently predaceous Coleoptera, although, as will

be seen later, a few partake of vegetable food.

The Gyrinid^ includes a small number of Coleojitera which swim rai)idly about in

groups upon the water, unless disturbed, when they dive beneath the sur-

face. They are noticeable for their having a jiair of eyes upon the upper

surface of the head, with which to look out into the air, and a pair uj)on the

under side for sight under water. Their flattened oval form and bluish-

black color, together with their four eyes, serve to distinguish them

from all other Coleo
2
)tera. When seized they emit an odorous niilky

fluid. In Ggrinus the scutellum is distinct, while in Tineutus it is

wanting. The only other North American genus is Gyretes, of which a

species is found in Illinois, Arizona, and Texas, and wdiich differs from Tineutus in

having the last ventral segment of the abdomen elongated and conical. Tineutus

Fig. 464. — TrojA-
sternus glaber.

Fig. i55.—Dinm
tus vittatus.
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Fig. ^66. — Hj/droporus
griseostriatus.

vittatus is the largest species from the United States, where it is common in the

Atlantic region. It is about 0.55 of an inch long, and the elytra have rounded tips.

The larvye of Gyrinida; resjhre by means of ciliate gills and a closed tracheal

system. These gills are situated one on each side of every abdominal segment, and an

additional pair upon each side of the anus,— in all, ten })airs of gills. These ciliate

branchiaj serve as swimming organs, enabling the larvae to swim rapidly. Notwith-

standing their active aquatic life these larvae are subject to parasitism by three or four

species of Ilymenoptera.

The flattened water-beetles belonging to the family Dytiscid^ live in the water as

do the Hydrojjhilidae, rather than ui)on it like the Gyrinidae, from all of which insects

they are readily distinguished by their filiform eleven-jointed an-

tennas. The Dytiscidae have but two eyes, their metasternuni has

no antecoxal jjiece, and is ])rolonged in a triangular 2)i’Ocess jsos-

teriorly, their abdomen has six segments. The legs of these beetles,

especially the jsosterior i»air, are oar-shaj)ed and clothed with long

hair, being consequently well fitted for natation
;
but these insects

are not confined to swimming as a mode of locomotion, for they are

jji’ovided with serviceable wings, and during the night fly from jsond

to jsond. These beetles are ajsparently guided to water by sight,

for they often fly against green-houses, the glass of which they mis-

take for the surface of water. Many Dytiscidae emit between the

head and prothorax, a milky secretion, and between the mesothorax and metathorax a

yellowish fluid
;
the function of both these odorless fluids is not determined with cer-

tainty. At each side of the anal end of the intestine are two glands which furnish a

strong odorous, acid fluid, said to contain butyric acid
;
these anal glands, which are

not rare in adephagous Coleojjtera, are defensive in function.

3Iany sj^ecies of Dytiscidae stridulate
;

that is, produce more or

less musical sounds, both under water and in air. Species of

A.c*7f«s, JJi/tisciis, and Cohpnbetes [produce sound by rubbing
the abdominal segments iqion the elytra

;
the males of Cyhister.,

by action of the posterior femora upon a corrugated spot behind
the hind coxaj

;
and l^elobius, a genus placed by some autliors

in another family, by friction of the stout margin of the wings
against the under side of the elytra. The anterior and often

the middle tarsi of males, in certain genera of this family, have
a ])art of their joints widened, and provided with j)edunculate

.suckers beneath. These suckers enable the males to adhere
firmly to the females during copulation. In the males of Dytis-
cus and of some allied genera the three basal joints of the an-

terior tarsi, which are the ones most strikingly modified, are so

widely expanded as to form unitedly a saucer-shaped disc, which bears on its under sur-

face two laige and numerous small chitinous suckers mounted on stems. These some-
what toadstool-formed suckers are altered tarsal hairs. The females of some species of

Dytiscidas exhibit an interesting dimorjAism in that some of the individuals have the
eljtia striate, while others of the same species have them smooth. Different species of
Dytiscus have been knowm to coi)ulate with each other, and Kraatz has published a
notice of a bastard between two sj5ecies of this genus. Dytiscidae are rarely found in

salt water, and their occurrence there is a])j)arently accidental and temjjorary. Species

Fig. 467. — Dytiscus
verticalis.
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occur, however, in hot springs, and Hooker writes of a Himalayan species that was
found abundantly in springs which had a temperature of 112° F. Insects of this family

respire, when under water, a supply of air which they

carry beneath their elytra, and which they renew, from
time to time, by coming to the surface, and i-esting

with the head hanging and tlie tij) of the abdomen just

at the surface of the water. Some of them remain

submerged an hour and a half, before renewing their

supply of air. The larger species of Dytiscidic often

attack small fishes.

The larvae of the Dytiscidae, which are aquatic in

habits, and hfive free mouth-j)arts, five-jointed thoracic

legs, four-jointed antenme, and six pairs of ocelli, are

es])ecially noticeable because their mandibles are liol-

low, and are consequently adapted both for seizing

their prey and for sucking out its juices. The mouth

cavity between the mandibles is not, as is often as-

serted, entirely closed. The larvae respire by means of

two stigmata at the posterior end of the abdomen.

Cybister has the suckers on the under side of the

tarsal disc alike, and arranged in four rows. C. Jim-

hriolatus, from the eastern United States, is greenish black, margined with j^ellow,

and is about 1.25 inches long. In Dytiscus the suckers of the tarsal disc are of

different sizes, and the posterior stigmata are larger than in Cybister

;

the species are

all large. D. fasciventris, a species about 1.1 inches long, is common in New England,

and D. verticalis, about 1.3 inches long, is not very rare in the same region. Both are

black, with yellow lateral margins of the prothorax and elytra. In Euro])e D. mar-

ginalis, a species about the size of D. fasciventris, is the common one, and its larvae

attack young fi’ogs, tritons, and fishes.

The species of Acilius are of medium size, and have the posterior tarsi ciliate, the

claws of the same tarsi equal or nearly so. Many of the species have a yellowish band

across tlie posterior half of the elytra, and tranverse yellowish lines on the prothorax.

Fig. 468. — Larva of Dyllscus.

Fig. 469.— Matug Fig. 470.— Rhantug FiG. 471. — Hyb'ms Fig. 472. — Coptotomus
hicarinatus. notatus. ater. interror/atus.

The tarsal discs of the males are round. A. fraternus is very common in New Eng-

land. Its length is about O.G of an inch, and the black portions of its elytra have a

yellowish tinge, due to the black consisting of very dense punctures upon a yellow

surface. A. sulcatus is the common representative of this genus in Europe.

In Hhanhis the discs of the anterior tarsi of the males are oblong, and the elytra

smooth. lihantus notatus, a species about 0.4 of an inch long, is found in Europe
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and North America. The species of Agahus, Matas., and Ilybius are all somewhat

similar in appearance to Rhantus, and most of the species are about the same size.

Coptotomus interrogatus is very common in the eastern United States. It is about

0.35 of an inch long, the elytra are somewhat irregularly striped longi-

tudinally with yellow, and the prothorax is banded transversely with

the same color.

In Hydroporus, a genus which contains over seventy-live described

North American species, the prosternum is deHexed between the front fig. 473.—//(/A-o-
u ^ A poms Totuixilcitus

coxae, the anterior and middle tarsi are apjiarently four-jointed, the

scutellum is not visible, and the metasternum attains the mesosternum.

The species are all of comparatively small size.

The family Haliplid^, often united with the Dytiscidae, includes a

small number of minute, sub-aquatic Coleoptera, which are oval and

very convex, and whicdi swim poorly. They are yellow, spotted with

Fig. 474. -//««- black. Their metasternum has an ante-coxal iiiece seiiarated by a dis-
pt'llS^dSClO-fllSt

^

tinct suture, and their antennie are ten-jointed.

The Carabid^ number probably over ten thousand described species, varying in

size from very minute forms uj) to beetles from two to three inches in length. Drs.

Le Conte and Horn give the following characters by which species of this family can

be readily distinguished from other adephagous coleoptera : Metasternum with an

ante-coxal piece, separated by a well-marked suture, reaching from one side to the

other, and extending in a triangular process between the hind coxae; eleven-jointed

antennae arising at the side of the head, between the base of the mandibles and the

eyes
;
hind coxae mobile and simple

;
and habits terrestrial. These beetles have

slender legs, and run rapidly
;
the wings are often poorly develojjed. On account of

their rapid running habits, the Germans term these Coleojitera “ Laufkafer.” Sonorific

organs are not common in insects of this family, but species of JBlet/iisa and of

Elaphrus stridulate. Luminous organs have been reported in the case of Physodera

noctiluca from Java.

A large number of Carabidte have anal glands, which have been mistaken by some

writers for urinary organs, but which are defensive in function. The muscular bladder-

like receptacles of these glands are two in number, one on each side of the terminal

portion of the intestine, and each opens just above the rectal opening. Into these

receptacles, which serve to store the defensive fluid until needed, open the ducts of the

glands which ]n’epare the secretion. In most cases the secretion is an odorous acid

liquid, which can be spurted out quite a distance, and Pelouze has shown that, in cer-

tain species of Carabas, this secretion contained butyric acid, the same acid that

imparts its indescribable odor to rancid butter. In Bracldmis and a few

other genera the secretion of the anal glands is either jiartly gaseous on

emission, or becomes a permanent gas immediately afterwards, as can

be readily proved by compelling one of the insects to discharge its secre-
/3||KV

tion under water beneath an inverted test-tube filled with the same liquid. yiwl

In this way I have collected, in a few moments, from Apthins displosor, fig. 47.5 —
a Pyrenean species related to Prachinus, an amount of gas equal to sev-

beetle”'"'

eral times the sjiace occupied by the beetle itself. The discharge of the

anal glands of Prachinus, often rapidly rejieated wdien the beetle is held between the

fingers, is accompanied by a smoke-like vapor and a popping sound, whence insects of

that genus are popularly termed bombardier-beetles.
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Fig. 476.— Anophthalmus
tellkampjii.

Beetles of this family live, for the most part, on or near the ground, remaining
concealed beneath hoards and stones during thc“ day, and Avandering out at night in

search of their prey. A ])articularly favorable place to collect

many species is beneath the debris left by the overflowing of

rivers. Anotlier situation not much less i>roductive is under
stones along the banks of larger streams and rivers

;
a feAV are

found along the sea-coast, under stones
;
and a species of^pm

live between the high and low water mark upon the shores of

the ocean, wliere they are covered by the salt-water tlie greater

part of the day. Tiiey res])ire air which surrounds and ad-

heres to them Avhile they are submerged. On account of their

predaceous habits, few Carabidm live in nests of ants or of

other insects; but Bates states that Solenogemjs foeda, from
the ui)per Amazon, lives on the nests of termites. A number
of species of this family inhabit caverns; among them those

of the genus A)iop)hthalmus are best known and are eyeless,

or at least blind, both as larvae and imagos. lllaphanus, an

Australian genus, is, as its name indicates, eyeless, while

lieicheia lucifuga, Avhich is found along river banks in south-

ern France, has the eyes aborted.

The larvae of Carabidae are elongated, often partly corneous. They have four-

jointed antennae, and somewhat long five-jointed legs. The mandibles are falciform

and prominent, the maxillary palpi are four-jointed, the labial palpi two-jointed, and
the ocelli are generally from four to six on each side. In the larvae of IScarites and
Ano2}hthalmiis, and of a few other genera, ocelli are absent. It is usually stated that

carabid larvae, like those of the Cicindelidae, Dytiscidae, and Gyrinkhe, and unlike

those of most other families, have two claAvs on each foot
; but this character is not

without excejjtion in the carabid larvae, for the larvae of vEjnis, a genus already men-

tioned, and of Cillemim, are stated to have but one claw on each foot. Chapuis and

Candeze write :
“ The color of these larvae varies from a light brown to a deep black,

and, exceptionally, to yellowish Avhite. They are very active, and wander about upon

the ground. The greater part of thejn live upon ])rey which they get possession of in

various Avays. Thus insects, caterjAillars, and molluscs form their ordinary food.

They do not tear this prey to jneces, but limit themselves to extracting its juices, a cir-

cumstance that explains the smallness of their buccal ajmrture. Some live on vegetable

substances. This fact, proved for Zabrus gibbus, probably Avill be the same Avith the

greater part of the larvae of Harpalini and of Amaral This prediction as to the

jjhytophagic habits of Caralndae has since jiroved true, and cpiite a large number of

these insects are knoAvn to feed n])on ])ollen and other ])arts of j)lants, Avhile the Zabvus

mentioned above has proved at times destructive to young turnip plants and to other

crops. In parts of California Platymis macuUcolUs has become so abundant as to be

a nuisance, sAvarming in every corner, and entering food and clothing in masses. The

popular name given this beetle is “ o\'erfloAA'-bng.” With the exception of Zabrus gib-

bus and Platynus maculicollis, the insects of this family may be regarded as generally

beneficial, for the jdiytophagous species mostly devour the pollen and seed of Aveeds,

while the great majority of Carabid® attack the larv® of noxious insects.

Among curious food habits of Carabid® it may be mentioned that D’Aumont
observed that Prachinus cre2ntaHs, in comj)any Avith carrion l)eetles, helped devour a
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Fig. 477. — Mormohjce phyllodes.

dead snake. According to a statement lately made by J. Frivaldsky, a Hungarian

entomologist, Acino^nts aDimophylus., a s])ecies from southern liussia, feeds upon pods

and seeds of medic {MetUcago sutiva)., which the beetles collect during the night and

heap up about their burrows in the ground.

Of the extreme variety of forms which species of Carabidai present, none is more

remarkable than that of Mormohjce. The commonest species is M. plwjllodes., a beetle

often reaching three inches in length,

and found in the forests upon the moun-

tains of Java, where its remarkable form,

best shown by the figure, has attracted

the attention of the natives, by whom it

is called fu'i/tofcf/i’ Its antennae and

legs are black
;
the rest of the beetle is

pitch-brown, a little lighter in shade

upon the margins of the elytra. These

beetles, as Avell as their larvae, are found

about Pohjporas fomentarhts., a fungus

upon the trunks of trees. The larvae,

which exhibit no remarkable structural

])eculiarities, and resemble those of Cara-

fjHS, live within the fungus, feeding, it is

supposed, uj)on the larv£E of other insects. Pupation takes place within the fungus, and

the form of the elytra in the pupa indicates, to a certain extent, the remarkable form of

the beetle that is to emerge from it. Larval life requires from eight to nine months
;
pupal

life from eight to ten weeks. The imagos are found mostly from August to November.

A large sub-family, the Harpalin®, includes such Carabidae as have the “ middle

coxal cavities entirely enclosed by the sterna, the e])imeron not reaching the coxa

;

head without antennal grooves beneath, and supraorbital distinct set*
;
ambulatorial

setae of abdomen usually well-developed.”

The genus llarpulus includes a large number of flattened usually

black beetles, of which it is often diflicult to determine the species.

Most of them have nearly square prothorax. Of the species of this

genus II. caligiaosus is very common in the eastern United States,

often feeding upon the pollen and seeds of the common ragweed

(^Ambrosia artemisiccfolia)

.

It is about an inch in

length. A number of slightly smaller sj)ecies are

equally common, and have similar habits to the one

last mentioned. Not very different from Ilarpahts

in structure and habits are the many species of Ani-

sodactylus. Still smaller than insects of the last-

mentioned genera is Gyy^androptLS hylucis., found in the eastern United

States. This beetle is about 0.3 of aii inch long. It is black above,

and has brownish legs and mouth-parts
;
the elytra ai-e striate. This

beetle often abounds under the loose bark of hickory trees. Among
other small carabids, which are not far from Ilarpalus in systematic

])osition, are the species of Ayonoderus. A. lineola, a very common
little beetle about 0.35 of an inch long, which flies into the ojien windows in the

evening, attracted by the lights w'ithin, is yellowish-brown, with black dots upon

Fig. 478.— Harpalus
caliginosus.

Fig. 479.

—

Gi/naii-
dropus hyl'acis.
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the prothorax, and a stripe of the same color along the middle of each elyti’on. Much
larger (about 0.6 of an inch), but of similar form, and pale-brown coloration, without

distinct black markings, is Geopinics via'assatus, a common New England species.

In Geopimis, Agonodei-tcs, and other genera of the group to which they belong, the

left mandible is longer than the right one, and overlaj)S it distinctly in the first-named

genus.

Fig. 480. — ChUenhis
sericeus.

The genus Chloinius includes beetles of medium size, which usually are of a gi'een-

ish or purplish bronze color above. Sometimes the margin of the

elytra or a few spots upon them are yellow. They frequent moist

places beneath stones, and attain their maximum size and beauty

in Africa. Most of the species have an odor somewhat like that of

Morocco leather. G. utriceits, a bright green species, with brown

antenna; and legs, is common along the banks of the larger rivers in

the north-eastern United States. C. t077tentosN,s, from the same

region, is of a deep pur])lish bronze color.

The genus Bfachiniis, already mentioned on account of its habits,

consists of over 150 species distributed throughout tern] )erate and tropical parts of the

world. The beetles of this genus are mostly red, with blue or greeii elytra, and are

found often in numbers together beneath stones. The s])ecies are very difficult to

distinguish, but the genus is readily distinguished by its form, colors, and liabits. The

specific names urmige)', hellicosus, bonibcn’da, a'epitans, exiicdans, ex-

p>lodens., fumans., Venator, and the like, have reference to the habits of

the bombardier-beetles.

Numerous small species of Carabid;e, which are much flattened, often

ornamented with bright colors, and many of which frequent flowers,

belong to the genus Lehia, in its older and less-restricted sense. X.

grandis, one of the larger species of this genus, measuring about 0.4

of an inch in length, is yellowish-brown, with dark-blue elytra. This

insect has proved useful by eating the eggs of the Colorado potato-beetle

{I)o7'ypho7-a decetnlineata). The genus Goptodera, of which G. emar-

ginata, from Brazil, is figured, does not differ greatly structurally from

Lehia. Dromins, another genus closely related to Lebia, has a heart-

shaped prothorax. I>. piceus^, a common North American species, is

shining black and about 0.3 of an inch long. 1). fpiadrmotntus, found

Fig. 482.— Cop/o- Euroiie, feeds, as larva, under the bark of ))iMes,
dera emarginata. 177

upon the larvae of Pb^sodes notatus, a weevil.

Of the genus Galerita there are five North American species.

In the northeastern United States, G. janns is common under

stones in early summer. Its length is about 0.75 of

an inch
;

its antennae, prothorax, and legs are red,

and the rest of the beetle is bluish-black. Tlie head

is much elongated, and the jirothorax is not half as

wide as are the elytra, which latter are truncate at the

til). In Ga.mon,ia, which includes small beetles, the
Fig. 484. — Cas- *

. .

noniapmnsyl- structure IS quitc Similar to that of Gcilei'tta, but

the thorax is very much more elongate. G. j>emisyl-

vanica is not rare under stones. Its length is about 0.25 of an inch, and its color is

brown and black, the head, prothorax, and spots upon the elytra being of the latter color.

Fig. 481. — Aeftia

grandis.

Fig. 483. —Galerita Janus.
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Fig. 485. —Calathus
imjnmctata.

Fig. 486. — Diccelus
purpuratus.

About eighty-five North American S
2
jecies of described Carabidae, which are con-

siderably flattened, and resemble, to a certain extent, those of Lehia, but are not

usually as vividly colored, and are generally somewhat larger, are

included in the genus Platijnus. The entire coloration of P. cupri-

Ijennis., a North American sjiecies about 0.3 of an inch long, is metallic

green tvith reddish reflections. P. octopunctatus., which is common
in New England, although not as common as P. mpripewiis., is simi-

lar in size and coloration to the latter species, but has four deejily im-

pressed jmnctures arranged longitudinally near the inner margin of

each elytron. Many of the sjiecies of this genus are black. Differing

systematically from Platijnus, in having the claws more or less serrate,

is Calathus. In the last two genera the elytra are obliquely sinuate

;

but in Lachnophorus, of which L. rugosus from Brazil is figured,

the elytra are round at the tij).

Dicmlus comprises about twenty species of Coleoptera, all of

w’hich are North American. These beetles have the pronotum flat-

tened, with a few slight wrinkles and an ujiturned margin
;
the elytra

are striate. P. si)lendidus, from the southern United States, is over

an inch long, and black with cojijiery-bronze elytra. D. purpuratus,

a |mrplish-black species about an inch long; 1). elongatus and D.

dilatatus, both black, and 0.7 and 0.8 of an inch long resjiectively,

are all found on the Atlantic slojie as far nortli as Massachusetts.

Dr. G. 11. Horn has described the larva of a sjiecies of Dicoelus, jjos-

sibly of D. dilatatus. The body of the larva is dark greenish blue and

semi-opaque, its head being reddish yellow. The larva is narrowed to-

ward both ends
;
and the anal segment is armed with two slender inward-

curved ])rocesses, between which the anus extends as a corneous tube

equal in length to an abdominal segment. Its antenna;, although, as is

usual in this family, four-jointed, are about one-third the length of the

body. The legs increase in length from the first to the third pair.

Pupation, which takes place beneath logs or in the ground, lasts but a

week. Nearly related, systematically, to Diccehis is Badister. B.

hipustidatus, from Europe, is about 0.2 of an inch long, brown, with black head and
two curved black lines on each elytron. Its larva has been described by Schiodte.

The genera Pterostichns, Amara, Evarthrus, and Loxandrus, each

contain numerous species
;
but they are separated with difficulty, and

but little is known of their life history. Most of the species of these

genera are black. A few have metallic colors, or vary from brown to

red. Allied to these genera is Zahrus, of which Z. gibbus has alreadj"

been mentioned on account of its destructiveness to crojis. Amara
similata, another European sjjecies, is said to eat both flowers and leaves

of the shepherd’s-jmrse {Capsella bnrsa-jmstoris)

.

To this same group

of genera belong Catadrornus, of which the Javanese C. tenebrioides is

figured on the jrlate.

Anophthalmus, already mentioned as a genus of blind cave beetles, contains about

fifty species, of which seven are North American, being found in the caves of the

Ohio Valley, and the rest European. The first North American sjoecies described was

A. tellkampfii, from Mammoth Cave, in Kentucky. It is about 0.3 of an inch long.

Fig. iul.-Badii-
ter bipustulatus.

Fig. 488. -Pttros-
tichus luciihlan-
dus.
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Fig. 489. — Treckus
rubcns.

Fig. 491. — Bem-
bidium Iceviga-
tum.

slender and with long legs. Its color is light brown. This species is eyeless, although

Grenier states that A. aubei-tis, from southern France, has minute non-jiigmented eye-

spots, and that these spots are black in A. milleri., from Hungary. The
larva of an Anophthahnus from Mammoth Cave has been carefully

described by Mr. H. G. Hubbard. The larva has no

ocelli, and JMr. Hubbard M rites of it that, “ e.vcept in

its very elongate form, I can find no striking differences

between this and other Carabid larva; allied to I'rechusI'’

Treckus and Patrobxis are genera which are closely re-

lated, systematically, to Anophthahnus., but which have

eyes.

A large number of small beetles, which scarcely ever exceed 0.25 490-—^«a-oiits

of an inch in length, and many species of which are found running

about in the sunlight upon the sand of river banks and of the shores

of lakes, are included in the genus Bembulinm in its wider sense. In

proportion to their size these beetles are among the quickest running

insects, and considerable dexterity is necessary to capture them. The
species of Tachys are even smaller than those of the last-mentioned

genus, wdiich they resemble in habits.

Morio yeorgice, wdiich is black and about 0.5 of an inch long, is the

single representative in the United States of the tribe of insects to

which it belon'h’s, of which a few' sjiecies are found in most jiarts of the

world. It is found in the southern States.

The sub-family Carabinae, wdiich includes the larger and more beau-

tiful species of Carabid as, are characterized as follow's: “Middle coxal

cavities not entirely enclosed by the sterna, the epinieron of the meso-

sternum reaching the coxa.” The genera are more easily recognized

in this sub-family than they are in the ])receding one, and tlieir charac-

ters wdll be given, followdng, as usual, the authoritative work for Nortli American

Coleoptera, Drs. Le Conte and Horn’s classification.

In the tribe of wdiich Scarites is the typical genus, the posterior

coxa; do not attain the side margin of the body, the anteidor coxal cav-

ities are closed behind, the prostenium does not conceal the meso.ster-

num, the antennaa arise either under a di.stinct frontal jilate or a ridge

which extends backward over the eyes, the body is pedunculate, and

the posterior coxte are contiguous. In Fcarites itself the hind angles

of the thorax are wanting, the elytra are Avithout a

liumeral carina, the maxillae are slightly hooked at the

ti]), and the basal joint of the antennae is long. S.

subterraneus is a very common species in New' Eng-

land, and is from 0.7 to 1 inch in length, wdth large mandibles. It is

said to live in the burrows of Copris, a scarabaeid, and jirobably de-

vours coprophagous larvae. Alonhotia gloriosa., a species from southern

Eurojie, which is similar to Scarites, attains a length of over two inches.

PasimacliHS differs from Scarites in having the hind angles of the

thorax distinct, the elytra Avith a humeral carina of variable length,

and the maxillae \'ery obtuse at the tijn The sjiecies, Avhich are usually mai-gined Avith

blue, are all North American. P. clepressus is of a dull black color, without striae or

punctures, and is found in the southern United States.

Fig. 492. — Morio
(lenrgite.

Fig. 493.— Scarites
subterraneus.

Fig. 494.—Pasima-
clius depressus.
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Fig. 495. — Metrius contrac-
tus, enlarged.

Fig. 496. - - Eiaphnis riparius.

Melriits contractus., from California, is the single sjiecies representing a tribe which

differs from Scarites in having the body not pedunculate and the posterior coxae sepa-

rated. Tliis beetle is found under stones in forests.

The genus Elaphrus differs from the genera of Carabiiue

already mentioned in having the antennae free at the base. In

tills genus the form is robust, the mandibles have a setigerous

puncture, and the elytra are marked with impressed spots. The

species of this genus are found running about in the sunlight on

the surface of the mini around the

borders of ponds and pools. The

color of many of the species is a

[uirplish or greenish bronze. E. ri-

pariits., which is figured, is about

0.95 of an inch long, and is com-

mon in parts of Europe. In Elc-

thisa the elytra have striae between the impressed spots.

Ji. multipunctata is a Eurojiean species that has been

found in America. According to Laudoit, E. riparius and E. multipunctata stridulate

by rubbing the upjier side of the ]ienultiinate abdominal segment

against the inside of the elytra, both the parts rubbed together being-

provided with surfaces suitable for sonifaction.

The ty])ical genus of this family is Carabus, which is represented in

North America by only about ten species, reaches its highest develop-

ment in Europe, where a large number of species are found. In this

genus tlie anterior coxal cavities are open behind, the posterior coxm

are contiguous, the labrum not bifurcate, the mandibles without a

setigerous jnincture externally, and the third joint of the antenna?

cylindrical. Most of the species are of medium, some of large size,

, ,
and many have beautiful coloration. Their food consists of earth-

worms, caterpillars, and other insects. The species of Carabus, and

those of the allied genera Calosoma and Cychrus, have well-devel-

oped anal glands, and throw a strong acid fluid. C. serrattis is the

most abundant species in the northeastern United States. It is from

0.60 to 0.75 of an inch long, is black, with the upturned margins of

the prothorax and elytra bluish, and its elytra are jmnctate. C.

syluosus, from the same region, is similar to C. serratus, but larger,

being about an inch long. One of the prettiest of the common
European species is C. auratus, which is nearly an inch in length,

and has the entire upper surface greenish bronze with a reddish re-

ylabeatus^ another European sjiecies, the elytra, which are often con-

nate in this genus, are so firmly united that the suture between them is scarcely

noticeable. C. hispanus., ixom Spain and southern France, is about 1.4 inches long;

and the elytra are coarsely punctured, and reddish Iwonze margined with blue, while

the head and the prothorax are metallic blue. Procrustes differs but little from

Carabus. P. coriaceus, a black species, nearly 1 .5 inches long, is found throughout

southern Europe.

Calosoma differs generically from Carabus in having the third antennal joint

compressed. The habits of the species of this genus are very similar to those of

Fig. 497 .—lilethisa
viultipunctata.

Fig. 498. — (.’arahji>

serratus.

flection. In C.
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Fig. 499. — Calosoma
catidum.

Fig. 500. — Calosoma scrutator.

Carabus. In the United States Calosoma calidtim and C. scrutator have been

observed to eat canker-worms (larvae of Anisopteryx), and the larvae of C. externum

prey upon armj'-worms (larvae of Leucania xinipuncta)
;

in Aus-

tralia the larvae of C. curtisii live beneath cow-dung, where thev

probably feed on noctuid larvae
;
and the larvae of several species

of Calosoma devour snails. The commonest species of this genus

in the eastern United States is C.

calidum, which is about an inch long.

Its elytra are covered with large

bronze-colored punctures, the rest

of the insect being black. Professor

A. S. Packard states that he has

seen this sjiecies attack the June-bug

{Lachnosterua fusca) aiul tear its sides open. The

larva of C. calidum is black. The most brilliant spe-

cies of this genus that iidiabits the eastern United

States is C. scrutator, whi(4i measures a little over an

inch in length. The elytra are metallic green, margined

with a narrow line of reddish bronze
;
the jirotliorax is

deep shining blue with the channel formed by its up-

turned edges jiaved with reddish bronze. This species is said to climb trees in search

of larvae. In Eurojie C. sycojAuiuta resembles ipiite closely C. scrutator, but lacks the

reddish-bronze margins of the prothora.v and elytra.

The species of Cychrus, which are distributed by some authors into several genera,

differ from those of Carabus and Calosoma in having the posterior coxae separated

and the labrum bifurcate. The antennae have four basal joints glabrous. The larvae

of Cychrus are said to be distinguished from those of Carabus by their brown color

and by the four teeth with which the last abdominal segment is armed in place of the

two horns so common in carabid larvae. The generally elongated anterior parts of

these beetles well fit them for their mode of life, enabling them to reach deeply into

the shells of snails, on which they feed. The flattened, often

hi'oadly triangular apical joints of the paljii of these insects appar-

(mtly co-o])erate with their elong.ated mandibles in extracting the

soft tissues of snails from their shells. C. stenostomus, of which

C. lecontei is a variety, is found in the eastern United States, and

is of a bluish-black color. C. elevutus has the posterior angles of

the black thorax margined, and the margins elevated to meet the

elevated margin of the anterior ]iart of the coppery-bronze elytra.

This beautiful sjiecies is rare in New England, but more common to

the southward and westward. Its length varies from 0.6 to 1.1

inches. The only s]iecimen that I have taken in New England

was found in northern Connecticut, eating a species of freshly

killed Helix albolabris. The largest sjiecies of Cychrus found in New England is C.

viduus, which varies from 0.70 to 1.16 inches in length. C. rostratus is found in

many parts of Europe.

The genus Omophron includes a small number of flattened, nearly round beetles,

whicli live in moist places. The anterior coxal cavities are closed behind, the proster-

nnm is prolonged and dilated so that it entirely conceals the mesosternum, and the

Fig. 501.— Cychrus
elevatus.
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Fig. 502. — Manticora maxillosa.

Fig. 503. — Megacephala sene-
gatensis.

scutellum is completely concealed. The species are usually marked with dark brown

and yellow.

The last family of beetles to be considered is the Cicixdelid^, which, not only on

account of its structural peculiarities, but also because

of the exclusively predaceous habits of its species, is

generally considered the highest family of Coleoptera.

The special character by which they are separated from

the Carabidte is the place of insertion of the antennae.

In the Cicindelidae, these organs are inserted on the

front above the base of the mandibles. The general

form and usual pattern of col-

oration of the insects of this

family serve to make them

easily recognized. In a few

forms the elytra are connate

and the wings absent, but most

of these insects both run and

fly rapidly. Many of the spe-

cies live on the sandy banks of

rivers and of the ocean, some

tropical species live in trees, and a few abound in open places

in the woods. Coquerel states that Cicindela trilunm'is, from

IMadagascar, has the power of running ui)on water. Species

of jSIegacephala are cre23uscular, remaining in their holes dur-

ing the day, and running about on the sand just before and

after sunset. Bates states that Tetracha nocturna and T. palUpes are nocturnal iu

habits. The former species is of the color of the sand upon which it runs, and is thus

protected from insectivorous birds. T. palUpes is, on the contrary, brilliantly colored,

and owes its protection from insect-eating animals to its very strong, disagreeable odor.

The larvae of Cicindelidae live in holes in the ground, the holes being, in some spe-

cies, a foot and a half in dejJth. The larvfe have four-jointed

antennae, three-jointed maxillary palpi, and two-jointed labial

palpi. Upon each side of the head are the ocelli, which are

two in number in Amblgchila and eight in species of Tetracha.,

Omus, and Cicindela. These larvae are assisted in their motions

up and down their burrows by a pair of ju’otuberances which

are armed Avith hooks. When waiting for jArey these larA'ai

rest at the top of their burrows— their metallic-colored head

and prothorax serving as operculum for the entrance to their

burrow— with their sickle-shaped mandibles wide open. When
the larva has made a capture of some insect that incautiously

attempted to run over its head, it retires into its biirrow to eat

its prey at its leisure. It is said that the larvae of Cicindela

carnpestris., a European species, leave their holes at night to

search for prey.

Of the group of Manticorini, those Cicindelidae that have

the posterior coxae separated, the eyes small, and wings ab.sent, only two genera are

found in this country, both of which are confined to North America. In Amblychila
A’oi.. II. — 26

Fig. 504.— Amblychila cylin-

driformis.
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Fig. 505. — Omus
dejeani.

the elyti’a are widely indexed, the prothorax scarcely margined, and the terminal

joint of the maxillary palpi shorter than the third joint. A. cylmdri/ormis, the only

species, is found in Kansas, New Mexico, and Arizona. It is the largest

species of this family found in the United States, and is brownish-black

in color. Its habits are nocturnal. In Omus the elytra are narrowly

indexed, the prothorax distinctly margined, and the last two joints of

the maxillary palpi subequal. The nine described species are all from

the Pacidc slope of North America, and are nocturnal.

' In Tetracha., the only representative of the Megacejjhaliui found

in the United States, the eyes are large and prominent, the posterior

coxae contiguous, and the third joint of the maxillary palpi longer

than the fourth. T. virginica is dark metallic green above, wdth light

brown legs and antennae. Its length is about 0.75 of an inch. It

is found in the southern Atlantic states concealed under logs

and bark by day, for its habits are crejmscular. T. Carolina,

which has a yellow spot near the apex of each elytron, and is

about 0.6 of an inch long, is widely distributed over America, from

the middle United States to Chili and Peru.

The Cicindelini are represented by about sixty North American

species of Cicindela. In these insects, the third joint of the max-

illary palpi is shorter than the fourth. The five species of Cicim

dela figured are all common in the northeastern United States.

Tlieir size and figuration are well illustrated in the cuts. C. sex-

guttata is very bright metallic green, often with a bluish lustre,

and the yellow spots upon its el3i;ra are subject to some variation.

This species, like the next, frequents sunny roads in the woods, where the grass is worn

down quite short. C. purpurea is purplish-bronze color, wdth the lateral margin of the

elytra metallic green, and the markings uj^on the elytra yellow. C. generosa is cop-

pery bronze color, with the yellow elytral markings extending as an outer margin

Fig. 606. —Tetracha
Carolina.

around the elytra, and C. tranquebarica and C. hirticollis are of dark bronze color,

sometimes almost black, wfith yellow markings on the elytra. C. generosa, C. tran-

quebarica, and C. hirticollis frequent sandy river banks. In C. dorsalis, wUich swarms

along the south coast of Long Island, the elytra are nearly white, and the purplish

prothorax is clothed with wliite scale-like hairs. This coloration is evidently pro-

tective
;
for these beetles are very difficult to see upon the w’hite sand of the sea-

shore, and still more difficult to capture, as they fly, without the slightest hesitation,

directly out over the surf.

George Dimmock.
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Okder VIII. — DIPTERA.

If we take into account the number of, individuals, with the number of sj^ecies,

there is no order of insects so extensive as the Diptera, or two-winged flies. Among
them are found many that affect man’s economy or well-being very greatly. It is need-

less to point out some of these, such as the mosquito, house-fly, bot-fly, black-fly, etc.,

but others, whose injury or benefit can hardly be estimated, are far less familiar to the

ordinary observer. Many, indeed most of the species, are small or inconspicuous, and

have but little, either in form or color, to attract the entomological collector.

They may be distinguished almost invariably by the i^resence of a single i^air of

wings, and never more. The second, or hind 23air, corresponding to those in other

insects, are aborted into small organs, called the halteres or balancers. These have a

slender stem, tenninating in a rounded head, and are constantly in vibration during

flight. Their function is unknown, though it has been thought that they are organs

of sense. The muscles for the front pair of wings are hence alone developed, and the

thorax is, in consequence, more globular, and comj^osed chiefly of the mesothorax.

The prothorax is confined to a ring or collar on the front part of the thorax, incon-

spicuous, or not visible from above. It may be most readily distinguished in the

Bibionidae and Tij^ulidse. The metathorax is yet more aborted and confined to the

lower and hind portions
;
the so-called meta-

notum has been shown by Hammond to really

belong to the mesothorax. The scutellum, cut

off by an impressed line, is an oval or semi-

oval portion on the hind part above. The
sides of the thorax, or pleurae, are seen to be

divided into irregular spaces by sutures, cor-

responding to the divisions in other insects,

each of which has received a name according

to its position.

The legs, which generally are rather weak

or slender, but sometimes stout, are attached

to the thorax, through the intervention of the

ring-like trochanters, by means of the conical,

sometimes elongated coxae. The femora, tibiae,

and tarsi not infrequently show structural or

ornamental characters peculiar to one sex.

Such may consist of spurs, teeth, thickness, or

elongation, tufts, or discs of hairs, etc., and

are most iisually confined to the male. The
tarsi are almost invariably five-jointed, the last of which terminates in two claws,

on whose under sides are usually two or three membranous appendages, called the

pulvilli, that serve as aids in climbing or grasjjing.

The single pair of wings are rarely aborted or wholly wanting, as may be seen in

Chionea, a wingless genus of Tipulidae, or the sheej) and bat ticks. More rarely they

are wanting in one sex only, while in the other they may be complete or rudimentary.

They are thin, membranous, and in some, ^s the common housefly, capable of extreme

rapidity of vibration, as many as three or four hundred a second. They are generally

Fig. 508.— Sarcophaga camaria, common flesh-fly.
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transparent, though sometimes prettily spotted or more or less colored. They are

naked or clothed with microscopic hair, and supported by a system of longitudinal and
transverse veins, which are always jjresent though varying much in number and intri-

cacy
;
in some sjjecies, as the Tipulidse and Nemistrinidte, almost Neuropter-like in

their reticulation, while in others, as especially the Cecidomyidae, there may be only

three or four weak longitudinal veins present. Some of the most important family

characters are drawn from the number and aiTangement of the veins, esjsecially on the

basal part of the wing, while the outer portion may furnish very valuable generic

characters.

The head has a very free union with the thorax by means of the slender neck.

It varies exceedingly in shape, and, as would be supposed, furnishes many of the char-

acters for classification. It is more usually hemisjfiierical, with the occiput flattened

or even concave, but often is sjAerical or conical and sometimes with lateral prolonga-

tions u2Don which the compound eyes are situated.

The eyes are almost always well develojjed, comprising a large part of the head or

indeed often much the largest jjart
;
they are com230sed of a great many se2)arate lenses

or facets, which in not a few are enlarged in areas in the male and are often with bril-

liant markings. As a general rule the eyes in the male appi’oach each other, or are

contiguous, above, leaving only a small S2iace at the vertex and another below near the

antennae. At the vertex there are generally three sim2fle eyes, or ocelli
;
their presence,

however, is inconstant in closely allied forms sometimes, and cannot hence be of

important use to such.

The antennae vai-y much in structure and are very useful, both in distinguishing the

higher and lower grou23s. They are usually situated near the middle of the head in

profile, though they may be placed above near the vertex, or below near the mouth.

Until recently, and yet by many entomologists, all Diptera were divided into two sub-

orders, according to the structure of the antennae. In those of the first division, the

Nemocera, the antennae are thread-like, consisting of from six to thirty-six joints, all

of which, exce23t the first two, being alike in structure, and often with a circle of

hairs on each joint. Of this group the mosquito will readily serve as an exanqile.

Under the Brachycera were 23lficed those families among which the antennae consist

only of three joints, and the additional ones, whether distinct or styliform, or most

frequently bristle-like, are considered only a2>2^endages of the third joint. In the most

ty2:)ical forms, such as the housefly, the antennae are quite short, com250sed of three

sim2')le joints, the last of which has a slender bristle on its U2>2ier border. This bristle,

which frequently is ornamented feathery-like, is more or less distinctly jointed, and in

reality corresponds to the additional joints of the first sub-order. It is true it may be

situated close to the base of the elongated joint, but this is due to the fact that this

joint is chiefly or almost wholly developed from below. Although these two general

divisions may seem useful enough when the more typical forms alone are observed, yet

intermediate forms are such as to render the division unnatural and indefinite. At

present a more natural division is that proposed by Brauer, based chiefly upon the

study of the metamorphoses in the immature stages, and which will be defined

further on.

The mouth 23arts of Di25tera are wholly suctorial, and differ from those of Lepido2>

tera in that all of the com23onent 23arts may be brought into use. They differ not a

little, however, in different flies, as might be supposed from their diverse habits. In

some they are ada23ted for piercing animal or vegetable substances, and are, in con-
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sequence, firmer and more slender
;
in others, and by far the greater number, they are

adapted only for sucking up jvrices or such substances as may be dissolved by means

of their saliva. Grains of pollen have been observed in the digestive organs of the

Syrphidaj, and other flower flies, but, as a rule, fluids alone serve as food. Many have

the proboscis wholly retractile into the oral cavity, and furnished with one or even

two hinges, by which when at rest it may be folded uji. In others the proboscis is not

retractile, and either projects in front or backwards under the abdomen. While it is

usually short, it may be as long or longer than the body. Finally, a few sjiecies have

the mouth parts rudimentary, and take no nourishment in the adult stage.

The different parts consist of the labium, the maxillae, maxillary palpi, mandibles,

hypopharynx and labrum-epipharynx, a term used by Dimmock, to whom our clearest

knowledge of the mouth parts of Diptera is due.

The labial pal])! are thought to be wholly want-

ing. The labium is always present, more or

less fleshy and provided with muscles, and is

grooved or channelled upon the upper side to

receive the other parts in a sheath comjjleted

by the labrum. At its tip there is a pair of

joints called the labellte. In the mosquito these

are small, where they serve simply to guide the ™

piercing portion between them, the labium itself

beins bent backward beneath the thorax in its Fio-soo.-Head andmoutb-pptsof
^ a, antennae; te, labrum-epipharynx; /i, hypo-

middle. Very often they are large and more pharynx; m, mandibles; mx, maxllla;; I, la-
® bium; 77?^, maxillary palpi; c, clypeus.

fleshy, and on the inner sides have a roughened

surface composed of the pseudo-tracheie which, as in the housefly, serve as means for

attrition. The maxillae and mandibles are frequently absent, the latter most often

;

when present they are slender and bristle-like. The maxillary palpi are always pres-

ent and consist of from one to five joints, in the latter case often long and whip-like
;

they are more or less hairy, and are attached near the base of the proboscis on the outer

coalesce with the labium. In addition to the two pairs of max-

illas and mandibles there is a third, unpaired, slender organ which
is free, the hypo2)harynx. It is usually present and tube-like for

the passage of saliva, the outlet being near the tip on the upper

side
;

its tip may be smooth, lance-like, or hairy. Its upper

side is continuous with the under surface of the pharynx, and
the whole, or in part may coalesce with the labium below.

Finally, the largest, excejjt the labium, and uppermost, as well

as most important organ, is the labrum-epipharjmx, which is

deejily channelled on the under surface and converted into a

canal by the apposition of the hypopharynx below. It is

through this channel that all the substances used as food

must pass. The two parts of which this organ is composed,

the labrum above and the epipharynx below, are sometimes

sei^arable by the means of caustic potash, but are never so in

in a single point or in several minute ones as in the mosquito.

It forms, as before stated, a covering to the channel in the labium, and may be
separable at the will of the insect as is readily seen in the mosquito when biting, or

it may always remain tightly closed, as in the housefly.

side where the maxillae

life. It may terminate
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The abdomen varies much in shape, being short, broad, slender, elongate, or
even wasp-like. At the tip the male organs (hypopygium) are often small, at other
times large, conspicuous, and complicated. In the female the last two or three
segments form a simple ovipositor, in most small and retractile, but not infrequently
elongate, and it may be as long as the entire body. Usually the eggs are deposited on
the surface of such substances as will serve for the future food, or are easily penetrable

by the larvie, and hence it is rare that any thickening of the ovipositor or terminal

segments is necessary.

On one side of the CBSophagus there is a sucking stomach, as in the lepidoptera, and
there are four, or rarely five, Malphigian glands corresponding to the kidneys, which
discharge the secretion into the intestine through one or two common outlets. The
tracheae, by which they breathe, consists of two bladder-like air sacs, situated one on
each side of the base of the abdomen. The nervous system is composed of a chain of

ganglia, in some species numbering nine or ten, while in others, the more specialized

and highly developed, the whole nervous system may be confined to a single ganglion

ill the thorax, from which nerves proceed to the abdomen.

The larvae are usually wholly footless maggots, moving by contraction and exten-

sion of the segments, or by leaping, as in the cheese-fly. They never have distinctly

differentiated thoracic legs, although often with a pair of protuberances on the first

segment, or, as in the Cecidomyidae, there may be a single unpaired hardened chitiii-

ous spot on the third segment, that serves as means of locomotion. There are often

false abdominal legs that may be either distinct or merely swellings covered with

bristly booklets. They are either wholly headless, with an oral opening alone, or the

head may be partly or completely differentiated, with the mouth-jjarts rudimentary or

complete. The eyes, which when present are always simjjle and inconstant in their

position, are often wholly wanting.

The metamorphosis is complete, and takes place chiefly in two different ways,

which have so far furnished the best general division for the order, and yet one that is

not wholly free from objections. In the first division, the Orthorhapha, which in-

cludes all the nematocerous flies, and some other families, the pup® may be either

free, as most usually is the case, or included in the larval skin,— the so-called puparium,

or the larva pupigera,— but, except in the pupigerous Cecidomyid®, the larval skin

when it bursts does so in a longitudinal rent on the back of the front end, and with

another, a transverse one, forming a T-shaped opening. In the other grorq), which

are always pupigerous, the iDerfect insect escapes from the larval skin through a more

or less circular opening at the anterior end, composed of the first two or three segments,

and forming a sort of a lid or cover. This sub-order is thus called Cyclorhapha. The
flies force the opening of this larval envelope by means of a large bladder-like inflation

or swelling on the front, and such flies have a curved space, the frontal lunule, imme-

diately above the antenn®, that is wanting in the other group. This division includes

the larger part of the brachycerous flies.

The larv®, as in the adult stages, breathe by means of stigmata, small openings fre-

quently placed along the sides, two on each segment; but in a larger number, includ-

ing all the legless maggots, they are situated near the end of the body. In some, as in

also some of the larv® with heads, the stigma terminates in an elongated tube at the

hind end
;
such are aquatic in habits.

In the pupa stage the legs are not movable, or, if they are, the pup® are not free

but are included in the larval skin, which, by contraction, forms a free, loose envelope,
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the so-called j^uparium. The piipre may be very active, but in all such cases the motion

is produced by movements of the abdomen alone, and by these means the insects find

their way out of the earth, or are adapted for a free aquatic life. Those that are

inactive are chiefly those contained in the larval envelope, the larvag pupigerae.

In Europe over nine thousand species of flies are known, and altogether there have

been described nearly twenty-five thousand. From North America nearly four thou-

sand names have been given.

As very many species are small and inconspicuous, and not a few minute, it is

certain that in Europe, Avhere they are best studied, there are many yet to be found.

As evidence of this it is only necessary to mention that not many years ago Winnertz

described as new nearly one hundred and fifty species of the single genus Sciara

from Euro
2
')e. At least seventy-five, and

2
>i’obably one hundred thousand species,

seems to be a fair estimate of this order occurring throughout the world. In their

geographical distribution they show few striking 25oints of interest
;
there are compara-

tively few genera
2
^eculiar to any one continent, and many species are widely dis-

tributed, some indeed almost the whole world over. They are found in all portions

of the earth where man has ever been, though they flourish best where vegetation

most abounds. In geological distribution they do not extend very far back in time,

the first reliable remains occurring in the Jurassic beds of Solenhofen. In the tertiary

times, however, remains of the order are found in large quantities; in North America

many have been described by Scudder from the Rocky Mountain deposits. Wherever
they are found they show but little variation from the types now living.

As a rule flies
2
'>refer the bright sunshine, or sunshiny weather, disa

2
'>pearing from

view in cloudy days and at night-time. Some, however, like the mosquitoes and their

allies, fly mostly at night. Their habits vary much
;
the larger numljer live about

flowers, feeding upon pollen and honey
;
whole families, however, are carnivorous, liv-

ing upon the juices of other insects or of vertebrate animals. As a whole, the order

is a beneficial one to the human economy. While we may resent the impertinent

mosquito’s and the troublesome housefly’s molestations, and while the black-fly and

horse-fly may cause the death of many horses and cattle, yet the larger number
are purely 25arasitic in their habits, either in the larval or adult states, upon other and

usually injurious insects. Many others, too, act as beneficial scavengers of unwhole-

some matters, which would otherwise often bring disease and death.

Sub-Order I. — Orthorhapha.

In this division the 2>np9e escape from the larval skin through a T-shaped orifice,

or rarely through a transverse rent between the seventh and eighth abdominal rings.

Pup* chiefly free. Adults wholly without a lunula above the antennas.

Section I. — NEMATOCERA.
Antennae usually many-jointed, the joints, excejit the basal two, alike, often

fringed with hairs or bristles
; 2

>alpi often four or five-jointed and elongated.

The family Mtcetophilid.®, commonly called Fungus Gnats, in which the species

are usually small or minute, comprises about seven hundred described species, and prob-

ably several times as many in reality. The larvae live chiefly in fungi and decaying

wood or other vegetable matter. They are usually elongate and cylindrical, bare, with a
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head, usually without eyes, more or less worm-like in appearance. Some resemble

snails somewhat, and may construct for themselves delicate silky cocoons
;

a few

species form galls. The wings of the adult fly have but few veins and no discal cell,

which together with the elongate coxae will render these flies easily distinguishable.

Usually there are ocelli present, and the tibi« are all armed with spurs. The flies are

small, active usually, leaping about by the aid of their hind-legs.

The larvae of one genus, at least (Sciwa), have long been known for their grega-

rious habits. They are often found in dense jjatches under the bark of trees, and, what

is more interesting, when about to change to the pupa state, will congregate in im-

mense numbers, forming processions that have been observed four or five inches wide

and ten or twelve feet long. They travel in a solid column from four to six deep, over

each other, advancing about an inch a minute. From this peculiar habit, they have

been called the army-worm in Europe. Similar habits have been observed in this coun-

try among our species. One species of this genus (aS. mali) is known to feed in num-

bers in the interior of apples in this country.

The species of ALjcetobia figured was seen in abundance by Packard “in the

crevices of the bark of an elm from which flowed

a sour sa]) mingled with dust, and in this putres-

cent mass the slender white larvae were seen

gliding about.”

Among all the flies that constitute this

group, there are perhaps none so injurious as

the Cecidomyid.e, or gall-flies. The family

contains a large number of extremely delicate

and very minute species, clothed on the wings

and other parts of the body with long hairs, which are easily rubbed off. There are

no ocelli, the thorax is without a transverse suture, the coxae are not elongate, the

femora not thickened, and the tibiae are without spurs. The wings, moreover, contain

but very few veins, there being only three or four longitudinal ones apparent.

The family must embrace a very large number of species, but owing to the unavoid-

able difficulties that their study must always present to the pure systematist, a thorough

knowledge of them will be obtained very slowly. At present less than six hundred

are known. The knowledge of our American species is chiefly due to Baron Osten

Sacken, to whom, more than any one else, the science of American dij>terology is owing.

The following account of the larvae is taken largely from his writings.

The egg of Ceciclornyia is elongated, rounded at both ends, orange yellow or

whitish. The time when the larva is hatched varies much, and depends upon the

state of the weather, sometimes requiring only a few hours, but more generally a few

days. When first hatched the larva is colorless, transparent, with a translucent green,

yellowish or red stomach
;
late in life it assumes different shades of red, or becomes

yellow, or whitish. All these larvae have the extraordinary number of fourteen seg-

ments, thus affording an apparent exception from all the larvae of insects, which as

a general rule have thirteen. This supernumerary segment is placed between the head

and the first thoracic segment. The larvae have nine pairs of stigmata along the side

of the body, apparent as long, more or less nipple-shaped projections. The head is not

differentiated
;
the jaws are rudimentary, and there are large two-jointed palpi. On

the second segment above there is a pigmentary eye spot. Below, on the same seg-

ment, there is, according to the age and species of the larvae, a more or less developed
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hardened, chitinous spot, the so-called ‘ breast-bone,’ which is retractile into a trans-

verse cleft, and serves for locomotion. The skin is very finely roughened or smooth,

and some have, in addition to the breast-bone, false abdominal legs. The last segment

is smooth or rounded, or furnished with two elongate tubercles, sometimes uneven

and bristly, or armed with a pair of horny processes, frequently curved upwards, that

may serve as aids in leaping, which is effected by ju-essing these horny hooks against

the under side of the thoracic segments. Their motions, except those few which live

on the surface of leaves, are generally slow; but those which change their abode

before assuming the jjupa state become very active about this period. A very great

activity was observed by 'Winnertz in some such larvae after a thunder-storm. They
left their hiding places under ground and crawled about restlessly for some time;

repeating these actions after every thunder-storm, some of them even two months after

having left their galls.

Owing to their rudimentary jaws it seems evident that the larvae must feed upon

juices only, and that they require but little nourishment is shown by the fact that they

attain their full growth and development in a gall just large enough to enclose them,

apparently hermetically sealed, and for the most part with hard walls. It is most prob-

able that they absorb nourishment in a c^uiescent state. As many as sixty are known
to live in a single gall. What causes the galls is not so easy to answer

;
i^robably some

peculiar irritation jjroduced by the insect.

Most of the species live exclusively on a single kind of jdant, or at least closely

allied plants. The greater number penetrate the inside of the plant so as to be con-

cealed from view during their development. Their presence is generally indicated on

the outside of the plant by some deformation. Every part of the plant from the flower

to the roots is liable to such attacks, but each species attacks the same part of the

plant and deforms it in the same manner.

The larvae are, unlike all the allied families, often pupigerous
;
that is, the larval skin

contracts to form an envelope for the enclosed pupa. They, however, differ from the

cyclorhaphous larvae pupigerae in that the fly does not escape through

a circular opening at the anterior end, but the abdomen is i:)rotruded

through a transverse opening between the seventh and eighth segments,

the head escaping last. Some of the larv* form cocoons for them-

selves before undergoing their final transformations. They have been

observed by Winnertz, when fastened to a leaf, to become encircled in

twenty-four hours by a white halo, consisting of tiny, thread-like par-

ticles; which seemed to grow somewhat like crystal particles; the

larvae during the time remaining perfectly motionless. The cocoon
was perfected in a few days, but even then, though examined under
a strong magnifying power, no genuine thread was perceptible.

A most remarkable fact in the biology of these insects was dis-

covered by Wagner, in 1860. According to this scientist the larvas

of certain species, which he placed under the genus Miastor, and
which live under the bark of trees, j^roduce from ovary-like organs

a number of eggs, which hatch within the abdominal cavity of the

parent and here remain awhile, feeding ui^on the tissues that sur-

round them until they have been consumed; they then escape to

increase in size and produce another generation in the same remarkable manner.
These series of sexual reproductions are continued from the autumn to the following

FiG. 512.— Paedogen-
etic larva of Mias-
tor ; a a, pseudova-
ria and pseudova.
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spring, when puj^se are produced from the last brood which undergo their transfonna^

tion into the sexual forms, and from which a new series of eggs, agamic broods of

larvfe, and j^upse in their turns result.

Several species of this family are very destructive to some of our useful plants.

The most important of these is Cecidomyia destructor, commonly called the Hessian

fly, from the belief, probably erroneous, that they

were first introduced into this country in straw

with the Hessian troojjs at the time of the Revolu-

tion. The fly is very small, but little more than the

eighth of an inch in length, of a prevailing opaque

black color, with the abdomen below chiefly, and

above with transverse and longitudinal lines, blood

red. They seem very insignificant, yet in many
years their devastation in fields of growing grain

can only'be reckoned by the thousands, if not by

millions, of dollars. There are two broods, in

spring and autumn. The female dejiosits her eggs,

one or two at a time, on the upper sides of the leaves, to the number of from eighty

to one hundred. These eggs are very minute, not more than the fiftieth of an inch

long
;
in from four to eight days, if the weather is not too cold, they hatch. The very

small, yellowish red larvae then crawl downward on the leaves till they insert them-

selves in the sheath between the leaf and the stalk. Here they remain quiescent, grow-

ing by means of absorption, or imbibition of the juices of the j^lant, till they reach the

size of a small grain of rice. When a number, as it usually happens, become thus

imbedded in the growing stalk, they not only cut off the flow of sap to the grain above,

and thus cause the kernels to be illy filled out, but they weaken the strength of the

plant, so that rains and storms cause them to be beaten down and so perish. The
larvae that are hatched in April, in a few weeks, or by the latter part of June, assume

the pupa state, called the flaxseed stage
;
the larval skin becomes firmer and brown,

enclosing the true pupa, and in size is like a grain of rice. In August the second

brood appears, the female of which deposits her eggs in the young winter wheat or

other grain, where the larvae soon hatch and acquire the flaxseed condition in Novem-

ber, in which state they pass the winter.

Small as are these flies, they are preyed upon in the early stages by hymenopterous

parasites, which destroy the greater portion. The most imjjortant of these is the

minute Chalcid, Semiotellus destructor.

Another species, Dijylosis tritici, is, in both Europe and America, destructive to

grain, but its habits are very different. The female, likewise a very sm.all fly, deposits

her eggs, from thi’ee to ten in number, within the head or ear of wheat, or in default

of this, in wild species of the same genus, Triticum. In about eight days the eggs

hatch, and the larvae, creeping about, suck out the juices from the tender kernels. In

about three weeks the larvae escape, and burrowing from one to four inches deep in

the ground, remain for about two weeks more, when, coming near the surface, they shed

the larval skin and become pupae
;
here they remain till the next season.

Still another species, which, although it has not yet received a name, has been

observed of late years in some places destructive to the cranberry. The writer has

seen in the latter part of June large meadows in which nearly every plant was

infested by one or more delicate silky cocoons, attached to the terminal leaflets,

straw.
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causing them to wither and die. A number collected in the last week of June hatched

about the 8th of July.

The family Simulid^ comprises but a single genus and about sixty known species.

The flies are small and short, and resemble the species of the next sub-order more.

There are no ocelli, the thorax is without a transverse suture, the legs short, tibias

without spurs, and the hind tibice and the first joint of the hind tarsi are dilated.

They rarely exceed five or six millimetres in length.

The larvaa all live under water, usually of mountain or running streams, and they

are interesting little creatures. They are soft-skinned, thinner near the

middle. They have a cylindrical head, and two
2
:)airs of eye spots.

On the first thoracic segment there is a foot protuberance with bristly

booklets, and the end of the abdomen has several a
2
)pendages for attach-

ment. They live on sub-aquatic stems of jfiants or on stones, where

they form for themselves elongated cocoons oj^en above. In this upper

end the ijupoe ensconce themselves with the anterior j^art of the body

naked and free, from which extend eight or sixteen very long, slender,

thread-like breathing-tubes. The jjerfect insect escajjes under water and

crawls to the surface.

Many of the sj^ecies are black, and known under the name of “ black

flies ”
;
in South America some are called mosquitoes. But wherever

they are found they (or rather the females, for the males are harmless)

are troublesome enough, and in jalaces do much damage.

The European species that is best known {Simulium coliunbaczense)

is most common in the regions of the Danube, especially towards the

mouth, where their dreaded appearance in certain springs spreads dis-
I’afged^^’

may and fear among both men and beasts. In some years, which fortun-

ately do not recur very often, many hundreds of cattle fall victims to their bites.

Wherever they bite they are said to cause not only a burning itching but also very

soon a painful hard swelling that may remain for a week or more. Many such bites

close together produce a severe inflammatory fever, and, in the more susceptible,

cramps. The flies seek parts of the body which are thinly clothed with hair, but

especially will they endeavor to crawl into the various passages, particularly the nose,

where they will be found in such great numbers at the death of the animal as to form

layers.

In America an allied species yet unnamed is quite as troublesome in our Southern

States; it is called the “buffalo gnat.” The following account has been sent the

writer by Mr. Brodnax of Louisiana :
“ These gnats are found here in greater or less

numbers every year, but they only occi;r in such incredible quantities but rarely.

They dislike dark iflaces, and are easily kept away by smoke— a fact that cattle and
horses very sbon learn to avail themselves of. Animals when attacked by a large

number are driven frantic, and will seek to evade their tormentors by rolling in the

dust, rushing about, etc. They will at times be almost literally covered by the flies,

and in every case the ears are filled clear down to the tymi)anum, and so thickly that

they seem piled upon each other. An inflammatory fever with a high pulse soon sets

in, and the animal dies of cramps or convulsions, when the skin of the entire body will

be found to be covered with numerous small ulcers. A singular habit was noticed in

these insects. On one occasion (March 21) I observed a large, pear-shaped mass of

the flies hanging from a blackberry bush, measuring six inches in width and seven
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in length
;
after a considerable beating they flew away. Several other instances are

known even in quantities much larger than this
;
in one a swarm attached itself to the

handle of an iron pot.”

S. molestum is the species most common in northern New England, and one that

causes much annoyance to man and beast in the mountainous regions. They have a

black body, with transparent wings, and are hence called “ black-

flies.” A southern sjjecies resembling them, but smaller, is very

annoying to fowls, especially turkeys, whence they are called “ tur-

key gnats,” They attack the turkeys in the bare regions about

the head, in the ears, eyes, etc., often destroying them in numbers.

In the Bibionid^, which includes about three hundred de-

scribed sjjecies, there are three ocelli, there is no transverse

suture to the thorax, and the prothorax is much developed. The
wings are without a discal cell, and the coxse are not prolonged.

The larvae are cylindrical, footless, with transverse roAvs of bristles, the head often

with eyes. They feed on excremental or vegetable substances, especially on the roots

of grass, whole patches of which they are said to destroy. The pupae are inactive,

mostly free, remaining in excavated, smooth, oval cavities near the surface of the ground,

which the larvae have prejjared before undergoing their metamorphosis, and Avhere the

pupae remain till they are ready to emerge in the j^erfect state. The males, which are

fewer in number than the females, make their appearance several days before their

mates
;
in some species the males differ markedly in coloration from the females, so

that they might be considered as different.

The adult flies are most usually seen in early sjjring about gardens, on flowers, etc.

Bibio albipennis, our most common species, is black with white wings, and, with other

species of the same genus, shows a consjAicuous, stout spur on the front tibiae. They
ai’e found in abundance on willows in early spring, but there is also another brood

later in the season. Several other species of this genus that are commonly observed

are of a deep red color with black wings. The males Avill be distinguished by their

very large eyes, comprising nearly the whole head, and thickly coA'ered with hair.

Most of the species are dull and sluggish, and fly heaAuly.

The family Chironomid^ comprises a Large number of very delicate flies Avhich,

owing to their delicacy and simjflicity of structure, have not been much studied by

entomologists. Not more than eight hundred species are knoAvn. They liaA'e no

ocelli, the thorax has no transverse suture, the costal vein ends near

the tip of the wing, and does not continue around the posterior

part
;
this last character will distinguish them from the mosquitoes,

which they much resemble. The antennae are very strongly plumose,

especially in the males, where they form two dense brushes
;
in the

female they are usually shorter, less densely plumose, and composed

of fewer joints. The larvae are soft-skinned, Avorm-like, often blood-

red in color, and usually aquatic, as are also the active pupae, though

some live in decomposing vegetable matter or in the earth. But

few of the adult flies can bite like the mosquito, and most of them

are harmless or beneficial. Every one has noticed them in abund-

ance in early spring before the snow is off the ground. They will

collect in large SAvarms, dancing in the air. Indeed, over meadows in the Rocky

Mountains the Avriter has seen them rise up at nightfall in the most incredible num-

FlG. 616.— Pupa and
anal foot of Chir-
onomus.

Fig. 515. — Simulium
molestum, black fly,

enlarged.
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Fig. 517.- Chironomus oceatuis, male, head of female
beneath, enlarged.

bers, producing a buzzing or humming noise like that of a distant waterfall, and audible

for a considerable distance. While at rest they usually raise their fore legs in the

air, and keeji them in constant vibration.

Chironomiis oceamts was observed by Dr.

Packard in multitudes living on floating

sea-weed and eel-grass in Salem Harbor.

According to Professor S. I. Smith, the

larvm of numerous species are not uncom-

mon in dredgings from very great depths

in Lake Superior, reaching nearly one

thousand feet below the surface. Aquatic

larvae may be frequently met with in stand-

ing water, often extremely delicate little

creatures, sometimes so very transparent

as to be hardly distinguishable from the

water in which they live.

The species of Ceratopogon are usually

not aquatic. Some are very minute, and when able to bite are often very troublesome.

An extremely small species, called by flshermen midges, is common in the White
Mountains and neighboring regions, and together with the black fly, has called forth

many an imprecation from the luckless tourist.

It will be hardly necessary to describe the family of Culicid^, or Mosquitoes, as

they are familiar enough to all. They will be at once distinguished from all others

with long antennae by the presence of an elongate proboscis, slender and firm
;
the

Avings lack the Amin on the posterior border, Avhich is delicately fringed Avith hair
;
in

many the AA’hole surface of the Avings is hairy. About one hundred and fifty sjaecies

haA'e been described.

The name mosquito is the SjAanish and Portuguese diminutive of mosca, a fly, and

has been often applied to the Simulidm, but in general only sjAecies of this family are

knoAvn under this term.

Almost every one has noticed in pools or cisterns of standing-Avater a delicate little

creature actively moving about Avith a jerking motion, and in many localities knoAvn

under the name of ‘ Avigglers.’ They are mosquito

larv£B, and feed upon decaying matter, voracious

little scavengers of Avhat Avould otherwise often be

miasmatic substances. The eggs are deposited by

the female, with the aid of her hind feet, in delicate

little boat-shaped masses upon the surface of the

Avater. They are packed side by side Avith the smaller

end uppermost, forming a gently concave mass that

readily floats about. They hatch in a fcAV days, when
the larvfe escape from the loAver end into the water

;

here they groAV rapidly, at times moving quickly

about, at other times resting quietly near the surface, and breathing through the stig-

matic tube at the tail. This tube has at its end a fringe of hairs, which serve to close

the opening when under water, and to suspend the larva from the surface Avhen

breathing. The laiwae in species of Culex swim with the head doAvnward, while those

of Corethra and Anopheles move about Avith the head hox’izontal.

Fig. 518.— Transformations of Culex
pipiensi Cl, larva; 6, pupa.
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The head is fully differentiated, and usually has eyes
;
the jaws are thickly ciliated,

or fringed with hairs, by the means of which a current of water is produced that brings

little particles of food within the reach of the mouth.

After changing their skin two or three times they assume a more club-shajjed

a2)pearance, in which the j^arts of the adult insect are indistinctly seen. The abdomen
terminates in two leaf-like appendages that act as pro2)ellers; but in general these

pupae remain near the surface, except when disturbed, and take no food. The
breathing organs are no longer a tube at the tip, but there are now two that spring

from the sides of the thoracic segments. Finally, Avhen the perfect mosquito is ready

to emerge from the pu^^a, the back of tlie skin, which has now come to the surface and

is exposed, splits, and the fly carefully and gradually extricates itself from the mem-
brane which thus serves the jflace of a raft till the future legs and wings are sufiiciently

firm. But right now is the period of the mosquito’s life most fraught with danger; a

wavelet, a breath of air, or a raindrop hopelessly shipwrecks the frail bark. This is

why running waters are free from these insects.

Hitherto only aquatic larvae are known in this family, yet it seems probable that

some species must undergo their transformations in the earth. On the high, dry

jjlains east of the Rocky Mountains they are, during many years, extremely abundant,

often many miles from the nearest water or moist ground, and in a region where

standing water is almost unknown.

The adult insect is found nearly everywhere, in some places in almost incredible

numbers, forming swarms in visible clouds. Instances are recorded in some localities

not only of loss of life among cattle and horses, but also of human beings, from their

bites. One can understand why there should be so many, for there are several broods

during a season, the female laying m all about three hundred eggs. Were all the

conditions perfect a single female might j^roduce, at the end of four months, many
millions of progeny. When the weather is no longer favorable, the female retires to

some sheltered spot and remains during the winter, but even in New England these

insects may be seen every month in the year.

The family Tipulidje comprises the largest of tlie flies with long antennae, some of

them more than two inches in length. The legs are very elongate, and very delicate, so

delicate indeed that one seldom succeeds in ca])turing them witliout the loss of one

or more. They will at once be distinguished from all the allied families by the pres-

ence of a comj^lete V-shajjed suture on the dorsum

Y of the thorax
;
at the same time the wings will be

found to contain numerous veins and a perfect

discal cell. These alone Avill suffice to recognize

species belonging here. The female differs, more-

over, from all other nematocerous flies, in having

nearly always the ovipositor comjiosed of two pairs of long, horny, j^ointed valves

;

these are for the purpose, so rare among Dij)tera, of depositing the eggs within

the ground, or other firm substances. This they do by standing nearly upright,

and thrusting the ovipositor downward leave one or two eggs, then, moving a

little forward, this oj^eration is re2)eated till all are laid. When the weather is

favorable the eggs hatch out in little more than a week. The larvae are ash-

gray in color, usually more or less transparent, of twelve segments
;

the head is

incompletely differentiated and retractile, and has the maxillae and mandibles more

or less horny and stout; there are short, fleshy antennae. The organs of locomo-

Fig. 519.— Wing of Protoplasma fltchii.
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tion generally consist of transverse swellings on the under side which are pro-

vided with very minute bristles. The terminal end of the body is truncate, and the

single 2)air of si)iracles are situated here, in which character these larvae differ from

those of allied families. On the borders of this truncation there are four or five

retractile fleshy processes.

Most of the larvae live in the earth, or in soil-like, decomposing wood
;
some, how-

ever, live in water, and are soft and slimy, of a dirty, greenish color, and clothed with

sliort, aj^pressed, microscopic hairs. Still others live on leaves of plants, almost like a

caterpillar in ajipearance, in some the resemblance still more heightened by being

green in color and ju'ovided with a crest of tubercles along the back.

The pupae, like most of those in this sub-order, are free. The thorax has two

stigmatic tubes, and one of them, as in Ptychojytera, may acquire a very great length

for the purpose of breatliing under water. The abdominal segments of the pupae

have transverse rows of hairs, bristles, or spines, which enable them to extricate

themselves when about to complete their metamorphoses.

The adult flies are not often seen early in the season, but more commonly in the

late summer and autumn. They will be most usually met with in meadow lands and

forests, flying awkwardly for a fcAV steps close to the ground till they become

entangled in the grass or tAvigs, and then, extricating themselves, rise again to repeat

the same aimless, clumsy flight. A singular sjAecies, Bittacomorpha davipes, found

throughout North and South America, is seen both in early sjiring and late in the

autumn, and Avill strike the observer as ludicrous in appearance. The legs are very

elongate, variegated in color and thickly clubbed at their tips. They fly very sloAvly,

Avith their legs extended, and one is lucky if, in attempting to capture a specimen,

he succeeds without the loss of half of them. One cannot readily understand Avhy

the legs are so delicately attached in this and the allied families. It is probably to

enable the fly to escape the entanglements that these apparently useless members are

constantly subjecting them to, thereby often saving their lives, at least long enough to

reproduce their young. That the loss of several legs does not seriously affect them

is eA'ident from the fact that a mosquito Avill continue jAertinaciously to seek its food

when one, two, or even three are missing

!

Very noticeable species are several of Trichocera, so small and deli-

cate that singly they Avould hardly attract our attention, but they collect

in large numbers, forming a small cloud that may often be seen dancing

up and down at tAvilight, in late autumn and early spring, as Avell as

on the more pleasant days throughout the Avinter.

The name of ‘ Daddy-long-legs ’ is the one most usually applied

to members of this family in England, but in America this term is

commonly used to designate the Phalangidae or harvest spiders. The
English name of ‘ Crane-flies ’ is jAreferable. Commonly they are

harmless, but some of the sjAecies in the larval state are very destruc-

tive, feeding ujAon the tender rootlets of

grass and grain, and causing the plants OA^er

large surfaces to Avither and die. There

are tAveh'e hundred species knoAvn.

In this family are placed scA^eral Aving-

less forms, or those with the AA'ings more or less rudimentary. One of the former is

Chionea, the species of which are found on snow, the lai-A-ae Ih'ing in vegetable matter.

Fig. 520.—Chionea
valga.

a
Fig. 621.— Larva of Chionea.
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The flies— a misnomer here— have rather short and stout legs, and are less than a

half-inch in length.

Section II.— BRACKYCERA.
This term is here used in the modified sense 25ro250sed by Brauer, to include only

those families that belong to the Orthorhajiha. In the adult stage, as before said, the

division is not a sharp one
;

it may be characterized by the antennae, consisting

primarily of three joints, the third one often annulate, or simple, -with a style or

bristle, never with verticillate fringes of hair.

The two following families are frequently spoken of as the Notacantha; they

agree in having the scutellum usually with spines or tubercles on its border, the

third joint of the antenna3 annulate, and the tarsi with three j^ulvilli.

In the Xylophagid-e the costal vein encoinj^asses the whole wing, and the tibiaa

are spurred. The larvie of this small family, so far as are known, live in wood.

Co&nomyia ferruginea, found in shady woods and about old trees, is the most common
species that we have. It is about three quarters of an inch in length, and of a deep

ferruginous or darker color. Species of Xylophagus are remarkable for their general

resemblance to certain hymenopterous insects. The family includes about sixty

known species.

In the Stratiomyid^, on the other hand, the costal vein reaches only to the

middle of the wing, and the tibiae are not provided with spurs. The larvae live in

water, earth, or decaying wood. Those of a species of Stratiomyia are known

to inhabit some of the western alkaline lakes, and a European sjjecies is found in

salt water. The transformations of S. chameleon in Europe are

well known. The eggs are deposited by the female, in layers

overla
2
)ping each other, on the under side of leaves of aquatic

plants. The larvae are naked, smooth, broader in front, where

there is a small head; the sides of the abdominal segments are

2
irovided with hook-like foot

2
'>rocesses. The last three are much

narrowed and elongate, the terminal one es23ecially so, and at its

tqi with a circlet of hairs surrounding the stigmata. When they breathe, these hairs

enable the larvae to keep themselves at the surface, and by their means, when folded,

they can retain a small bubble of air and carry it with them beneath the surface.

Their food consists of very small aquatic organisms. They swim about in vertical,

undulatory motions. The pupae arc enclosed in the anterior end of the larval skin,

which enables them to float about freely in the water. They e.scape at maturity

through a slit in the back which has become exposed to the air.

Other species lay their eggs on the surface of the water. The larvae of Ephip)-

pium thoracicum are found in nests of Formica fuliginosa, those of Chrysomyia

polita attack the common ra23e plants
;
both are European. S

2
)ecies of Beris are

found in moss, and Subula and other genera in decaying wood. There are nearly nine

hundred S
2
)ecies known.

The next two families belong to a group called Tanystoma, in which the three

basal cells are much 25i'olonged, the third longitudinal vein is furcate, and there are

five posterior cells
;
the marginal vein encompasses the whole wing

;
there are three

pulvilli.

The Tabanid^ have the third joint of the antennae annulate, and never with a

distinct style or bristle. The proboscis of these flies, horse and cattle, or breeze flies.

Fig. 522. — Stratiomyia
chameleon.
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I'lG. 523.—Mouth-parts
of horse fly.

Fig. 524.— 'Tabanus bovinus.

as they are called, are wholly adapted in the female for jiiercing. The male, as in the

other blood-sucking flies, is a harmless fellow, and spends his time in meadows, on the

barks of trees sucking up the sweetened sap, or on flowers seeking

honey. The female every one has noticed flying about with a dis-

tinct humming tone
;
the larger species will be observed to follow

cattle or horses, repeatedly seeking to find a place upon the animal’s

back where she will not be molested. Their power of flight is

great
;
often they will be seen to poise in the air perfectly motion-

less, then in a flash darting away
;
the fastest sjfeed of a horse will

not elude them. Their bites, though iiainful enough, do not appear

so irritating as those of the mosquitoes and Simulidae. The large

puncture they make will often allow the blood to flow after they

have withdrawn the proboscis, but apparently they do not leave any saliva in the

wound. Blood, however, is not their only food
;
when nothing better offers, they

will, like their males, seek the juices of jflants and trees.

The male’s eyes are contiguous on the top of the head,

indeed the large head in both sexes is chiefly composed of

the eyes, M’hich often have most brilliant iridescent markings

upon them. That they can see for a long distance seems

certain. On the uninhabited jflains east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, the writer has frequently seen them coming from a

long distance, attracted by the sight of the horse upon which

he rode.

Over thirteen hundred species are known throughout the

world, and nearly one hundred and fifty in North America. Many are among the

largest and most ijowerful of Diptera, but the largest number are of moderate size,

though none are small. Most of them love the bright sunshine, though many seek

shady places near the borders of woods, afipearing during bright, sunshiny days.

The spindle-shaped brown or black eggs are found in spherical or flat groups, stuck

together, and attached to the leaves or stems of grass and other plants
;
those of the

aquatic larvae are fastened to rushes. The larvae are carnivorous
;
many live in the

earth, others in water. They are predaceous, often upon snails and injui-ious insects,

thus in a measure repaying the agriculturist for the molestation they cause him. The
young larvae are known to penetrate beetle or other larvae and remain within them

till they have comjiletely consumed them, and their enlarged bodies have filled out the

skins. Thus the larvae of Ilcematopota have been observed feeding upon Helops,

and those of Tabanus upon N'octuce.

Therioplectes cinctus is a large species that may often be seen in New England
;

it

is black in color, with a broad, orange-colored band at the base of the abdomen. A
more common species occurring throughout all the Eastern states is Tabanus atratus

;

it is deep black throughout, but with a whitish pruiuose dust, especially on the abdo-

men. T'abanus lineola is also very common, but smaller; it is so called from the

presence of a whitish line on the abdomen.

The family Leptid^ will be readily distinguished from the Tabanidse by the

simple, not annulate, third joint of the antennse, which is provided with a simple

or thickened styliform bristle. Very differently, however, from that family, the

species in this, except in the single genus Symphoromyia, are wholly unable to bite

or draw blood. The family comprises two hundred known sjjecies

VOL. II. — 27

throughout
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the world. They are usually of moderate size, and sluggish in their habits, being

easily caught
;
the larger species are commonly found in meadow or woodlands, rest-

ing u2)on stems or trunks of trees, with their heads downwards. They are some-

times predaceous upon other insects.

The larvae are cylindrical, with or without fleshy abdominal legs, sometimes bristly

;

the last segment has a transverse cleft, the upjier portion of which is provided with

two, often backward-bent processes. The pu2)ae are free as usual
;

ai-e not jn-ovided

with sjjiny tubercles on their front end, and the i^osterior end has two ^Joints below

and four above. The abdominal segments have above, or entirely around, a row of

bristles. The larvae are predaceous, living either in the earth, in decaying wood, or

in the passages made by beetles
;
others live in moss, in dry sand, or in water. The

eggs of Atherix are deposited in large pear-shaped masses attached to dried branches-

overhanging water. Not only do numerous females contribute to the formation of

these clusters, but they remain there themselves and die
;
the newly hatched larvae

escape into the water. The adults of the genus Vermilio deposit their eggs in the

sand, and the larvae form conical 2>itfalls in wliich to ensnare small insects in the man-

ner that the ant-lion does. The tenth segment bears above at its tip a transverse

row of long booklets directed backward, but with the hooks bent forward
;
the eleventh

segment has a similar row directed forward, the hooks of which are bent backward. On
the fifth segment below there is a single un2iaired grasping foot which is ca2)able of

being 2)i’otruded forward and downward
;
at its ti2) there are two triangular, sharp,

flat chitinous spots, and below them some stiff bristles. The booklets serve as aids in

boring in the sand and to fix themselves
;
the organ on the fifth segment enables the

larva to seize and hold the
2
^i‘cy

;
so securely, indeed, are such insects as ants gras23ed

behind their necks, that they cannot bite ! This last organ also serves, through a

lateral motion of the front end of the body, to cast out a quantity of sand in the

2)rocess of forming their conical 2^itfalls.

The family Midasid^, though a small one, including but one hundred known
S2)ecies, is com2DOsed chiefly of large, often very large, flies. They Avill be recog-

nized best by their antenn:®, which are elongated and clavate at their ti2), the third

joint composed of several distinct segments
;
the veins of the wings are com2)licated

and variable. The earlier stages are known in but two or three S2)ecies. The larvae

of Midas fidvipes are known to live in decaying sycamore trees and are 2irobably car-

nivorous in their habits. They are from one and a half to nearly two inches in length,,

cylindrical, and with swellings below the abdominal segments for locomotion. The

2)upa of 31. clavatus has at its anterior end, eight strong, shaiqi booklets. The hind

edges of the abdominal segments are provided with a circlet of flat, three-cornered

thorns which are directed backward. On the tip of the last segment there is a pair

of strong claw-like hooks bent downward. The fly is of a dee
2
i black color with an

orange-colored band across the base of the abdomen above
;
they are found about old

stum2JS and logs in the latter 2)art of June and July. Other S2iecies are said to be 2>re-

daceous in the larval state upon Prionxis and other beetles.

The Asilid^ or Robber-flies, as the Germans call them, com2irise a large family

scattered over the world and numbering about twenty-five hundred known S2iecies.

They are mostly large, some very large, one species from the West measuring two

inches in length. The three basal cells of the wing are much prolonged
;
the third

longitudinal vein is furcate, and there are five posterior cells. The third joint of the

antennae is simple, and the under Iqj is horny
;
there are qlso two fleshy pulvilli on.
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tbe tarei. They are the most predaceous of all flies, and indeed, one might almost say

of all insects. The greater part of them rest upon the ground, and fly up when dis-

turbed, with a quick, buzzing sound only to alight again a short

distance ahead. All their food, which consists wholly of other

insects, is caught upon the wing
;

their luckless victims when

once caught in their stout, strong feet, are powerless to esca])e.

Tliey are not particular in their choice
;
any insect flying by

them is at once pounced upon as by a hawk. Other flies and

Hymenoptera are usually their food, but flying beetles, especially

the Cicindelidae, are often caught, and they have even been Fig. 525.— ftastorfu,
’ 3 7^

^
robbei- fly.

known to seize and carry off large dragon flies. Not only will

tliey feed upon other Asilidae, but the female frequently resents the caresses of lier

mate by eating him up, especially if he is foolish enough to put himself in her

power. In an instance that the writer observed, a female seized a pair of her own
species, and thrusting her proboscis into the thorax of the male, carried them both off

together. Promachus Jitchii has been known to destroy as many as one hundred and

forty-one honey-bees in a single day. Some species of Laphria resemble the humble-

bees remarkably.

The larvae are cylindrical or depressed, with parchment-like skin, without legs, or

with only slight abdominal protuberances. The larvae live chiefly

under ground or in rotten wood, especially in places infested with

grubs of beetles, upon which they will feed. The young larvae will

bore their way completely within beetle larvae and remain enclosed

until they have consumed them. Many, however, are found where

they evidently feed upon rootlets or other vegetable substances.

They undergo their transformations in the ground
;
the pupae have

the head provided with tubercles, and on the abdominal segments

there are also spiny protuberances and transverse rows of bristles,

^p'rMtacantims^v^ which aid the insects to reach the surface when they are ready to
ber fly. n •

escape as flies.

The small family Nemistrinid^ includes but little more than one hundred known
species, of which Europe and North America have scarcely a dozen. Many of them
have the wing with numerous cross veins, almost reticulate in appearance, and a large

part have the proboscis elongate, sometimes remarkably so
;
Megistorhynchus longi-

rostris, from Africa, although only about two-thirds of an inch in length, has a proboscis

nearly three inches long, which it employs in sucking the nectar from the long-tubed

flowers of gladioli, etc.

The transformation of but a single species is known, recently discovered by
Ilandlirsch, in the only common European one, Ilirmoneura obscura. He observed

the female fly depositing her eggs deeply within the burrows of Anthaxia, a small

wood-boring insect, in the pine rails of a fence. The eggs were found in clusters, and

the young larvae hatched from them differed very singularly from the larv® of a more

mature growth. They were more slender, and had a somewhat different arrangement

of the mouth parts, but they were distinguished principally by the sixth to the twelfth

abdominal segments each being provided with a pair of false legs, bearing a single

elongate hooked seta at their tips, the hooks pointing backward
;
while on the thirteenth

segment there were two pairs of similar setae, the hooks of which, however, pointed

forward, thus enabling the larvae to attach themselves firmly, and to raise themselves
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erect. These young larvae issued in large numbers from the burrows in which they

were hatched, and, placing themselves in an upright position at the entrance, allowed

themselves to be blown away by the wind. Here for a time they have not been fol-

lowed, but it is probable that they attach themselves by the aid of their ventral hooks

to the bodies of large-sized beetles, the Rhizotrogus solstitialis, by which they are

carried into the ground when the female enters to deposit her eggs. This is probable

from the fact that hundreds of pupae and jJupa skins were observed near the fence,

protruding from the ground, and kept upright by means of their terminal booklets.

On searching below these, in every instance the remains of the larval skins were found

at the dearth of about two inches, and still deeper, were found the remains of the above-

nrentioned beetles, and in one instance the mature larvae were seen issuing from the

abdomen of the beetle.

In the United States only three sj^ecies of this family are known, a Hirmoneura
and two lihynchocephali., the latter interesting from the fact that the two other known
species of the genus, both very closely allied to ours, are inhabitants of the region about

the Black Sea only.

The Bombylitd.e will be recognized by their having the three basal cells much
prolonged, with usually four posterior cells, and the third joint of the antennae not

annulate. The family is a large one, comprising about fourteen hundred known species,

and exceedingly rich in varied forms, scattered over all parts of the world. They
are usually clothed with long and delicate hairs, and with the wings often with dark

markings. Most of them are very swift-flying insects, often hover-

ing motionless in the air for a time and then darting away with

the rapidity of the wind. They seek sunny places in woodland

roads, about blossoms, or on rank vegetation. JBornbyliiis frateh

lus appears in New England often in March long before other

insects have become at all abundant. In general the members of

this family are prettily marked, and in their life histories are often

very interesting. In the adult state they are flower-flies, feeding

upon the pollen and honey which they extract by the aid of the proboscis, which is

often very long.

Bomhylius medius, an English species, lays its eggs near the entrance of the holes

of a large species of Andrena, whose larvae and pupae are devoured by the fly.

Another species is parasitic upon Colias. B. major, a European species which also

occurs in the Pacific States, is also found in the subterranean nests of Andrena.

Other larvae of this family are parasitic upon species of AlegacMle, Cemonus, Calico-

doma, Limacodes, Odynerus, Trypoxylon, etc.

Among the most interesting, biologically, and at the same time exceedingly useful

insects are Triodites and Systoechas, a number of species of which occur from the

central to the Pacific States. Their larvae are found in the egg-pods of the locust

Galoptenus spretus, so destructive throughout the West. “These larvae begin to trans-

form themselves into the pupa state early iii the summer, and the pupa pushes itself

half way out of the ground in order to disclose the fly. These continue to issue during

the sun\mer months. As a rule but one year is required for full develojunent.

Triodites is first observed as a large, yellowish-white grub, about a half an inch long

when extended, it being usually curved so that the head and tail nearly meet. It is

usually found in a case of locust eggs which it has devoured, pushing the empty shells

aside, and at last occupying the space where were twenty-one to thirty-six eggs. Often

Fig. 527.— Bombyliufi
fmielius.
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FiO. 528.— Anthrax semiatra, with pupa.

it is found in a little space below a number of empty cases as though it had feasted off

the contents of several nests” {Biley). Callostoma fuscipennis has been observed to

feed upon the egg-sacs of Caloptenus italicus in

the Dardanelles.

Species of Anthrax often have the wings in

large part dark brown, and will be observed flying

about on the sandy ground, and resting on sticks,

leaves, stones, etc.

The species of the small family Therevid^—
numbering about two hundred known forms— will be distinguished from the Asilidae

by their having the under lip not horny but fleshy. The short antennae have a terminal

style of variable form, sometimes wanting. The larva? are very slender, snake-like in

form, showing apparently nineteen segments beside the head, which is due to a seeming

division of the anterior ones. Their antennae are very small and short. They live in

the earth and decaying wood, either carnivorous or feeding upon vegetable substances.

The larvae of a European species is said to be parasitic upon the pupiB of Aleucis and

Sphinx. The pupae in front have spines as in the Asilidae. Most of the flies are of

moderate size, and, although carnivorous, are far less active than the Asilidae. Tiie legs

are less stout, and in many are easily broken off when captured. Their food is chiefly

other Diptera, for which they lie in

wait upon leaves and bushes, and

sometimes on the ground.

Scenopmus fenestralis, which be-

longs to a distinct family, the Scen-

OPiNiD^, may be noticed here. It will

be recognized by the accompanying

figure. It is common to both Europe

and America, and derives its specific

name from its prevalence at times on

the windows of dwellings. The very

slender larvae are not infrequently

found under carpets and in furniture,

but, so far from being injurious, they evidently feed upon the destructive Psocidae

and Tineidae.

The Acroceeid^ or Cyrtid.® are a small family of curious flies, often remarkable

for their small, one might almost say minute, head, composed chiefly of the eyes. The
thorax and abdomen are much inflated, the tegulae are exceed-

ingly large and arched, the terminal joint of the antennae is

simple, the tibiae are without spurs, and there are three pulvilli.

The wings are very variable in neuration, sometimes simple,

sometimes intricate. The larvae are apparently chiefly i^arasitic,

and in the few species in which they have been observed are

parasitic on spiders or their cocoons, in the former cases the

young larvae living witliin the abdomen. Several species of the

genus Eulondms are found in the Western States, rather more

than lialf an inch in length, and with a yet longer proboscis,

with which they are enabled to feed upon the juices of flowers. These species are

of a brilliant steel-blue color, but usually they are smaller, obscurely colored, with

Fig. 529.— Scenopimis fenestralis, a, larva; carpet ivorm,
enlarged.

Fig. 530.— iasia klettii

enlarged.
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sliort probosces or none, taking no nourishment in the adult state. They are gen-

erally slow and feeble in their movements. The eggs, which are black in color

and numerous, are deposited upon the dried twigs of trees. Lasia klettii from
Arizona is of a metallic green color with golden reflections, and the proboscis is

one-half longer than the body.

The family Empid^ is a large one, but chiefly occurring in cold or temperate

regions. About eleven hundred species are known. They resemble the Asilidse very

much in their habits as well as in their form, though they generally are small in size

The head is spherical, the eyes contiguous above in the males
;
the head above is not

excavated, the third joint of the antennae is simple, with a terminal style, or a terminal

or dorsal bristle. The basal cells are elongate, the third vein sometimes furcate, and

there are three or four posterior cells.

The larvae are cylindrical, with small swellings for locomotion on the under side

of the mesothoracic segments. They are probably carnivorous, and live in the earth,

under leaves, or in decaying vegetable matter. The pupae are free, with two porrect

points at the anterior end.

Many of the species are observed in the early spring, dancing in large swarms over

streams of running water. They are exceedingly voracious in their habits, feeding

chiefly upon other flies. Many run about with great swiftness, reminding one of the

following family, which they also in their early forms strongly resemble. As in the

Asilidae they make much use of their front legs in capturing and holding their prey

;

in consequence we find many structural peculiarities in these members, as also is the

case with the Dolichopodidoe. Such may consist m thickening of the joints,

in elongation, in peculiar discs of hair, or in being bent
;

in some they are peculiarly

prehensile organs, the coxae being very long, and the femora being thickened and

armed with spines beneath. Many pursue their prey on foot, and will carry about

with them insects even larger than themselves, impaled upon their murderous pro-

bosces. As is the case among the Asilidae, the female not only resents the advances

of the male, but, should he be so luckless as to place himself within her power, she

would despatch him without compunction
;
hence it is that the male seizes the oppor-

tunity to make his advances when she is too busily engaged feasting upon some insect

to be able to devour him.

The family Dolichopodid^ includes a very large number of small, usually

brilliant blue or green, active and predaceous flies, nearly all of which are beneficial

to the agriculturist. They may be distinguished by the first basal cell being short,

the second united with the discal cell, the third small. The third longitudinal vein is

not forked, and there are three posterior cells. The hypopygium of the male is large

and bent under the abdomen, and is complicated in structure. The antennae are

simple, of thi'ee joints, with a terminal or dorsal bristle.

The larvae are long, slender, and cylindrical, and live in the earth or in decomposing

vegetable matter. The pupae are free, or form cocoons
;
their anterior stigmata in the

thoracic region are two elongated horny tubes. The flies have delicate, slender legs,

running about forwards, backwards, and sideways with great activity on the leaves of

plants. Most of them capture small Diptera or other insects, to even worms, with soft

bodies, and suck out their juices. “ They are usually found in damp places covered

with a rich vegetation
;
many are principally found on the leaves of aquatic plants,

on .stones partly overflown with water, on dams, and near waterfalls
;
some of them

are able to run rapidly over water, even when it is rippled by the wind
;
others are
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foud of salt or brackish water; still others prefer dry situations, and are found on

stumps of trees, fences, etc., even in very dry and hot weather ” {Loew). The proboscis

is short, and not so well adapted for piercing hard insects as in the Asilidae and

Empidae. As in the latter family, the legs often present ornamental and structural

characters, many of which may serve for grasping and holding their prey. About

twelve hundred species are known throughout the world.

Sub-Okder II.—Cyclorhapha.

Larvae without a differentiated head, the first segment never chitinous, with soft,

wart-like antennae, or wholly without appendage, showing only a mouth opening.

Body cylindrical or flattened, smooth, or with swellings for locomotion, or with girdles

of short bristles, sometimes with thread-like filaments. The larvae shed their skins

twice or thrice before assuming the pupal stage, escaping through a rent at the pos-

terior end. Pupae always enclosed in the contracted larval skin, the adult insect

escaping through a circular orifice at the anterior end. Adult insects with an arcuated

impressed line, immediately above the antennae, separating a small crescentric piece,

the frontal lunule.

Brauer accepts two sections in this sub-order, viz., Aschiza, with the families of

Syrphidae, Platypezidae, Phoridae, and Pipunculidae, and Schizophora with all the other

families.

The Syrphid^ may be at once distinguished with certainty in nearly every case

by a peculiarity of neuration. Between the third and fourth longitudinal veins, and

nearly parallel with them, there is a spurious or false vein, of greater or less extent

and distinctness. The antennae in nearly all have a bristle on the upper border of the

third and last joint
;
in a few there is a terminal style. The eyes are usually contig-

uous above in the male, and they are sometimes provided with enlarged facets in this

sex; sometimes in both they are prettily ornamented with colored markings. In

coloration the flies are generally very conspicuous, and often strikingly handsome;

consisting of bright yellow spots and bands on black or green, often metallic ground.

In size they are seldom very large or small
;
but in shape they present the utmost

diversity. In Volucella evecta, a species not uncommon throughout the United States,

the body is nearly the size of a humble-bee, and very much like some of them in

appearance. It is thickly clothed with long black and yellow pile, the antennaa

are elongate, and the bristle of the third joint is very thickly plumose feathery-like.

Most curiously too, European species, distinguishable with difficulty from this, are

parasitic in the larval state upon the young of humble-bees. The larva of V. homhy-

lans has along each side two rows of short spines, with six longer ones radiating from

the thickened and rounded posterior end. Undoubtedly the larva of V. evecta will be

found to be similar, and with similar habits.

A very interesting species is Eristalis tenax, probably first an European species,

but w'hich has become now almost cosmopolitan. It is rather larger than a honey-bee,

which it resembles so much that few persons not acquainted with it would care to

touch it. Like all the members of this family, it lives upon the juices of flowers,

especially sweet-smelling ones such as Hymenoptera prefer, but it most commonly
attracts our attention by its appearance in houses on windows late in the autumn.

Although so conspicuous an insect, the earliest record we have of it in America

dates no further back than 1870; at present it is common from the Atlantic to the
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Fig. 531. — Larva pupi-
gera of Eristalis.

Fig. 532.— Syrphus meso~
grapta politus, enlarged.

Pacific. The larvae, as in Mallota and some other species of the family, are very

curious creatures. They are ovate in shape, somewhat elongate, with seven pairs of

abdominal legs below, each of which terminates in a booklet
;
posteriorly they end

in a long, slender tail, composed of two joints, the last of which

slides within the preceding one like the joints of a telescope.

This curious organ enables them to breathe from the surface

while lying snugly concealed in mud or in outhouses, where

they feed upon decaying vegetable or excrementitious matters.

This peculiarity of structure has given them the name of “ rat-

tailed larvag.” Their skins are very tongh, whence comes the designation of tenax.

The pupal envelope of the rat-tailed larvae is ellipsoidal in shape, with the tail bent

over the body.

Interesting also are the habits of members of the genus Syrphus, of which there

are about twenty-five North American species. The flies are usually less than a half

inch in length, very prettily banded with yellow, and, like many
others of the family, are remarkable for their rapid motions in the

air, and the ease with which they hover over flowers. The larvae

are cylindrical maggots, without a head, and the mouth-j^arts

consisting of from two to four outwardly-bent booklets. The
eggs are deposited by the female upon plants infested by plant-

lice. The young larvae as soon as hatched crawl over the stems

and leaves till they come in contact with the Ajihides, which

they pierce with the booklets and, holding aloft, suck out their

juices, to the number of a hundred or more daily. When ready

to undergo their transformations they attach themselves to the leaves, and the larval

skin contracting forms an oval jmparium or larva pupigera.

Another interesting group in their early forms are the species of Microdon. The flies

are usually dull colored, rather slow

in flight, and found on borders of low

woodlands. They can generally be

recognized by the presence of a pair

of spines on the scutellum, and by

their antennae being elongated. The

larvae show a strange resemblance to

certain shells, so much indeed that

twice have they been described and named as species of molluscs!

The larvae of Saccha, Sphoerophoria, Pipiza, and

Paragus are also known to feed upon plant-lice. The

larvae of many species live in decaying wood, in the

stems and bulbs of plants, under bark, in water, and

about ants’ nests, all of which are characterized by the

stigmata being confined to a single or double breathing-

tube of variable length at the hind end of the body.

Mallota posticata, here figured, is black, thickly

covered with black and yellow pile
;
the larvae and

pupae are found in old trees. Pipiza radicum is a

small fly of a uniform dark metallic color; its larva lives underground, .and feeds upon

the apple-root lice {Priosoma pyri) and the grape-root lice {^Phylloxera radicola).

Fig. 533.— Microdon globosus; o, larva just before pupation;
b, front view'of pupa case; c, larva pupig''ra.

Fig. 634. — Mallota posticata

;

a, larva pupigera.
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Not a few sjjecies resemble Hymenoptera, both wasps and bees, to such an extent

that even experienced dipterologists will sometimes hesitate to handle them till they

are assured of their harmlessness. Such ones, in a most striking degree, are the species

of Cerfa, which differ from other Syrphidae in having a terminal style to the elongated

antennce. Not only are the thorax and abdomen covered with bright yellow markings

in the manner of wasps, but the abdomen is also naiTowed at the base, almost petiolate.

Nineteen hundred sjiecies of the family are known throughout the world
;
in the United

States we have two hundred and fifty now known.

The species of Conops., the type of the family Conopid^, are often distinguishable

with difficulty, without a close examination, from certain species of Ceria, of which we
have just s])oken

;
tliey do not have, however, the false vein in the wing. The hyijo-

pygium in this family is also symmetrical and turned under the abdomen, and the eyes

in both sexes are equally broadly separated.

They are pretty flies, and are found ujson flowers with the SyrpJddce. The genus

Sti/logastei', conqjosed of iour species found in Africa and America, is remarkable for

having the female ovipositor longer than the entire body, with the ex-

ception of the proboscis, which is yet longer, and provided with two
hinges. The larvEe of members of this family are parasitic, chiefly upon

humble-bees and wasps, but also they have been found in the bodies

of locusts {(Edipoda). The writer has observed Conops tibialis fol-

lowing a species of Bomhus and repeatedly flying against it. It is

probable that the eggs are thus deposited by the female upon the

body of the bee, and, hatching, they burrow within the abdominal cavity, and there

remain feeding upon the non-vital j^ortions till they have arrived at the period for

their transformation, when they escape in the adult form through an oj^ening made
between the abdominal rings. The family is represented so far in the United States

by about thirty species.

There are but few examples among insects that offer such strange and curious facts

in their biological history as in the family of OilsTRiDja or Bot-flies. They are mostly

flies of moderately lar^ size, more or less hairy, and inconspicuous in their coloration.

The antennae are small, inserted in rounded pits from which only the small bristle

projects; the middle j^art of the face is exceedingly narrow, the opening of the mouth
is ve]-y small, and the oral parts rudimentary. The tegulae are very large.

All the species yet known (about sixty) are parasitic in their larval state upon

vertebrate animals. The adult fly takes no nourishment, but subsists for a few weeks,

long enough for procreation, wholly upon the substances stored up by the larvje.

With a single exception the parasitism is confined to mammals, and occurs in three

different ways, the larvae living under the skin, in the nostrils and frontal sinuses, and

in the stomach. It is an interesting fact that with but few exceptions each species is

confined to a single animal, and each genus, or rather each group of allied species,

is parasitic in the same way upon similar animals.

Seven species of Gastrophilus are found in the stomach or the intestines of the

horse and ass
;
other species believed to be of this genus, whose transformations are

known, live in the stomach of the elephant and rhinoceros.

Thirteen species of Hypoderma are known to live in the skin of the horse, the ox,

the buffalo, the sheep, the goat, four species of antelope, and the musk deer. Species

of CEstromyia likewise infest the skin of Lagomys and Hypodmus. CEdomagena
tarandi is parasitic in great numbers in the skin of the reindeer in both Siberia and
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North America, and is said to be the cause of the deer rubbing themselves in spring to

such an extent as to wear off the darker hair, and thus change tlieir appearance.

Species of (Estrus live in the frontal and nasal cavities of sheep and various antelopes.

Cephalomyia lives in the nasal fossae and throat of the camel
;
Pharyngomxjia and a

number of species of Cephenomyia in the fauces of various species of deer, liogeri-

hofera gmndis lives under the

skin of a South American mouse
{Ilesperomys) . Cuterebra emas-

culator lives in the male organs

of sijecies of Tamias, and de-

rives its specific name from the

effects it produces upon tliese

glands
;

other species of this

genus occur in the skins of rabbits, gophers, and opossums. Species of Dermatobia
infest the skins of dogs, cattle, Felis concolor, Cervus rufus, monkeys, and even man
himself.

It will be of interest to trace the habits in detail of some of the more important,

for which I am mostly indebted to Brauer, to whom our chief knowledge of this family

is due.

The female of the common horse bot-fly, Gastro2)hih(s eqiii, when her eggs are

ready for deposition, seeks a horse, or an ass if it be either of the species peculiar to

this animal, and, flying slowly about, holds her body nearly upright, with the elongated

ovipositor directed downwards and inwards. When she has found the proper place to

deposit the egg she remains for a second in this upright position, then flies suddenly

away for a short distance, leaving the single egg attached to a hair, with its larger end

directed outward. In a few moments another egg

is ready and this operation is repeated, always

choosing the same part of the body, which is

usually on the front and inner side of the knees.

They are attached to the hair by means of a fluid

substance which quickly dries and holds them

firmly. In this way from four to five hundred

eggs are laid, and they are by no means jflaced at

haphazard in any place, for their future existence

depends upon their being in such situations as the

horse can easily reach with his lips. It is a curious

instinct which teaches horses that these insects are

to be avoided; although the fly can cause little

irritation in the process of laying her eggs, yet

the horse will twitch the skin each time, and will show the utmost annoyance, often

becoming unmanageable.

In a few days the eggs hatch, leaving the shells still firmly fastened to the hairs, and

the young larvae are then conveyed to the mouth of the horse when biting or nipping

such parts as are irritated. It is thus the more interesting to observe that the eggs

are usually laid on such portions of the body as are most accessible to the animal’s

mouth, although it is believed that the young larvae may reach the mouth by their

own activity. They are swallowed with the food, and, upon entering the stomach,

attach themselves to the inner membrane by means of the booklets that encircle the

Fig. 536.— Cuterebra bitccator, dorsal aud side views.
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mouth. Here, for a period of nine or ten months, they feed upon the substance of the

stomach and the suppurative matter produced in the deepened cavities they cause.

When only a few are present they cause little apparent injury to the animal, but when
they exist in large numbers they may produce sufficient inflammation or loss of blood

to cause death. When at last they are ready to undergo their transformation, they

loosen themselves from the stomach and are carried through the intestinal canal and

ejected with the excrement. The pupal state, which occupies thirty or forty days, is

passed in the earth, whither the larvae have previously entered, or in the excrement

with which they fell.

G. hmmorrhoidalis., which also infests the horse, dejaosits its eggs only on the lips

and hairs of the lips, thereby causing much annoyance. When a fly makes its appear-

ance the horse will endeavor to evade it by rubbing his nose upon the ground or on

the trunks of trees, or he will take refuge in water. The flies will hide them-

selves in the grass and seize the opportunity to quickly deposit their eggs when the

horse is feeding. They have a sharp and peculiar smell which horses seem to recog-

nize, as is evidenced by their actions. The eggs are black, and hence not so easy to

distinguish as the light-colored ones of the preceding species. The larvJB differ also

in seldom attaching themselves to the membrane of the stomach, but pass on to the

small intestines, where they lodge. When nearly ready to pass out they fasten them-

selves to the external orifice, and loosen themselves and escape at any time.

Tlie eggs of Hypoderma are deposited on the hair about the front shoulders, neck,

and groins of artiodactyls only. It was thought for a long while that the female

thrust the eggs within the skin, but such is now known not to be the case. Hence it

is that the great fear that animals show at their approach, and which has often been

observed since the oiGiqog of

Homer, is the more remarkable.

Cattle seem especially to fear

them. As soon as one makes

its appearance in a herd it will

cause the most unmistakable

signs of anxiety, the cattle run-

ning about with their tails erect,

bellowing and pawing the earth,

and if ])ossible seeking refuge in

water. The eggs are of peculiar

structure. They are elongate,

flattened oval, with a five-sided

projection at one end, and the

covering is very firm and tough. The larvae when first hatched are small, slender,

and cylindrical, with their mouth-parts adapted for boring their way into the skin.

Here they remain concealed till the folloAving season and until they have shed

their first larval skin. In the latter part of their larval state, which extends over

two or three months, they become much larger, measuring about an inch in length,

their skin becomes hard and tough, and it is now necessary to seek an external

communication with the air. This they do by means of a small orifice in the large

ulcerative sac within which they are enclosed, and through which orifice the stigmata

protrude. Here they remain, feeding upon the suppurative matter which they cause,

in a quiescent condition, till they are nearly ready to esca2)e. They have the jieculiar

Fig. 638.— Hypoderma bovis, bot-fly and larva, enlarged.
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ability t9 contract either end into an elongate cylindrical form, which not only serves

them in their egress but also to bore into the ground. A few days before they are

ready to emerge they begin to enlarge the opening by this expansion and contraction
;

when they have enlarged it sufficiently, a ring-like contraction of the body, that begins

at the posterior part and progresses toward the head, enables them in a few minutes
to free themselves, which they usually do in the morning hours. Upon the ground
they creep about until they meet some obstruction, when they buri’ow from one to two
inches below the surface, and remains as in Gastrophilus species.

As one would suppose, these insects are injurious when they exist in considerable
numbers, and as many as one hundred have been observed on a single ox. Another
and not inconsiderable damage that they cause is in injuring the skins for leather.

The larvae are commonly called “ grubs ” by cattle men, and their presence may readily

be detected not only by the touch, but also by the sight, so large are the swellings

they cause.

A third mode of parasitism, in the frontal and nasal sinuses, is quite as interesting

as the two ways just described. For this the common sheep bot-fly, (Estrus ovis, may
be taken as an example. The fly

is a little less than half an inch in

length, nearly bare, yellowish gray,

with yellowish white and marbled

abdomen. The flies frequent places

where sheep are herded, resting on

stone walls or on trees, till the fe-

male is ready to deposit her young,

for in this and some other species

with similar habits the eggs are

hatched within the oviduct of the

parent and extruded alive. With
the appearance often of a single

fly in a flock of sheep the most

intense excitement maj"- prevail.

The animals will hold their noses between their legs in close proximity to the

dusty waysides, or they will crowd together in hot, barren, open places with their

noses in the dust, in their endeavors to evade their tormentors. The flies, with quick

motions, eject the young larvae within the nasal orifice, whence the small, active

maggots crawl backward into the passages of the nostrils or throat and usually into

the frontal sinuses, where they remain feeding upon the mucous membrane and serum

till they have attained their full growth, requiring a period of about nine months.

When ready to change into the larvigerous pupae they dislodge themselves, and either

crawl out or are ejected by the animal in coughing. Falling upon the ground they

quickly find a sheltered spot in the soft earth or under leaves, and there remain for

about six weeks till they are ready to emerge as flies.

When numerous larvaj develop within the nasal and frontal cavities disease and

often death ensue. At the beginning they produce a thin discharge from the nostidl,

which afterwards becomes thick and purulent; at the same time there is a constant

sneezing. Later the animal constantly shakes it;j head, rubs its nose upon the ground,

fences, or its own legs. Still later it goes about with sunken head, with a staggering,

dizzy gait, with reddened and watery eyes and heavy breathing, which may culminate

in death.

Fig. 539. — (Estrus ovis, sheep bot-fly, larva (enlarged), and pupa,
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Several instances have been reported of larvje, probably of Dermatobioe, being

found in the buman flesh. It is probable that these, or larvae of Hypodernia, when

accidentally placed on the skin, bore in, but it is not probable that the fly deposits her

eggs on the human body except jJOssibly when deceived by an odor conveyed from

cattle or horses.

The very large family of Muscid^ comprises more than a third of all the known
flies. The antenna always consists of three joints, the third of which has a simple

or feathered bristle on its upper border
;
there is no false vein in the wings. They

show a considerable variation and are divided into numerous sub-families, which by

some entomologists are considered of family rank. In America they have been but

little studied, the larger portion being yet without names.

In the Muscina3 the first posterior cell is much narrowed or closed, and the bristle

of the antennai is feathered to the tip. The common house-fly {3Iusca domestica) will

readily serve as an example. In this species the larvae are simple maggots without

legs or head, and with two or three booklets at the mouth. They are more slender in

front, smooth, shining, soft, naked, and more or less transparent, and about eight

or nine millimeters in length. They are found in almost every kind of decaying

vegetable or animal matter, such as offal, manure, dead animals, even s])ittoons that

are filled with tobacco
;
indeed filth in any form is the home of these disgusting crea^

tures. They crawl readily about by the extension of the terminal part of the abdomen,

and easily find their Avay into the interior of moderately firm substances. The eggs

are laid in grouj)s together, about eight days after pairing, and in from twelve to

twenty-four hours the young larvae make their appearance. Each female lays about

seventy eggs. In about fourteen days the larvae attain their full size, when they crawl

into some dry or protected jjlace and contract into larvigerous pupae, in which stage

they remain for one or two weeks before appearing as perfect insects. This fly is

perhaps the most cosmopolitan in the whole order, being found in almost every part

of the world. Their food consists of whatever they can suck up through their fleshy

proboscis, or can scrape off with their roughened labellae and dissolve with the

saliva.

Another fly as well known as the preceding species, and equally detested by the

housewife, is the blow-fly, Calliphora vomitoria. It is larger than the house-fly, black

in color, with a steel-blue abdomen that shows delicate white,

shimmering markings in different reflections. The flies are

attracted very readily by the odor of cooking meat and

vegetables, and are very noticeable in their loud buzzing and
aimless flight against the window-panes. Scarcely any pre-

cautions will prevent them from depositing their eggs in

fresh or decaying flesh, cheese, or nitrogenous vegetables.

(ireat numbers of the eggs are laid, whether singly or in

clusters. They hatch in about twenty-four hours, and the

voracious myriads of maggots soon consume the substances ^m.^vt. — Carnphora vomitoria,

in which they live, and then as readily devour each other.
enlarged.

They attain their full development in a few days, and then, as in the house-fly, crawl

aside into some protected spot and transform into pupae.

The screw-worm fly ( Compsomyia macellarici) belongs to this group, and is found
from Patagonia to Canada. It is a bright metallic green fly, with golden reflections

and four black stripes on the upjier part of the thorax, measuring about one-third of
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an inch. Not content with the ordinary habits of the blow-fly, they will deposit their

eggs in wounds of man and other animals, also at the openings of the human face.

Several fatal cases have been reported in this country caused by these larvae, to the

number of several hundred, growing within the nasal cavity. In South America cases

have been much more numerous.

A very common and wide-spread species is the stable-fly, Stomoxys calcitrans.

They do not frequent our dwellings as do the house-flies, except before storms and

in the autumn, but the annoyance they cause horses iind cattle is very great. They
resemble the common house-fly very much at first sight, but will be distinguished by

their holding the wings more spread apart when at rest, and more especially by the

proboscis being slender and firm, and directed forward. It is adapted for piercing, and

their food is chiefly the blood of vertebrate animals. The larvje live in fresh horse

manure.

A more famous member of this group, allied to the last, is the Tsetze fly ( Glossina

Fig. 541.— Glossina morsitans, tsetze fly; o, head; 6, antenna; enlarged.

morsitans) of Africa, whose bite is so pernicious to horses and cattle as to render the

regions which they infest almost impassable for these animals.

The Sarcophaginae differ from the Muscinae in the bristle of the antennae not being

feathered to its extremity. Many of the species resemble each other, and will be

recognized by the figure on page 429. The larvae live in excrements, decaying vege-

tables and fruits, or in flesh. Not infrequently the larvae, especially of Sarcophila,

have been known to infest the ears, nose, and wounds of man and other animals in

the manner of Compsomyia. The female deposits many thousands of eggs, or, what

is very frequently the case, living larvae, the eggs having been hatched before extru-

sion. Unlike the Muscinae, some few species have

been observed as parasites on the early stages of

beetles, motlis, and grasshoppers.

In the entire order, possibly in the entire class

of insects, there is no group so beneficial to man as

the Tachininae. The species are very numerous, and

in North America nearly wholly unnamed. They

are usually short, thick-set, bristly flies of small to

moderately large size, and will be distinguished from

the two preceding families by the bristle of the

antennae being wholly bare. They are sober-colored, rarely conspicuous, quick-flying

and abrupt in their movements, and frequent flowers and rank vegetation.

Fig. 642. — Tachina doryphorcs.
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The larvae are thick, cylindrical, somewhat flattened below, the segments with

transverse swellings for locomotion, either naked or with bands of fine, short bristles.

Almost all are parasitic, chiefly within the larvae of Lepidoptera, but also frequently

those of Ortho2)tera, earwigs, beetles, some Hymenoptera, isopod crustaceans, and on

turtles.

Of the numerous other sub-families, which are composed chiefly of small flies, only

a few can be mentioned here. With the exception of the Anthomyinae, they will be

distinguished from the preceding group— the Muscidae Calyjjtratag— by the absence

or rudimentary condition of the tegulae or membranous scales above the halteres.

They have hence been called Muscidae Acalyptratae.

JMost of the species live in excrement or decaying vegetable matter, but many are

leaf miners, others gall producers, etc.

Very noticeable are many of the Ortalinae and Trypetinae, mostly small species with

beautifully marked wings. Many of their larvae live in fruits, and in the stems of

plants, producing galls, others are leaf miners. A common species is Strauzia longi-

pennis, a yellow fly with wavy markings on the wings that will be seen about sun-

flowers, resting on the leaves with the wings outstretched and in gentle motion.

Camptoneura picta is another very common
species

;
it has dark brown wings, with a trian-

gular transparent spot in front and another

behind.

The larvae of Piophila casei, or cheese-

mites, are known to every one. The fly is

shining black, about four millimeters in length,

with transparent wings, and the four posterior

legs yellowish. “The whitish larva is cylin-

drical, about a fifth of an inch in length, and is

acutely pointed toward the head, and truncated

behind, and with two longer fleshy filaments on

the lower edge. When moving it extends its mouth-hooks and pulls itself along by
them.” The power of leaping possessed by them has long been observed, whence
they are often called “ skippers.” “ When about to leap, the larva brings the under

side of the abdomen towards the head, while lying on the side, and reaching forward

with the head, and at the same time extending its mouth-hooks, grajjjjles by means of

them with the hinder edge of the truncature, and

pulling hard suddenly withdraws them, jerking

itself to a distance of four or five inches.” (Pack-

ard.)

Other species of this genus have the singular

habit of living in wine, or even in strong alcohol,

in their earlier stages.

Of more especial interest are species of Ephydra.,

remarkable for their habit of living, often in fabu-

lous numbers, in marine or strongly alkaline waters.

An account given to the writer by Professor Brewer
concerning the habits and uses of E. californica is

of interest :

—

“ The waters of Lake Mono are clear, very heavy, have a nauseous taste, and, when

Fig. 643. — Piophila casei, cheese-fly, enlarged.
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still, the lake has a look as of oil and is not easily disturbed. The water feels slippery

to the touch, and will wash grease from the hands or from clothes, cold, more readily

than common soap-suds will when hot. It is said that no fish or reptile lives in it, but

it swarms with countless millions of larvae, that develop into flies which rest on the

surface of the water, as well as cover everything on the immediate shore. The num-

ber and quantities of these flies and larvae are absolutely incredible. They drift np in

heaps along the shore, and hundreds of bushels could be collected ! They only grow

at certain seasons of the year, and then Indians come from far and near to gather

them for food. The worms are dried in the sun, the shell rubbed off by hand, when

a yellowish kernel remains, like a small yellowish grain of rice. This is oily, very

nutritious, and not unpleasant to the taste, and, under the name of Jcoo-chah-bee (so

pronounced), forms a very important article of food. The Indians gave me some of

it
;

it does not taste badly, and, if one were ignorant of its origin, it would make nice

soup. It tastes more like patent ‘ meat biscuit ’ than anything else I can compare it

with.

“ I will say in addition that koo-chah-bee was rather palatable. The waves cast

these larvae in little windrows on the shore
;
the quantity is large, the chief difficulty

in collecting is to get it as free from sand as possible, and it is then dried on clothing

or blankets. My guide, an old hunter there, told me that everything fattens in the

season of the koo-chah-bee ; that ducks get very fat, but their flesh tastes unpleasantly

from it, and that the Indians get fat and sleek. There are many gulls about the lake

at that season.

“ The flies settle on twigs, spires of grass, etc., until nothing of the perch can be

seen, merely a wand of closely clinging flies. They also at times rest on the water

in great numbers.”

Another sj^ecies, JEphydra Mans, is found in equally great quantities in Lake Tex-

coco, near the city of Mexico, and Professor Penafiel, who has carefully studied the

subject, has sent the writer the following notes concerning them: “It is of the eggs

of this insect, I believe, that the greater j)art of the food products of this lake,

known as Ahuatle, is composed, and which is now used by the natives, who have pre-

served the customs of the ancient Aztecs in this same valley of Mexico. The natives

cultivate in Lake Chaleo a species of sedge (
Cyperus lonyifolius) on which the flies

will deposit their eggs in abundance. This sedge they make into bundles, Avhich they

carry to the Lake of Texcoco and let float upon the water till they are covered with

eggs
;
they then remove and dry them, and separate the eggs by beating over a large

])iece of cloth. The eggs are then cleaned and ground into flour, which is called

Ahuatle. This food is deemed suitable for those

days in which the religious observances prohibit

the use of flesh. It is prejiared by mixing with

hen’s eggs and fried with fat into small cakes.

The taste is similar to that of caviare, though

hardly as pleasant.

The larva} are also used as food, under the

name of Puxi.

The larvae of species of Drosophila are fre-

quently found in decaying fruit, preserves, etc.

The flies are but three or four millimeters long, and are of a yellowish color with trans-

parent wings.

545. — Drosophila, fruit-fly : a, larva.
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Fig. 546.— Olfersia, bird-tick, enlarged.

In the Piipipara there are not many more than one hundred species known, but

they are among tlie most curious in the whole order. The eggs are hatched and the

larval stage passed within the body of the

jtarent, and are extruded by the parent only

when they are nearly ready to become pupae.

As one would suppose, the flies are not at all

prolific, only a single one is brought forth at

a time. The head is closely connected with

the thorax, in the wingless forms largely con-

cealed
;
the proboscis is firm and adapted for

piercing, the legs are stout and provided with

strong denticulated claws; the veins of the

wings are present only in front, or at least the

posterior ones are rudimentary. The flies are wholly parasitic

upon birds and mammals, moving about very quickly among the

feathers and hair. A common species is Olfersia americana,

found on several species of birds, such as the Virginia horned

owl, several hawks, ruffed grouse, etc.
;

it has a smooth, horny,

flattened, yellowish body. The genus Lipoptena is remarkable in

that in the earlier state the flies have wings and live on birds,

but later they seek quadrupeds, where they remain, and having

no further use for their wings, they lose them. Hippohosca (from

which this family, Hippoboscid^, takes its name) equina, is a

winged species that lives on the horse. The sheep-tick, Melophagus,

is wingless. Usually not many individuals infest a single animal,

but instances have been known where more

than a hundred specimens have been found on

a single swallow.

The Nycteribid^ are only found on bats.

They are very remarkable, wingless, spider-like

insects, with a very small head and the eyes

either small or wholly wanting. They are small,

rarely more than a sixth of an inch in length.

The family Braulid.<e comprises only a single minute species,

not two millimeters in length. The head is large, wholly with-

out eyes, the thorax small and without wings, and the legs are

short and stout, with strong pectinated claws. These degraded

flies are parasitic upon honey-bees, especially the drones, living

amc.ig the hair of the thorax
;
they are called bee-lice.

Fig. 54". — Hippohosca
equina.

Fig. 548. — Melopho/-
gus ovinus, sheep-
tick, enlarged.

Fig. 549. — Nucieribia
westiroofU, bat-tick,
enls-v leL..

S. W. WiLLISTON.
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Order IX. — APHANIPTERA.

The fleas are united with the Diptera by many entomologists, but at the })reseut

time the weight of authority is in favor of their separation as a distinct order under

the above name. The characters which separate them are a

thorax in which the three segments are distinct and nearly

equal, the two last rings (mesothorax and metathorax) bear-

ing short leaf-like appendages
;
and mouthparts adapted for

piercing.

The order forms but a single family, the Pulicid^e, em-

bracing, besides the well-known fleas, the jigger-flea of South

America. They are wingless insects with compressed bodies,

small, round eyes, and mouth-parts ada2)ted for sucking. The

Fig. 560.-p«teimta»s, flea.
are long and stout, the hind pair especially so, giving

these animals their well-known leaping powers. The relation-

shq) of the order to the Hemijitera, Dqjtera, and Orthojjtera are well marked.

In the genus Pulex, which embraces the fleas proiier, the under lip is well devel-

oped. There are many sjiecies known, all of which lead a semi-parasitic life ujion

man and various other mammals. The eo’o’s nve l.nid nn thft hnir nf thp Imst from

which they fall to the floor or ground, when the larvae hatch and feed upon refuse of

various sorts. The larval stage lasts about two weeks, and is followed by a jiupal con-

dition of about the same duration.

Fleas are very common ufion cats and dogs, from which they frequently ])ass to

tlie human being, causing considerable annoyance by their bites. The best preventa-

tive is Dalmatian insect powder (the jjulverized flowers of Pyrethrum) which should

be thoroughly rubbed into the hair of the victim. The kennels of dogs, and the

mats upon which the cat sleejts, should also

be occasionally sprinkled with the same

powder.

The other genus of the gi'oup, Sarcop-

sylla., contains the famous jigger, chigoe,

chique, or jiique of trojiical America. The

adult female attacks any exposed portion

of the body, especially the feet, and soon

effects a lodgment beneath the skin. Here

the abdomen of the parasite soon becomes distended with eggs, so that a painful or

even dangerous ulcer is formed. Unless the female is soon extracted, the ulcer becomes

filled with a large colony of jiggers. From the egg hatches out a larva very like that

of the other genus, which lives upon the ground, there undergoing its transforma-

tions.

J. S. Kingsley.
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Order X. — LEPIDOPTERA.

Fig. 552.—Scales
from wings of
butterflies.

The order of Lepidoptera, which comprises the forms familiarly known as moths
and butterflies, receives its name from the fact that its wings are covered with minute

scales laid on much like the shingles on a roof. This character alone

would be of little systematic importance, but we find associated with it

many other peculiarities of structure, all of which show the group to be

a natural one. The head is small and the mouth-parts are greatly

modified, the maxillae forming the long tongue, which, when not in use,

is coiled up like a Avatch-spring, Avhile the mandibles are obsolete. The
Avings are broad and membranous and are supported by numerous veins,

the arrangement of Avhich affords good systematic characters. The
transformations are complete. The active larva (rarely footless) is pro-

vided with three pairs of thoracic legs, while on the abdomen occur from one to five

fleshy appendages, the prolegs. The butterflies pass from the larva into a jAupa or

chrysalis which is naked or merely enclosed in a cocoon of leaves, etc., while the

moths spin a cocoon of silken threads, inside of which the pupa is placed. In

the pujfa one can with little difliculty trace the parts of the perfect insect; but

the cases which enclose the legs, antennfe, wings, etc., of the adult are all firmly

united and not free, as for instance in the pupse of the beetles. At the proper time

the perfect insect emerges from the chrysalis skin, extends its various members AA’hich

rapidly become firm and dry, and then the butterfly or moth begins its short but active

life.

In the perfect state the Lepidoptera do no damage, the slight amount of food they

take being in a liquid state
;
in fact they are unfitted for eating any solid substances.

In their larval stages they are to be regarded as among injurious forms, for they feed

upon plants and other objects that man regards as valuable. A few of the larvae of

the moths are predaceous in their habits, Avhile some of the Bombycidas repay the

damage they cause to various j^lants by the valuable textile fibre, silk.

The large size and brilliant colors of many of the forms make them conspicuous

among insects, and the buttei*flies haA'e long been the favorites among collectors
;
but

the moths, on account of their immense numbers, their -innumerable A'ariations, and

the minuteness of many of the charactei’s upon which systematic classification is

founded, have been greatly neglected by naturalists, and in the following pages but a

fcAV of the more striking or more important forms can be noticed.

The Lepidoptera are divided into two sub-orders known, respectively, as the

Ileterocera or moths, and the Rhopalocera or butterflies, the distinctions of the popular

names agreeing exactly with the limits of the groups recognized by naturalists.

Sub-Order I. — Heterocera.

This group of insects, popularly called moths, may be distinguished from the but-

teidlies (Rhopalocera) by having the antennae variable in form, and the wings seldom

elevated in repose. The larger number fly only by night, or, if disturbed in the day-

time, they fly only a short distance before alighting. Many of them have two simple

eyes on the top of the head, one on each side, behind the antennae and near the com-

pound eyes
;
and the greater number have a frenulum or bristle attached to the first
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rib of the hind-wing near the base, which passes through a loop on the under side of

the fore-wing, thus holding the two wings together in flight.

Some of the moths are most gaily and gorgeously colored, while others are ex-

tremely plain and subdued in their attire. There is also a great range in size among
these insects, from the great owl-moth ( Thysania ayrippinci) of Brazil, the wings of

W'hich expand nearly a foot from tip to tijj, down to the smallest mite of a tineid

scarcely visible to the naked eye. The moths have a wide distribution, extending

from the equator far into the polar regions
;
and while some sj^ecies are quite restricted,

being limited to a very small territory, others are found in every quarter of the globe,

often in great abundance.

As a rule the moths are very prolific, some species laying as many as three or four

hundred eggs
;
and while many give rise to only a single generation in a year, others

have two, or in the warmer, temperate, or tro2)ical regions, even three or four in a

single season. Some of the species hibernate in the imago state, others pass tlie win-

ter in the egg, and still others in the caterpillar state, either immediately after hatch-

ing, or when half or fully grown
;
but by far the larger number pass the winter in the

pupa state.

The larvje or caterpillars are composed of thirteen joints or segments, of which the

head is the first. They have a i^air of legs on the second, third, and fourth segments,

and the number of prolegs on the abdominal segments varies in the different families.

Some caterpillars are entirely smooth and naked, while others are clothed more or less

Figs. 553-555.— Larva of moths.

densely with hairs, spines, bristles or protuberances, and in one family most of the

species have a curved, tapering horn on the toji of the last segment but one. Many
of these spines or tubercles are liollow, and contain a fluid which escapes, giving off a

very offensive odor, if the spines are broken. Some species ])roduce a strong, sting-

ing sensation if brought in contact with the hand, and even the moulted skins will pro-

duce the same unpleasant effect if handled too freely.

The caterpillars of most moths feed on living plants
;
a small number, how'ever,

feed on dead material, and a very few are predaceous in their habits. Some confine

themselves to the leaves of a single species of plant, others feed on closely related

sjiecies, while still others are very indiscriminate in their diet, attacking jilants which

are totally unlike with equal avidity. Some bore in the stems or solid trunks of trees,

others attack the fruit only, while still others feed ujion the seeds. A few minute

species are very destructive to woollen fabrics of all kinds, and feed also on feathers,

furs, and even dried plants. Some are especially destructive to grain in storehouses,

and others do not hesitate to attack the very food in our jiantries. Aside from the

few silk-producing species, there is scarcely a single moth in all the world that can be

regarded of any direct value to mankind.

We are far from having a satisfactory classification of the moths, but a division

into the following families will answer the purposes of this work : Pterophoridie,

Tineidae, Tortricidoe, Pyralidie, Geometridae, Noctuidae, Bombycidai, Zygaenida}, ^geri-

adae, and S])hingidaj.

The moths of the small family Ptekophokid^, frequently called feather-wings or
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plume-moths, have long, slim bodies and legs
;
and most of the genera are remark-

able for having their wings divided into lobes or feathers. The caterpillars are some-

what fusiform or spindle-shaped, and have sixteen legs. Each segment bears a num-
ber of protuberances, from each of which arise several hairs varying in length. Many
of these hairs are hollow, and are connected with glands beneath, which secrete a vis-

cid fluid that fills these tubular hairs, and exudes through an opening in the top, in a

dew-like drop, as stated by Dimmock. This clothing of the caterpillars frequently

causes them to resemble so closely the hairy plants upon which they feed, that they

are usually overlooked, except by the practised eye. The function of these glandular

hairs may be protective in some way. These caterpillars do not spin a cocoon in

which to pass their transformations, but simply attach themselves to a leaf or other

object by their anal feet, and change to jJupJB which are naked in some species but

hairy in others. Some of these moths fly in the daytime, while others are on the wing
only by night. The greater part of them are somewhat sluggish in their habits

;
and,

when one is “ flushed,” a diligent search should be made, for others are almost certain

to be found in the vicinity.

The insects associated in this family may be classed in three groups, according to

the division of their wings. The highest group is composed of species which have

undivided wings, and includes the European genus AgcUstis, the South American
genus Ste7ioptycha, and the North American genus Scoptono77ia. The insects of this

group have some resemblance to the Pyralidse. In the next groiqi the moths have the

fore-wings divided into two lobes and the hind wings into three. By far the greater

number of the species fall into this group, and are divided into several genera on

structural differences, such as the form of the lobes of the wings, the presence of a

frontal tuft of hairs, the form of the legs, etc. In the lowest group, the wings are

each divided into six lobes, and it includes only the genus Alucita.

Alucita hexadactyla of Europe and America exjjands about half an inch, and has

each Aving divided into six lobes or feathers, which are rounded at the apex and cili-

ated on both edges. They are of an ashy color with dark-brown markings and a black

dot at the end of each lobe. The caterpillars are reddish i^ink or salmon colored,

changing to yellowish Avhite just before transforming to pupge. They feed on the

floAvers of honeysuckle, and have but one brood in a year. The moths hibernate dur-

ing the Avinter.

The gartered plume-moth
(
Oxyptilus p>eriscelidactylus) is a representative of the

second group, having the fore-Avings divided into tAvo lobes and the hind-Avings into

three. The Avdngs expand about seA^en-tenths of an inch, and are of a yelloAvish-bi’own

color, marked Avith dull, whitish streaks and spots. The mature caterpillar is about

half an inch in length, of a yellowish-green color, with a transverse roAV of j^ellowish

tubercles, from each of Avhich arises a small tuft of white hairs. When done feeding,

it spins a few silken threads on the under side of a leaf, to Avhich it

attaches the anal feet, and transforms to a rough, angular-looking pupa,

Avhich is pale yellowish green at first, but becomes reddish brown at a

later period. These caterpillars feed on the grape, draAving together

the terminal leaA^es, and li\4nsr Avithin the enclosure, either one alone, or Fig. 556.—«ero-
, , ^ , . phorus.

tAvo or three together. Only one brood occurs m a season.

Ptei'ophonis nionodactylus is a A'cry Avidely distributed si^ecies occui’ring through-

out Europe and western Asia, as AA'ell as in all parts of North America. The Avings

of this variable species expand nearly an inch, and are Avhite, sprinkled with blackish
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scales, or of a fawn color similarly sprinkled, and there is a brown spot near the cleft

of the fore wings. The caterpillar feeds on Convolvulus, Chenopodium, Atriplez, and

Matricaria.

Agdistis bennetii, of England, has undivided wings, and therefore belongs to the

highest group. It expands about an inch, and is of a dark-gray color, sprinkled with

brownish scales, with ochreous or rosy shadings. The caterpillar is of a greenish color,

and feeds on sea-lavender {Statice Ibnonium). There are two broods of this insect in

a year, and they hibernate in the perfect state.

The T1NEID.E form an immense group of insects, probably comprising twice ae

many species as any of the other families of moths. Although introduced here as a

single family, it is more than probable that the group includes several as clearly defined

Fig. 557. — Cocoons of a Brazilian Tineid.

as the Tortricidaa or the Ptero})horida3. These insects are generally quite small,

indeed some are the tiniest things imaginable, Avhile others are of moderate size. It

has been the remark of every writer, that, the smaller the species, the more splendid

the coloring and the more sharply defined the markings. There are certainly no
moths so gaily colored as some of the smaller species of this group

;
and, were they as

large, they would surely vie with the most gorgeous of the tropical butterflies.

The Tineids are characterized by their small size, their bright metallic markings, the

long fringes on the wings, and the long and narrow, almost lance-shaped wings. Some
of the species wuth narrow wings have very short palpi

;
and those with wider wings,

resembling the Tortricids, may be distinguished by having long, slim palpi, which
curve up in front of the head, the last joint being very long, slim, and pointed. The
caterpillars are mostly vegetable feeders, and, because of their small size and secluded

mode of living, only occasionally become abundant enough to cause any considerable
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amount of damage. A large number of them are called leaf-miners because they feed

on the tissues of the leaves, beneath tlie epidermis, forming crooked and gradually

enlarging channels, wliich are rendered visible on the surface on account of the

whitisli color of the overlying epidermis. Some feed in the stems of plants, a few are

gall-producers, and still others feed on the roots of plants under the ground. A few

species belonging to the genus Tinea feed on woollen fabrics, hair, feathers, etc. These

are the moths excellence; and in our English version of the Bible, as well as in the

old English writings, when the term moth was used, reference was made to some one

of these species. The word is still used to some extent in this restricted sense, but

more frequently the term clothes moth is used.

Tinea pellionella^ which expands half an inch, is a grayish moth with two or three

darker obscure spots on the fore wings, and lighter-colored, silky hind wings. The
head is covered v/ith dull yellowish hairs. These insects are frequently seen in our

houses, during the summer months, at rest on the walls or ceiling in the daytime, and

flitting about by night in the darker parts of the room, and seldom going near a light.

After the sexes pair the females deposit fifty or more eggs, which hatch in about a

week, when the young caterpillars begin to feed, and at once construct poi-table cases

of the materials on which they feed. These cases are of a cylindrical form, open at

both ends, and lined with delicate silk. When the

caterpillars have grown too large for their cases they

split them down at one end, and fill in the space with

new material, after which they enlarge the opposite

end in the same inanner. They never leave their

cases, but, in feeding, put out a small part of the

anterior end of their bodies, and, as they move about,

drag the cases along with them. Their transforma-

tions are all jiassed in the cases. This insect, which

has a world-wide distribution, feeds on woollen goods of all kinds, fur, h.air, feathers,

and also on insects in collections, and has always been regarded a notorious pest.

Tinea tapetzella has an expanse of about three-fourths of an inch, and is black on

the basal half of the fore Avings but white on the outer half, with a small black spot

on the anal angle. The cater])illar makes covered gal-

leries of the substance on which it feeds, and is destruc-

tive to woollen fabrics.

Tineola biselliella expands a little more than half an

inch, and is of a pale yelloAV ochre color, with a reddish

ochre-colored head. The hind wings are silky and nearly

Avhite. The caterpillar is of a dirty-white color, and

makes no case, but fastens together with silken threads

portions of the substance on which it feeds for a cocoon,

in Avhich it transforms to a pupa. This species, which is

distributed all over the world, is particularly destructive

to woollen fabrics, fur, hair, feathers, dried insects
;
and it

is also said to attack dried plants.

Tinea granella has been carried to nearly all the

countries of the globe where grain is cultivated, and has

proved a great pest, not only in grain in storehouses, but also in the field. The

fore wings of the moth expand about half an inch, and are white, with numerous

Fig. 559.— Tinea (/ranella ; eggs,
larva;, pup®, and adult.

Fig. 558. — Clothes moth, larva and pupa.
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nearly black sj^ots so extended as to cover a large part of the wings. The hind

wings are j^ale grayish. The females deposit thirty or more eggs on the kernels

of wheat or other grain
;
and, as soon as these hatch, the yonng caterpillars eat into

the grain, feeding on its substance, till they are mature, if it contains a sufficient

quantity of food, otherwise they leave, and attack another which they attach to the

first by their silken threads. At maturity they leave the grain, and spin a cocoon in

some secure place where they jiass tlie winter, clianging to in the sindng; and

after a few weeks the moths emerge.

The cabbage Plutella {Plutella xylostella) ex])ands about three-fourths of an inch,

and has ashy-gray fore-wings, with an irregular whitish stripe along the hinder margin,

and a similar one along the top of the thora.x. The caterpillars are of a grayish color,

with pale yellowish heads. When mature, they spin a loose, gauzy cocoon on the

surface of a leaf, within which the pupa is readily seen. There are two or more broods

in a year, according to the length of the season. This species lias become established

in all parts of the world, and is often so abundant on the outer leaves of cabbages and

other cruciferous plants as to cause a great amount of damage.

The species of Lithocolletis are all minute, but most beautifully colored. The
larvae are all leaf-miners, and each sjiecies usually confines its depredations to a single

species of plant. The moths fly rather sluggishly, and sometimes appear in large

numbers. The only other form which we can mention is called the Angoumois

grain-moth {Sitotroga cerealella) •, it ajipears to be a native of Europe, and has been

known in this country for neai’ly a century, proving very destructive to wheat,

barley, oats, and corn. Tlie moths expand a little more than half an inch, and the

fore wings are ochre yellow, wdth a few minute, black sprinkles. The hind wings are

gray. The females lay from sixty to ninety eggs on the young kernels in the field or

on the grain stored in bins. The eggs hatch in from four to seven days
;
and the

minute caterpillars eat their way into the kernel, remaining in this state during the

winter, in a cocoon which they spin in the grain, and within which they pass all their

transformations. It is stated that they may be destroyed by heating the grain to a

temperature of 130° F. for five hours, without injuring tlie vitality of the seeds.

The family of moths known as the Tortkicid.® is of considerable size and of wide

distribution, extending from the Arctic to tlie most soutliern regions. While some

species are found only in limited areas, others, as the codling-moth and the grape-berry

moth have been carried to all parts of the world, wherever their food plants are grown.

These insects, though small in size, are very prolific, and, unless reduced by their

natural enemies, would cause an amount of damage to the plants or fruits which they

attack entirely out of proportion to their diminutive size. They are generally of

rather modest hues, though a few ai-e of great elegance and remarkable for their

beauty. They are rather crepuscular in their habits, the greater portion of them

flying about sunset.

Their bodies are moderately stout, and the heads are clothed with rough scales

which stand erect. The ocelli are 2:)resent in the majority of the species
;
the palj)i

curved up against the front, or extended forward in a line with the body, sometimes

twice or three times as long as the head. The antenna3 are simjfle or finely ciliated,

and, in a very few species, pectinated. Some species have the thorax smooth, while

others have a tuft of scales on the posterior portion. The abdomen is without tufts,

except the hairs at the end which are sometimes quite numerous, forming the so-called

anal tuft. The legs are of medium size and length, the middle tibite having a pair of
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unequal spurs at the end, and the hind tibios a pair at the end and another pair in the

middle. A few species have the hind tibiaj densely clothed with hair-like scales, while

some have a long tuft of hairs lying in a groove along the inside of the hind tibite in

the males.

The wings are comparatively wide
;
and in many species the costa of the fore wings

has a sinuous outline, causing the insect to appear somewhat bell-shaj^ed when the

wings are closed. They often have tufts of scales over their surfaces arranged more
or less in lines, and a few species have a deep excavation near the middle of the

anterior margins or costa of the fore wings. The males of many species have the

basal portion of the costa of the fore wings folded over on the upper side. The hind

wings of some of these moths have, on the upper side, long hairs on the basal part of

the median vein, while others are without them
;
and a few s])ecies have a se])arate

membraneous appendage attached to the anal border of the wing.

The caterpillars almost universally feed on the leaves of ])lants, rolling them uji

and feeding within, but when disturbed wiggle about in the most lively manner and

escape quickly, letting themselves down by a thread of silk, and remaining till the

danger is past. It is possible that this habit has been acquired in avoiding the attacks

of insect-feeding birds, which tear the rolled leaves in pieces for the enclosed caterpil-

lars. A very few are gregarious in their habits, feeding under a tent of silken threads

which the community spin over the leaves. Some are borers in the stems of |)lants,

others live in fruit, and one species, Cai'iiocapsa saltitans, lives in the seeds of a species

of Euphorbia in Mexico. If an infested seed be placed in the j)alm of the hand, the

heat will affect the caterpillar so much that it will cause the seed to jump, sometimes

to the height of a quarter of an inch, hence they are called “ jumjhng-beans.”

Teras caudana, a singular moth, which is comparatively common in Europe,

expands about three-fourths of an inch, and is of a reddish-brown color. The fore

wings are remarkable for their falcate outer margin, and the singular excavation on

the middle of the costa. The caterpillar is green with a yellow head, and the body

has the usual fine hairs from tubercles on the segments. It feeds on Salix caprea.

Caccecia rosaceana is a common and wide-spread species in North America, having

been reported from Labrador to Texas and from the Atlantic

to the Pacific. It is subject to great variation, and has numer-

ous food-plants. The caterpillars, which are green with black

heads and thoracic shields, feed singly in the rolled leaves of

apple, peach, cherry, plum, and numerous other plants. The

moth expands an inch or more, and is cinnamon brown with a

dark-reddish brown basal patch and with an oldique central

band and spot on the costa before the apex. The hind wings are deep ochreous on the

outer part, but fuscous within.

The cherry-tree Tortrix
(
Caccecia cerasivorana)., common everywhere east of the

Rocky Mountains, has the remarkable habit of living, while in the caterpillar state, in

a community comprising all w'hich hatch from one lot of eggs. They enclose the

leaves on the end of a branch in a web of silken threads, which they extend as more

food is needed. The Idackish excrements are deposited in a large dense mass inside of

the web, and at maturity the ochre-yellow caterpillars transform within this black

mass. 'When about to emerge, the pupae work themselves partially out in order that

the moths may escape with ease. After the sexes pair, the females lay their eggs for

the next year’s generation. They feed on the leaves of wild and cultivated cherry.

Fig, 560. — Caccecia
rosaceana.
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The perfect insects expand about three-fourths of an inch, and are bright ferruginous,

with two brown spots on the costa, and one at the end of the cell of the fore wing.

The hind wings are dull ferruginous, brighter towards the apex.

The spruce Tortrix {Tortrix famiferana) of the United States has recently been

so abundant in some portions of this country as to cause a vast amount of injury to the

spruces and other evergreen trees. The green, oval, flattened eggs are laid in two

overlapping rows on the side of the leaves. Tliese hatch in ten days, and it is

uncertain whether the caterpillars feed at all before the next spring; but there is no

doubt that they hibernate either as young or
2
‘>artially grown caterjiillars. They reach

maturity in the latter j)art of June, when they are nearly an inch in length, of a dark-

brownish color inclining to greenish yellow between the segments, with black heads

and thoracic shields, and several i^ale-yellowish tubercles with short hairs on each seg-

ment. These caterpillars spin a few threads over the leaves on the smaller twigs; and,

when mature, they transform to pupte in these places.

The moths, which expand about three-fourths of an inch, emerge in about a week,

and are of an mnber-brown color, the fore wings being marked with whitish or light

gray. There is considerable variation in the color of the fore wings, many examples

inclining more or less to rust red instead of umber brown.

Fior 561. — Cod
ling motli.

The codling-moth ( Carpocapsa pomonellcC) occurs wherever apples are grown. In

the colder latitudes there is only one annual brood, but in warmer climates there are

two. The females lay about fifty eggs, but seldom more than one on a single fruit,

the eggs being deposited in the blossom-end of the apple, when it is just

beginning to form. The eggs hatch in a short time, and the young

caterpillars eat their Avay in to the core, where they remain feeding for

about three weeks. They are then nearly an inch in length, of a dull

whitish color with pale yellow heads, and a few short hairs over their

surface. They escape through the sides of the apples, and conceal themselves beneath

the bark, or in some other protected place, where they spin tough, whitish cocoons, and

remain in them in the caterpillar state during the winter. In the spring they transform

to pupfB, and the moths emerge in season to lay their eggs u])ou the young fruit.

Although the caterpillars are among the mof5t common and destructive, yet the j^erfect

insects are seldom seen, as they fly only at night, and are not attracted to light. They

ex])and a little over half an inch, and the fore wings are gray, with dark, wavy lines,

and a bronze spot on the outer margin. The hind wings are brown.

The Pyr-vlid^e comprise a large number of insects, which are quite generally dis-

tributed over the world. They usually have slim bodies with long legs, but there are

many exceptions to this. Both labial and maxillary palpi are present, though the

latter are sometimes very minute, or represented only by a tuft of hairs concealed

behind the others. There are three principal groups ; the Crambinte, the Phycinaj,

and the Pyralinse proper. The fore wings are broad in the first of these; and, when

the insects are at rest, they are closed so as to form a triangle over the body. In

the other groujis they are long and narrow, being folded closely around the body.

The hind wings are very broad in all the grou}')S.

The Crambinte contain a large number of species many of which are grass-feeders,

while some are borers in the stems of corn, sugar-cane, etc. The genus Cramhiis

includes a large number of species, which are quite uniformly distributed over the

globe. They feed on the grasses, so far as known, and sometimes become so abundant

as to do a great amount of damage.
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Tlie vagabond Crambus {Crambiis vulgivagellus) of Xovth America expands

about an inch
;
and the fore-wings are of a light oclire-yellow color, sprinkled with

fuscous scales between the veins. There is a terminal row of black dots, and the

fringes are golden with a metallic luster. The hind wings are pale clay yellow. The
eggs have a reticulated surface, and are pale yellow when laid, but change in a few

days to bright orange. The mature caterpillar is about three-fourths of an inch long,

2)ale purplish green, with a black head, and with the shield and tubercles on the seg-

ments of the body brown. They are nocturnal in their habits, and form a silken tube

covered with their greenish castings, near the roots of the grass. When done feeding,

they leave these tubes and spin delicate cocoons just beneath the surface of the ground,

and pass their transformations in this state. The genus Argyria includes a small

number of most lovely sjjecies, whose fore-wings are snowy white with a beautiful

satin lustre, and marked with bright orange. They frequent grassy spots, and the

caterpillars probably feed on the grasses. These moths are mainly confined to Xorth

and South America, though one or two species have been found in other 2:)arts of the

world.

Fig. 5G2. — Galleria melloiiella, bee-inolh.

The only species of the genus Galleria which needs mention is the bee-moth.

Galleria mellonella is a great pest to apiculturists in all parts of the world where it

has been introduced
;
for the catei'inllars are often very numerous in the hives, and

run their silk-lined galleries in all directions through the wax, on which they feed, de-

stroying the cells and rendering the whole mass foul, much to the discouragement of

the bees. These caterpillars are about an inch in length, dirty white, with brownish

heads and thoracic shields, and with a few scattered hairs over their bodies. At

maturity they crawl into some corner or crevice of the hive, where they spin their

tough, whitish cocoons in which they jiass their transformations. The moth exjiands

an inch or a little more, and the fore wings, which are dusty gray, and more or less

streaked with ])urplish brown, are scalloped on the outer margin. When at rest they

close the wings along the sides of the body, like the roof of a house. There are two

liroods in a year, and the winter is passed in the pupa state.

The gooseberry fruit-worm {DaJcruma convolutella)., which occurs both in Europe

and America, has an exiianse of nearly an inch. The fore wings are yjale gi’ay,

crossed near the base by a dark diffuse band, which is di^ided by a whitish line. The

outer part of the wing is darker gray, with a zigzag whitish line, and a terminal row of
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Fig. 563.— Dakrima convohUella.

blackish dots. There is a pair of blackish dashes at the end of the cell. The females

deposit their eggs singly on the young gooseberries
;
and, Avhen the caterpillars escape

from the eggs, they burrow into the berries, feeding on the pulp within. As they

increase in size, they fasten several berries together

by silken threads. The mature caterjiillars are

about three-fourths of an inch in length, of a 2>ale-

greenish color, with light-brownish heads and thor-

acic shields. When done feeding they descend to

the ground and spin silken cocoons among the fallen

leaves, where they remain during the winter, the

moths emergfino; the next summer.

Prof. J. H. Comstock has described two other

species of Dakruma, the caterpillars of which are

jiredaceous. The first, Dakruma coccidivora, feeds

on the cottony maple scale {Pidvinaria innumerabilis)., and other species of coccids

;

the second, Dakruma jyallida, feeds on the eggs of certain species of bark-lice.

The leaf-crumpler, Phycis indigimlla, of North America, expands about three-

fourths of an inch. The fore wings are jiale brown, marked with silvery white on the

costal portion, and crossed by several whitish lines. The hind wings are pale brownish

white. The eggs are laid in July, and the caterjjillars draw together and crumple the

leaves on which they feed. They form peculiar, hoi’ii-shaiied and twisted cases of

silk, interwoven Avith their dried excrements. The caterpillars remain in these cases

feeding during the autumn, and also hibernating in them in the winter. In the spring

they revive, continue feeding, transform to pupae, and the moths emerge in June.

* The melon-caterpillar, Eudioptis hyalinata, Avhich occurs throughout the greater

portions of North America and South America, expands about an inch. The wings

are of a beautiful, pearly, iridescent white, with a broad, black, or purplish brown

band on the outer margin, and on the costa of the fore wings. The mature caterpillar

is about an inch and a quarter in length, of a yellowish green color, and spins its

cocoon in a fold of the leaf, within which it transforms to a pupa, and the moth

emerges in a short time

afterwards. This in-

sect is particularly de-

structive to melon

plants, and not only

devours the leaves, but

eats into the melons,

and also cucumbers

and jiumpkins, at all stages of their growth, sometimes excavating shallow cavities,

and at other times penetrating directly into the substance of the fruit. Closely

related to this sjiecies is Eudioptis nitidalis, which is common in some jiarts of

the south, feeding on cucumbers, and having similar habits to the melon-cater-

pillar.

Asopia farinalis, the meal-moth, now common everyAvhere, expands about an

inch. The fore wings are yellowish brown aci’oss the middle, and the base and outer

edge are chocolate-brown. The median shade is limited by a Avhite line on each side.

The hind wings are smoky brown, crossed by two irregular, Avhite lines, and a row of

brown spots along the outer margin, which are largest tOAvards the anal angle. The

Fig. 56i.— Eudioptis nitidalis, lai'v.a and adult.
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caterpillar is said to be of a dull whitish color, with the head, thoracic, aud anal shields

reddish brown. They feed on meal, flour, straw, etc.

Pantographa limata., of Xorth America, expands nearly two inches. All the wings

are straw-yellow, beantifnlly and intricately marked with purplish brown. The catei*-

pillars feed on the leaves of bass-wood, cutting them a little more than half way across

the middle, and rolling the outer part of the leaf into a cone, which they close at

each end, remaining and feeding within. They are bright green, with pitchy black

heads and thoracic shields, and with a few line short hairs scattered over the surface

of their bodies. They closely resemble some of the tortricid caterpillars, both in

structure and habits, but the perfect insects are typical pyralids of the first group.

Only three species belonging to this genus are at present known.

Alesographe stramentalis, common both in Europe and America, expands about an

inch. The fore wings are straw-yellow, crossed by two curved or angulated brown

lines. A brown shade rests on the outer margin, enclosing a small yellow spot, and

the veins are marked with brown. The hind wings are very pale yellowish white,

with brown terminal and subterminal lines, the latter rather faint. The females lay

their flattened, oval, yellowish eggs, wdiich hatch in about ten days, on the leaves of

cruciferous plants, in mid-summer, and the caterpillars feed on these leaves for about

a mouth, moulting three times before reaching maturity, after which they descend to

tlie ground, spin an oval cocoon either among the leaves or just beneath the surface

of the ground, where tliey remain in this state till the following spring, when they

transform to pupae, and the moths emerge in July or August.

Tlie Geometrid^ or Phal^nidyE form a family of great size, being exceeded in

numbers among the Lepidoptera, only by the noctuids and tineids, and probably

equalled only by the pyralids and tortricids. They are found widely distributed over

the globe, and the caterpillars of many species have proved very destructive to some

of our most important vegetable productions. The moths have rather long, slender

bodies, the thorax without tufts or crests. Ocelli are present in some species, and

absent in others. The antennte are either simple, ciliated, or pectinated. The fore

wings are large and triangular
;
the outer margin, which is either rounded, more or

less falcate or angulated, is nearly as long as the hinder margin. The hind wings are

ample, though sometimes considerably smaller than tlie others, and have their outer

margins rounded, entire, dentate, or more or less tailed in a few exotic species. In

some, the females are wingless, or have only rudimentary wings, which are useless for

flight. There are sometimes slight tufts of hair-like scales along the back and sides

of the abdomen.

The caterpillars are slender and naked, usually Avith two 2)airs of abdominal legs,

though rarely they have three or four pairs. This deficiency causes them to move

along with a looping gait, and hence they are often called ‘measuring-worms,’ from

which fact the family name was given them. These cateiqiillars live on the leaves of

plants, with the exception of a few which bore into seeds. The i^upae are rather

slender, green, or variegated in color, and enclosed in slight silken cocoons or cells in

the ground.

The species of geometrids found in North America are ]:>ossibly as well known as

those of any groujA of moths, thanks to the able monograph of Dr. A. S. Packard, .Jr.,

Avho has described and figured nearly every sj^ecies. Our s^iace, however, will allow

us to mention but a very feAv of the forms.

Our first form is called the lime tree winter moth, Ilyhernia tiliaria. It occurs
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throughout the northern i^iortions of the United States and Canada. The fore wings

of the male moth expand two inches or more, and are of a dull yellowish color

sprinkled wdth brown, with two brown lines across them, and a brown dot on the end

of the cell. The portion of the wing beyond tlie outer line is usually somewhat

darker. The hind wings are much 2i^iler, sprinkled with brownish, with a dot on the

end of the cell, of the same color. The female is wingless, yellowish white, sprinkled

with black along the sides, with two black spots on the top of each segment, except

the last, which has but one. The eggs are laid in the autumn, in clusters, on the

branches of trees. They are oval, of a 2)ale yellow color, and covered with a net-

work of raised lines. They hatch early in the spring, and feed on the leaves of

apple, basswood, elm, and hickory.

Two distinct species of geometrid moths are known as canker-worms; and since

they resemble each other both in appearance and habits, it is not surprising tliat they

have been included under one common name. The males have well-developed wings,

but the females are wingless.

Anisopteryx pometaria., sometimes called the fall canker-worm, emerges from

the ground late in the fall, even after quite heavy frosts, and ascends the trunks of

trees. The females deposit a hundred or more dull whitish eggs, in a cluster, exposed

on the twigs or branches. These eggs are dower-pot shaped, attached by the smaller

end
;
and the larger, or exposed end, has a central depression and a dark ring near the

outer edge. It sometimes occurs that the females crawl up on the side of buildings,

and deposit their clusters of eggs far from the trees or any suitable food for the cater-

pillars. The eggs hatch the following sj^ring, at the time the young leaves begin to un-

fold. The mature caterpillar is about an inch long, with only three pairs of abdominal

legs. They vary in color, from greenish yellow to dusky or dark brown, with broad

yellowish or pale stripes along each side. When not feeding they take a rigid position,

either along the twig on which they rest or at an angle of about forty-dve degrees,

resembling, both in color and jjosition, a dead twig, and thus avoid detection. After

they are done feeding they descend to the ground, either on the trunk of the tree or

by means of a thread which they spin, and burrow to the depth of several inches,

where they spin their buff-colored cocoons of silk mixed with particles of earth.

They remain in the pupa state, in the ground, during the rest of the summer, and the

perfect moths emerge late in the fall, as stated above.

The males, which expand nearly an inch and a half, have brownish gray fore wings,

crossed by two irregular whitish bands, the outer one of which enlarges on the costa,

forming a whitish spot. The hind wings are grayish brown, with a blackish dot near

the middle, and an indistinct band crossing beyond. The female is ash gray, a little

more than a third of an inch long
;
and the abdomen is greatly distended with eggs,

giving the insect a broadly oval outline. The antennaj are sim])le.

A. vernata, usually called the spring canker-worm, emerges from the ground in

the spring, though a few' make their appearance in the fall. The wingless females

ascend the trees and deposit their jJearly, oval shaped eggs in crevices of the bark,

to the number of a hundred or more. These eggs hatch at about the same time as

those of A. pometaria., and the mature caterpillar closely resembles that of the other

species, but has only two pairs of abdominal legs. They are also similar in their habits,

and descend into the ground at the same time, but form a more fragile cocoon. The
male moth, which expands about an inch and a quarter, has ash colored or brownish

gray fore wings, with a silky lustre. A broken w'hitish band crosses the wing, near the
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outer margin, and also three interrupted brown lines at nearly equal distances apart.

There is also an oblique black dash near the aj^ex, and a fine black line along the base

of the fringes. The hind wings are pale ash-colored, with a dark dot in the middle.

The female is pale gray, about a third of an inch long, with a stout body and a retrac-

tile ovipositor. The abdominal segments of both sexes have two transverse rows of

small reddish s])ines, and the antennae are ciliated. Both S2)ecies feed on the leaves of

apple, plum, cherry, elm, linden, and many other

trees. They are found in greater or less abund-

ance from Maine to Texas.

Rheumaptera hastata is a widely distributed

species, occurring throughout the northern and

central jiortions of North America, Europe, and

Siberia. The wings expand nearly an inch and a

half, and are black, with two white bands across

them, one before the middle the other a little be-

yond
;
and besides these there are often a few quite .

irregular white lines on the remaining ^Jortions.

The hind wings are entirely black, or with more

or less conspicuous white bands across them, cor-

resjJonding to those on the fore wings. The body

is black, with slender white lines on the edges of

the segments of the abdomen. This moth is sub-

ject to great variation in the amount of white on the wings. The caterpillar is brown,

or blackish brown, with a darker line along the middle of the back, and a row of horse-

shoe-shajied spots on the sides. This species is gregarious, and feeds on the leaves of

birch and sweet-gale.

The large magpie moth {Abraxas grossulariata) is widely distributed through

Europe and Northern Asia, and is generally very abundant. The wings, which cx])and

an inch and a half, or more, are white,

with numerous black spots, placed in

transverse rows, five on the fore and

three on the hind wings. The fore

wings are also ornamented with an

orange blotch at the base, and a band

of the same color beyond the middle,

between the third and fourth rows of

black s]50ts. The caterpillar is creamy

white, with numerous black spots, two

or three of which, on the top of each

segment, are large and conspicuous.

A fine reddish orange line runs along

the side near the sjnracles. This sjie-

cies feeds on currant, gooseberry,

hazel, etc. The caterpillars hibernate when quite small, jjassing the winter without

feeding. In the sirring they revive, feed again until they reach maturity, when they

pupate; and the moths emerge in July or August, the sexes pair, and the females lay

their egsfs for another <reneration.03 O
The family of moths known as Noctuid.® contains a larger number of species than

Fig. 566. — Abraxas grossulariata.
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any other, with the exception of the Tineidae. They are very generally distributed

over the surface of the globe, and many are exceedingly destructive to agricultural

products. The majority of these moths are of dull colors, yet some are clothed in the

gayest plumage. There is, j^erhaps, as great a range in size, if not greater, than in any

other family, for while some have an expanse of wings of half an inch, or less, others

are of comparatively gigantic proportions, expanding from eight to ten inches. The
typical noctuids are rather stout-bodied insects, generally with narrow fore wings, which,

when at rest, are brought together along the back, and the hind wings folded under

them. They fly, almost without exception, in the night
;
and the caterpillars of many

of the species are nocturnal also in their habits, hiding by day under sticks or stones,

or, as in the case of the so-called cut-worms, burrowing into the ground. The antennai

are about two-thirds as long as the fore wings, threadlike, tapering towards the outer

end, entirely simple in some species, but witli flne cilia in others. The head is usually

globose, quite closely attached to the body, with the fi-ont smooth, or with variously

formed protuberances. The eyes are naked in many of the species; but others have

flne, short hairs between the facets, and still others have hairs above and below, in the

form of lashes. Two ocelli are generally present near the base of the antennae. The

labial palpi are well developed, and, in some sjsecies, turned up over the head, extend-

ing along backwards over the thorax. The tongue is comparatively long in most of

the species, and the collar, in a few, has the scales turned forward over the head.

Some have the scales of the thorax turned up more or less in tufts, while others have

the vestiture smooth. A few species have one or more tufts along the top of the

abdomen. The legs are stout, the middle and hind tibite having a pair of spurs at the

end, and the hind tibiae a pair near the middle, also, while the fore tibiae have a spine

(tibial epiphysis) on the inside. iMany species have their legs armed with sharp spines,

and sometimes clothed, more or less densely, with hair-like scales.

The eggs of the Noctuids are of various colors, and differ much in their form and

markings. They are deposited singly or in clusters, and the duration of the egg state

varies much in the different species. The catei-pillars are smooth and cylindrical in

many species, but with spinose tubercles in others. They all have six true legs, and

the majority have ten jirolegs or abdominal feet; but a few have less, some having so

few that in moving they have a looping motion, like the geometers. The noctuids are

attracted in various ways. Many of them, in common with other nocturnal moths,

will come, on warm, dark nights, to any strong light; and their eyes often glow like

coals of Are as they rest upon the glass near the light. Some .are drawn to strongly

fragr.ant flowers, and also to sap exuding from trees, as well as to baits of molasses or

other odoi’ons substances which are used by collectors
;
and at times they are so intent

on feeding that they are not disturbed even when the full glare of a lantern is turned

on them. Some species are attracted to flowers alone, others only to light, others to

sugar, and still others m.ay be obtained by either of these methods.

The largest noctuid known at present is the gig.antic Tliysania afirippina of Bra-

zil. This monster moth measures eight inches or more between the tips of its extended

wings, .and some examples are said to expand nearly a foot.

Erebus odora is the largest noctuid which has been found in North America up to

the present time. It expands six inches, or more, and is of a d.ark browm color,

sprinkled with gray sc.ales. The wings are crossed by numerous light .and d.ark Avavy

lines, and the reniform spot is black, with a few sc.attered blue sc.ales, and encircled by

brownish yellow. There is much variation in the dej)th of coloring in these moths.
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This gorgeous king of the night has been found from Maine to Brazil, and Walker
states that it has been “ eaught off the coast of Brazil, one hundred and twenty miles

due east of Espirito Santo.” The cater2)illar and food 2Jlant are unknown.

The genus Catocala includes a large number of species of great interest and
beauty. Many of the species have beautifully colored hind wings, which, however,

are entirely concealed by the others when they are at rest. They fly only by night,

passing the day, generally, it is said, upon the trunks or branches of trees, whose bark

their fore wings resemble in color so much that they are not easily seen. Occasionally,

however, the gray-winged species may be found concealed on fences. North America
seems to be the great metropolis of these moths, for a larger number of s])ecies has

been found here than in all other j^arts of the world together.

The red under-wing, Catocala nupta., of Europe, expands about three inches.

The fore wings are gray, with the usual spots and lines of a darker gray. The hind

wings are red, with a broad black border and a broad, though much indented, black

Fig. 567. — Catocala nupta, red uiider-H iug.

central band. Of our American sjieeies we can mention only the plum-tree Catocala,

('atocala tiltronia, which exjtands about two inches and a half. The fore wings are of

a rich umber-brown color, darkest on the hind margin, with a broad, diffused, asli-

colored band along the Tuiddle. The usual lines crossing the wings are brown, and

very zig-zag. The hind wings are dee]i red, with a broad black band along the outer

margin, and a much narrower one, of the same color, across the middle. The cater-

])illar feeds on the leaves of the plum, and when mature is about an inch and a half in

length, tapering from the middle segments towards each end.

Drasteria erechtea is an extremely common moth in all jiai'ts of this country. It is

one of the earliest on the wing, and specimens of the second brood are often found

quite late in the autumn. It freqtients o])en, grassy fields
;
and, though flying freely

by night, it may be started up in the daytime, when it will make a short, raj)id flight,

and alight suddenly. The wings of the moth expand about an inch and a half, and

are comparatively wide. The fore wings are grayish brown, with darker bands and

dots. One band crosses the wing from the basal third of the costa, and at right angles

with it; another starts from the costa half way between the last one and the apex, and
VOL. II. — 29
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extends neuily across
;
and there are two s])Ots a little before the apex. The outer

edge is widely margined with brown. The hind wings are brownish, and the outer

half is crossed by two darker bands. The caterpillar feeds on clover, and when mature

is about an inch and a quarter in length. It is reddish brown, with many longitudinal

lines and stripes of a darker shade. There is a double whitish line along the back,

and a stripe of dark brown on each side.

lihodophora jiorida is one of the most lovely and interesting of the noctuids, and

is quite common at night about its food plant, the evening j)rimrose. Its fore wings

expand about an inch and a quarter, and are bright j)ink or rosy red from the base to

the subterminal line, beyond which they are pale-yellow, like the flowers upon which

they feed. The hind wings are white. The eggs are dull yellowish pink, marked with

vertical striaj, which run into each other before reaching the to]). There is but one

annual brood in the northern states, and perhaps there are no more farther south.

This little moth is remarkable for its beauty, and for the habit of concealing itself in

the daytime, in the partially closed flowers of the evening primrose, iii such a manner

that only the tips of its wings, which are of the same color, are visible between the

petals. The caterpillars are equally fond of the wild and cultivated species of (Eno-

tliera., feeding not only on the petals but boring into the buds and young seed-vessels.

When not feeding they rest along the sides of the smaller steins, or in the seed-pods,

which they resemble so closely in color that they are not easily detected.

The cotton-worm, Aletia argillacea, is distributed from Maine southward through

the United States, Mexico, and South America as far as Brazil. The fore wings of

the moth, which exjiand nearly an inch and a half, are light brown, tinged with olive

green and w'ine color. The reniform spot is black or grayish, and the usual lines

crossing the fore wings are wavy, and of a reddish color. The eggs arc “ circular,

much flattened, and marked with ridges radiating from the centre of the top.” They
are about one-fortieth of an inch in diameter, of a beautiful bluish-green color when
first laid, but change to a dirty white before hatching, which occurs in from three to

six days, according to the time of year. The young caterjnllar is of a very pale green

color, with a pale-yellow head. After five moults it reaches maturit}", being at that

time about an inch and three-fourths in length, of a light-gi’een color, striped Avith

white and black, and spotted with black and yellow. In maipv individuals the black

stripes are Avanting. After the caterjiillar is done feeding it folds one edge of a leaf

over its body, by means of its silken threads, and then spins a delicate cocoon, in Avhich

it transforms to a broAvn pupa. There are probably six or seven broods a year in the

extreme southern states, but farther north there are less; Avhile in the Ncav England

states there is doubtless but one. This insect feeds upon the leaves of the cotton-

plant, and causes an immense amount of damage. Professor Riley h.as estimated that

during years of general preAualence of the cotton-Avorm they cause an annual loss of

thirty millions of dollars in the cotton-groAving States. Its food plant in the north has

not yet been discovered.

Pyrophila pyramidoides of North America expands about an inch and three-

quarters. The fore wings are dark broAvn, marked with dull white, the portion outside

of the transverse posterior line being much lighter than the rest of the Aving. The
hind Avings are pale copper red, Avith the apex broAvn. The mature cateri)illars are

nearly an inch and a half in length, Avhitish green, Avith a Avhite stripe along the mid-

dle of the back, a bright yellow one along the loAver part of each side, and a similar

but fainter one above, Avhich folloAvs the outline of the 2ieculiar })rominence on the toj)
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Fig. 568. - - Ilelioplula luiijiuncta, anny-
worni moth.

of the twelfth segment. Wlieii they are done feeding they descend to the ground,

where they s])in light cocoons among the dead leaves, or other materials, and transform

to pupa*. This species feeds on the leaves of grape, thorn, plum, raspberry, po])lar,

and probably other trees and shrubs.

The army-worm, Jleliophila iinipuncta, has a remarkably wide distribution, occur-

ring in this country everywhere, from Maine to

Texas, and from the Atlantic to the Rocky Moun-

tains. It has also been reported from South Amer-

ica, Europe, and Australia. The moth expands

nearly two inches, and the fore wings are yellowish

drab, sprinkled with black scales. A small white

spot rests on the median vein, at the end of the cell,

and the transverse posterior line is represented by a

row of black dots across the wing, on the veins. A
dark shade extends from the apex obliquely down and in as far as the above-named

row of dots. The hind wings are smoky brown, with darker veins.

The female moth deposits her eggs between the sheath and stem of grass, or in

the fold of a leaf near the base, in rows containing from five to twenty or more, cov-

ering them with a white, glistening fluid, which fastens them to the leaf, and draws

the edges together so that they are nearly or quite concealed. The egg is white,

nearly spheroidal, about one-fiftieth of an inch in diameter, and hatches in from eight

to ten days. The newly hatched army-worm is so

small, and so nearly the color of the grass, that it

is generally overlooked, even when present in large

numbers. It grows rapidly, reaching maturity in

from fifteen to thirty days, during Avhich time it

makes five moults. It is then about an inch .and a

half long, jiale green on the under side, with longi-

tudinal stripes of dark gray or blackish, .alternat-

ing with stripes of greenish or yellow on the upj)er

side. In a sh.ort time the caterpillar works its w.ay down into the ground, where it

transforms into a dark-brown pnp.a, about three-fourths of an inch in length. After

remaining in this st.ate about twenty days the moths emerge, and fly only by night,

concealing themselves during the d.aytime.

There are several broods in a year in the southern parts of the United States, but

prob.ably only one in the more northern regions. Professor Riley states that this

insect hibernates in both the c.ateiqnll.ar .and imago st.ates, and probably also in the;

pupa, particularly at the north. The food plants of this species are the grasses, both

wild and cultiv.ated. At times these insects become, so .abundant in certain localities,

that every plant which can possibly serve as food is completely destroyed, after which

they move off to other fields, in vast numbers, in regular order; and from this habit

they h.ave received their common n.ame.

The stalk-borer, GorUpia nitcla., expands .about an inch and a quarter, and the

“fore wings are of a mouse-gr.ay color, finely sprinkled with Naples-yellow, and they

h.ave a faint lilac hue, but are distingui.shed m.ainly by .an arcu.ate, pale line running

across their outer third.” The caterpillar is “ of a livid hue Avhen young, with light

stripes along the body. Wlien full grown, it generally becomes lighter, with the

longitudin.al lines broader. This c.aterpillar bores into the stems of potato, tomato,

Fig. 569. — LeMcania nvipuncta, larva,
army-worm.
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dalilia, aster, and other plants. It has also been found eating into the cobs of growing

corn, and into strawberries.

The zebra caterpillar, Mamestra picta, is a common species in the United States.

The moth exjjands about an inch and a half, and the fore wings are of a beautiful rich

purplish-brown color. The renifoi-m and small orbicular spots are grayish, while the

usual lines are generally wanting. The head and thorax are of the same color as the

fore wings. The hind wings are white, tinged with brownish along the outer edge.

The mature cateriiillar is about two inches in length, of a velvety black color, with two

lateral yellow strijies on each side, between which are numerous irregular, fine, transverse,

white lines. The head and legs are reddisli. This is one of our most beautiful naked

caterpillars. When done feeding it transforms to a pupa in a rude cocoon formed just

beneath the surface of the ground, where it passes the winter. There are two broods

in a year in some parts of the country. This species feeds on a great variety of 2)lants,

among which are many of the Cruciferae, as cabbage, turnip, etc., and also on clover,

honeysuckle, snowberry, and many others.

The caterpillars of a large number of moths, belonging mainly to the genus Agrotis,

are called cut-worms, because of their remaining beneath the ground during the day,

and coming up in the night to feed on plants, often when only a few inches high,

Avhich they cut off near the surface of the ground. Some of them, however, ascend

trees and greatly injure the buds and leaA^'s. These are called climbing cut-worms.

The variegated cut-worm, Agrotis saucia, one of the climbing species, Avhich is widely

distributed both in Eui'ojjo and America, exjiands an inch and three-quarters. The
fore w'ings are of a grayish-brown color marked with broAvnish black but subject

to great A'ariation. ddie hind Avings arc Avhitish, shaded Avith })ale broAvn toAvards the

outer margin. The eggs are “ round and flattened, of a j)inkish color, and A'ery

jArettily ribbed and ornamented.” They are laid on the twigs of trees, in elongated

2
Aatches containing several hundred arranged side by side. The young cateiqnllars are

of a dull-yelloAvish color Avith darker S
2
)ots. They remain on the trees till after the

first moult, when they descend and conceal themselves in the ground during the day.

The mature cater
2
)illar is nearly tAvo inches long Avhen in motion, and is of a dull

flesh-color, mottled Avith broAAm and black, with elongated, A’clvety black markings on

each side. The cateiqiillar, when done feeding, forms a smooth, oval cavity in the

ground, in Avhich it
2
^asses its transformations. These cater

2
)illars feed on the leaves

of a2A2>le, cherry, 2ieach, and A’arious other 2flants.

The North American S
2
Aecies, Ap>atela oblinita, Avhich ex

2
)ands about an inch and

three-quarters, has gray fore W’ings Avith a row of blackish dots along the outer margin,

and a broken, transAmrse
2
)osterior line. The reniform and orbicular s])ots, and also

the transverse anterior line, are faintly indicated by black scales. The hind wings are

AAdiite, Avith a few minute dark S])ots along the outer margin. The mature cater2)illar

is about an inch and a quarter in length, “ of a dee2A velvety-black color, Avith a trans-

verse roAV of tubercles on each segment, those above being bright red, and set in a

band of the same color extending down each side. From each tubercle there arises

a tuft of hairs, those on the upper jnart of the body being red, Avhile belqAV they are

yelloAvish or mixed Avith yelloAV. On each side of the middle of the back is a roAV of

bright yclloAV S2AOts, tAvo or more on each segment, and beloAV these, close to the under

surface, a bright yelloAV band dee
2
)ly indented on each segment.” This caterj)illar is

very beautiftd, and cannot fail to attract attention Avhen 2>resent on the 2flants even in

small numbers. When done feeding, it draAvs together a few leaves or other loose
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material with a silken thread, forming a rude case within which it transforms to a pupa.

There are two broods in a year, and the caterpillars feed on the leaves of a])ple, peach,

willow, grape, raspberry, strawberry, and smart-weed.

Platycerura furcilla expands about two inches. The fore wings are ashy white,

dusted with line, dark scales, and the usual lines crossing the wings are black. The
hind wings are Avhitish, with a broad, obscure, dusky submarginal line. The mature
caterpillar is an inch and five-eighths in length, with the head and legs red. The body
is dull red, and much mottled with irregular, broken stripes of-gray, whitish, and black.

The surface of the body is hairy, with several pencils of hairs one-fourth of an inch in

length. It feeds on white pine.

The Bombycid-e is a family of considerable extent, but the species are by no means
as numerous as in several of the other families of moths. The species vary so much
that some entomologists have arranged them in several families, but it is preferable

not to separate them. The majority of these moths have stout, hairy bodies, without

tufts of scales or hairs except in rare cases. Their heads are comparatively small and

sunken, and the mouth-parts are obsolete in a majority of the species. The antennae

are broadly pectinated in the typical genera, at least in the males, and the ocelli are

present in some, but not in all the species. The wings ai-e generally broad, and in

many species are gaily colored, while others are very plain. These moths have long

been noted for the strong attracting power which the virgin females exert on the males,

drawing them from long distances, and often in considerable numbers. Collectors of

these moths expose the unimpregnated females in suitable cages
;
and, in favorable

weather, often secure a large number of males which are attracted to the cages contain-

ing the other sex. Browne states that he knew of a case where over sixteen hundred

of the males of a certain species were caught in one day by the attractive power of

seven or eight females. This method of collecting is called “assembling.” Not only

males of the same sjiecics, but also of those which are nearly related are attracted, and,

when they are permitted to pair, produce hybrids as a result.

The caterpillars are thick and hairy, or have more or less bristly spines over their

bodies
;
and, with few exceptions, they spin cocoons in which they 2)ass their trans-

formations. The silk of which some of their cocoons are made is manufactured into

various fabrics of great value and im})ortance to mankind. In fact, the common silk-

worm, JHomhyx. mori, must be regarded as the most useful of all the insect tribes, since

it furnishes employment to a large

number of j^eojjle in many countries,

who are employed in raising the cat-

erj)illars and obtaining the cocoons,

which are afterwards unwound and

manufactured into such an endless

variety of fabrics.

At the beginning of the bomby-

cids we meet a group of boring moths,

of which Xyleutes rohinim may be

taken as a type. The larvte bore in

the stems of various trees and plants,

the species figured attacking the red

oak and locust, while others attack the roots of the hoji, etc. In these forms the wings

are rather membranous and strongly veined, recalling forms like the sialids among the

Neuroptera.
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The puss moths are noticeable from the fact tliat the abdomen of the larvae ends
in two long tails. They are brightly colored. That of the Euroj)ean Stauro2)us fagi
is a very curious form, remarkable for the g'reat length of its thoracic legs, which are

nearly as large, proportionately, as those of the adult. Our Centra borealis, the larva

of which closely resembles that of the European llarptjia viuiili in the disposition

of its markings, feeds upon various poplars and willows. The moth, when at rest,

always extends the first ])air of its hairy legs beyond the head.

Fig. 571.— a, Haiyyia vinuli , b, cocoon; c, larva; t/, larva of Stauropus fagi.

The next group contains a number of forms with stout bodies which are covered

with quantities of long and closely set hairs, giving a very woolly appearance. The
tent-caterpillar, Clisiocampta, is well known, forming its silken webs in the branches

of neglected orchards. These webs are spun by the caterpillars, and sometimes harbor

three or four hundred of these black and yellow larvie. When the caterjiillars are not

feeding, they may be found sheltered by the tent
;
but, when impelled by hunger, each

one, as he leaves the house, sjiins a silken thread so that he may find his way back

after the demands of appetite are answered. Allied to the tont-caterj>illar are the

genera Gastropacha and Tohjpe, both represented in our fauna.

Eacles imperialis, a yellowish moth with brownish or purplish markings, is one of

our largest and most striking bombycids, and, together with the genera Anisota and

Hyperchiria, forms a series of forms many of which, like the Attaci, have the wings

ornamented with eye-like spots,

but can readily be distinguisheil

from it by the fact that the hind

wings e.xtend but little behind the

abdomen.

The lo Moth, Ilyperchiria io,

one of the most showy and beau-

tiful of the North American sjie-

cies, has an expanse of wings of

about three inches. The males

are of a deep-yellow color, with two j)urjdish-brown, wavy lines across the outer ])art of

the wings, a zigzag line near the base, and a few spots of the same color on the end of
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the cell. The hind wing is shaded with purple next the body, with two curved, dark

purple bands within the outer border. In the middle of the wing is a lai'ge, round,

blue spot with a whitish centre, enclosed in a

broad ring of brownish black. The females

differ in having the fore wings suffused with

j)urplish brown and the usual lines quite light.

The cream-colored eggs, marked with orange

and brown, are laid in clusters of thirty or

more on the underside of the leaves, and hatch

in about twelve days. The young caterpillars

are one-eighth of an inch in length, of a reddish

color, and covered with long bristles. They are social in their habits until half-grown,

feeding and moving about in regular ranks, but when larger they sej)arate, and wander

about feeding alone. When mature they are about two inches and a half in length,

of a delicate pale-green color, somewhat palei; along the back, with a broad, dull-white

stripe, margined with reddish lilac, on each side. They have several clusters of green

branching spines, tipped with black, on each segment. These spines are very sharp ,

and when the insect is carelessly handled they sting severely, producing an irritation

similar to that of a stinging nettle. After the caterpillars are done feeding they

Fig. 574.— Eacles imperial'^.

descend to the ground, where they draw together a few dried leaves, within which

they spin a cocoon of tough, gummy, brown silk, and remain in the pupa state during

the winter. This species has quite a varied appetite, feeding freely on a large number

of ])lants, such as apple, thorn, willow, elm, oak, corn, cotton, and clover.

The group of moths in this family, called Attaci, includes some of the largest as

well as the most valuable silk-|)roducing species.

The Pernyi silk-worm, Attacus 2^ernyi, an oak-feeding species, was first introduced

into France from northern China in 1850 ;
and it has since been brought to this country,

where its cultivation gives mueh promise of success as a silk-producing moth. The
brownish, globose eggs are said to hatch in eight or ten days after they are laid, and

the young caterpillars are of a chocolate-brown color, with reddish tubercles, on which

are reddish bristles. The color changes with each moult
;
and the mature caterpillar

is of a <lark green color, with a faint reddish line along each side. The head and feet
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are light brown, with black spots, ami the triangular anal mark is chocolate brown.

The cocoon is suspended by a cord attached to the loose outer silk, w'liich does not

prevent its being reeled. The silk is yellowish gray, coarse, and brilliant. There are

two broods in a year, the second remaining in the cocoon during the winter.

The moth expands nearly six inches, and is of a pale reddish yellow, varying some-

what in shades, with the inner half of the costa of the fore wings and the front of the

thorax ashy gray- A pink or whitish line, with an inner edging of dark scales, crosses

the outer part of all the wings, and a faint reddish line extends across the base. On
the end of the cell in each wing is a circular eye-spot having a transparent centre,

edged with black on the outside, but witli white and red towards the base of the wing.

The fore wings are more falcate in the males than in the females. In China this

species is said to be reared in the ojien air in the wild state, and also under cover on

branches of the trees, the ends of which are placed in water to keejD them fresh. In

this country they feed on oak, beech, and liquidamber.

The Cecro]na silk-worm, JPlatysamia cecropia, which has a wide distribution in

the United States, is one of our largest moths, expanding six inches or more. It has

a most remarkable aj)petite, feeding on no less than fifty different species of ])lants,

among wdiich are the apple, plum, maple, elm, oak, beech, birch, willow, etc. The
female lays from two to three hundred eggs, singly or in small clusters, on the under-

side of the leaves. These eggs, which are creamy white and striped with reddish,

hatch in eight or ten days. The young caterjiillars are black, with minute, black,

hairy tubercles on the surface of their bodies. At each moult they change in color as

well as in size
;
and, when mature, they are from three to four inches in length, of a

pale green, or bluish-green color. The tubercles on the third and fourth segments are

coral red, the others on the back are yellow, exce])t those on the second and last seg-

ments, which, with those along the sides, are blue
;
and all are more or less armed with

black bristles. When mature they crawl to some small branch or twig, on Avhich

they construct elongated, coarse, dull brown cocoons, in which they jiass the winter.

The wings of the moth are of a rich brown color, sjiriiikled with gray scales, with

a large kidney-shaped spot, shaded more or less with red, and margined with black,

near the middle of each wing. A red band, edged on the inside with white, crosses

the wings a little beyond the middle. The outer edges of the wings are of a j)ale,

silky brown, through which runs an irregular black line on the fore wings, and a double,

broken band takes its place on the hind wings. The base of the fore wings is dull red,

with a curved white and black line
;
and near their aj)ex is a black eye-spot with a

bluish crescent in it, and a shade of lilac above. This moth has not as yet been suc-

cessfully cultivated for silk, because of the difficulty in reeling the cocoons.

The ailanthus silk-worm, P/dlosamia cyntJiia, of China, has been introduced into

Europe and America, along with its food ])lant, Aihtntlius glandulosa, and has readily

adapted itself to the climate, so that it is now rather a common sjiecies in some local-

ities, ‘escaped from cultivation.’ The female deposits about two hundred and fifty

eggs, oval in form, cream-colored, and spotted with dark green or black j)articles. The
young cater|)illar is j'cllowish, with five longitudinal rows of black spots, and six black

tubercles with white bristles on each segment
;
the head is also black. The mature

caterpillar is about three inches long, of a light bluish-green color, with a yellowish

head and blue tubercles, and presenting the appearance as showm in Fig. 575. When
done feeding it draws a leaf partly together, within which it sjiins its cocoon

;
and, in a

few weeks, the moth emerges. Those of the second brood remain in their cocoons on
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the trees during the winter. Tlie perfect moth expands over four indies, and is of a

“ rusty yellow color, slightly inclining to green, marked with pale lilac and white.”

For culture in the open air, this promises better than any native species.

The American silk-worm, 2^elea lyolyphemus., is, without doubt, our best native

silk-iiroducing species, although very satisfactory results have not as yet been obtained,

eitiier in rearing them or in reeling the silk. There is some reason to believe, how-

ever, that, by careful breeding and selecting, a race may be obtained after a series of

generations, which will possess the desirable qualities. Each female lays from two to

three hundred eggs, which are deposited on the under side of the leaves, and are about

one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, slightly convex on the top and bottom, the con-

vex portions whitish, and the nearly cylindrical sides brown. These hatch in from ten

Fig. 575.— Philosainia cijnlhia, ailaiithus silk-worm.

to twelve days. The caterpillar feeds on the leaves of oak, elm, etc, and when full-

gi’own is over three inches in length, of a light-green color, with seven oblique yellow

lines on each side, and the tubercles on the segments orange with a silvery spot on

the middle. A few hairs arise from these tubercles. The last segment is bordered by

a purplish browm V-shaped mark. After the caterpillar has finished eating, it draws

together a few leaves within which it spins its whitish, oval cocoon, wliich often falls

to the ground, where the insect remains during the winter in the pupa state.

The experiments of ]\Ir. Trouvelot prove that this insect may be bred in the open

air or in captivity, and that the cocoons may be reeled, though this is rather difficult

because of the hard matter which holds them together. The moths, before emerging

from the cocoons, discharge a quantity of fluid matter Avhich moistens and softens the

silk at the end from which they are to escape, so that they can more easily work them
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way out, after which they climb upon some object and allow their wings to develop

and harden before attempting to fly. The perfect moth expands from flve to six

inches. The wings are of a i-ich ochre-yellow color, sometimes inclining to pale gray or

cream color, and sometimes they are almost brown. A whitish band margined with

red crosses the base of the wing, and a strii^e of jjale purplish white, bordered within

with one of brown, crosses the wings towards the outer margin
;
and near the middle of

each wing is a transparent eye-spot with a slender line across the centre. Those on the

fore wings are the largest, and nearly round, margined with yellow, and edged outside

with black. Those on the hind wings are margined with yellow, with a line of black,

edged with blue above, and the whole set in a large, oval patch of rich brownish black.

The Inna moth, Actias luna, is unrivalled for loveliness and beauty by any in its

tribe. The wings expand about five inches, and arc of a delicate light-green color, the

hinder ones terminating in a tail an inch and a half or more in length. All the wings

are edged with pale ochre. Along the front edge of the fore wings runs a broad ))ur-

plish stripe which extends across the thorax. There is an eye-sj)ot on the end of the

cell of each wing, with a transparent, elliptical centre and encii’cled by rings of white,

yellow, blue, and black. The body is white, with the exception of the brown stripe

across the thorax.

The eggs arc smooth, rounded and somewhat flattened, of a dark-brown or choco-

late color, and hatch in about twelve days. The young caterpillars are black with

yellowish spots on the segments, and numerous yellow hairs. They feed on hickory,

Flo. 570.— Actias lima, luua motli.
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beech, oak, walnut, maple, willow, and plum. The full-grown caterpillar is not more
than two inches in length when at rest, and three when in motion, pale hlnish-green

with a pearl-colored head. It has a ])ale yellow stripe along _
each side of the body, and a transverse yellow line betM^een the

segments of the hack. There are live or si.x small pearly

tubercles on each segment, tinged with purple or red, and

having a few hairs. When mature it descends to the ground,

when it draws together a few leaves, and spins an oval, very

compact and strong cocoon of white or yellowish silk. It has

been said that the cocoons are spun in the trees, and fall to the

ground with the leaves in the autumn. They remain in this

state all u inter, and emerge the next summer, there being but

one brood in a year. The silk from the cocoon of this moth

is of but little value, from the fact that it has never been reeled,

and probably never can be
;
yet it would doubtless be of some

value as carded silk.

The mulberiy silk-worm, JBombyx inori., has been, without

doubt, the most useful to mankind of all insects, furnishing em-

ployment to vast numbers of people in different countries in

raising the worms and obtaining the cocoons, and to others in

manufacturing the silk into such varied and beautiful fabi-ics as

are offered both for our comfort and adornment. This species

has been cultivated in China, for the silk, from time immemorial

;

and the caterpillar in its wild state is now unknown, though it

may yet be found in that country. This insect was not intro-

duced into Europe until A. I). 550, and then only by stealth

;

for the inhabitants of China and southern Asia would Tiot j)er-

mit them to be taken out of tbe country. Two monks are said

to have brought away the eggs concealed in their canes, and in-

troduced them into Constantinople, from which place they were

later taken into other i^arts of southern Europe. It was not

till the latter
2
)art of the sixteenth century, or early in the seven-

teenth, that an attempt was made to introduce this silk-worm

into America where it has been cultivated with varying success

down to the
2
)resent time. Aside from its natui-al food ])lant,

the mulberry, it thrives well in this country on the leaves of

Osage orange, thus making it possible to cultivate them in poi-

tions of the countiy where it otherwise would be impracticable.

'I'bis insect has been cultivated so long, and carried by man to

so many different countries, and reared under such diverse cir-

cumstances, that it may be considered not only completely

domesticated, but so many different races have been obtained,

that we are really in doubt what the exaet characteristics of

the original stock may have been.

The eggs are nearly round, yellow when first laid, changing to a slate or gray color,

ami fastened by an adhesive substance which the moth secretes at the time the eggs

are laid. Each female lays three hundred or more eggs. The young caterpillars are

black or dark gray, and clothed with long, stiff hairs which arise from pale tubercles

l'!i
1

Fig. 577. — Aiiiitoiny of
silk-wona.
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on the segments. They grow paler with each moult, and, after feeding about a month,

reach maturity, and lose their tubercles, exce])t the one on the eleventh segment,

which takes the form of a curved, tapering horn, much like that on many of the

Sphingidae. The caterjjillars are then about two inches long, of a dull-bluish color, with

small heads, and having the surfaces of the three segments following, thrown up into

wrinkles. On the top of the sixth segment is a pair of darker-blue lunate marks. The

cocoons which they spin have an outer covering of loose or floss silk, within which the

silk is more dense. They ai’e oval in form, and pale yellow, or sometimes pure white,

cream colored, green or rose colored. The insects remain in the pupa state about

three weeks, at the end of which time they emerge, the sexes pair, and the females lay

their eggs, after which they die. The moths expand a little more than an inch, and

are cream colored, with two more or less distinct lines across each fore wing. Neither

sex flies, but the males are more active than the females.

The hickory tussock-moth, Ilalesidota caryce, is a common species throughout the

Atlantic states and Canada, at times becoming so abundant as to do a great amount

of damage. They are not limited as to food plants,

for they seem to thrive equally well on the leaves

of hickory, walnut, ash, elm, butternut, sumac,

beech, birch, alder, apple, and 24um. When the

caterpillars are mature, they leave the trees, and

in some protected place, make their thin oval co-

coons which are composed of their hairs mingled

with silk, which they spin. Here they change to

pupfe, and remain till the following summer, when the moths emerge. Tlie moths

ex
2
)and about two inches, the fore wings being of a light ochi-e-yellow color, dusted

with dark brown, especially along the veins, with five transverse rows of silvery white

spots. The hind wings are much shorter than the fore wings, and of a paler yclloAV.

The group of Arctians jjossesses many beautiful forms, possibly the handsomest of

our species being Arctia virgo. This moth sj)reads about two and a half inches, its

fore wings are salmon or flesh color, marked with broad black stri])es, while the hind

wings are vermilion, ornamented with black dots.

Arctia nais is widely distributed in this country, from the Gulf of Mexico to

Canada and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is so extremely variable in its mark-

ings that it has been described under nine different names,

and Drury himself gave names to at least two of the

forms. It expands an inch and a half or more, and the

wings are pale yellow. Sometimes a tinge of red is ob-

served on the base of the hind wings and sides of the

body. There are two wide black strqjes on the fore

wings, the hinder one extending from the base nearly to

the anal angle
;
the other, from the base to the end of

the cell. On the outer part of the wings are about four triangular and quadrate black

sj)ots
;
but there is great variation in the amount of black, the spots sometimes being

more or less fused together. The hind wings have several black spots near the outer

margin
;
and in some examples these are so large as to run together, leaving only a

little of the ground color at the base of the wings.

The eggs, which are laid in clusters of thirty or more on the strawberry and dande-

lion, are somewhat conical, smooth, and white, and hatch in five or six days. The cater-

Fig. 579. — Arctia nais.

Fig. 578.— Ualesidota carycc.
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pillars reach maturity after five moults, being at that time nearly one inch and three-

fourths in length, of a black color, with a yellow line along the middle of the back.

There are ten tubercles on each segment, with a cluster of hairs arising from each. The
hairs on the back of the segments are black, but on the sides they are brown. The
pupa is three-fourths of an inch long, smooth, shining black, and enclosed in a loose

cocoon, which the insect spins in some protected place.

JNola sorcjliidla is a troublesome pest, which infests the heads of sorghum in the

gulf states, spinning its silken threads over and among the seeds in such a manner as

to form a compact mass in which the whitish excrements of the caterpillars are

scattered. These caterpillars form numerous delicate tubes through which they pass

from one seed to another, feeding more especially on the germ, but sometimes consum-

ing nearly the entire seed. They are very active when disturbed, and at maturity

descend to the ground, where they spin a fine, delicate cocoon covered with particles

of wood, bark, or other convenient material. The moths, according to Professor

Riley, emerge late in July or early in August, and expand a little less than half an

inch. They are of a silvery-white color, with a row of three tufts of scales below tlie

costa on the fore wing, and a yellowish-brown, curved band across the wing towards

the outer margin. The mature c.aterpillar is half an inch long, of a yellowish or light

greenish yellow color, with a small, yellowish head. It has a sulphur-yellow line along

the middle of the back, and a rather broad, brownish, longitudinal stripe on each side.

Each segment has a transverse row of six tubercles with short, stiff, brownish-tipped,

yelloM' bristles, and a similar tubercle at the base of each leg.

The family Zyg.exid.e comprises those moths which have the head of moderate

size, and free from the thorax, with ocelli ])resent. In the typical genera the antennse

are simple, and slightly enlarged in the middle, or partially clavate towards the tips.

The thorax is moderately stout, and longer than broad. The abdomen is shoi’t and

thick, generally twice the length of the thorax. The wings are long and narrow,

though often triangulai-, and the cell is so long that the nervules are shorter than in

the allied families. The costa of the fore wing is comparatively straight, the aj)ex

much rounded, and the outer edge full, and half or two-thirds as long as the hinder

edge. The hind wings are generally one-half longer than wide, though sometimes the

length is twice the width. The legs are rather stout, but well proportioned, and

thickly scaled in the typical species
;
but in one group they are armed with long, shar|)

8])ines, and the femora are hairy, while the fore tibiae are densely pilose. The scales

in this family are fine, powdery, and scattered thinly over the surface, often leaving

naked sj)ots on the wings. Some of the species fly in the bright sunshine, others by

night.

Dr. Packard includes Castnia and its allies of South America, and SynemoJi with

its allies of the Australian region, in this family. These last insects resemble the but-

terflies in many respects; but in their gener.al structure, habits, and early stages, so far

as known, they are more nearly allied to the ty})ical Zygaenidae than to any other

family. The caterpillars in this family differ considerably, some being naked, and

others clothed with hair
;
and while some species spin a dense cocoon, others make none

at all. Some spend the winter in the pupa, and others hibernate in the caterpillar state.

The Zygaenidm are most abundant in tropical and warm temperate countries, very few

extending to the Arctic regions.

llarrisina americana is distributed throughout the middle part of the United

States, from east to west. The wings, which are long and narrow, exi^and nearly an
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inch. The entire insect is greenish black, with the exception of the ])rothorax, which
is orange yellow. The caterjiillai’s are gregarious, living and feeding together in

considerable numbers on the same leaf.

They are hatched from eggs laid in clus-

ters of twenty or more on the under side

of the leaves. When fully grown they are

a little more than half an inch long, of a

yellow color, with a transverse row of

black A'clvety tufts on each segment, and

a few' hairs on each extremity of the body.

They feed on the leaves of the grape

and the common creeper, Am2)elopsis quin-

quefoUa.

Lucomorpha p>liolus flies only in the

day time, and is remarkable for its long

narrow wings, which ,expand a little over

an inch. The entire insect is bluish black,

wdth the exception of the shoulder covers,

and the basal half of all the wings, wdiicli

are orange colored. Harris states that the

catei’pillar is pale green, with yellowish

spots running into green. The head is

black and covered wdth a few short, wdiit-

ish hairs
;
while the body is clothed with

rather long hairs, which are w'hitC'On the

sides and black on the back. It feeds upon the lichens on

stones in shady places, and undergoes its transformations in

a thin silky cocoon.

The beautiful wood-nympli, Eudryas yrata, expands about

an inch and three-quarters. Its fore wdngs are creamy wdiite

witli a broad stripe along the costa, from the base to the

middle, and a broad band along the outer margin, of a deep

purplish-brown color. The band is olive green on the inner edge, and has a slender

white W'avy line along the outer margin. Near the middle of the wdng are tw'o brown

spots, one of which is round, the other, kidney-shaped. At the centre of the hind

jiiargin is a large triangular olive-greeu spot. The

hind wdngs are yellow’, wdth a purplish-brow’ii band

along the outer margin, on which there is a white

line. The thorax is wdiite, wdth a central longitu-

dinal stripe of black and pearl-colored scales, d'he

head is black, and the abdomen yellow’, w ith a row

of black spots on the upper surface. The fore tibiie

are densely clothed with long hair-like scales, giving

them a singular snuff-like appearance. This beau-

tiful moth dcqiosits its peculiar eggs, singly or in small clusters, on the under side of

the leaves. These eggs are circular, very flat, of a greenish-yellow color, and beauti-

fully sculptured with radiating ribs and fine cross lines. When first h.atched the cater-

pillars are greenish yellow dotted with black. They eat small holes through the leaves

;

Fig. 581. — Lycomorpha pholus.
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aTul, when at rest, tliey tlirow the hind segments of the body forward over those in

front, making a curious sort of a loo]).

Tlie mature caterpillars are about an inch and a half in length, tapering sli»htlv

towards the head and becoming thickened towards the ])osterior extremity. The head
is orange, dotted wdth black, and the body is pale bluish, crossed by bands of orano-e

and many fine black lines. These caterpillars much resemble those of Ahjpia octo-

macidata, but may be distinguished by having only six

transverse black lines on each segment, while Ahpyia has

eight. 'When the caterijillars have reached maturity, they

descend into the ground, and transform into dark-brow!i

])U])ie. This species feeds upon the leaves of grape, Vir-

ginia creeper, and occasionally ujion the hop.

The eight-s])Otted forester (^xUxjpia octomaculata) is

(juite widely distributed in this country, and in many places

is quite a common s])ecies. This moth expands about an

inch and a quarter, and is of a dee]) bluish-black color, with

two large ])ale-yellow spots on each fore wing, and two

Avhite spots on each of the hind wings. The shoulder octomaculata

covers are yellow, and the legs are marked with orange.

The full-grown caterpillai-, which is a little over an inch long, has a bluish tinge, owing,

however, to an optical ])henomenon, from the contrast of the white with the transverse

black lines. The young caterpillar is ])aler, and has less distinct markings. It feeds

on the underside of the leaves, and lets itself down by a thread of silk wdien disturbed
;

but, after the danger has j)assed, it ascends again by the same means. When mature,

the cateri)illar descends to the ground, and changes to a pupa in an earthen cell, which

it forms near the surface of the ground. There are two broods of this insect in a

year, though, ])erhaps, only one in the more northei-n limits of its distribution. It

feeds u])on the leaves of the grape.

The ..iEGEiuin-E are insects of rather small size which fly in the hot sunshine, and

somewhat resemble the wasj)s while on the wing. They have s]>indle-sha])ed antenme,

terminated by a small silky tuft. The pal{)i are stout, curved uj) in front of the head,

the third joint being slim and naked. The legs are stout, and covered with scales or

hairs; and the fore tibire ha\e one s])ur (tibial epij)hysis), the middle tibiaa, a pair of

une(|ual si)urs at the end; and the hind tibia3, two pairs, one at the end and one in the

middle. At the end of the abdomen is a fan-like tuft of scales
;
and the long narrow

wings are covei'ed with scales in some species, but in others they are transparent,

except on the A’eins, along the margins, and a band across the fore wings at the end of

the cell. The caterpillars, which are whitish, with dark-colored heads and a few scat-

tered hairs over their bodies, are borers in the stems of trees and shrubs
;
and, when

))resent in large numbers, they destroy the life of the plants which they have attacked.

These beautiful little moths are lovely objects as they rest upon the surface of

plants, the bright sun reflecting the light from their metallic-blue colors, which con-

trast with their gay markings of crimson, orange, or white. Not far from two hun-

dred and fifty species have already been described.

The peach-tree borer {Sannina exitiosa) is an insect far too common in the peach-

growing regions of this country. Its wings expand about an inch, though they vary

much in size. The head, thorax, and abdomen are of a steel-blue color, with various

yellow markings. The wings are glassy and transparent, with the veins, margins, and
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Fig. .'584 .—Sannina
exitinsa, peach-
tree borer.

Fig. 585. — Larva of J’hleyetliontius Carolina.

fringes steel-blue, the fore wings having a band across them beyond the middle. The
females have the fore wings opaque, and of the same color as the body. The dull

yellow, smooth, oval eggs are deposited on the bark of jieach trees,

near the surface of the ground. The caterpillars, when hatching, work

downward in the bark of the root
;
and, when the tree is badly in-

fested, the soft sapwood is also more or less eaten. They pass the

winter in this state, completing their development the next spring,

and the perfect insects emerge in the summer.

.^gevia pictipes attacks the trunks of plum trees, and is similar to

the last-named siiecies in its habits. The imported currant-borer,

JEgeria t^ndiformis, is a common sjiecies both in Europe and this country, and is

quite injurious to currant and gooseberry bushes.

The Sphin.x moths ( Sphustgid-e) take their name from the curious habit which

their caterpillars have of raising tlie anterior segments of their bodies, and remaining

motionless in this position for some time,

thus bearing a fancied resemblance to tlie

fabled Sphinx. They are sometimes called

the hawk moths, because of tlie strengtii

and velocity of their flight
;
and they are

also called humming-bird moths, because

they poise on the wing before the flowers,

while drawing up the nectar, after the man-

ner of humming-birds. They have stout bodies, and long, narrow wings, the anterior

ones being much longer, and generally more pointed, than the posterior ones, the latter

being furnished with a frenulum or bristle.

One group has the middle of the wings transparent, and on this account aj’e called

clear-wings. The head is well developed, the eyes large and hemispherical, but no

ocelli are present. The tongue is very short in a few of the species, in others it is

well developed and as long as the body, while in still others it is much longer

when uncoiled, and is used to draw nectar from the long tubes of certain species of

orchids; and the jieculiar pollen-masses of these plants are often found adhering to the

eyes of the moths, and are carried from one plant to another, thus aiding in the cross-

fertilization of the plants. The antenme, which are very characteristic in this family,

are fusiform or spindle-shaped, the end sometimes being curved into a

hook, with a ciliated seta or bristle from the apex. In the males they

have two rows of cili.a, but are nearly simple in the females. The ab-

domen is cylindrical, conical at the end, and the legs are usually long

and strong. The fore tarsus has a long single spur (tibial epiiihysis) on

the inner surface, the middle a terminal pair, and the hind tarsus has a

jiair on the middle and another at the end.

The eggs of these moths are deposited singly on their food plants.

The caterpillars have naked, cylindrical bodies, sometimes smooth, but

frequently more or less granulated over the surface. The majority of

them are of some shade of green, with various markings, olten oblique

bands or strijies along the sides. On the top of the twelfth segment

is ])laced a rigid spine which curves backward, and is called the caudal

horn. When this is absent, its ])lace is indicated by a tubercle. When the cater-

pillars are mature they descend into the ground where they make rude cocoons

Fkj. 586. — Pupa
of tobacco-worni.
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or cells ill which they change to pupae, which are quite remarkable in some species,

because of the peculiar tongue-case which stands off from the body like a jug-handle.

The pupae remain in the ground all winter, and the moths emerge the following sum-

mer, though occasionally a specimen remains in the pupal state till the second summer.

Not far from five hundred species have already been described in this family.

The Thysbe clear-wing, Hemaris thysbe, is a very common American species, having

an expanse of wings of about two inches. The head and thorax are dark green mixed

wdth brown
;
and the abdomen is yellowish

brown at the base, reddish brown in the

middle, and dull yellowish brown with fer-

ruginous patches at the extremity. The fore

wdngs are transparent, with blackish veins and

a ferruginous spot near the apex. The costa,

outer-border, basal portion of the wing, and

an oblique stripe across the end of the cell

are covered with dark-brown scales, making

these portions of the wing opaque. The hind

wings are transparent, with blackish veins.

The outer border is dark brown, with a bright ferruginous base. The caterpillar is an

inch and three-fourths long, of a clear green color, lighter on the back. The central

stripe along the back is bordered by two white lines, and a white or yellowish-green

lateral stripe extends from the second

segment to the caudal horn which is

light blue tipped with yellow, and gran-

ulated with white on the sides. Before

transforming to a pupa, it changes con-

siderably in color. This species feeds on

the leaves of snow-ball ( Viburnum opu-

lus), and completes its transformations

wdthin an imperfect cocoon composed of

a few leaves drawn together by silken

threads, in which it passes the winter.

The moths fly only in the hot sunshine

in the middle of the day, where theymay
be seen hovering over flowers in com-

pany with other species of clear-wings,

and also with humble-bees, which they

somewhat resemble while on the wing.

The green grape-vine sphinx (Everyx

myron) is very generally distributed

through the United States. The wings

expand about two inches and a half.

The head and thorax are dull dark

green, and the fore wings are dark olive

green, crossed by bands and streaks of

greenish gray, shaded on the outer mar-

gin with the same color. The hind wings are dull red, with a 2)atch of greenish gray

next the body, shading gradually into the surrounding color.

VOL. II. — 30
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The eggs, which are deposited singly, or in groups of two or three on the under

side of the leaves, are nearly round, smooth, and of a pale yellowish-green color,

changing to reddish before hatching, which occurs in five or six days.

The young caterpillar is one-fifth of an inch long when first hatched, of a pale

green color, with quite a large head. The caudal horn is black, and half as long as

the body. As the caterpillar increases in size, the horn becomes relatively shorter

;

Fig. 589. — Deilephila ncrii, oleander sphinx.

and, at each moult, the color and markings of the body change more or less. When
mature, the caterpillar is about two inches long, with a small greenish head dotted

with yellow, and a pale yellow stripe down each side. The body is of a darker green

than the head, and is covered witli small yellow granulations. There are seven

oblique stripes on each side, comjiosed of yellow granulations, edged behind with dark

green. A white stripe, also edged with green, extends along each side, from near the

head to the caudal horn. A row of seven spots, varying in color from red to pale
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lilac, each set in a pale-yellow patch, extends along the middle of the back. The
caudal horn is reddish or bluish green, granulated with black in front. Much varia-

tion of color occurs among these caterpillars. Instead of green they are sometimes of a

reddish pink, with markings of darker shades of red or brown. When mature they

descend to the ground, where they draw together a few leaves or other material, with

threads of silk
;
and within these they transform to pup*.

There are two broods of this insect each year, and they pass the winter in the

pupa state. They feed on the leaves of the grape.

The oleander sphinx {Deilephila nerii) belongs to Africa and southern Asia,

but extends into Europe even as far as the southern shores of the Baltic and to the

British Isles. This species is probably the most richly adorned and magnificent of all

the members of this family. The fore wings expand four inches or more, and are of a

Fig. 590.— Phlegethonthis Carolina, tobacco-worm moth.

pale rosy-gray color, with large irregular blotches of dull green more or less intersected

with wavy whitish streaks. The hind wings are purplish brown at the base, shading

into dull green at the margin, with a single curved whitish line a little beyond the

middle. The mature caterpillar is green or yellow, with two large ocellated spots on

the sides of the fourth segments, and a longitudinal white stripe on each side, with

numerous small white dots on all the segments from the sixth to the twelfth. The
caudal horn is of an orange-yellow color, short, blunt, and curved downwai’ds. It

feeds on the leaves of Oleander and Vinca.

The tobacco-worm moth (^Phlegethontius Carolina) occurs in the United States,

IMexico, and South America. The wings expand nearly four inches. The head,

thorax, and fore wings are brownish gray, with a white spot at the base of the wing
and one at the end of the cell. The wings are crossed by lighter and darker shades

and black lines. The hind wings are gray with a black spot at the base, a double

black band across the middle, and a broad marginal stripe of blackish gray. The
abdomen is blackish gr.ay, with a double row of white sjiots along the back, and five
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nearly round orange-yellow spots on each side, with five black bands between, and
intermediate white spots below. The caterpillar. Fig. 585, is dark green, a little

paler along the back, with whitish dots. There are seven oblique white stripes on
each side, bordered above with dark brown. The caudal horn is of a bluish color,

whitish on the sides, and studded with black thorns, or sometimes the whole horn is

black. The whole upper surface is granulated, and the breathing pores (stigmatse),

along the sides, are edged with blue, with a yellow point above and below. When
mature it descends into the ground, and forms an imperfect cocoon-like cell of earth

in which it changes to a dark reddish-brown pupa, with a curved tongue-case. This
species feeds on the leaves of tomato and tobacco, causing a great amount of damage

when abundant.

The blind-eyed sphil^x {Paonias

excmcatus) is distributed throughout

the Atlantic states from Canada south-

ward. The wings expand from three

and a quarter to three and a half

inches. The body is fawn colored,

with a chestnut strij^e on the middle

of the thorax, and a dark line along

the abdomen. The fore wings are

fawn colored, clouded and striped

with brown. The hind wings are rose colored in the middle, with a brownish patch

on the apex, and a black spot with a pale-blue centre near the anal angle. The
mature caterpillar is about two inches and a half long, with an apjde-green body,

paler on the back, but deeper in color along the sides
;
and the skin is roughened

with numerous white-ti2)23ed granulations. There are seven oblique stripes on each

side, of a pale-yellow color, the last one of a brighter yellow than the others, and

extending to the base of the caudal horn, which is of a bluish-green color. These

caterpillars feed on the leaves of apple, plum, wild cherry, elm, etc.
;
and, when mature,

they leave the trees and bury themselves in the ground where they transform in earth-

cases, to brown-colored piqjte, in which state they pass the winter. They are so sub-

ject to the attacks of j^arasitic Hymenoptera that they are seldom abundant.

The death’s head moth {Acherontia atropos)., which is widely spread over Africa,

Asia, Central and southern Europe, is one of the largest species of this family,

expanding from four to five inches, or even more. The fore wings are blackish brown,

with indistinct tawny markings and wavy transverse lines of black, and a conspicuous

white spot near the middle. Tlie hind wings are yellow with a narrow black band

across the middle, and a wider one near the outer margin. The thorax is blackish

brown, having a pale-yellowish mark on the middle which resembles a human skull,

from which it has received its common name. The abdomen is yellow, banded with

black
;
and it also has a broad bluish-black central stripe. The caterpillars when

mature are from five to six inches long, of a bright lemon-yellow color, with seven

oblique violet stripes on each side, and a row of triangular blue spots along the back.

The whole surface is granulated, and sprinkled with black. The caudal horn is very

peculiar and characteristic; for it first inclines backward, and then turns up and curves

forward. They feed on the leaves of potato, tomato, and a variety of other plants.

When they have finished feeding they burrow into the ground, and form oval cocoons

in which they transform into pupae. The moth, when frightened, makes a peculiar
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sound similar to the squeaking of a mouse
;
but the means by which this noise is made

no one has definitely ascertained. This insect has been regarded in some countries

by the superstitious as an evil omen. Its large size, powerful flight, the weird skull-

like mark on the thorax, and the “ jjeculiar, plaintive sound ” which it emits, have all

Fig. 592.— Acherontia atropos, death’s head moth.

conspired to render it an object of alarm to the ignorant
;
and, on the Isle of France,

the opinion once prevailed among the common people that the dust cast from its wings

in flying through a room would produce blindness if it happened to fall on the eyes.

C. H. Fernald.

Sub-Order II.— Rhopalocera.

The line drawn between the butterflies and the moths is a rather ai’bitrary one, the

most prominent difference being that, in the group now under discussion, the antennae

are always knobbed at the extremity, though in some fonns they are nearly as filiform

as in some moths, while, on the other hand, some of the moths have these organs

almost club-shaped. None of the butterflies have the fren-

ulum, a bristle uniting the two wings, as do many moths.

The eggs of butterflies are usually more complicated and

ornamental in their outline than those of the moths. The
larvae are all external feeders, and do not S2iin cocoons,

but transform into the chrysalis state by suspending them-

selves, either by the tail or by a silken thread or band

around the centre of the body, while the perfect insects

invariably fly by day, and are hence called Diurnals. Not, however, that all the

moths fly by night. Many of them are day-fliers, and a few families wander abroad
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only at twilight. The colors of the butterflies are generally brighter and more

showy than those of the moths, though even this can by no means be taken as

a rule, the magnificent ornamentation of such tropical forms as Urania rhiphceus,

and many of the Indian and African Glaucoi^idae, being as grand and striking as

any that can be presented by the butterflies themselves. But with all these appar

ent contradictions, and although some of tlie lower families of the Diurnals {e.g.,

the Hesperidai) closely approach the moths, while certain moths (e. g., Castnia, Syne-

mon., etc.) may readUj^, until their habits and life history are studied, be mistaken for

butterflies. The separation can always be made by the j)ractised eye; and it will there-

fore be sufficient for our present purpose to call brief attention to these associations of

structure, and, without entering more deeply into the subject, to state that the Diurnal

Lepidoptera are restricted to those genera which, in addition to the characters men-

tioned above, have the wings always elevated in repose, a habit which obtains with

none of the moths, though it is true that many, though not all Hespei-ians, rest with

the fore pair erect, the hinder being spread out flatly upon the supporting surface.

Bearing these facts in mind, and remembering that nature delights in seeming anoma-

lies, and that her creations, as they appear to us now, can hardly be dealt with in a

direct line of relationship, we shall readily understand the creatures with which we

have now to deal.

The earliest stage of the butterfly, as of all insects, is the egg. These are laid

with remarkable instinct by the parent, in-

serted either on or near the plant which is to

become the future food of the larva, and are

usually deposited singly, or, at least, very rarely

in masses. They are of various shapes, mostly,

however, inclining to spherical or cone-shape,

with a flattened base
;
are very seldom quite

smooth, but often marked with ridges or gran-

ulations, giving a lace-like apjiearance to the

surface. Some have raised points or cones,

and a few species bear small and insignificajit

spines. The period occuj)ied in the egg state

varies considerably, some species producing

the larva in five or six days, while others remain nearly a month, and not a few pass

entirely through the winter in that condition.

The larv* begin to feed immediately on their exclusion from the egg, and rapidly

increase in growth. They cast their skins four, five, or, according to some obseiveis,

in a few species, not less than six or even eight times, each moult producing a greater

or less change in the appearance of the caterpillar, and adding greatly to its size.

The bodv is composed of twelve segments exclusive of the head, the thiee anteiioi of

which bear the time legs, and the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth the abdominal oi

prolegs, the anal segment being jirovided with claspers or modified legs, making in all

eight”pairs, the fourth, fifth, tenth, and eleventh segments being devoid of these

organs. The body is furnished with various forms and arrangements of hairs, sjiines,

and tubercles, and the difference in color and in the disposal of the mai kings affoids

a good guide in distinguishing many closely allied species. In the Papilonidae the

caterpillar is furnished on the upper and forward part of the second segment with a

pair of retractile horns which, in many species, secrete a strongly smelling fluid.

Fig. 594.— Lepidopterous eggs, enlarged.
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probably used as a means of defence against j)arasitic and other enemies. The head

of the Lycenid larvie is also retractile into the folds of the second segment, so that it

is hardly visible from above
;
while Mr. AV. H. Edwards has observed that they ai’e

furnished with retractile spines giving out a honey-like fluid, especially grateful to

certain species of ants. The Papilionidae have the head also partially concealed
;
but

in the Nymphalidte and other groups it is at all times free and extended. In the

Hesjieridae the second segment is usually greatly constricted, giving the head an

almost monstrous appearance. In most cases the caterpillars of the butterflies move
rapidly from place to place

;
but in the Lycenidae they are onisciform, or shaped some-

what like the common wood-louse, the pro-

legs being hardly visible, and the animal

seeming to glide rather than walk over the

surface of its resting-place. The forms

and armature of the larvae are very varia- fig. 595.- Larva of

ble, their bodies being in some cases almost

naked, and in others covered with hard and complicated sijines, or with corrugations,

foveae, or tubercles of an almost endless variety of pattern. Xo special law can be

laid down for the duration of the larval stage
;
but from fifteen to thirty days may be

regarded as the usual ijeriod, though many species remain longer than this, and not a

few pass over the winter in their caterpillar condition.

To the stage succeeding the larva, the various terms aurelia, pupa, and chrysalis

have been applied, the last being that now generally used by lepidopterists as applied

to the Diurnals, the word pupa being given to the corresponding state in the moths,

or those insects which spin cocoons. The name aurelia has now become obsolete, and

was never more than of partial application, having been used by the older naturalists

from the fact that many of the chrysalides of butterflies are marked with golden spots

and blotches {aurum, gold) giving rise to the term.

The chrysalis, properly so called, may be said to consist of a series of more or less

horny and variously-formed integuments, covering up and concealing

the future external organs of the perfect insect. In the group we are

discussing, there is a tendency towards a general outline as regards the

form, which is longer than broad, thickest a little above the middle,

and tapering somewhat abruptly to the i)OSterior extremity. Some
chrysalides are smooth and rounded, without angles

;
others are armed

with long and sharp spines
;
others bear large thoracic or abdominal

2)rotuberances, while some are so grotesque in ajipearance as to be inde-

scribable in familiar words. The position of rest while undergoing the
Fig. 596. — Chrys-

. ...^ . „ -tii -

alis of Danais change to the imago condition is a question of considerable interest,

having a most imjiortant bearing upon the classification of the families,

one group suspending themselves by the tail, and another by a girth around the body.

The late Dr. Boisduval very hapjnly distinguished these as the Siispensi and the Suc-

cincti. To the former belong the great group of the Nymphalida! (which is by far the

most numerous over the world in point of individuals, if not of species), and to the

latter the swallow-tailed butterflies, the garden whites, and the common yellow sjiecies

{Colias), In the Succinct! the head is usually directed upwards, while the Lycienidas

generally fasten themselves longitudinally upon the leaf or stem of a plant, and the

Hesperidie fold themselves up in a leaf, with silken bands around the body, thus show-

ing their close relationship to the moths. A great deal of discussion has arisen among
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Fig. 597. —Chrysalis
of Papilio (Suc-
cincti).

systematists as to the value of these peculiarities of the chrysalis in the classification

of the butterflies, many deeming the Papilionidte, from their superior size, the posses-

sion of four distinct branches to the median nerve of the front wings,

and above all the development of the osmateria or scent-organs, to

be worthy of the highest rank in the beautiful army of the Diurnal

;

while others hold that the suspension of the chrysalis by the tail is

evidence of a more advanced condition, the animal having in its de-

velojiment passed beyond the stage of the girth period, thus claiming

that “the Suspensi outrank the Succincti, as the pupa is higher than

the larva.” Without presuming to settle this vexed question, it is

but fair to state that the majority of le])idopterists in Europe and
this country favor the latter view, and the able and almost exhaus-

tive “ Catalogue of Diurnal Lepidoptera,” by Mr. W. F. Kirby of the

British Museum, is based upon it, the series therein commencing with

the Nymphalidae, the Papilionidse being degraded to a position a little

in advance of the Hesperidae. Giving no special adherence to either of these methods,

the plan followed in the present pa2)er will be the opposite of Mr. Kirby’s arrange-

ment; as Mr. W. H. Edwards, who has jiublished the most complete catalogue of the

butterflies of the United States, has adhered to the older method, and for the conve-

nience of the students of our Lepidojjtera, it is best to have some harmonious action,

thus avoiding troublesome complications. The duration of the chrysalis, as of all other

stages of insect life, is very variable, largely dependent upon climatic and other influ-

ences, but it may be said to average about 20 days. Many of these species that are

double-brooded go through the winter, however, in this state.

When the hour of final transformation comes, the sutures of the thorax give w'ay to

the pressure from within, the rupture first taking place in the central division. This

is followed by other fissures in the sides, an opening is formed, and the imago or per-

fect insect, with soft, wet, and undeveloped wings, crawls up the stem of a plant or the

trunk of a tree, and, inflating its wings by gentle motion, causes them to expand in a

few hours, and is enabled to soar away and enjoy to the full its brief but beautiful

existence.

The perfect stage of the butterfly is so different from those which had preceeded

it, that it is necessary to speak of a few of its characters. The head “ is composed

of thi'ee well-marked pieces, viz., the occiput, or basal piece, which lies behind the

ocelli
;
the epicranium, lying behind the insertion of the antennae, and carrying the

eyes and ocelli; and the clypeus which constitutes the front of the head. The labium

or upper lip is small and often concealed by the clypeus, which is larger in the Lepi-

doptera than in all other insects, its size being quite distinctive of the order. The
labium or lower lip is small, short, and triangular, and the mentum is nearly obsolete.

The labial palpi are fully developed, sometimes rudimentary, and consists of from one

to three joints, the terminal being small and pointed. They are renewed in front of

the head, on each side of the spiral tongue, and ax-e covered with haii-s, their function

as touchei's or feelers, seeming to be lost. The mandibles ax’e i-udimentaiy, consisting

of a pair of horny tubei’cles, partly concealed by the front edge of the clypeus. The

maxillae, on the other hand, ai-e remarkably developed.” The head is also fui-nished with

two organs of smell called the antennae, with a long tubular tongue for extracting

the honey from flowers, which, when at rest, is rolled up in watch-spring form

between the palpi
;
with a very beautiful and highly specialized pair of complex eyes.
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as well as three ocelli, or simple eyes. To the thorax, or the portion of the body

corresponding to the three anterior segments of the larva, bearing the three pairs of

true legs, are now attached the more complicated legs of the mature insect, as well as

two pairs of broadly expanded wings, traversed by a network of muscular veins, and

covered by scales of feather-like form, of various sizes and colors. In one group, the

Xymphalidae, the fore pair of legs are aborted, while in other groups they are devel-

oped to a remarkable extent. The nerves traversing the wing are modelled after one

general pattern, though differing in detail, the central portion of each wing being

Fig. 598.— Wings, with discoidal cell opened and closed.

largely unoccupied by the nervules, and comprising the sjiace known as the discoidal

cell. In some families this cell is open in the lower pair of wings, in others it is

closed by a cross nerve, thus affording a strong character for the division of the sev-

eral groups, which will be hereafter attended to. The abdomen is only moderate in

size in the butterflies, and is composed of six or seven segments, for the most part

densely clothed with hair. The legs, which, as we have seen, are attached to the

thorax, are composed of nine joints or pieces, the coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and

five-jointed tarsus. There is in the butterflies always a long-pointed spur at the junc-

tion of the tibia with the tarsus, and the latter is terminated by two sharp claws.

Any extraordinary development of the legs of butterflies tends towards that of length

rather than of thickness
;
as the creatures do not walk, but fly, and their legs are used

chiefly as organs of prehension.

The first great group, the Hesperid^ of authors, contains, according to Kirby,

fifty-two genera, and about eight hundred species, in which “the six feet are of

uniform size in both sexes
;
the hind tibiae have a pair of spurs at the apex, and gener-

ally another pair near the middle of the limb, a character found in none of the preceding

butterflies; the hind wings are generally horizontal during repose, and in some species

all the wings are placed in this manner. The antennae are wide apart at the base,

and are often terminated in a very strong

hook
;
the labial palpi have the terminal

joint very small
;
the spiral tongue, or

maxillae, is very long
;
and the discoidal

cell of the hind wing is not closed.” They
constitute a primary division among the

butterflies, which Boisduval has termed Involuti, from the circumstance of the cater-

pillars enclosing themselves in a curled-up leaf; thus, as in many other important

particulars, approaching the moths. The chrysalides are mostly smooth or very

slightly angular, attached by the tail, as well as girt round the middle, and enclosed

in a thin silken cocoon.

The United States are rich in species, our catalogues containing not less than

Fig. 599.— Hesperian larva.
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Fig. 600.— PyiThopijge.

one hundred and fifty, of which over fifty belong to the genus Pamphila. The
colors of the perfect insects, except in veiy rare instances, are not bright or striking,

brown, black, or purplish, with series of pellucid

spots, being the prevailing tints. Many of the

genera have long tails to the hind wings. The
body is short, very robust, the nerves of the wing
unusually strong, and the flight so rapid and

peculiar, that they have obtained the name of

“ skippers,” from their short, jerking motion

wdien on the wdng. They frequently settle on

flowers, leaves, or brandies, as well as on the

ground, with which their dull colors well asso-

ciate. In one genus, Pyrrhopyge., the wings are marked with red and orange spots.

The genus Euschemon has but one species, E. rafflesii, a most remarkable insect

from northeastern Australia. Though known for over fifty years in collections, it is

still extremely rare, and little, if anything, has been placed on record with reference

to its habits. Its antennae are furnished with a very long and distinct hook, while the

abdomen is transversely banded, as is the case in many species of moths, especially in

the Australian genus Agarista, whicli, in many superficial respects, E. rafflesii

resembles. The wings are jet black, with canary-yellow blotches, the tip of the

abdomen being bright orange. It is about two and a quarter inches in expanse, and

may be regarded as a beautiful and remarkable insect.* llelias is composed of rather

large insects somewhat moth-like in appearance, as the names II. phalenoides and

II. noctua would indicate. They are all South American. One of the most remark-

able genera of the family is Pegatliymus, of which the larvas are internal feeders, and

from this and other peculiarities the insects were placed by Walker and others among
the CastniadiE. The larva of the best-known species, 31.

yucca., feeds within the stems of the various species of

Yucca.

Hesperia (= Pyrgus) is composed of small species,

mottled equally with black and white, of w'hich H. tes-

selata is common in the Atlantic States. In Nisoniades

(= Thanaos) the species are dull colored, either black or

brownish, with white spots, and the fringes of the wings

occasionally white also. Such are JY. tristis from California, and H. funeralis from

Texas. N. brizo is a very common eastern species.

Pamp>hila., as now accepted, is the largest genus, containing over two hundi’ed and

sixty species. It is very widely distributed, certain forms being found in every quarter

of the globe, the American continent, however, surpassing all others in point of

numbers. Our best known and commonest forms are P. ahaton,

P. pecJdics, and P. cernes. These are found everywhere in the

eastern states during the summer, while agricola., P. nemorum,

and P. sabuleti take their places on the Pacific side of the con-

tinent. P. massasoit, a very ])retty and local species, is found

wherever the black alder (Prinos verticillatus) grows, the cater-

pillars probably feeding on that j)lant. The largest of the genus

is P. ethlius, which is common in the gulf states, occasionally reaching as far north as

Pennsylvania. It is fully two inches in expanse. The European forms of this genus

Fig. 601.— Nisoniades brizo.

Fig. 602.— Pamphila
ahaton.
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are very well-known insects, JP. comma being a very familiar example. Pyrrhopyge

(before alluded to) ranges from Mexico to Brazil, and is numerous in species, nearly all

of them being of a blackish or greenish brown, with spots and blotches of red, white,

and yellow. In this regard they depart very widely from the usual coloring of the

hes]ierians, the fore wings of one species, P. versicolor.,

being very remarkable in their ornamentation. One

species, P. araxes, is found in Arizona.

Ismene appears to be confined to Africa and the

Indian region. About fifty species are described, in

many of which the wings are deeply notched, a charac-

ter not usual in the family. Teleyonus contains some

rather large insects of bright purple-blue color, variously

marked with white, and often with large portions of the

wings transparent. They are nearly all South Ameri-

can, 2\ mercatus being a familiar example. Thymele is

one of the genera in which the hind wings are tailed, tlie fig. m.—Tkymeieproteus.

lower surface being beautifully ornamented Avith mot-

tlings of white and greenish, and, in a few species, adorned with silver spots. 7\

proteus, T. lycidas, and T. simplicius, are all found within our bordei's, while T.

iityrus, with its bright silvery jiatch on the underside of the secondaries, is one of the

most abundant of all North American Diurnae. Its larva is yellowish green, the seg-

ments much corrugated, that next to the head (as is the

case in all of the family) greatly constricted, the head

itself brown, with two orange blotches, giving the a])-

]>earance of eyes. It feeds on the locust tree, liohinia

p>seudacacia, the leaves of which it rolls uja as a shelter.

Another of our very common species is Eudamus bathyl-

his, which is a dull brown color, with small semi-pellucid

spots. It extends nearly over the whole of this conti-
Fig. 604.— Eudamus bathylhts.

cent north of the Mexican boundary.

The great family of the Lyc-ENID^ next engages our attention. It comprises a

numerous assemblage of small and weak but beautiful creatures, “distinguished by

the minute size of the tarsal claws, the fore legs being fit for walking, the hind tibia

with only one pair of spurs; the antennse not distinctly hooked at the ti]i, and the last

joint of the palpi small and naked. The anal edge of the hind wings slightly embraces

the abdomen, and the discoidal cell is a])parcntly closed by a slender vein. The cater-

pillars bear a very strong resemblance to wood-lice, the head being retractile, and the

feet very minute. The body is oval and depressed
;
the chrysalis short, obtuse at each

end, and girt round the middle as Avell as attached by the tail.” There are about forty

genera and ])robably thirteen hundred species. ]\Iany of them are of extraordinary

beauty, shining like burnished gold, while others bear the jnost perfect tints of

metallic blue, purple, and green. The genera are mostly separated upon fhe neuration

of the wings, the presence or absence of tails to the hind pair, the length and form of

the palpi, and the structure of the legs. They are found over the entire globe, though
the development of certain genera is far greater in the temperate than in the tropical

zones. Few ai-e large, none, perhaps, extending two and a half inches in expanse.

They appear to fall naturally into three groups, familiarly known as the ‘ coppers,’

represented by the great genus Chrysop/iatms, the ‘blues,’ of which Cnpido or
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Lyccena may be cited as the type, and by the ‘ hair-streaks,’ of which Theda may
be the example. The first of these has the wings, at least of the male, of various

shades of copper or golden brown, marked with black spots and dashes, the genus

being mostly confined to the temperate regions of the globe. In this country we have

several beautiful species, the rarest of which is, perhaps, €. capreus., which is found

only on the rim of the Yosemite Valley, and as yet is extremely rare in collections.

It is of a very fiery golden coppei-, with the black spots usually large. C. riibidus is

confined to the valleys, and an allied species, C. sirius, is met with only in the Rocky
Mountains. C. americana (very nearly resembling C. phleas of Europe, and by many
persons thought to be identical with it) is abundant through the middle and eastern

states
;
and perhaps there is no butterfly so common about the middle of the summer

and even far into the fall, as this lively and attractive little species. Its caterpillar is

well known to entomologists, and feeds upon the common sorrel, liutyiex acetosella.

“ It is of a dull rosy-red color, with a diffused yellowish shade on the sides, most dis-

tinct on the middle segments, and a line along the middle of the back of a deeper shade

of red. The body is downy with minute yellowish hairs.” Some of the larvre, as is

usual with all the species of the genus, are of a greenish color. The chrysalis is fas-

tened by the end of the abdomen, and is closely girt by the band around the middle

to the object to which it is attached. The species has a great tendency to run into

curious varieties, at times the black spots being almost obsolete, having only one or

two on the fore wing, thus presenting a remarkable golden surface, and from this form

through every modification until the wings become almost black with only a trace of

copper. These aberrations, one of which has been called C. fasciatus, are by no

means common
;
and it is worthy of remark that they ai-e chiefly found in the neigh-

borhood of Boston, Mass. The writer one year examined ovei- two hundred examples

taken around New York city, and found only one that at all wandered from the type,

and that had the copper color so faded out as to have become nearly white, thus in no

respect resembling the varieties from around Boston. C. epixanthe and C. dorcas are

allied species that appear to frequent swamps, the former being common in Maine, and

the latter found only in British America and across the continent to Alaska, in Avhich

territory it appears to be one of the few Lycaenids known. Many species of this section

are found in Europe and Asia, two or three only wandering as far as the northern

Himalayas. C. virgaurece and C. thersamon are very bright in their color, and are

found generally distributed over Europe, while the ‘large copper’ as it was commonly

called, C. dispar, formerly taken in the Cambridgeshire fens, England, is now thought

to be extinct, as since the drainage of the fens it seems to have disappeared.

The beautiful genus Thestor contains but three species, all natives of eastern

Europe. They have the wings of a different shape, and the lower side is curiously

marked with white, while the copper of the upper surface is less brilliant than in

Chrysophanus.

The ‘ blues,’ belonging to Fabricius’ genus Lyccena, are much more numerous in

species, there being not less than three hundred and thirty already described. They

spread over the whole world, and are generally numerous in individuals, some of them

loving the tops of mountains, while others are confined to the valleys and plains. The

United States are very rich in species, Edwards’s catalogue giving over fifty as inhab-

itants of this country. None of them are particularly handsome insects, but they are

peculiarly interesting to the entomologist. One species, however, is of great beauty.

It has the upper surface of a bright silvery blue, with a rich orange patch on the disc
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of the wings, most apparent in the female. It is found only on the Pacific coast, and

is there apparently confined to few localities, being one of the few butterflies inhabiting

the inhospitable promontory of Lower California. The name of this little beauty is

L. sonorensis {j=L. regia). Mr. W. G. Wright says: “During the whole trip this

delicate butterfly was seen only at one place, a dry mesa, or beach, close by the shore,

and shut in by some circling clift'-like hills. There, in a little basin, and almost in the

midst of the thundering surf, there were hundreds of them. As one was caught, one

or more others were sure to be seen. The ground was in good jjart covered with

impenetrable clumps of cactus, and between and among these grew the jfiant of these

little butterflies, Erodium cicutarium, upon which the females were depositing their

eggs. I thought it rather singular that this most tender of all butterflies should be

breeding at this season (January, 1883), and directly in the breath of the ocean.”

California and Oregon produce many S
2
:)ecies of the genus

;
on the slopes of the Sierra

Nevada and otlier mountains they are sometimes seen almost in clouds, E. pheres, L.

antiacis, and L. acmon taking the lead in })oint of numbers. L. xerxes, formerly

found near San Francisco, in which the
2
)U

2
)illate spots of the lower side are almost

obsolete, a
2
i
2
iears to be now extinct, as the s

2
)ot on which it was formerly taken has

of late years submitted to drainage and other “ modern im
2
)rovements.”

The eastern and middle states 25i’oduce but few S
2
)ecies, L. pseudargiolushemg the

most frequent. This runs into other forms, such as L. neglecta, L. piasus., L.
lucia, the S

2
iecific value of which has been treated

by Mr. W. H. Edwards, and their relations to

each other clearly shown. Three or four are

found in Florida, passing over into the West
Indies, and thence becoming scarcer as we get

nearer to the equator. The genus is 25lentiful in

Europe, some of the S23ecies, such as L. ads., L.

adonis, and L. oegon being of much beauty. These are exquisitely blue insects, with

silver and orange S230ts arranged around the margins. Some Euro
2
)ean forms are brown,

with orange markings, one of the most curious of these being L. artaxerxes, exclusively

an inliabitant of Scotland, and at one time supposed to be only found near Arthur’s

Seat, Edinburgh. It is said by many to be no more than a local variety of L. agestis ;

but Westwood remarks that, “ although agestis is very abundant on the Continent, the

continental entomologists have never met with a single S
2
)ecimen of artaxerxes, their

cabinets being entirely furnished with Scotch specimens.” A large number of species,

mostly Asiatic, have the hind wings provided with tails, thereby approaching in this

one f)articular the genus Theda. It is, however, doubtful if this character be of any

value, and an eminent writer on the group we are discussing says :
“ The presence or

absence of a tail appear-s immaterial. Witness L.illissus, tailed; L. faygetus, taW-

less. The foregoing observations seem to me to prove that the characters in question,

although still relied upon by some entomologists as of generic value, can in no way be

depended upon, and that if the genus Lycaena is to be divided we must find some

better character on which to found our new genera.” To this tailed group belong

our very common L. comyntas, the European L. boetica, and the East Indian L.

plato and E. elpis.

Theda, as at present constituted, contains more species than any other known
genus of lepidopterous insects, nearly five hundred being included in our catalogues,

natives of all
2
)arts of the globe, and, contrary to the rule with Eycmna, abounding in

Fig. 605.— Lyecena j)seudargiolus.
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the tropics. Though shades of orange, brown, and even black are found amongst

them, the colors which preponderate are brilliant blue and green, of every shade, and

of the brightest metallic lustre, the under side being usually ornamented with one or

two delicate lines of pale color on a dark ground; whence the name of “ hair-sti’eaks

”

has been given by collectors to these butterflies. There is generally a blotch of some

bright color near the anal angle, which attains a more pronounced development on the

lower side of the wing. The insects are for the most part only moderate in size, the

largest scarcely exceeding two inches in expanse. Among the grandest of the group

are T. coronata., T. imperialism and T. regalis, which are Brazilian species, and, as their

names imply, are the regnant beauties of the Theclan court. They are brilliant blue,

with dusky borders, the under side magnificently ornamented with red, orange, gold,

and lilac. At present they are rather scarce in collections.

2\ halesiis is a fine species found in the southern states, extending also as far

west as California. It is of a dee2) metallic blue, with black shadings, and is marked

beneath with spots of green and gold. Other species allied to it, and jn-obably

undescribed, are found in Mexico, one of which may }:»rove to be T. juanita. T.

chrgsalus is another beautiful form from southern Utah and Colorado, whicli had,

until about seven years since, eluded the vigilance of collectors. The color in this

species is bright violet purple, with orange patches. It is one of the most striking

insects of our fauna, a2)pearing only to frequent mountainous districts. 2\ M-
album, of the gulf states, is bright mazarine blue, with black border, and a Avhite

dash beneath in the form of the letter M, whence its name. The remainder of our

species are dull-colored insects, mostly brown, with orange and blue markings. 2\

spinetorum is of these most conspicuous for its rarity and beauty. The under side is

streaked with lines of orange, edged with white, on a purplish-brown ground. It has

only been taken on about six occasions in the mountains of California, chiefly in the

neighborhood of Shasta, its favorite plant being Arceuthobium camginlojyodhim, a

species of mistletoe growing upon ])ine trees. A few 2'hedaSm

such as T. rubim of Europe, 2\ affinis, of the Rocky Mountains,

and 2\ dumetorumm of California, are bright grass-green on the

lower side, so that when the insect is at rest, and its wings

vertically folded, it cannot be distinguished from the herbage

to which it clings. Others, again, like 2\ niphon and T. eri-
¥ig. 606 .—Theda nijjhon.

, , , ^ ^ , , , •, i • ,

phon, both of our own fauna, have the lower side brownish,

mottled with darker shades, like a decaying leaf.

Europe jiossesses several fine species, the brightest colored being T. quercuSm in

which the wings are shaded with bright violet-purple. It is a common insect, being

found flying in oak woods, sometimes in great abundance. It is, however, difficult to

capture, as it rarely descends to the ground. Indeed, this peculiarity may be remarked

of nearly the whole of the species. T. W-album, T. betulce, and T. pruni are also

Avell known European forms. T. marsyas has the fore-wings very acute at the apex,

of a brilliant silvery blue, almost dazzling in the sunlight, while beneath the color is a

sober quaker-drab, with very slight ornamentation. This beautiful species is very

common, in one or other of its forms, from Me.xico southward to Brazil. It flies mostly

in sandy places
;
and in some districts it is frequent on the dunes of the sea-shore,

alighting on the low hei'bage which scantily covers them. As it then folds its wings,

hiding the blue surface, it is impossible to distinguish it, as the dull coloration of the

under side harmonizes exactly with its sandy resting-place. Africa produces but few
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species, the bulk of them (as has been stated) belonging to tropical America and Asia.

There are no true Thedas in Australia, their, place there being occupied by allied

genera, as llypochrysops and Jalmenes. J. evagoras is a common species in some

parts of the island, the larvae feeding in large companies on the young leaves of the

wattle. Acacia decwrens.

Ogyris is a singular genus, in which the male and female are very unlike, both in

form and coloring, some of the latter having orange or yellow spots, while the males

are the brightest purple. They are natives of Australia, and delight to dy about the

tops of the tall eucaly2)tus trees. Nothing is known of their earlier stages. A very

aberrant genus TJimiceus, with four or five si^ecies, occurs in Florida, Central

America, and the West Indies. The species are very beautiful, bronze-black, with

bright green or blue maculate borders and a golden sheen over all.

We pass hj Etimce us to the next family, generally Imown as the Erycinid.®; but,

according to Mr. Kirby, this name is pre-occuined, and he proposes in its stead that of

Lemoxiid^. The family is sub-divided into the following sub-families : Lemoniinse,

Euselasiime, Nemeobinae, and Libythseinae. They are generally characterized by the

male having but four 2>erfect feet, while the female has six, the sub-families being

distinguished by minor details of habit and structure.

The Lemoniinae are, for the most 2)arl!, very beautiful insects, adorned with bright

colors, such as red, yellow, orange, and green spots on a black ground. There are also

many very iieculiarly formed S2)ecies in this grou2:), in which the secondaries are fur-

nished with fine tails, such as the exquisite genus llelicopis., of which II. cxqndo and

II. acis are well-known S2)ecies from Brazil. In these the wings are yellowish white,

with the base orange, the borders blackish, and the under side beautifully spotted with

shining silver. But few S2)ecies of Erycinidae inhabit the United States, the most sin-

gular forms being Apodemia., of which three S2)ecies, A. inorrno, A. virgtdti, and A.

jyabneri, are pretty brown insects, with white chequered spots, the first being found in

Nevada, the second in southern California, and the last in Arizona. Allied to these,

though 2>robably of a different genus, is Temonias nais, first described as a Chryso-

phanus. It is from southern Utah and Colorado. Two S2'»ecies of Charis are also

found in our limits. They are orange-brown in color, with the lower side of a more

vivid shade, Avith a number of black and silver dots arranged in the form of bands.

They are among the smallest of our butterflies.

The Euselasiinaj, or Eurygoninfe, are curious forms, in which the wings are often

very abruptly truncate at the a 25ex, with deep sinuses along the margins. There are

over seventy species of this sub-family.

Of the Nemeobinte the typical genus JVemeohius is represented in Europe by the

single species JN. lucina, a small orange-brown insect, with black dots and marks, at

first sight like one of the “co2)25ers” of the family Lycjenidae. It also bears a supei-

ficial resemblance to some species of Melitma. It is rather common in France and

Germany, and has also been taken in some abundance in various parts of England. The
caterpillar has been described by Hiibner as feeding on 2'>rimrose and cowslip, Primida
verts and P. elatior. “ Its color is 25 ‘'ile olive-orange, Avith black dots, with bristly

warts and long feathery hairs. It moves very sloAvly, rolls itself up when disturbed,

and remains a long time in that state. Its a23pearance at different ages varies con-

siderably.”

The Libythoeinae has but one genus, Libythma., in Avhich thepal23i are prolonged into

the form of a beak and the Avings are robust and angular. There are but eight species
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known, of which the half are natives of the New World. The larvae are described

as being without S2)ines, slightly pubescent, and finely shagreened. The chrysalis is

short and slightly angular. One of the species, L. celtis., is common in Europe, reach-

ing also into Asia Minor. All of them appear to be subject to great variation, and it

is jjossible that many now accepted as a species may ultimately j^rove to be mere local

forms. They are brown insects, marked with yellow and white.

It has been said that the Nymphalid^ are, in point of numbers, whether of indi-

viduals or of species, the most abundant of all diurnal Lepidoptera, containing some

of the most familiar forms, and including many which have no special home, but are

scattered over the whole surface of the globe. The following are briefly the characters

of the group : Larva cylindrical, with fleshy processes or sjjines
;
Chrysalis stout,

smooth, and rounded, or angular in outline, always susj^ended by the tail
;
Imago,

with the body stout, a large groove on secondaries for the recejition of the abdomen,

discoidal cellule mostly open, fore legs aborted, hooks of the tarsi generally bifid.

About three thousand species are known.

The sub-family Nymphalinae is the largest of the whole group of diurnal Lepi-

doptera, and in its one hundred and thirteen genera cornpi-ises some of the most

interesting and beautiful of all butterflies. Their chief characters have been defined

as follows :
“ Larva cylindric, spinose the whole length, or only on the head

;
Chrysalis

variable, but usually spinose
;
Imago, with the jialpi close, elevated, very scaly, the

anterior face of their first two articles nearly as wide or wider than the sides, abdo-

minal edge of the secondaries forming a deep groove to receive the abdomen
;
Anten-

nae with a distinct knob or club, discoidal cellule nearly always open, hooks of the

tarsi bifid.” They are very rapid flyers, and are among the most active of all lepi-

dojiterous insects. They are confined to no particular region of the globe, several

species having wandered over the whole of the earth’s surface, apparently not

affected by climatic conditions, but faring as well among the snows of the Arctic

as in the hot blasts of the African deserts, Vanessa antiop>a., for example, being

recorded from Alaska to Brazil on this continent, and from Lapland to North Africa

on the old.

Anma (far better known as Paphia) is composed of species in which the fore wings

are distinctly hollowed out on the external margin, leaving the apex an extremely

sharp angle, and also very frequently with the same excavation along tlie inner

margin, the hind wings of most species being furnished with a narrow, pointed tail.

There are nearly sixty species known, all from Central and South America, two of

tliem, however, P. andria, long regarded as identical with P. glycermni, and P. mor-

risonii, crossing our borders into Florida and Arizona. Mexico is rich in species of

this group, one of them, P. callidryas, looking at first sight very much like the paler

forms of Callidryas and Gonepteryx. Siderone bears a great resemblance to the last-

named genus, but the body is stouter, the antennae longer, and the wings not so deeply

excavated. One species, S. ide, has a black ground, with large blotches of the

deepest crimson.

Jlypna has spatulate tails, the wings deeply indented on the margins, and the

lower side ornamented with spots of silver. Mr. A. G. Butler has published a mono-

graph of the genus, in which he enumerates seven sjiecies. These, however, are said

by Kirby to be referable to one species, tbe original type of the genus being H. cly-

temnestra. The species are South American. Mynes is represented by only three

species, of which 3L guerinii, from Queensland, has the ujiper side greenish white.
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with black borders
;
the lower marked with black, red, and yellow. It has very much

the aspect of certain Pieridaj of the genus Delias.

jyi/mphalis, or Chantxes, is a genus of about sixty species, in which the wings are

triangular in outline, very much produced at the apex of the primaries, with the hind

pair each usually jjrovided with two, three, or at times four tails. The nervures,

especially of the anterior pair, are very much thickened, as in Prepona and other genera.

The thorax is very thick and stout, the abdomen rather small, received into a groove

Fig. COT. — European butterflies; a, Limenitis pnpuli ; h, c, C/trpsoplianiis I’iri/aura: ; d, C. phlmas; t, Lyccena
adonis; f, Hesperia comma; g, Nemeobius lucina.

on the margin of the hind tvings. The larvae have usually four vertical horns on the

head, of which the two intermediate are the longest. The species are all natives of

the Old World, and are usually more gaily colored on the lower than on the upper side.

W.yason is a fine European species, and perhaps one of the handsomest butterflies

included in the European fauna. It is about four inches in exjianse, the surface of a

rich, silky brown, changing with the light, a band of fulvous around the margin of the

wings, with some blue spots near the anal angle of the secondaries. Beneath, the

wings are rust-red, with bands and spots of brown, white, and gray. It is found

chiefly along the shores of the Mediterranean, and extends to Asia Minor. The laiwa
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is green, with a row of yellow spots, and the chrysalis green, smooth, thick, and

coriaceous in texture. It produces two broods during the year. “ In many 2)arts of

France the butterfly is named ‘ the Pacha with two tails.’ ” It is jjrobable that most of

the species have the same life history as JN. Jasoti, the earlier stages of which have

been carefully studied by M. Lefebure of Toulon. Those inhabiting the west coast

of Africa are very fine and remarkable insects, and JN. brutus, JN. etheocles, and N'.

etesipe and others are among the wonders disi^layed in the cabinet of the enthusiast.

Australia 23roduces a beautiful form in A’i seinpronius, which is abundant in gardens

near Sydney, delighting to settle on the flowers of Bursaria spinosa., and is 2>erha2)s

one of the larger butterflies most frequently seen in that delightful country. Another

grand S2>ecies was captured by Mr. Wallace in Java, viz., W Jcadenii, which is

“ remarkable for having on each hind wing two curved tails like a 2^air of calli2)ers.”

Many others are also taken in India, of which the best known, and 2ierhaps the most

common, is JN. athamas, which is black, with very broad median band of yellowish

green. The most variable S2>ecies is JN. polyxena, of which not less than seventeen

forms are recorded under different names. It extends from India
2
)ro23er through the

islands of the Borneo group, southward to Ceylon, 2>resenting considerable change of

feature in its different locations.

Prepona consists of large and 2>owerful insects, in which the U2)per side of the

wings is variously marked with 2>ui’2)le-blue shades, while the lower is stone-drab or

fawn color. These insects rest very much u2)on the trunks of trees, and when the

wings are folded and erect, it is almost impossible to distinguish them from the bark

u2>on which they are 2)laced. This must serve as a great 2u’otection, as the shiny blue

wings would render them an attractive object to birds and other enemies.

Apatura is a most beautiful genus, in which the very long antennae are surmounted

by a cylindrical club, the thorax long and robust, the abdomen small, the wings

slightly dentate, always with one ocellus, if not more, on the lower side, the outer

edge of primaries and the anal angle of the secondaries slightly concave. Tliey are

very robust and 2iowerful insects, and are noted for their long and vigorous flight.

Many of the species have the most glorious lilac, 2>urple, or blue reflection, and may

be regarded as very handsome insects. A. iris is a European species of great beauty,

so much so as to have obtained the familiar name of the “ Pur2)le Emperor.” It has

the wings of the richest purple, with a few white spots at the apex, and a rather

narrow band of white common to both wings. Near the anal angle is an orange

ocellus, with a black pupil, while the under side is 2n-ofusely ornamented with brown,

orange, and white. Like many of its tribe, A. iris is a very high flier, and, as West-

• wood says, “ delights to fix his throne on the summit of a lofty oak, from the utmost

sprigs of which, on sunny days, he 2)erforms his aerial excursions, defending his terri-

tory against a rival em2)eror with the greatest energy. The females are much rarer,

and do not take such lofty flights as the males.”

Limenitis is distinguished by having the head narrower than the thorax, the

antennjE almost as long as the body, and tlie wings wide, slightly dentate, and

destitute of ocelli. We have seven or eight S2)ecies in the United States, one of

which, L. lorquhii, is only found on the Pacific slo2)e. It is in coloration allied to

Adelpha, and, from the structure of its caterpillar, should 2)i'obably form the type

of a distinct genus between it and Limenitis. L. weidemeyrii is a very fine species

from the Rocky Mountains
;
while L. astyanax (or X. Ursula) and L. artemis are

by no means uncommon in the middle and eastern states. L. proserpina is now
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believed to be a dimorphic form of the latter species. L. misippus resembles greatly

in color the common milk-weed butterfly {Danais archijypus), but it is of course very

different in structure both in the larval and imago stages. It is one of our most

abundant species.

L. caynilla and L. Sibylla are European. They are brownish black, with white

markings, and are remarkable for their graceful flight. It is related by Mr. Haworth
that “ there was an old aurelian of London so higlily delighted at the inimitable flight

of Camilla that, long after he was unable to pursue her, he used to go to the woods
and sit down on a stile, for the sole iiurpose of feasting his eyes with her fascinating

evolutions.”

Adelpha, or Heterochroa, is a large genus containing nearly seventy species of

brownish butterflies, with white bands, and some sjiots of orange and black, the under

side being white with streaks and bands of orange of various shades. They are nearly

all Central and South American, and are by no means rare. One very fine species,

and perhaps the largest of the group, A. californica, is abundant in all parts of

California, where its larva feeds on oak. The butterfly is fond of alighting on

drainage or j^utrescent matter, and, when so settled, it may be easily captured

;

but, otherwise, it is a strong and wild insect, and darts away at the slightest cause

for alarm.

Victorina has five species, all of which are large and showy insects, V. superha.,

from Mexico and Central America, being particularly so. Hypolimna holds a large

number of fine butterflies, in which the prevailing color is brilliant purple or blue,

with large whitish ocelli, or other marks. The best-known species is H. bolina, which

is remarkably variable, no less than fourteen separate forms having been described.

It is somewhat singular that this sj^ecies, whose home appears to be India, should

have found its way to the West Indies and even to Florida.

Batesia is a genus of large insects, over four inches in expanse, the upper side of

the wings being brilliant steel-blue, with blackish mai'kings
;
the under side of the

lower pair, in one species, B.

pjrola, being wholly bright brick-

red. A lovely genus of more

subdued colors is Ayeronia, these

butterflies being mostly of gray-

ish tints, mottled with black or

brown in streaks or squares.

They are common in the tro2)ics

of America, are strong fliers, and

are remarkable for their habit of

sitting with the head directed

downward, and the wings out-

spread ujion the trunks of trees,

as Avell as for a singular noise

which they make when upon the

wing. Mr. Darwin thus alludes

to one of the species: “I was much struck with the habits of Papilio {Ayeronia)

feronia. This butterfly is not uncommon, and generally frequents the orange

groves. Although a high flier, it very frequently alights on the trunks of trees.

On these occasions its head is invariably placed downwards, and its wings are ex-
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panded in a horizontal plane, instead of being folded vertically, as is commonly the

case. This is the only butterfly -which I have ever seen that uses its legs for running.

Not being a-ware of this fact, the insect, more than once, as I cautiously approached

with my forceps, shuffled on one side as the instrument was on the point of closing,

and thus escaped. But a far more singular fact is the power which this species

possesses of making a noise. Several times when a paii-, probably male and female,

were chasing each other in an irregular course, they passed within a few yards of me,

and I distinctly heard a clicking noise, similar to that produced by a toothed wheel

passing under a spring catch. The noise was continued at short intei’vals, .and could

be distinguished at about twenty yards distance. I am certain there is no error in

the observation.” Mr. Edward Doubleday described before the Entomological Society

on March 3, 1845, the peculi.ar structure of the wings of this buttei-fly. He says:

“ It is remarkable for having a sort of drum at the base of the fore-wings, between

the costal nervure and the sub-costal. These two uervui-es, moreover, have a

jjeculiar screw-like diaphragm or vessel in the interior.” A similar structure

obtains in some species of moths
;
and in the zygenid genus Hecatesia, of Australia,

the “ whiz, whiz,” of the male insect, which is like the noise produced by a humming-

top, may be heard at a great distance. A. fero)iia, though it travels as far north

as Mexico, appears to be most abundant in Brazil.

Still handsomer, if jjossible, are the sj^ecies of Callithea, confined to the Amazonian

region, where all the sj^ecies known, with the exception of two, Avere captured by

Messrs. Bates and Wallace. C. sapphira (male) is the most intense cobalt-blue that

can be conceived, so bright as to be all but dazzling to the eye. O. marJcii is purple

and or.ange. C. whitleyii and C. bucJcleyi are equally striking in their colors, and from

their extreme rarity are especially valued iu collections. Mr. Wallace says : “The
tAvo beautiful butterflies, C. sapphira .and C. lejyrieuri, Avhich were origin.ally found,

the former in Brazil and the latter in Guiana, have been taken by myself on the oppo-

site banks of the Amazon, within a few miles of each other, but neither of them on

both sides of that river. Mr. Bates has since discovered another species, named .after

himself, on the south side of the Amazon
;
and a fourth, distinct from either of them,

Avas found by me high up in one of the nortliAvestern tributaries of the Rio Negro, so

that it seems probable that distinct species of this genus inhabit the opjAOsite shores of

the Am.azon.”

Precis has the Avings more or less f.alcate at the apex, and some of the species have

the hind pair someAAdi.at produced into a tail. They are .all natives of Africa and the

East Indies. Salatnis is also .an African genus, the best-knoAvn species of Avhich, S.

anacardii, is of a beautiful op.alescent green tint, the ocelli being surrounded by black

rings. In Kallima the upper side of the wings has bro.ad b.ands of purple and orange,

but the under side is broAvn, and, when folded, h.as all the appe.ar.ance of a dead leaf.

Mr. W.allace gives a most charming account of this very interesting insect. He says

:

“ This species {K. paralekta) w.as not uncommon in dry Avoods and thickets, and I

often endeavored to c.ajAture it Avithout success
;
for, .after flying for a short distance, it

AA'ould enter a bush among dry or dead leaA^es, and however carefully I ci’ejAt up to the

spot I could never discover it till it would suddenly st.art out ag.ain, and then dis-

appe.ar in a simihar place. At length I Avas fortun.ate enough to see the exact spot

AA'here the butterfly settled
;
and, though I lost sight of it for some time, I at length dis-

covered that it Avas right before my eyes, but th.at in its position of repose it so closely

resembled a dead leaf attached to a tAvig as almost certainly to deceive the eye even
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when gazing full upon it.” The end of the upper wings terminates in a fine point, as

the leaves of many tropical shrubs and trees are pointed, while the lower wings are

more obtuse, and are lengthened out into a short thin tail. Between these two points

there runs a dark curved line rejn-esenting the midrib of a leaf, and the outline of the

wings when pressed close together is that of a moderately sized leaf slightly curved or

shrivelled. The habits of the insect are such as to utilize all these peculiarities, and
render them available in such a manner as to remove all doubt as to the purpose of

this singular case of mimicry, which is undoubtedly a protection to the insect.

Closely allied to Kallima, and like it, very leaf-like on the lower side, is Dolle-

sc/iallias, of which the most common species is D. hisaltide. This is found in various

varietal forms throughout the East Indian region, as well as in the northern portions

of Australia. Anartia has one species, A. jatrophm., in our fauna, which is by no
means rare in Florida. It is brownish wdiite, with a row of small ocelli around the

margins.

The genus Colcenis has one exquisite species, C. dido, in wdiich the wings are

brownish, with pale sea-green markings. It is very aberrant in these respects from its

congeners, which are light brown marked with black. The caterpillar of the species

alluded to has been figured by Madame Merian. It is of a green coloi', having a red

and white ray along each side of the body. It bears several rows of short spines, ris-

ing in a radiated manner from a tubercle, and two very long caudal apjjendages.

Dione or Agraidis is represented in this country by a sj^ecies very common in the

southern states, and extending across the continent to southern California, A'iz., D,

vanillce. Its bright orange-brown wings, marked with black s2)ots, with the lower

side adorned with large patches of silver, render it a veiy conspicuous and striking

insect among the ]>assion-flower jilants on which the larva feeds. D. moneta is a form

found from Mexico to Brazil, smaller in size than D. vanillce, but with the silver

blotches of the under side even more strongly marked.

The two species of Euptoieta, E. claudia and E. hegesia are North American

insects, the formerextending from New York State to southern Mexico, and the latter

from the southern portion of California, through Mexico, to Panama, and jDrobably still

further south. They are nearly related to the next genus, Argynnis, wdiich is abundantly

represented on this continent, out of the seventy-five sjiecies catalogued by Kirby, not

less than twenty-eight being na-

tives of the United States. The
grandest of them all, A. diana, is

peculiar to Virginia, where it flies

in the middle of the day, darting

into the depths of the forest on

the approach of an intruder. The
male is about four and a half

inches in expanse, the wings rich

chocolate-brown, wdth very broad

bright orange margin, wdiile the

female is a little larger than her

mate, and has the border bluish

steel color, the lower side of both sexes being marked wdth silver spots. This

is unquestionably one of the handsomest insects found in the United States, and

is justly regarded as a great prize by the collector. The caterpillar feeds, as indeed
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Fig. 610. — Argynnis bellona.

do all of the genus, upon Auolets or allied plants, but hitherto it has been impossible to

raise the species in captivity. A. cybde and A. aphrodite are among our most common
species, the former being taken in great numbers in June about the flowers of thistles

and other comiiosite plants. A. atlantis is abundant in the White Mountains, N. H.,

and a small species, A. montimis, is met with only in the same range, but is of con-

siderable rarity, Mr. Scudder remarking that “ probably no collector has seen more

than eight or ten of these butterflies in a day’s scramble among the mountains. Thev fly

close to the ground, among the scanty foliage growing in the rocky crevices of the

steep mountain slopes.” California, and indeed the whole of the Pacific States, pro-

duce some fine species of Argynnis., A. leto, and A. nokomis being remarkable for

having the female almost black. The former of these is somewhat common in the Yo-

semite valley and about the base of

Mount Shasta; the latter is only

met Avith in Utah and Arizona.

Europe and Asia also furnish

handsome species of the genus. By
some authors the geni-s has been

subdivided, and the smaller species,

in Avhich the under side is without

silver spots, and the wings narrower

and more jn-oduced, have been assigned to the genus Brenthis. Of this section, to

Avhich A. montinus (alluded to above) belongs, our most common species is A. bellona,

Avhich is abundant throughout the summer in swampy meadows.

Melitma contains nearly fifty species, nearly all of which are natives of Europe and

North America, a fcAv only being found in Amoorland and Kamschatka. They are

prettily marked with brown, yellow, and white chequered spots, Avithout silver on the

under side, which is variously adorned Avith bands of Avhite and yellow. Two of the

most conspicuous species of this country are M. phaceton and AI. chalcedon. The for-

mer of these, though someAvhat local, is occasionally found in great numbers in its

haunts, and is apt to run into very peculiar aberrations, the Avings becoming sutfused,

and losing nearly all trace of the original markings. The food jflant is the Chelone

glabra. AI. chalcedon is abundant in spiing in California, and may be found in com-

pany Avith AI. palla, flying on warm days in almost every floAvery meadoAV. Its chrys-

alis is clear white, Avith black and yelloAv spots, and is a very pretty object. The larva

feeds upon species of Scrophulariaceae, but its faA’orite plants are Diplacus gliitinosus

and Castilejia parviflora. It is black, Avith yelloAV tubercles, and is furnished Avith

long black spines. The larvaj in their young stages are

gregarious, and hibernate in a curiously formed Aveb, as

also do those of AI. p>h.aaiton.

Phyciodes and Eresia are large genera, containing to-

gether (having been united by recent authors) over one

hundred species. They are mostly brownish, Avith yelloAV

or Avhite spots and blotches, small in size, and not particu-

larly attractive, save to the scientific observer. P. tharos

is one of the commonest of North American butterflies, being abundant everywhere

from May to September.

Grapta includes a number of European and American species, in Avhich the Avings

are very angular, deeply e.xcised in the border, the underside of secondaries bearing a

Fig. 611. — Phyciodes tharos.
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mark like the letters L or C, in gold or silver. The North American forms are

nnmerons and very beautiful, C. interrogationis being the largest and most striking.

This is a common species in the southern States, and is met with, though in less

abundance, as far north as Maine, and occasionally in Canada, The larva feeds on

hop and elm chiefly. G.fau7ius, G, p^-ogne, and G. comma are, at times, also common
species, the last named being thought by some entomologists to be the same as

G. C-album of Europe. G. gi-acilis is a fine species 2)eculiar to the White Mountains,

and has the under side ])rettily shaded with white and green. The caterpillars of the

Graptas are mostly whitish, with orange and brown shades, and are profusely covered

with small, tubercular spines. They cannot be said to be destructive in their habits,

as the only cultivated plant they are found upon is the hop, and to this they do but

little damage. The chrysalides are very angular and spiny, and are generally orna-

mented with bright golden spots.

Of the true genus Vanessa, which, as now limited by entomologists, differs fi’om

Grapta in having smaller and shorter palpi, in the much smaller excisions of the wings,

and in the larva being without spines on the head, the most widely spread species is

T 7 antiopa, which, as has been })reviously said, is almost world-wide in its range.

This well-known insect, as common on the continent of Europe as it is with us, has

the upper side of the wings of a rich purplish brown, with a rather broad cream-colored

margin, in which are several bright blue spots,

while the lower side is charcoal black, flecked

with yellowish scales. It is very strong on the

wing, and may be often seen flying about road-

sides in summer, chasing its brethren, and en-

gaged with them in severe encounters, often

passing far up out of sight, and continuing the

warfare into “ the blue.” A very singular

variety, in which the cream border is remark-

aV)ly wide, and the blue spots are absent, has

been named, by the late Dr. Asa Fitch, V.

Untnei-i, and Mr. S. L. Elliot of New York has

raised some still more abnormal forms, in

which the brown of the wings is more com-
])letely encroached upon by the paler shade.

The eggs are laid (according to Professor Fer-

nald) “in a cluster around the twigs of willow,

elm, or poplar, near the petiole of a leaf, on
which the young larvae feed.” These are black-

ish, Avith small white dots, and with a roAV of

brick-red blotches on the dorsal region.

V. 10 is one of the most singularly beauti-

ful of European Lepido]itera, its deej) reddish

Avings, with large eye-like spots in which yel-
'

loAv, black, lilac, rose, and A\’hite are all inter-

Fig. 612. Vanessa io ; b, pupa
;

c, larva.
(I, Epinephile janira / e, larva.

mingled, rendering it an object of admiration

to CA'ery beholder. The under side is deep
black. It IS a A’ery common species in Europe, being found during the summer in

almost CA’ery garden. The caterpillars are gregarious, and feed exclusively on the
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common stinging-nettle, Urtica dioica. V nrticcB and V. iwlychloros are also well-

known European forms, the caterpillars of which are very much alike, that of the
former feeding on nettle, of the latter on elm. They are represented in this country
by two allied forms, V. milberti., recalling iirticoe, and V. californica, being nearly
related to iwlychloros. The last-named species, in its larva stage, feeds on Ceanotliis

thyrsiflora, to which shrub it is at times extremely destructive.

Pyrameis is distinguished from Vanesm by having “ the wings still less angular,

palpi less hairy, and in somewhat different form
;
the club of the antennas is rather

more pointed
;
the larvse have all the segments, except the head and prothorax, armed

with long spines set round with whorls of stiff bristles. They differ also in liabit, those

of Pyrameis are always solitary, drawing together the sides of a leaf witli silken

threads, and thus forming a cylindric dwelling; the pujsoe are similar in shape and
markings.” The most familiar species is P. cardui, the “painted lady” of English

collectors, which is spread over the whole of Europe, through a large part of Asia,

across Behring’s Straits and down the Pacific Coast to Peru, appearing again on the

eastern side of the continent, and becoming abundant in the middle and northern

portion of the United States. It is also met with in the Sandwich and Fiji groups of

islands
;
and a closely allied form, P. kershawii, evidently an offshoot from the main

branch of the species, is abundant in Australia. “ Painted ladies ” have thus made
their way over a considerable portion of the earth’s surface. The larva of P. eardui

feeds exclusively on thistles. It is blackish or greenish brown, with yellow dorsal and

lateral lines.

A pretty species closely allied to this is P. caryce, which extends along the west

coast of America from Oregon to Chili, and is one of the most abundant butterflies of

California and western Mexico. The food plants of the caterj)illar are various species

of Malva and Lavatera. P. tammeamea is one of the few butterflies found in the

Sandwich Islands, and is, perhaps, the grandest of the genus. It is strongly marked

with bright red blotches, and frequents the thick forests at the base of the volcanic

mountains of those beautiful islands. It is at present extremely rare in collections,

and nothing has been recorded regarding its

earlier stages. P. yonerilla is a native of New
Zealand, and P. itea of Australia. The cater-

pillars of both of these species are black, not

unlike those of V. io, and like them feed upon

urticaceous plants.

Junonia is a very distinct genus from Pyra-

meis, having naked eyes, and less hairy anterior

legs. The cells of both wings are nearly always

oj^en, the larvae have the head always spinose, and

the chrysalis is tuberculated, but rarely angular.

The wings are always marked with large or small ocelli. J. delia, J. orithya, and J.

cenone, all East Indian species, are beautifully marked with purple and orange. J. lao-

media is grayish fawn color, and the rest of the species are shades of brown with vari-

ously sized ocelli. One species, J. ccenia, is extremely common in Georgia and Florida,

and occasionally so in the northern states.

The Heliconinae are closely allied in appearance to the next sub-family
;
but they

are slighter insects, have the wings more produced, with the antenna3 and abdomen

proportionately longer. The discoidal cellule is always closed. There are but two
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genera, Ileliconius and Eueides. They are all peculiar to the American continent.

“ The prevailing ground-color of the wings of these insects is deep black, and on this

are depicted si^ots of crimson, Avhite, and bright green, in different patterns according

to the species. Their elegant shape, showy colors, and slow, sailing mode of flight,

make them very attractive objects, and their numbers are so great that they form

quite a feature in the physiognomy of the forest, compensating for the scarcity of

flowers.” One species, II. charithonia, in which the wings are black with greenish yel-

low markings, is very abundant in Florida.

This genus is shown in the plate opposite

p. 120 of this volume.

The Acraeinte has but two genera with

about eighty-five species, the typical genus

Acrcea being for the most part composed

of African insects with semi-transparent

wings, of reddish brown colors, marked

with black spots, of an endless variety of

pattern. They are nearly all rather small

insects, few being above three inches in width. The caterpillars are spinose and the

chrysalides also are furnished with short spiny ])rocesses, many of them being marked

with golden spots. Some of the species from the west coast of Africa are very beau-

tiful, shades of red of various degrees of intensity prevailing amongst them.

The BrassoliniB .are like JSIorpho., but with brown wings, BrassoUs and Opsi-

phanes having very short bodies, with the antennae thickened at the tips, especially in

the females. Caligo contains some very large insects, C. eurylochus or the “ owl-

buttei’fly,” as it is sometimes called, being common throughout South America. Its

exp.anse of wings is sometimes nine inches, and when they .are folded by the insect in

a state of rest, the barge ocelli at base of secondaries look like a pair of eyes of some

small species of owl, thus, no doubt, protecting the insect from the attacks of birds and

other enemies. C, uranus has a brilliant bar of orange transversely across the wings.

The Brassolinie are .all natives of America and the West India Islands.

AV e now approach a group of Nymphalidae, which contains some of the largest and

at the same time the most beautiful of Lepidopterous forms, and which, though not

numerous, either in genera or species, is full of interest to the student of nature. The

Mor])hin8e h.ave the wings large, with a groove in the secondaries for the reception of

the abdomen, which is short, and, considering the size of the wings, remarkably sm.all.

The nerves at the base of the primaries are gre.atly developed, the wings are rounded

in the outline, the discoidal cell of secondaries .always open, and the antennae almost

hair-like, or, at least, very slightly thickened at this extremity. The wings beneath

are adorned with ocelli, generally of large size.

It is somewhat singular that the Morphinae should be found only in the East

Indi.an Islands and the w.armer portions of the American continent, the whole of

Europe, Africa, and the most of the m.ain band of Asia possessing no representative of

the tribe. They thus naturally divide themselves into two sections, th.at of the East

Indi.an Archipebago, for the most p.art, containing smaller and dullei'-colored insects

than the group inhabiting Brazil and Central America.

The true 3Iorp)hos are, as has been said, found mainly in Brazil, only two or three

species reaching as far north as Mexico. Notable among these is a barge white one,

with rather small brown ocelli, viz., 31. polyphemus, which is a native chiefly of the
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west coast, where it flies lazily over the glades and forest-like swamps of that district.

This species is at present rare in collections. The Brazilian forms are mostly bright

metallic blue above, brown beneath, with the ocelli arranged around the margins of

the wings. They are, many of them, incomparably beautiful
;
and in their flight through

the glorious tropical vegetation of the forests, they attract the eye of every traveller,

and become to him one of the chief charms of his wanderings. Mr. Bates says : “ It is

a grand sight to see these colossal butterflies by twos and threes floating at a great

height in the still air of a tropical morning. They flap their wings oidy at long

intervals, for I have noticed them to sail a very considerable distance without a stroke.

. . . Alorphos are amongst the most conspicuous of the insect denizens of tropical

American forests; and the broad glades of the Villa Nova roads seemed especially

suited to them, for I noticed here six sjiecies. The largest species of 31. cisseis

measured seven and a half inches

in expanse. Another smaller kind,

which I could not capture, was of

a pale silvery blue color, and

the polished surface of its wings

flashed like a silver speculum, as

the insect flapj)ed its wings at a

great elevation in the sunlight.”

31. cipHs, a imize long coveted

by entomologists, has of late years

been taken in considerable quan-

tities in Bogota and Venezuela.

The male of this fine species has

the wings of a dazzling brightness,

of a shade of blue to which no

other epithet than that of “ celes-

tial” can be applied. The female,

however, is of a dull yellow color,

with markings of brown, and a

bluish sheen. This sex is still ex-

tremely rare, and good exam])les

are sold for enormous prices. 31.

kertes, common around Eio Jan-

eiro, is of a very delicate shade of

bluish white, with black markings

on the costa. The most variable

species is 3f. achilles, which passes

into no less than sixteen forms, known by as many distinct names. Thirty-five species

of 3forpho are known.

The next sub-family, Elymniinae, contains but one genus and twenty-six species.

It is distinguished by having the wings very much produced at the apex, by the

absence of ocelli, and by the curiously marked under surface of most of the species.

They are inhabitants of the Old World, and many of them mimic the Danainae in

color and general facies. The transformations of the genus have not been observed.

Placed next to the Danainae, by modern authors, is the extensive sub-family

Satyrinae or “ wood-nymphs,” as they are familiarly called. They are for the most part

Fig. 615.— Morplio neoptolemus.
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dull-looking insects of various shades of brown, the wings above and beneath adorned

with ocelli, or eye-like s^jots of various sizes. “ The larvte are attenuate at the

extremities, terminated by two anal points more or less prominent
;
head sometimes

rounded, sometimes emarginate or bifid, or surmounted by two spines. Chrysalis

cylindroid, not much angular. Imago
;

close, elevated, very hairy, body

moderate, wings rather robust, abdominal edge of the secondaries forming a groove,

discoidal cellule always closed, nervures of the

primaries often much dilated at their origin.”

There are sixty genera and about seven hundred

and thirty sj^ecies, world-wide in their distribu-

tion, and generally found in considerable abun-

dance. The caterpillars feed a good deal upon

grasses, sedges, etc., and cannot be placed among

the destructive insects. The tropical forms attain

a large size, many of them measuring as much as

five or six inches in expanse, though the bulk of

the species are only moderate in size. In some

South American genera {CitJmrias, Ilcetera, and Pierella), the wings are partially or

wholly denuded of scales, and have an opalescent reflection. One of the species

Ilcetera esmerakla, is thus alluded to by Mr. Bates :
“ It has one spot only of opaque

coloring on its wings, which is of a violet and rosy hue
;
this is the only part visible

when the insect is flying low over dead leaves, in the gloomy shades where alone it is

found, and it then looks like the wandering petal of a flower.”

Alaniola (= Erebia) includes a large number of species, for the most part Euro-

pean, which are known as wood-browns, meadow-browns, etc. They are, as these

familiar names suggest, for the most part brown in color, the ocelli of various sizes,

with the lower side of the wings frequently ornamented with shades and streaks of

white. Many of them are mountain insects, being only found at high elevations.

(Eneis, better known as Chionobas, is a peculiarly interesting genus, which has

the wings generally of a pale, livid, and, as stated by Morris, “diseased color, indi-

cating its far northern habitat.” They are chiefly lovers of mountains, though perhaps

the most beautiful species of the genus, C. icliina, is found in the forests of Mendocino,

California. Two or three of them inhabit Labrador, being the most common lepi-

dopterous insects of that inhospitable country
;

.and one very remarkable species, G.

argenteus., a native of Chili, has the whole upper surface entirely silvered, looking like

a piece of electroplate flashing in the sunshine. C. semiclea has long been a favorite

insect with North American entomologists. It is found upon the highest pe.aks of

the White Mountains, New Hampshire, and in a few places on the Rocky Mountains.

In some species of Chionobas the ocelli are .almost or entirely obsolete.

Ilipparclda and Satgrus are American and Europe.an, differing from kindred genera

by the shape of the wings, by the neuration, and by other details of structure. JI.

perseplione and JI. semele are well-known European species, while II. ridingsii is one

of the very interesting forms of our own continent, having its home in the Color.adian

portion of the Rocky Mountains. Algcalesis and Yptliimcc are composed of a number

of thin-winged species, in which the ocelli are very Large, so much so as at times to

appear dispropoidionate to the size of the insect, which is r.arely more than two inches

in expanse. The genera .are peculi.arly Asiatic and Australian, Y. arctons .and M.
terminus being among the most common lepidoptera of New Holland. Coenonympha
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Fig. 617.— Neonympha eurytris.

is well represented in the United States, one third of the total number being found

amongst us. They are, however, peculiar to the western slope of the continent, C.

californica and C. galactina being extremely abundant

in California and Oregon. Neonympha is found on

the Atlantic coast.

The Danaime comprise a large group of butterflies

in which the wings are streaked with black, mostly

along the course of the nervures, as in Danais., or are

shaded with purple, and spotted Avith white, as in

Eujiloea. They are found all over the Avorld, Asia,

however, leading in point of numbers.

The genus Hestia is comjiosed of very large insects, in which the ground-color of

the wing is white or smoky, with the nervures broadly black, and Avith black spots

A^ariously distributed over the Avhole surface. They are all natives of the East Indian

archipelago, and are very curious-looking insects. 11. itea is the best-known species.

It is about seA^en inches in expanse of Aving. Danais is represented in this country

by the Avell known D. erijipus (= D. archippus')., AA’hich is abundant everywhere

throughout the United States, and which has gradually Av^orked its Avay through the

Hawaiian Islands to the Fijis, thence to the Friendly group, and finally to Australia,

where it is said to be now quite abundant. The means of these migrations is scarcely

knoAvn
;
but it is assumed that the insects make their long flight in croAvds, from land

to land, being probably kept upon their course by the aid of the Avind. The cater-

pillar of the last-named species, Avith its yelloAV and black transverse bands, and its

black filaments, and its beautiful chrysalis, looking like green ice spotted Avith gold, are

well-known objects, Avhile the perfect insect is, in summer, conspicuous upon every

Avayside, AA'here its food-23lants, the various species of Asclepias (milk-weed) are found.

An admirable memoir on the anatomy of this butterfly has been published by Mr.

EdAvard Burgess of Boston, Avhich may be regarded as a text-book for the structure

of the Avhole grouj). Several beautiful species of Danais are found in India and

Australia, and one of these, specially worthy of remark, is D. limniace, which has

been Avrongly regarded as an Euploea., and has been referred to by Avriters as E.

hamata. This is the celebrated bugong moth of the natives of New Holland, so much

prized by some of the tribes as an article of food. Dr. George Bennett, of Sydney,

author of “ Wanderings of a Naturalist in New South Wales,” Avas the first to call

attention to the singular facts connected with this insect, and we cannot do better than

to give his oAvn words. “ The Bugong ‘ moths ’ (sic) collect iqwn the surfaces and

also in the crevices of the masses of granite in incredible quantities. To j^rocure them

with greater facility the n.atives make smothered fires underneath those rocks about

which they are collected, and suffocate them Avith smoke, at the same time swee2)ing

them off, frequently in baskets-full at a time. A circular S
2
')ace is then cleared on the

ground, on it a fire is lighted, and ke
2
)t burning until the ground is considered to be

sufficiently heated, Avhen, the fire being removed, and the ashes swe2)t away, the moths

are
2
flaced upon the heated space, and stirred about until the down and wings are

removed
;
they are then 2flaced on 2^ieces of bark and AvinnoAved, to separate the dust

and wings mixed Avith the bodies. They ai’e then eaten, or
2
Alaced in a wooden A'essel

and pounded by a 2>iece of Avood into masses, or cakes, resembling lum2')s of fat, and

may be com
2
)ared, in color and consistence, to dough made from smutty wheat mixed

with fat. The bodies are large, and filled with a yelloAvish oil, resembling in taste a
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sweet nut. . . . The first time this diet is used by the native tribes, violent vomiting

and other debilitating effects are produced, but after a few days they become accus-

tomed to its use, and then thrive and fatten exceedingly upon it.” Danais limniace

is at times quite common in the gardens of Sydney and Brisbane.

To India and Australia also belongs the great genus Euploea, in which the wings

are generally marked with white spots, and. adorned with purple or blue reflections.

Many very fine and rare species are found in the little known islands of the Aru and

Timor groups, and w’e are yearly adding others to our lists through the energy of

collectors in those regions. Many genera of few species follow the Euplceas, most of

which bear great resemblance to the Heliconias. Such are Lycorea, of which L.

cleohcea is a familiar example, and Diricenna kluzii., a species with clear wings, marked

along the nervures with bright brown streaks, common in Mexico and Central

America. Mechanitis contains a grouji of rather large insects, in which the wings are

comparatively narrow, the abdomen and aiitennse quite long, with the prevailing

colors yellow and shades of brown. The last three genera appear to replace the

Danaiacls and Eupiloeas in the New World, none of them being found away from the

American continent.

Closely allied to them is a large group, natives of the tropical portion of the con-

tinent belonging chiefly to the genus Ithomia. These have the wings, with the

exception of the margins, entirely destitute of scales, and when in flight appear as

has been aptly said, like “ spirit butterflies,” their gauzy wings hardly giving the

idea of active life. They are numerous both in species and examples, and no foi-est

in tropical America can be searched without several being captured. They are not

of large size, seldom exceeding three inches in expanse of wing, the colors of the borders

being shades of brown, occasionally mottled with white or yellow. The denudation

of the wing gives the idea of great weakness, but though in itself so beautifully thin

and transparent, it is very tough and strong, and able to bear the dashing about

among trees and flowers equally as well as those covered with scales. The genus

contains upward of one hundred and sixty species already known to science.

The Papilioxid^ may be characterized as follows :
“ Larva elongated, somewhat

swollen antei’iorly, tapering considerably to the posterior extremity, with two retrac-

tile tentacles on the segment behind the head. Chrysalis angular, supported by a girth

around the centre. Perfect insect (imago) with the abdom-

inal edge of the secondaries (hind wings) concave, and the

discoidal cell closed. Hooks of the tarsi simple. Six well-

developed feet in both sexes.” The family is subdivided

into two sub-families, the Pierinae and Papilioninae, but it is as yet an open question

as to whether the Parnassinae should not be elevated to an equal rank, the singular

pouch possessed by the females, the fact of their weaving a slight cocoon in wdiich to

undergo their transformations, the short antenme, and many details connected with

their habits and economy, seeming to point to the conclusion that they should be

separated.

First we approach a sub-family of great extent, and from the destructive habits of

the larvae of many of the species, of immense importance in the economy of nature,

including the insects known as the ‘garden white,’ ‘cabbage white,’ etc., and by

science called the Pierinae. It contains twenty-nine genera, and about eight hundred

S2:)ecies, and is distributed in one or other of its forms over the world’s surface. This

sub-family may be thus described: “Larva slightly pubescent, somewhat attenuated

Fig. 61S. — Larva of Papilio.
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at the extremity. Imago with the abdominal edge of the secondaries without a con-

cavity. Discoidal cellule closed. Hooks of the tarsi unindentate.”

Colias is one of the most widely sjwead genera, though for the most part confined

to the northern hemisphere, only a very few species being found south of the equator.

The great_resemblance which many of the forms bear to each other has occasioned a

good deal of discussion as to their relative specific value, and Colias may be regarded

as a bone of contention among naturalists, though nothing but breeding from the egg
through successive generations will settle many of the points in dispute. Like many
of the following genera, the colors are shades of yellow wdth black borders and spots,

and the caterpillars are green, feeding on Trifolium., Astragalus, JSIelilotus, and kin-

dred plants. The most common species in the

United States is C. x>hilodice, which is familiar

to every schoolboy throughout the country. It

passes into other forms as we go west, and many
entomologists are to be found who think that C.

eripJiyle, C. Christina, and C. occidentalis, are but

local varieties of the common species. Like Cal-

lidryas, species of Colias have been met at great

distance from land, and Mr. Darwin gives an in-

teresting account of one of these flights, observed by him :
“ One evening, when we

w'ere about ten miles from the Bay of San Bias, vast numbers of butterflies in bands

or flocks of countless myriads, extended as far as the eye could range. Even by the

aid of a telescope it was not possible to see a space free from butterflies. The seamen

cried out ‘ it was snowing butterflies,’ and such in fact was the appearance. More
species than one were pi’esent, but the main part belonged to a kind very similar to,

but not identical with, the common English Colias edusa. The species was probably

C. lesbia.’’’’

Meganostoma, which by some authors is united to the last genus, contains one of

the most beautiful insects of the whole sub-family. This is 31. eurydice, which has the

wings bright orange with a black border, over the whole surface being spread a bril-

liant purple sheen. The female is i^ale yellow, with little of the beauty of her pai’tner.

The sjjecies is a native of California, where the caterpillar feeds upon a papilionaceous

plant of the genus Amorp)ha. Gonepteryx is a grand genus of few species, in which

the wings are falcate at their apex, the veins swollen and distinctly thickened, espe-

cially at their base, while the lower side of the wings is wrinkled like a leaf. Two very

large species are natives of Mexico, viz., G. clorinde and G. moerida. The former

white, with a large orange patch
;
the latter bright citron, with a very conspicuous

black discal dot. G. rhamni is a well-known European species, while the more beauti-

ful G. Cleopatra extends into Africa and Asia Minor.

The genus Catopsilia (= Callidryas) contains a number of very showy insects,

mostly of various shades of yelloAV. It occurs in the Old and New World, not a

few being found in India and Australia, while North and South America boasts of at

least twenty-five species. The most showy of these is C. philea, in which the wings

are of a bright golden yellow, with a large deep orange patch upon the costa. It is a

large insect, four to five inches across the wings, and frequently occurs in great quan-

tities from Mexico to Brazil. They often congregate in large numbers, and Mr. Bates

speaks of seeing so many at rest with the wings erect on the shoal of a muddy river,

that, “ as they swayed about in the wdnd, they looked like a large bed of crocuses in

Fig. 619.— Colias philodice.
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Fig. 620.— CaUidryas philea.

full bloom.” Not one of the least singular habits of these butterflies is that of their

migrating from place to place, and being often found far out at sea in immense

numbers.

The most common species of

this country is C. eubule, which

ranges from New York to Florida,

thence extending through Mexico

as far south as Patagonia. It is

of a bright citron yellow, of a very

pure and clear tint, and is a very

striking object when on the wing.

It is occasionally abundant along

the New Jersey coast, particularly

about Long Branch, and has also

been taken on Staten Island. The
caterpillars of CaUidryas are nearly

always green, while the chrysalis is

very much widened and flattened

out in the middle like the deep keel

of a boat. The great genus Pieris next engages our attention. It contains about one

hundred and forty species, the bulk of which are natives of the northern hemisphere.

They are nearly all white, with shades and patches of black, the under side of the wings

more or less shaded -with yellow. In this country are eleven or twelve distinct si^ecies,

one of which, at least, and the most destructive, is an importation from Europe. This

is P. rajice, which of late years has increased in the United States to such an enor-

mous extent as to be a serious jiest to the farmer and gardener. It is

so abundant as to be rapidly overshadowing one or two other species

formerly quite common, and it is feared that, unless very strenuous

measures be adopted to check its ravages, this species will, in a few

years, overrun the entire continent. Luckily it is well known, and the

caterpillar can, by watchfidness and attention, be gathered in large

quantities and destroyed. It is needless here to do more than briefly

allude to the parasites Avhich keep it in check, or to the energy displayed

by our various agricultural societies in combating this insidious foe.

Some idea of its depredations may be gained from the statement that

the loss of cabbages and kindred plants by this species in the state of New York alone

amounts yearly to several thousands of dollars.

Another species of destructive habits, but less

abundant than P, rapce, is P. oleracea., “ Avhich

feeds on various plants besides cabbage, such as

brocoli, cauliflower, turnip, radish, and mustard,”

and is popularly knoAvn as the pot-herb butterfly.

The larvae of this species are dull green, coA'ered

with a very fine pubescence. P. protodice does

some damage also to garden plants, but is found

more sparingly than the other two species, though

it extends its range quite across the continent, being in some seasons abundant in Cali-

fornia. P. brassicce and P. napi are also determined enemies of the agriculturist, and

Fig. 621.— Chrys-
alis of Pieris
rapce.

Fig. 622. — Pieris oleracen.
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are regarded in Europe as being among the list of his greatest insect enemies. Some
of the South American species are very beautiful, and have the lower wings on the

under side marbled with black and yellow. Such are P. proto-

dice., and P. xanthodice ; while P. cratmgi and P. hippia represent

a group in which the white wings are very distinctly marked with

black along the course of the nervures.

The genus Eurema, better known as Tericis, is of considerable

extent, one hundred and fifteen species having been described.

They are nearly all of various shades of yellow, from pale lemon

to the deepest orange, with black borders of various widths and

patterns, and are found in all parts of the globe, excepting Europe.

Some of them are very beautiful, the rich orange field strongly

contrasting with the black margins. We have eight species in
Fig. 623.^^Chrysaiis of ]jg^g j,g natives of the United States, the most striking of

which are T. nicippe and T. proterpia. The former of these is

quite common in the southern states, and sometimes

travels as far north as New York, while the latter, though

very abundant in Me.xico, has only, as far as our territory

is concerned, been taken in Arizona. T. lisa is remark-

ably common over a great portion of the northern and

eastern states, and may sometimes be seen in almost

countless numbers wherever its food plant. Cassia chumce-

crista happens to grow. It is citron yellow, with narrow black borders, and is one of

the smallest of our butterflies. The caterpillars of the genus are mostly green, with

various stripes of white or yellow.

A very curious insect belonging to this group, which undergoes its transformation

in a community, — a large flask-like nest serving as the home of the whole brood, — in-

habits the table-lands of Mexico, and has been described by Professor Westwood under

the name of Eucheira socialis. The nest is parchment-like in its texture, is about eight

or ten inches in length, and is suspended from the branch of a tree, somewhat after

the manner of many wasps. Instances of Lepidoptera living thus in families are

extremely rare among the butterflies, and the present species is consequently of con-

siderable interest. The imago is blackish-brown, with paler bands and streaks, and bears

great resemblance to some species of the Heliconidse. Allied to this is another genus,

containing many species, called by Hiibner Pismorphia, and, afterwards, by Dalman

changed to Leptatis. The former name, however, generally holds among naturalists.

The species are variously colored, shades of yellow, brown, and greenish being most

apparent among them. The great peculiarity in their history is their mimicry in form

and colors of the species belonging to a totally different group, viz., the before-men-

tioned Heliconidae. These latter insects are, as we have seen, a sub-family of the Nym-
jihalidae, and are distinguished by the secretion of an acrid and offensive fluid, which

protects them from the attacks of birds and other enemies. The species of the genus

Pismorphia, which imitate them are found in company with the Heliconias, and resem-

ble them so much in color and form that among a number of individuals they are

hardly to be separated without very careful observation. Darwin says: “From the

fact that the Heliconidas are colored in their usual manner, while the others depart

from the general coloring of the groups to which they belong, it is clear that the latter

are the imitators and the Heliconidaj the imitated. Mr. Bates, therefore, infers that
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the butterflies whicli imitate tlie protected sj)ecies had acquired their present marvel-

lously deceptive a})pearauce through variation and natural selection, in order to be mis-

taken for the protected kinds, and thus to escape being devoured.”

The true Parnassinte may be characterized as having the “ antennae very short, the

wings of a parchment-like texture, occasionally denuded of scales, the abdomen very

stout and hairy, furnished in the females of nearly all the genera with a singularly

formed corneous i)ouch, the larva smooth, thick, cylindroid, with small tubercles,

slightly hairy, with a Y-shaped furcate tentacle on the first segment, the chrysalis pow-

dered with bluish efflorescence, enveloped in a light tissue of silk, and sustained by

transverse threads.”

The genus Parnassins has the wings mostly white, tinted occasionally with yel-

lowish, in one very rare and beautiful species, P. eversmaniii, the ground color being

bright lemon-yellow. The ornamentation is composed of crimson spots of various

sizes, generally surrounded by black rings, and occasionally with a white pupil, and on

the margins black blotches of various shapes and sizes. One section of the genus wants

the red spots, and herein aj)2)roaches the Pierinaj, especially those forms nearest to P.

crutiegi. The Parnassians are all lovers of mountain regions, and are rarely found below

fifteen hundred feet elevation, while their range is confined to the northern hemisphere,

none of them having been found south of '28° of north latitude. The best-known

s])ecies is P. apollo., which is abundant throughout Switzerland, the Pyrenees, and the

Cevennes, being found, though rarely, in Sweden and Norway. P. phoehiis is also

found in the Alps, and its varieties or offshoots extend through the Ural Mountains

and the Altai, to Kamschatka, one of them crossing Behring’s Straits, and making its

home in the Rocky Mountains, whei'e it is very abundant, having been described

as P. smint/ieiis. A variety, in which the spots are yellow instead of rod, and

which has been known as 1^. be/irii, is i)eculiar to the Sierra Nevada and the coast

range of California. I have said in another ])lace: “ It is a remarkable fact that U.

behrii (always with yellow spots) is found in California, occasionally in large numbers,

while no example of the typical P. smintheus (with red spots) has as yet been met with

within the borders of that state. It may therefore be reasonable to conclude that, in

the migration of the sj)ecies known as P . smintheus., certain individuals, a little differ-

ing from the type, divided themselves from the main body, and passed down the moun-

tain chain of the Sierra into California, here meeting certain conditions, as yet only

vaguely known to us, which tended to the development of yellow rather than red

sj)Ots, at the same time eliminating some of the black ])atches on the wings of the typical

form, and producing the examples which we now recognize under the name of P.

PehriiP Three other species are known to inhabit this continent. Altogether about

thirty-five species of the Parnassius are now known.

To the Papilioninae belong some of the giants of the butterfly world, forms which

not only attract the eye by their beauty, but astonish by their size and by their powers

of flight. First we have to consider a grouj) of insects which are associated under the

generic name Papilio. But it must be confessed that this contains some very incon-

gruous forms, and needs careful revision, and, above all things, a study of the earlier

stages. Jacob Iliibner began the work of separating the genus about the beginning

of the present century, and has been followed in this country by Mr. S. II. Scudder,

who has assigned our North American species to not less than six genera, all of which,

according to the last-named author, are of equal independent value. However Mr.

Scudder’s conclusions m.ay be contested, it is certain that the larvae as well as the

vor;. II. — 32
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perfect stages differ in such important particulars as to call for their separation
; and

to unite in one genus the Ornithopteroe, having larvre bearing long, fleshy siiines, and
which are suspended in chrysalis by the tail as well as supported by the central girth,

with the smooth larvae and long-tailed imagines of our I\ tiinncs, P. ajax., etc., is at

least contrary to the practice which prevails with reference to other groups.

One of the grandest species, as far as its size is concerned, is P. antimachus, a native

of the west coast of Africa, where it flies in the hottest sunshine, thus probably often

escaping capture, as few Europeans can bear the terrible heat of the middle of the day

in the region it inhabits. At present it is an exceedingly rare insect, only about

fifteen specimens being known to exist in collections, the first example having been

brought to England near the close of the last century and sold to Mr. Francillon for a

very high price, passing at his death into the hands of the Honorable Alexander

Macleay of Sydney, for the sum, it is said, of £150. This specimen (the type) is now
in the magnificent collection of the present distinguished entomologist Mr. William

Fig. C25. — Papilio iurnus.

Macleay. It is about eight inches in expanse, rich brown in color, streaked and

otherwise marked with black, being by no means as handsome and attractive as many
of its congeners.

The species of Papilio inhabiting this country are mostly furnished with long tails,

those which are the most common being known as P. turnus, P. troilus, and P. asterias,

these being found neai-ly throughout the country east of the Rocky Mountains. On the

western slope they give place to other forms, P. ratulus and P. eiirymedon taking the

place of P. Unnius and P. indra, and P. zolicaon that of P. asterias. The caterpillars

feed on a variety of plants— turnus and allies on cherry, sassafras, willow, etc., while

asterias and its relatives prefer those of the natural order Umbelliferae. They are

mostly shades of green, with various markings of black and yellow, Avith spectacle-

like marks on the third and fourth segments, and Avith the retractile horns bright

orange. In the southern states P.palamedes is abundant, the caterpillar doing occa-

sional mischief to the young orange trees; and another species, P
.
p)olydamas, whose

home is apparently the West Indies and Mexico, is found, though rarely, in Florida.
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Our beautiful P. ajax, with its numerous varietal forms, lias wide distribution through

tlie states, having been taken fi-om New York to Texas, and westward as far as the

Mississijipi valley. It is well known to lovers of nature, its greenish-white wings,

streaked or striped with black, with a bright patch of crimson at the anal extremity

of the lower pair, rendering it a very conspicuous object. The caterpillars feed upon

Asitnina triloba (papaw), and in their outline and color are somewhat similar to those

of the more familiar 1\ tarnus. P. daunus is a very fine insect, closely allied to

P. turniis, in which the secondaries have three tails. It is found in California, Arizona,

and various jiarts of Mexico. Twenty sjiecies, or at least strongly marked forms, of

true Papilio may be credited to the United States.

Throughout the trojiical regions of the American continent is found, in large

numbers of individuals, a grou]) of species remarkable for the black velvety ground-

color of the wings, with red, green, and ])urplish blotches upon them. They are very

beautiful insects, and notable from the fact that the se.xes differ so considerably as to

have been, in frequent instances, described by eminent entomologists as distinct

species. The caterpillars are various shades of green and brown, with bands and

stripes of yellow, red, and blue; the fourth, fifth, and sometimes the sixth segments

elevated into a humj), and armed with variously-formed protuberances. Probably of

this group .at least forty species are now known.

In another section of the New World PapxUos the hind wings have a very sharp,

narrow, long tail, while their colors are vaiaous shades of orange and yellow, and still

another large group, numerous both in species and individuals, has the uungs clear or

greenish white, striped with black, with a few red or yellow spots on the margin of the

lower pair. It may be said that nearly one hundred .and fifty species of true Papilio

are already known as n.atives of various portions of the American continent.

Many grand species are found in Africa, and especially upon the west coast, one of

the most striking being P. zalnioxis. This fine insect is very aberrant in its color,

the ground of the wings being bluish gray Avith black stripes, in general facies aj)proach-

ing the Danaidae, Avhile the under side of the hind Avings is bright tan color, and the

body dull orange. It is over eight inches in exjA.anse, and must be a very cons])icuous

and striking object in its natiA'e forests. Nothing is as yet recorded as to its early

stages. P. hesperiis is also another superb insect from the same region. It is jet,

velvety black, Avith pale yelloAV blotches, and with r.ather long but bro.ad tails. P.

niveus is a species in Avhich the black ground-color of the Avings is relieved by a bright

se.a-green macular band common to both, Avhile its allies, P. epipliorhas and P.p>hor-

baiita, h.iA'e the same system of coloration differently arranged.

But .after all, as far as the Old World is concerned, the bulk of the species compos-

ing the genus under consideration are to be found in various ])arts of Asia; the Ilim.a-

layas and the Mal.ay Islands yielding the largest supply. One of the most striking

groups is that comprising the common Indian species, P. ganesa, paris, bi-ama, and

biunor. These are, for the most jiart, golden green, the Avings coA^ered Avith met.allic

irrorations, and variously marked Avith reddish or ]iurplish spots on the margins.

They are magnificent insects, their colors being perfectly dazzling in the sunshine.

P. crino, P. Jerishna, and P. arjima, are among the rarities of this grouji, and vie

Avith their relatives in richness and beauty of color. Another striking section of the

genus is represented by P. nlgsses, in Avhich the Avings are of the most dazzling

met.allic blue, with broad black borders, recalling very much the coloration of the

gigantic Morphos, insects belonging to a A’ery different family. The tdysses group is
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found in Araboina, and others of the East India islands, extending in modified forms

or varieties to Australia. Closely related species, distinguished by the same bril-

liancy of color, are peculiar to the Molucca Islands. The butterflies of which P.

rhetenor and P. protenor, are representative examples, are remarkable for the great

prolongation of the hind wings, which are narrow, deeply indented, sometimes with

long tails, and strongly marked with blood-red spots on the margins. They are, for

the most part, very large and showy insects, and are natives of the northern portion

of India, as well as of China and Japan. A species from the latter country, P. alci-

nous, is remarkable for the color of the female, which is fawn drab, with orange mark-

ings, Avhile the male is black, with red markings on the margin.

The various portions of Australia cannot be said to be rich in the species of Papilio,

only seventeen species having as yet been recorded from that continent, but five of

which seem to be peculiar to it, the remainder being stragglers from the East Indian

and Malayan regions. One of the remarkable forms is P. erectheus, a large and

Fig. 626 .— Papilio alcinous.

showy species, in which the sexes differ considerably, the male being black in ground

color, while the female is brownish white, with wide black borders, marked with

orange dashes and spots. It is a very common insect in the warmer jiarts of Australia,

and is frequently seen flying in the streets of Sydney, the caterpillar being at times

very destructive to orange yilantations.

P. sarpedon, with its wings ju’ofusely marked with bright blue green, is a very

striking object in the gardens and plantations of New Holland, and is one of the

species delighting in almost perpetual flight, selecting some ojien sunny sjiace, and

traversing this backwards and forwards for hours with singular yiei'tinacity, rarely

alighting, or, if so, only for a moment, arising again at the slightest disturbance, and

gliding rather than flying over the spot it has selected for its ]>layground. It is

a widely distributed species, reaching thronghont India to China and .Tajian.

Europe claims but four sjiecies of Papilio : viz. P. machaon, P. podahrius, P.

(dexanor, and P. /lospiton. The first named of these is the most common, and is

found in some portions of Cermany and France in considerable numbers. Its cater-
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pillar feeds on umbelliferous plants, and at one time it was rather abundant in the fens

of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, England
;
but, from the drainage of those

districts, it has there become quite rare. A modified form of the species has been

taken in Alaska and British Columbia, and is known as P. aliaska. P. podalirius is

chiefly found in the warmer parts of France. P. alexanor has its home about the

lower Alps, and P. hospitoti, by far the rarest of the four s])ecies, is only taken in the

islands of Corsica and Sardinia. The prevailing colors of the European species 'are

Fig. 627. — a, Leptocircus curius. b, Ornithoptera amphrysns, larva und chrysaMs.

shades of pale yellow with black markings. Up to this time over three hundred and

fifty species of the genus Papilio are known.

By almost common consent, at the head of the Pa])ilionin£e are placed the glorious

Ornithoptera of the tropics, and from their size and beauty they well deserve this

position. But it should be stated that in the chrysalis state these magnificent insects

unite the characters of the Suspensi and Succinct!, not only binding a thread partially

around the body, but also suspending themselves by the tail, thus evidencing a slight

approach to the Xymphalidae,— another proof, if it 'were necessary, that the objects

of creation can by no means be arranged in straight lines. This habit of the chrysalis.
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however, carefully and ably described by Dr. Horsfield, seems to be sufficient to

separate the two genera of Ornitlioptera and Paiyilio., though by many entomologists

they have of late been united. Of the former genus, as at present restricted, there

are sixteen species, exclusive of many varietal forms, which have received distinct

names. -They are mostly in color grand combinations of green and black, orange and
black, purple and black, and bright yellow and black, and measure on the average

about seven inches in the expanse of the wings. O. croesiis has the wings the richest

golden orange instead of green, and when in flight is said to be almost' dazzling to the eye.

Fine specimens are extremely rare, and command very high ])rices for the cabinet. It is

a natiA'e of the island of Batchian
;
and Mr. Wallace’s account of its capture is so

entertaining that it may well be copied at length: “During my first walk into the

forest at Batchian, I had seen sitting on a leaf, out of reach, an immense butterfly

of a dark color, marked with white and yellow s])Ots. I saw at once that it was a

female of a new species of Ornitlioptera., or ‘bird-winged’ butterfly, the pride of the

Eastern tropics.” IMr. Wallace was subsequently fortunate enough to secure a

female, “and the day afterwards a fine male. I found it to be as I had expected,

—

a perfectly new and most magnificent species, and one of the most gorgeously colored

butterflies in the world. . . . Tlie beauty and brilliancy of this insect are indescribable,

and none but a naturalist can understand the intense excitement I experienced when
I at length captured it. On taking it out of my not and opening its glorious wings,

my heart began to beat violently, the blood rushed to my head, and I felt much more

like fainting than I have done when in apprehension of immediate death. I had a

headache the rest of the day, so great was the excitement produced by what will

appear to most people a very inadequate cause.

Fragile as are the wings of the beings we have been considering, it will perhajis

surpi’ise many who have not investigated the subject, to learn that butterflies exist in

a fossil state, and that the delicate creatures which now give such animation to our

woods and fields sported their short life of activity and fi-eshness away back in the

tertiary period.

Hexry Edwards.
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Order XL — HYMENOPTERA.
The order Hymenopterii incdndes the bees, wasps, ants, ichneumon-flies, gall-flies,

saw-flies, and allied insects. Many of these are well known to every observer. They
are among the first of insects to attract attention, and it is only necessary to cite the

popular names given above to convey a general idea of the more important characters

of the order. In structure they occupy a high place in the class Insecta. By many
entomologists they are now placed as the highest of insects

;
and if the development

of their instinctive powers alone is considered there can be no doubt that they are

entitled to this rank. Tlie marvellous intelligence of bees, wasps, and ants has

attracted the attention of men of all times.

The more important characters of the order may be briefly stated as follows : The
mouth-j^arts are formed both for biting and sucking. There are four wings, which ai’e

membranous, and have comparatively few veins. The second pair of wings is always

smaller than the first. The abdomen in the females is armed with a multivalve saw,

ovipositor, or sting. The metamorphosis is complete
;
that is, the adult insect does

not resemble the larva in form.

In the Hymenoptera the head is freely movable, and usually bears, in addition to

the large lateral compound eyes, three ocelli, which are arranged in a triangle on the

vertex. In many cases the ocelli are wanting
;
and a few members of the order are

blind. The blind species are mostly ants which live in dark j)laces. It is said also

that certain Chalcis-flies are blind. The antennae are variable in form in the lower of

the two sub-orders (Terebrantia) into which this order is divided. The number of

segments varies from three in certain saw-flies {Ilijlotoma), to sixty in some of the

Ichneumonid®. The general form of the antemue may be long, thread-like, short and

clubbed, or even pectinated. In some species they are smooth, in others hairy.

Often those of the males are Tnore developed than those of

the females. In the higher of the two sub-orders (Aculeata)

the antenn® are usually filiform, or setaceous and simple, and

almost uniformly composed of thirteen joints in the males

and twelve in the females.

The Tnouth-parts are very highly developed. With other

insects the month is fitted either for biting or for taking liquid

food only. But the members of this order can both bite and

suck. The labrum and mandibles are essentially the same as

with other biting insects. In many species the mandibles

are very powerful, enabling the insects to ])erform wonderful

feats, even to piercing long tunnels in solid wood. Witli

these insects the mandibles are used much more as tools

to aid in building and provisioning their nests than they

are as organs for chewing food. The maxill® and labium

vary greatly in form in the different families. In the more

ty])ical members of the order these organs are greatly

elongated, and form a kind of sheath for the labium and

its appendages. In this case the labium and maxill® to-

gether constitute a complicated apparatus for the collection of liquid food.

The most obvious characteristic of the wino-s is the membranous texture which

Fig. 6iJ8. — Mouth parts of a
bee. ft, clypeus; c, labrum; f,
mandibles; ft, maxillary palpi;
i, maxillae; j, labial palpi; k,

liKula; I, p'alpiter; m, para-
glossa;.
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gives tlie name to the order (iimen, membrane
;
pteron., wing). The wings are either

naked or covered with fine microscopic hairs. They are usually transparent, some-

times clouded, and frequently they are iridescent. The veins are comparatively few
in number. In special works on Ilymenoptera each of the veins of the wing and each

of the cells or spaces circumscribed by the veins is given a distinct name. It is not,

however, worth while in this j)lace to enumerate these names.

The front wings are larger than the hind ones. Each front.wing has a thickened

sj)ot near the lateral extremity of the front margin. This is the stigma, and is repre-

sented by the shaded portions in our figures. The two wings of each side are united

during flight by a series of minute hooks on the front margin of the hind wings.

These hooks catch the hind margin of the front wings, so that the two wings present

a continuous surface.

As in all the other orders of insects we find here species which are destitute of

wings
;
and there are sj)ecies in which one sex is wingless and the other winged.

While with the ants the males are Avinged, the sterile females (workers) are wingless

;

and the fertile females (queens) have wings at first, but shed them after the occur-

rence of the flight, in Avhich the 2)airing of the sexes takes jilace.

The legs are generally long and slender, with five-jointed tarsi. Various modifi-

cations of form will be noted later. The form of the abdomen varies to a remarkable

degree. It may be joined to the thorax by a slender j)edicel or by nearly its entire

width. It may be composed of short and very broad segments, or of long and slender

joints. Between these extremes there are all gradations. Figures of the more im-

])ortant modifications will be given in connection with the various families. In the

females the caudal end of the body is furnished with a complicated apparatus known
sometimes as a sting and sometimes as an ovipositor. In the higher families it is a

sting, and is connected with a poison gland. In the lower families it is of many forms.

In some species it is a multivalve saw fitted for cutting slits into leaves for the inser-

tion of eggs. In others it is a boring instrument by which a dee}) circular hole can be

made in solid wood. Again the different parts of which it is com])osed mei-ely serve

to guide the eggs to the desired })lace during ovi})osition.

In their transformations the IIymeno|)tera undergo a com])lete metamor])hosis,

the form in which they first a})pear on leaving the egg being very diffei-ent from that

they assume in the adult state. The eggs of the IIymeno])tera j)resent little that is

remarkable in form or coloring. Usually they are longer than broad, with rounded

extremities, and with a thin smooth shell, which is rarely colored. Certain ])arasitic

species fasten their eggs to other insects by means of stalks. In some members of the

order the eggs swell before hatching until they are nearly or quite twice the size that

they were when first laid. The number of eggs laid by a single female varies greatly;

with some of the solitary s])eeies it is |U’obably not moi’o than ten or twelve, while

with the social s|Aecies it may be more than the same number of thousands.

In the two lower families the laiwae are furnished Avith legs, and frequently have a

striking resemblance to cater} )illars. Like the larvje of Lc}udo})tera these aberrant

forms feed u}3on leaves or bore into the Avoody portions of })lants. But in the other

families the larvm are footless, maggot-like creatures, inca})able of any extended

motion, and entirely de])endent on the instinctive care of the adult insects. To a

certain extent this dependence is also true in the case of the lower families, for if the

}Aarent saw-fly Avere not to lay her eggs upon the }Aro}Aer kind of }Alant the larvm Avould

starve. In the higher and more tjq)ical members of the order the c.are exercised over
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the helpless young by the adult insects is something truly inai’vellous. In some of the

families this merely consists in placing the egg in the proper situation. It may be in

the sul)stance of a leaf, or twig, or branch, where an abnormal vegetable growth will

take place, within which the larva can live and find nourishment
;

it may be either

upon or within the body of another insect upon which the larva is to live parasitically

;

or, again, within the nest of some other insect, from whicli the larva can sponge its

living. In each of these cases the instinctive care of the parent is of a higher grade

than would appear at first sight. With the gall-making species it is necessary that

the egg be laid in a 2>articular part of the 2n'oj)er food plant. Each ])arasitic species

infests only certain other insects, and no more eggs are laid within or upon the para-

sitized insect than can be fully developed. With the guest insects the egg must be

laid in the ju’oper nests, else they, or the larvaj which hatch from them, will come to

grief. All these, however, are simple exhibitions of instinct comjiared uath what we
find in several of the higher families. Here a nest, often very elaborate in construc-

tion, is prepared for the recej^tion of the egg. And then either a store of food sufficient

to bring the young insect to maturity is placed with the egg in this nest, or the wants

of the J'oung receive daily attention. What is perha])s more wonderful than anything

else in this connection is the fact that with many species this care of the young is not

given by either of the parents, but by other individuals which are sterile. These

individuals bear a certain relation to the young under their care, which has been ai)tly

expressed as that of maiden aunts. It is an interesting fact that these helple.ss foot-

less larvae are developed from embryos which at a certain stage possess legs. This

indicates that the legs have been lost through disuse, and that these insects are the

descendants of those which possessed legs in their larv'al state.

When the larvae are full grown they transform to inactive pupae, which have all

the limbs of the perfect insects enclosed in distinct sheaths, and folded upon the

ventral aspect of the body. With many species the larva, before transforming, spins a

cocoon about its body. With some this cocoon is comj)osed of com])aratively loose

silk, and resembles to a certain degree the cocoon of a le])idoptcrous insect. In others

the cocoon is of a very dense parchment-like texture
;
and in still others it resembles

a very delicate foil.

The adult insects are usually very active creatures. In this state as a rule they

take but little nourishment, and this consists almost entirely of the nectar of fioweivs

and the sweet excretions of plant-lice and bark-lice. Hymeno])tera may be seeii con-

stantly collecting food from flowers or destroying and carrying off other insects.

There are, however, some species, notably ants, in which the adult state may last

many years, during which time they are constantly active and require considerable

food. •

As with other insects it is the rule in the Ilymenoptera that the union of two sexes

is necessary to reproduction. Still instances of parthenogenesis are common through-

out the entire order. Many make sounds. The humming of the bees is familiar to

all. Landois has studied these sounds and the apjvaratus by which they are pi-oduced.

In the hive-bee a sound is produced by the vibration of the wings during flight
;
but

the true voice of the insect is produced by the band-like margins of the stigmata, both

thoracic and abdominal. In the bumble-bees the abdominal stigmata are here the

chief producers of sound, and they jiresent a rather complicated construction. Each

stigma is an oval aperture surrounded by a chitinous ring
;

it is situated beneath a

hemispherical cup divided by a slit into two nearly equal parts, and is furnished with
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a double chitinous membrane stretched between the stigma and the lower half of the

cup. It is by the vibration of these parts that the well-known hum is produced.

The Hymenoptera are divided into two sub-orders, the Terebrantia or borers, and

the Aculeata or stingers. In the Terebrantia the caudal end of the abdomen is fur-

nished with an instrument employed as a saw or borer for depositing the eggs. In

the Aculeata the end of the body is furnished with a stingy which is connected with a

poison gland. The antennae of the males usually have thirteen segments, and those of

the females twelve. The Terebrantia are lower in rank, both structurally and in intel-

ligence, than the Aculeata. Gerstacker has pointed out an important structural dif-

ference between the plant-eating Hymenoptera and the higher and more typical forms.

In the latter, or true Hymenoptera, the first abdominal segment of the larva, during

develo^Dment, becomes transferred to the thorax, so that in the abdomen of the adult

we can never distinguish more than eight dorsal half-segments. In the phytophagous

Hymenoptera this segment is retained in the abdomen, in which nine segments are

recognizable in the adult.

Sub-Okdek I.— Terebuantia.

In following out the plan of this work, it is necessary to discuss the Terebrantia

before we study the Aculeata. On some accounts this is undesirable, as the Aculeata

consist of the more typical forms, while the lower members of the Terebrantia are

anomalous both in structure and habits. Therefore, if the reader be not on his guard,

he will at first get a "wrong impression resi)ecting the characters of this order.

The Terebrantia has been divided into three sections, the Phyto])haga or ])lant-

eaters, the Gallicola or gall-inhabiters, and the Entomophaga or insect-eaters. To the

first section belong two families, the Tenthredinidaj and Uroceridae. Tlie second sec-

tion consists of a single family, the Cynipidae. And to the

third section five families belong, the Chalcididae, Procto-

trupidae, Braconidas, Ichneumonidae, and Evaniidae.

The Tentiiredinida: includes the insects popularly known

as saw-flies. They are of great interest to the systematist on

account of their aberrant characters. They show some strik-

ing affinities to the Lepidoptera. In the adult the base of

the abdomen is joined broadly to the thorax as in Lepido])-

tera, instead of being constricted so as to foian a waist as in

the more typical Hymenoptera. The head is broad and the

thorax wide, closely resembling that of Lepidoj)tera. The

larvae are like caterpillars both in apjiearance and habits.

Like them, they have a more or less cylindrical body fur-

nished with six true legs and a number of prolegs, and they

also feed on the leaves of ])lauts. The larvae of saw-flies

have, however (except in the genus Lycla), from twelve to sixteen prolegs
;
while

caterpillars never have more than ten.

When full grown, the larvae make parchment-like silken cocoons. Sometimes

these are attached to the plant upon which the larvae have been feeding, but more

often the larvae descend to or beneath the surface of the ground before transforming.

When the adult insect emerges it lays its eggs ujwn the plant upon which its larvae

are to feed. Sometimes these eggs are simply placed upon the surface of the plant

;

Fig. 629. — Larva of Lyda .
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in other cases slits are made into the leaves or other j)arts, and the eggs laid in these

slits. Tlie slits are made by the peculiar ovipositor of the female. The principal part

of this organ is a pair of saw-like blades, which suggest the popu-

lar name of the family.

Sekoulria rosoe, the rose slug, is an insect known in its larval

stage to all florists. The imported currant-worm, JVematus ven-

tricosus, and the native currant-worm, Pristiphora (jrossularim,

are also well known members of this family.

The family Uroceridje, or horntails, includes insects which are quite closely allied

to the saw-flies, but which differ from them in certain characters, especially in the

structure of the ovipositor or borer, and in the form and habits of the larvae. Tlie

body of the adult is elongated and nearly cylindrical in form. This is well shown in

Sirex gigas. The male is furnished with a prominent horn at the caudal end of the

Fig. GSO.—Selandria roses.

Fig. 631.— Sirex gigas, male and female.

abdomen, which suggested both the popular and the scientific names of the family. The
ovipositor of the female is attached near the middle of the ventral surface of the abdo-

men and extends far beyond the caudal end of the body. The principal part of the

ovipositor consists of a boring ajijiaratus by means

of which tlie female insect can drill a hole into solid

timber. These insects may often be found during

the summer months boring holes into living trees,

in which they lay their eggs.

The larvae are wood-boring and often do great

injury to trees, the trunks of which they perforate.

They have six very small true legs, but no prolegs.

When fully grown they make cocoons of silk in

their burroAvs, interwoven Avith little chips which

they have made. After the jnqial skin is cast off,

„ ^ the Aviimcd insect breaks through its cocoon, creeps

to the mouth of its bnrroAA", gnaAvs through the

covering of bark over it, and comes out of the tree into the open air. Tremex columba

has similar habits and often does considerable damage to shade trees.
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The family Cynipidje comprises forms knoAvn as gall-flies. In these the abdomen
is usually furnished with a short peduncle and is much comjiressed. The second or

the second and third segments (the first forms the peduncle) are greatly developed.

The remaining segments (usually five in number) are short, and each is more or less

covered by the preceding segment. Concealed within these segments is the long,

partially coiled, very slender ovipositor, which arises near the base of the abdomen.

The wings of the gall-flies have comparatively few veins, and the fore wing lacks the

stigma; some forms are wingless. The antennae are not elbowed, and consist of from

thirteen to sixteen joints. The larvae are maggot-like, and without caudal opening to

alimentary canal.

These insects are termed gall-flies because the majority of the species live within

galls. But the student must bear in mind that not all the species of this family are

developed in galls, ami flint not all galls are produced by members of this family. A
gall is an abnormal vegetable growth caused by an

insect, and within which one or more insects live and

derive their nourishment. The common oak-ap])les

are familiar examples of galls.

If one of these galls be cut oj^en at the proper time,

thei’o will be found at the centre a cell containing a

grub-like larva. This larva derives its nourishment

from the substance of the gall. iVIany galls are com-

pound, a large number of cells bciiig united to form a

single gall. The mossy rose-gall, so common on the

wild rose, is an illustration of this.

Many species of gall-flies undergo their transforma-

tions within the gall
;
while in other sjiecies the full-

grown larva leaves the gall and enters the ground to

transform. Each species of gall-fly infests a siiecial

part of one or more particular sjiecies of jilants. And
the gall jiroduced by each species of insect is of definite

form. Thus, when an entomologist who has studied these insects sees a familiar gall,

he knows at once what species of insect jiroduced it.

The manner in which galls are produced has been the subject of much speculation.

The female gall-fly, as already stated, is furnished with an ovipositor. By means of

this instrument she jnmetures the surface of that part of the jilant where the egg is to

be laid. Now it has been supposed that at the time the egg is laid there is propelled

into the wound of the jflant a small quantity of an irritating fluid, the action of which

u])on the plant in some way causes an abnormal jiroduction of cellular tissue. On this

hypothesis the differences between the galls of different insects was exjilained by suj)-

posing that the fluid jiroduced by each sjiecies of insect had jieculiar jirojierties. It

has been shown that in many cases this cannot be true. It is, however, still held for

certain insects. Thus, the wound made by a certain saw-fly {Kematus vallesnierii)

in the leaves of Salix amygdalina “ causes an abundant formation of cells, and the

gall thus formed attains its full growth at the end of a few days, before the larva has

escaped from the egg.” “ In the Cecidomyida?, on the contrary, the manner in which

the eggs are laid show clearly that it is the larva which causes the formation of the

gall. The same is the case with the Cynipidse. No effect is jjroduced until the larva

is hatched. Tngonaspis crustalis lays its eggs in May, and the larvae do not hatch

Fig. 633. — Gall of lUindites rosm on
wild rose.
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till September; and it is only in this last month that the gall begins to form. As

soon as the larva has attacked some cells the increase is effected. Mr. Adler (of

Schleswig) has even proved that whilst the young larva has the hind part of its body

still enclosed in the membrane of the egg, a large proliferation of cells is formed in

front of it round the slightly wounded tissue.”

The rej)roduction of the Cynipidae is attended with some strange phenomena, which

have not been understood till quite recently. It has been found that a true alternation

of generations exists in many species of the family. This is of the kind defined by

Balfour as heterogeny
;
that is, there is an alternation of sexual and parthenogenetic

generations. In many cases the two generations of a species differ so greatly that they

have been placed by systematists in different genera.

As observed by Adler, JNeuroterus lentiadaris produces, on the under surface of

the leaves of the oak, galls which appear in July and fall to the ground in September

or October. The larva is at this period very small, and the perfect insect does not

come out till A])ril or the beginning of May. Scarcely has it escaped from the gall

Fig. 634. — Galls of Cynips quercus-spongijica and C. quercusAnana.

in which it was developed, when it deposits its eggs upon the buds of the oak. Around
these eggs are formed, upon the leaves and peduncles of the male flowers, galls differ-

ing from those which had nourished the Neurotenis. The insect which emerges from

them is no JNeiiroterics at all, but has been classed in another genus under the name
of Spathegaster baccarum. This, in its turn, will de])Osit eggs which will produce

Neuroteri. The same alternation has been observed in three other species of Neuro-

terns corres])onding to three distinct s])ecies of Spathegaster. “Not only do the two

generations live in galls differing in form, color, and situation, and the insects exhibit

among themselves differences of size, proportions, and structure, but what renders’ the

contrast more striking is that the Neuroterus generation is onlg represented hg females,

rrhilst the Spathegaster^ge;;era<fo/t individuals of both sexes.'"’

Although alternation of generations occurs in many species of the Cynipidae, it is

believed that there are other species in which the ])artheuogenetic form exists alone,

that is, the s])ecies reproduced continuously without any males appearing. There can

be no doubt that these jiarthenogenetic species have descended from sexual forms.

Still it is said that no case is now known of a sexual form existing alone. “All the

sexual species are only known to us as a link in a cycle containing an organic genera-
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tion.” Mr. Adler has shown, however, that in Bhodites rosce., the fly of the common
rose gall, and in lihodites eglanterim there is a manifestation of atavism, thus confirm-

ing the bands which exist between the sexual and organic

states. “Although re})roduction among them has become
entirely parthcnogenetic, yet at times males ajijiear, al-

though probably no copulation has taken place for a long

period.”

There are several genera of gall-flies which, although

they live in galls, do not produce them. These are

known as guest gall-flies or inquilines. The adult in-

sect lays her eggs within galls which have already been

formed by other insects. In some instances at least, the

guest does not starve nor injure the owner of the gall.

In a third section of this family the insects are true parasites, living within the

bodies of other insects. The habits of these species resemble those of the Chalcidid®.

The family CiiALCiDiDyE is an imtnense group composed almost entirely of parasitic

species. Kirchner, in 1867, enumerated twenty-four hundred and seven European

species
;
and although less than five hundred

North American species have been described,

an examination of the larger collections leads

us to the conclusion that the North American

fauna in this family is still richer. In general

the species are small in size, the largest {Leu-

cospis and Sniicra) not exceeding the common
honey-bee, while the smallest species {Poropoea

and 'TricJioriramma) are frequently not more

than a quarter of a millimeter in length. In

color they are nearly always black with strong

metallic reflections
;
but many yellow species are known, and even red is often found

in the markings of the larger species of the genera Spilochalcis and Smicra.

The species are all active and essentially diurnal in their habits. The body varies

greatly in form, as shown in the accompanying figures of several species parasitic upon

scale insects. The difference between the sexes is often veiy marked, and a striking

example of this is seen in Tomocera californica., both sexes of which are figured. Tliis

species is parasitic upon Lecanium olece, the “black scale” of California, and the

male might readily be taken for a species of a different genus without positive evidence

to the contrary.

In general the head is large, becoming enormous in Caratomtis and allied genera,

and is carried at right angles to the body. The number of antennal joints varies from

seven to thirteen, and there is the greatest possible diversity in the character of the

flagellum. The eyes are large, and the ocelli are so placed as to form a triangle. In

certain genera of the very abnormal group of fig-feeders, Aorfomdoe., the ocelli are

wanting, and in Mipristiaa both eyes and ocelli are absent. The thorax is highly

developed, and the wings, although large and strong, are nearly destitute of veins.

Many species' lack the wings entirely. The ovipositor is usually hidden, though in the

sub-family Toryminae it is exserted and very long, and is used to penetrate galls.

In the genus Leucospis the ovipositor is curved up over the dorsum of the abdomen

to the thorax.

Fig. CSC. — Smicra maria.

Fig. 035 .—nhodites roscc, rose gall-fly.
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The female Chalcicl lays her eggs either in or upon some other insect in one of its

early stages of growth. The larvas usually feed internally, but occasionally they feed

e.xternally upon other larvas. All of the species of the sub-family Tricliogramminae,

so far as we are aware, are parasitic upon the eggs of species of other groups, usually

of Lepidoptera and Coleoptera. All other chalcids (with the exception of certain

si)ecies of JEupehnus which are parasitic upon the eggs of Orthoj)tera and Ileteroptera,

and occasionally of Lepidoptera) oviposit upon larvae, and issue either from the larva

or j)upa. In the case of the internal feeders the larva transforms to a naked jjupa

within the body of its host, while the external feeders often sj)in a slight cocoon.

With soTiie of the Eulophinae, however, the host is entii'oly destroyed, and the larvae

transform without covering upon the surface of the leaf. In this case, however, the

pu])al epidermis is very thick and tough, so much so as to obscure the form of the

insect.

Not all of the Chalcididae are parasitic. The sub-family Eurytominae closely

approaches tlie Cynipidae, not only in structure, but also in habits. The genus Iso.^oma

of this sub-family contains several s])ecies which are phytophagous (/. hordei, I. tritici.

and T. vitis), and one of them (Z. hordei) causes an abnormal growth which is very

like a gall. The species of the closely allied genus Earptoma are bred in large num-

bers from Cynipid and Cecidomyid galls, and must be considered as inquilinous rather

than as parasitic.

All of the orders of Hexapoda, with the exception of the Thysanura and Derma-

toptera, are subject to parasitic attack from members of this family. From the gigantic

larva of Telea p)oliipliemus which supports its hundreds of ravenous larvae of Spilo-

chalcis marice, down to the minute pedunculate egg of Ilemerohius with still more

minute ])arasitic Trichopramma, hardly a species escapes. The amount of good they

accomj)lish in the destruction of noxious insects is very great, and the sudden cessation

in the work of some injurious horde, so often noticed by the agriculturist, is often in

great measure due to their good offices.

The family PROcxoTRuriDyE is closely related to the preceding both in structure

and in habits. The difficulty in separating certain members of the two groups has

always been great, for want of some exact and decisive distinguishing character. Such

a character has at last been observed by Thomson, and consists in the fact that in the

Proctotrupid® the pronotum always extends to the tegul®, while in the Chalcidid®

the borders of the mesoscutum always inteiwene. The Proctotrupid® have not been
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Fig. 638. — Mymar jmlchellus.

Studied or collected with the same assiduity which has marked the study of the Chal-

cididae, and less than seven hundred European species have thus far been described,

yet there is reason to believe that this grouj) is nearly as rich in species as the family

we have just considered.

In point of size of body, the Proctotrupidae are in general the smallest of the

Ilymenoiitera. The largest species rarely exceed

4 mm. in length, while the sub-family Mymarinae
contains the smallest insects known, Alaptus exci-

sus, measuring only 0.17 mm. (between six and seven

thousandths of an inch). JSLjmar jndchdlus is about

a fiftieth of an inch in length. In shape, the body
is slender, and the color is almost invariably black or

brown without metallic lustre. The head is fre-

quently carried in the same jdane with the body.

The antennae are usually long and slender, in the

males of some species exceeding the whole body in

length. The wings are often wanting, and when present are entirely veinless, or they

may approach (as in Telexomus) the venation of some of the Chalcididae, or (as in

Chelogynus) some of the Braconidae.

In habits the Proctotnqjidag are nearly all parasitic. Many species of the sub-

family Scelioninas live in the eggs of other insects. Tde((s and Tdenomus are often

parasitic upon Icjiidopterous and heter-

opterous eggs, Prosacantha uiion cole-

opterous, and Boeonura upon the egg-

masses of orthoptera. Many species are

internal parasites of other larvae, and

many others are secondary j^arasites,

that is, ])arasites upon species of the

other closely related entomophagous

families. Others again are external

feeders
;
thus, the larvae of the curious

genus Gonatopus are found fastened under the wings of leaf-hoppers. A few species

are inquilines, but none, so far as we know, are plant feeders.

The family Bkacoxid^ is the Ichneumonides adsciti of authors. Under the popu-

lar name ichneumon-tlies are classed the members of one of the most extensive groups

of insects, a grou]) including several thousand described species. By many this

entire group is considered as constituting a single family, the Ichneumonidae. The
S])ecies of this group may be recognized by the following character. The abdomen is

attached to the thorax at its hinder extremity and between the bases of the posterior

coxae. The wings are veined, the anterior ])air always exhibiting perfect cells njum

their disc. The ovipositor is straight and often exserted. The antennae are nearly

always filiform or setaceous, and composed, except in a few small Bi-aconlds, of more

than sixteen joints.

The larvae are soft, fleshy, cylindrical, footless gi’ubs. They are ])arasites, usually

infesting the larvae of other insects. Apparently no insect is safe from their attacks

in liowevcr ])rotected a place it may live. Even species which live within solid wood
and those which iidiabit water become their victims. They do not even spare the

nembers of their own family. We thus find secondary and sometimes tertiary para-

Fig. 639. — «, Teleas Iceviusculus

;

6, ovipositing
ill other eggs.
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sites. The female ichneumon-fly lays her eggs either in or upon the body of the insect

on which her young are to feed. In the former case, the body wall of the victim is

pierced by the ovipositor
;
in the latter case, the egg is fastened to the outer surface

by a viscid substance. In some instances this viscid substance is drawn out in the

form of a thread, and the egg attached to the distal end of it. These stalked eggs are

usually attached to the head of the infested larva in such a position that the larva

cannot rid itself of them. When the eggs hatch, the young ichneumons soon penetrate

the body wall of their hosts. Here they feed upon the fatty portion of their victim,

so that it continues to live until they become fully grown. Many caterpillars infested

by these parasites live until after they have sjum their cocoons and then perish. It is

an interesting fact that, even in these cases where the ichneumons are protected by

the cocoon of their host, each one spins for itself a cocoon before transforming to a

pupa. Lepidopterous cocoons are often found which are packed full of the cocoons

of ichneumons. These facts seem to indicate that these species of parasites have

descended from forms whose habits were such that they needed cocoons, and that

the cocoon-making habit has been retained when it is obviously of little or no use

to the species.

In the case of caterpillars which die before spinning their cocoons, the ichneumon

larvae, when full grown, leave the body of the caterpillar and attach their cocoons to

the outside of it or to some neighboring object. This emergence from the caterpillar

frequently takes place before the host dies, and thus a feeble caterpillar may often be

seen crawling about with the cocoons of its parasite attached to it. Although the

majority of ichneumon-flies infest the larvae of other insects, some are egg parasites,

and a few infest pupte. It should be borne in mind that each species of these para-

sites infests one or more particular species of insects,

species of insect we may expect to obtain only certain

species of parasites. The importance of this group of in-

sects, from an economic standpoint, is very great. The
undue increase of insects injurious to vegetation is pre-

vented by these parasites, perhaps more than by any other

agency.

The above generalizations refer to the entire group of

ichneumon-flies, the Iclmeumonida3 of certain authors.

This group is now divided into two families. One is

called the Braconidae, and for the other the name of

Ichneumonidae is retained. The best character for sepa-

rating these two families is by the nature of the venation

of the front wings. In the Braconidae there is only one

recurrent vein, while in the Ichneumonidae there are two.

This is illustrated by Fig. 640. A and B represent the

wings of Agathis and Bracon, two Braconid genera
;
and

C and D the wings of Ophion and Metop)ius, two Ichneu-

monid genera. The letter a in each wing indicates the

margino-discoidal vein, and b the recurrent veins. In the

Braconidae the abdomen is often composed of only three or four segments
;
whilst in

the Ichneumonidae it has always at least five segments.

As illustrating the Braconidae, we will cite only three genera, JBracon, Microgas-

ter and Aphidius. Fig. 641 is Bracon palpebrator, greatly enlarged. Fig. 642 repre-

voL. II. — .33

Thus, from a particular

Fig. 640. — Wings of Braconidae and
Ichneumonidae. A, Agathis ; B,
Bracon; C, Ophion; D, Metopius.
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sents a caterpillar from which the full-grown larvae of a Microgaster are emerging, and

a greatly enlarged figure of an adult Microgaster. The adult insect, in emerging from

the cocoon, cuts a beautiful little lid at its upper end.

Bunches of white or yellow cocoons of Microgaster are

often found attached to grass or other objects. These

are made by larvae which on leaving their victim crawl

away from it a short distance before transforming.

Perhajis the most interesting of the common forms

belonging to the Braconidae is the genus Aphidius. The
members of this genus are minute creatures which infest

plant lice. If colonies of plant lice (Aphides) be exam-

ined, the dried bodies of dead ones may be found in which

the abdomen is more or less spherical, being greatly dis-

tended. These bodies remain clinging to the leaves in
Fig. 641. — Bracyre pa/^jeftrator.

,
. . . i • i ^ i i

the position in which the insects were when they died.

From each one there emerges in due time an Aphidius. The parasite, in emerging,

cuts a very regular circular lid in

the dorsal wall of the abdomen of

its host. I have watched with

much interest these little Brac-

onids ovipositing in the bodies of

jdarit lice. The female alights

upon a leaf and runs about among

the plant lice. When she has

selected one in which to oviposit,

she stands with her head towards

it, and bending her abdomen under

her thorax between her legs, she

darts her ovipositor forward into

the bodv of the aphis. The Aphr Fig. 642. —Microgaster nemororum, and a caterpillar covered with
J * Microgaster larvoe.

idii do not construct cocoons, but

undergo their metamorphoses within the dried skins of the plant lice.

The IciiNEUMONiDJE proper includes the lar-

gest species of ichneumon-flies as well as many

minute forms. The characters of this family and

generalizations respecting the habits of its mem-

bers have been given above in the discussion of

the Braconidse. We will now merely indicate a

few of the more familiar examjfles of the family.

Our largest and in some respects most inter-

esting species belong to the genus Hhgssa. Tlie

females of this genus are remarkable for the length

of their ovipositors, which frequently measure

three or four inches. These insects are parasitic

upon wood-boring larvie, and especially those of

the genus Sirex. Both sexes may be seen flying

about trees infested by Sirex, and the females are often found with their long oviposi-

tors deeply sunken into the trunks of such trees in the act of laying their eggs in the

bodies of the wood-boring larvie.

Fig. 643. — Ophion macrurum.
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Probably the most common of our large ichneumon-flies are those of the genus

Ophion. The species of this genus are honey yellow in color. At night they are fre-

quently attracted by light. Ophion macrurum infests the American silkworm, Telea

pohjphemus. The female Ophion lays a single egg in the body of the caterpillar.

The caterpillar lives until after it has become full grown and spun its cocoon. It then

Fig. 644.— o, Exenterus maryinatorius ; h, Bassus albosignatus.

perishes before changing to a pupa. The ichneumon larva leaves the body of its host

and spins a dense cocoon of brownish silk within its cocoon. The shrivelled remains

of the caterpillar occupies a small space between the two cocoons.

This same silkworm is infested by another ichneumon-fly, Oryptus extrematis.

This is a much smaller species, and the female of it, in

ovipositing, lays many eggs within a single cater
2
)illar.

The subsequent history of the species is similar to that

of Ophion. Each Cryptus larva sjiins a cocoon within

the cocoon of the silkworm. This results in the latter

cocoon being
2
)acked full of the smaller cocoon. From

a single Polyphemus cocoon I have bred thirty-five adult

specimens of Cryptus.

Two of the smaller Euro})ean forms are rejjresented

in Fig. 644 : Exenterus maryinato-

rius ovijjositing in a caterpillar, and

Passus albosignatus approaching a

Syrphus larva. Banchus falcator

is another common European form.

The family Evaniid.e is a small

groiq) comjn-ising insects of very j^eculiar structure. They are,

however, sometimes classed as a sub-family of the Ichneumonidie.

They may bq, distinguished by the following characters : the an-

tennas are filifoi-m or setaceous with not more than sixteen seg-

ments, usually with but thirteen or fourteen. The abdomen is

jointed to the dorsum of the metathorax by a i^eduncle which

sometimes arises close to the scutellum. The ovipositor is straight

and often prominent. The fore wings are furnished with a distinct radial cell and

from one to three cubital cells. The hind wings are almost Avithout veins. The

Fig. 645. — Cr!/]>tus extrematis.

Fig. SiS.—Banchus fal-
cator and pupa.
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species are parasitic. Evania Icemgata was found by Packard to be parasitic

upon the cockroach, Periplaneta. Eelecinus polycerator is a common species in

this country. The members of this genus are remarkable for tlie great length of the

abdomen in the females.

Sub-Order II. — Aculeata.

In the classification of specimens the Aculeata can be distinguished from the Tere-

brantia by the form of the trochanters of the j^osterior legs; these consist of two
segments each in the Terebrantia, and of a single segment in the Aculeata. This

character is much more available for practical use than those which give the names to

the sub-orders.

The Aculeata includes the ants, cuckoo-flies, digger-wasps, true wasps, and bees.

The ants (Formicidse) maybe recognized by the lenticular shape of the first (and

sometimes also the second) segment of the abdomen, and in the winged forms by the

absence of tegulse at the base of the wings. The cuckoo-flies (Chrysidida?) have only

three or four visible abdominal segments (very rarely there is a fifth in the males)

;

the body is colored with bright metallic colors, and the wings are without any com-

pletely closed cubital cell. In the digger-wasps (fossorial hymenoptera) there is at

least one closed cubital cell
;
the first discoidal cell is not greatly elongated, and is

smaller than the median cell. The wings are not folded when at rest
;
tegulae are

present, and the first segment of the posterior tarsi is cylindrical. The true-wasps

(Vesi^idae) agree with the digger-wasps in having at least one closed cubital cell, in the

presence of tegulm, and in the cylindrical form of the first segment of the posterior

tarsi, but differ in having the first discoidal cell much elongated and larger than the

median cell, and in having the wings folded when at rest. The bees (Ajjidae) are dis-

tinguished from all other Hymenoptera by the form of the first

segment of the 230sterior tarsi, which is more or less enlarged,

flattened, and clothed on the inside with hairs for the collection

and carrying of 23ollen.

The family Formicidse or Foemicaeia: includes the ants, easily

recognized by the well-known form of the body. The only insects

which are liable to be mistaken for ants are the white ants belong-

ing to the Pseudoneuroptera, and the Mutillidm, which are to be

described a little later. But the ants are readily distinguished

from these and other insects by the form of the abdomen. The

first segment of the abdomen, and in one sub-family the second

also, forms a lenticular scale or knot varying in form and serv-

to the abdomen as shown in our figures of Polyrhachis and

Fig. 647. — Polyrhachis
nrboricola, worker ma-
jor.

ing as a peduncle

Eciton.

The ants are social insects
;
that is, a large number of them live together in a com-

mon nest. Usually each species consists of three forms, male, female, and worker. In

a single known genus (Aiiergates') there are only males and females. The workers

are really females in which the reproductive organs are not fully develo25ed, and which

but rarely produce eggs. In many species there are two kinds of workers. One of

these differs from the ordinary workei’s in having much larger heads and more
2
‘»ower-

ful jaws. These are known as soldiers. “In the sauba ant of South America

( (Ecodoma cephcdotes) the com23lexity is carried still farther. Bates has shown that
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there are in this species no less than five classes of individuals, namely : 1, males
; 2,

queens
; 3, small ordinary workers

; 4, large workers, with very large hairy heads
; 5,

large workers with large polished heads.”

The habits of ants have been studied by many observers. The observations of Sir

John Lubbock are, however, the most extended. He has kept in captivity a large

number of species (about half of the British forms as well as a considerable number of

foreign species), and during the last few years he has had from thirty to forty com-
munities under observation in artificial nests, some of which have been under con-

tinuous observation for eight or ten years. The following generalizations respecting

the family are drawn largely from his jjublications.

The eggs are white or yellowish and somewhat elongated. They are said to hatch

in about fifteen days after being laid. Those observed by Lubbock have taken a

month or six weeks. The larvae, like those of bees and wasps, are small, white, legless

grubs, somewhat conical in form, being narrow towards the head. They are carefully

Fig. 648. — Q£coiloma cephalotes, sauba ant.

tended and fed, being carried about from chamber to chamber by the workers, prob-

ably in order to secure the most suitable amount of warmth and moisture. The larvae

are very often assorted in groups in the nest according to size, “so that they remind

one of a school divided into five or six classes.”

The length of life of the larvae is known to vary in different species from one to

several months. It varies also in the same species according to the season, develoi>

ment being more rapid in the summer months.
“ AVhen full grown the larvae turn into pupae, sometimes naked, sometimes covered

with a silken cocoon, constituting the so-called ‘ ant eggs.’ We do not yet understand

why some larvae spin cocoons, while others remain naked. As a general rule the species

which have not a sting spin a cocoon, while those which have are naked. L.atreille

was the first to observe that in one species {Formica fusca) the larva sometimes spins

a cocoon and sometimes remains naked.” The ants generally remain from three to

four weeks in the pupa state. The pupae are unable to emerge from the cocoons with-

out the assistance of the workers. “ It is very pretty to see the older ants helping
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them to extricate themselves, carefully unfolding their legs and smoothing out the
wings with truly feminine tenderness and delicacy.”

It has been supimsed that the male ants live but a very short time in the adult

^ate
;
that the workers exist only a few months

;
and that the average life of a queen

is not more than twelve months. Lubbock is of the opinion that as a rule the males
die almost immediately. At the same time some males of Myrmica ruginoides, which
he isolated with their mates in August, 1876, lived until the following spring; one of

them till May 17. He found, however, that the life of the queen and workers was
much longer than had been supposed. At the time of his writing he had two queens
which he had kept seven years, and which still seemed quite strong and well. He had
also some workers which had been in his nest six years.

The three forms of ants may be distinguished as follows : The workers are wingless

;

their thorax is narrow, being more or less compressed
;
and the ocelli

are wanting or are small. They constitute the greater number of the

members of the colony, and are the ones most commonly seen. The
males and females are always furnished with ocelli, and are both

winged when they emerge from the pupa state. After pairing, which
takes place in the air, the females shed their wings. Even then this

sex may be readily distinguished from the wingless workers by the
Fig. us.- Ecitmi large size, by the different form of the thorax (it being wider, not com-

worker min- pressed, and showing the basal part of the articulation of the wings),

and by the presence of ocelli. The males are intermediate in size be-

tween the workers and females. They

may be distinguished from the former by

the presence of wings and ocelli, and from

the females by the fact that the abdomen

consists of seven segments in the males

and of only six in the females. In a few

cases
(
Tomognathus and Anergates) the

males are wingless. The males, as a

rule, are found in the nest during only

a small part of the year, but the females

are there continually, and frequently several females or queens can be found in the

same nest.

As already stated, the workers are really females in which the reproductive organs

are not fully developed. Frequently there are found among the workers of a colony

certain individuals which are fertile, but the eggs laid by them always produce males.

Hence, the presence of a queen is necessary for the peiqjetuation of the life of the

colony. Lubbock believes that ants, like bees, have the power of developing a given

egg into either a queen or a worker.

The nests of ants vary greatly in fom. Many species simply excavate little tun-

nels in the earth. These tunnels may open beneath a stone or other object, being thus

concealed from view
;
or they may have an unobstructed opening in the surface of the

ground, surrounded by the small quantity of earth which has been brought uji in

excavating the tunnel. From these simple nests, made by a dozen workers, every

gradation may be found to the large mounds from six to ten feet in diameter, cover-

ing a complicated system of tunnels and galleries, and extending many feet under

ground, the result of the labors of thousands of workers. In these nests the galleries
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are partly below and partly above the natural level of the ground. Although the

majority of ants build their nests in the ground, many species cut passages in wood.

These usually work in the trunks of trees which are more or less decayed, or in fallen

timber. Occasionally the nests are constructed in the timber of buildings. The forms

of nests indicated above are the more usual ones in this country. Many striking varia-

tions from these are known. The writer observed a nest near Prairie du Chien, Wis.,

which consisted of a pit, two feet in diameter and three feet deep, with nearly vertical

sides. This pit was filled with small sticks of wood, which were piled to a height of

eight inches above the natural level of the ground. Around this heap of sticks was

placed the dirt which had been brought up in excavating the pit. The whole resembled

an ordinary ant hill, except that the central part consisted only of sticks. These

sticks were little twigs, petioles of compound leaves, and straws, varying from one

inch to three inches in length. In the pit among these sticks there was almost no

earth.

I have also a fragment of .an ants’ nest from Arizona, which appears to be made of

a sort of paste which very closely resembles the substance used by certain white ants

in constructing their nests.

“ In warmer climates the variations are still more numerous. Formica bispinosa,

of Cayenne, forms its nest of the cottony matter from the capsules of Bombax. Sykes

has described a species of Myrmica which builds in trees and shrubs, the nest consist-

ing of thin leaves of cow-dung, arr.anged like tiles on the roof of a house
;
the upper-

leaf, however, covering the whole. In some cases the nests are very extensive. Bates

mentions that while he was .at P.ara an .attempt was m.ade to destroy a nest of the

sauba ants by blowing into it the fumes of sulphur, and he saw the smoke issue from

a gi-e<at number of holes, some of them not less than seventy yards apart.”

“A community of ants must not be confused with an ant hill in the ordinary

sense. Very often, indeed, a commirnity has only one dwelling, and in most species

seldom more than three or four. Some, however, form numerous colonies. M. Forel

even found a case in which oire nest of Formica exsecta had no less than two hundred

colonies, and occujjied a circirbar space with a radius of nearly two hundred yards.”

Ants construct roads. Sometimes these are merely beaten paths from which

obstacles have been removed, and sometimes they are covered ways. On one occa-

sion, when watching a stream of ants {Formica rufa) which was ascending and de-

scending a tree, I noticed th.at the ants cfime from and returned to a hole in the

ground at the base of the tree. On examination this hole proved to be the entrance

to a road built beneath a firm layer of p.artially decayed leaves which covered the

ground. This road varied from a h.alf to an inch in width, and extended to an .ant hill

at least one hundred feet from the tree. I carefully uncovered the ro.ad for its entire

length. The gener.al course of it was dii-ect, although there were numerous windings.

That this road was a verit.able tunnel, and not merely a way which had been covered

by the balling of leaves, was shown by the fact that, .after the layer of leaves had been

removed, the road appeared as a ditch cut in the soil.

The food of .ants consists of various sweet substances, as nectar, juices of fruit,

.and the excretions of cert.ain insects. They also feed largely upon other insects. It

is only necessary to watch an ant hill for a short time to be .able to see ants bringing

home insects for food. I have seen ants in cotton fields destroying great numbers of

cotton worms. The importance of ants as destroyers of noxious insects is appre-

ciated in Prussia, where the government has issued a decree against the destruction of
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ants and their pup* in the forests, on the ground of their keeping caterpillars in check;

but, in certain parts of the northern United States, ants are looked uj^on as a nuisance,

on account of the trouble caused by the great number of mounds which they make in

meadows
;
and the little yellow ant {Myrmica molesta) which frequently iustals itself

in our dwellings is a serious pest both in the north and in the south.

The multiplication of communities of ants is a question which is not yet well

understood. The queens and males which have been developed in a nest leave in a

body, usually on some warm summer day. The pairing then takes place in the air.

Frequently the males and queens, from many nests in one locality, take this marriage

flight at the same time. Thus immense clouds of winged ants are often observed.

After the pairing of the sexes the males soon perish. The females alight on the

ground, and, after crawling about for a greater or less time, bi-eak off their wings.

As ants pair only once, and as the subsequent duties of the queens can be performed

without wings, this shedding of them is simply the discarding of useless appendages.

Respecting the period from this point to the time when the new colony is firmly

established, we have very little reliable data. As colonies of ants have been known to

exist for a much longer period than we can reasonably supi^ose a queen to live, it is

probable that some of the young queens, after pairing, join old colonies. Many of

the young queens doubtless perish, falling prey to other insects and to birds. Others

undoubtedly found new colonies. Lubbock has demonstrated that, in the case of at

least one species {Myrmica ruginoides), the queen ant has tlie power of founding a

new community. Experiments with other species indicate that this power is not

common to all ants. It may be that in some species a queen associates herself with

several workers, and they together begin a nest.

Although the number of ants in a community is often very great, reaching in some

cases half a million, each ant will recognize every other member of the community as a

friend, and will treat as a stranger any ant from another community. That the recog-

nition of friends is not personal or individual is proven by the fact that, when a

colony is separated into two parts for several months, the young ants which have been

reared during this time in one part are recognized as friends when placed in the other

part, although they have never been seen before. That the recognition is not due to

the use of a pass-word, as has been supjiosed, is indicated by the fact that pup*
tended by the ants from a different nest are treated as friends in the nest from which

they were taken, and as sti'angers, if put into the nest of their nurses
,

for, if the

recognition were effected by means of some signal or pass-word, then, as we can

hai’dly suppose that the larv* or pup* would be sufficiently intelligent to appreciate,

still less to remember it, the pup* which were entrusted to ants from another nest

would have the pass-word, if any, of that nest, and not of the one from which they

had been taken.” Dr. McCook came to the conclusion, from some of his experiments,

that ants recognize one another by smell. It is hard to believe, however, that each

community of ants has a separate and peculiar smell.

Much has been written upon the power of communication of ants
;
and it seems

very well established that ants have some kind of language. How communication is

effected is not known. It seems probable that it is, in part at least, by means of the

antenn*. Every observer of these insects has seen ants meet and cross antenn*, and

behave as if holding a conversation. Frequently the subsequent behavior of the ants

seems to indicate that one has received information from the other.

Some of the most interesting jffienomena connected with ants are the relations
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existing between them and other insects, and in some cases between different

species of ants. Very many species of insects live in ants’ nests, the greater majority

of which are beetles. Thus Andre gives a list of 587 species of insects which

are habitually found in association with ants, of which number 542 are beetles. In

the case of beetles, it is not clear just what is the relation existing between them
and the ants

;
but, in case of certain other insects, the connection is easily seen. The

most familiar examjjle is the association of various sj^ecies of jdant-lice and bark-

lice (Aphididae and Coccidae) with ants. In the summer time it is an easy matter

to find lines of ants ascending and descending trees or other plants. If the ascend-

ing ants be watched, they will be found to go to colonies of plant-lice or bark-lice

which are feeding upon the tree. From these insects the ants obtain a sweet

seci’etion upon which they feed. The giving out of the sweet matter, or honey-dew

as it is termed, can be easily seen in case of the plant lice. There is in many species

a pair of tubes on the dorsal aspect of the abdomen, from which the honey-dew

exudes. If a colony of jdant lice which ai’e attended by ants be watched for a few

minutes, one will usually see ants soliciting the honey-dew by patting the aphids with

their antennae, and the aphids will also be seen to respond by emitting from the honey

tubes one or more drops of the bright, transparent liquid. In return for tins honey-

dew the ants exercise a
2
n’otecting care over the plant lice, driving away predaceous

insects which would destroy them, and caring for them in many other ways. Fre-

quently ants keej) their herds of j)lant lice in their nest. This is especially true of

the common yellow ants which build their nests under stones, where the roots of plants

can i)enetrate, from which the plant lice draw their nourishment. Thus the ants’

nest serves also as a pasture for the herds of the ants. Other ants travel long

distances to attend plant lice which are feeding ujjon herbs or trees remote from their

nest. The long tunnel described in a jjrevious paragra])h was simply a road leading

from the nest of the ants to a tree upon which- their plant lice were feeding
;
and, as

this was a tall forest tree, the ants, after reaching it, had to climb to a great height.

Ants carry the plant lice about from one fdace to another, taking them from an old

pasture to a new one. Sometimes they build a shed of mud over a colony of plant

lice which are feeding on a plant in the oj^en air
;
but ])erhaps the most wonderful

thing in connection with the relations of ants and a])hids is the fact, now well estab-

lished, that not only do the ants care for the j^lant lice, but they also care for the eggs

of the ])lant lice. And not mei’cly for the eggs of those species which live in the nest

of the ants, but also for sjjecies which feed on the leaves of plants in the open air.

“ The eggs are laid early in October on the food jilant of the insect. They are of no

direct use to the ants, yet they are not left where they are laid, exposed to the sever-

ity of the weather and to innumerable dangers, but brought into the nests by the ants,

and tended by them with the utmost care, through the long winter months, until the

following March, when the young ones are bi’ought out and again placed on the young

shoots of the daisy.”

The plant lice (Aphididje) are the most common and abundant of the different insects

which exci'ete honey dew and are attended by ants. Next in abundance are the bark

lice (Coccidse). In this family only those species which are not furnished with a scale

(Lecaninae and Coccinae) are thus attended. Certain other homopterous insects bear

the same relation to ants. I have often seen the two-spotted leaf-hopper, Enchenoj.m

hinotata, emit from the caudal end of its body a drop of clear fluid, which was eagerly

eaten by attending ants, and which I believe to be honey-dew. The cateiqiillars of
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some of our common small blue butterflies, Lyccena, also are furnished with organs for

excreting honey dew, and are attended by ants.

The relations which exist between different species of ants are in many cases very

interesting. On this point I cannot resist quoting again from Lubbock. “ It is hardly

necessary to say that, as a general rule, each species lives by itself. There are, how-
ever, some interesting exceptions. The little Stenomma loestiooodii is found exclu-

sively in the nests of the much larger Formica rufa, and the allied F. pratensis. We
do not know what the relations between the two species ai-e. The Stenommas, how-
ever, follow the Formicas when they change their nests, running about among them, and
between their legs, tapping them inquisitively with their antennae, and even sometimes

climbing on to their backs as if for a ride, while the large ants seem to take little

notice of them. They almost seem to be the dogs or perhaps the cats of the ants.

Another small species, Solenopsisfugax, which makes its chambers and galleries in

the walls of the nests of larger species, is the bitter enemy of its host. The latter

cannot get at them because they are too large to enter the galleries. The little /Solem

opses, therefore, are quite safe, and, as it appears, make incursions into the nurseries

of the larger ant, and carry off the larvae as food. It is as if we had small dwarfs,

about eighteen inches to two feet long, harboring in the walls of our houses, and every

now and then carrying off some of our children into their horrid dens,

“ Most ants, indeed, will carry off the larvae and pupae of others if they get a chance

;

and this explains, or, at any rate, throws some light upon that most remarkable pheno-

menon, the existence of slavery among ants. If you place a number of larvae and

pupae in front of a nest of the horse ant (F. ricfa), for instance, they are soon carried

off
;
and those which are not immediately required for food remain alive for some

time, and are even fed by their captors.

“ Both the horse ant {Formica rtifa) and the slave ant {Formica fusca) are abun-

dant species, and it must not v^nfrequently occur that the former, being pressed for

food, attack the latter and carry off some of their larvjB and pupae. Under these cir-

cumstances it no doubt occasionally happens that the pupae come to maturity in the

nests of the horse ant, and it is said that nests are sometimes, though rarely, found in

which, with the legitimate owners, there are a few F. fuscas. With the horse ant

this is, however, a very rare and exceptional phenomenon
;
but with an allied species,

F. sanguinea [a species which occurs both in Europe and America], it has become an

established habit. The F. sanguineas make periodical expeditions, attack neighbor-

ing nests, and carry oft' pupae. When the latter come to maturity they find them-

selves in a nest consisting partly of F. sanguineas, partly of their own species, the

result of previous expeditions. They adapt themselves to circumstances, assist in the

ordinary household duties, and, having no young of their own species, feed and tend

those of the F. sanguineas. But though the F. sanguineas are thus aided by their

slaves, or, as they should rather, perhaps, be called, their auxiliaries, they have not

themselves lost the instinct of working.”

“ Polyergus rufescens present a striking lesson of the degrading tendency of sla-

very, for these ants have become entirely dependent on their slaves. Even their bodily

structure has undergone a change
;
the mandibles have lost their teeth, and have

become mere nipples,— deadly weapons indeed, but useless except in w’ar. They have

lost the greater part of their instincts; their art, that is, the power of building; their

domestic habits, for they show no care for their own young, all this being done by the

slaves; their industry— they take no part in providing the daily supplies; if the
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colony changes the situation of its nest, the masters are all carried by the slaves on

their backs to the new one
;
nay, they have even lost the habit of feeding. Huber

l^laced thirty of them, with some larvae and iJui^ae and a supj^ly of honey, in a box.

‘At first,’ he says, ‘they aj^peared to pay some little attention to the larvae; they car-

ried them here and there, but presently replaced them. More than one-half of the

Amazons died of hunger in less than two days. They had not even traced out a

dwelling, and the few ants still in existence were languid and without strength. I

commiserated their condition and gave them one of their black companions. This

individual, unassisted, established order, formed a chamber of earth, gathered together

the larvse, extricated several young ants that were ready to quit the condition of

pupte, and preserved the life of the remaining Amazons.’ This observation has been

fully confirmed by other naturalists. However small the prison, however large the

quantity of food, these stupid creatures will starve in the midst of plenty rather than

feed themselves.”

Since the publication of Dr. McCook’s work on the honey ants {JSIyrmecocystus

melliger) in 1882, this interesting S25ecie8 has attracted considerable attention. Its

peculiarity is that one form of the worker has its abdomen distended to the size of a

currant and entirely filled with grape sugar or “ honey.” The honey ants are found

Fig. 651.— Myrmecocystus melliger, honey ants with tlie abdomen swollen with honey.

in southwestern North America, usually at an elevation of from six thousand to seven

thousand five hundred feet above the level of the sea, as far north as Manitou, Colo-

rado, and south to the City of Mexico. The nest is a low, gravel-covered moundlet,

averaging six inches in diameter and two or three inches in height. The honey bearers

are found clinging to the roofs of chambers a few inches under ground, and seem to

act simply as cells for the storing of the sweet substance Avhich is collected by the

active workers fi-om the exudations of the gall of an undescribed cynipid, found upon

a species of dwarf oak. In times of famine, and in seasons when the exudation is not

forthcoming, the honey bearer, or “rotund,” regurgitates the honey drop by drop,

and it is transferred to the stomachs of the hungry individuals in waiting. In other

respects the economy of the colony does not differ materially from that of other

species. Dr. McCook arrives at the conclusion that “ the worker majors for the most

part, and sometimes the minors, are transformed by the gradual distention of the crop

and expansion of the abdomen into the honey bearers, and that the latter do not com-

jiose a distinct caste. It is jirobable, however, that some of the majors have a special

tendency to this change, by reason of some peculiar structure or form of the intestine

or abdominal walls.”

The agricultural ant of Texas {Pogonomyrmex barbatiis) clears large spaces, often

tAvelve feet in diameter, for its nests, cutting down all vegetation Avithin this space,
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and laying out broad roads leading from it, over which to carry the supply of seeds

which it stores up for the winter in subterranean chambers. These nests often occur

in cultivated fields, w’hen considerable damage to crops results. The leaf-cutter ant

{(Ecodoma ferens), however, is a much greater pest to the Texas agriculturist, as it

often entirely denudes a fruit-tree of foliage in a single night. Large bodies of

workers ascend the tree and occujjy themselves exclusively with the work of cutting

the leaves, which fall to the ground and are carried off to the formicary by other

workei's stationed below.

J. H. Comstock.

The family CHRYSiDin.E is a groujj of small extent, comprising less than five hun-

dred described species, of which about one hundred and seventy-five inhabit Europe.

The species are of medium size, brilliant colors, and are active and diurnal in habits.

They ai’e called “ cuckoo-flies ” by the English, and “ Goldwespen ” by the Germans.

The colors are usually brilliantly metallic, and the abdomen is frequently tipped with

red. The larger sjsecies reach a length of half an inch or more. The head is of

moderate size, never exceeding the thorax in width. The antennte are elbowed and

thirteen-jointed. The abdomen is large and with but three, four, or (in the male of

Clep)tes) five visible segments, convex above and flat or concave below, so that it is

readily turned under and applied to the ventral surface of the thorax when the insect

rolls intself uj) into a ball for protection. The sheath of the ovi])ositor is tubular

and telescopic, and its segments correspond to the missing segments of the abdomen.

The venation of the fore wings closely resembles that of some Proctotrupids {Aphe-

lopus and Anteon)., and the hind wings are almost veinless.

In mode of life the Chrysids are either parasites or inquilines, and are usually bred

from the nests of wdld bees and wasps of the families Apidaj, Eumenidaj, Crabronidte,

Philanthidae, Nyssonidae, Bembecidae, or Pompilidae. Some species of Clep>tes, hoAV-

ever, are true parasites on the saw-fly genus JVe?natus. Cleptes nitidula has been bred

from the imported currant-worm {N'ematus grossidarice) in EuroiDe, and may be found

in this country. It is Avell j^roven that while certain species devour the larvae of their

hosts, others simply feed upon the stores of food, leaving the original occupants to die

of hunger. They ai'e Avell known to their prosjrective hosts, and it is said by Walckenaer

that the bees of the genus Halictus Avill congregate together to drive away any indi-

vidual of Hedychrum lucidtdum Avhich has stationed itself at the mouth of their bur-

rows to wait for an opportunity to oviposit.

Certain sjrecies may be called secondary inquilines. For instance, Trypoxylon

intrudes upon the domiciles of Odynerus, carrying its own store of food with it, and

closing the entrance against the retirrn of the female Odynerus. To this comes

Chrysis cyanea and lays the egg from which hatches a larva Avhich devours the stores

of the Trypoxylon. The larva of the cuckoo-fly transforms Avithout cocoon to a pupa,

and in this state passes the Avinter.

The succeeding Aa'c families, Mutillid®, Scoliidce, Lapygidae, Pompilidae, and

Sphegidae, may conAmniently be classed together under the head FOSSORIAL HY-
MENOPTERA, or, in common parlance, digger Avasps, in contradistinction to the

true Avasps of the family Vespidae. This term is a useful one, as it is often convenient

to be able to speak of these families collectively. The families Mutillidae and Scoliidae

are included under this heading, rather than separated under the name Heterogyna,
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which is applied by certain authors who consider the group thus formed as of equal

value with Fossores, as applied to tlie remaining three families.

The fossorial Hymenoptera are, as the name implies, diggers. This habit is char*

actei'istic of the group, but is not distinctive, as certain of the true wasps dig similar

nests. The members of this group are solitary in their habits. Their legs are fitted

for walking and burrowing only, and are not adapted to the collection of pollen, nor

is the body ever clothed with hair fitted for the transportation of pollen, although cer-

tain species are hairy. The wings lie flat when at rest. This character, as contradis-

tinguished from the fold in the wings of the true wasps when at rest, furnishes a ready

method of distinguishing a digger from a true wasp, while the absence of polleuiferous

organs offers an equally available distinction from the bees.

In the fossorial Hymenoptera, a single female, working alone, prepares a nest for

her offspring. This is usually done by excavating a hole in the ground or in wood,

and placing therein a store of food consisting of spiders or of other insects, most often

larv£e. An egg is then laid with the store, and the hole is closed. When tlie larva

leaves the egg it finds itself upon a supply of food sufficient to last it until it is fully

grown. The transformations are all undergone within the burrow, and the adult

insect emerges soon after reaching the perfect state.

As a rule, each species exhibits a preference for a particular kind of food. Thus,

the nests of one species will be found filled almost exclusively with spiders, of another

with saw-fly larvae, of another with beetles, of still another with caterpillars, and so

on. Sometimes these stored-up insects are killed outright, but more often they are

stung in such a way as to paralyze all motion, thus preventing them from injuring

the eggs and young larvae, and at the same time keeping them fresh for an indefinite

period.

In many cases the hole excavated for this nest reaches a considerable depth, and is

divided into a series of compartments, in each of which is placed a store of food and

an egg. Some species, instead of digging burrows, make cells of mud, carefully select-

ing the material from which the cells are comimsed. Each cell is provisioned and

supplied with an egg, as just described.

Certain species, instead of constructing nests for themselves, search for burrows

made by other species, or for natural tubes, such as the interior of straws, in which to

stoi’e their supidies ;
while others, again, lay their eggs in the already provisioned nests

of other species, thus becoming inquilinous in their habits. A very few members of

this group may be said to be truly parasitic. The adult insects are active, fly in the

hottest sunshine, and are often found frequenting flowers. The females are some-

times Avingless, and all of this sex are armed with powerful stings.

The following artificial arrangement will be found useful in separating the families

of this grou]). In the first four families the pronotum e.xtends on the sides to the base

of the wings. In the Sphegidae it does not. In the Mutillidae and Scoliidae there is a

contraction on the ventral surface of the abdomen at the union of the first and second

abdominal segments. In the Lapygidse and Pomj^ilidae the ventral aspect of the abdo-

men is unifoianly convex. In the Mutillidae the intermediate coxae are a2>proximate

and the females are uniformly wingless, while in the Scoliidae the middle coxae are

widely separated and the females are nearly always winged. The Lapygidae and

Pompilidae are readily distinguished by their relative length of leg. In the former

the posterior tibiae do not reach the caudal end of the abdomen, and in the latter tliey

extend beyond this point.
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The family Mutillid^ includes the strange insects commonly known as solitary

ants, so called on account of their solitary habits and their strong general resemblance

to the true ants. Structurally, however, they are much more closely related to the

Scoliidae than to the Formicidoe. From the latter family they may be readily distin-

guished by the total absence of the characteristic knot or knots upon the peduncle of

the abdomen. As with other solitary Hymenoptera, there are but two forms, male

and female. The females are always wingless, and the males, with but few exceptions,

are winged. The females lack ocelli, and are furnished with a powerful sting. In

habit the species are in the main diurnal, though the African species of Dorylus are

said to be nocturnal. The females run with considerable rapidity, secreting themselves

on the approach of danger, and the males often frequent flowers. Mutilla occidentalis

digs deep holes in beaten paths and stores them with flies and other insects, Avhile one

of the European sj^ecies is said to live parasitically in the nests of humble bees. The
creaking noise made by these insects is supposed to arise from the action of the jn’O-

notum on the front edge of the mesonotum. A common species in Texas is known by

the name of “ the cow-killer ant,” on account of a popular superstition that its sting

is very dangerous to live-stock.

The family Scoliid^ is closely related to the preceding, both in structure and in

habits. Both sexes, however, are winged, with rare exceptions, and the females as

well as the males are furnished with ocelli. The legs are short and stout, and the

antennae are short and thick, and generally convoluted and serrate in the females.

The body is sometimes very hairy. The species are frequently of large size, esi^ecially

in the tropical regions, and abound in sunny, hot, and sandy places. While the

majority of the species of this family undoubtedly have the normal fossorial habit

;

certain species are sujiposed to be jjarasitic. For instance, Passerini found the larva

of Scolia flavifrons within the body of the lamellicorn beetle Oryctes nasicornis, and

similarly Coquerel states, that Scolia oryctophaya lives on Oryctes simia in Madagas-

car. Sumichrast supposes that the females of Scolia azteca lay their eggs in certain

larvae which abound in tan at Tehuacan. Tiphia inornata is a very commonly

observed species in the eastern States. It makes perpendicular burrows in sandy soils,

and the males are found frequently on flowers. JElis qiiaclrinotata and Elis plumipes

have been commonly observed on the cotton plant at the south, and are sujiiJosed to

carry off the larvae of the cotton worm {Aletia xylina). Alyzine sexcincta is a very

commonly collected species south of New England. Both sexes frequent flowers, and,

although possessing no polleniferous organs, undoubtedly have considerable influence in

the cross-fertilization of certain plants. It is very abundantly found upon Syrmga.

The Sapygid^ is a small family, comprising not more than a dozen European

species. The body is generally smooth and slender and ornamented with yellow. The

antennae are long and more or less clavate, the head is long and the pronotum very

broad. It is well proven that the typical genus Sapyga is inquilinous in the nests of

wild bees, commonly of the genus Osmia. The cocoons of Sapyga punctata have

been found in the cells of Osmia helicicola, and the female of the same species has

been observed entering the cells of Osmia bicornis and 0. cmrulescens. On the other

hand we have the old statement of St. Fargeau, to the effect that the females make

burrows in the mortar of walls or in wood, in which they place their eggs and stores,

adding in su2)port of this hypothesis only that he had observed tlie common S. punc-

tata caiTying a larva. The eggs of the last-named species are 2.1 mm. long, elongate-

oval in form, slightly thickened at one end.
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The PoiiPiLiD^ is a larger aud more important family than either of the two pre-

ceding. Its representatives are well known and feared, on account of their formi-

dable sting. They are slender in form, usually black in color, occasionally variegated

with red or orange, and with dusky, reddish, or black wings. The tropical species are

often very large, aud, in fact, among the species of the genus Pe2)sis are to be found

the largest of known Hymeuoiitera. Pejosis keros of Cuba is over two inches long.

Fig. 652.— Wasps, a, PompUlus natalcnsis, stinging a spider; 6, Af/enia punctiiiii and its cell; c, Fompilius
trivialis; d, its larva feeding on a spider; e, Friociiemis varieyatus.

The insects of this family have veiy long, slender legs. The abdomen is oval and

attached to the thorax by a very short peduncle
;
the pronotum is quadrate, and the

M'ings have two or three perfect submarginal cells.

The name “ sand-wasjfs,” which has been applied to these insects, is derived from

their almost universal habit of digging burrows in sandy places, and provisioning them

with stung insects. There are, however, exceptions to this rule. Pom2)ilius 2^etiola-

tus has been observed forming a nest of clay in the chinks of a wall, and the entire

genus Ceropales seems to be parasitic or in-

quilinous, laying its eggs in the nests of fos-

sorial S2fecies. Ceropales rvficollis has been

bred from the mud-nest of Agenia, a member
of the same family, and the American C.

rufiventris has been similarly bred from the

cells of Agenia homhgcina.

The typical genus Pompilius is one of

large extent, and over five hundred species

are known. The so-called “tarantula-killer”

of Texas (Pom2nlh(s formosus) stores its

burrow with the great southwestern spider,

Mggale hentzii, erroneously known as a taran-

tula. Its burrow is five inches deep, and

but one Mggale and one egg are deposited in each. Occasionally the spider succeeds

in capturing the wasp, but this does not often hapjfen. The wonderful effect of the

sting is well shown by Dr. Lincecum, who states that he has found spiders stored

away, on which the egg of the Pomp)ilius had failed to hatch, and that, after an evident
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lapse of several years, the si^iders were still limber and showed no signs of decomposi-
tion. This species has but one annual generation, and the adults issue in June. They

feed by preference from the blos-

soms of Asclepias quadrifolia,

which blooms in Texas through-

out the summer. Pompilius
natalensis is one of the most
beautiful species of this genus.

Its head and thorax are velvety

black, antennae yellow, fore legs

and ti]^ of abdomen brilliant

red, and wings gold-yellow. In

Natal it is almost domestic, fly-

ing in and out of the houses,

capturing the house-spiders, and
making its nests before the door

or under the veranda.

Agenia and Priocnemis are

allied genera. The females of

the former build little barrel

shaped cells of clay, which may
be found under the bark of trees, in the crevices of walls, and sometimes in sand bur-

rows. Agenia bonibycina makes its cells under prostrate logs in South Illinois, while

the allied A. subcorticalis preferably selects a

position under the loosened bark of standing

trees. Species of the parasitic genera Ptero-

malus and Alesostenus have been bred from

these cells by Walsh.

The family Sphegid^ is a group of large

extent and of considerable diversity of char-

acter. It includes the eight sub-families,

Lan'ince, Spheginm, Mellininse, Bembecin«e,

Nyssonime, Philanthinm, Pemphredoninae, and

Crabroninae, nearly all of which have been con-

sidered at one time or another as having family rank. As already stated, the Sphegidae

are separated from the rest of the digger wasjjs by the 2>ronotum, which does not ex-

tend to the base of the win^s.

Fig. C54.— Pompilius formosus, tarantula-killer.

Fig. C55. — Ayenia bombyciua and cell.

The sub-family Larrinae is of small extent, and is composed of insects of small size,

rather slender form, ovoid-conical abdomen, and with a single spine at the base of the

middle tibiae. The mandibles are notched exteriorly near base, and the labrum is

concealed. Although the European and North American sjjecies of Larrada and

Tachytes are said to be burrowers in the ground, particularly in sandy soil, a Brazilian

species of Larrada is said by Mr. H. W. Bates to form for itself cells composed

apparently of the scrapings of the woolly texture of plants, resembling bits of sponge

or German tinder, and attached to leaves. The anterior tarsi of this sjiecies differ

decidedly from those of the burrowing species and indicate well the difference in habit.

Tachytes aiiridentus frequents the blossoms of Asclepias.! and is often found with the

pollen masses attached to the hairs of its tarsi. The tarsus figured by Packard in his
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Guide, and wbicli is referred to T'uchytes, is stated by Patton to belong to iSphex.

The American Tachytes harpax has been observed by the latter author carrying to

her nest a female si)ecimen of Xyphidium breoipome, but beyond this no observations

have been made upon the habits of American species of this genus.

In the sub-family Sphegime, the prothorax is narrowed in front, forming a sort of

a neck, the basal segment of the abdomen is narrowed into a long ])etiole, and the

mandibles are internally dentate. In habit the members of this sub-family differ

decidedly, many species digging burrows in the soil, while others are “ mud-daubers,”

plastering their earthen cells upon the walls of houses. Ain'inophila digs rather a

deep burrow, with a chamber at its e.xtremity. The female of A. sabulosa j)rovisions

her nests with cater|)illars, often selecting large cut-worms. Usually four or five

caterpillars are placed in a single nest, and each time that one is deposited the female

carefully stops up the entrance with a few pebbles until her return. If the weather

is favorable the nest is completed and tilled in a few hours, and she then proceeds to

construct a fresh burrow. The same sj>ecies is said to occasionally attack s})iders, and

A. viatica invariably collects these latter insects. Ammophila pictipeiDiis 2)rovisions

its nests with cut-worms, in South Illinois.

The genus Ampulex is said to be parasitic in its habits, A. sibirica ovipositing in

the bodies of cockroaches at Sierra Leone. The genus NpAiex is fossorial, although

there seems to be no hesitation on the 2)art of certain species in appropriating the bur-

roAVS of other insects. Sp>hex tibialis has been reared from cocoons occupying a

tunnel of Xylocopa viryinica. Sphex ichnemnonea digs ra])idly into hard ground,

using both jaAvs and fore legs in the process, and a single female com)>letes two or

three burrows five inches deep in the course of an afternoon. She j)referably provi-

sions her cells Avith Orchelimam and allied forms. An exce])tion to the burroAving

habit is seen in the case of Sphex lanierii, Avhich makes its cells of a cottony sub-

stance and j)laces them in the roll of a large, curved leaf.

The mud-daubers of this sub-family belong principally to the genus Pelopceics, and

are dark, slender insects, Avith long, jietiolated al)domens. Their cells of clay are

])lastered in all sorts of secluded ])laces, on the under side of fence rails, in barns and

out-houses, and eA’^en the inner Avails of dAvelling-houses are frequently disfigured by

them. The cells are provisioned Avith spiders, flies and caterpillars. The finding of

numerous pujAaria of a Sarcophaya in the cells of Pelopants flavipes in Texas seems

to point to the fact that the female flesh fly takes advantage of the food stored by the

dauber as admirably adapted to the uses of her own larvae. The ichneumonid

Cryptus junceus, lays its egg in the larva of Pelopa^us, and its larva subsequently,

after destroying the larva of the mud-dauber, spins for itself a thin, AAdiite cocoon

Avithin the cell. The beetle Troyoderma ornatam is also frequently found feeding on

the dried remains of the spiders after the adult Pelopce'as has issued from the cell.

Pelopmus cceruleas is frequently found upon the cotton ])lant in the Southern States,

and has been observed to capture the half-groAvn cotton worms.

The sub-family Mellininae has been erected for the interesting genus JSTeUinas. The
head is large, the legs slender and slightly spinose, and the abdomen lanceolate, with

a long petiole. The anterior Avings have one marginal and four subraarginal cells.

The habits of the typical species, Mellinus arvensis, are briefly as follows : The female

digs a burroAV in sandy soil, enlarging the extremity into a chamber, and proceeds to

store it Avith various dipterous insects. A favorite hunting-ground is a bit of cow
dung, on which sometimes several females will settle to await their prey. As the fly

Ami., ir. — 34
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is quicker of flight than the Mellinus., it is caught by slow approach or by stratagem.

The wasp will frequently run slowly past her intended victim in an unconcerned man-

ner until the latter is off its guard, when it is suddenly seized from behind and carried

away. A number of flies are thus caught and stowed away in a single burrow. A
single larva found feeding by Frederick Smith became full-fed in ten days, devouring

in that time six flies. The larva spins a tough, brown cocoon and remains within it

through the winter, transforming to pupa on the apju-oach of the ensuing summer.

The Bembecinae is another small sub-family, represented in Europe by Hembex,

and in this country by this genus and Moiiedulu. The body is large and rather elon-

gate
;
the head is large, and the legs are rather short

;
the labrum is long, triangular,

and exserted. The habits are similar to those of Mellinus. The female of Hembex
rostrata burrows in the sand, excavating with great rapidity and throwing the sand

out with its fore legs. Its stores consist ordinarily of dij)terous insects, which it

captures, unlike Mellinus., on the wing. This species is subject to jiarasitic attack

from two dipterous insects, Panopea carnea and Toxophora fusciata. The American

species, Bembex fasciata, is common on the sea beaches at the north. Monedula is

slenderer and more highly colored than Bembex. M. Carolina is common in the cot-

ton fields of Alabama and Georgia.

With the sub-family Nyssoninae, the mouth parts resume a more normal form, the

head is long, the antennae somewhat clubbed, the jaws are Tiot emarginate beneath,

and the legs are rather S]>iny. The abdomen is either sessile or petiolated. This is a

larger sub-family than the preceding, and docs not differ markedly in hal)its. The

large species of the genus Sphecius., S. graudis or S. sjieciosus, is very noticeable,

not only from its size, but also from the fact that it almost invariably provisions

its nests with the large harvest fly. Cicada marginata. The habits of Sphcci'us

speciosus have been carefully observed by Mr. A. S. Fuller, who states that he has

FlO. 656. — European wasps, a, b, Mellinus arvensis; c, e, Crnho patellus ; <1, T?-!/poxylnn Jipulvs ; f, q. Cerceris
arenn.ria ; h, Crossocerus scutellus; i, C. elongatulus; k, Bembex rostrata; I, Oxybelus hniglumis ; n>, 1‘lnlan-

tlms trianyulum ; n, Mellinus sabulosus.
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never known it to capture other food for its young than this cicada. Its burrow is

dug in the light, dry soil of unfrequented paths. It is two feet or more in depth, ex-

tending obliquely downwards, and turning up-

wards at the end, and is three fourths of an

inch in diameter. The earth from the burrow

is heaped up near the entrance. In carrying its

prey to the nest, the wasp ingeniously takes ad-

vantage of the wind, dragging the cicada u})

some tall tree and sailing off before a favoring

breeze. A single cicada is sufficient provision

for a single nest, and the great labor of excava-

tion is done again and again before the supply

of eggs of a single female becomes exhausted.

The genus Gorytes is remarkable in that it mimics one of the true was})s, Odyyierus.

One of the European species of this genus carries off the larvai of Tettiyonia, one of

the leaf-hoppers. The species of the typical genus, JSfysson, have the habit, rare among
the wasps, of feigning death and dropping to the ground when alarmed.

In the sub-family Philanthinae the head is wider tiian the thorax, the inter-

mediate tibiae are armed with a single spur at tip, and the anterior tarsi are strongly

ciliated. The males are pecidiar in having a fringe of h.aii’s resembling a moustache

on the .apical margin of the later.al lobes of the clypeus. The h.abits in this group

are quite uniform and resemble those of other burrowers. The species are sm.all, and

their tortuous excavations seldom exceed a depth of five inches. The East Indi.an

and South American species, however, are exceptions, and some of the species of

Cerceris from tropical regions reach a length of one inch. Philmu
thus trianguluni stores its nest with the common honey bee, Apis

rnellijica, and also with wild bees of the genera Andrena .and Halictus.

The genus Cerceris contains .some of the most be.autiful species .among

the fossori.al Hymenoptera, and exhibits great diversity in the insects

upon which its species prey. Cerceris arenaria stores up beetles of

the family Curculionidae, Strophosomus, Balaninus and Otiorhynchus

having been collected in its Imrrows. The bees of the genus Halictus are favorite

food for several species of this genus. A single female of Cerceris hupresticida will

often place as many as fifteen beetles of the genus Jiuprestis in a single exc.avation.

With the sub-family Pemphredoninae the fore wing has two comjfiete submargin<al

cells. The species ai’e of small size, with Large he.ad and ovate-l.anceol.ate abdomen,

mounted on a slightly curved petiole. Pemphredon hiyuhris is an extremely common
English species. The female burrows into decaying posts, rails, and logs, and pro-

visions her cells with different species of .aphides. She will settle on a rose leaf, for

example, and scrape a number of the pl.ant lice together into a b.all, flying off with it,

carrying it with her front legs just under her head. Pemphredon minutus, however,

makes its burrow in s,and, while .at least one species of the allied genus Stigmus {8.

troglodytes, by some authors placed in the genus Celia) ni.akes its cells in the hollow

straws of thatched roofs, provisioning them with masses of the larvae of Thrips.

The sub-family Crabroninae is a large and interesting group, exhibiting considerable

diversity of habit and form. The he.ad is frequently very large. The abdomen is

oval or elliptical, sometimes cl.avate and sometimes petiolated. The eyes are ovate

and sometimes reniform. The fore wings h.ave but a single submarginal cell, and the

Fig. 658. — PhilaU’
ih\is ventilabris.
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middle tibiae have a single spine. The larva is short and stout, and usually spins a
dense brown cocoon. In habits, the group contains sand diggers, hard clay diggers,

wood borers, species which excavate the pith of twigs, and species which adapt the
old nests of many species of wasps. The genus Trypoxylon is particularly notice-

able from its habit of adapting the old nests of other species to its own purposes.

Trypoxylon albitarse is found abundantly in old cells of Pelopxieus in the western
states, reprovisioning them wdth spiders. The South American T. fugax fills with
clay the cells of a nest of Polistes, and the European T. figulus enlarges the burrows
of wood-boring species. Any convenient tubular hole will be used by these insects,

which tlius make use of the cavities of straws, and of rose twigs from which the pith

has been excavated by some Crabro or Rhopcdum. The genus Rhopalum bores

extensively in pithy stems. R. pedicellutum has been bred from the stems of rose,

Corcorus, Japonica., and Spirma in New A^ork. The species of the genus Crabro are,

in the main, wmod-borers. C. singularis and C. sexmacidatus are both American
species which have this habit. Crabro patellatus of Europe, however, burrows in the

sand and provisions its nest with Diptera. Crabro tibialis bores, like Rhopalum., into

the ])ith of brambles and roses, and its nests are destroyed by the parasitic chrysid,

Iledychrum ardens. The genus Oxybelus is composed of small, dark, active insects,

usually with white-spotted abdomens. The female captures her prey, which consists

of dipterous insects, in much the same way as does Mellinus. Alighting upon a

sunny, gr.assy spot, she moves slowly around until the flies have become accustomed

to her presence, when, with a sudden siiring, she seizes a victim and bears it away in

triumph.

Tlie family Yespid.^: includes the insects known as tlie “ true wasps ” in contra-

distinction to “sand-wasps,” “wood-wasps,” and other similar terms applied to the

fossorial Hynienoptera. The true wasps may be distinguished from other Hymeu-
o])tera by the longitudinal folding of the wings wlien at rest. The antennse are

elbowed, and consist of twelve joints in tlie female and thirteen in the male. The
labium is quadrilobed, or sometimes only bifid, each of the divisions being glan-

dular at tip. The eyes are lunate. The abdomen is sometimes sessile and sometimes

petiolate, and is composed of seven segments in the male and si.x in the female.

The female is furnished with a retractile sting. The legs are slender, and are not

hairy. The wings always present two recurrent nervures, and three or four sub-

marginal cells. Both sexes are always winged. The body is either naked or

slightly clothed with hairs. It is usually black in color, usually more or less spotted

with some shade of yellow.

The true wasps vary greatly in habit. Some species are parasitic
;
others are soli-

tary, living by rapine
;
wdiile the higher forms are social. These three peculiarities of

habit are correlated with structural jieculiarities, so that the division of the family

into three groups characterized by habits corresponds to the natural division into

three sub-families based upon structure. These three sub-families are the Masarinae,

or parasitic wasps, the Eumeninae, or solitary wasps, and the Vespinae or social

wasps.

In the sub-family Masarinae the fore wings have only three submarginal cells, two

of which are closed, the eyes are but slightly notched, and the wings are indistinctly

folded. These insects are mostly tropical, but four or five being known in South

Europe. In America the group is represented only by the genus Masaris., and the

species all come from the extreme west.
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The sub-family Eumeniiue is most readily separated from the Vespinae by the.

tarsal characters. In this group the claws are alined with a tooth, while in the Ves-

pinae they are simple. With the solitary wasps there are but two forms, male and

female, each female performing the dual duties of queen and worker, building and

provisioning her nest alone. The members of this sub-family exhibit considerable

diversity in the manner in which they build their nests. Some make them of mud in

the chinks of walls or other convenient holes. Some fasten their mud nests to the

inner surface of walls or roofs of outbuildings, while others fasten similar nests to

shrubs growing in the open air. Many species excavate tunnels in wood, availing

themselves of the easily excavated ])ith of certain plants, while others bore into solid

wood. Certain species again tunnel into the ground and into sandy banks. The
nests are provisioned in a manner similar to that employed by the digger wasps.

The most important genus in this group is Odi/nerus. With the insects of this

genus the abdomen is sessile or subsessile, and the shape of the body, and oftentimes

the coloration, resemble those of the social wasjis commonly known as “hornets” or

“ yellow-jackets.” While some of the s])ecies of Odipitras are true wood and sand

burrowers, others again will construct their cells in any convenient cavity. The cells

of O. alhophideratus have been found in the deserted gall of Diplolepis conjiuens,

arranged around one side of the gall, with

their holes ])ointing towards the centre, O.

quadratus has l)een known to make use of

hollow reeds, of the accidental folds in a

sheet of })aper, and even of the barrels of

a double-barrelled jiistol which hung against

the posts of a garden arbour. .V specimen

of Odipieriis Jiavipes is said to have made
its cell in the hole of an old cotton-spool.

These insects store up a variety of species,

seeming to prefer small lepidopterous larvse.

Several species of the Ichneumonid genus Crupdus have been bred from Odipierus cells

in Europe, and Cryptusjunceus has been bred from the cells of Odynerus birenimacu-

latus in New Jersey.

The typical genus Eumenes may be recognized by the very long pedicel of the

abdomen. This is formed by the first abdominal segment, and is either linear or sub-

campanulate, and about as long as the thorax. The remainder of the abdomen is

pyriform. The most common North American species is Eumenes fraterna. This

species makes globular mud cells, very regular in form, and each furnished with a

short neck, and attaches them to plants. In the eastern states the larv® of the

spring canker-worm {Anisopteryx vernata) is frequently found stored up in the cells

of this species. The lai-va of the wasp occupies about a month in its development,

and the adult insect issues through a hole which it breaks in the side of the cell.

With the Vespinae or social wasps, there are, as with other social Ilymenoptera,

three forms, males, females or queens, and workers. The habits of these insects rival

in interest those of the hive-bee, of which so much has been written. It is, however,

much more difficult to study these insects than either the hive-bee or ants. As most

of the species are very irritable, and possessed of quite venomous stings, it requires

considerable tact and courage to investigate their habits closely.

The size of the communities of social wasps varies, at the season when they are

Fig. 059.— Odynerus Jlacipes and cell in a spool.
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largest, and according to the species, from a few individuals to several thousands.

These communities, unlike those of the hive-bee or of ants, have only a temporary

existence. On the approach of winter the males and workers perish, and the fertile

females crawl into such protected situations as crevices in walls or under the bark of

trees, and there pass the winter in a dormant state. In the following spring each

surviving female founds a new colony. At first she performs the duties of both queen

and worker. A small nest is made, eggs are laid in it, and when the larvae hatch, they

are fed and cared for by the queen until they reach maturity. This first brood is com-

j)Osed entirely of workers. They relieve the queen of the duties which pertain to this

caste, and from this time forth her only duty is to lay eggs. It is stated, however, by

some authors, that she continues to assist in the care of the young, though not in the

construction of the domicile.

The nests of the sociiil wasj)s are composed of a pa])ery substance made from wood.

The wasps collect, with their mandibles, the semi-loosened fibres from the surface of

Fig. 660. — Diagrams of wasp nests. «, Polylna sedula ; I*, rejecta ; Cy Chdttryus apicalis

;

(J, Polyhia ampuUaria.

weather-be.aten wood, which, by mastication and mixing with a buccal fluid, is made

into pulp, easily moulded, and drying on exposure to air. The sides of unpainted build-

ings and of fence boards afford the chief supply in inhabited ])ortions of the country.

If a wasp’s nest l)e closely examined, the paper will be found to be streaked with

various shades of gray and brown, each little streak or blotch indicating the amount of

material brought at once l)y a single wasj).

The essential part of a was])’s nest consists of a comb formed of hexagonal cells

similar in form to the cells of a honeycomb. It differs, however, in several imj)ortant

respects from that of the hive-bee. The material from which it is composed is paper

instead of wax. The comb consists of a single Layer of cells instead of two, and the

cells are usually vertical instead of horizontal. In some species the nest consists

merely of a single comb with one or more stems holding it in jflace. In others the

comb is enclosed in a spherical envelope with a small opening at the bottom. In the

more complicated nests there is a series of combs placed one below the other, and the

whole is enclosed in a sjflierical case made of many thicknesses of paper. The nests

are enlarged by adding cells to the edges of the combs, and room is made for these new
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cells by removing the inner layers of the envelope, the j)ortioii removed being reraasti-

cated and added to the outside. The nests are suspended from the branches of shrubs

and trees, or from fences and roofs. Certain sj)ecies build their nests in holes in the

ground.

In each cell of the comb an egg is laid. Owing to the })Ositioii of the comb, when
the larva hatches, it is suspended head downwards in its cell. This position they

retain while young by means of a glutinous secretion, and later by the enlarged

cephalic portion of the body, which completely fills the open part of the cell. The larvas

receive constant attention from the females aTid workers, and are fed with nectar, the

juices of fruits and of animals, and with more solid food chewed tine by the adults

before feeding. On reaching full growth the larva spins a silken cocoon, the lower

end of which serves as a cap to the cell, and transforms to a pu])a. After the adult

has issued, the cell is cleaned out and used again, as the whole ])eriod from the lay-

Fig. 6G1. — Lai va, pupa, coujb, and adult of Vespa crabo, hornet.

ing of the egg to the emerging of the adult is about one month at the noi th, so that

the comb made early in the season serves for several successive broods. The males

and queens are not developed until towards autumn. At this time larger cells are

made for the reception of the eggs which are to produce the sexual forms.

Although the social was])s feed upon nectar, honeydew, and the juices of fruits,

they are also carnivorous, destroying large numbers of other insects.

Our common species of social wasps represent the two genera Pollutes and Vespa.

To the genus Polistes belong the common long-bodied black wasps with folded wings

and sub-pedunculate abdomens. They frequently enter dwellings in the autumn, seek-

ing places for hibernation. The nest of Polistes consists of a single comb without

envelope, and may be found in almost any country barn. They are also attached to

bushes and to the lower surfaces of stones which are slightly raised from the ground.

In this country these nests are almost invariably horizontal, but European writers

figure the nests with vertical combs.
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Fig. 6(52. — Ves^pa maculafa, white-
faced hornet.

To the genus Vespa belong the shorter bodied wasps with folded wings, which are
commonly known as “ hornets ” or yellow-jackets.” These build nests consisting of a

series of combs arranged one below another, and all en-

closed by a sjdierical or egg-shaped envelope. The
“ white-faced hornet ”

( l^espa maculata) is our largest

species. It is the American representative of the

European Vespa crabo which has been introduced

into this country.

In the tropics the nests of Vesjya often attain an

immense size. The nest of a Ceylonese species reaches

a length of six feet. A common South American form
is niade of such thick and firm paper that it resembles

pasteboard. The outer layer is so fine in texture that it can be readily written upon
with ink.

No ]>arasites in the nests of wasps have been discovered as yet in this country, but

in Europe a number of such species have been found. Two species of Ichneumonidae,

one of which is Amomalon vesp>arum., infest the larvae. The larva of Volucella and

Anthoinyia incana destroy the larvae in their cells, while the adult wasj)s are infested

by lihqnphorus paradoxus., a beetle allied to Htylopts.

The succeeding two families, ANDRENiuyE and Apid^, have been grouped together

under the sub-sectional or tribal name of MELLIFERA, or Honey Gatherers. As dis-

tinguished from the fossorial Hymenoptera, which we have just considered, this group

may be characterized as follows : In the solitary species there are but two sexes, male

and female
;
but in the social ones another is added in the shape of a neuter, aboitive

female, or worker. The females and workers, exce])t in the hive and parasitic bees,

are furnished with apparatus for carrying ])ollen, and are armed with a sting. The
aiiteniife of the females and workers are twelve, and of the males thirteen-jointed.

Nearly all in the larva state feed upon ])ollen or honey stored up by the adults, while

.some are jiarasitical, devouring the food stored nj) by other s])ecies.

The family Andkenid^ includes the so-called “solitary bees.” In this family the

mentum is elongate, and the labium at its extremity is either sj>ear-sha])ed or cordate.

From this reason the group has been divided by certain authors into the Acutilingues

and Obtusilingues. The labium and terminal maxillary lobes do not form an elon-

gated proboscis. The trochanters and femora of the hind legs in the females are

generally pollenigerous. These insects are all solitaiy, and each species consists of

but tho two sexes. The females collect pollen, which they make into a ]iaste for their

cells. Nearly all the species burrow into the ground, forming their cells in either a

straight burrow, or one which has liranches with a common mouth. Certain .species,

however, use interstices in walls and bramble canes in which to m.ake their cells.

The two genera, Uolletes and Prosopis form the group known as Obtusilingues.

The species of the genus Colletes usually burrow into the ground to a depth of from

eight to ten inches, forming a simple Imrrow in which are placed six or eight cells
.

formed of a thin, transparent membranous substance. One species, however, has been

found making its cells in the chinks of a stone wall which h.ad previously been filled

in with earth or soft mortar. Prosojns has been considered parasitic, but the observ.a-

tions of Frederick Smith have proved the contrary. Its cells are commonly found

in the hollows of bramble sticks, and an instance is recorded in which a hollow piece

of flint stone was used for this purpose. A s])ecies of Stylops infests this genus.
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Nphecodes, the first genus of the Acutilingues, has also been consitlered as parasitic

upon bees of the genus Ilalictus, but Smith has observed the females in the act of

burrowing. They burrow in the same situations as the Ilalicti, the two forming, as it

were, mixed colonies, but each individual has a distinct burrow. The above-men-

tioned author was firmly of the o])inion that there are no ])arasitic or iiujuilinous

species among the Andrenidse. The species of Nphecodes are smooth and wasp-like

in appearance, and derive their generic name from their resemblance, both in form and

habits, to the \vasps of the genus Nphej;.

The species of the genus Ilalictus are very numerous, and are among the smallest

of the bees. The species are often metallic in color. They dig branched cells to a

depth of from six to ten inches, and are semi-gregarious in habit, a great many of the

burrows often being found clustered together. This genus, together with Nxihecodes,

differs from all other solitary bees in the fact that the impregnated females hibernate,

as with the Vespidae, and as with TBo-uihus, among the social bees, d'he males and

females appear in the autumn, the former antedating the

latter in issuing. The females are impregnated and hibern-

ate, the males dying. The ensuing spring the surviving

females dig their burrows, make and ju’ovision their cells

and ovij)osit. The common American Ilalictus parallclus

is stated by Emerton to be double-brooded. The egg of

this species is long, slender, and much curved, obtuse at

one end and much smaller at the other. The larva is also

comparatively long and slender, and is large behind, taper-

ing towards the head. Its body is somewhat tuberculated,

enabling it to move about in its cell. The head of the pupa

is furnished with six distinct, conical tubercules, two larger,

betw'een twm of the ocelli, and four smaller, just in front

of the ocelli. Ilcdictus is also subject to the attacks of

SUjlop)S.
'

The typical genus Andrena is of large extent, compris-

ing nearly two hundred Eluropean species. In habit the

bees of this genus closely resemble Ilalictus, burrowing in

light soil to a dejAli of from five to twelve inches, and

preferably choosing a southern aspect. With the common
Andrena vicina the burrow is ])erpendicular, with short

side passages obliquely downwards. The sides of the walls

are rough, but are glazed wdth a mucous-like secretion.

The deepest cells are pjrovisioned last. In Massachusetts

the burrows are dug in Maj-, provisioned by the last of this

month, and the larva; I’each full growth by the last of July,

transforming to pupae early in August, and issuing as adults

before the first of September. The larva differs from that

of Ilalictus in its stouter and less curved form, and in the

less convex segments of its body. The bees of this genus

are among the earliest insects seen in the spring, flying about in the sunshine and fre-

quenting the willow catkins and other early flowers.

The insects of the family Apid.® are characterized by the long labium and men-

tum which, with the maxillae, form an elongate proboscis, which may be folded

Fig. 663.— Nest of Andrena vicina.
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beneath the head and breast when not in use. They may be divided, according to

their economy, into social bees, solitary bees, and ijarasitic bees. There is not, how-

ever, with this family, as with the Vespidae, a ready separation into structural grouj)s

corresponding with the three classes founded upon economy. The ordinarily accepted

classification throws the species into five sub-families. Fi-om the latest catalogue it

is seen that over seven hundred Noi’th American species of this family have been

described, showing our bee fauna to be richer than that of Europe.

The sub-family Andrenoinae consists of species closely allied to Andrena. In this

group the labium is shorter than the mentum. The maxillary palpi are six-jointed.

The females have no pollen-brush on the under side of the abdomen, but are furnished

with one on either side of the metathorax, and the legs also have such brushes. In

habits, also, these insects much resemble Andrena., excavating burrows and storing up

pollen and honey in a similar manner. Panurgus hanksianus forms large colonies in

retired sandy places in England, burrowing to a dej)th of six inches, and making its

appearance in July. All of the North ^Vmerican s])ecies are western.

The species of the sub-family Cuculina! form a well-marked group of naked, some-

times wasp-like, parasitic bees. They are destitute of polleniferous brushes and jtlates,

and from their structure were supposed to be iiupiilines before their habits were

definitely ascertained. Noniada is a genus of large extent, and its species lay their

eggs in the cells of Andrena and Ilalictus as well as of some of the higher bees. They
differ greatly in ajapearance from their hosts, yet seem to be on perfectly good terms

with them, visiting flowers in their company and entering their burrows as uncon-

cernedly as though they were the result of their own labors. Conjecture has been

rife as to whether the egg of Nornada is deposited only in those j)ollen masses not

already supplied by its host; or whether, the ojiposite being the case, the larva of the

host is starved to death for the want of the food eaten by the earlier hatching Nornada

larva; but the observations of Emerton seem to show that the food suj)ply is suf-

ficient for both larva3, which live harmoniously together in the same cell, and issue at

about the same time. The widespread Nornada itnbricata is found in the nests of both

Andrena vicina and Ilalictus parallelus. The larva is smooth, round, tapei'ing towards

each end, and has a small head. The puj)a has three conspicuous spines on the upj)er

and posterior edge of the orbit, which seem to aid in locomotion. The bees of this

genus are often captured with masses of clay attached to their posterior tibia?, with

which, it is surmised, they close the cell of their host after ovipositing. With the

other genera the habits are the same. Celioxys is parasitic in the cells of Megachile

and Saropoda, Epeolus lives similarly on Colletes, Melecta on Anthophora, and Stelis

on Osrnia.

The sub-family Dasygastrinae contains many insects of interest. They derive their

name from the very large pollen brush which covers the ventral aspect of the abdo-

men. Pollen plates, however, are lacking. The labium is large and oblong, the

mandibles are particularly strong, the maxillary palj)i are but slightly developed, and

the labial palpi are very long. The majority of the species bore in wood, and make

their cells of moist earth or of bits of leaves cut by the mandibles to a proper form.

The sjiecies of the genus Osmia are called “ mason bees,” from the material of

which their cells are com})osed. The greatest possible diversity is seen in the situa-

tions in which these are placed, and the bees show a high order of intelligence in the

manner in which they adapt themselves to circumstances. Frederick Smith says :
“ If

I were asked which genus of bees would afford the most abundant materials for an
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essay on the diversity of instinct, I would without hesitation point out the genus

Osmia." Certain species excavate the pith of brambles, alternately widening and

contracting the burrow to correspond with the proposed cells and the intervals

between them. Others bore into hard wood. Others use the hollows of reeds and

straws. Others again plaster their cells thickly over the under side of some flat stone

which is slightly raised from the ground. Two European species utilize the empty

shells of several species of Helix, compactly filling each shell with their cells, which are

placed in different relative positions according to the exigencies of the case, and care-

fully closing the entrance with pellets of clay, sticks, and pebbles. Osmia simillima

arranges its cells in the interior of the large, deserted gall of Diplolepis confluentus.

The cells of Osmia leucomelana are found in comj)aratively unprotected situations at

the roots of grass. Tliese bees are of comparatively small size, and are usually of

Fig. 664, — Alegachile centuncularisj leaf-cutter bee ; a, male; 6, female; c, leaf-cutter at work
; </, cell

;

e, parts of lining of cell.

metallic colors. The egg is white, oblong, and about the shape and size of a caraway

seed. It hatches in about eight days, and the development of the larva is rapid. On
reaching full growth it spins a delicate cocoon and winters as a pupa. Smith gives a

remarkable case of retarded development with Osmia parietina. From a quantity of

cells collected in Scotland in 1849, about one third only had given forth the adult bees.

Some of the remainder issued the following year, while about thirty-five remained in

the larva .state until May, 1850, when they transformed and issued a month later.

The genus Megachile comprises the so-called “ leaf-outter ” or “ upholsterer bees.”

It is the most universally distributed genus of bees, and is found in all parts of the

world. The female makes her cells of regular bits of leaf, which she cuts from a rose-

bush or some similar plant. The pieces of leaf aie either oblong or circular, the

former being used for the sides, and the latter to cover the end of the cell. The bur-

rows in which these cells are stored vary greatly in situation. Some species burrow

into the ground, others into wood, while others make use of chance apertures.
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Megachile centuncularis is one of our most common leaf-cutter bees. It is found
through the northern United States and Canada, and all through Europe, as far north

as Lapland. A single female of this species, observed by F. W. Putnam, occupied

over twenty days in building and provisioning a series of cells under a board. On
examination there were found to be thirty cells in nine rows of varying numbers. An
estimation of the number of bits of leaf used in the construction of these thirty cells

amounted to one thousand at the least. The curious Chalcid parasite, Anthophorahia

megachilis., was bred in great numbei-s from this set of cells.

The bees of the genus Anthiclium do not make burrows for themselves, but make
use of those made by other insects. The large holes bored by the larvae of Cossus are

often used. The cells are made of down collected fi-om woolly-stemmed plants, mixed

with some glutinous matter. The little bees belonging to Ceratina excavate the pith

of brambles. The common Ceratina clupla excavates stems of Syringa, elder, or black-

berry, lining her cells with a delicate silky membrane and separating them from one

another by mud partitions. This species is parasitized by a very remarkable chalcid of

the genus Axima.

With the sub-family Scopidipedinae, the hind legs of the females are furnished with

a thick coating of liairs which constitxite the pollen-brushes. The basal joint of the

posterior tarsi generally has its extremity angularly produced. They have no pollen-

plates, and the abdomen is destitute of a pollen-brush. Tlie wings usually have tliree

])erfect sub-marginal cells, the third antennal joint is often long and clavate, and tlie

mouth is occasionally considerably developed.

The species of the- genus Eucera burrow into the ground. The larvae remain as

such through the winter, transforming to pupae in April without spinning cocoons.

With Anthophora the habits are quite similar, but certain species bore into wood
instead of entering the ground. The abnormal chalcid Anthophorahia {Melittobia)

is ])arasitic upon bees of this genus according to Newport. There remains a doubt,

however, as to whether or not it is a true primary parasite, as Smith discovered its

larvae feeding upon those of Monodontomerus nitidus, which is a true parasite of

Anthophora. The correct conclusion seems to be that the larva! of both Monodonto-

merus and Anthophora are destroyed by this parasite. The bees of the genus Adelecta

live in the burrows of Anthophora as previously stated. The genus Saropoda seems

to connect Anthophora with the next genus, Xylocop>a, as its sj^ecies closely resemble

tlie former in structure, while in habits they approach the latter. They are borers in

decaying wood, making longitudinal burrows divided into eight or ten oval chambers,

each containing a cell formed of wood scrapings.

The genus Xylocopa contains the largest species of the genus. They resemble, in

general appearance, the common humble bees, but are less liairy. These bees bore

symmetrical tunnels into solid wood, choosing, in civilized regions, fence posts and

boards. The burrow is half an inch in diameter, and runs horizontally across the grain

for about the length of the insect’s body, when it is turned downwards at riglit angles

and carried to a depth of from twelve to eighteen inches. In boring, the bee is said

to progress at the average rate of about half an inch a day, occiijiying at least two days

in digging the first portion against the grain of the wood. The tunnels generally run

in opposite directions from the opening, and sometimes other galleries are made, one

parallel with the other, using the common opening. It seems certain that the same

tunnel is used over and over again, and that a new one is only made when no old one

can be found. Aftei' the burrow is prepared, the cells are made and supplied with
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pollen. The cells of Xylocopa virginica are about seven tenths of an inch in length,

and are sej)arated from each other by partitions which are similarly constructed by the

other species. Each partition seems to be made from a single flattened band of saw-

dust and fine chips, agglutinated together and rolled up into a band about four layers

deep. The side forjuing the bottom of the cell is concave and smooth, while the other

side is flat and rough.

Last and highest in the order Hymenoptera comes the sub-family Socialinae, or

social bees. The social bees are readily distinguishable from the other members of

the family Apidae by several striking peculiarities. As with the social wasps, each

species is composed of three classes of individuals, males, females, and drones, or

workers. They live gregariously in larger or smaller communities. They have the

power of secreting wax, from which their cells are made, and the larvaj are fed from

time to time by the workers. The outei’ side of the dilated jjosterior tibias is smooth,

and in the workers is hollowed into a shining plate for carrying pollen, which is col-

lected by means of the pollen-brushes on the basal joint of the hind tarsi. The
maxillary jjalpi are very small. As a general thing the body is covered with hair,

though some Brazilian species of the genus Euglo&sa ai-e naked.

The genus Bomhus includes the so-called “ humble ” or “ bumble ” bees. In this

genus the body is oblong and densely jnibescent, mandibles stout, grooved exteriorly

towards the rounded apex, labial palpi four-jointed, labium long, pubescent, maxillary

palpi two-jointed, fore wings with one marginal and three sub-marginal cells. With
the males the mandibles have a dense fringe of curled hair on their inferior margins.

The genus has an extensive geogra2)hical range, and is found all over the world, with

the exception of Australia and New Zealand. Into the latter countries it has been

introduced, to aid in the fertilization of the clover crop. Over sixty species have been

described from North America. The species ai-e very diflicult to se2)arate, owing, {)rin-

cijjally, to the great colorational variation in the males. The economy of the genus

has long been studied, and has been (juite fully detailed by several authors. The
females or queens alone hibernate. During the winter months they may be found,

always singly, hidden away in decayed trunks of tree, under fodder stacks, under

leaves, or moss, or in other sheltered and dry situations. That they sometimes winter

in the old nests is both stated and disputed. In the sj)ring each female becomes the

foundress of a new colony. She selects some spot, under a stum]) or sod, or often in

the abandoned nest of a field mouse, and immediately collects a mass of pollen which

she mixes with honey, and in which she deposits a small number of eggs. The eggs,

according to F. W. Putnam, are laid in contact with one another, in one cavity of the

pollen mass, with which they are slightly covered. The larvae, hatching, begin feed-

ing on the pollen, and push out in independent directions, increasing in size, and mak-

ing large cavities in the mass. On reaching full size, each spins a silken covering,

which is thickened by a wall of wax added by the adult bees, so th.at a cell is formed

in which the larva transforms to a pupa. The development is very irregular, and a

nest examined at almost any time during the summer will be found to contain the

insects in almost all stages of growth. The first brood is composed of workers, and

after their appearance the queen leaves the work of provisioning to them and devotes

herself almost exclusively to home duties. The workers are assiduous in their labor

of collecting and storing uj) ])ollen, and in their c.are of the young. They assist the

newly-formed bees to emerge from their cocoons, helping them to cut and remove the

lid, and pulling them out with their mandibles. More eggs are laid and new cells are
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constructed, the peculiar manner in which the cells are made accounting for the

irregularity in their arrangement. The nest rapidly increases in size, as the queen

remains fertile throughout the summer. In the construction of their nests, the bees

adapt themselves to circumstances in an interesting way, and avail themselves of such

materials as are most readily found. Where moss is abundant, the nests are entirely

constructed of this material, and Smith mentions an instance in which a female, found-

ing a colony in the grass near a stable, collected a quantity of the bundles of horse-hair

accumiilated from the currying of horses, and composed her nest entirely of this sub-

stance. Another instance is mentioned where a female of Bomhus pratorum took

possession of the nest of a robin, built high up on a porch.

About the middle of the summer, eggs are deposited, from which hatch small females

and males. The small females ai’e supposed to be able to lay only male eggs. Accord-

ing to Putnam, all eggs laid by the queen after the last of July produce only the

large females or queens, which, after impregnation by the males, seek suitable places

for hibernation, while the other inhabitants of the nest die on the approach of cold

weather.

The species of this genus are subject to the attacks of several parasites. Besides

the species of the genus Apathus, which we shall consider next, many nests swarm with

a species of Acarus which devours the wax and honey. The larvae of Tmea pellionella

abound in many nests. The two beetles Antherophayus glaber and A. ochraceus feed

upon the stored-up food, and Anobium paniceum is said to have the same habit.

Meloe and Stylops also infest Bombus, and species of the di])terous genera, Volucella,

Conops, Anthrax., and Anthomyia are also found in the nests.

The numbers of which the colonies of bumble bees consist vary greatly with the

different species. A nest of Bornbus frayrans, examined by Smith at the end of

August, contained only five females and twenty workers, while a nest of B. terrestris,

examined at the same time, contained thirty-five females, twenty males, and one hun-

dred and sixty workers, a total of two hundred and fifteen, and at this time a majority

of the males and females were supposed to have left the nest.

The genus Apathus closely resembles Bornbus. Nine North American species have

been described. The economy of this genus is not well understood. Its species live

in the nests of Bornbus, the species of which they mimic in appearance, but what office

they perform is not well known. A parasitic connection is conjectured, but not proven.

They seem to be on the most friendly terms with their hosts. Smith says :
“ It has

been supposed, from the very close resemblance of the Apathi to the Bornbi, that the

former are an idle race, reared at the expense of the industrious bees, and wearing a

livery in imitation of them for the purpose of deception
;
but there can be little doubt

of these aristocrats of the community performing im])ortant and necessary duties

highly conducive to the general prosperity of the whole.”

With the genus Apis the characters are as follows: ATales.— Eyes very large,

occupying one-fifth of the head, meeting on the vertex
;
])osterior tibiae slender at base,

gradually widening towards apex. Females and Workers.— Eyes lateral, elongate,

not meeting on the vertex. Wings having one marginal and three sub-marginal cells

;

labial palpi four-jointed; maxillary palj)! one-jointed. Eyes pubescent; posterior

tibiae not spined
;

basal joint of posterior tarsi of workers concave, transversely

ridded, each ridire havins a thick-set fringe of stiff hairs. Male and female with

simple tarsi.

The habits of the common honey bee {Apis mellifica) have been studied for many
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years. On account of the value of its two main products, honey and wax, it has been

domesticated by man, and the methods of bee-culture in use admit of ready study of

its economy. Remarkable facts in its life history have been discovered, and are sig-

nificant as indicating the possible results of an equally close study of the life history

of other higher Hymenoptera. The life round has been briefly summed up as follows :

“A fertilized queen, which, with a few workers, has wintered over, lays its eggs in the

spring, first in the worker, and afterwards, at a later period, in the drone cells (both

arranged in two perpendicular rows of cells). Early in the summer the workers con-

struct the larger flask-shaped queen-cells, which are placed on the edge of the comb,

and in these the queen larvae are fed with rich and choice nourishment. As soon as

the first of the new brood of queens has been excluded from its cell, which it indicates

by a peculiar buzzing noise, the old queen deserts the nest, carrying away with her a

part of the swarm, and this forms a new colony. The recently excluded queen then

takes its marriage flight high in the air with a drone, and on its return undertakes the

management of the hive and the duty of laying eggs. When another queen is dis-

closed, the same process of forming a new colony goes on. When the supply of new

Fig. 665. — Queeu, worker, and droue of Apis mellijica, honey bee.

queens is exhausted, the workers fall upon the drones and destroy them without mercy.

The first brood of workers lives about six weeks in summer, and then gives way

to a new brood. Mr. J. G. Desborough states that the maximum period of the life of

a worker is eight months. The queens are known to live five years, and during their

whole life lay more than a million eggs. (V. Berlisch). Langstroth states that

‘during the height of the breeding season she will often, under favorable circum-

stances, lay from two thousand to three thousand eggs a day.’ According to Von
Siebold’s discovery only the queens’ and workers’ eggs are fertilized by sperm cells

stored in the receptaculum seminis, and these she can fertilize at will, retaining the

power for four or five years, as the muscles guarding the duct leading from this sperm-

bag are subject to her will. Drone eggs are laid by unfertilized queen bees, and

in some cases even by worker-bees.” When, from any cause, the supply of queen

eggs runs short, a worker egg is transferred by the workers into a queen cell. There,

either by the increased temperature of the cell, or by the larger quantity of food

given the larva, or by the superior quality of this food, the egg produces a queen bee

instead of the worker which would have come forth under ordinary circumstances.

The cells from which the drones or males are to be developed are slightly larger

than the ordinary worker cells, as are also the cells devoted to the storing of honey.
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The latter are formed either by enlarging the ordinary brood cells, or by constructing

a new comb devoted entirely to the storing of honey. In opposition to the old theory

as to the exact hexagonal character of the cell, Wyman has ]iroved that the cells are

all more or less imperfect.

The common honey-bee is now distributed all over the world. It was introduced

into North America in the seventeenth century, and into South America in 1845. It

was originally a native of Europe. The Italian and Syrian bees, although formerly

considered distinct si^ecies, are now placed as varieties of A. melUfica.

The insect enemies of the hive bee are quite numerous. The larvae of the two wax
moths. Galleria mellonella and Ackroia alvearia, consume the Avax, breaking up the

cells and spinning their Avebs, filled Avith excremental ])ellets, about in the hive. Phora
incrassata is said to be a true parasite of bee lanm in Euro])e, although there is

doubt as to AA’hether it inay not act as a mere scavenger. The drones are infested by

the two hair-worms, Mermis albicans and Gordius sub-bifurcus. A beetle knoAvn as

Tr!diodes a.piarius destroys the larvae in Euro])e, and the bee-louse, Pranla coeca,

infests the adult.

The indigenous honey-bees of the trojiics belong to the genera Trigona and Aleli-

pona. The species are small and stingless, and form immense colonies. The honey

of some species is excellent, while of others it is bitter in taste. Ordinarily they build

in holloAV trees, but certain species susj)end their nests from branches, and one uses

clay in its construction.

L. O. Hoavard.

Editor’s Note. — Air. Howard is also the author of the accounts of the families Chalcididas and

ProctotrupidiE, included in the article of Professor Comstock.

Fig. 666.— Under surface of bee.
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THYSANOPTERA.

Our wheat and onion crops, as well as our house-plants, are often seriously damaged by

minute insects, which sometimes swarm in immense numbers. They are long and slender,

blackish or amber-colored ; very agile in their movements, leaping off the leaves when dis-

turbed, or swiftly burrowing out of sight in the bottoms of flowers, such as the ox-eye daisy

and other composite plants.

These insects, represented by the species of Tlirips and its allies, have been tossed about

from one order to another by systematic entomologists. They are often to be found in the

order of Hemiptera, to which they are nearest allied ; by others they are referred to the

Orthoptera, though not to that group as now restricted ; and by some to the Neuroptera

;

but with little doubt they shoifld form an independent order.

Considering the somewhat problematical affinities of this interesting group, we may be

pardoned for entering into what may seem to the general reader somewliat dry details,

though we may say in passing that one of the chief charms of the study of animals is the

attempt to unravel the knotty points in systematic zoology, bringing to bear upon the prob-

lem whatever we know of the embryology, life-history, and internal anatomy, besides the

outer structure of the mature animal.

One of the most thorough and painstaking of the English entomologists, Mr. A. H. Hali-

day,^ the founder of the order, remarks in his classical essay :
“ The order Thysanoptera

seems sufficiently distinguished from Hemiptera by the distinct palpi and the broad external

maxillae ; from Orthoptera, by the internal capillary mandibles, and the maxillae, which are

almost fixed, and have not the galea. The name proposed is taken from the plume-like

fringes of the wings.” Burmeister afterwards, in 1838, bestowed the name Physapoda upon

the group, in allusion to the singular shape of the feet, which end in bulbous expansions,

without claws.

Though the general form of the body is like that of some narrow, linear bugs (Hemip-

tera), and the shape of the head and prothorax is like that of the Hemiptera, yet the struc-

ture of the mouth-parts is such as to forbid our giving them a place in that order. The

general appearance of these curious insects may be seen from the accompanying figures : we

are indebted to Haliday for the following account of the mouth-parts :
“ The parts of the

mouth are united to form a short conic sucker, more fleshy than horny, and not retractile.

The labium, which composes the posterior half, has the three usual segments distinct, the

stipes (mentura) being the longest, the ligulm shortest; palpi are inserted in a narrow

membranous space between these last. The maxillce are flat, triangular, without division

or articulation, their base coalescing with the scape of the labium, so that they have no free

motion. A little beyond the middle and near the anterior edge are seated the palpi, whicli

are longer than the labial pair. The maxillse are applied to the edges of the labium, so that

* The Entomological 'Magazine, 'Lox\A.or\,\o\. \\i. 'p. 183G. (See also vol. iv.)
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Tkrips stria-

tus (female).

they almost meet at the point and enclose in front a triangular space occupied by the clypeus

and labrum. . . . The mandibles are setaceous, with a bulbous base appearing close to the

edge of the maxillae, under which they dip immediately, becoming internal, and by their junc-

tion towards the tip forming a two-valved siphon.” It should be borne in mind that no

Hemiptera have palpi, and the mouth-parts form a solid, slender beak which plays back and

forth in the sheath-like labium.

Selecting our most common Thrips (T. striatus) as an example of the order, the following

account of it will, with the figures, give a better idea of the appearance of a Thrips than any

mere general statements. In some genera the females alone are winged, the males being

wingless and closely resembling the larvae, but in Thrips both sexes are winged.

The body of the female is smooth and shining, uniformly greenish yellow, with

no other markings
; the legs are a little paler towards the articulations. The

antennae are 8-jointed, slightly longer than the head ; the two basal joints are the

largest ; the three succeeding joints equal, regularly ovate, the 6th a little longer

than the 5th ; 7th and 8th minute, 7th a little shorter than 8th, each joint bear-

ing four large bristles. The prothorax is square, the scutellum short, crescent-

shaped, and the abdomen is long and narrow, smooth and shining, 10-jointed.

Length, four one-hundredths of an inch, or less than half a line.

The larva is entirely greenish-yellow, the head and prothorax of the same color

as the rest of the body. The eyes are reddish. The feet and antennae are whit-

ish. The feet (tarsi) consist of but a single joint ending in a point.

The wingless form ' differs from the larva in having 2-jointed feet (tarsi), and 7-jointed

antennae, those of the larva being 4-jointed. The second joint

of the antennae is exactly barrel-shaped, with two ridges or

lines surrounding it ; 3d and 4th joints long, ovate, the 3d being

a little larger than the 4th, and with about twelve transverse

lines, there being about eight on the 4th joint, from the end of

which projects a remarkable tubercle, as seen in the figure.

The 5th joint is square at the end, with about eleven transverse

lines, and three or four stout hairs externally ; 6th joint minute

and spherical, while the 7th is three times as long as the 6th,

and is finely striated, and with four unequal stout hairs. The

wingless form is just twice the length of the female, measuring

.08 inch.

The transformations of the Thysanoptera are incomplete,

being in general like those of the Orthoptera and Hemiptera,

but there are some notable differences in the shape of the pupa, Thrips stt'iatus ^ 2*, larva ; a, wingless

which is active, while the limbs, body and rudiments of wings
_

form of another (?) species.

are enclosed in a thin transparent skin, and the

antennae are turned back on the head.

Little attention has been given to these insects

in this, country. Mr. T. Pergande, our best
Fio. GG9.

Thrips ; end of antenna of wingless form,

authority on the subject, writes me that up to this date only nine species have been described

from the United States, some of which are probably identical with described Eurojiean

species.^ Judging from the large number of species found in the vicinity of W ashington

^ Mr. Pergande whites me tliat both, sexes of onion Thrips or of some other species. In Limo-

Thrips are winged, and that the ^vingless form (Fig. thrips the males are wingless.

6G8, a) is evidently either an apterous form of the “ Mr. Pergande kindly sends me the following
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Mr. Pergande thinks that there must he several hundred species in North America, includ-

ing several new genera. Our largest described species is Pliloeothrips caryoe Fitch, which

measures a little over three sixteenths of an inch or more in length. The largest species we
have ever seen was observed under pine bark.

^
Of the internal anatomy of these insects little is known, and not much of their mode of

reproduction and development. The eggs of an European Phlceothrips are said by Haliday

to be “shaped like those of Culex, being cylindric, rounded at one end, and crowned with a

knob at the other.” In Uljanin’s memoir on the embiyology of Thrips jphysajpus Linn.,

the eggs are in shape not unlike those of Diptera (i. e. Simulium) not having any micropylar

apparatus represented in the figures. As regards the mode of development unfortunately

we can say little, since the memoir is written in Russian, a sealed language to us ; but

judging by the figures on the three well-drawn plates, there does not seem to be a very close

resemblance to the mode of development of the Hemijjtera. It is to be regretted that the

mouth-parts just before hatching were not drawn, since the memoir does not, as regards the

figures, give us any clue to the systematic position of the group.

Economically, the species of Thrips and its allies play a not unimportant part. Our
wheat crops both in the Old and New World are frequently attacked by them, since they

multiply to a great extent, abounding in great numbers in the blossoms, causing them to

wither, and on the leaves of wheat, puncturing them and making them to become spotted

and die in places. Even when not particularly abundant the wheat Thrips {Thrips tritici)

may be found on the leaves of wheat, and, we think, oats, before the plants are in flower.

The species we have figured, and which Mr. Pergande refers to Osborn’s Thrips striatus,

in the season of 1871 caused a serious loss of onions in Essex Co., Mass. About the middle

of August the leaves were observed to suddenly turn yellow and wilt, the plant soon dying.

In this manner large patches became infested and turned yellow, until

in two or three days these prolific insects spread over the whole field.

They seemed to increase most rapidly during the hot, dry weather that

was experienced at that time. The entire loss was estimated at $10,000.

In Europe olives and peas are injured by these insects. The hot-

house Thrips {Heliothrips hcemorrhoidalis) is a common pest in con-

servatories both in Europe and with us ; we have observed it abundant

on the leaves of azaleas, liliaceous plants, pinks, etc.

A discussion as to the alleged injury to fruit buds caused by these in-

sects appeared in an entomological journal (Psyche, vol. iii. pp. 369,

381). Prof. Herbert Osborn is of the opinion that these little insects

damage fruit buds, by devouring the styles before the buds are open, and

thus preventing fertilization, as in 80 per cent, of unopened buds the

style was found to be more or less injured. But Mr. Pergande thinks

that they only seek the nectar, and that they materially assist in fertil-

ization. He adds that some species are carnivorous, destroying the

mites which infest certain plants.

A. S. Packard.

Fig. 670.

Heliothrips hoemorrhoi-
dalis.

list of our known species, which is so brief that it

may be repeated here :

Phloeothrips caryce Fitch.

Phlceothrips mail Fitch.

Phlceothrips phylloxerce Riley.

Phlceothrips niger Osborn.

Chirothrips antennatus Osborn.

Thrips tritici Fitch.

Thrips poaphagus Comstock.

Thrips striatus Osborn.

Coleothrips Z-fusciatus Fitch. Besides these the

following: European species are also found in this

country :

Heliothrips hcemorrhoidalis Bouch^, in hot-houses.

Heliothrips draccence Heeger, in hot-houses.

Limothrips cerealium Haliday.
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Abedus, 258
Abraxus, 447
Acalyptrata', 431
Acanoniida, 229
Acaiithocephala, 290
Acanthocephaliiia, 290
Acanthocercus, 33
Acanthocbeir, 122
Acanthocinus, 325, 327
Acanthosoniiua, 291
Acarid®, !t9

Acariua, !)9

Acasta, 15
Acherontia, 4G8
Acliilida, 234
Achoreutes, 135
Acilius, 392
Acinocoris, 288
Acinopus, 395
Acinaodera, 305
Acocephalus, 247
Acr®a, 489
Acraina, 489
Acridid®, 191
Acridium, 193
Acrocerid®, 421
Acrosoma, 119
Aclias, 458
Aculeata, 510
Acutilingues, 536
Adalia, 311
Adelops, 384
Adelidia, 485
Adephaga, 390
Adoxus, 321 \

Adsciti, 512
^'Egeria, 404
^Egeriid®, 463
Alga, 70
yEgid®, 70
Aiglea, 55
ASpus, 394
yEscliiia, 150
ASthomerus, 324
Agabus, 393
Agalena, web of, 112
Agapanthia, 327
Agathidium, 384
Agatliis, 513

' Agdistis, 437
Agenia, 528
Ageronia, 483
Agnastus, 88
Agonoderus, 395
Agraulis, 485
Agricultural ant, 523
Agrilus, ;K)4

Agrion, 150
Agrionuia, 150
Agrotis, 452
Alaptus, 512
Alaus, 363
Alcippe, 17
Aleochara, 387, 388
Alepas, 17
Aletia, 450

Alima, 66
Aleyrodes, 219
Aleyrodid®, 219
Allorhina, 308
Allygus, 245,

Alpheus, 52
Alphitobius, 352
Alucita, 437
Alydina, 2!)0

Alydus, 286, 290
Alypia, 403
Amara, 397
Amaurobius, 115
Amblychila, 401
Amblycoryiilia, 188
Ambrysus, 200
Ammoi)liiia, 529
Amphicerus, 355
Amphidora, 353
Amphipoda, 72
Ampliipoda genuin®, 73
Amphiscepa, 235
Amphitoe, 70
Ampulex, 529
Anabrus, 185
An®a, 480
Analcis, :141

Auasa, 291
Aiichorella, 28
Andrena, 537
Andreuid®, 530
Audrenoin®, 538
Audroctonid®, 126
Anelasma, 15

Anergates, 516
Aneurus, 284
Anisodactylus, 395
Anisops, 253
Anisopteryx, 440
Anisoscelidina, 290
Anisota, 454
Anisotoma, 384
Anobium, 355
Anomala, 370
Anopheles, 413
Anoplithalinus, 394, 397
Auoplura, 20i), 2!)4

Anotia, 232
Ant, 517

„ agricultural, 523

,, cow killer, 526

,, honey, 523

,, horse, 522

,, red, 510

,, sauba, 516

,, slave, 522

,,
solitary, 526

,, white, 142
Antenn®, 7

Anthax, 421
Anthaxia, 419
Antherophagus, 380
Anthicid®, .'151

Anthicus, 351
Anthidium, 540

Anthocaris, 285

Anthonomus, 343
Anthophora, 540
Anthi’enus, 378
Anthribid®, 335
Anthrobia, 119
Anthurid®, 70
Ant lion, 158
Ants, 510
Anura, 136
Anuricla, 135
Aogonid®, 510
Apate, 355
Apatela, 452
Apathus, 542
Apatura, 482
Aphanijjtera, 434
Aphelocheirus, 261
Aphididffi, 219
Aphidina, 222
Aphidius, 514
Aphis, 222
Aphis-lions, 157
Aphodius, 373
Aphrophora, 243
Aphrophorida, 243
Apiomerus, 281
Apion, 339
Apionin®, 339
Apid®, 537
Apis, 542
Apoda, 17
Apodemia, 479 '

Apodid®, 38
Apsiphanes, 489
Aptera, 209
Aptinus, 393
Apus, 37
Aquatihi, 276
Arachnida, 98
Aradid®, 283
Aradina, 283
Aradus, 283
Aramigus, 344
Araneina, 103
Araphe, 288
Aratus, 47
Archasia, 225
Archipolypoda, 128
Arctia, 4(i0

Arctus, 55
Argas, 101
Argiope, 107
Argulid®, 28
Argulus, 27
ArgjTinis, 485
Argyroneta, 111, 120
Arhopalus, 331
Ariminielus, 384
Armadillo, 72
Army-worm, 451
Artemia, 37, 40
Arthrogastra, 121
Arthropoda, 1

Arthropterid®, 293
Articulata, 1

Ascalaphus, 100
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Aschiza, 423
Asellidse, 71
Asellus, 71
Asemum, 332
Asida, 354
Asidinse, 354
Asilidee, 418
Asiraca, 241
Asopia, 444
Asopina, 292
Asparagus beetle, 322
Astacidffi, 52
Astacoidea, 52
Astacus, 52
Astoma, 103
Atax, 102
Ateuclius, 374
Atherix, 418
Athous, 363
Atomaria, 380
Atractocerus, 354
Atropos, 142
Attacus, 455
Attagenus, 378
Attelabinse, 345
Attelabus, 345
Attidse, 118
Attus, 116
Atypus, 120
Aulicus, 358
Aulacizes, 248
Aurocorisa, 261

Baccha, 424
Badister, 397
Bseonura, 512
Baetis, 152, 153
Bsetisca, 152, 153
Bairdia, 31
BalanidiB, 20
Balaiiinus, 338, 341
Balanus, 20
Bancbus, 515
Bardistus, 324
Barnacles, 12

„ root, 18

Bassus, 515
Batesia, 483
Bat-tick, 433
Batracbidea, 193
Bdella, 103
Bdellidse, 103
Beach-flea, 77
Bed-bug, 285
Bee, bi.mble, 541

,, hive, 541

,, honey, 542

,,
humble, 541

,, leaf-cutter, 539

,, mason, 538

„ social, 541

,, upholsterer, 539

Bees, 536
Beetles, directions for collecting,

299
Beetle, anatomy of, 302

,, asparagus, 322

,, bacon, 378

,, blister, 345

,, bombardier, 396

,, burying, 385

,, carrion, 357, 383

,, cai’pet, 379

,, case-braver, 322

„ cave, 384, 394

„ click, 301

,, cucumber, 317

,, darkling, 354

,, deathlick, 341

,, diamond, 344

Beetle, dung, 373

„ elephant, 369

,, flea, 315

,, fungus, 312

,, girdler, 327

,, goldsmith, 370

,, goliath, 308

,, grape-vine, 315

,, hercules, 309

,, June, 307

„ leaf, 313

,, locust-tree, 330

,, long-armed, 327

,, long-horned, 323

,, longicorn, 323

„ May, 307

,, meal, 353

„ melon, 317

„ museum, 373

,, musk, 331

,, oil, 345

,, potato, 314, 318, 322

,, rose, 372

,, rove, 387

,, sacred, 375

,, scavenger, 385

,, sexton, 385

,, snapping, 361

,, spring, 361

,, squash, 317

,, stag, 370

,, tiger, 401

,, water, 388
Belostoma, 255
Belostomidse, 255
Bembecinse, 530
Bembidium, 398
Bembex, 530
Benacus, 250
Berytidffi, 289
Bibio, 412
Bird-tick, 433
Birgus, 57
Bittacomorpha, 515
Bittacus, 102
Black-beetles, 172-

Black flies, 411
Blaps, 352, 353
Blatta, 181
Blattidse, 109
Bledius, 388
Blepharida, 315, 316
Bletliisa, 393, 399
Blissina, 289
Blissus, 289
Blister-beetles, 345
Blow-fly, 429
Blues, 475
Bolbocerus, 307
Bolitotherus, 352, 354
Bombardier-beetles, 393
Bombus, 541
Bombycidffi, 453
Bombylidfe, 420
Bombylius, 420
Bombyx, 453, 459
Bopyridse, 71
Boreus, 103
Bosmina, 35
Bot-flies, 425
Bothrideres, 381
Bracliinus, 393, 394, 396
Braciiyacantlia, 310
Brachycera, 410
Bracliymetra, 269
Brachypeplus, 381
Brachyrhynchina, 283
Bracliys, 304
Bracliystola, 194
Bracliytarsus, 336

Brachyura, 58
Bracon, 513
Braconidae, 512
Branchinecta, 40
Branchiopoda, 36
Branchipodidae, 39
Branchijius, 40
Brassolinae, 489
Brassolis, 489
Braulidae, 433
Brenthidae, 336
Brentliis, 486
Brenthus, 336
Brine-shrimp, 37
Bristle-tails, 137
Brochymena, 292
Brontes, 380
Bruchidae, 334
Bruchomorpha, 234
Bruchus, 335
Bi-yocoraria, 286
Buffalo-bug, 379
Buffalo-gnat, 411
Bugs, 204
Bnprestidae, 364
Buprestis, 365
Butlius, 125
Butterflies, 469

Cacmcia, 441
Caddis flies, 163
Caddis worms, 163
Caecidotea, 71

Caenis, 152, 154
Calandra, 339
Calandrinae, 339
Calanidae, ^
Calanus, 24
Calappa, 62
Calathus, 397
Calidium, 332
Caligidae, 28
Caligus, 28
Caligo, 489
Callianidea, 55
Callianisea, 55
Callicliroma, 324, 331
Callidium, 332
Callidryas, 495
Callithea, 454
Calliphora, 429
Callostoma, 421
Calopliya, 224
Caloptenus, 194
Calopteron, 301
Calosoma, 399
Calotermes, 145
Calydiidae, 380
Calyptomera, 35
Calyptratae, 431
Cambarus, 53
Campodea, 137
Campodeae, 137
Camptoneura, 431
Camptonotus, 186
Cancer, 02
Cancridae, 62
Cancroidea, 62
Candle-flies, 230
Canker-worms, 446
Cantliocamptus, 24
Canthon, 374
Capitulum, 13
Caprella, 73
Caprellidae, 73
Capsaria, 286
Capsina, 286
Carabidae, 393
Carabinae, 398
Carabus, 399
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Carapax, 7
Caratomus, 510
Carcinus, 58, 63
Caridea, 50
Oariueta, 228
Carpet beetle, 379
Carpocapsa, 441
Carpophilus, 387
Carrion beetles, 385
Carteria, 216
Caryoborns, 335
Case-worms, 163
Cassida, 314
Casnonia, 396
Castnia, 461
Catadroinus, 397
Catocala, 449
Catogenus, 380
Catometopa, 63
Catops, 384
Catopsilia, 494
Catorama, 355
Cebrionida;, 361
Cecidomyia, 408, 410
Cecidomyidae, 408
Celia, 531
Celioxus, 538
Cenobitid®, 57
Centipeds, 127
Centromelus, 279
Centrotida, 226
Centrotus, 224
Centruras, 125
Cephalomyia, 426
Cerambycidffi, 323
Cerambycin®, 330
Cerarabyx, 331
Cerapus, 75
Ceratiua, 540
Ceratopogon, 413
Cerceris, 531
Cercopida, 242
Cercopid®, 241
Cercopis, 242
Cercyon, 389
Ceria, 425
Cerinatia, 129, 130
Cermatiid®, 130
Ceropales, 527
Ceroplastes, 216
Cerura, 454
Cetonia, 368
Ceuthopbilus, 184
Chaitophorus, 221
Chalcidid®, 510
Chalcids, 510
Chalsolepidius, 363
Clialcophora, 365
Cliaraxes, 481
Chatergus, 534
Charis, 479
Chauliodis, 156
Chauliognathiis, 359
Chelifer, 124
Clieliuidea, 291
Clielogynus, 512
Clielon'obia, 21
Clielura, 75
Chelurid®, 75
Chelymorpha, 315
Cherinesina, 223
Chernes, 124
Chigoe, 4:14

Chilocorus, 311
Chilognatha, 127
Chilopoda, 128
Chion, 331
Chionea, 415
Chionobas, 491
Chironomid®, 412

Chironomus, 413
Chirocephalus, 41
Chiridotea, 71
Chitine, 1

Chl®nius, 396
Chlamys, 322
Chloroperla, 140
Chrysid®, 524
Chrysis, 524
Clirysobothris, 365
Chrysochraon, 203
Cbrysochus, 321
Chrysochroa, 366
Chrysomela, 320
Chrysomelid®, 313
Chrysomyia, 416
Clirysopa, 157
Chrysophanus, 481
Chthonius, 124
Cicada, 226, 227
Cicadula, 245
Ciccus, 248
Cicindela, 401, 402
Cicindelid®, 401
Cicindelini, 402
Cillenum, 394
Cimex, 285
Cimicid®, 285

,

Cimicina, 285
Ciniflonid®, 120
Cinura, 137
Cionus, 342
Cirolanid®, 70
Cirripedia, 12
Citherias, 491 I

Cixiida, 240
Cixius, 240
Cladocera, 31
Clastoptera, 244
Claviger, 386
Cleobis, 123
Cleptes, 524
Clerid®, 357
Clerus, 357
Clisiocampa, 454
Clivinemaria, 286
Cloe, 154
CloeoD, 152, 153
Clothes-moth, 439
Clothilla, 142
Clubione, 120
Clythra, 322
Clytus, 330
Coccid®, 214
Coccinella, 311
Coccinellid®, 310

Coccus, 217, 218
Cochineal, 217
Cockroach, 169

,, German, 171

,, oriental, 172
Cfficilia, 141
Cffilidia, 245
Cmnobita, 57
Crenomyia, 416
Cffinonympha, 491
Colacina, 350
Colaspis, 321
Coleoptera, 299
Colias, 494
Collembola, 135
Colletes, 536
Colmnis, 485
Colorado potato-beetle, 318

Colossendeid®, 80
Colossendeis, 79
Colymbetes, 3i)l

Compsidea, 326
Compsomyia, 429, 430
Conatrachelus, 341

Corichoderma, 19
Conchfficetes, 60
Coucholepas, 17
Conocephalus, 187
Conops, 425
Conopid®, 425
Conorhinus, 279
Conotelus, 381
Copepoda, 22
Copiophora, 187
Coppers, 475
Copris, 374
Coptocycla, 314
Coptodera, 396
Cordylospasta, 348
Coreina, 291
Coreoidea, 289
Corethra, 413
Corimel®nina, 293
Corisa, 250
Corisid®, 250
Coriscus, 282
Coronula, 21
Corophid®, 75
Corotoca, 387
Coryc®id®, 26
Corydalus, 155
Corymbites, 363
Corystoidea, 62
Corythuca, 284
Coscinoptera, 322
Cosmetus, 121
Cotalpa, 370
Cotton worm, 450
Cowkiller ant, 526
Crab, blue, 63

common, 62
false hermit, 59
fiddler, (i4

glass, 55
green, 63
horseshoe, 83
hermit, 55
king, 83
lady, 63
land, 65
mud, 62
oyster, 64
palm, 55
soft-shell, 63
soldier, 55
shore, (>2

porcelain, 59
spider, 61

Crabo, 532
Crabonin®, 531
Crab-louse, 210
Crab-spider, 118
Crambin®, 442

Crambus, 443
Crane flies, 415
Crangon, 50
Craponius, 341
Cratidus, 353
Crawfish, 33
Cratoparis, 335

Crayfish, 33
Crepidodera, 315
Creophilus, 387

Crickets, 179

Cricket, broad-winged tree, 182

cave, 184
house, 181

mole, 179
sand, 185
snowy tree, 182

stone, 184
tree, 181

,, western, 185
Crioceris, 322, 323
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Cross-spider, 119
Croton bugs, 170
Crustacea, 6

Crytpobium, 388
Cryptocephalus, 321
Cryptocerata, 250
Cryptocbirus, 64
Cryptohypnus, 363
Cryptopentamera, 313
Cryptophagidae, 380
Cryptopliagus, 380
Cryptopliialus, 17
Cryptops, 129

'

Cryptotetramera, 310
Cryptus, 515
Cteniza, 110, 120
Cuckoo flies, 524
Cucujus, 380
Cuculinae, 538
Culex, 413
Culicidse, 413
Cumacea, 67

Curculionidae, 338
Curculioninae, 340
Currant-borer, 464
Cuterebra, 426
Cut-worms, 452
Cyamidae, 73
Cyamus, 73
Cyarda, 238
Cybister, 391
Cychrus, 400
Cyclometopa, 62
Cyclopidae, 23
Cyclops, 23
Cyclus, 87
Cydnidffi, 291
Cydnus, 291
Cyllecoraria, 287
Cyllene, 330
Cylorhaplia, 423
Cymothoa, 70
Cymotlieridae, 70
Cynipidae, 508
Cynips, 509
Cyprididae, 31
Cypridinidae, 31
Cypris, 16, 30
Cyrtidre, 421
Cyrtophyllus, 187, 188
Cystosoma, 74, 75
Cystosomidae, 74
Cythere, 30
Cytherellidae, 31
Cytheridae, 31

Dactylotum, 202
Daddy-long-legs, 121, 415
Dakruma, 443
Danais, 492
Daphnia, 31, 38
Daphnidae, 35
Dascalia, 238
Dasygastrinae, 538
Dataines, 123
Death’s head moth, 468
Death-tick, 141
Death-watch, 141
Decapoda, 44
Deilephila, 466
Delphacida, 240
Delphax, 241
Deltocephalus, 246
Demodex, 100
Dendroctonus, 337
Derbida, 232
Dermataptera, 139
Dermanyssus, 102
Dermatobia, 426
Dermatobiae, 429
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Dermatodectes, 100
Dermestes, 378
Dermestidae, 377
Desmocerus, 330
Desmonota, 314
Diabrotica, 317
Diactor, 290
Diamond-beetle, 344
Diapheromera, 176
Diaperis, 352
Diaspina, 214
Diastylis, 67
Diaulus, 165
Dibolia, 315
Dicaelus, 397
Dicerca, 365
Dichelesthiidae, 28
Dichelesthium, 28
Dictyna, 115
Diclyophara, 231
Dictyopharida, 230
Dictyophorus, 193
Diedrocephala, 249
Digger wasps, 524
Dinematoura, 27
Diogenes, 57
Dione, 485
Diocus, 28
Diphucrania, 364
Diplonychus, 258
Diplosis, 410
Diplax, 140
Dipnemnonia, 118
Diptera, 403
Diraphia, 224
Diricenna, 493
Dismorphia, 496
Disonycha, 315
Dithyrocaris, 43
Diurnals, 469
Dolichopodid®, 423
Dolleschallias, 485
Dolomedes, 158
Donacia, 323
Dorcadion, 328
Dorippe, 62
Dorylus, 526
Dorycephalus, 248
Doryphora, 318
Dove-tick, 101
Dragon-fly, 147
Drassus, 120
Drasteria, 449
Drasterius, 361
Dromia, 59, 60
Drosophila, 432
Dundubia, 228
Dynastes, 369
Dysdercus, 287
Dysderid®, 120
Dysodius, 284
Dytiscid®, 391
Dytiscus, 391

Eacles, 454, 455
Earwigs, 139
Ecbiniscus, 81
Echinorhynchus, 367
Eciton, 518
Ectobia, 171
Ectrichodia, 280
Ectrichodiina, 280
Edessina, 292
Eight-spotted forester, 463
Elaphidion, 331
Elaphocera, 367
Elaphrus, 393, 399
Elamoscelis, 233
Elater, 363
Elateridffi, 361

Eledona, 352
Eleodis, 353
Elephant-beetle, 369
Elis, 526
Elmis, 377
Elymniin®, 490
Embia, 142
Embid®, 142
Emesa, 276
Emesid®, 276
Empid®, 422
Empusa, 175
Enchophyllum, 225
Endomychid®, 312
Endopodite, 6

Entomolithus, 81
Entomophaga, 506
Entomostraca, 22
Entimus, 344
Epeira, 103, 118
Epeirid®, 118
Epeolus, 538
Ephemera, 153
Ephemerid®, 151
Ephemerina, 151
Ephippium, 416
Ephydra, 432
Epicauta, 346, 348
Epilachna, 312
Epinephile, 487
Epipodite, 7

Erax, 419
Erebus, 448
Eresia, 486
Ergatis, 333
Erichthus, 66
Erigone, 106, 119

Erirhinus, 338
Eristalis, 423
Erycinid®, 479
Eryon, 52
Erythroneura, 246
Estheria, 38
Eucera, 540
Eucheira, 496
Euchroma, 364
Eucnemid®, 361
Eudamus, 475
Eudryas, 462
Eudioi)hus, 444
Eueides, 489
Euloba, 284
Eulonchus, 421
Eulophin®, 511
Eum®us, 479
Eumenes, 533
Eumenin®, 533
Eupagurus, 56
Eupelmus, 511
Euphausia, 43
Euploea, 492
Eupristina, 510
Euproiips, 86
Euptoieta, 485
Eupsalis, 336
Eurybracliys, 235
Eurybrachydida, 235
Eurema, 496
Eurocaris, 286
Eurygastrina, 293
Eurygonin®, 479
Eurymela, 242
Eurymelida, 241
Euryomia, 368
Eurypterida, 86

Eurypterus, 86
Eurypauropus, 128
Eurytoma, 511
Eurytomin®, 511
Euselasiin®, 479
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Euschemon, 474
Eusarcus, 87
Evadnopsis, 34
Evaiiia, 516
Evaniidae, 515
Evarthrus, 397
Everyx, 4(;5

Evibivcus, 55
Exenterus, 515
Exopodite, 6

Eyes, 3

False hermit, 59
Fertilization oi flowers by insects,

94
Fiddler crabs, 64
Fidia, 321
Fidicina, ‘227

Flata, 236
Flatoides, 238
Flatida, 236
Flea, 434

,,
beech, 76

,, sand, 76

,, jigger, 434
Flea-beetle, 315
Flesh-fly, 403
Flies, 403
Fly, black, 411

,,
blow, 429

,, bot, 425

,, candle, 230

,, caddis, 163

j, cheese, 431

,, crane, 415

„ cuckoo, 524

,, day, 151

,,
dragon, 147

,, tire, 359

,,
flesh, 403

,, harvest, 226

,, Hessian, 410

,, fruit, 432

„ gall, 408, 508

,,
horse, 416

,,
house, 429

,, ichneumon, 512

,, lace-wing, 156

,, lantern, 229

„ May, 151

,, meat, 403

,, rat-tailed, 423

,, robber, 418

,, scorpion, 161

„ screw-worm, 429

,, snow, 163

,, Spanish, 347

„ stable, 430

,, tsetze, 430

„ w'illow, 140

,, wheat, 408
Forceps-tail, 130
Forficula, 139
Forflcularidai, 139
Formica, 517
Formicari®, 516
Formicid®, 516
Fonnicomus, 351

Fossorial Hymenoptera, 524
Fossorial Orthoptera, 179
Fruit-fly, 432
Fulgora, 230
Fulgorida, 229
Fulgorid®, 229
Fungus gnats, 407
Fustiger, 386

G»ana, 228
Galatheidea, 55
Galerita, 396

Galeruca, 316
Galgulid®, ‘262

Galgulus, ‘263

Galleria, 443
Gall-flies, 408, 508
Gallicola, 506
Galls, 408, 508
Gamasid®, 102
Gamasus, 102
Gammarid®, 76
Gammarus, 7()

Gargaphia, 285
Gasterophilus, 426
Gastrocampa, 454
Gastrophilus, 425
Gastrophysa, 320
Gecarcinid®, 65
Gelasimus, 65
Geodromica, 276
Geometrid®, 445
Geophilus, 1‘29

Geopinus, 396
Geotrupes, 373
Gerris, 267
Geryon, 63
Gigantostraca, 81
Glass crab, 55
Glomerid®, 128

Glossina, 430
Glow-worms, 360
Gnathia, 70
Gnathiid®, 70
Gnathobleda, 279
Goliathus, 368
Goldwespen, 524
Goinphocerus, 202
Gonatopus, 512
Gonepteryx, 494
Gonoicotes, 295
Gonodactylus, 67
Gonoides, ‘295

Gonyleptes, 121

Gonyleiitid®, 121

Gooseberry fruit-worm, 443
Gortyna, 451
Gorytes, 531
Gossyparia, 218

Grapta, 48()

Graptodera, 315
Grasshoppers, 186

Grasshopper, lubber, 194

,, western, 195

Grave-diggers, 385
Green crab, 63
Gribble, 71

Grimothea, 54
Ground pearl, 218

Gryllid®, 179
Grvllotalpa, 179
Gryllus, 181

GryiJtodes, 246
Gyasciitus, 366

Gymnocerata, 276
Gymnomera, 34
Gyuandropus, 395

Gypona, 247
Gyraph®na, 387
Gyrinid®, 390

Gyriuus, 390
Gyropus, 296

Hadenoecus, 184
H®matapota, 417
H®matopinus, 211

H®mobaphes, 28
H®tera, 491

Hair-streaks, 476

Halesidota, 460
Halesus, Ibi
Halictus, 537

Haliphid®, 393
Haliplus, 303
Halobates, 269
Halobatodes, 269
Halocyprid®, 31
Halydina, 292
Haphithus, 183
Harmonia, 310
Harpactid®, 24
Harpalin®, 395
Harpalocarcinus, 64
Harpalus, 395
Harpyia, 454
Harrisina, 461
Harvest fly, 226
Harvestmen, 121
Hebrus, 274
Hecalus, 247
Hecatesia, 484
Hedychrum, 524
Helias, 474
Heliconin®, 488
Heliconius, 489
Helicopsis, 479
Helicopsyche, 165
Helicoptera, 239
Heliophila, 451
Helops, 352
Hemaris, 465
Hemerobid®, 157
Hemerobius, 157
Hemidictya, 229
Hemiptera, 204
Hemiptycha, 225
Hemmatocerina, 280
Hemmatocerus, 280
Heptagenia, 153
Hercules beetle, 369
Hermit crabs, 55

Hesi)eria, 474, 481
Hesperid®, 473
Hessian fly, 410
Hestia. 492
Heterocera, 435
Heterochroa, 483
Heterogamia, 172
Heterogyna, 524
Heteromera, 345
Heteronotus, 226
Heteroptera, 244
Hexodon, 370
Hexaijoda, 131
Hickory tussock-moth, 460
Hippa, 5‘.)

Hipparchia. 491
Hippid®, 59

Hipi)obosca, 433
Hippoboscid®, 433
Hippodamia, 312
Hirmoneura, 419
Hister, 382
Histerid®, 382
Hololepta, 383
Holoptilid®, 283
Holoptilus, 283
Homalota, 388
Homarus, 53
Homoptera, 212

Honey ants, 523

„ bee, 542

,,
gatherers, 536

Hoplophora, 102

Hoplia, 372
Hoplocephala, 352
Hoppers, tree, 243
Horned corydalus, 155

Hornet, 536
Horn tails, 507
Hornia, 349

Horse ant, 522
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Horse-fly, 417
Horseshoe crab, 83
House-fly, 429
House-spider, 119
Hyaleodalphnia, 35
Hyaliodes, 287
Hybernia, 445
Hydrachna, 102
Hydrachnida;, 102
Hydrobatidre, 207
Hydrobius, 389
Hydro&sa, 275
Hj^drometra, 270
Hydrometridpe, 275
Hydrophilidaj, 388
Hydropliilus, 389
Hydroporus, 391, 393
Hydroptilidaj, 165
Hygrotrechus, 267
Hylesinus, 337
Hylobius, 343
Hjdotrupes, 332
Hylurgus, 337
Hymenoptera, 503
Hyperaspidius, 310
Hyperaspis, 310
Hyperchiria, 454
Hyperia, 73, 74
HyperidiB, 74
Hypiia, 480
Hypocoiicha, 59
Hypochrysops, 479
Hypoderma, 425, 427
Hypolimna, 483
Hypophloeus, 352
Hypsaucheiiia, 225
Hysteropterum, 233, 243

lapyx, 137
Ibacus, 55
Ibla, 10
Ichneumon-flies, 512
IchneumonidiB, 514
Idotea, 71
Idoteid®, 71
Illaphanus, 394
Ilybius, 3i)3

Hyocoris, 260
Inquilines, 510
Insects, anatomy of, 89
Insects, number of species, 95
lo motli, 454
Ips, 381
Ipthimus, 353
Isopoda, 0!)

Ismene, 475
Isosoma, 511
Issida, 233
Issus, 233
Itcli-mite, 100
Itliomia, 493
Ithycerus, 344
lulid®, 127
lulus, 127
Ixodes, 101
IxodidsE, 101

Jalmenes, 479
Jassid®, 244
Jassus, 245
Jigger, 434
Julus, 127
Jumping beans 441
Jumping spiders 118
Junonia, 488

Kallmia, 484
Katydids, 187
King crab, 83
Kocnlorine, 17

Labia, 139
Lace-winged flies, 156
Lachlania, 151, 154
Lachnophorus, 397
Lachnosterna, 371
Lachnus, 220
Lady-birds, 310
Lady crab, 63
L®modipoda, 72
Lagenopsyche, 105
Lamia, 325, 328
Lamenia, 233
Lamiiu®, 325
Lamprosoma, 321
Lampyridffi, 358, 359
Lampyriu®, 359

Lami)yris, 359, 300
Land crabs, 05
Lantern-fly, Brazilian, 229
Laphria, 419
Largus, 288
Larinus, 339
Larrada, 528
Larrin®, 528
Lasia, 421, 422
Lasioderina, 355
Laternaria, 229
Lathrobiiim, 388
Latona, 35
Leaf-crumpler, 444
Leaf-cutter bee, 539
Leaf insect, 176
Leaia, 41
Lebia, 390
Lecanium, 215
Leistotrophus, 387
Lema, 322
Lemonias, 479
Lemoniin®, 479
Lepadid®, 19

Lei)as, 20
Lepidocyrtus, l.'?5

Lepidoptera, 435
Lepidurus, 37
Lepismatid®, 137
Lepisma, 137
Leptid®, 417
Leptinus, 384
Leptocerus, 104
Leptochelia, 70
Leptocircus, 501
Leptocorisina, 290
Leptodora, 34
Leptodorid®, 34
Leptophlebia, 153
Leptoi)odia, 61
Leptopus, 266
Leptura, 329
Leptus, 103
Lepyronia, 243
Lepyrus, :143

Lern®a, 28
Lern®id®, 28
Lern®odiscus, 18
Lernaeonema, 23
Lern®opoda, 28
Leru®opodid®, 28
Leucania, 451
Leucosoidea, 02
Leucospis, 510
Libellula, 150
Libellulid®, 147
Libellulina, 151
Liburnia, 241
Libyth®a, 479
Libyth®in®, 479
Libyssa, 293
Lice, 209
Lichnanthe, 372
Lightning bugs, 359

Limnochares, 102
Limenitis, 482
Limonius, 363
Limnadia, 38
Limiiadid®, 38
Limnetis, 38
Limnophilus, 164
Limnoria, 71, 75
Limnorid®, 71
Limnotrechus, 208
Limnometra, 208
Limulus, 83
Linguatula, 87
Linypliia, web of, 112
Liotheid®, 296
Lipopteiia, 433
Lissorhoptrus, 339
Lithobiid®, 129
Litliobius, 129
Lithocalletis, 440
Lithodid®, 59
Lithotrya, 19
Litoclirus, 383
Litoralia, 276
Livia, 224
Lixus, 343
Lobster, 53

,, spiny, 55
Locust, 178

,, clumsy, 194

,, granulated grouse, 192

,, green-striped, 203

,, grouse, 192

,, red-thighed, 194

„ rocky-mountain, 195

,, seventeen year, 227
Locusta, 191

Locustid®, 183
Long armed beetle, 327
Long horned beetles, 323
Longicorn beetles, 323
Loparia, 280
Lophacris, 193
Lophopida, 233
Loricata, 54
Lordops, 344
Louse, cow, 211

„ common, 210

„ body, 211

,, crab, 210

„ fish, 27

„ grape gall, 222

,, head, 210

„ jumping, 223

,, oyster-shell bark, 214

,, whale, 73

,, wood, 72
Loxandrus, 397
liubber grasshopper, 194
Lucanid®, 375
Lucanus, 370
Lucifer, 49
Luciola, 360
Ludius, 363
Luna moth, 458
Luteva, 276
Lyc®nid®, 475
Lyc®na, 476, 481
Lycomorpha, 462
Lycorea, 493
Lycosa, 116

Lyctocoris, 285
Lyda, 500
Lyernian, 226
Lyg®id®, 288
Lyg»us, 289
Lymexylonid®, 354
Lymexylon, 354
Lync®id®, 35
Lysiopetalid®, 127
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Lystra, 230
Lytta, 347

Machierites, 385
Machilis, 138

Macrobasis, 340, 348
Macrobiotus, 80
Macroceplialus, 284
Macrochcira, 01

Macrodactylus, 372
Macrotonia, 324, 332
Macrura, 48
Maia, 61
Maioidea, 00
Malacliidic, 358
Malacliins, ;}58

Malacopoda, i)6

Mallophaga, 204
Mallota, 424
Maiiiestra, 452
Maniola, 41)1

Mandibles, 7

Manticora, 401
Manticoriiii, 401
Mantidae, 173
Mantis, 175, 176
Mantistm, 157, 158
Mantis shrimp, 66
Maotys, 283
Margarodes, 218
Masarina;, 532
Masaris, 532
Mason bees, 538
!Matinus, 265
Matus, 393
Maxilla;, 7

Maxillipeds, 7
May-beetles, 367
Measuring-worms, 445
Meccus, 379
Mecbanitis, 493
MegaceiJhala, 401
Megacephaliua, 402
Megacliile, 539
Megaderus, 324
Megalops, 11

Megalotomus, 290
Meganostoma, 494
Megasoma, 369
Megilla, 312
Megistarhyuchus, 419
Melanactes, 362
Melanolestes, 281
Melanoi)bila, 365
Melanotus, 363
Melecta, 538
Melipo:ia, 544
Melita;a, 486
Mellifera, 536
Mellinina;, 529
Mellinus, 529
Meloe, 345, 349
Meloetyi)lilus,345
Meloida;, 345
Melolontha, 371
Melolontbinie, 371
Melon-caterpillar, 444
Melophagus, 433
Membracis, 225
Membracida;, 224
Merostomata, 83
Mesographe, 445
Mesompbalia, 314
Mesovelia, 273
Mesops, 203
Metapodius, 291
Metopius, 513
Metrius, 399
Metrobates, 271
Metrocoris, 269

Mezara, 284
Miastor, 409
Micaria, 108
Micraspis, 310
Microcentrum, 188, 191
Microdon, 424
Microgaster, 514
Microglotta, 387
Micromalthus, 354
Microvelia, 275
Mictina, 291
Midas, 418
Midasidffi, 418
Millipeds, 127
Milnesium, 81
Milyas, 282
Miraria, 286
Miridiaria, 286
Mites, 99

“ itch, 100
“ follicle, 100
“ sugar, 100

Molchina, 291
Mole-cricket, 179
Monalonion, 286
IMonedula, 530
Mononyx, 264
Monohammus, 327
Monopsis, 232
Mordella, 351
Mordellidse, 351
Morio, 398
Mormolyce, 395
Morphinse, 489
Morpho, 484
Mosquito, 413
Monhotia, 398
Moth, 435

,, arctia, 460

,, bee, 443

,, cecropia, 456

,, clear-wing, 465

,, clothes, 439

,, coddling, 442

,, deaths-head, 468

,, io, 454

„ luna, 458

„ magpie, 447

„ meal, 444

,, Pernyi, 455

„ plume, 437

,, puss, 454

,, silk-worm, 457

,, sphinx, 464

„ thisbe, 465

,, tobacco, 467

,, tussock, 460
Mud-crab, 62
Mud-daubers, 529
Munuopsida;, 71
Murgantia, 292
Muscidas, 429
Muscinse, 429
Museum pests, 378
Mutilla, 526
Mutillida;, 526
Mycalesis, 491
Mycetina, 312
Mycetobia, 408
Mycetophilidae, 407
Mycterodes, 2;i4

Mygale, 117, 120
Mygalidse, 120

Mylabris, 348

Mynes, 480
Myodites, 351
Myodocha, 289
Myodochina, 289
Myriapoda, 127

Myrmar, 512

Myrmariuse, 512
Myrmecocystus, 523
Myrmecolax, 350
Myrmecophila, 181
Myrmeleon, 158
Myrmica, 517
Mysis, 43
Mytilaspis, 214, 215
Myndus, 240
Myzine, 526

Nabicula, 282
Nabidae, 282
Nabis, 283
Nannophysa, 151
Narvesus, 279
Naso, 234
Naucoris, 259-261
Naucorida;, 259
Nauplius, 10
Nebalia, 42
Necrophorus, 385
Necydalis, 329
Neides, 289
Nematocera, 407
Nematus, 507
Nemeobinae, 479
Nemeobius, 479, 481
Nemistrinida;, 419
Nemobius, 181
Nemognatha, 345
Nemoptera, 160
Nemoura, 140
Neonympha, 492
Nepa, 253
Nepliila, 114, 119
Nepidae, 253
Neptunus, 63
Nersia, 230
Neuronia, 166
Neuroptera, 155
Neuroterus, 509
Nika, 50
Nisoniades, 474
Nitidula, 381
Nitidulidae, 381
Noctuidae, 447
Nogasus, 28
Nogodina, 236
Nola, 461
Nomada, 538
Notocantha, 416
Notonecta, 252
Notonectidae, 251
Notoxus, 351
Nops, 120
Nycteribia, 433
Nycteribidae, 433
Nyctobatus, 353
Nymphalidae, 480
NymplialinaB, 480
Nymphalis, 481
Nymplionidae, 80
Nysidia, 233
Nysiina, 289
Nysius, 289
Nysson, 531
Nyssoninae, 530

Oberea, 326
Obisiuin, 124
Obtusilingues, 533
Ocelli, 3
Ocypoda, 65
Ocypodidae, 64
Ocypodoidea, 63
Ocypus, 386
Odonata, 147
Odontota, 315
Odynerus, 533
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CEcleus, 240
Qicauthus, 182
Clidionychis, 316
CEdipocla, 202
CEdoconia, 517
Q'>lomagena, 425
ffineis, 401
QistriciiE, 425
Oistraugia, 425
(Estriis, 426
Ogyris, 470
Olfei'sia, 433
Oil-beetles, 345
Oliarus, 240
Olibrus, 383
Oligoneuria, 154
Omophroii, 400
Omosita, 381
Omus, 401
Oncerotracbelus, 279
Oncideres, 327
Oiiiscidae, 72
Oniscus, 72
Onthopbagus, 373
Onthophilus, 383
Opliion, 515
Opilioiiea, 121
Opossum shrimp, 43
Opsicoetus, 280
Orchelimum, 186
Orcbesella, 136
Orchestia, 77
Orgyria, 443
Oribates, 102
Oribatidai, 101
Ormenis, ki7
Ornithoptera-, 501
Orocharis, 182
Orthezia, 218
Ortlumga, 276
Orthoptera, 167
Ortborliapha, 407
Orthosoma, 333
Ortonia, 210
Oryctes, 370
Osmia, 538
Ostracoda, 29
Osmoderma, 367
Otioceriis, 232
Otiorhynchiiife, 344
Oxybeius, 532
Oxycephalidaj, 73
Oxyporus, 387
Oxyptilus, 437
Oxyrhyncha, 60
Oxystomata, 62
Oyster crab, 64

Pachnephorus, 321
Pachychoris, 293
Pachycorinus, 386
Pachylis, 291
Pachypsylla, 224
Pachytyius, 105, 196
Paicilacapsus, 287
PiEtlerus, 387
Pagurida;, 57
Paguridea, 55
Palsemon, 51

Palinurus, 55
Palingenia, 153
Palleiiida;, 80
Palm crab, 57

,, wasp, 534

,, weevils, 340
Pamphila, 474
Pandalus, 51
Pandarus, 28
Pandinidae, 126
Pangaeus, 291

INDEX.

Panorpa, 161
Panorpida;, 161
Panopeus, 62
Pantographa, 445
Panulirus, ,55

Panurgus, 538
Paonias, 468
Paphia, 480
Papilio, 497
Papilioiiidae, 493
Papilioniiiaj, 497
Papirius, 135 •

Parabolocratus, 247
Paragus, 424
Parandra, 334
Parasita, 209, 294
Paria, 321
ParnassinsB, 497
Parnidse, 376
Parthenogenesis, 39
Pasiraachus, 398
Passalus, 376
Patrobus, 398
Pauropoda, 128
Ptiuropus, 128
Peach-tree borer, 463
Pea-weevil, 335, 344
Pediculidae, 294
Pediculina, 200
Pediculus, 210
Pedipalpi, 122
Pegathymus, 474
Pelicinus, 516
Pelidnota, 370
Pelobius, 1591

Pelocoris, 250
Pelogonus, 262
Pelopaeas, 529
Peltogaster, 18
Pemphigina, 223
Pemphredon, 531
Pempredoninse, 531
Penajidea, 49
Penreus, 49
Penella, 28
Penilia, 35
Pentamera, 354
Pentastomida, 87
Pentastomum, 88
Pentatomina, 292
Pentatomoidea, 291
Penthimia, 146

Pentacheles, 52
Pejisis, 527
Perilypus, 357, 358
Peripatus, 06
Periplaneta, 170, 172
Perithemis, 149
Perla, 140
Perlida;, 140
Petrolisthcs, 59
Pezotettix, 201, 202
Phlroa, 202
Phlseina, 292
Phalacrus, 383
Phalajiiidae, 445
Phalanguim, 121

Phanseus, 374
Phaiieroptera, 191
Pharyngomia, 426
Phasmid®, 176
Phasmomantis, 179
Phellopsis, 354
Philanthinse, 531
Philanthus, 531
Philapterid®, 295
Philapterus, 205
Philosamia, 456
Philonthus, 388
Phlegethoutius, 404, 467

Pholcus, 110
Photinus, 360
Photuris, 360
Phoxichilidium, 78
Phoxichilididae, 80
Phrictus, 230
Phronima, 73
Phronimid®, 73
Phryganea, 164
Phryganeid®, 160
Phrynotettix, 193
Phrynus, 122
Phryxus, 121
Phycin®, 442
Phyciodes, 486
Phycis, 444
Phylhydrus, 389
Phyllium, 177
Phyllocorida, 42
Phyllopoda, i56

Phylloscelis, 231
Phylloscirtus, 183
Pliyllosoma, 55
Phyllotreta, 315
Phylloxera, 222
Phymaphora, 313
Phymata, 284
Phymatid®, 284
Physodera, 303
Phytobius, 339
Phytocor.aria, 286
Phytocorid®, 286
Phytmcia, 327
Phytonomus, 343
Phytophaga, 506
Pierella, 491
Pierin®, 493
Pieris, 495
Pill-bugs, 72
Pinnaxodes, 64
Pinnixa, ()4

Pinnotheres, 64
Pimiotherid®, 64
Piophila, 431
Pipiza, 424
Pique, 434
Piratina, 281
Pissodes, 343
Plagiodera, 320
Plagiognatharia, 286
Plagionotus, 330
Plant-lice, 210
Platamodes, 172
Platyblemnus, 181

Platycerura, 453
Platydema, 353
Platynus, 394, 397
Platyonichus, 63
Platypleura, 228
Platypsylla, 388
Platypsyllid®, 388
Platyptera, 140
Platysamia, 456
Plectrodera, 327
Plectoderes, 239
Pleocoma, 373

Ploa, 253
Ploiaria, 277
Plume-moths, 437
Plum-weevil, 341

Plutella, 440
Pnirontes, 279

Pochazia, 236
Podontid®, 34
Podophthalmia, 42
Podurid®, 135

Podisus, 291
Pmcilacapsus, 280
Pmciloptera, 238
Poecilophysis, 103
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Poecilophysidae, 103
Poecilopoua, 80
Poeocera, 230
Pogonoclierus, 327

PosonomiTmex, 523
Polistes, 535
Pollicipes, 19
Polyartemla, 40
Polj'bia, 534
Polybothris. 364
Polycheles, 52
Polycopid®, 31

Polycteues, 212
Polyctenidae, 211
Polydesmus, 128
Polydesinidre, 127

Polyergus, 522
Polyneura, 229
Polyphemidae, 34
Polypbylla, 371

Polyporus, 382
Polyrbachis, 510
Polysteiies, 212
1‘olyxenidaB, 127
PolyzonidaB, 127

Poinpilidae, 527

Pompilius, 527
PoKtarachna, 102
Pontonia, 52
Porcelain-crab, 59
Porcellanidae, 59
Porcellio, 72
Poroposa, 510
Portunidae, 62
Potainanthus, 153
Potato-beetle, 318
Praying mantis, 173
Precis, 484
Prepona, 482
Prestwicliia, 86
Priocnemis, 528
Priomerus, 175
Prionotus, 282
Prionus, 332
Prisopus, 177
Pristopliora, 507
Proconia, 248
Procrustes, 399
Proctacanthus, 419
Proctotrupidae, 511
Promacbus, 419
Prosocantha, 512
Prosopis, 530
Prosopistoma, 152
Prostemma, 283
Protenor, 290
Proteolepas, 17
Pselaphidae, 386
Psenocerus, 328
Psephenus, 377
Pseudoneuroptera, 140
Pseudoscorpii, 124
Psiloptera, 300
Psocidae, 141
Psocus, 141
Psylla, 224
Psyllidae, 223
Psylliodes, 315
Pteroptus, 102
Pterophoridae, 4;36

Pteropborus, 437
Pterosticlius, 397
Pthirius, 210
Ptilocnemus, 283
Ptinidae, 355
Ptinus, 356
Pterygotus, 87
Ptychodes, 327
Ptychoptera, 415
Ptyelus, 243

Pulex, 434
Pulicidae, 434
Pulvinaria, 217
Pupipara, 433
Puss-moths, 454
Pycnogonidae, 78
Pygolampis, 279
Pyralidae, 442
Pyralinae, 442
Pyrameis, 488
Pyrophorus, :302

Pyrophila, 450
Pyrrhocoridae, 287
Pyrrhopyge, 474

Quedius, 387, 388

Race-borses, 173
Ranatra, 254
Rat-tailed larva, 423
Rasahus, 281
Rear-horses, 175
Reduviidae, 279
Reduvius, 280
Red under-wing, 449
Reicheia, 394
Resthenia, 280
Rhabdosoma, 73
Rhagium, 329
Rhagovelia, 272
Rhantus, 392
Rliaphirliinus, 248
Rheumaptera, 447
Rhipiphoridae, 350
Rhipiphorus, 350
Rhizobiina, 223
Rhizocephala, 18
Rhizotrogus, 371
Rhodnius, 279
Rhodites, 510
Rhodophora, 450
Rhopaleum, 532
Rhopalocera, 469
Rhyacophilus, 104
Rhynchites, 345
Rliyncbitinae, 345
Rhyncophorus, 340
Rbyssa, 514
Ricania, 235
Ricaniida, 235
Robber-flies, 418
Rogenhofera, 420
Root-barnacles, 18

Rose-bug, 372

Saicina, 279
Salamis, 484
Saida, 205
Saldidae, 265
Saltatorial Orthoptera, 178
Salve-bug, 70
Sannina, 463
Sand-flea, 76
Sand-wasps, 527
Sao, 82
Saperda, 326
Sappbirina, 26
Saprinus, 382
Sapyga. 520
Sapygidse, 520
Sarcophaginae, 430
Sarcoptes, 100
Sarcopsylla, 434
Saw-bugs, 72
Satyrinae, 490
Satyrus, 491
Sauba-ant, 516
Saw-flies, 506
Scarabaeidae, 366
Scalpellum, 15, 19

ScaphiidaB, 383
Scaphognathite, 8
Scarites, 398
Scelodonta, 321
Scenopiiiidae, 421
Scenopinus, 421
Schizoneura, 222
Schizopoda, 43
Schizosomi, 58
Sciara, 408
Sciocorina, 291
Scolia, 520
Scoliidae, 526
Scolopendra, 129
Scolopendrella, 136
Scoloi)endrellidae, 136
Scolopendridaj, 129
Scolops, 230
Scolytidae, 336
Scolytus, 338
Scoptonoma, 437
Scopulipedinae, 540
Scorpiodea, 125
Scorpio, 125, 126
Scorpion, whip, 122
Scori)ions, 125
Scorpion-flies, 161
Scoterpes, 127
Scotocryptus, 384
Screw-worm, 429
Scutelleridae, 293
Scutellerina, 293
Scydmaenidae, 385
Scylaecus, 265
Scyllarus, 55
Scymnus, 310
Sea-spider, 78
Segment, 1

Selandria, 507
Sergestes, 49
Serica, 372
Serphus, 258
Setodes, 164
Sextons, 385
Sheep tick, 433
Shrimp, 50

,, brine, 37

,, opossum, 43
Sialidae, 155
Sialis, 156
Sida, 35
Sididae, 35

Siderone, 480
Sigara, 251
Silk-worm, 459

,, mulberry, 459

, ,
ailanthus, 456

,, American, 457

,, cecropia, 456

, ,
Pernyi, 455

Silpha, 384
Silphidae, 383
Simcra, 510
Simulidae, 411
Simulium, 411
Sirex, 507
Sitaris, 348
Sitodrepa, 356
Sitones, 344
Sitotroga, 440
Siphonostomata, 26
Sirthena, 281
Smilia, 225
Slave ant 522
Smynthuridae, 136
Smynthurus, 136
Snow insect, 163
Social bees, 541
Social wasps, 533
Socialinae, 541
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Solenogenys, 394
Solenopsis, 522
Solifugae, 123
Solitary ants, 526
Solitary bees, 636
Solpuga, 124
Soothsayers, 173
Sow bugs, 72
Spathegaster, 509
Spectres, 176
Sphaeridium, 389
Sphaerodema, 258
Sphaeroma, 69
Sphoerophoria, 424
Sphecius, 530
Specodes, 537
Sphegidse, 528
Spheginae, 529
Sphenophorus, 340
Spliex, 529
Spliingidae, 464
Sphinx, oleander, 466, 467

,, blind-eyed, 468

,, green grape-vine, 465
Sphinx-moths, 464
Spiny lobster, 55
Spilalonius, 279
Spilochalcis, 510
Spilosoma, 239
Spiders, 103

„ bird, 120

,, crab, 118

„ cross, 119

,, garden, 105

„ house, 119

,, jumping, 118

,, round-web, 103

,, trap door, 110

,, water. 111
Spider-crab, 61
Spiniger, 280
Spring-beetles, 363
Spring-tails, 136
Spanish fly, 347
Spanghergia, 247
Spongicola, 49
Squash-bug, 291
Squilla, 66
Squillerichthus, 66
Stable-fly, 430
Stachyocnemis, 290
Stalk borer, 451
Stalk-eyed Crustacea, 42
Staphylinini, 387
Staphylinus, 387
Stauropus 454
Stegaspis, 225
Stelis, 538
Stenobothrus, 202
Stenocranus, 241
Stenolemus, 277
Stenomma, 522
Stenophelinatus, 185
Stenopoda, 278
Stenopodiua, 278
Stenoptycha, 437
Stenotrichus, 353
Sternocera, 366
Stephania, 270
Stephoblemnus, 181
Stemorhynchi, 213
Stiretrus, 292
Stigmus, 531
Stomatopoda, 65
Stomoxys, 430
Strategus, 370
Sjtratiomyidse, 416
Strepsiptera, 349
Strigamia, 129
Stylogaster, 425

Stylopidae, 349
Stylops, 349
Sylvanus, 380
Synemon, 461
Symphoromyia, 417
Symphyla, 136
Syrphidse, 423
Syrphus, 424
Systoechus, 420

Tabanidse, 416
Tabanus, 417
Tachina, 430
Tachinidae, 430
Tachys, 398
Tachytes, 528
Tacua, 228
Tachys, 398
Tanaidse, 70
Tanais, 70
Tanarthrus, 351
Tangia, 231
Tanystoma, 416
Tarantula, 118
Tarantula killer, 627
Tardigrada, 80
Tegenaria, 119
Telamona, 225
Telea, 457
Telegonidae, 126
Telegonus, 126, 475
Telenomus, 512
Telephorus, 359
Teleosomi, 59
Telephorinae, 359
Tenebrio, 353
Tenebrionidae, 351
Tent-caterpillar, 454
Tenthrediuidse, 606
Teras, 441
Terebrantia, 506
Terias, 496
Termes, 142
Termitidse, 142
Termites, 143
Tettiginae, 192
Tettix, 192
Tetracentron, 164
Tetracha, 402
Tetraneura, 222
Tetranychus, 103
Tetraopes, 327
Tetraijneumonia, 120
Tettigidea, 192

Tettigia, 227
Tettigonida, 246
Thalassarachna, 102
Thalassinidea, 55
Thamnocephalus, 41
Thamnotettix, 246
Thanasimus, 357
Thaumops, 73
Theda, 477
Thelyphonidae, 122

Thelyphonus, 123
Theraneis, 288
Theridiidae, 119
Theridion, 106, 113
Therevidae, 421
Therioplectes, 417
Thestor, 476
Thinopinus, 387
Thisbe clear-wing, 465
Thomisidae, 118
Thopha, 228
Thoracica, 19
Thousand-legged worm, 127
Thymalus, 382
Thymele, 476
Thysania, 448

Thysanura, 135
Ticks, 101

,, bat, 433

,, death, 141

,, dove, 101

,, sheep, 433

,, white-spotted, 101
Tiger-beetles, 402
Tillus, 358
Tinea, 439
Tineidae, 438
Tineola, 439
Tingis flies, 284
Tiugitidae, 284
Tiphia, 526
Tipulidae, 414
Titanacris, 193
Tobacco-worm, 467
Tollius, 290
Tolype, 454
Tolyphus, 383
Tomaspis, 242, 243
Tomocera, 510
Tomocerus, 136
Tomognathus, 518
Tosena, 228
Tortricidae, 440
Tortrix, 442
Toryminae, 510
Trachea, 93
Trachys, 364
Tragocephala, 203
Trap-door spiders, 110
Trechus, 398
Tremex, 507
Triarthrus, 82
Trihalus, 383
Tribolium, 352
Trichobaris, 341
Trichocera, 415
Trichodectes, 296
Trichodes, 357
Trichogramma, 510
Trichoptera, 163
Trichopterygidae, 383
Trichopteryx, 383
Tridctylus, 180
Trigona, 544
Trigonaspis, 508
Trilobita, 81
Trinucleus, 82
Triodites, 420
Trirhabda, 317
Trogoderma, 379
Trogosita, 382
Trogositidae, 382
Trogulidae, 122
Trombidiidae, 103
Trombidium, 103
Trophisternus, 390
Trophidacris, 193
Tropiduchida, 229
Tropinota, 368
Trox, 373
Truxalis, 203
Trypoxylon, 532
Tsetze Ay, 430
Tubicinella, 21
Tylana, 234
Typhlodromus, 101
Typocerus, 329
Tyroglyphus, 100

Unciola, 76
Upholsterer bee, 539
Upis, 353
Uroceridae, 507
Uropoda, 102

Vanessa, 487, 480
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Veiovidae, 126
Velia, 273
Veliidae, 271
Vermilio, 418
Vespa, 5^
Vespidae, 532
VespiuaB, 533
Verruca, 20
Verrucidae, 20
Victorina, 483
Volucella, 423

Walking-leaves, 176
Walking-sticks, 176
Wasps, 532

„ sand, 527

,, social, 533

„ digger, 524

,, mud dauber, 529

,, palm, 534
Water-spider, 111
Water-beetles, 391
Water-bugs, 170

Weevils, 338
Weevil, acorn, 341

„ bran, 335

,, chestnut, 341

„ clover, 337

„ diamond, 338

„ grain, 339

,, grape, 341

„ hazelnut, 341, 345

„ palm, 340

,, pea, 335, 344

,, pine, 343

,, plum, 341

,, rice, 339
Whale-louse, 73
White ants, 142
Whip-scorpions, 122
Wliite spotted tick, 101
Willemoesia, 52
WilloTV-fly, 140
Wire-worms, 361
Wood-lice, 72
Wood-nymph, 462

Xenobalanus, 21
Xenos, 349
Xerophloea, 248
Xiphidium, 186
Xyleutes, 453
Xylocopa, 540
Xylophagidae, 416
Xylophagus, 416
Xyloryctes, 370

Yellow jacket, 536
Yellow-sally, 140
Ypthima, 491

Zabrus, 394, 397
Zaitha, 257
Zebra caterpillar, 462
Zilla, 114
Zoaea, 10
Zonitis, 349
Zygaenidse, 461
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